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PREFACE

TO

THE

SECOND

EDITION.

SincE the publication of the last edition, a number of
important decisions have been recorded in consequence
of,which several portions of the book have to be revised.
‘Chapters I to V have been entirely re-written, and other
Chapters, chiefly Chapters VIII, IX and X, have been

enlarged.

Opportunity has now been taken of tracing the

graduai development of each tenure. The Glossary has
been added to, and the Appendix
has been retained
limiting it, however, to such of the Acts as are of
frequent reference.
- MYLAPORE,- at

2091921.

்
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. _
௫

0

THE absence of a book devoted solely to land
of this Presidency made

tenures

me attempt this book,and I have

tried to bring within a small compass the information
, derivable from books and official publications and decisions of Courts.
As a book of this kind necessitates the
“treatment of the law of landlord and tenant, I have
shortly dealt with it, and in order to make the book
complete I have added a Chapter on the law regarding
the recovery and mode of realising arrears of revenue and
rent.
,
An apology is necessary for the title of the book. ©
- Though an attempt is made in Chapter I to show that
_ tenures involving the idea of holdings derivatively under
another do not exist in India, I have retained the word in

the title for want of a better word to denote comprehensively all holdings irrespective of their origin.
- To make the book self-contained I have added an
Appendix containing nearly all the Acts relating to
land
in this Presidency
current herein.

and

a

Glossary

of

-I take this opportunity of thanking
“ ‘helped

mein

this

book and especially

revenue

my

terms _

friends

who

Mr. P. R. Gana-

pathy [yer, High Court Vakil, for his valuable

sugges-

tions and advice,

i
‘I am not unaware of the shortcomings of this book,
_and I trust they are only such as are inseparable from
the first edition of a book of this kind.
MYLAPORE,

be

3—1—1916.
|
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The application of the term, tenure, to Indian landholdings

is not,strictly accurate.
It is essentially a feudal term applied
to the system of holding land in subordination to another
which in the feudal age constituted the leading characteristic
of real property.

Feudalism as was prevalent in Europe

obtained in India, and

Indian

befiefices which preceded,

institutions

than the fiefs which

the

constituted, it.

Nevertheless the term, tenure, has generally.been made
in Indian nomenclature ; and I have retained that term

absence of any other suitable Gne

never

more

resembled

Meaning of
tenure.

use of
in the

comprehensively

to denote

the rights and interests in and relating to land, and the relations

with respect thereto between the persons entitled to those rights
‘and privileges.
_ The history of land throughout the world shows that it has
It commences with the divipursued one unvarying course.
sion of men into tribes, for the
Each tribe
division of territory.

division
jealously

territory from intrusion by others, but
all members of the community
rights of user. This principle

of tribes
guarded

within

its

own

involves
its own

range

and unrestricte4
equal
had
still survives among civiliged

nations to the present day. Each modern state claims a special

. ownership

in the

fisheries

within a certain

distance of its

History
land.

of

(
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coasts there is a

common right to fish in the waters thus reserved.

So also each

mark
modern state recognises the shores as far as high water
and the estuaries with their harvests of wild fowl, as the common property of its subjects. In the earliest or hunting stage
when primitive

men

lived by the chase,

by fishing

gathering

or

hrewood,

as is still pictured

American

Indians, they never thought of appropriating the soil

to us

in the

habits

of

North

and laying any claim to it, except regarding the hunting greund
as common property which had to be guarded against competiis still
tors. In the next, nomadic or, pastoral, stage which.
prevalent among some of the hill tribes in India in what is known
as kumri cultivation, men moved with their flocks or herds from

place to place as inclination or search of fresh pastures led
them. Their agricultural labours were limited to the growing
of a few cereals which the virgin soil produced with rich Outturn, and the occupation

of land seldom extended beyond

the

The idea of
period necessary for one sowing and reaping.
ownership went little further than the right to ocgupy and
cultivate a particular spot as long as its possessor chose to
do so. Abundance of land and scarcity of population made such
a life easy and unrestrained. This temporary cultivation was
the first species of property in land. As the tribe augmented
in number, the nomadic life became less convenient, and with
the discovery by the higher races of agriculture, the next

Men then became
stage of settled agriculture was reached.
associated for mutual advantage and protection and settled
The taste for prodown in fixed habitations called villages.
perty became visible on the formation of the family and its
differentiation from the clan. Though holdings were allott-:
ed to each member, they were exchanged and redistributed
showing that no man regarded any field as his own propetty.

The growth

of population,

extensive and intensive cultivation,

however,

necessitated

and the additional

more

labour

whichit involved would make. it inequitable to take away land
from one who had spent Jabour upon it, and give itto another
who had been less active. Thus a stage will be reached in
which community of possession will be limited to pasture
lands, and arable lands will be held in permanence by the
e
€

es

THE tNDIAN IDEA.
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members of each family.
When once this process is reached,
a clear’ property in land originating in occupation and continued posesssion is created. This property was at first in the
family, and the common property soon developed into individual property in obedience to the ifresistible tendency: of
human progress, though it has not been developed to any
great extent in India. Commencing, therefore, in community of

tribal possession, land has everywhere been by degrees appropriated to the village, the family and the individual, and in

every

stage the condition of its enjoyment and use has been

regulated

by

the

community

welfare.t

in

reference

to

the

general

.

The communistic origin of
property has been much
doubted, but according to Indian idea land was considered
communal property.
According to Jaimini’s aphorism which
in theeopinion of European scholars was composed many
years before Christ, “ Earth cannot be given away as it is
common
to all”.2
Savara discussing the right of the
king to give away his kingdom in the sacrifice known
as the Vaswajit, and commenting on this aphorism says,
“Earth is the common property of dll human beings;
though. there may be occupiers of particular portions of

it,

none

can

be

the

owner

of

the

whole

efforts enjoy

the fruits thereof.’

Among

or: collection of families had

aright

>

Savara.

Sayana.

the non-Aryan

to- all, & and

to as

Jaimini,

earth” 8.

Sayana also commenting on this aphorism says, ‘‘ The soil is
the common property of all, and they through their own
Kandhs land was considered common

Indian idea,

much

each tribe

land

Among

Kandhs.

as it

could enjoy, avd cach family to as much land within the tribal
limits as it could cultivate. 6 Similarly also the claim of the nonAryan Todas to all lands within the plateau

In any event, as

observed by

of

the

Prof Vinogradoff,

Nilagiris, 7

‘“‘in so far

as

agriculture is historically developed out of pastoral husbandry,
there seems to be hardly anything more certain in the domain of
archaic law than the theory that the soil was
1.

Encyclo

Lavalaye,

Brit,

XXXIV,

XIV,

XXXV,

959-211;

XXXYVII,

XXXIX;1—6; Lewinskt, 6,7, 18, 14,
20, 22, 25, 42; Maine, Vil Com, 76, 77. ;

Ibid, Early History,

1, 64 et seq, 70;

Field, Landholding, 2, 3.

originally owned

9

8.

Mimamsa Bhashya, VI. 7.2.

4.: Nayamala fistara, 858.
5. Hunter, Orissa, IT, 208,

g

Ibid

. Nilagiri Dt, M. 829, 388,
es

Among

Lodas.

|

_ Vinogradofi,

6
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by groups, and not by individuals, and that its individual
appropriation is the result of a slow process
of development, 1
The formation of tenures is as much the result of geogtaphical as of ethnological causes.
Besides these two main
causes, local conditions and the different political influences
the country was subject to with varying force in different
parts have contributed to infinite varieties of tenures.
Thus
many

of the disputes about property

observed

by

Mr.

Mountstuart

in the soil have

Elphinstone,

been,

od¢casioned

as

by

applying to all parts of the country facts which are true only
of particular tracts, and by including, in conclusions: drawn
from one set of tenure, other tenures totally dissimilar in their nature. 2 Of the purely vernacular institutions of this
Presidency unaffected by the later, Hindu or Aryan, influence,
there is no reliable evidence, except assumptions made- on a
priori reasoning.
Starting, therefore, with Hindu
_institu-

tions, they

were

first subject

to

Mahomedan

influence.

Where it was completely feltasin the
Northern Sirkars,
Original institutions were completely obliterated and foreign
ones introduced ; Where it was weak, institutions which were
imperfect were left undeveloped, or changes introduced. on the
basis of existing ones ; and where it was

southern

parts

of

their original state.

the

Presidency,

The

anarchy

not felt at all as in the

institutions
and

were

internecine

left in

wars

that

followed the decline of the Moghul empire brought about
new ideas

of landholding.

with a regular
holdings.
Dravidian
otganisation.

Lastly

and-systematic

At the dawn of

came the British influence

revenue system and

Indian history, the

individual

districts now forming

the Presidency of Madras were peopled by a section of the
Dravidian race and divided into a number of kingdoms, each
ruled by a king of that race. The Dravidians like the Aryans
had never been

time,

historians, and the

its manners

and customs

descriptions

given in

great extent

by those in

available

the Archeological

1,

by

the

The Growth Of The Manor, 18.

state

have

classical

of the

Tamil

works, aided

ancient inscriptions
Department.
4.

society at the

4o be evolved out
rendered
Both

History of India, 80.

of
toa

now

of them

3
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exhibit considerable Aryan influence, and pure a priori reasoning adapted to the views of particular writers has to be called
into aid to distinguish the purely vernacular, from foreign,
institutions. Allowing toom for the impressions left by the

upon

latter

attained a

the

former,

high degree

the

had

They

of civilisation.

have

to

appear

Dravidians

developed

a maritime intercourse with Persia, the Greeks and the
They were
Romans, and excelled in war and the arts.
acquainted with the art of government which was far from

despdtic and*conduced to public welfare.+ At its head was
a hereditary monarch, whose power was controlled by five
Councits, known as the Five Great Assemblies, and the supreme
power in the state was vested in both.* These Five Great

Assemblies consisted of the representives of (1) the peaple,(2) the
priests,

(3) the

ministers.
the

physicians,

(4)

the astrologers,

and

(5)

the

The first safeguarded the rights and privileges of

people ; the second directed all religious ceremonies;

the

third attended to all matters affecting the life of the king ; the
fourth fixed auspicious times for public ceremonies ; and the
fifth at¢tegded to the collection and expenditure of revenue and
the administration of justice. 8 A land tax amounting to onesixth of the produce which was payable in money or in kind at
the option of the farmer was levied by the king.
But this was
not his only source of revenue.
He had, besides, the revenue

derived from customs, tolls, tributes paid by vassal chiefs and
princes, the booty gained in border expeditions and _ the profits
derived from pearl fishery, wild elephants and
The earliest Tamil literature extant shows

forest produce 4.

that the

Dravidians

had passed from the nomadic stage to that of settled agriculture. The farmers known a3 Ulavers® formed the landed
aristocracy of the country and occupied the highest position in
society next to Arivars or sages. They were also called Vellalers 6
or Karalers?.
The poor families of Vellalers who owned
known as Veelkudi Ulavers. 8
were
small estates
1.

Kanakasabhai Pillai, Taméis, 109,

Kanakasabhat

11

8. Kaxakasabhat Pillai, Tamils, 109,
110; Chilappadtkaram, arumpathaurat,
1975

8. lit, Ulavers
fallen family.

ign Coupon

110 ; Commemorative Hissays, 223.
2. Ibid; Chilappadikaram,
111, 1.
126; Ibid, V.1.157; Ibid, XXVL 88;
்
Manimekalat, 1.1.17.

Pillai,

Tamils,

lit, cultivators,

ue

ae

it,

lords

ie

1

of the flood.
of the cloud.

or

Vellalera

of

the
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Who are
Dravidians,
The Aryans
in the north,

Modern

researches

have

Ce

not solved

who

the Dravidians

are, nor are scholars agreed as to their original home. *:
About 3000 B.C. Northern India was subject to an invasion by force at the hands of the Aryans.
Here again scholars are

not

agreed

as

to

their

probable that it was somewhere

original

on

the

home,

and

common

it is

borderland

of Europe and Asia—the steppes of South Russia.
The reasoo for their migration is not known, and an increase in
number and a spirit of adventure had apparently not a little

to do with it. Entering India through the north weStern
passes, they first settled in the Punjab.
While one section
remained there, another moved eastward, but their progress
was not uncontested.
The Vedas give us an idea of the wars

they had to wage in their onward march.
overcame

them

all and

extended

The Aryans finally

their

conquests to

Bengal and Western Assam, till having reached
the Ganges they sent out expeditions

Bihar

the mouth of

to Orissa, to Burma,

to

* Various theories have been advanced of whioh the following may be noticed:—

i,
ii.

that they were the earliest bands of Aryan immigrants,

:

that they are indigenous to India, especially South India.

of Dr. Grrerson, Sir Herbert Risley and Dr. Maclean.
iii.

This is the view

ம

that their original home was the now submerged continent of Lemuria in

the Indian Ocean, which was supposed to have extended

from

Madagaskar

in the

west to the Malay Archtpalego in the east, connecting South India with Africa on the
one side and Australia on the other.
This view is supported by Dr, Maclean and is

corroborated to a great extent by the classical Tamil works, According to the Chi.
lappadikaram, XX. 17.- 22, “The river Pahruli, and the mountain Kumari,

surrounded by many hills, were submerged by the raging sea”; and its commentator,

Adiyarkunallar states that -between the Pahruli and Kumari rivers, there was a
tract of land extending to.700 Kavathams, and that it was divided into 7 Thenga
nadus,

7 Mathura nadus, 7 Munpalai nadus,

7 Pinpalai

nadus,

7 Kunakarai nadus, and 7 Kurumborat nadus, or 49 nadus in all,
jy.

nadus,

that there were two branches of the Dravidian race, the Kolarians and the

Dravidians proper.

northern

7 Kunra

portion

The former entered India by the north east, and

occupied

the

of the Vindhya tableland and were conquered and split into frag-

ments by the main body of the Uravidians who forced their way into the Punjab

through the north western passes and pressed forward
is the view of Sir William Hunter.
y. that they lived somewhere on the plateau
Mongolians before they entered India by the north
Cc.pal, or by way of Assam or Zennassarim provinces.
ந் Pillat.

to the south of India,

This

of Central Asia along with the
eastern passes from Tibet or
This is the view of Mr. Kana-

vi. that their original home was in Assyria or Asia Minor, and that they came
into India by the north Western passes and became superimposed on the aborginal
stock,

CHAP. 1.]
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Ceylon and even to Java.

SOUTH.

The Aryan

conquest

of

Northern

India was eomplete.
But the Vindhya range running across the continent
from east to west formed an effective barrier to any advance

in force of the Aryans and prevented them from similarly

ex-

tending their conquests to the south.

They therefore came in

small numbers

missionaries,

and

settled

down

as

In the
South

ministers

and commanders of troops.
While the Aryan kingdoms in
the north encouraged their settlements, the settlers were at
the same time received with open arms by the Dravidian
kings and people who were so much impressed by the Aryan
ideas, manners, laws, and

customs

that

one

and

all became

Aryanised. * It is interesting to note that the uncivilised
races whom the Aryans had not then been able bring under
their civilisation continue to remain in the same state to the
present day.
The Aryans were essentially a race of agriculturists and
practised agriculture as their calling. The very name Arya is
derived from a root which means tilling.
In the hymns of the
* The manner
Mat Muller :

‘Wholly

in

which

different

this was

brought

from the manner

about

in which the

is thus described

by Prof

Brahminical people over-

came the north of India, was the way they adopted of taking possession of and set.
tling in the country south of the Vindhya.
They did not enter there in crush-

ing masses

with the

destroying

force of arms,

but

in the more peaceful way of

extensive colonisation under the protection and countenance of the powerful empires
in the north.
Though sometimes engaged in wars with their neighbouring tribes,

these colonies generally have not taken an offensive but

only a defensive

part; it

appears that, having introduced Brahminioal institutions, laws and religion,
especially along the two coasts of the sea, they did not pretend to impose their

language upon the much more numerous inhabitants of the Dekkan, but that they
followed the wiser policy of adopting themselves the language of the original people,

and of conveying through its medium their knowledge and instruction to the minds
of the uncivilised tribes.

In this way they refined the rude language of the original

inhabitants, and brought it to a perfection

which

rivals

even

the Sanskrit.

By

these mutual concessions, a much more favourable concession took place between
the Aryan and aboriginal race, and the south of India became afterwards the last
refuge of Brahminical science, when it was banished from the north by the intoler.

ant Mahomedans,

It is interesting and important to observe

how

the

beneficial

influence of a higher civilisation may be
people to give up their own Janguage and

effectively exercised, without forcing the
adopt that of their foreign conquerors, a

result by which, if successful, every vital

principle of an independent and

development is necessarily destroyed.”

Quoted in Caldwell, Comparative Philology, 111, note.

natural

An agricultural race,

v
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Rig Veda, the earliest of our sacred songs now extant the

is

feel-

ings of joy derived from ploughing are described in beautiful
verses. 1 The Aryans prepared land for cultivation by first

ploughing it with a plough provided with an
sowing it with barley seeds, 3 raised a crop.

ironshare, 2 and
The system of

irrigation by artificial channels was not unknown to them, 4
From the way similies are taken from agricultural operations to.illustrate results obtained

from

sacrifices 5,.it

may be

concluded that agriculture was held in high esteem, and the
most mteresting fact is that in those days agriculture was not
confined to any particular class.
That the Aryans had passed

from the nomadic state to that of settled agriculture

may

be

inferred from their practice of measuring the field with a rod. 6
Though they were essentially agriculturists, their settlement
in a hostile country rendered them also a militant race.’ Their
An agricultural race,

wealth appears to have consisted in kine and horses. §
The Aryans being mainly an agricultural race, premium
was given by them to agriculture, and the simple expedient
that will suggest itself to a people in an early stage of development is to give possession of land to the first pefson who
occupied and cultivated it. Thus it is stated in Manu, “ Sages,
who knew former times, consider this earth (Prithivt) as the

wife of king Prithu ; and thus they pronounce cultivated

land

to be the property of him, who

who

cleared

and tilled it;

and

cut away

the antelope,

the
of

wood,
the

or

hunter, who

mortally wounded it’? 9; the words in italics being the gloss
of Kulluka Bhatta.
This verse..of Manu evidently marks the
stage when land was emerging from communal into individual
ownership which was, however, in the family.

A similar practice had also obtained among the non-Aryan

Among
Kandhs.

Kandhs.

defeasible

They

claimed

throughout

their settlements

an

in-

right to the soil, 10 and priority of occupation in

the case of the tribe, and priority of tillage in the case of the
family formed the origin of right 11. When the population
C1,
2.

See Rig Veda, IV. 57.
Rig Veda,lV. 57. 4. 5; ibid, X. 101.

8 ;[dtharva Veda, III.
VI.

38.

4,
5.

91.

17.

1—7;

1.

ibdéd,

6.
7.

8.

Rig Veda, I. 110, 5,
Rig Veda, X, 101. 8.

Rig Vedal. 42.8; Ibid. VII. 72.3

Ibid, VII.

Atharva Veda, VI. 91 1.

Rtg Veda, VIL. 49, 1-2.
Rig Veda, X, 101,
c

Soe

10.
11,

92. 3.

Olea i xe ay

Hunter, Orissa, II. 70,
[bid, TT, 208

surg

ல்
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HE RIGHT OF THE FIRST OCCUPANT.
es

began to

press

parceled | மெட்

heavily
the

on

waste

the
lands

territory
for

of

the

pasturage

tribe,

they

One

the

various hamlets. 1
The same view was also expressed by Mahomed in respect
of waste lands. According to him, ‘‘ Whoever cultivates waste
lands does thereby acquire the property of them ’’ 2; and in the
interpretation of this text, Mahomedan jurists differ. According {o Abu Haneefa, the permission of the chief

Mahomed,

is necessary to

give proprietary right to the cultivator. of waste lands; while
his *ttwo disciples, Abu Yusoof and Mahomed, hold that, in
such a case, the cultivator becomes proprietor on the ground
that waste lands are “a sort of common goods and become
the property of the cultivator in virtue of his being the first
possessor in the same manner as in the case

of seizing game or

gathering firewood” 8, In respect of thus acquiring
the zimmee i.e., the

infidel

and

the

Mussalman

possession,

are placed on

the same footing, though according to Abu Haneefa the consent
of the Imam is requisite 4.
Turning for a moment to another part of the world, it is
signifecant to find that a similar idea should be expressed by
Justinian 5, and at a later date by Blackstone 8. According to

Justinian
Blackstone.

Justinian, ‘ Wild beasts, birds, Ash, that is, all animals which
live either in the sea, the air, or on the earth, as soon as they

are taken by anyone, immediately become by the law of
nations the property of the captor ; for natural reason gives to
the first occupant that which had no previous owner.”
The theory of the right of occupancy by -virtue of natural

law has been strongly criticised by Sir Henry Maine.

Accord-

ing to him this theory presupposed that the man in a state of
nature was actt:ated by the same motives which guided a man
of to-day living in an advanced state of civilisation to respect
angther man’s property, whereas, on the contrary, his right to
possession depended on his power to keep it, and overlooked
the important fact that it was the community or the family
that was the unit of such a society,’ and the application of
1.
2.
8.
4.

Hunter, Orissa, II. 78.
Hamilion, Hedaya IV. Ch. 45, 129.
Ibid.
Hamilton, Hedaya,1V. Oh. 45, 181.

The doctrine applied'by Mahomedang in
India is that enunciated
by 400

T 2

‘Haneefa.
5. Institutes,
Lib.
TI. tit.
117
(Sander, Justinian, 95.)
6. IL 2 (Stephen, Commentaries, 1.

94.)
7

‘
Aneient Law, 258.

Criticism
by Sir H.
Maine.

s
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6

the
the
the
the
Manu’s
dictum,

principle of occupancy to land dated from the period when
Jus Gentium was becoming the Code of Nature and was
result of a generalisation effected by the jurisconsults of
golden age }.
Mann’s dictum is not based upon any theory, but on the
actual practice that had previously obtained as declared by the
sages who went before him 8. The state of society described
by him reveals a well established order of things.
His verse
is used to illustrate the discussion on filiation that had been
carried on in the previous verses by comparing the respective
claims of the owner of the seed and the owner of the land in
which it is sown ; and as it is

illustrate the obscure

Gautama,

usual with all ancient

by the well-known,

writers to

it follows that the

ownership of land in the first occupant was a well understood
idea in his time.
There is notin the early Hindu law books
any text dealing in the abstract with the origin of property in
land, though its existence under a variety of names and for a
variety of purposes is alluded to everywhere. The reason seems to
be that its existence was well understood in the time of our early
lawgivers, and it was apparently considered superfluous,
by them
to describe the origin of a thing which was well established.
The text of Gautama dealing with the different modes of

acquiring ownership is well known:

‘‘A (man becomes) owner

by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure or finding.
Acceptance is for a Brahman an additional (mode of acquisition).
Conquest for a Kshatriya.
Gain (by labour) for a Vaisya or

Sudra’, 8
Mitakshara,
Viramitro.

daya.
Saraswati
Vilasa.

Judicial
degisions,

The fourth

mode of

acquisition

of

ownership

corresponds to title by occupation under the Roman law. The
Mitakshara gives objects of occupation such as water, grass,

wood and the like ; 4 the Viramitrodaya

adds those

“ apper-

taining to the common forests,’ 5 and the Saraswati
explains “ seizure ’’ to be “ the appropriation of water,
firewood and other things found in a forest and other
which have not been appropriated by other persons. ’’

Vilasa
grass,
places
§

Judicial decisions in this Presidency have recognised the
raht of the first occupant to the possession of land
Ancient Law, 247.
.

Institutes,
TX, 44,
8. Ch. X. 89 (S. B. BK. If, 228)
a0) Ch. I. Sec. 1 pl. 18 (Golebrooke,

5.

under the

Ch. I, Sec. 18 (Sarkar, 8)

6. Foulkes. Seo
466, page 49, Sea
also Smriti Chandrika, Oh. I. Sec. 27
(Krishnaswami Ayyar, 12,)
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Hindu Law. In The Secretary of State v. Vira Rayan,} Sir Charles

Turner C.J..and Muthusawmy Ayyay J. observed, “ According
to what may be termed the Hindu co:nmon law, a right to the
possession of land is acquired by the first person who makes a
beneficial use of the soil’. The interest of the person thus
taking possesion is not a limited but an absolute one. 2
Possession of land being thus acquired by the

first

occu-

pant, what is the right of the Sovereign in it? The ancient lawgivers have laid down most distinctly that he is entitled to a
share of the produce of the land taken, it is said, for protecting
the life, liberty and property of

the people

under

his

_ Sovereign’s
tight

only to

Tevenue,

charge.

s earty as the days of the Rig Veda we find it stated, ‘“‘ And
then may Indra make the clan bring tribute unto thee alone” 3.

Rig Veda,

Manu says that ‘A king may take of grain an eighth part, a
sixth, or a twelfth, according to the difference of the soil, and
the labours necessary to cultivate it’’4, and later on that a

Manu.

military king may levy even a fourth part in times of urgent
necessity, as of war or invasion 5. Yajnavalkya says, ‘‘Protecting his subjects with justice, he receives one-sixth of their
merit * ;--—“‘If being unprotected the subjects commit any sin,
the king -shares half of it; for he receive taxes [from the

subjects]” 6.
the lawful

Apastamba, ‘ The king shall make them collect
taxes

(sulka)’’7;

pay to the king a tax

Gautama,

(amounting

‘‘Cultivators

(must)

reward (of a king) for the protection of his subjects’10;
“He must take from his subjects as taxes a sixth

ear of the grain’ 11; :—“A sixth part of
1.

9 Mad 175 (179); Sivasubramanya

Mad. 285

Dan(806) ; Verkatanarsimha Naiduv. (802);

damudi Kotayya, 20 Mad. 299
Narayana Ayyangar, v. Orr. 26 Mad.

952; Gajopathi Maharaja v. Sondi Prah-

lada Binoyi Ratno (1914) M. W. N. 179.
v.
Cf. Innes J in Fakir Muhamad
Tirumala Chariar, 1 Mad 205.
2.
Gunga Gobind Mundul v. The

Collecto® of the Twenty-four Pergunnhasy
மதக
(361).

Vishnu,

flesh, honey,

clarified

Manu, Ch. VII. 180.

5. Ibid, Ch. X. 118 (8. BB, XXy.
497).
6. Ch. I. y. 884, 886, 887 (Mandiih’s
edition, 198.)

7.

Gautama.

்

II. 10. 26. 9 (S.B. B. IT. 162)

8. Ch. X v. 24 (8.
9. 1.10.18 1. (8
10. Ch. XVIII,
XXXII, 221.)
11, Gb. IH. v.92

BB. 1. 297.)
BB. XIV. 199.)}
% 48(8. ந. ம;

Baudhayana.
Narada,

Vishnu.

part of every

8. Rig Veda, X 178. 6.
4.

Apastamba,

to) one tenth, one eighth,

or one sixth (of the produce)’; 8 Baudhayana, “Let the king
protect the subject receiving the sixth part’? 9;
Narada,
“Both the Othér customary receipts ot a king and whatis called
the sixth of the produce of the soil, form the royal revenue, the

y. The Secretary of State, 9

Yajnavalkya.

45

(S. B. E, VIL. 16,)
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butter,
herbs, perfumes, flowers,
condiments, wood, leaves (of the

Protection
of revenue.
Manu.
6

Payment,
rent or tax,

skin, earthen
bamboo” 1,
penalties were
“Tf (the crops

roots, fruits, liquids and
plamyra tree and others),

pots, stone vessels, and anything made of split
In order to secure the revenue to the king
imposed for non-cultivation of land. Manu says,
are destroyed by) the husbandman’s (own) fault,

the fine shall amount to ten times as much as (the king’s) share;

but the fine (shall be) only half that amount if (the fault a
with the servants and the farmer had no knowledge of it’’2
Nowhere do we find in the writings of any of the ancient Jawgivers any provision empowering the king to sell land for
default in the payment of revenue nor transfer it to another.
Distraint and sale laws are quite foreign to ancient Hindu*
law.
We have next to see in what capacity the king is allowed
to take a share of the produce.
Does he take it as the proprietor of the soil, or merely as the price for the protection he is affording to the life, liberty and property of his
subject ? In other words, is the payment made by the subject
rent or tax? A discussion of this question is not merely an
academical one, and the

point of

view involves

most

import-

ant consequences to the subject and cannot be better discribed than in the words of the late Marquis of Salisbury:
“To the modern statesman, the refined distinctions of the
economical school are a solid living reality, from which ‘he
can as little separate his thoughts as from his mother tongue.
To us it may seem indifferent whether we call a payment
revenue or rent, SO we get the money

; but it is not

indifferent

by what name we callit within his hearing.
If we say that it
is rent, he will hold the Government in strictness entitled to all
that remains after wages and

profits have been

will do what he can to hasten
State shall no longer be kept by

_the enjoyment of its

paid, and

he

the advent of the day when the
any weak

undoubted rights.

compromises from

If we persuade

him

that itis revenue, he will note the vast disproportion of its
incidence as compared to that of other taxes, and his. efforts
will tend to remedy the inequality

es and interests a more equitable

1. JU, ¥-25 (8. B-BAVIL. 16).

and to lay upon other class-

share of the OMe

burden.

2. Ch. VITIv, 248 (S. B. ஐ, XXy. a7)

ந
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I prefer the latter tendency to the former.
So far asit is
possible to gbange the Indian fiscal system, it is desirable that
the cultivator should pay a smaller proportion of the whole
national charge.
It is notin itself a thrifty policy to draw
the mass of revenue from the rural districts, where capital is
scarce, sparing the towns where it is often redundant and runs.
to waste in luxury.
The injury is exaggerated in the case of
India, where so much of the revenue is exported without a
direct equivalent. As India must be bied, the lancet should be
directed to the parts where the blood is congested, or at least
sufficient, not to those which are already feeble from the want
of it” 1,
In the Institutes of Manu, there are passages which can only
be explained on the footing of the existence of private property
in the subject.
In the case of disputes between two villages,
or landholders concerning a boundary, the king is to ascertain
its limits 2; the testimony of the neighbours on every side is
considered the best means of decision in deciding the boundary
of arable lands, wells, pools, gardens or houses 3; and the
owner of ‘the field is asked to enclose it with a hedge and stop
every gap init. 4 Again the owner of the soilis to have the
produce of the seeds sown by another having no property in
it 5, unless there is an agreement between them 6 He is
entitled to the produce of the seed conveyed to his land by
wind or water 7, and punishment is laid down for trepass
through intimidation or ignorance 8.

Another Hindu saze, Jaimini, clearly negatives
right to the proprietorship of the soil. 9
such as that which is called

Viswajit, the

benefit the ceremony is performed,
his property on

a paramount

the

officiating

sovereign

At certain
votary,

is enjoined

priests.

shall give

all

the king’s

It

the

to

sacrifices,
for

whose

bestow

all

is asked whether

land,

including

pasture ground, highways, and the site of lakes and ponds; an
universal monarch, the whole earth ; and a subordinate prince,
dated

5.

Ibid, Ch. IX. 49 (Ibid, 886.)

96th April 1875 ; see also Progress,105.

1.

Minute of Lord

6.

Ibid,

Mayu, Ch. VIII.
9.
XXV. 248.)

Salisbury
245

(S.

B.

H.

உ. Ibid, Oh. VIII. 262. (Ibid, 800).
4, bid, Oh. VILL. 289 (768, 296).

Ch. 1X.

52, 53

(8. B. EB.

:
XXY. 836.)
7. Ibid, Ch. 1X. 54 (Ibid, 336.)

8. Ibid, Ch. VIII. 264 (ébid, 801)
9. Célebrooke’s. Essays, 1. $20,

Private property.

Manu.

Jaimini.
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the entire province over which herules?
To that question
the answer is: the monarch has not property in the earth, nor
the subordianate prince in the land.
By conquest kingly
power is obtained, and property in house and field which be-

longed to the enemy.
is lord

of

all

The maxim of the law, that

excepting

sacerdotal

authority for correction of the wicked

wealth’’

and

‘‘ the King

concerns

protection

his

of the

good.
His kingly power is for goverment of the realm and
extirpation of wrong; and for that purpose he receives taxes

from husbandmen, and levies fines from offenders:
of property is not

property

in house

thereby vested

and land

But

‘fight

in him; else he would

have

appertaining

to the subjects

abiding
in his dominions.
The earth in not the king’s,
but is common to all beings enjoying the fruits of their own
labour. It belongs, says Jaimzni, to all alike: therefore, although

Nilakanta,

a gift of a piece of ground to an individual takes place, the
whole land cannot be given by a monarch,nor a province by a
subordinate prince; but house and field acquired by purchase
and similar means are liable to gift. Nilakanta in the Vyavahara
Mayukha 1 adopts the same view. He says, “In conquest also,
where there is ownership of the conquered in houses, lands,
money, or the like, therein only arises the ownership even of the
conqueror ; but where the conquered has a right to taking taxes

(only), the conqueror has even the
Therefore it it stated in the

sixth

same, and
book

of

no

ownership.

Purva

Mimamsa,

‘The whole earth cannot be given away by the king of the
world ; neither the (whole) Mandala (dependency) by the ruler

of that dependency.’ The ownership in each village, field and
the like of the whole earth, or the dependency belongs solely
to the respective bhumikars or landlords. The ruler has only
to take the taxes. Hence in what is now technically called a
gift of land, etc., a gift of the

soil

is not

accomplished,

but

only a grant of the allowance (is provided). But in purchases
made from the bhumikars or owners of the soil, even ownership
in houses and soil accrues.”
Description

of the king.

The king is described in a verse 2 of Manu, “as lord paramount of the soil’, and in another verse 3 as “‘the regent of the
|

1.
4

Mandlik, Vya. May. and Yajna,34,
Gb VIII, 89 (Grady’s edition.)

3.

Ch.

VII. 7 (ibid,)

a

2

CHAP. 1]
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waters” and “‘the lord of the firmament”,and the assumption of
such titles as affecting his right to the soil is well described by
: ‘He is not lord of the ‘soil,’

Prof Wilson in his History of Indial

he is lord of the earth, of the whole earth or kingdom, not of
any parcel or allotment of it ; he may punish a cultivator for
neglect, in order to

crop; and when

his

protect

he glves away lands

away.the share of the revenue.

and

he

villages,

the

of

share

acknowledged

gives

ever think

No donee would

of

following up such a donation by actual occupancy ; he would
The truth is, that the rights of the
be résisted if he did.

king

area

theory,

an abstraction;

speaking, he is the lord, the master,

(Prithivi pati, Bhumiswara,
the master, the

poetically

and

politically

the protector of

Bhumipa),

just as he

the earth

is the

protector of men (Narapati, Nareswara,

Such is the purport of the common title of a king ; but he

lord,
Nripa).

is no

more the actual proprietor of the soil than he is of his subjects;
they need not his permission to buy it or sell it, or to give it
away, and would be much surprised and grieved if the king or
his officers were to buy or sell or give away the ground which
they cultivated.”
The only Hindu authority that can be said to recognise in
any way. the state ownership of the soil ist hat of a comparatively
modern writer,Pandit Jagganatha Tercapanchanana of Bengal.
in 1773 at the direction of Sir William
In his Digest prepared
Jones, he is said to have stated views incompatible with the
existence of private property in land. He cites no ancient texts
in support of his views,and cannot hays been unaware of
the text of Manu. ‘lhe Digest reveals an attempt on ‘his part
to reconcile the views prevalent in his time in Bengal with
ancient texts, and it is impossible to describe exactly what his
views really are 2. He quotes a passage from the Narasimha
Purana 8:—‘ Thrice seven times exterminating the military
tribe, Parasurama gave the earth to Kasyapa as a gratuity for
1.

1, 212,

note;

Report on Tinnevely,

Seealso

Hodgson’s

Fifth Report,

II.

in the writings

BhaskarapPa

of

v. The

Huropean

authors,

Collector of North

The sam->
452.
3 Bom.
Canara,
495: Mirast papers, 105: Elphinstone. 23.
2. According to West J,Jagganatha far _ view is also taken by Prof Wilson, History of India, VII 295 note (2)
from denying subjects’ property in
8 Colebrocke’s Digest, Bk. II, Ch. ம்.
the soil insisted upon it in the strongest

way and merely expressed a proposition
of the rajnité Which has its counter part

See. 1 pl. 12. (1. 806.)

Jagganatha.
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the sacrifice

of a

horse,’

and

adds
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that

“ by conquest, the

earth became the property of the holy Parasurama ; by gift,
the property of sage Kasyapa ; and committed by him to
Kshatriyas for the sake of protection, became their protective
property successively held by powerful

subjects cultivating the

soil’.

He

acquires
an
annual
property
revenue, and that the king may not

conquerors,

then says

and

that the

not by

subject

by
payment
of
land
give the land to anyone

else for that year, and that, in the absence of any special agreement, he may turn out any owner from any field, if anyone else
offers to pay him a higher sum. Later on in his commentary on
placitum 13, he admits that the cultivator has suberdinate

usufructuary property, not a royal property, and quotes Sri
Krishna Tarkalankara to show that there may be in same land,
property of various kinds vesting in the king, the subject

so forth.1 Subsequently
that “ others hold that
nor power to dispose of
right in the soil ; since

in commenting on placitum 23, he says
the king has no property in the soil,
the subject’s abode, because all have a
the earth was created for the support of

living animals, as expressed

In 0686 of
ம்

in Sri Bhaghavatta,

‘The earth

which God created for the abode of living creatures’ : and
because Manu has only declared that the subjects shall -be
protected by the King.? ”’
In case of conquests also, the king is enjoined to confirm
the laws of the conquered 3, and therefore ‘‘where there is ownership of the conquered in houses, lands, money or the like,
therein only arises the ownership even of the conqueror ; but

where the conquered has a right to taking taxes
conqueror has even the same, and no ownership

India was twice subject

Mahomedan
conquest.

and

the Turks after the invasion

rule, once

to Mahomedan
of

Mahomed

(only),

of

the

4.
Ghugnee

under
in

the

eleventh century, and again under the Moghuls after the invasion of Baber in the sixteenth century. On each of the occasions the southern part of the peninsula was overrun by the
conquerors, though not to the same extent as the more northern
nrovinces. About the year 1300 A. D. Allauddin tormally
completed the conquest of the Dekkan, and in the year 1347
{

x

:

1,

Colebrooke, Digest 1. 807.

263217, 249); Yajna, 1841-848 (mandlik,

2.
8.

Ibid, 1. 818.
Manu, Oh. VII

Vya. May. and Yajn, 198.)
4, Vya, May, 84 (Mandlik’a
eds tion.)

(0

v. 203; (5, BB.

:
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&
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we find direct Mahomedan dominion extending as far south as
the Kistna river. It has now to be seen how far the Mahomedan

theory of land is in conformity with the Hindu theory.
The
notion of the proprietary right of the Sovereign to land isa
feuda] one with which the Mahomedans were acquainted. 1
But in its application to India without the same bold assertion

which the idea involved, they
result by-raising the land

practically arrived

revenue

so high

as

to

at the

same

make

them

virtual proprietors of the soil.
‘The Mahomedan law applicable to land in conquered
countries, India being one of them, is based on religion, and is

restedeon the obligation of every one to embrace the true faith.
Before commencing

a

war,

the

Imam

is

to call

upon

According
fo Mahome-

din law,

the

inhabitants of the country which is about to be invaded to
embrace the true faith, as without that formality war is illegal.
If they accept the invitation, they are in all respects treated
like other Muslims, and the oos/ir is, as a matter of course,
levied upon them.
If they reject it, they are next to be
called

upon

to the

jizywt

or

capitation

come Subjects of the Muslim power, and
it, they are admitted to the condition
are then

left

to

the

enjoyment

of

tax, and

to

be-

on their accepting
of zimmees.
They

their

own

religion,

but

the khiraj is levied upon their lands. If, however, the people
refuse to adopt either course, they are to be warred on to the
last extremity,

and if conquered, their lands become ghuneemut

or plunder and are distributed among the soldiers. 2
Thus in Mahomedan countries the produce of land is,according to law, subject to either

of two

imposts,

ooshr 8 (tithe)

or

khiraj 4 (tribute). The former in the language of the law is
zukat or poor’s rate on the fruits of the earth, and the latter a
peculiar tax imposed on the lands of conquered countries
whose inhabitants have been left to the enjoyment of their own
religion.
Ooshr is due only on the actual production of the

soil, and khiraj; on productive land, whether it yields any produce or not , and the latter being thus more onerous than the
former is more appropriate to infidels. As Mahomedans cans
1.

Field,

Landholding,

History of India, VIX. 297.
2. Baillie, Land Tax, X,
8.

li, a tenth part.

15.

419;

Wilson,

:

4.

lt, going

out, and is used in hw

to tribute, as an outgoing*.from
produce of the earth,
:

the

Ooshr
Khiraj.

and
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not be taxed without their consent, khiraj cannot be levied upon
them, except under certain circumstances,

Khiraj,
Mookassim?h
and Wuzeefa,

but the ooshr

being

a religious duty which a zimmee is deemed incapable of,
their consent is presumed. Thus while the land of a Muslim is
subject either to ooshr or khiraj, that of a simmee is subject
only to khiraj. 1 Ooshr and khiraj being taxes on the vegetable
powers of the soil, the soil itself with everything that may be
considered a constituent part of it is the absolute property
of its owner, except things artificially deposited in it, 2 Waste
lands brought into cultivation whether with or withoutethe
Imam's permission are liable to wuzeefa, if cultivated by a
gimmee, and to either ooshr or khiraj according to the nature of
adjoining lands, if cultivated by a Muslim. 3
Khiraj is of two kinds, mookassimah* and wuzeefa. 5 The
former is payable out of the actual

there is cultivation.

It has

produce

therefore

ooshr peculiarly adapted to Muslims.

that

and

only

when

characteristic

of

The latter, on the other

hand, is due out of productive land, whether there is any
produce or not, and has that characteristic of khiraj which
adapts it peculiarly to non-Muslims, 6 The rate of mookassimah is left to the discretion of the Imam and may be levied
up to half the produce,7 while wuzeefa is restricted
to the
tates established by Omar, and no higher rate can lawfully be
imposed by his successors on whom his authority is binding. 8
A rate once imposed cannot be altered without the consent
of the people. Thus mookassimah cannot be changed into

wuzeefa

nor

consent °.
not

the

the

latter

into

the. former

without

It does not appear whether the Imam has or

their

has

option of imposing either mookassimah or wuzeefa on

the lands of a conquered country at his pleasure.
It will be
quite inconsistent with principle to impose any other than
wuzeefa on people who persist in rejecting the Muslim creed,
while it would be more conformable to principle to impose
mookassimah in cases where the lands of a conquered country
1,

Batlle, Land Tax,

DOs dee XO

8.
|.

1X.

Ibéd, XIV.
lit, mutual division.

tioned.

5. lit, fixed or agreed upon.

khiraj is spoken

less the mcokassmiah

L.

of

by

writers, wuzeefa is always

Wher

Mahomedan

meant, un-

is specially men

6.
7.

Baillie, Land Tax, XV.
Ibid, XVI.

9.

Ibid,

8.

87ம்,

த

ம

_
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are divided among Muslim soldiery or are restored to the former
proprietors who have become converts to the true faith 1.
The imposition of either tax involved distinct remedies to
Under the wuzeefa the proprietor alone is responsithe state.
ble, neither the crop nor the land being liable, though the
Imam has a lien over the crop. The proprietor can only be

Distinot re060168,

sued orimprisoned 2. It is, therefore, necessary under this
system to find out who he is and there is a tendency to assess

his

whole

Under the mookassimah, on

8,

land atalumpsum

the dther haud, the khiraj of one piece of land cannot be added
to that of another, and the government or its officers are kept
in constant connection with each separate parcel of land in order
to secure its share of the revenue. 4 The Imam’s hold is only on
the crop.6 The wwuzeefa will thus admit of the rise of a class of
proprietors between the government and the actual cultivators,
while under the mookassimah the proprietors will always remain
in the condition of mere cultivators liable to an augmentation
In the early
of revenue due to improved cultivation®.

stages the imposition of

wuzeefa

which

is payable

whether

there #s cultivation or not was found oppressive, and mookassimah which is payable out of the actual produce more convenient, and the despotism of ancient governments naturally led
to the extinction

proprietors.

of wuzeefa

in agriculture and a diminution

in

the

But

value

improvements

of money

will

reverse this state of things, and the wuzeefa land will become
more valuable than the mookassimah land, for while the demand
on the former‘is fixed, that on the latter fluctuates with the

crop.

ட்
The Sowad of Irak appears to have been a

typical

khiraj

land, and khiraj was levied thereon by Omar.
It was founded
on an assumed equality in the capacities of the soil, and was regulated by the degree of labour required for raising produce of
which different kinds were taken as criteria. The rates established by Omar are for (1) grains, (2) vegetables or plants whose

roots remain in the ground for several years, and (3) vines and
date trees. 7 In cases

which

were considered omissions

from
>

1, Baillie, Land Tow, XV1
2. Ibid, XXV.
8. Ibid, XIX.
4. Ibid, XX.

De
:

ba bids X XV
6. Ibid, XVII.
7. Ibid, XV.

\

Typical
Khiraj land,
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the wuzeefa of Omar and beyond the authority of
a khwraj which is some proportionate share of the
fourth or fifth, was imposed.
This is apparently
the mookassimah khiraj.
The wuzeefa in two of

[CHAP.1.

his example,’
produce, as a
the origin of
its rates was

payable in money, and in the third partly in money and partly

in produce, but in some
" Moozardut.

countries,

the

according to

Hedaya,

the whole was raised in money. 1
In the case of abandonment
of land by the proprietor, an
option is given to the Imam, according to Abu Haneefa, either
of granting it to a new proprietor at proportionate rates of
khiraj, or of retaining and cultivating it at the expense of
the public treasury for the general benefit of the Muslim
population.
In the former case the land will practically

be placed inthe same position as before with only a change
of proprietors. In the latter case it will, in effect, become
the property

of the

state,andthe

Imam

may either

cultivate

labourers,
hired
or
own servants
it directly by his
or let
it on
lease under
the
peculiar contract, called
the moozaraut, which was the most common way of cultivating
land through the agency of tenants in Mahomedan days.. The
land becomes the property of the state, not by virtue of an
Original right, but by virtue of a supervenient circumstance,
and not until it ceased to be khirajee. 2 Moozaraut literally
means

mutual

sowing,

and

the

contract

of

moozazaut

is

essentially. a co-partnership between two parties, one of whom
The seed and
supplies the land, and the other the labour.
cattle may be

supplied

indifferently by either

and the contract admits: of

distributed on the one side or the other.

are lawful, viz. (1)

where

of

many kinds according
Of

the parties,

as they are

these only

seed and cattle are supplied by

three

the.

landlord, (2) where the seed alone is supplied by him and the’
cattle by the cultivator, and (3) where the seed and catt'e are

The landlord is liable for the
supplied by the cultivator.
khiraj. Where it is mookassimah, he may stipulate for its
deduction from the produce; but where it is wuzeefa, such a
stipulation i is unlawful 8. Under the moozavaut

the government

interest is a share of the produce which is settled beforehand,
and which may extend to anything beyond a bare subsistence to

1, Basllie, Land Tax, X1X.
2. Ibid, XIX,

8. Ibid, XXVI.
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the cultivator, while under the mookassimah

it cannot

exceed

a certain proportion of the produce. Under the moozaraut
ryot can be ejected at the end of the term, but under
mookassimah he cannot be ejected as long ashe rays
established share of the produce.
In some circumstances
moozaraut tenant

acquires a right

of

occupancy

from

the
the
the
the
long

possession, and in course of time the distinction between the
moozaraut tenant and the mookassimah proprietor is obliterated.
But the imposition of the khiraj does not give the Sovereig& any property in thesoil.1 ‘The land of the Sowad of
lrak is the property of its inhabitants. They may alienate it
by sale, or dispose of it as they please ; for when the Imam
conquers a country by force of arms, if he permit the inhabitants to remain in it, imposing the khiraj on their lands
and the jizyut on their person, the land is the property of the
inhabitants, and since it is their property, it is lawful for them
to sell it or dispose of it as they choose” *. To the same effect
is the translation from ‘‘An extract from the Mahomedan
law’? of property given in Wilks’ History of Mysore’ : ‘‘In the
book Khgzanatul Rewayah itis written,
‘Tributary land is
held in full property by its owner ; and so is tithed (or decimated) land : a sale, a gift, or a charitable devise of it is
lawful, and it will be inherited like other property.
Thus in
the book Mohodeyah, in a passage quoted from Almohit (a work

of the lawyer Mohomed),

lands

are held in

full. property by

them, they shall inherit those lands, and shall pay the tribute
out of them’

;:and in the book Alkhanujah it is written,

‘The

Sovereign has a right of property in the tribute or rent’; so in
the book Modena Sharhi Baaz it is written, ‘A town and the

district annexed to it shall not be sold by the Sovereign, if it
pay tribute or rent to the crown, nor challit be given or
inherited, nor shall it belong to the royal domains ; for inherit-

ance is annexed to property, and he who has the tribute from
that.
known but
the land has no property in the land: hence it is tribute,

pays
the king has no right to grant the land which

ர

that he may grant the tribute arising from it.”
1.

Baillie, Land

Tes,

XIX.

This

represents the view of Abu” Haneefa
which is mainly followed in India;
while other Mahomedan jurists hold

that in all conquered countries, althe inhabitants may be
though

suffered to

retain

the

occupandy

‘their lands, the ownership
sides in the Sovereign.
2. Galkway quoted in

Sale, 158.
8 I117.

ComparedWith Mcokassimah.

of

therein ன்
Jen
Baillie on

Levy

of

khiraj does
not give
Sovereign any
property in

the soil,
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Thus the Mahomedan theory does not vest the Sovereign
with any claim to the soil, even when the conquest has been

complete enough

to force

Mahomedan

institutions

on

the

conquered territory.
But the Mahomedan conquest of India
was not complete, and the conquerors were conscious that it
required a‘far more complete conquest than they had been
able to achieve to introduce their institutions. They therefore
abstained from levying the true

fkhiraj until an

attempt to do

sO was made by Allauddin in the beginning of the fourteenth
century; and the practical difficulty felt in the levy of the khiraj
induced them to give it up.
The wuzeefa of Omar being
calculated on an assumed equality of soils aud alsoon equal facilities in regard to irrigation is obviously inapplicable to India
where lands are dependent on uncertain monsoons and not all
of them commanded by great rivers. The levy of the wuzeefa
of Omar, or in fact, of any wuzeefa at all, would impose a great
burden on the people who might rather abandon their lands
than submit to it. When the Mahomedan conquerors were
faced with this difficulty, and found atthe same time that

the Hindu Kings were in the habit of taking a share

of the

produce as revenue which resembled the mookassimah of their
system, they were content to take it.
Mahomedan
practice not
different from
theory.

That the Mahomedan practice did not, in any way, differ
from theory will be seen from the following extract taken

from Field’s Landholding 1: “That the ownership of the soil was
not in the Sovereign is proved by a variety of arguments.

One

of these is remarkable; heing drawn from the fact that the Em-

perors purchased land when they wanted it.

Aurangazib

pur-

chased the purgunnahs of Lundi, Palan, etc. in the vicinity of
Delhi.

Akbar purchased land for the forts of Akbarabad

Illahabad ; Shah Jehan for the fortof

Shah

and

Jahanabad ; and

When
Alamgir for the fort of Aurangabad and for mosques.
the jagirdars got possession, they paid malikhana to the zemindars. There is a native saying that ‘the land belongs to the
zemindar and the revenue to the king’; and according to
Mohamedan law the Sovereign has a right of property in
the tribute or revenue : but he, who has tribute from the land
has no property in the land.”
1,

741 footnote

(1).
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Whatever may have been the theory or practice of the
Mahomedan gonquerors, their rule did nof alter the internal
constitution Of villages and the rights of landed property, except

by increasing the tax and

diminishing

interest by collecting

revenue

the

by

the value of the ryots’
means

of

farmers 1,

and their influence was certainly not felt in the territories of
the Pandian and Nayak rulers 2,
d
The view above set forth at length that both under
Hindu and Mahomedan Laws land was not vested in the king
and that the proprietor had an absolute ownership and dominion therein, subject to the payment of a share of the produce
which was, however, liable to variation at the will of the Sovereign was acted upon by Lord Lyndhurst ®, Lord Romilly 4, and

by

the

High

Courts®.

It is

confirmed

by

Dr.

Burnell

who says “A consideration of royal grants would also conclusively show (as the Sanskrit lawyers asserted) that the Governrecently
ment never had right to the land’ 6, and the
bear
fully
old
years
thousand
nearly
of
inscriptions
published
7
Potanna
v.
Suryanarana
of
case
him out. But in the recent
decided by the Privy Council there is adictum to the effect
that the mere fact that “ Rulersin India generally collected
their land revenue by taking a share of the produce of the land
is not by itself evidence that the soil of land in India was not
owned by them and could not be granted by them ; indeed,
that fact would support the contrary assumption that the soil
was vested in the Rulers who drew their land revenue from the
soil, generally in, the shape of a share in the produce of the soil

which was not a fixed and invariable
support of their
Regulation XXXI

their Lordships place

and

the will of the rulers’;

depended on
reliance in

dictum on the wording of the preamble to
Of 1802. Their dictum is not warranted

Iyengar,
Raghava
1. Srinivasa
Progress 221 ; Stvasubramanya V. The

‘Secretary of Siate, 9 Mad. 285 (306).
2.

Sivasubramanya v. The Secretary

8.

Freeman

4.

Ganga Gobind Mundal v. The Gol-

of State, 9 Mad. 285 (306).
v.

share, but

Foirlie,1

M.

I.

A.

20 Mad.
299 ; Cheekati Zemindar v.
Ramasoordu Dhora, 23 Mad. 318 ; Narayana Ayyangar v. Orr. 26 Mad. 252;
Madathopu Ramayya v. The Secretary

of State, 27 Mad. 386 ; Vykunta

vy. The Government

of Bombay,

Bapujt

12 Bom.

lector of Twenty-four Pergunahs, 11 M.

H. CG. R. App.
1, Contra. Seshagirt
Ayyar, J. ia Venkata So sirulu y. Stteramudu, 38 Mad. 891, a case of waste, >

Lekkamani v. Puchaya Naiker, 6
M. H. ©. R. 208; Innes, J. in Fakir.
Mahomed,1 Mad. 205; Venkatanura-

6. Quoted in Progress, 9.
7. 41 Mad. 1012: 45 I. A,
further infra, Chap. VI).

805 (348).

L A. 845 (362).
5.

aimha Naidu v.

Dandamuds

Kotayyo,

however.

்

)
209 see

Internal
constitution

of villages
unaffected by
Mahomedan
conquest,

Suryanarayanav.

Potanna.
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by either Hindu or Mahomedan Law, and the actual practice of
Indian

kings,

Hindu

and

Mahomedan,

was

against

it.

Their Lordships cannot free their minds from the feudal
notion of property law under which they have been trained
and making the assumption which it involved that the soil
was the king’s, they deduced the natural corollary thereto that
enjoyment of profits from land was evidence of ownership
therein. This was the very assumption to correct which
Regulation IV of 1822 had tobe passed.
The preamble to
Regulation XXXI of 1802 which had been relied on ino Suryanarayana v. Potanna | has been the subject of consideration
by the Privy Council in an earlier case, The Collector.of Trichi-

nopoly v. Lekkamant 2 which has not been adverted

to in the

later case.
In the earlier case the Privy Council after pointing
out that the preamble to Regulation XXXI of 1802 was not
an enactment remarked, ‘“‘The words ‘has reserved to itself and

has exercised the actual proprietary right of lands of every
description’ used in the above preamble are not the same as
those used in the preamble to Regulation XXV, but they
evidently refer to the same usage, viz., the custom of dispossessing zemindars and taking their zemindaries into the khas
possession of the government for the purpose of realizing the
public revenue from time to time assessed upon them.
The
object of Reguiation XXXI of 1802 was merely the protection
of the revenue from invalid lakhiraj grants and to provide for
the mode of trying the validity of the titles of persons claiming
to hold their lands exempt from the payment of revenue ; it
was

not

did
‘not

intended to confer upon

not then
to

exist.

the

The words ‘alienation

mere

but to grants

for

transfers

holding

of revenue.

It is clear that

assert

according

was

that
no

lakhiraj
that

the

_ from the
the

private

right

grants made
holders

lands had

1,
2.

41 Mad. 1012:
11. A. 282 :21

8.

The

Collector

from

the

to

the
lands,

prior

toa

of revenue,

Trichinopoly

usages

v.

from

certain

there

to

Lekkamani,
W. R. 358.

to another

payment
intended to

country,

there

rendering

valid

date,

declaring

enjoy

was

which

referred

the

never

of the
in

to the state

45 fF. a. 209.
W.R. 358

of lands’

Regulation
for

title

proprietor

exempt

continue

not escheated

of

one

lands

to

should

payment

government any

this
since

and
the

al]

same

free

proviso,

that

those dates.” 8

11. A, 282,

(808,

809) : 21

°

=
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In an earlier passage the Privy Council

“There are

remarked,

frequently many valuable tenures existing between the zemindar
If the Regulaand the rydis, or actual cultivators of the land.

tions XXVand XXXI of 1802 were to be read in the sense contended for on the part of the Collector appellant, they would
have the effect of vesting in government, not only the hereditary
estates, but all sub-tenures, whether

and

for life or otherwise,

whether created by the native governments before the territories
came under the Government of the East India Company or
not.’ 1
:
On the conquest of India by the English, they proceeded
upon the assumption that the soil belonged to the Sovereign,
and this assumption, they inherited, according to Sir Henry
Maine, from their Mahomedan predecessors whose theory
and corresponding practice had put out of sight the ancient
view of the Sovereign’s rights, which, though it assigned
to him a far larger share of the produce of the land than any
the

wise

western ruler ever claimed, denied in no

Early Eng-

lish writers.

existence of

private property in land. 2 The earliest European writers who
affirmed the state ownership of the soil were the philosopher
Diodorus and the geographer Strabo, both of whom, according
to the learned Judges in Lekkamani v. Puchaya Naicker,® could
not be regarded as safe authorities ; and opinions to the same
effect expressed by Megasthenes, Tavernier, Thevenot, Chardin and

Manouchi were based on superficial knowledge and incomplete
Latterly the leading exponent of this view was
information.
the historian, Mr. Mill who, in his Hisiory of India 4 declared that

the Sovereigns in India were the owners‘of the soil,and that, if it
did not vest in them,

it was difficult to

see

in

whom

it

was

vested. This view is shared in by some eminent statesmen
and the contrary view taken by others.
Having been brought up amidst the feudal idea of property
that the king is the owner of all land within the realm, and that
the subject can only have an interest therein, early British
administrators concluded that the same idea prevailed in India
also.
They were to a large extent influenced by the conditions
The Mahomedan rulers were not uns
prevalent at the time.
familiar with the feudal idea ot property law, but ப
1.

Phe Collector of Trichinopoly

Lekkamani, 1 1. A. 2°2 (806, 807.)
2, Vil. Com. 104,

T 4

5,

8

6M.H

C.R, 208; Wriks', History

of Mysore, I, 69, 71,
$. I. 216,

Early British administrators.
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the same bold assertion which it involved, they practically
arrived at the same result by levying high assessments. which
deprived proprietors of the rents which they had been in
enjoyment of and which, in some instances, touched a portion
of the cultivators’ profits also. In such circumstances proprietors
had no inducement to cultivate all their lands except those in
their immediate cultivation.
In some cases they abandoned
their lands unable to hear the high assessments.
The government in protection of its revenue let the lands uncultivated or —
abandoned by proprietors to new persons who agreed to cultivate
them at the exhanced assessments.
Such frequent transfers
led probably the early administrators to conclude that it did
so by virtue of proprietorship vested in it. Thus in the year
1796, the Government

feature

of Madras declared that ‘It is

in all tie Governments

whether he

be a Hindu

ora

of

India that

Mussalman,

the

the

first

Sovereign,

is lord of

the soil ;

and hence it is thatno alienation of land from the property
of the sirkar, or rather no possession of land whatever,
is valid without a written instrument from a superior lord;
and

this

distinction

has

invariably

followed

the

conquests

of all nations who have established themselves in India’ 1.
In answer to this declaration the Board of Revenue at once
pointed out that there were hereditary

cultivators of lands with

the right of making any disposition of them

by sale,

mortgage

or otherwise so long as they paid the government revenue, and
A change of
view.

that they could only not make any alienation of them to the
exclusion of the royal share of the revenue 2. A change of view
had apparently come upon the-Government in the year 1808,
for in addressing the Court of Directors that year it remarked
“With the exception of Malabar and Canara and other districts
in which the traces of private property existed when
they
became subject to the British Government,. or more properly
speaking, where the assessment on the land is comparatively
light, the provinces subject to the Presidency of Madras are
described

revenue

as exhibiting

policy’ 8.

the same

system

of landed

property and

The Board of Revenue also remarked “ A

}ow assessment is the sole cause of actual property in land’? 4,
ந
4,
3.

4.

Mirast Papers, 26.
Ibid, 33.
Revenue Select ons,

1. 481.

Ibid,\. 435; Cf. [bid.1.4%4 where

the Board said ‘but where the share
absorbed the whole Jandholder’s rent,ihe
1yots had little more interest in the soil

than that of hereditary tenanoy”’,

ம

பேக .]

>
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Sir Thomas Munro remarked at first that “The lands seem at
all timés tg have been regarded as the property of the state’ 1;
then in a report dated 15—8—1807, “That private property has

Sir Thomas
Munro.

never existed in India, excepting on theMalabar Coast” 2; and
finally in a minute recorded by him as Governor of Madras,
“ There is no reason to suppose that private landed property
ever at any time existed upon the same footing over the greater
part of India. From Pulicat to Ganjam, in the Ceded Districts,

in the Baramahal and Coimbatore, it seems to have bgen always
as now little known except as t2am from the sovereign. Along
the

Malabar

Coast,

and

above

the

ghauts,

from

Sunda

to

Wynaad, it seems to have existed from a remote period as now
~ almost universally, and in the Carnatic, Tanjore and Madura” 8.
Private property is used by Sir

Thomas Munro

in the

sense of

ptoperty having a saleable value, 4
It was the policy of government at the commencement
of the last century to allow all lands to become private property.

Early poli-

cy of government,

It was intimated in the Despatch ot Lord Wellesley that it
never could be desirable that the Government itself should act
as the breprietor of lands and callect the rents from the imme-

diate cultivators of the soil 5. When in 1808 the Board of
Revenue suggested that an augmentation of revenue might be
derived

from waste lands reserved,

they

were informed that the

government didnot look to any advantage of that nature
beyond increasing the public taxes in proportion to the existing
taxes of the country % Although a different policy has been

pursued claiming proprietorship over waste lands in districts
other than Malabar, government does not appear at any
time

to have claimed proptietorship over cultivated lands.
It has not claimed revenve as rent, but only as tax, and in

addressing the Court of Directors in 1856, the Government

of

Madras remarked, “ It must be remembered that the right of
Government is not rent which consists of all the surplus pro-

duce after paying the cost of cultivation
1.

Bellary

Dt. M. 189.

2. Revenue Seiecttons, 1. 95.
8. Minutes, I. 238.
4. he Secretary of State v.Krishnavya, 23 Mad
257
(276); Vyakunta
Bapujt v. The Government of Bombay,
12 Bom. H. C. R, app. 1 (14); Bhaskarappa Vv. The Collector of North Canara,

8 Bom.

and

the

profits

of

452 (524),

6. quoted in Vyakunta Bapuji v:
The Government of Bombay, 12 Bom. H.
©. R. app. 1 (144).
i
6, Lhe Secretcry cf State v. Vira
Rayen, & Mad. 17d (180); Phe Secretary
a State 3, Ashiamuriht, 138 Mad, 89
109),

As regards
cultivated
lands.
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of agricultural stock, but a land revenue only which ought, if
possible, to be so lightly assessed as to leave a suzplus
or rent
to the occupier when he in fact let the land to others or retained
it in his own hands”, 1 and the subsequent declaration contained in G. O, dated 21st September 1882 No. 1008,expresses
its view that it has no proprietary right in the soil. 2 The
conclusions drawn by it after full inquiry are (1) that the State
cannot, without violating the rule and practice dating from
time immgmorial, assert in this Presidency an exclusive right
to minerals

in

unoccupied lands,

but

that

it is fully

antitled

to a share in such products as in any other produce of the land;
(2) that subject to the payment of a stated proporticn’ of the
produce to meet the necessities of the administration, the proprietary right of the ryot in the soil of his holding is absolute
and complete ; (3) that he is able to mortgage, sell, devise or
otherwise alienate the land ; (4) that, on these principles,

perty has been changing hands
the Government

pro-

from time immemorial, and for

to put forward a claim now,

which

has never

been asserted and which does not rest in law, practice or pre:
cedent, would undoubtedly raise a feeling of distrust ard discontent which would take iong to allay ; (5) that it would be straininy the State’s privileges to attach the condition of recognition
of any exclusive right to minerals on the terms on which lands

Cause of
private property.

may be newly occupied, although in the interests of the general
public, it may in particular instances be justifiable to do so, in
view to the development uf ascertained mineral resources; and
(6) that as regards the vast bulk of the land occupied or likely
to be occupied for cultivation, such reservation would be
absolutely objectless and would only have the effect of creating
widespread distrust in the minds of the people.”
Private property depends for its existence on the prevalence
of a low assessment.

the land

So long as the assessment

yielded a surplus

or

rent

to

the

was light, and

proprietor

after

meeting the wages of labourers and the cost of cultivation, land

was saleable and transferable property ; but when the assessment became so high that it absorbed that surplus, the Jand
ceased to be valuable and saleable, and the position of the
proprietor was reduced to that of bare occupancy.

state of things occurred in Mahomedan
1.

Progress,

197.

2.

days.

The

latter

Thus in districts

Quoted in Progress, 104.

ட
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where Mahomedan
dominion was established earliest and
survived longest, and where consequently assessment was high,
private property was rare and least valuable; but in districts
where Hindu dominion survived longest, and where assessment
was comparatively light, private property was universal and
most valuable.
Private property is not inconsistent with the
payment of land tax to the king, nor with the existence on

the

soil of persons who have subordinate rights, or of village
officers who receive for the services they render a customary
dole at the time of the harvest, or a rent-free holding, 1
Acting on the view that it was the proprietor of the soil,
government purported to confer
on zemindars
at the time of

the
the

proprietary
permanent

right therein
settlement in

At the time

of permanent
settlement.

the year 1802. In the preamble to Regulation XXV of that year
passed for the purpose of carrying out the permanent settlement, it is recited that ‘‘ It has been usual for the Government
to deprive the zemindars, and to appoint persons on its own be-

half to the management

of the zemindaries,

thereby

reserving

-to the ruling Power the implied right and the actual exercise of

the proprietary possession of all lands whatever,”’ and Section 2
vests this proprietary right in the zemindars or other proprietors of land.

Subsequently it was found that the

Regulation

had the effect of interfering with the established rights of ryots,
and Regulation

IV of 1822 was passed which declared that the

of 1802 were not
provisions of Regulations XXV and XXXI
intended to interfere with the actual rights of the ryots. Relying
on Regulations XXV and XXXI of 1802, the government put
forward the claim that there was no proprietary right

in

lands

not permanently assessed, but the Privy Council overruled it
and held that the Regulations had not the effect of interfering
with private property, nor of vesting itin government. 3
What is the relation between government andthe ryot?
From what has been said before, the latter came into existence

Relation
between
ஐ0vernment and

not under any letting by the Sovereign of the day, but independently of him, 8 and perhaps he had not come into exis-

1900,

tence then.

There is, therefore, no analogy between the Indian

ryot and the English tenant, since the latter claims through a
landlord, and the relation of landlord and terant does not exist
;
1. Turner, Minute, 23.
2. The Collector of Trichinopoly
~ Lekkamant, 11. A. 282.

v.

Naidu
3. Vinkatanarasimha
Dandamudt Kotayya, 20 Mad. 299,

¥.
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between government and the ryot.1 On the other hand the
latter is the landlord, 2 or at any rate, combines in his own person the characters of labourer, farmer, and landlord. 3 He divides

(

Tndian
common law.

with government all the produce of the land, and whatever is
not taken by it, belongs to him.
He is not a tenant at will or
for a term: of years, and is not removeable because another
offers more. *
The common law of India recognises two rights in land,
viz.,(1) that of the Sovereign or his assignee, and (2) that of the
ryot holding individually, or as a member of a joitit family, or
village community.
The Sovereign has a right to demand
revenue in the shape ofa share of the produce from all
cultivated lands which is liable to variation at his will and which
is kngwn as rajabhogam, 5 melwaram, 6 melpadi, 7 metikoru or
metipalu, which has now been committed in ryotwari tracts to
a money payment ; and the share of the cultivator is known as
kudiwaram, 8 kilpadi, 9 koru or medepalw.
All other interests
in land are derived from the one or the other.
Subject to the
payment of his share, the Sovereign has no right to the posses-’
sion of

lands.

While he dealt

with his

interest in land,

the

1301 dealt with his, The term melwaram is strictly applicable
only to the share received by government; but in practice is
loosely applied to the share received by any person from the
actual cultivator. Thus the share received by the proprietor of
land

from

his

tenant,

temporary

or

permanent,

is known as

melwaram ; so also that received by a lessee for a term or
otherwise under a proprietor from the. cultivator.
So also the
term kudiwaram is strictly applicable to the share taken by the
kudi or cuitivator who is the owner of the soil, but, in practice,

is often used to denote the share received by the person who
actually raises the crop without any referenee to his right to
the soil,
1, Munro, Minutes, 1. 284; Venkata-,
narastmha Naidu v. Dandamudt Kotayya,
20 Mad. 299; Cheekatt Zemindar v
Ranasooru Dhora,
23
Mad.
318;
Narayana Ayyangary
Owr, 26 Mad,
252; Ganga Gobind Mundul y. The Colleetor of Twenty-Four Pergunnahs, 11 M.
1 4, 362.
2. Ganga Gobind Mundal yv.
The

Collector of Twenty-Four Pergunnahs, 11
M. I, A. 362,

8. Progress, 108.
4. Munro, Minute, I. 284 ; Venkatanarastmha Naiduy.Dandamudt Kotayya,
20 Mad. 299.
9, lit, the share of the Raja or
Government.
6. lit, superior waram or share,
7. itt, superior half.
8. (at, cultivaton’s share,

9,

tt, lower half,

க

7
ட்
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PARTNERSHIP.

Out of the division of the produce between the Sovereign
and the subject has been developed the theory of partnership
between the two. Partnership is essentially a creatureof contract, and 1n the very constitution of relationship between the
two, there is hardly any room for presuming any.
It does not
appear that the proprietor of land ever took the permission of
the Sovereign for cultivation, though, when he did so, he

became liable to pay the sovereign a share of the produce.
In
early times when money was unknown or scarc2, the share of
the Broduce due to the Sovereign was rendered in kind, and
while in other countries it has been commuted to a money
payment a long while ago, the division of the produce still pre-

vails in a large part of the Presidency, excepting ryotwari tracts.
This led the elder Mr. Mill 1 and the Board of Revenue 2 to
think that the Sovereign

land.

and the subject

Sir Charles Turner, a former

were

Chief

joint

Justice

owners

of

of Madras

also observed that many of the tenures in India were in the nature

of partnership in

which

the

the cultivator in the crop, §

owner
and

others

as: well. 4 Sir Charles

a

between

case

the holder

government

of a dharmasanam

of land participated with

this

view has been taken

Turner
and

a

was

not

ryot,

but

by

dealing with
one

between

village and his tenant

whose

tights were regulated by a written contract of lease, whereby
the latter was given a real right to the lands, and in fact, with

a contract specifying the rights of parties.
the theory

of partnership

Sir Charles

In putting

Turner

tions the contract of moozaraut as its basis.
one form of letting under the Mahomedan
on partnership 5. The zemindary sanads in
were addressed to certain officers, and also
moozareas ® indicating thereby that ryots and

forward

specifically

men-

Moozaraut is only
law, and is based
Mahomedan days
to the ryots and
moozareas

were

distinct persons, Thus one form of letting under the Mahomedan law, the moozaraut, based on a contract of partnership
has been made to denote one general form of tenure as being
prevalent not only in Mahomedan, but Hindu, days as well.
_ The introduction ot this theory, or rather, fiction has served
1.
9.

Fifth Report,\1. 816.
Revenue Selections, 1.484.

8.

Venkatachallam

Chetty

simha Nutdu v. Dandamudi Kottayya,20
Mad. 29); Wallis. C. J. Seshachyam
v.

Andi-

appan Ambalam, 2 Mad. 232.
4,

Progress, 108, 104;

Venkatanara-

Chetiy v.Chinnasami

5.

Anée, pp. 20, 21.

6,

Batllie,

Asari,40 Mad.410

Land Tax,

XXYVI.

Theory

of

partnership.
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On the one hand it has given government a

right to demand an increase of revenue when there has been an

increase of prices, though at fixed intervals, and
it has led to the amelioration
260110 181165.
Proprietor.
ship over
waste lands,

of

the condition

on the other
of

ryots

in

We have dealt so far with the proprietary right of the
Sovereign to cultivated lands and seen that no Sovereign in
India, ancient or modern, claimed such a right.
Weshall now
deal with his right over waste or unappropriated land.
His
proprietary right thereto is a much canvassed question in lmdia,
One school affirms that waste land belongs to the state, while
the other school maintains that it belongs to the subject,
individually or as a member of a joint family or a village
community.
In the consideration of this question, the one
uncontroverted fact we start with is that waste lands are
included within the boundaries of one village or the other.
Manu vests the ownership of land in the first person who cut
away the wood or who cleared and tilled it, 1 thus placing it in
the same category as wild beasts.
An Indian village has, as
pointed out by Sir Henry Maine, all the features of a Textonic
mark. 2 The central site consisting of the houses of the community, surrounded first by the arable mark consisting of
cultivated lands, and then by the common mark consisting of
uncultivated lands,is particularly true of the South Indian vill-

age of the plains. While the village communities of the west fefrained from increasing the arable mark and valued the common
mark chiefly for pasture,the common mark in India was always
treated as being liable to be merged in the arable mark. 8 Thus
waste lands and virgin forests within the boundaries of a village,

Hindu

am.

syg-

though not coming under the arable mark, had a tendency
develop into it at some time or other.
The Hindu system
assessment with its share of the produce was not likely

to
of
to

impede such development, and an extended cultivation increas-

ed the revenue to the state. The text of Manu referred to marks
the beginning of-individual, out of communal, property. It does
not appear that at this early date any Hindu Sovereign asserted
any proprietary right to waste.
In Tanjore whenever the king
wanted to bestow waste land or any extent of land within the
1,

Oh. LX, 44.

2,

Vill, Cow. 118-190,

8,

Ibid, 120,

are
ச்
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limits of a village, he purchased it from the mirasidars. 1
A similar practice is spoken to by the Inam Commissioner :
“When the Rajas of the country granted waste lands in inam,
they generally purchased or obtained in gift the mirasi right of
the lands from the mirasidars and conferred it on the grantees.

Another arrangement sometimes made with the same object was
to confer a portion of the inam on the mirasidars of the village
in compensation for their rights over the waste land which
was given in inam.” 2 Theinscriptions of nearly thousand years
old published ‘in the South Indian Inscriptions support these
remarks,
:
With the advent of the Mahomedans,

however,

a

distinct

change was brought about. According to Mahomed, ‘ Whoever
cultivates waste lands does thereby acquire the property ௦4
them’’3; and in the interpretation of this text, Mahomedan

jurists

differ. According to Abu Haneefa the permission of the Imam
is necessary to give proprietary right to the cultivation of waste
lands ; while his two disciples, Abu Yusoof and Mahomed hold
that in such a case, the cultivator becomes proprietor on the
ground that waste lands are “a sort of common goods and become the property of the cultivator in virtue of his being the

first possessor in the same manner asin

the

case

of

seizing

gamie or gathering firewood” 4. The Mahomedan law applied in’
India is that enunciated by dbu

Haneefa,

doctrine laid down in the Hedaya
the Imam,

and

vests the

the

Hanafite

proprietorship

and though, according to the Fuiwa

Alumgiri,

in
the

person who brought waste into cultivation was- considered as
bringing it to life, he could do so only with the Imam’s permission. 5 Even then it does not appear that waste was regarded as
the private property of the Sovereign or the property of the state
in the same sense as the state share

of the produce

which

was

at the disposal of the state, but seems to have been regarded
subject to the disposition of the Sovereign for the benefit of the
general community. § In their desire for increased revenue,
the Mahomedan

Sovereigns were not likely to abandon a fruitful

source of revenue derivable from waste.
1,
Di.-M.

Mirast

Papers,

220;

‘Tanjore

399,

2. Quoted by Sankaran Nair J. in
Seshachallam
Chetty v. Chinnaswamt
Asarz, 40 Mad. 410.

12

Further the same pro-

3.

Hamilton, Hedaya, IV Ch. 45. 129,

4,

Ibid.

5.
6.

Philips, 51,
Ibid.

Mahomedan

System.
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cess which in feudal Europe led to

the

PROPEEF TY,
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conversion of folkland

into the lord’s manor was at work in India also, ar.d waste came

to be regarded as the property of the state.

It is not surprising

that the Native States following in the wake of the Mahomedan
Sovereigns should have claimed a similar right. In localities
where powerful village communities existed, they were able to
resist the novel claim of the Sovereign, but where they were
weak or decayed, the new idea prevailed.
Barly policy
of British
Government.

When the British Government first made its, settlement at
the commencement of the last century, it was its policy to allow
all lands to become private property.
It was intimated in the

Despatch of Lord Wellesley thatit never could bedesirable that

the government should act as the proprietor of the lands and
should collect the rents from the immediate cultivators of soil. 1
When in 1808 the Board of Revenue suggested that an augmentation of revenue might be derived from waste lands reserved,
they were informed that the government did not look to any
advantage of that nature beyond the benefit of increasing the
amount of the public taxes in proportion to the existing taxes of

the country.2 Finally in their Despatch of 17th December 1813
relating to the settlement of Malabar, the Court of Directors

Tn Malabar,

observed that in Malabar they had no private property to confer

with the exception of some forfeited estates. 8 Consequently it
has been held that all land in Malabar is presumed to belong to
some individual or other, and the Government has no claim to

In other
Districts.

it, except by way of escheat or abandonment 4,
Subsequently, however, the policy of Government influenced mainly by the opinion of Sir Thomas Munro underwent
a material change.
Sir Thomas Munro maintained that waste
lands belonged to the state, and did not at any time belong to
individuals. The Despatch of the Court of Directors referred
to above has, as aresult, been held applicable only to the

peculiar conditions of Malabar, and not to the other

the Presidency.
1,

Quoted in Vyakunta Bapujé v. The

Government of Bombay,

R, app. 1 (144).

12 Bom.

2. The Secretary of State
Rayen, 9 Mad. 175 (180).

8.

parts of

It has been, therefore, held that in other dis-

v.

H.

C.

Vira

I. Rev Selec, 511; The Secretary of

State v. Vira Raten, 9 Mad. 176 (180);
The Secretary of State v. Ashtamurth:, 13 _
c

Mad. 89 (109).
4. The Secretary of State v. Vira
Rayon, 2 Mad. 175, The Secretary of
State y. Ashtamurthi, 18 Mad. 89: The

Secretary

of State v.

Bavotti

Mad.815; Sankaran Nair, J. in

Hoji, 15

Meenake

shtamma v. The Secretary of State, 26
M. L. J. 885,

CHAPTER
PROPERTY

The Roman
conception.

:

ITS

II.

VARIETIES

AND

INCIDENTS.

In the previous Chapter we have seen that the first occupant of land by virtue of his possession acquired property .
therein. We shall now deal with its conception and incidents
as was prevalent in India and the names by which the right to
property was known.

We may start with

a. brief

description

of the Ruman and English conceptions of property.
The
Roman idea of ownership is denoted by the term dominium or
proprietas which consists of jus utendi {the right of using the
thing) ; jus fruendi (the right of enjoying its products) ; jus
abutendi (the right of consuming it, if it is capable of consump-

tion ; this right including the right

of disposition

by sale,

exchange, gift, mortgage, lease, etc.); jus prohibendi, (the right
of exclusive possession and enjoyment) ; and jus transmitiendi,

The English
conception.

(the right of transmitting it to his heirs) 1. A distinction was
drawn between ex jure Quiritium (i. e. right recognised by the
Civil Law), and dominium bonitarinm (i. e. right recognised
by the authority of the pretor), which was abolished by
Justinian.
The English conception of property is one derived from
the feudal idea, whereby the king is lord paramount, either
mediate or immediate, of all land

within

the

realm,

and

the

subject cannot have absolute ownership in land but can have
only an estate in it, held under the king directly, or under
some mesne lord, or a succession of mesne lords, who, or
the
last of whom, holds of the king 2. The highest class of estate
that can be held by the subject is an estate in fee simple. It
comprises (1) the right of exclusive possession and the right to
recover possession if the owner is wrongfully deprived of
possession, (2) the right of free and exclusive enjoyment, extending to the right of using, altering or destroying the thing
owned at the owner’s pleasure, so that he does not violate
any

“4, Sandor, Justinian, XLIX; Poste,

Gatus, 154.
2. Halsbury,

Laws

of

England,

XXIV. 188, 189; Williams, Real Pro
periy,
6.
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other person’s right to security of person or property, and (3)
the right of free power of disposition. over the object of ownership and indeterminate duration of the interest 1.
The Indian conception of property is defined by Mountstuart Elphinstone to consist in “the exclusive use and absolute
disposal of the soil in perpetuity ; together with the right to alter
or destroy the soil itself, where such an operation is possible.
These privileges, combined, form the abstract idea of property;
which does not represent any substance distinct from these
elements.
Where they are found united, there is property and
nowhere else 2. This definition was accepted by the late Sir

The Indian
conception.

Charles Turner, a former Chief Justice of Madras 8. But Mr.
Baden-Powell remarks on this definition that “this is really the
Roman ideal—the usus, usufructus, abusus et vindicatio—rather
than an Eastern formula and it may certainly be denied that

any such abstract ideas ever prevailed in India’, and adds “but
at the same time, we must be prepared to find particular
claims to land expressed with great force. 4
not accurate.

This

criticism

is

The Hindu sages who lived and thought at a time when
Rome was in its infancy never speculated on any theory, but
always took a practical view of things.

incidents of property

which

at

Early Hindu
writers.

Their writings give the

a later

day were declared

by

jurists to constitute property or ownership in the abstract.
Notions about proprietary rights can hardly find a place
amongst people in the earlier stages of civilisation which are
due to-juridical refinements of later ages.
The use of property was not confined solely to the Aryans, and the Mitakshara

in discussing proprietary rights says, “Besides, the use of property is seen also among inhabitants of barbarous countries,
who are unacquainted with the practice directed in the sacred
code : for purchase, sale, and similar transactions are remarked

among them”. 5 Later writers have dealt with the abstract idea
of property.

The term property is used by them with reference

to the thing and ownership with reference to the person. Jimuta
1,

Willams, Real Property, 2,

the contrary, ohiefiy looks to the people

2.

History of India, 79.

located on the

L.S.B.I. I. 220; see also Markby,

247.

8.
4.

Minute, 17.

Elements

of Law,

50; ci Mr. Logan's

view, ‘Che European looks tothe soiland
nothing but the soil. The Malayali, on

5.

soil, Malabar, Dt.M. 609.

Ch. I. Seo, 1. pl.

9. (Colebraoke

). By the inhabitants of barpar-

ous countries,

Vijnaneswara

evidently

means
persons who have not
brought under Aryan influence,

been

Later writers,

C
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Vahana in the Daya Bhaga declares ownership to
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imply ‘ the

quality (in the subject owned) of being used (by the.owner)
according to his pleasure and arises out of law 1”; Wvitra Misra
in the Viramitrodaya says that “the distinctive feature of property is the capability of being dealt with according to pleasure;
that whichis capable of being used according to one’s own
pleasure is his own property” 2, and later on, ‘‘property is certainly a substance of a distinct category of its own, which is

liable to production and destruction, and is manifested by the
cognizance of its means’’ 8.
Smriti
Chandrika.
Saraswati
Vilasa.

The Mahomedan conceptioa.

Similar ideas are also expressed in

the Smriti Chandrika 4 and the Saraswati Vilasa >. They recognise at the same time that the exercise of the rights

of

owner-

ship is subject to the limitations imposed by law.
The conception of property according to Mahomedan law
is thus stated by Sir Abdur Rahim

in his book on

Jurisprudence, 6“ It is the very conception
its Owner may

this

respect,

use

and

generally

of

property

enjoy itas he chooses.

speaking,

are

Mahomedan
His

only limited by

that

rights in

similar

rights of others and subject to such burdens as may be imposed
by the state.
Limitations upon an owner’s right of user and
enjoyment are mostly imposed with reference to land, because

the mode in which a man uses his land often affects his

neigh-

bours.
The general principle is that the owner of land is
entitled to use it and enjoy it in the manner that suits him best

even if it causes
provided

he

inconvenience

does

not

destroy

or injury
the

to

his

neighbour’s

makes it useless to him.”
Importance

of possession.

neighbours,
property

or

ட்

Possession has always played an important part in all
systems of jurisprudence. Under the Hindu system, possession,

however brief, is necessary for a perfected title 7. As between
title and possession, the former predominates, unless the latter
is hereditary. 8 A person who claims under title must, when
it is disputed, prove it; neither his son or his son’s son is required to prove it, forin his case possession carries greater
weight. 9 But if a person whose title is impugned dies, his
1.

Mandlik, Vya. May. and Yajna,

81 Note (1).

2,

10

.

ae

aa

6.

(Sarkar’s translation); Mand-

lik. Vya. May. and Yajna, 81 Note (1).
ன்

5.

24.

Oh. I. pl.

்

25, p. 10 (Krishna-

swamy Iyer’s translation).

7.

809).
8.

9.

Pp. 82 (Foulkes’ translation)

Yajnavaikya, Ch, 11. 27
Ibid.

:

Ibid, Ch. II. Q 8 (Ibid).
7

i

(Monae

4

a

e
அ
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ம.

son must prove

it, for in such a case

is no proof }
Just in

enjoyment without title

:
the

same way

that title can

be acquired by

pos-

session, it can be lost by the adverse possession of another, and
the effect of such adverse possession is that the latter keeps the
property as his own.
The Vishnu Smriti lays down,
“If
possession

has

been

held of an

estate

by

three

Adverse
Possession,

Vishnu.

(successive)

generations in due course, the fourth in descent shall keep it
as his own property, even without a written title” 2. Brihaspati
devotes an entire chapter to possession.
He says, “ When

Brihaspati.

possession undisturbed (by others) has been held by three
generations (in succession) it is not necessary to produce a title;

possession

is decisive

in

that

case” 3; and

later

on,

“A

witness prevails over inference ; a writing prevails over witness;
undisturbed possession which has passed over three lives prevatls over both’’. 4 In one place, however, Brihaspati seems
to indicate that possession for thirty years will do:
“He

whose possession has been continuous from the time of occupation, and has never been interrupted for a period of thirty
years, cannot be deprived of such property”. 5 Later writers
have fixed a period of twenty years to create a title by adverse

possession 6,

In his Minute on Malabar Land Tenures, Sir Charles Turner

remarked that “the Hindu Law not only recognised the sale
of land, the gift of land, and the inheritance of land, all
in

complete

Brahmans,

ownership ; subject,

to

the

payment

except

of

the

also recognised a multiplicity of forms

tending

to

the

usufruct

of

the

where

-king’s

held

due;

land,

others

to the

of transfers

under Hindu
Law.

by

but

of mortgage, some

Recognition

it
ex-

actual

ownership’, and after discussing the various forms of conveyances prevalent in Malabar, he observed that “ they point

to an ownership of the soil as
freeholder in England” 8,

complete as

was enjoyed by a

Possession has got two-fold value: it is evidence of owner-

ship and is itself the
1. Yajnavalkya,
(Mandhk, 203.)

Oh.

foundation
ர,

29

2. Ch. V, 187.(8. B. B. VII. 40).

3

Oh 1X87) (6) BN

313); see also Vv. 28—81,
4,
5,

XXXII.

டே. 12, 82 (82.1, 00777. 872),
Brihaspati, IX, V. 7 (S. B. E.

of

a right

to possession. 9

XXXIII, 310.)
6. Yajneavalkya 24,

7.

44.

9.

Hart Khandu

வருந்த.

AM

(Mandlik,

v. Dhondi

,

208).

:

Natha,

8 Bom. I, R,, 96 ; Shaik Mirza y. Abdul
Gani, 4 Pat. L. W. 180.
3.

Possession,
evidence of

ownership,
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Possession lawfully obtained prima facie raises a presumption
of ownership in the absence of evidence rebutting such presumption.! Possession, however short, will raise that presumption 2, and long possession is not only evidence of title but is a
good and valid title by itself. 3 It is prima facie exclusive 4, and
the person who inpugns the exclusive title must shew that it
Originated in some way which preserves his own right 5. It
must be deemed to have a legal origin and have the usual
incidents of actual, continued and peaceful enjoyment. & The
person in possession without title has a right to remain in:possession against al] but the true owner and has an interest capable

of being inherited, devised or conveyed. 7 Therefore when

the

possession of such person is disturbed, he can sue to recover it
from any person who is not the true owner, apart from Section
9 of the Specific Relief Act.8
The contrary view is taken in
1.

Nawab Ajajudin

Ali Khan v.

The

Secretary of State, 28 Mad, 69; Puranchunder Mookerjee vy. Protap Narain Paul,
9 W.R. 120; Ayessha Bibi y. Kunhye
Molla, 12 W. RB. 146; Reunjeet Ram

Pandey *. Goberdhun Ram

Pandey, 20

W. R. 25 (P.C.); Ismatl Ariff v.
Mahomed Ghouse, 20 Cal. 834; 20 I. A.
99; Ramachander Narain v. Narayen
Mahadev, 11 Bom. 216;
Vithoba v.

Narayen, 11 Bom, 221 note (6); Rajaram

vy. Nunchand, 5 Bom. L. R. 225; Alt v.
Bachu Bibi, 5 Bom. L. R. 264; Hari
Khandu vy. Dhondi Natha, 8 Bom. L. RB.
96; Bhagwan Singh vy. Lhe Secretary of
Siaie, 10 Bom. L.R. 571 ; Bala Kushaba
v. Abut Amrita Vaghmode, 11 Bom, L %.
1093; Shatk Mirza v. Abdul Gant, 4 Pat.
L. W. 130; Bikhi Raty. Udtt Narain
Singh, 25 All. 366,
2. Puranchunder Mookerjee vy. Protab
Narain Paul, 9 W. R. 120 ; Shaik Mirza
v. Abdul Gant, 4 Pat. Ll. W. 180.
8. Rung Lall Misser
1, 1807000017
Singh, 9 W.R. 169 ; Haidar Khan v. The
Secretary of State, 36 Cal. 1; Adhar
Abana Pal v. Dibakar Bhuyan, 41 Cal.
94.

4, Muthurakko Thevan 1. ரெ, 91 18.1,
J. 615; Mohun Lal vy. Amrat Lal, 8 Bom.
174 ; Ramachandra Narain v. Narayen
Mahadev,
11 Bom.
216; Vithoba
v.
Narayen, 11 Bom. 221, note (bd).
5, Shahaboodeen Chowdhury v. Ramgooty Chuckerbutty, 9 W.R. 556 ; Ramachandra Narayen 1, Narayen Mahadeva,
11 Eom. 216; Vithoba v. Narayen, 11

Bom, 221-note (5),
6.

Vithoba v. Norayen, 11 Bom.

note (5).

221,

ரீ. (Mustapha Saheb v. Santha Pillai, 28
Mad. 179; Narayana Row ¥. Dharmachar
26 Mad. 514; Subbiah Pandaram v.
Mustapha Maracayer,
82 M. L. J. 85;
Lingamma v. Badu Reddy, 17 1,0, 707 ;
Adinarayana lyer v. Krishnan, (1912)
M, W. N. 707;
Matkal
Servat
ஏ.

Thambuswami.

(1914) M. W.N.

784;

Venkatasamt Naik v. Kali Samatan,
(1916) 1M. W.N. 110 ; Chandi Misser vy.
Narasingh Roy, 39 I. ©. 26; Shama
Charan Roy v. Surja Kanta, 15 C.W.N.
173; Sahodra Koer v. Gobardhan Tewari}
2 Pat. L. J. 180; Shetkh Mirza v. Abdul
Gani, 4 Pat. L.W. 180; Bhavani Ram vy.
Shivram,
6
Bom. 215;
Krishnerao

Yashvani v. Vasudeva

Apaji,

8

Bom,

371; Sundar v. Parvati, 12 all, 51 (P.C.);
Gobina Persad v. Mohunlal, 24 All. 167;
Pahlwan Singh v. Rama Barose, 27 All.
169; Sidhu v. Dhanna, 2 Gah. L.J. 271.
8. Kullammal v. Kuppa Pillai, 1
M. H.C. R.85 ; Narayana Rao, vy. Dharmachar, 26 Mad. 514; Govinda Padayacht v. Dorasami Padayacht, 9M. 1. T.
409 ; Ayesha Bibi v. Kunhye Mollah, 12
W. R. 146; Bejoy Chander Banerjee 1.
Prosonno Mukerjee, 4 Cal. 327; Ismail

Ariff v. Mahomed Ghouse, 20 Cal,
20. I. A. 99; Sakodra Koer v.

834 ;

Gobardan

Tewari, 2 Pat. L. J. 180 ; Pemraj Bha-

waniram v. Narayun Shivram, 6 Bom.
215; Krishnarav Yashwant vy. Vasudev

Apajs, 8 Bom,

871; Gangaram

v. The

Secretary of State, 20 Bom. 798; Sundarv. Parvati, 12 All, 51 (P. 0.);
Govind Prasad y. Mohanlal, 24 All. 167;
Pahlwan Singh v. Rama Bharose, 27 All

Ee ; Umrao Singh v. Rayi Das, 86 All
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Nisa Chand Gaita v. Kanchiram 022௨11 in which it is held
that previgws possession for any time short of the statutory
period will not entitle the plaintiff to a decree for recovery of
possession inasuit brought more than six months after dispossession, even if the defendant cannot establish a title to
the land. A-party in possession is entitled to recover the value
of the produce of the land from any person who has taken
it away unless he is the rightful owner.?
Jn a suit, in ejectment, the plaintiff must prove possession
and dispossession within twelve years of suit;
and the fact
that he showed

Suit in ejectment,

antecedent title is not enough without proof of

possession within twelve years of suit.4

He

must

succeed by

the strength of his own title, and a party in possession with a
bad title is entitled to remain in possession until some other
person shows a better title.
Where the evidence of posses-

sion

is equally

strong on

both sides,

preference

given to the evidence on the:side of the party with
is found.

should
whom

be
title

6

Pgssession of one part is presumed to be possession of
the whole.? But this presumption cannot be made in favour

of a trespasser, whose possession is to be confined
3. 26 Gal. 579; Ramachandra Sil
v. Ramanamani Dasi, 20 C. W.N. 773;
Chenna Reddy v. Budda Beddy, (1915)
M. W.

N. 815.

ப்

only to the

Chowdhrain 1, Raje Mohun
R. 350 ; Boobun Mohun

Paul, 15 W. R.

v.

Bose, 11 W
Rash Behari

24 ; Ranee Shornamoyee

v. Watson and Co.,20 W. R. 211 (P.C.) ;

9. Lep Singh Khasia v. Nimar KhaBatkuniha Nath Roy v. Kumari, 23 0.1.
J. 151; Chandi Misser v. Narasinga Roy,
sia, 21 Cal, 244; Sidhu v. Dhanna Lal,
* $9.1. C. 26; Kanakammai v. Ananthaஉ ரஹம, ஏ. 971.
malhi Ammal, 87 Mad 298; Kalu y.
3. Mohima Chunder Moozumdar v.
Barsu, 19 Bom. 803.
Mohnted Chunder Neoghi, 16 Cal. 478 ;
6. Ranject Ram Panday vy. SoburMahomed Amemullah Khan v. Bodan
dhun Ram Panday, 20 W. R. 25 (P. C.);
Singh, 17 Cal. 187; Mirza Shamshar
Dharam Singh v. Hur Pershad Singh, 12
Bahadur v. Kunje Behari,i C. L. J. 444;
Cal. 88 ; Balu Kasturt Singh 1. Raj
Dharma
Kanta Lahiri v. Gobar Alt
Kumar Babu
Bissun Pragas Narain
Khan, 17 C. L. J. 277 ; Khedon Lal v.
Singh. 8 0. W.N. 876 ; Mirza Shamsher
Rajendra Narain Singh, 29 C. Li, J, 259;
Bahadur v. Kunj Behari Lal, 7 0. L. J.
Barkat Ali v. Basant Wumia, 21¢. W.
414; Nawab Bahadur of Murshidbad vy.
ING abyfeh
Gopi Nath Mandal, 18 0. Li. J. 625 ; The
4. Mohima Chunder Moozumdar v.
Secretary of State v. Kaleka Prosad, 156.
Mohesh Chusider Neoght, 16 Onl. 4738;
L. J. 281; Lala Sengh v. Mir Latiff
Khedon Lal v. Rajendra Narain Singh,
Hussain, 210.L.5. 480; Vithaldas v.
99 O.L. J. 259; Narayan Chiinis v.
The Secretary of State, 26 Bom. 410,
Balwant Chitnis, 42 Bom. 357.
7. Karta
Kouwndan
1. Raghava
5. Jowala Baksh v. Dharum Singh,
Reddi, 1 L. W. 410; Mohiné Mohun Roy
10 M.1 A. 511; Maharanes Subbeswary
v. Promoda Nath Roy, 24 Gal. 256;
vy. Lukhij Debe, 1 W. BR. 88; Chunder
Vithaldas v. The Secretary of State, 26
Moonee v. Raj Kishore, 5 W. R. 246;
Bom. 410,
Gopeenath Doss v. Diyanidhee Soondara
Mohapatiur, 7 W. R. 485 ; Soodhukkina

0

Pogsession of
part,

¢

0
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AND

part actually occupied by him1!,
possession

of the

land 2,

The

orit

waste

lands.

ட

be

with

him

who

has

only

when

sumption

arises

any

of ownership 5

acts

he
by

11.

abandons
flood

and

possession ®, the possession

of the true owner revives.
As regards jungle and waste

to

moment

is submerged

is therefore incapable of physical
Jungle and

்
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lands

got

the

neither

possession

title 4.
party

The title of the

barred by
the exercise by another person
of ownership as would ordinarily be exercised

is deemed
prehas exercised

This

owner

may

be

of such acts
over property

of that nature 6. In questions of boundary, especially when
the dividing line runs through waste lands which have not
been the subject of definite possession, the 7016 as to onus on

the

018.

tricts,
Kaniatehi,

1. Karia Koundan v. Raghava Reddi,
1 L, W. 410 ; Mohini Mohan Roy v. Promoda Nath Roy, 24 Cal. 256 ; Brojo Nath
Bose 7. Durga Persad Singh, 50,
J.
588 ; Jagendra Nath Roy vy. Baladev Das
Marwars, 60.1, J. 785: Mirza Shamsher Bahadur v. Kunj Behari Lal, 7 C.
Li. J. 414 ; Nawab Bahadur of Murshidabad v Gopi Nath Mundul, 1806, L. J.
625; The Secretary of State v. Kalika

Sircar, 3 Oal. 768 : Monomed

Ali

Khan

v. Abdul Ganny. 9 Cal. 744 ; Rai Kumar
Foy v. Gobind Chunder Koy, 19 Cal. 660:
Mohini Mohan Roy v. Promoda Nath Roy
24

Cal.

256; Udit

Narain

v.

Golabd-

2. Venkatachala Iyengar 9: Chinna
Goundon, 12 I. © 583 ; Bholanaih
Singh v. Wood, 32 Cal. 287 ; Ganapathy

chand, 27 Cal. 221; Radha Singh Roy v.
Inglis, 7, 0.1.4. 864: Jogindra Nath
Roy v. Hanmanta Kumari Debi, 14 0.L.
J. 869; Madhabt Sundari Dassya vy.
Gagendra Nath Tagore,9 0. W.N.111 ;
Vithaldas v. The Secretary of State, 26
*Bom. 410.
5. Mahomed
Bassir
vy.
Kureem
Buksh, 11 W. R. 268; Woodwani Mah-

vy. Raghoonath, 11 Bom. L. R. 1087.
8.
The Secretary of State v. Krishmamont Gupta, 29 Cal. 518;29T. A.

boon v. Hanooman Persad, 22 W. R. 419;
Jagendranath
Roy
v. Kumari Debi,
(1911) 2 MW. W. N. 101.

104, overiuling: Kally Churn Sahoo v.
The Secretary of Siate,6 Cal. 725:
Madhabi Sundari Dassya v Gagendra

6. Siva Subramania y. The Secretary of State, 9 Mad. 2°65 : affirmed by
the Privy Council in 15 Mad. 101: 18 {.
A, 149%: Venkatesan Chetti v. Subbiah, 2
L. W. 357; Watson and Co. vy. The
Government, 3 W. R. 78: Mitterjees ;

Prosad, 15 0

Moth Tayore,

L. J. 281.

9 0.

W.

ல

N.

்

111; Mirza

Shamsher Bahadur v Kunj Behari La’,
70.L.3. 414; Baroda Prosad Rot v.
Anyoda Mohun Roy, 18 C, L. J. 80;
Khedon Lal v. Ragendra Narain Singh,

29 OC. L. J. 259; Mashar Hussain v.
Behari Singh, 28 All. 760.
4. Sunnud Ali v. Mussamut Kurimonissa, 9 W. R. 124; Raja Leelanund
Singh v. Mussamut Basheeroonissa, 46
W. RB. 102; Mocheeram Majhee v. Bissambhur Roy Chowdhry, 24 W. R. 410}
Mohima Chunder Dey Sirkar ர. Burroha

Singh v. Radha Persad, 28 W. R. 368:
Dabendra Nath Seorkar v. Bindhaubalo
Dasi, 18 I. C. 125.

7 Lukhinaratn Jogadeb
4. Jadu
Nath Deo, 21 Cal. 504; 211. A. 34;
Manindra Chandra 9, Saradinda Roy,
27 C. L. J. 599.
8. Coimbatore Dt. M. 258; Welson, 7.
9. Zit, one’s own,
i

c

>

In

Tamil

plaintiff does not apply, and the parties are in the position of
counter-claimants and bound to do what they can to aid the
court in ascertaining the true line 7,
In the Tamil districts the right to property is generally
known as kaniatchi or kani, or as adhinam, 8 and when held
by a Brahman, as swastium%; and its holder is known as

”
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haniatchikarer, kanikarer,

kavaikarer, adhinakarer

or adhina-

karthar or swastiumdar. Kaniatchi is detived from kani meaning
property, and atchi, dominion or power, and the compound
means free and hereditary
property.
The
etymological
meaning of the term excludes the idea of mere
usufructuary
to
applicable
primarily
is
occupation of the soil. Kaniatchi
hereditary right in land, but the terms kaniatchi and kant are
frequently used to denote any hereditary right, irrespective of
any reference to land.
The hereditary right to land
was
known as kuabava in Tanjore during the time of the Mahratia
Government 2, and in the old province of Dindigul, its holder

was known as pattookut ryot 8.
quest

of

India,

mirasi, and

After

the

Mahomedan

this hereditary right is known

its holder as

mivasidar.

Mirasi

as

con-

miras

primarily

or

means

inheritance and is used with reference to land, and mirasidar
the holder of hereditary lands or hereditary proprietor or landholder. Like the term kaniatchz, the term mirasi is applied also
to other hereditary privileges of a different nature, though
more or less connected with land, such as village offices, and
very irequently to all kinds of hereditary rights, whether
attached to land or not. Thus the hereditary right of a servant
in a temple, the right of an wlkudi to the possession of land,
the right of the cultivator to residence in the village as long as

he cultivates the lands of the proprietor, the right

of a tempor-

ary cultivator who has been

the

the proprietor

allowed to cultivate

as long as he regularly pays the

rent,

lands

of |

and the

right to the sirkar’s share of the revenue cOnveyed under
special grants, such as sarvamanyam, ardhamanyam ete., are
known as mirasorkani*+.
In Bellary the term mirasidar
means a member of the family from which village officers are
selected, and which enjoys the inam attached to the office, 5 and
the mere description of a person as the mirasidar of a certain
village conveys no meaning in that District unless he is described
as karnam mirasidar, barber mirasidar, or taliari mirasidar 6,
The term miras was introduced into the Madura District in the
1, See a discussion of the term by
Mr. Ellis, Mirast Papers, 182, note 19.
2. Mityast Papers, 89.
3.

Fifth Report,

4.

See

the

11. 494.

judgments

Ayyar J in Naina

Pillai

of

Sadasiva

Maracayer

ஈ.

Ramanathan Chettiar, 88 M.
Mahomed Ruwiher v. Pen
Chettiar, 34 M. Ti. J, 234
5..

Bellary Dt. M.

6.

bid.

192,

1, J. 84;
Alagappa

Kunbava,
Pattookut
13700,
Mirasi.

bb
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eighteenth century, and the words miras and mirasidars are there
applied to hereditary village

offices

and

their holdersvand not

to men who are denoted elsewhere by that name 1.
the term

mirasi

was

introduced

by the

In Tanjore

officers

of

Nawab

Wallajah in the years 1774 and 1775 and fell into disuse after
the restoration of the country to the Raja and was only reintroduced during the administration of the Collector, Mr. Harris 2.
The term mirasidar as denoting the hereditary proprietor of
lands is falling into disuse, and after the introduction of the
ryotwari system, is being replaced by the term patiadar.
~

MisconFea
ie
term, mirasi.

The introduction of the Arabic term mirasi after the Mahomedan conquest to denote the hereditary right to land led the
Madras Government in 1786 to believe that it came into existence

only

then, and

tight but a preference

therefore to define

mirasi to mean not a

to the

of the

cultivation

soil,

the pro-

prietary right to which was exclusively vested in the sirkar 3,
But the Board of Revenue at once pointed out that the rights
claimed under the term could be traced far beyond the Mahomedan conquest to unascertainable antiquity in the Hindu term
kaniatchi and that they were always considered hereditary

tights, subject only to the obligation of cultivating lands
paying the Government share of the produce 4. My. Place
in his report made in 1799 demurred to the definition of
term given by the Government and pointed out that

and
also
the
the

mirasidars had an undoubted hereditary property in the soil
and defined mirasi to mean a freehold estate of inheritance and °
a mirasidar a tenant in fee simple 5; and Mr. Crole, the author

௦1 the Chingleput District Manual remarks that the definition
adopted by the Government is opposed to everything in truth
and justice and that the only excuse for it is the ignorance
under which it was made, though it is rather curious
never been withdrawn 6,

டடக்

position,

The mirasidar’s power of

disposal

over

cultivated

lands

Was absolute, though at first the other mirasidars of the village
1. Madura
Dt. M Part VY. Ch. 1.
18, 15.
;
2. Mirast Papers, 89; Madura Di.

M Part V. Ch. 1.18.

3.
4,

Mirast Papers, 26, 21.
Ibid, 35.

5, Mirasi Papers, 53: Pifth Report
il. 307. Mr. Ellis on this definition re.
marks that the mirasidar’s
property
cannot be

strictly

compared

properly so called, Zbid, 957.
6. Chingleput Di. M. 257.

ப்

°

that it has

6

to

a See

து
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had the right of pre-emption or had to assent to such disposal. !
He could selJ, mortgage, lease or dispose of his property in any
way he liked 2, and as pointed out by Col. Blackburne, “his
No permission
land possessed all the qualities of property” 8.
of the Sovereign was considered necessary to validate an alienation of land and no permission was in fact obtained #.

But the mirasidars were bound to cultivate their lands 1௦
the best of their ability according to the quantity of water that
could be commanded and the means they possessed 5.
tn South’ Kanara the proprietors of land are known as

wargadars, mulawargadars, mulgars or mulis. According to Col.
(afterwards Sir) Thomas Munro the lands there constituted a sort

of private property more ancient and probably more perfect
than that of England 6.
It appears that in the fourteenth century the whole of the
lands in South Kanara were parcelled out amoung a large
in various
number of land-holders paying annual revenue
gradations from 5 to 5000 pagodas, the average being 50
pagodas 7. The estates so formed went by the name of wargs.
The tetne warg is derived from the Sanskrit word varga, a leaf,
the
having been originally used for the leaf accounts kept by
revenue authorities ; and in course of time the

term

came

to

These
the account was kept 5.
the holding for which
black
in
Shanboags
or
accounts were kept by the Karnams

denote

and to suard
books or kadatiams which lasted above a century,
which
against accidents, they always made two or three copies

were distributed among different branches of the famity to be
from
When a volume became much worn
kept separately.
6.

Fifth Report, il. 85.

1.

Ellis,
Q. Fifth Report 11. 85; Mr.
:
Mirasi Papers, 181,197; In Tinneyelly

reporis of Lushingion, Mirast

Papers, 17;

of Mr. Hodgson, Ibid, 105; In Tanjore
(which originally comprised Trichinoreports of Mr. Harris,
also),
poly
Ibid,

85; of-Col. Blackburne,
Ibid,
Wallace, Ibid, 94,
89: of Mr.

98;

Dindigul,

Mr.

Di. M. 397}; In Chingleput, reports of
Board of Revenue, Mirast Papers, 32; of
Mr. Place, Ibid, 48, In Madura, Di. M.
Part

V.

Ch.

I.

4;

in

Hodgson’s Report, Mirasi Papers, 111.
3.

Col. Blackburne’s Report,

Papers,

4,
5.

90.

Ibtd.
Mirasi Papers, 39.

Mirast

Féfth Report, 11. 77.

South
Fifth
Report
11 455;
Kanara Dt., M. 118.
[This statement is taken from the
report of Sir Thomas
Munro.
The
7.

pareelling

out

of

lands

among

land

holders is a feudal idea which was not
established in India.
What was done
apparently was that the lands were
divided into holdings so as to facilitate revenue collections,and fresh grants
were never, and could never

have

been,

made. |
8. South Kanara Dt. M. 118; Métrast
Papers, 488, note; Vyakunta Bapuji w.
The Government of Bombay, 12 Bom. H.
C, R. App. 1 (19) ; Lhe Secretary of State
y. Krishnayya, 28 Mad. 257 (278),

_ Their liabi-,

lity,

In South
Kanara.

Wargs.

சி

ட
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length of time and frequent use, a fresh copy wags made, anda
memorandum was usually inserted in the title page, mentioning
the year

of

the

Salivahana

in

which

it

had

been

written,

and also the date of the original or older copy from which
it had been transcribed 1. A warg is often composed of
unconnected parts situated in different villages, and sometimes
even in different
districts 2, and therefore the word estate

which conveys the idea of compact
-be applied to a warg 8.

property

It comprises

cannot

properly

not only cultivated

but

waste lands also. Though the theoretical basis-of assessment
was a share of the produce of each field, the assessment was
never fixed on particular fields or portions

a lump sum for the whole warg4,
unit of assessment in South Kanara,

of a warg

but

was

and the warg was the
A wargadar is defined by

Wilson 5 thus : “ The proprietor of a hereditary estate, and in
that capacity sometimes the representative of a whole village,

collecting and paying the assessment

of the

whole,

others may have portions of the village lands as

Muli
and
geni or sirkar
geni wargs.
Muli warg.

although

separate

pro-

perty : the title is also, though laxly, assigned to lessees under
the original proprietor, who are known as Sub-Wargdars.”’
The wargs are of two kinds, muli wargs and geni
or sirkar-gent wargs. The word muli is a contraction of
mulawarga which means original proprietary right in land,
and mulawargadar means

the proprietor of

an ancestral

here-

ditary estate §. Mula is derived from the Sanskrit, mul, signifying literally a root, and figuratively (inter alia) the root of a
tree or origin of a family and hence arises the character of permanency or perpetuity which we find in it when used in com-'
binations, as in mulawarga and mulawargadar as also in
Geni or
sitkar-geni
Warg.

mulgeni 1, Geni or sirkar-geni wargs are estates which have
escheated to Government by lapse of heirs, or by abandonment
by proprietors 8. The legal position of a mulawargadar and of
a geni or sirkar-genit

wargadar

1. Fifth Report, 11 79, 479; South

Kanara Di. M. 94. 95,

2.

South Kanara

kunta Bapuii

Dt. M, 118 ; Vya:

v. The Goverment of Bom.

bay, 12Bom. H.G.R. App. 1. (19); The
Secreiary of State of v. Krishnayya, 28
Mad. 257 (276)

8.

The Secretary of State vy.

ayya 28 Mad, 257 (278).

“

Krishn-

is the same?

. The

right

of the

4. South Kanara Dt, ML. 1418.

5.

Glossary, 542.

7.

Ibid, 858;

6,

Ibid, 542.

V Yakunta

The Government of Bombay,
0.௩, App. 1 (19)
8.

9.

South Kanara

Ibid,

டட

Dt. \

பப

Bapuji

ஏ

12 Bom, H.

2

3
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வேரா AND HOSAGEME WARGS.
Mee
A
geni-wargadar to sell or otherwise dispose of the land ha
been established so early as 1847 1. Geni warg must be distinguished from mulgeni. The former is held directly under
Government, while the latter under a mulawargadar.
After
the wargadar has sold away a portion of a warg, the varga or
leaf for the entire warg continues to stand in his tame, and
the purchaser instead of paying the assessment due on the
portion purchased by him directly to Government pays it to
the wargadar who pays to Government the revenue due on
The portion so sold is known as walawarg
the entire warg.
which

,

means

47

Walawargadar.

and its holder as walawargadar.

an under warg,

He is liable to the wargadar for the assessment due on the
portion purchased by him, and the wargadar is sometimes paid
a consideration known as moggu for his trouble is collecting
the assessment and paying it to Government 2. Very frequently on the sale of a portion of a warg, an amount settled by the
parties is fixed in the deed of sale as the proportionate assessment due on the portion sold, and the portion of the warg so
sold is known as kudutale and its owner as kudutaledar who
pays the dssessment direct to Government. The proportionate
assessment settled by the parties is entered in the village
accounts, and a register of kudutales is kept in the taluqs.
But the apportionment of the assesssment made by the parties
and entered in these registers is not binding upon government, unless the warg is divided and sub-division made ; and

Kudutaledar. ,

until this is done, the lands of the hudutaledar are liable te be
proceeded against for any default in the payment of the revenue

due on another portion of the warg ®. When a warg is divided,
the portion divided is entered as a new warg being

entered

muli or geni according to the designation of the original
After

the

introduction

of

the

ryotwari

system

into

as

warg.
South

the
Kanara, no distinction now exists between the wargadar,
ryotwari
all
are
walawargadar and the kudutaledar and they
pattadars.

4,
Wargs are also classified into kadim and hosageme wargs
Kadim (literally old, ancient) wargs are those existing before
the commencement of Company’s Government, and hosageme
1.

Viswapraya

Teertasamy

Subbummal, SD, II. 92.
2. Of. Ganapathi Bhatia

y.

vy. Ananda

Bhatia, (1911) 1M. W. N.-233.
8.
4,

South Kanara
Ibid 118.

Dt. M 121.

Kadim and
hosageme

wargs,

(
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(new

cultivation)

wargs, those

formed

after

the commence-

ment of the company’s rule by the cultivation of immemorial waste 1. The tenure of a hosageme wargadar is the same
as that of a mulawargadar, except that the privileges and ease-

Bharti and
kambharti
wares.
Vaida.

Board .
81011271௨8.
Taniki.

ments over jungle and pasture lands, called kumaki rights, have
not been conceded to hosageme wargs created since jasli 1276 2.
Wargs are again divided into (1) bharti, those that are able
to pay the full tharao assessment, and (2) kambharti, those that
are unable to pay that assessment. 8 The latter are further sub-

divided into (a) vaida, holdings that require a progressive assessment, that is, that pay by increased rates till they became bharti,
i.e. attained to full assessment,(b) board sipharas, those favoured
by the Board of Revenue, being estates disadvantageously situat-

ed

which could not be

expected to pay

in full, and (c) taniki,

those which are uncertain and settled annually 4.

All kambharti

wargs except the Board Sipharas are brought before the settlement officer at the annual jamabandi, but only a few of them
are now subjected to annual inspection and report, those with
regard to which the inspection has been dispensed with being
known as faukuf or kaiam kammi. ‘There is nothing to prevent
the settlement officer from altering the assessment on a taukuf
or kaiam kammi warg, but it is not usual to do so 5.
Kumaki
lands.

Wargs

created

before fasli

1276 have

attached

to them

kumaki lands, that is, lands allowed to assist in the cultivation

and intended to afford to the ryots the means of procuring
leaves from the brushwood or jungles growing on -them as
manure for their fields ‘and to furnish grass as fodder for their
cattle 6.

On account

of the

configuration

of

the

country,

cultivation in South Kanara is carried on on the level slopes of
valleys, and the kwmaki claim was extended up to the watershed
Nettikat
ciaim.§

or crest of hills, and was known as nettikat claim 7.
But since
the year 1848 it extends only to 100 yards of the forests adjacent to the warg

lands

all

round

1. South Kanara Dt. M, 120.
each
Sarina
4, Ibid, 107, 116. 120; Baden—
Powell, L. 8. B. I Ill. 150; Vyakunta
Bapuji v. The Government of Bombay,

12 Bom. H. ©. R. App. 1(172).
5,

South Kanava

Dt. M. 120,
¢

the warg

6.

nayya,

The

8.

The wargadar

Secretary of State v.

28 Mad.

Krish-

257 (279); Matilda

Fernandez Bai v. Pinto, 15 I. 0, 278.
7. South Kanara Dt. M. 16, 129.
8. South Canara Dt. M. 16, 199:
The Secretary of State v. Krishnayya, 28

Mad, 257 (280),
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has no proprietary right in those lands }. His rights therein are

merely in the nature of a license and ace therefore liable to be
extinguished by Government conveying the lands to another 2.
Kumri cultivation is cultivation of land outside a warg by
felling and burning a patch of the forest, the ashes acting as
manure.
After one or two crops are raised, the plot is abandoned and a fresh patch is resorted to and treated in the same
way. Kumri cultivation gives no proprietary right in the forest
in which it is carried on, nor even over the spots which had
been actually

cultivated 3.

The mulawargadars have been fromancient times
ing their lands by gift, sale, and mortgage 4. Nothing
or sale,

nor mere non-payment of rent,

the owners.

Kumi oultiYation.

alienatbut gift

Mulawar-

gadars’ right
of disposition

could take them from

If they absconded with balances standing against

them, the lands were

transferred to another person ; but if they

or their heirs returned at ever so distant a pericd, they were
restored their holdings, on their paying a reasonable compensation-for the balance and such extra expenses as might have
been incurred on account

of irnprovements 5,

In*Malabar the exclusive right to, and hereditary possession of, the soil is denoted by the term jenmam which means
birthright and the holder thereof is known asjenmi, jenmakaran
or mutalalan §,

Until the conquest of

Malabar

by the Maho-

medan princes of Mysore,
the jenmis appear to have held
their lands free from any liability to make any payment, either
in money or in produce, to goverament and therefore until
that period, such an absolute property was vested

in

them

as

was not found in any other part of the Presidency 7. The late
Sir Charles Turner after noticing the various forms of transactions prevalent in Malabariremarked that they pointed to an
ownership of the soil as complete as was enjoyed by a freeholder
in England 8,
1. The Secretary of State v. Krish.
nayya, 28 Mad. 257; Sankaranaranappayav. The Secretary of State, (1911)
1M.

2.
Mad.

W.N.

91.

Subbaraya
422;

v.

Nagappa

Krishnappa,
ர,

Subba,

16

12
Mad,

304; The Secretary of Slate v. Krishnayya, 28 Mad. 257; Sankaranaratianayappa Y. The Secretary of State, (1911)
IM. W. N.91; Wattlda Fernandes Bai

ர. Alex

Pinto,

111

151,0,

278;

Sankara

Bhatia vy. Motdin, 35 M. L, J, 120,
3,

South

Kanara Dt

M.

128 ; Bhas-

karappa v. The Collector of North Canara,

3 Bom, 452

(727) ; The Secretary of State

¥. Krishnayya, 28 Mad. 257 (271).
4.
5,

Hifth Report, 11. 77, 456, 479.
Ibid, 77, 456.

6.
7,

See further Ch. XIII. infra.
I, Revenwe Selections, 889.

8.

Minute,

98.
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These jenmis have been from

Jenmis’

power of dis
position.
In the Telugu
Districts.

time immemorial

exercising

the right of selling, mortgaging, or otherwise dealing with the
property 1, They had full absolute property in the soil 2.
In the northern portions of the Presidency comprising the
Telugu Districts, there is no reason to suppose that the conditions were originally different from those that existed in the
other parts of the Presidency.
These northern districts were
the first to be occupied by the Mahomedans and formed the
seat of their government, ana on account of the high taxation
levied by them, the lands lost their saleable value ; and the

continuance of that state for centuries effaced all traces of disposition of lands from the memory of man.
Therefore at the
time when those districts came first under the power of the
English, no traces of sale or other disposition of lands could’

be found 8. The cultivators of the soil were divided into two
classes, (a) kadims, and (b) payakarries. The former held lands
under Government and paid the revenue thereon ; and beyond
the right of holding their lands hereditarily as long as they
paid the Government revenue, they never appear to have

Muli,

Mirasi,

Kania tc hi,
Swastiu m,
and Jenmam,
the same.

exer-

cised any right of disposition over them. Their position was
no better than that of the uwlkudi payakarries of the soith 4.
The payakarries held lands of the kadims.
In Vyakunta Bapuji v. The Government of Bombay, ® the
learned Judges of the Bombay High Court observed that the
muli, the murasi, the kantatchi, the swastinm and the jenmakari tenures were so many names for the ancient proprietary
right of the ryotin the soil recognised by Mr. Ellis, Mount-

stuart Elphinstone, Lord William

Bentick, Prof. H. H. Wilson,

The Board of Revenue and other eminent authorities, and that
this right was subject tothe payment
of a share
of the
produce as revenue.
Modes of oultivation,

The owner of this
owner of the soil has got

proprietary right being himself the
the right of cultivation of his lands

in any manner he chooses, and any right claimed in derogation

of it is a special one which must be established by the person
setting it up ®& There are various modes by which the
1.

j
Fifth
Report, V1. 81, ‘ 441,

2. Ibid, 441.
9. Mirast Papers, 388,
ee
Papers, 388 ; Nellore Di.

5.

1224 Bom.

H.C.
Ht. OG. BR, RB, a app. 1

(210

6. Chidambaram Bills v.
த
gadatha Ayyangar, 7 M.L.J.1: Rangasami Reddy v. Gnanasambanda Pandarasannadhi, 22 M. 264; Cheekati Zemindar
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receive

an

advance of money without interest to build their houses 1,
niatriages 2, and at the commencement

of their

for

engagement,

3

which is gradually deducted from their wages.4
They are
bound to give the whole of their time to their master and to
devote

With the aid
of temporary
tenants.

their

labour

not

only

to

agricultural, but

also to,

domestic work.5
They are liable to removal at any time at
the pleasure of their master who does not generally do so if
their work is satisfactory, except in the case of casual labourers
who have been engaged for the time being or for the cultivation season alone. The total produce is divided, between
the proprietor and government or its assignee asin the first
mode.
The third mode is with the help of temporary tenants.
The proprietor arranges with them who undertake the cultivation of his lands on payment of a share of the produce.
The
and
melwaram,
as
incorrectly,
share thus paid is known, though
that taken by them, also incorrectly, as kudiwaram or parakudiwaram.
The exact share paid by temporary tenants to
the proprietor is sometimes fixed by agreement, andin its
absence, is generally determined by custom which varies with
each village, and depends on the nature of the soil, the gross
outturn and the demand for labour, and is also regulated
accordiag as each party supplies seed and cattle. Generally
temporary

tenants

supply

the

seed,

cattle, implements:

of

husbandry and labour.6 They also employ pannaials, pannaikavans and padtials to work under them.’
In the Cuddapah
sub-division and

in Kanigiri

cultivators

do

who

not

Taluq inthe

contribute

Nellore

anything for

District,

cultivation

expenses are given, what is called half a ‘‘bullock’s share,” that
is, ifa

ryot

has

four

bullocks,

he

employs

four

servants

and gives each servant one-eighth share of the produce. 8 The
pingal system in the Pollachi Talug in the Coimbatore District
issomewhat similar.
If a proprietor
cultivate his lands, it is only when

contribute
1.
9.

plough-bullocks to

Tanjore Dt, M, 882.
Ibid; Progress, 140, 141.

8.

Progress, 140.

4.
5.

bid.
‘
Ibid, 140, 142; Mirast Papers, 97.
c

engages a
the latter

some extent.
6.

Tanjore

The produce
Dt. M.

Papers, 86, 97.

7.

8.

pungal to
is able to

Tanjore Dt. M. 880,

Progress. 148.

is
Gen

881;
uae

ம.
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divided into two portions of which one half 20065 10 (106
proprietor as nilawaram.
The remaining half is divided between
the proprietor and
the fungal according to the
number
of plough-bullocks
contributed
by each.t In
places where
the division
of produce subsists between
government or its assignee, the zemindar or inamdar, and
the proprietor, the total produce is harvested under the
supervision of the former which is known as kanganami in the
Tamil Districts and brought to the threshing floor. After
dedutting therefrom certain common charges the amount and
nature vf which vary with each village, the share due to

government

or its assignee

produce is divided

according

between

to agreement

is taken,
the

and

the

proprietor and

or the custom

of the

rest of the
his

tenants

In

locality.

places where the ryotwari system prevails under which the
government share has been commuted toa money payment,
the total produce is harvested under the proprietor’s superIt is then divided
vision, and brought to the threshing floor.
between the proprietor and his

or the cystom

of

the

locality.

tenant according

The

former

to agreement

generally

pays

the assessment on the lands, but sometimes the latter pays it ;
and in such a case the percentage he gets for his share is
higher.
In the waram system of cultivation, the share taken
by the tenant does not include kudimaramat, manuring or the
remuneration of village servants, all of which are io be
provided for by the proprietor out of his share.2 In some cases
the rate of kudiwaram

is calculated

upon

the out-turn less

a

certain percentage for village charges ; and in such cases 3 1/6
per cent. is allowed to the tenant in addition to his warai as
halavadi or the privilege of gleaning the grain split on the
threshing floor.3
The
temporary
tenants are sometimes
provided with sites for building their houses.4
The general term used to denote a cultivator who is not a
proprietor is payakarry® or parakudi.6 There are two classes
permanent.

A temporary

cultivator is also known as parakudi payakarry,

of such cultivators, temporary

and

purakudi, asal

1.
2.
3.

Progress, 148, 149.
Tanjore Dt. M. 881.
Ibid.

vation is from paz, foot and karidam, to
labour, Mirast Papers, 59. This derivation may now be taken to be incorreot,

4.

Ibtd,

tbid, 218, 380.

382.

5. From payir kari or karan, 7.:€.,
ore who cultivates.
The other deri-

6,

Lit, stranger

cultivator,
/

Payakarry of
Parakudi.
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grama purakudi or anyakudi. Heis, as his name imports,
generally the resident of another village who cultivates the
land of another for one or more years and mostly for a stipulated term anda given share ofthe crop.
He is not entitled
to residence in the village, but is generally allowed one for the
greater convenience of the proprietor.
His rights are never
hereditary, nor transferable by sale or otherwise, and unless

special agreements are entered

in to, cease with

the year 1.

They are mere tenants at will. This class went on swelling as
time went on by the influx of tenants put in by tke government
of the day*.
Whenthe government assessment became so
high as to absorb the proprietor’s profit, he refused to cultivate
all the lands except those in his immediate occupation, and
the government in order to secure its revenue granted cowles
to payakatries in respect of lands left uncultivated by the
proprietor for a limited number of years as was deemed
necessary to secure them a fair return for the stock and labour

employed in rendering the lands productive 3. In Dindigul and

No

right of

0000008007.

Coimbatore resident ryots having no hereditary or proprietary
rights in the lands they cultivate are known as vellaversey
ryots #, and non-resident ryots as yerwaddis 9,
The courts have uniformly held that prima facie the word
parakudi implies a cultivator having no permanant right in the
lands he cultivates 6;so also the word asal grama purakudi 7:
A refusal by a purakudi to perform purakudi services renders
him liable to be ejected without notice 8. The word “ulavadai”’
means ‘“‘the act, of ploughing: the right to. cultivate the

land’? ®.

According to Mr. Ellis the words mirasi,

kaniatchi

and2ulavadai are indifferently used to denote the same right10,
1. Fifth| Report, 11. 41, 87, 301.
In Tanjore, Mirasi Papers, 86, 93, 96;
In Chingleput, Ibid,

10,

213, 218, 380,
2.
8.
4,
5.

6.

46,

59,

187,

Fifth Report, U1. 42.
Ibid.
Ibid, 494.
Ibid.
்

Krishnosawmy

v.

Varadaraja,

Mad, 345; Phiagarajav.Gnana Sambanda
Pandarasannadhi,l1 Mad 77; Chockalingam

Pillai

v.

Mayandi

Mad. 455 ; Rengasami

Sambanda Pandara

Chettiar,

Reddy v.

5

19

Gnana

Sannadhi, 22 Mad.

264 ; Mayandi Chetitar vy. Chockalingam

Pillai, 27 Nad 291; 81 1. A 83; Mahomed
Meera Leavvi Rowther y. Ramalingam
Prilat, (1911) 1M. W.N. 84; Naina
Pillai Maracayer v.Ramanadhan Chettéar, 33M. 1, 5.84; Manomed Rowther
vY Alagappa Chettiar, 84M. T. J. 994 ‘
Ambalavana
Pandara
Sannadhi, v,
பக்
Udayan, (1920) M. W. N.
168,

7. Mahomed Meera Levvoi Rowther vy.
Ramalingam 41184, (1911) 117. W.N. 84.
Ramasawmi
Chettrar
Ckettiar, 28, 1.0. 915,

9,
10.

y.

Kathan

Glossory, 584,
Mirasi Papers, 218, note 3.

>»
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ulavadai to denote

vation by mirasidars 1. Moore, J. in Rengaswami

culti-

Reddi 4. Guana

Sambanda’Pandarasannadhi 2 observed that the tight conveyed by the term could not be assumed to be a permanent right.
On the other hand both Mr. Ellis and Mr. Sankarayya, two
great authorities on South Indian Landholding customs, apply
the term to refer to permanent cultivation. It is not, however,
safe to found the rights of parties on the meaning alone of vernacular expressions which may not have the same meaning et different times. 8 Besides the permanent right claimed by tenants being one
in derogation of the right of
the proprietor to possession of his land must be strictly made
out by them. 4 The description of an wlavadai tenant as
purakudi leaves no doubt that his tenancy is not a permanent

one. 5 The addition of the word mirasidar and the description
of a tenant as wlavadai muirasidar were held by the Madras
High Court to denote a permanent tenancy.6
The Privy
Council in reversing this decision has held that the words
“ ulavadai mirasidars’’ have no established meaning and do
not convey a permanent

right.7

The tenants

establish a permanent right to their lands
circumstances, such as transfer of them or
on permanent tenancy to the knowledge
payment of a uniform rent for a long time,
‘The fourth mode of cultivation is with

may,

however,

by proving other
cJaim to hold them
of their landlords,
and so on.
the aid of perma-

nent tenants who are known as resident payakarrics, ulkudi
payakarries, uliur purakudis,
wl-purakudis, purakudi-uls, or

ulkudis.
Their existence is due to various causes.
In some
cases they were the residents of another village who were
induced to settle in the village and cultivate the lands therein
by the concession of permanent right therein, and who were

given sites also in the village free
on ;insome cases

1.
iit.
2.

they

were

WMirasi papers, 218, note 8), app.

for

the

residents

264,

8. Kindersley, J. in Krishnaswam? v.
Varadaraja, 5 Mad.
345; Mayandi
Chettiar vy. Chockalingam
Pillat, 27
Mad. 291; 31. I. A. 88; Ambalavana
Pandarasannadhi v. Pitchakutts Uda-

houses

of

the

there-

village to

yan, (1920) M. W. N. 163.
4,

22 Mad.

building

Ante, page, p. 50, note 6,

5. Rangasamt Reddy y. Gnana Sambanda Pandarasannadhi, 22 Mad. 264.
6. Chockalingam Pillai v. Mayandt
Chettiar,

19 Mad.

485.

7. Mayandt Chettiar v.Chockalingam
Pillai, 27 Mad. 291; 311. A. 88,

With the
aid of per.
manent

tenants.
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1

whom a

similar right had been given in respect of the

hitherto

uncultivated lands as an encouragement to bring them into cultivation and a recompense for the trouble and expense involved
in rendering them such ; and in some cases a similar right had
becn purchased by tenants on payment of a consideration.
Temporary tenants admitted as such became ulkudis by the
custom of the country by having cultivated the same lands
for generations.
Thus, in Chingleput, if after the admission
of a payakarry he and his descendants had been allowed to
continue in uninterrupted possession of the lands they cultivated until the fourth generation or until the lapse of a century,
they became wlavadui ulkudis, or ulkudis by length of occupation. 1

Rights of
ulkudis.

In some localities ulkudis were the remnants

of

old

proprietors who had been reduced to that position by overassessment which rendered their lands unsaleable. 2
Ulkudi® literally means a resident cultivator or one whohas
got a residence in the village, as distinguished from the parakudy,a stranger cultivator who is not entitled to any residence.

In the Chingleput District wlkudis have a sort of life-interest in

the lands they cultivate and cannot be dispossessed as long as
they pay the accustomed rent.4 But they cannot sell, mortgage
or transfer for valuable consideration their lands.6 Their heirs
succeed to them, and in default

of heirs, or on

abandonment

of the lands by them, the lands revert to the proprietor 6.
They do not participate in the fees and privileges of the mirastdars whose ascendancy they have to acknowledge by the
payment of fees, albiet no more than a peppercorn.7 No length
of time can convert an wlkudiinto a kaniatchikarer.8
The
ulkudis are entitled to compensation for loss of their interest

when their lands

are taken up

under

the

Land

ort, TI. 801,
6. Mirast.

Papers,

Acquisition

Act.9

1. Chingleput Dt. M. 212; Mirasi
Papers, 187; Chinnan v. Kondam Naidu,
96 M.L.J.

2.

8.

169.

Mirasi Papers,

Fifth Report

191.

lt, ul, within, kudi, cultivator.

4, Fifth Report, 11. 41, 831; Mirast
Papers, 9. 82, 59, 214, 318, 380; Chinnan
v. Kondam Naidu, 26 M. 1. J. 169.
5.
Chingleput Dt. M. 212: Mirag

Papers,

46,

48,

214,

218; Fifth

Re-

47,

d
217;

214,

17, 801.

7.

Mirasi Papers, 47; Chingleput Dt.

8.

Mirasi

9.

Appasami

M. 212; Fifth Report 11. 301.

Dt. M. 212,
Naitan

Papers,

4 Mad.

i

187:

Mudali
867.

ட்

Chingle

ae

v.

Ran

a
ee
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also known as Sukhavasi tenants,

The term Sukhavasi literally means one who lives by ease, and
was appliéd to persons who made a living by renting lands for
fixed periods from proprietors.1
In course of time they
acquired the status

of

permanent

tenants? and

were

. Sukhayasi
tenants.

classed

with wkudis. They have a permanent right to their holdings
without, however, power to sell them, except with the mirasidar’s consent.8 They cannot be ejected by the mirasidar,4 and
376 entitled to compensation for loss of their interest when
theit lands ‘are taken up by government under the Land Acquisition Act.5 The mirasidar is entitled to recover from
Sukhavasi ryots certain annual dues for all lands cultivated by
them immediately on their being brought into cultivation.6
The

.wlkudis bear

tenants of England

Empire.8

a striking resemblance

to the copyhold

7, and the coloni and aratores of the Roman

They are attached to the soil and

occupy

the same

Compared
to coloni
and aratores.

lands from father to son for generations, having only a_heredi-

tary right therein without power of alienation.
They are
liable to pay only the customary rent and cannot be ejected as
long as they pay it. On default of heirs the lands revert to the
owner.
In Tanjore the ulkudis

have a hereditary? and inalienable

right!0 in the lands they cultivate. Their right is denoted by
certain terms such as kudimiras, kudikani miras, kudikani,
ulavadai

miras

ulavadai purakudi

miras, ualvadai

kudi

miras,

and the question has arisen whether these words alone without anything more convey a permanent
right.
The word
miras though applied toany hereditary right has also often
been applied to temporary or permissive right, if continued for
some time, andno
presumption
of a permanent
right can

therefore be drawn

from

the

use

of

that

word

alone.

In

Rrishnaswami v.Varadaraja,4 it washeld that, where a purakudi
‘an ofof Adménis, 111.
Man
49!
1. க Wilson, 492;
849, 946.
2. Man of Adminis, Ii. 946.
8. Appasamy Mudaly v. Rangappa
Nattan, 4 Mad, 367.
4. Chellappa Nattan v. Streenivasa
Ragava Chary, 1M. L. BR. 28.
5. Appasamy Mudaly v. Rangappa
Natian, 4 Mad. 367.
Toppat
Krishnamachariar. v0,

ues

Goundan,

8M.ட்ட
H.C.

ட
R. 881.

Chingleput Dt. M. 912.
8. Field. Land-holding, 5, note 4.

9.
10.

Mirast Papers, 96.
Mahomed Meera Levwai Maracayar

vy. Ramalingam Pillaz, (1911)1
N. 84.

1].

5 Mad. $46.

M.

W.
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showed possession for 70 years, and there was no written agree-

ment to show theterms
permanent right. But in
where the lands belonged
the government accounts

of the tenancy, he was entitled to
other cases from the Tanjore District
toa temple which was recorded in
as the proprietor, and the tenants

executed what were known as tharam faisal muchalikas

Collector who

to the

was then in charge of the temple in which they

were variously described by the names given above as denoting

a permanent right and under which they agreed to pay the
government assessment and also Swamibhogam tothe temple,
and no term of the tenancy was fixed therein, but the conditions
were applicable as long as the tenancy lasted, it was held
that the tenancy created thereunder was not permanent.

these decisions do not apply

to

all

temples

in

the

1

But

Tanjore

District, but only to those in which similiar muchalikas have
been executed. 2 The words ulavadai, 3 ulavadai mirasidars4

do not by themselves import a permanent right. The words
ullur purakudi do not necessarily import a permanent right,
for, as pointed out by Sadasiva Ayyar

Swamibhogam and
tunduwaram.

].,

they

are

applied

to

purakudis having only residential rights in the village without
any permanent right in the lands they cultivate. 5
The presence of an ulkudi implies the existence of a
proprietor or kudi, i.e., the owner of the kudiwaram in the strict

sense of the
not
got
government
a proprietor
tenants in
1.

term.
He is notan occupancy tenant, as he has
the power of alienation. 6 He divides with
the total produce of the lands in the same way as
doés when he cultivates them with temporary
cases where the government share is taken by

Alagia Tiruchitiambala vy Swami-

nadtha Pillat, 1M.

H.C.

R.

345;

2,

Suba-

palyat Ammal vy Appakutti Ayyangar, 3
M.H.

vy.

C. R. 106;

Vaithilinga

M. A.C. R164;

Sambanda

Chockalinjam

Pillai

Pondarasannadhi,
Thiagaraja

6

v. க

Pandarasannadhi, 11 Mad,

77 ; Chidambara Pillat v. Pirucengadatha Ayyangar, 7 M.U.3.1;
Mayandi
Chettiar y. Chcckalingam Pillai, 27
Mad. 221; 8114.83; Mahomed Meera
Levvai Maracayar
v. Ramalingam

Pillai, (1911) 1 M. W.N. 84; Naina

Pillat
Maracayar
y.
Ramanathan
Chetttar 88 M. L.J. 84; Mahomed
Rewther v. Alagappa
Chettiar, 34
M. ய். J.;284,~

Ambelavana

Pandarasannadhi

v.

Pichakutti Udayan, (1920) M.W.N. 168.
. Rengasamt Reddy v. Gnana Sambandha Pandarasaynacht, 22 Mad. 264.
4. Mayandi
Chettiar 1, Chockalingam 221102, 97 Mad. 291; 31. 1.A. 83,
5, Naine Fillat Maracayar vy. Rama-

nathan Chettiar, 33 M.L.J. 84; see
8180 Ambalavana
Pandarasannadht v.
Pichakutit Udayan, (1$20) M.W.N. 163.

Chinnan vy.

Kondam Naidu,

26

M. L. J. 169; Naina Pillai Maracayar
v. Ramanathan Chettiar, 83 M.L. J. 84;
but see Veeranan Ambalam v. Annasami
Atyar, 21 M.ZL J. 843; Venkatachalla
Goundan v.Rangaratnam Ayyar, 24 M.

L

ரீ. 571.
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division of produce, or pays the assessment when it fas. been
commuted
to a money payment,
pays
swamib gam
00.
iunduwaram to the proprietor, and takes the rest or whole oft
the produce to himself.
Swamibhogam literally. méang”, the

share payable to
a bit of share,

the swami or

proprietor,

and

tunduwarain,,

Both denote the part taken out of the hudiwaran

and paid by the tenant to his

landlord in

acknowledgment

of

the legal right of property vested in the latter. 1 A distinction,
however, is pointed out between the two. Tunduwaram denotes
the portion of the kudiwaram fixed by custom or agreement,
while swamibhogam is applied to the rent of lands held in farm
for a fixed period.2
And whilethe former varies with the
actual crop harvested, the latter is fixed and payable alike in
good and

bad seasons. 8

The

payment

of

swamibhogam

or

tunduwaram is decisive of the question that the proprietary
rightin the lands belongsto another. 4 The amount payable
as swamibhogam or tunduwaram is fixed by agreement, and in
its absence is determined by the custom of the locality.
It is
paid in grain or in money, and in the former case is sometimes
a percentage of the gross produce.
Where an agreement

provided for a permanent right of cultivation and the granting
of pattas subject to the payment of government revenue and a
fixed yearly swamtbhogam, and the government subsequently
resolved to take its share at a fixed rate which was favourable to
the lessee, it was held that the grantee was entitled to the
favourable rate. 5
In South Kanara also, the proprietor carries on the cultivation of his lands with the aid of temporary and permanent
tenants.
The two important features that distinguish the
tenancies of South

Kanara from those in the east coast

rent is never payable by a share of the

are (1)

produce, but is always

a fixed one, either in money or adefinite
produce® ; and (2) the tenants are entitled

quantity of the
‘to compensation

for improvements made by them before they are evicted,7
1. Fifth Reporé, 11,85, 86; Mirass
Papers, 87; 291; Madura Dt, M. Part ஈ,
Ch, 1. 14,
9. Mérasi Paper's, 291, note.
3. MaduraDt. M. Partv.Ch.1, 15.
4. Chinnan v. Kondam Naidu, 26 M.
L.J. 169; Naina Pillat Maracayar y.

Ramanatham Chettiar, 83 M. L. J, 84.
5. Ganapathy
Iyer
4.
Desikam
Lyyangar, 111 R. R. 168.
6. Fifth Report. 11, 18 4738,
481;
Man of Adminis}. 127.
7. Fifth Report, 11 78,472; Manof
Adminis, 1, 127.
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Temporary tenants in South Kanara are known as Chalie§aini or chalgeny tenants. 1 The tenancy is usually allowed to
descend from father to son at the original rent agreed upon,
but the landlord has got the right to raise the rent or oust the
tenant.2 The latter is entitled to compensation for everlasting
improvements made by him before he is evicted.3
He is
entitled to reasonable notice on eviction.4
Permanent tenants are known as Mulgaini, Mulgeni or
Kattugudi tenants. Mulgeni is defined in Wilson's Glossary as
“the tenure of an original occupant, either of new’ or previously uncultivated lands with hereditary succession, or of a
hereditary farm or land at a fixed rate, corresponding with the
tenure of the hereditary non-proprietary cultivator of the
North-West Provinces, and indefeasible as long as the stipulat-

ed

rent is paid: a perpetual

lease”5 ; and mulgenigar

as “a

hereditary cultivator, a tenant holding a perpetual lease, not
removeable
as long as he pays his rent,’’6
The word

‘“‘gainv’ means

“rent paid to the

Mulgeni is also
mulgeni granted

ardhamulgeni.
Mulgeni.

The

landlord

or proprietor,” 7

known
as Kayamgeni or Nigdigeni ; and
in consideration of a premium is kuown as

The mulgeni tenancy is a tenancy

ordinary

form

of

mulgeni

for ever at a

is

one

fixed rent.

fixed

in money

Or in produce, or with both. This Species of tenanc
y: is
as good asa freehold, and the mulgeni tenant is
rather a kind
of subordinate landlord or sub-proprietor.8 It is hered
itary, 9
and the tenant can sell, .mortgage, lease, bequeath his
lands,
and in default of children, can adopt and pass

adopted son.10

the lands

to his

The purchaser or the heir stands in every way

in the same respect towards

the landlord

as

the Original

ten-

ant did.11. When the mulgenigar dies without heirs,
the lands
revert to the muigar.!4 In the mulgeni chits now
executed
1.

Fifth Report, 17, 76, 409.

2,

Ibid, 478, 481; Man

of

Adminis,

I. 127; South Kanara Dt. M. 133,
8. Fifth Report, 78, 478.

4.5. Subbe
v. Nagappa, 12 Mad, 858,
Wilson, 853.
6.

Ibid,

7.

Ibid, 162.

8

. Fifth

Man
a

of

864

Kanara Dt. M. 180,
Tirthaswami y. U

Adminis

1.

127;

South

Vidyapurna,

Ibid.
ganne, 84 Mad,
Ibid. 472 ; Manof Admini

12)

Hifth

11. Ibid.
Man of

11. 456, 472,481:

191)
Hee

9.
10.

of

ஜா.

of
Siate

Ad

931.

4 Adminis. 121.

Report,

தன

Tl,

பல்

Adminis
7;
v. Sitanama

-

78,

456,

481;

The Secretary

ட

ட்டம்
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conditions against alienation are inserted.
The mulgenigar
cultivates யடி lands either by himself or by pts them out to
chalgeni tenants.
The High Court held thatin view of Section 35 of the
Revenue Recovery Act enhancement of revenue made by
government

at the time

of the revenue

settlement

in

respect

of a mulgent holding should in the absence of a contract to
the contrary be borne by the mulgar and not the mulgenigar, 1
The effect of the decision was to throw the whole burden on
the mulgar so that in many cases the rent reserved was either
absorbed or considerably diminished by the enhanced assessment, and in some cases the latter exceeded the former.
The

High Court pointed out that the remedy was legislation. 2
Accordingly the Madras Legislature passed the Muigeni Rent
Enhancement Act (XII of 1920).
The Act applies to mulgeni
tenancies created or acquired prior to a date te be fixed in that
behalf by the Local Government, which do not contain a contract in writing providing for the payment of enhanced assessment.
The Actalso applies notwithstanding any decree or
order of Civil Court passed before it comes into force.8 When
the assessment on lands held on mulgeni tenancy is enhanced,
the mulgar can apply to the Collector to have the rent enhanced.
The Collector on being satisfied that the Act applies is
to determine by an order in writing what enhancement of rent
is to be made ia respect

of the tenancy.

5

In

so determining

he is to be guided by the following rules; ® viz.,
(1)

if the rent

is in money,

it is‘to be enhanced

amount not exceeding the whole
assessment over the old;
(2)

of the

excess

of

by

an

the new

if it is payable in kind, the increase in the assessment

‘is to be divided between the mulgar and the mulgenigar

in the

proportion borne by the old assissment to the new assessment
on the land, and the rent enhanced by an amount equal to the
mulgenigar’s share of the increase in the assessment ;
ம். Vidyapurna Tirthaswami v. Ugga~

nnw, 34 Mad, 231; Gumma Shetty) v.
Abdy Beart, 5M. LL. ம, 200 ; Venkatarama Aithala v. Nagesparyiya, 9M. L. B.
109 ; Basu Kwmthy v. Venkamma Hegadatht, 9 M. L, L, 355,

2,

Vidyapurna Tirthaswami v. Ug-

gannw, 84 Mad. 281,
8. Section 2.
4, Section 5.
5. Section 6.
6, Section 7.

Increase of
assessment.

{
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(3) if it is payable partly in money and partly in
kind, the proportion that the money rent bears to the total rent
is to be ascertained andthe money rent enhanced by an
amount not exceeding the same proportion of the increase in
the assessment. The remainder of the increase in the assessment is to be apportioned in accordance with rule (2) and the
mulgenigar’s share added to the rent. If, however, good cause

is shown for believing that an

enhancement under rules

(2) and (3) will be inequitable, the Collector can
equitable rent

(1),

fix a an and

;

(4) the increase of rentis to bein money.
A revision
of rent made under the Act takes effect from the commencement of the revenue year in which an application for revision
is made. 1 The enhanced rent remains in force until the assessment is varied, when the mulgar or mulgenigar may apply for
further enhancement or such reduction as may seem equitable

having regard to the nature

Nair and
Seine

and

extent of the

variation

in

assessment. 2 An appeal against the order of the Collector
made under the Act lies to the District Court whose decision
is final, 8
Mulgent tenancies were divided into nair mulgeni and
shud mulgent.

Nair mulgeni is derived from the tenants having

held of the Nairs
country, but the
cultural services
nair signifying a
geni given by the

who ‘were in former times the masters of the
more common opinion derives it from the agriwhich gave the right of ploughing, the word
plough *. The description of the nair mulSelect

Committee

in

the Fifth Report 5 is

wrong, as it applies to mulawarg and not to nair mulgeni 8,
Shud mulgeni is a tenure by simple purchase 7, Wilson says
what is intended by shud ts not verifiable,

unless it

be suddh,

pure, simple §. Nair mulgeniis more ancient and more
than the other.
Rights of
eet
enants,

secure’

There is no presumption that a tenancy is either mulgeni or
chalgeni °, and when a tenant proves immemorial possession10,
1.

Section 10.

2. Section 9.
3. ப
cas
4,
j
20071, 11, 468.
5. Ibid, 77.
6. Wrison, 854, Vyakunta Bapuji v.
The Government of ‘Bombay, 12 Bom. H.

CO. R. app, 1 (79),
1. Fifth Rezort, 11. 468,
8. Glossary, $54.
9. Kitiu Hegadthi v. Chany
Shettatht, 30 Mad 538.
Tae
10, bed,

கட்டு
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or even possession for forty years1, the presumption is in
favour of mulgeni.
A mulgeni tenant being only a tenant in
perpetuity, the law applying to an occupancy ryot does not
apply to him 2, and therefore he is not entitled to cut timber or

fruit trees standing at the date of the grant.3 But in the absence
of a prohibition in the lease, he is entitled

to cut

priate trees in the holding planted by him

or

and

appro-

of spontaneous

growth 4. Though he is entitled on eviction to the value of
Improvements made by him, the right arises only on eviction
and miay never mature and therefore cannot be attached and
sold

in

execution

of a

decree

against

him5.

A

mulgeni

tenant cannot without the consent of the mulgar put an end to
his tenancy, 6
Leases for terms of years are known in South
vaidageni.

Both with this

and the

mulgeni,

it

Kanara
is not

as

infre-

Vaidageni

quent to have a progressive rate of rent. This is especially
common when the lease is of land, which it is proposed to
plant up as a cocoanut garden and the tenancy is then called
nadugi in the northern part and as kutkanom in the southern
part 7,
India being an agricultural country where the people are
mainly agriculturalists, water is essential for the purpose of
carrying on agriculture.
In this Presidency the two ranges of
hills,

known

as the Eastern and

the

districts

of South

Kanara and

Native States of Cochin and Travancore.

of great height as between

Malabar, and the

Where

4. Krishna Charyav. Anthakkt, 29
M.L. J. 314.
5. Anantha Bhatia v. Anantha Bhat-

Mad. 258.

ta, (1918) M. W.

5. Ibid, ; Latifa Bibi v. Narayana
Chari, 17 M.L. 11, 202; Krishna Charya

6. Krishna
15 Mad. 67.

v, Anthakkt,

29

MLJ.

314.

the range is

Malabar and Coimbatore, the rain-

1. Raghava Chariu 1, The Secretary
of State, (1915) M. W.N. 271.
2. Gangamma vy. Bhommakka,
33

dency.

Western Ghats, which extend

along the opposite coasts influence the rainfall materially in the
different tracts. ‘The Western Ghats arrest the greater portion of
the rain brought up from the Indian Ocean by the south-west
monsoon and cause an almost phenomenal rain on the narrow
strip of coast line on the western side of the peninsula, com-

prising

Rainfall in
the Presi-

7.

N.

887.

v. Lakshtminaranappa,

South Kanara

Di. M.

181.

Western
ghats.

auc
c
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districts immedi-

ately below the Ghats on the eastern side; so that, while
annual rainfall on the western side exceeds 100 inches, that

the
on

the eastern side immediately within the influence of the mountain ranges seldom exceeds 20 inches. In places, however, the
clouds pass over the

Hastern
ghats.

hills

where

their elevation

is

lower,

or

escape through the gaps which here and there occur ; and rain
is there precipitated in larger amount over the tracts lying to
the east of the Ghats.
The Eastern Ghats act in
a similar
way,

but only

on the north-east

monsoon

which

the Bay of Bengal, and owing to their lower
influence is not so great as that of the other

blows from

elevation, their
range.
In the

plateau or table-land lying between the Ghats, the rainfall which
is brought about by the south-west monson is the lightest in

the Presidency ; the average fallin parts of the north-western
portion of this area being barely 20 inches.
The greater portion of this plateau frequently suffers from unseasonable .or
deficient rainfall, comprising the Districts of Kurnool,

Bellary,

Anantapur, and Cuddapah, and parts of the Districts of North
Arcot, Salem, Coimbatore and Trichinopoly.
Over the greater
part of the Presidency the heaviest rainfall of the year is brought
about by the south-west monsoon.
In June and July the rainfall is usually light, but in August and September, it becomes
more general and heavier,
In the latter month the westerly
winds die away, and with the receding
monsoon, the heavy
October rains of the Coromandel ceast begin.
These, known
as the north-east monsoon continue generally until February
and occasionally bring some late
8. W. Monsoon.

rainfall

in the extreme south

of the Presidency,
The rains of the south-west monsoon regulate the bulk of
of the sowings on the lighter classes of dry land and are thus
of the utmost importance to the Presidency asa whole,
If
they are late, the sowings on these soils will be untimely and
the ordinary crops will suffer in consequence, or others of a
less valuable character have to be substituted for them. Such
a delay, if the rains are ample towards the end of the period,
is not of much consequence on the heavier soils; for from
their nature, they are more retentive of moisture and are not
usually sown till the latter end of the period or early in

3
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October.
The south-west monsoon rains are also of great
value to the Presidency, even when they fall beyond its limits,

for itis on them that the supplies in the great rivers which
are

utilived

for.

irrigation—the

Godaveri,

Kistna,

Cauveri,

and Tampraprani—mainly depend.
They rise in localities
where the south-west monsoon rains are usually very heavy
and almost unfailing. The rains of the north-east monsoon are
chiefly of importance in filling the

scattered over the
is also carried’on

numerous

either on the

heavy

E.

Mon.

soon,

soils at the

beginning of the period, or on the lighter soils, with inferior .
or catch crops, later on.!
Thus in the Districts of South Kanara and Malabar which
enjoy an almost phenomenal rainfall cultivation is carried on
with the aid of rains alone.

N.

Some unirrigated cultivation
influence ; but except in the

Presidency.
under their

extreme south, this is usually

tanks which are

In

Districts

such

as

Godaveri,

Effect on
districts.

South Kanae
Ta etc,

Kistna, Tanjore and portions of Trichinopoly which are
watered by perennial streams, magnificent irrigation works
afford an assured supply to the immense area of rice lands.
The Tinmevelly District is situated immediately under the
united Ghats, and enjoys the benefit of the early showers
brought by the south-west monsoon, and of the later rains of
the

north-east monsoon.

The Tampraprani river

which rises

in the Ghats afford perennial irrigation to a fairly large area
on which two crops are raised ; and the District of Vizagapatam also enjoys a good rainfall.
In the other Districts the supply from riversis not regular
or constant,

or does

not exist,

and cultivation

is catried

on

with the aid of tanks, called eris or kanmois.
They are reservoirs for holding water made in convenient places and vary in
size from a small pond to vast lakes comprising hundreds of
acres and are closed in by artificial embankments or bunds of
In some cases they are enormous works, and their
earth.
bursting is of great destruction to agriculture.
Some
tanks
are purely rain fed.
They are often natural springs on sandy
soils and collect the rain water falling on the area around
them which is conserved within the bunds for being used for
agriculture.
Many tanks receive their supply not merely from
1.
sion,

Report of Irrigation
ae

Gommis-

IL. 89, 90; Man of Adminis,

9

1. (15), (16).

In other districts,
Tank
irrigation.

«
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Cun

from rivers through supply channels

hill streams, and in some cases, natural rivers empty

themselves in them.
There arealso groups of rain fed tanks
situated in different villages connected with one another by
means of channels, and in many cases the first tank receives
its supply direct from the river through a supply channel, and
when

it

passed

is full,

on from

reached,

the water

tank to

The surplus

is let

tank

to

another

and

until

the laSt

of the

water, if any, of

is

similarly

group

is

the last tank is usually

emptied
in some river and afterwards made available for
the irrigation of lower lands.1 The tank is situated on a higher
level than the lands commanded by it so that water may freely
flow and irrigate them.
The water of the tank is taken out by
means

of madais or field sluices, and water is distributed there-

irom to the fields by means of small channels. There are generally three

or four madais, and sometimes

more,

to each

tank.

Some tanks have their madais provided with shutters which can
be raised or lowered so as to control the distribution of
water ; and in many
tanks the madais are closed with
brushwood or bundles of sticks or leaves and are opened
by removing them.
The tank is of sufficient capacity to
store the water necessary for the cultivation of wet lands commanded by it, and in order to prevent it from bursting by storing
too much

water

waterways,

known

as marugal, thambokki or

ka-

lingula, are constructed in the
bunds to let
the excess
water.
In the case of tanks not forming a group of connected
tanks, and

therefore not liable to pass

the water on to a lower

tank, their owners can make ds much use of the tank water as
they can by extending the wet area.2 But in the case of tanks
connected with one another, the owner of an upper tank has

no right to appropriate more water than he is entitled to; but is

entitled to fill his tank according to the customary user and
afterwards to pass on the water to the lower tank until all the
tanks in the group have been fed 8, The only way by which he
can claim more water is by prescription.4
The fact that water
is not sufficient to fill all the tanks in the group does not
deprive the owner of the first tank of his right to fill his tank
1.

Madura

Dt.

M. Part I. Ch, I. 19.

2. Thehe Secretary
of Statev. Palani©
appa Pillai, (1917) M. W.N. 5171.:

Se

பிசி

4. ழ் Narayana
Chariar, 24 Mad,

Redd;
202,

vy.

Venkata
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SYSTEM
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MIRASI
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We have seen that the Dravidians and the Aryans had,
when they settled in India, passed from the pastoral state to
that’ of settled agriculture, become associated for mutual ad-

vantage and protection, and settled down in fixed habitations
called villages. Atthe time of the original settlement, the
settlers would have been of the same family, of the same clan,
or of the same tribe. There was plenty of unoccupied land

and the

ruling power was not likely

to throw

obstacles in the

way of these settlers who proposed to convert an unproductive

jungle

into

a source

of revenue.

The

being in ‘many cases in the midst of

original

dense forest,

_ would naturally select an open piece of land

ances therefrom.

settlement
the

and

settlers

make

clear-

This process would involve immense labour

and be impracticable for a single man to effect.
therefore, combined themselves into

The

communities

settlers,

which was

further rendered necessary by the common dangers to which
they were exposed, arising from beasts of prey abounding the
jungle and bands of marauders on the march, and in later
times, the undue exactions of the state.
The construction of
water courses, tanks and other sources of irrigation could only
be

accomplished 1 in

Situated as the

those

days

by

a

combination

community were in the

midst of jungle,

far removed from towns, they provided
necessaries of agriculture by inviting

themselves artizans and other persons
cultural population.

In the open

necessary for an

spot selected

munity, a high ground was

generally chosen
or gramanattam.

feature of all villages in the east coast

rally on

a high

ground

containing

isa

detached land of some other village
the village,

by

for

and

central

with

intersecting

agri-

the com-

their

The

habitations,

first by cultivated lands, and then waste,

men.

themselves with the
and settling among

tations,

called the natlam

of

habi-

common
site

gene-

surrounded

sometimes

the

the lands of

Formation
of village
communities.

y
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The physical features of outh Kanara prevented the formation of villages as understood in the east coastThere is
no natiam or free village site, and each family lives on its
own paita or revenue paying land.1
The hilly nature of the
country rendered cultivation possible only on the Jevel slopes
of valleys, and the labour involved in rendering
them
cultivable and the impossibility of getting lands affording
equal facilities to all members of the community under which
alone aggregation is possible rendered such aggregation impossible.
Each family lives on its own estate without having
any community of interest in land with its neighbours.
A
village in South Kanara is an artificial group of those estates
for revenue purposes.
But when we come to the plain country, we find aggregation of families in towns formed into

streets.
In Malabar.

There is a difference of opinion regarding

villages in Malabar.

the existence of

Mr. Warden writing in 1801 declared

that

there were no villages in Malabar,? and Mr. Ellis also was of the

same opinion.3
positive that

But

villages

Sir Thomas Munro-writing
existed

in

in Malabar as in the

1817

was

east_ coast.

He said that “the country was divided into villages and districts
each under their military chiefs whose duty it was, when summoned to the field, to join the

Raja with the

stipulated

num-

ber of followers...... that province was divided like other provinces of India into districts and

villages, the limits of which but

most especially of the villages remain unchanged to this day.
The districts and villages were under hereditary chiefs whose
duties making allowance for the military nature of the Government did not essentially differ from those of the district and
village potails of other countries’’.4 The village was called the
desam, and the headman the desway or jelmiwar ; above him
was the naurwai or chief

him was the 81௨.5

of the nour or

district ; and

above

Sir Thomas Munro’s report was made after

a visit to Malabar which lasteda month.

He says that during

that time he read every document that could throw any
light on the former and present state of the country and that
his information was derived from those Nairs and other Indians
1.

Free sites for houses are allowed

on
kumakt lands for wargadars
their
tenants,
but assessment

or
is

charged if others build houses thereon,

South Kanara Dt. M. 124,

2.

Malabar Dt. M.. $7.

3.
4,

Mirast Papers, 179.
I. Revenue Selections, 838,

5,

Ibid, 889, 049,
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to
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the

ancient

usages and internal government of Malabar. 1
The village has been the unit of revenue administration

in

India from the earliest times of which we have any record. 2
The Hindu system of revenue administration
compares- not
unfavourably with that existing at the present
day.
The
earliest reference to it is that given in the Institutes of Manu.

The administration was carried on by a chain of officers in
regular gradation one above the other, the lowest of whom was
the lord of a single village who was to have a share of the king
in food, drink, wood and other articles as his perquisite; above
him, the lord of ten villages, with the produce

of two

plough

lands, that is, as much as can be ploughed with two ploughs
each drawn by six bulls; the lord of twenty, with the produce of
ten plough

lands ; then the lord

single town; and above all, the
a

large

town,?

who

was

of a hundred,

with that of

a

lord of a thousand with that of
apparently

the

governor

of

a

province directly responsible to the king.
In the time of
Chandragupla Maurya a similar system prevailed.
Above the
village headman, ‘‘the lord of a single village’ of Manu, was
the circle officer, Gofba, who was in charge of a number of
villages usually from five to ten in number, and whose duty it
was to supervise the work of the headman. A number of circles
formed a division or district, which according to Chanakya
to comprise

one-fourth

sion or district,

governor of the
administration.4
1.
2.

of the province.

called the

province

Sithanika,

as

gramams,

and an

hamlet

as

upagramam.
Sometimes
they were
called according to their size and the
caste of their inhabitants.
Thus
in
the Madura District, a village inhabited by the Telugu and Kanarese people
was
called
an wr; a small
Kalla

village,

patti

or

huricht;

a

fortified village, hotiei;
a
Brahman
village,
mangalam
or agraharam; and an ordinary village, kudt,
Madura Dt. M. Part II. Ch. 1. 148.
In Chingleput villages were known as
nattams

which

were

head

subsequently

applied to Sudra villages.
Under the
Chanakya’s
system
villages
were

classified as
third

of

a

divi-

subordinate to

who was subject
AES
i

7, Revenue Selections, 838.
The
villages
are
generally

known

* The

was

was

of

to the

the

central

first, second

rank, Arthasasira,

the

Bk.

II.

or
Ch.

85 (Shama Sastry, 178); as to how
villages are to be
formed, 2b¢d, Bk.
Il. Ch. 1 (ibid, 51). According to the
Sukraniti, a piece of land which is one
kos (two miles) in area and which has
an income of 1000 silyer Karshas is
called a grama A palliis half a grama

and hali

a pall

is

kumbha,

1.

198

(Bane rjee, 291.)
8.

4.

Manu, VII.

115, 118, 119.

Arthasastra, Bk. 11. ch. 85 (Shama

Sasiry, 178.)
Under the Mauryan system
the
home province was under the control
of the central executive, while the distent provinces were administered by

Ancient
revenue

administra
tion.
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*:

Two

officers

In each

village.

In the long course of time that has passed since, accentuated toa great extent by the confusion
caused by the’ Maho.
medan conquest and internecine wars, itis not now
cossible

to identify all the links,in the chain, but the recently
inscriptions enable us to form a fairly good idea of
administration carried on in Southern India. There
officers in each village representing the king, the
“the lord of a single village’’ of Manu

and

published
the actual]
were two
headman,

the karnam.

The

former attended to the collection of the king’s share of the produce, assigned land to new settlers and looked

after

the

gene-

ral affairs of the village ; and the latter maintained an account
of cultivation, showing the actual quantity of land held by each
ryot, the part of it

cultivated,

his

means

of

cultivation,

the

actual produce, the proportion the state was entitled to receive
from the crops whether by agreement or usage, the share actually received, as well

as an

account

of

every

circum-

other

stance or transaction in the village connected with the tenures
under which the lands were held 1, ‘The accounts maintained
made
by the karnam operated as a check on the ர.
by the headman.
Aggrogation
of Villages,

The villages were aggregated into groups of ten or twenty
traces of which, according to Mr. Mounitstuart Elphinstone,

were to be found in the Dekkan under the names

of naiwari,

tarraf, etc. 2 Butin’the south they were grouped together,
more or less numerous according to their size and importance,

which went by different names in different parts of the Presi«
dency. They were known as mahanams 8 and nadus 4 in the
Tamil countries,

maganes ot hoblis

in the

Kanarese

country5

They also went by the names of bisis or khands in the Orissa
country® , and vishayas in the Chalukya kingdom. In the Pallava Kingdom the zadus were constituted into bigger sub-diviViceroys or Governors

sent out

from

he capital. In 480018 time there
were 4 or 5 such provinces, besides
Magadha, which formed the home
province. In his edicts
occur the
terms mahapraias,
Pradestkas and
rajukas.
in
some of the
later
inscriptions mention
is made
of
mandaleswaras,
raja-sthaniyas
and
vishayapatis. Besides
these
officers
there were antahpalas or wardens of

the marches to guard. the
of the kingdom,
1.

2.
8.

fhoundaries

The Fifih Report, 11. 11,

History of India, 271.
Madura Dt. M, Part II Ch. 1, 49;

tbid ,Part III Ch. 1, 148, 149,
4. Ibid; Chingleput Dt. M.204;

I, 81, 82 ; Mirasi Papers, 175.
5. Salem Dt. M. 212; South
nara Dt. M. 2, 224, 235.

6.

Hunter, Orissa, I, 215,

Love,

Ka-

.

774.
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of the state of cultivation and the capacity of the

[CHAP. III.
several villa-

ges under his charge 1, He was paid in the same way as the head
of the division.2
Just in the same way that the accounts of
the karnam operated as a check on the collections
made by
the headman, the accounts of the divisional accountant operat-

ed asa check on those made
number of these divisions was
known

as

simais,

mandalams

by the divisional
again made into
or

valanadus? in

head.
A
provinces
the

Tamil

countries, prants or dandputs in the Orissa country and rushtras in the Chalukya kingdom.
The province was generally
placed in charge of a Viceroy, known

and in later times, Nayak

as Sir deshmook.4

or

as Arasu, Perumal,

Nayakkan.

The provincial

head

He

Raja,

was also known

was

responsible

to

the king, and where there was none, the divisional head was
directly responsible to him.
The provincial head was assisted
by the provincial accountant who went by the name of Sir
despondid and desakulkarni, and kanungo® also. The accounts
of the latter operated as a check on the collections made by

the former.

The orders of the king did not

reach the

village

directly “but passed through the several grades of officers.
The Hindu system thus involved a gradation of officers, and
at every stage one officer operated as a check on the other.
The king treated his kingdom as a private estate and regularly
administered it by means of subordinate officers whose position
was no better than land stewards.7.
There was no room for
the existence of an intermediate class of proprietors between
the king and the cultivater, and

In Malabar,

the

central

government

was

constantly furnished with every necessary information concerning its land revenue and other territorial rights.8
A similar system appears to have prevailed in Malabar at

the time when

Sir Thomas Munro visited the

country.

The

village was called the desam and the headman desway or jelmiwar according as he enjoyed the whole or only a part of the

tights which
were considered
’
necessary to constitute the com1.

Fifth Report, I, 11, 12.

2.
8,

Nellore Dt. M, 479,
8S. I. Inscriptions, 11, 509; 117.

into the latter, ILI-2 (183), (214),
9,

4,
5.

Hilphkinstone, 270,
Ibid.

Where both valenadus and mandalams
existed, the .former were aggreguted

ர.
8.

trunter சேன, NV, 214,
Fifth Report, I. 12.

(188), (185),

(187), (140), (144),

(199).

6.

Fifth Report, II. 15.

(1:20
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The same policy

may be appli-

permanently settled estates.

who are

bound to pay the village

[CHAP. II.

In such

a

servants by

fees are no longer. liable to doso.
The cost of the village
establishment may or may not have been included in their

assets at the time

Division of a
Tamil
village.

of the permanent settlement.

In the former

case the government makes an abatement in the peshkush to
the extent of the cost of the village establishment included in
the assets; and in the latter case it enhances it to a like extent 1In either case the collection of any fee for the remuneration of
village establishment
either by the proprietor
or yillage
servants is declared illegal, and penalty is provided for such
0011801103
The whole area of a Tamil village is divided into (1)
warapat, (2) tirwapat, (3) tarisu, and (4) poramboke.* Warapat
are cultivated lands which give waram or share of the produce,
generally anja or wet lands, which has now been commuted
to a money payment in ryotwari tracts.
Tirwapai are lands
which pay a tirwa or fixed money tax, generally punja or dry
lands. Originally all’ lands were warapat, but subsequently
warapat was changed to tirwapat in the case of dry lands,
Warapat and tirwapat are also used to denote lands paying
revenue, as distinguished from manyams, lands paying no
revenue.
As under
the ryotwari system the share of. the
produce payable to the state in warapat lands has been commuted into a money
payment, warapat and tirwapat are
classified under one head.
lands which are divided

Tarisuw are waste or uncultivated
into two classes, sheykal karambu,
cultivable waste, and anadi karambu,immemorial waste. Poramboke
literally means setting apart, and is applied to lands
incapable of cultivation or set apart for communal purposes and
exempt from revenue in both cases, They are of various kinds

classified

according

to

the purposes

for

apart, such as burning grounds, temple
roads (road _poramboke), rivers (river

which

they are

set

sites, threshing floors,
poramboke), channels

(channel poramboke), tanks (eri or tank poramboke),
the
sites of villages (nattam porambuke), and the paracheri or
1.
97.

Madras Act Il

of 1894,

Section

2,
3,

Ibid, Section 30.
Mirasi Papers, 195, 878-375,

CHAP, 111]...

ட

ச

GRAMANATTAM.
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suburbs of the village occupied by the huts of Pariahs (cherinattam or cheyi poramboke).
In fact, any land that does not
yield revenue is known as poramboke.
According
to the
Tamil Inscriptions the following portions of the village were
village
assessment :—the
communal, and as such free from
site, the village tank’and its banks, the portions
occupied by
the artizans and the Pariahs, the burning ground, the
irrigaDur.
tion channels; temples, the shrines of Aiyan, Kadugal,

gaiyar and

the

Kala Pidariyar ; the temple of seffai (Jyeshtee);

shrines of Pidaris; ponds in the middle of fields, flower gardens, streams ; the portions occupied by toddy-drawers ; the
portions occupied by washermen ; the water pond used by
Pariahs ; the portions occupied by the polluting castes ; high
roads and rivers ; the sacred courts (i.c., temples) ; the cremation ground of the Pariahs ; the stone fence (for cattle) ; the
stables; the village threshing floor ; grazing ground for cattle ;

wells and cisterns.
fied into (a)
Assessed waste

assessed, (b) umnassessed, and
(c) poramboke..
ave cultivate lands which have been left uncul-

tivated, lands relinquished
government

no

which

system waste is classi-

Under the ryofwari

by ryots, and lands

in revenue sales.

classification

Unassessed waste

has

assessment

or

bought in

because they are considered unfit

are

been

ryot-wari

System.

by

lands

to

assigned,
Poramboke

cultivation.

for

Under the

denote lands set apart for public or communal purposes. They
are also unassessed.?

Natiam or gramanattam is the site on which village habitations are

situated,

andis

held

included in poramboke and

is

It is on this site that villagers

nowhere else.

free

of

known
must

as

assessment.

natiam

build

is

and

houses

their

that they

This does not mean

It

poramboke.

are

absolutely

elsewhere, but only
prohibited from building. their houses
they will have to pay the assessment fixed for the land on

which they build houses and cannot claim to hold
assessment.

In nattam are included

of houses, a small portion of

filakadai

ground

the dwellings of villagers, and kollai or

enclosure near the house.8
1,
9.

Archaeological Report, (1917) 9.
9G. O. 15 1. (2)=(p. 28).

immediately
homestead,

6

of

adjoining
a

small

Both are held free of assessment.4
3.3 Mrasi'Papiers, 808,
4, = Ibid.

ணி
8

it free

or backyards

2

Nattam.
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The distinction between pilakadai and kollai is that the former
immediately adjoins the house and the latter may be at some
distance from it.1 Similar to follais are the pati peradus of
the Northern Sirkars.

Pati peradus literally .mean

backyards

situated within or on the outskirts of the village site, as distinguished from backyards adjoining the houses, and the
necessity for separate backyards arose from want of sufficient
space in the vicinity of house sites.
They were also enjoyed
free of assessment.
They usually consisted of grants made by
zemindars ¢ither asa consideration to large ‘cultivatbdrs in
their zemindaries, or as giftsto their
own
relations and
castemen, and sometimes to Brahmans.
At the time of the

inam settlement, pati peradus were dealt with as inams.
When the waitam becomes insufficient to accomodate the villagers, portions of assessed waste are transferred to wunassessed
waste and incorporated with the mattam, and where itis in
excess of what is reasonably required, government can transfer
the excess to ayan (i. e. assessed) and grant it on darkhast. 2

The freehold in the soil of gramanatiam in a ryotwari village is
in government.3 Its right therein consists in regulating the distri-

bution of unoccupied uatiam among intending applicants for
house sites and to ensure its utilization for such purpose.4 The
owners of houses and house sites in natiam as well as grantees

of unoccupied nattam who have satisfied the condition
grant by building houses are at liberty to
any manner they choose.

dispose

of them

Where at the request of the

a village, certain lands occupied by them were
assessment and annexed to the gramanatiam,

of the

exempted
the

title

in

ryots of

80010
of

the

villagers therein is extinguished and the lands are at the disposal of government

which.can great them to bora fide applicants

for house sites.5 The

classification of land as natiam

boke 8, or any poramboke! at all by

not conclusive
1.
2.

as to the character of the

Mirast Papers, 808.
Ayling J.in Seshachallam

Chetty

ஏ. Chinnaswumi Asar?, 40 Mad. 410.
8.

Ibid; Bhashyam

Madatha
State, 27

18 M. L. T.

4,

the

Ayyangar J. in

47411) v. The Secretary of
Mad. 886 ; Bovanna v. Asetha,
48.

Mahomed Meera

Rowthan vy. The

Secretary of State, 13M. L. J. 264; Ay.

revenue

land

poram-

authorities

is

as poramboke ;

ling J. in Seshachallam Chetty
nasamt Asari, 40 Mad. 410.

y. Chin-

5, Mahomed Meera Rowthan vy. The
Secretary of State, 18 M. L. J. 264,
6. Krishnier
v. The Seoretary of

State, 83 Mad. 173.
1. Venkatramicr v. The Secretary of
State 88 Mad. 392,
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Its lands are also divided, in a similar

ரா,

[ப

ோக

RE

manner,

into

sub-divided

into

waste, and cultivated land ; the latter is

also

mauniams, or lands on which the whole

of the Government tax

has been

alienated

to

individuals,

khundregas,

or

lands

on

which a portion only of the Government tax has been so alienated, and lands upon which the full tax is paid to the Government.
The nature of the tax payable on the land seems also originally
to have varied, as in the Tamil country, with the nature

of the

crop.
On the maganee, or lands cultivated with a wet crop
the Koroo or Government share of the produce was taken.
On
the remainder, being the made paloo cr Ryot’s share, literally
the share of the plough-handle, and on land. cultivated with a
dry crop, or with garden or plantation produce,

a fixed

money

rent was generally paid,in the same manner as in the southern
provinces ; but in some
Importance

of Village
system.

cases the

rendered in kind” 1.
The system of village
in ancient Indian polity
Caldwell, a high authority
Says the learned Bishop?

revenue

on

dry

crops

was

government and the part it played
are thus described by the Rev. Dr.
on Dravidian customs and manners.
:—

“The village system of India is one of the most remarkable

features of Indian civilisation. Generally the civilisation of
the Hindus is inferior to our own, but in some particulars it is
in

advance of

ours;

and

one

of

the

particulars

claims the advantage is the fact that every Hindu

in which

it

village is an

organised municipality.
The greater number of English towns
and all English villages are mere collection of houses without
any bond of connection or corporate life, without rulers,

with-

out office bearers, and
without any organisation for the
preservation or advancement cf the common interests. In
India, on the contrary, every yee

of any

respectability is an

incorporation.
It has its council of headmen, its rights of
jurisdiction, its revenues, and its meetings for the transaction
of its public business. Generally every village has its watchmen,
its artificiers, its priests, its astrologers, appointed by the community and paid by means of endowments or rates;

a village munsif
1. I, Rev.

(or

petty

unpaid

Selections, 909; Vizaga-

Patam Dt, M, 112,

2.

it has also

magistrate), a mirasider

or

Quoted in Tinnevelly Dt, M,

21;

Fifih Report, 1, 13; odavery Dt.M. 946,
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money from other assemblies! and lent to them also. 2

Nadu

ene

village

gave

away lands belonging to it. 8 It granted lands free of taxes. 4 This
did not mean that they were granted free of revenue payable to
the king, but only the assembly itself paid it. 5 It gave up its
right to forced labour. § It accepted a village on condition of
Ziving a fixed amount and produce, 7 andof supplying watchmen to temples. 8 '
Besides the village assembly, there was a larger assembly,
:
Ae
க
ந
nadu koottum or district assembly,a body: which
dealt with
subjects touching the interest of the whole district, or dealing
with those of villages having no assemblies.

Koottum.

munities,

[ந

of

com:

The existence of village communities
.

Nis

has

f

i

been

traced to

java, among the obscure Semitic tribes in Africa, to the Orkney
and Shetland islands, to Peru,

China,

Mexico

and

Arabia, to

Scandinavia, Germany, England and other continental countries,9 countries wholly distinct from one another.
Applying
the historical method

been able to

establish

of investigation,

that

the

Sir Henry

resemblances

between the village communities of the

Maine

found

has

existing

East and the West are

too strong and numerous to be accidental, and the differences
between them are due more to climatic than basic causes,10
This led M. Lewinsky to remark that village communities represented a stage in the historical development of agriculture
through which all countries in the world have passed.11 One
would therefore expect that the same evolution took place in
India also, as held by Sir Henry Maine and his school; and
until quite recently it was the actepted view that India consisted of groups of village communities which were described as
little

commonwealths,

independent,

self-acting,

organised

social groups- But a Jater school of Anglo-Indian administrators including Sir Alfred Lyall, Sir William Hunter, Dr. Maclean and Mr. Baden Powell has questioned the conclusions of the

other school as being based
1.

8,

L Inscréptions,

on

11. (1), (€8),

(90), (98), (95) (98), (100), (109), (108),
(104) ; I. 2. (125,) (126), (131), (182),

_ (220).

9,

Ibid, If, 4. (402), (404).

இ, Ibid, III, 1, (16), (23), (29);
1 (189).

ITT.

information

5.

bid, IIT. 2, (164).

8.

S. 2.

6,
7.

Ibid, IIT. 1. (18).
Arch. Report, (1907) 71.

II, 1, (328).

4, Tbid, 1. 69; TIL, 1. (4), (5), (48),

99) (99); (50); (53); (71.)

incomplete

Inscriptions, II.

2, (227) ;

9, Lavaleye, Primitive Property,
Maine, Havly History, 17.

1.

11.

Vil. Com. 12, 103,

Origin of Property,

60,

and

2;

c

c

CP

90
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non-republican,
Open to doubt.
cal evolution of
place elsewhere.
communities in

[CHAP. Ill.
¢

severalty or individual type, the theory bécomes
There is no reason to suppose that the historiproperty was different in India from what took
The theory admits the existence of village
the Tamil districts, but it is accounted for on

the ground of the three special causes

enumerated

above.

If

it is supported on the ground of colonisation and conquest of
the south by the Tamil kings, the theory assumes that the
Dravidians entered India from outside and loses all its force
on the validity of the other theory propounded by Dr. Maclean and Sir Herbert Risley that the Dravidians are indigenous to India and especially South India.
The formation of
tenures is as much the result of the physical, configaration of
the country as of ethnological or political causes, and as already remarked, the physical features
of South Kanara are
not congenial to the formation of village communities. The as-

sertion that they did not exist in Malabar is open

to question.

A statement to that effect made by Mr. J. D. Mayne has
been doubted by Sir C. Sankaran Nair 1, The supporters of the
theory have not paid sufficient attention to the importance of
the tara, a purely Dravidian institution. The fara formed
a
small republic represented by the karnavars of the Nair inhabitants who constituted it and presented a striking resemblance
to
the village republics of the east coast.2 The nad or country
was a congeries of faras or village republics, and the fkoottum
or the assembly of the nad or country was a representative

body of immense

power which, when

necessity existed,

set

at

naught the authority of the Raja and punished his ministers
when they did unwarrantable acts. 3 The Godavery District
Manual informs us that originally in that district which forms

part of the Northern Districts, village communities with the
usual functionaries of these miniature republics existed in
the

maritime coasts on the plains. 4 There has been a conquest
of the northern districts by the Chola kings within whose
dominions village communities undoubtedly existed.
They
have made numerous grants which would have been
on the
basis of village communities, and their absence
now shows
1.
aa),
2.

Hindu Law and Usage, 299, note,
Malabar Dt. M. 88.

3. Ibid, 89.
4, “707.
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revenue due from the village. The community settled with
the king the amount they were liable to pay and distributed it
among their members according to their means.
Akbar’s
revenue system which dealt with individuals
made.the whole ~
village liable for the entire revenue.
In the earlier settlements

made by British administrators, known as village settlements,
this collective responsibility -was

early ryotwart system.

recognised ; s0 also

This collective

in

responsibility

the

will be

acquiesced in by the community so long as they had the right
of distribution and control over their lands, and in order
to

prevent the introduction of strangers, the community claimed a
right of pre-emption in the case of alienation by one of their
members. It could first be claimed by an adjoining owner, and
failing him, by any member of the community.
Under the
ryolwari system the villagers were asked to determine once and
for all the extent of land which each was willing to occupy and
pay for, and the government claimed a right to dispose of other
lands to other persons who agreed to cultivate them,
This
resulted in the introduction of strangers, and the community
were not willing to share the collective responsibility with them
for it made them liable for the default of persons for whose
introduction they were not responsible.
This feature of the
original ryotwari system was done away with in the revised or

existing vyotwart system.
Daclinatae

village comes
ment.

Village communities claiming a right to all the lands in the

village depended for their existence on the prevalence of a moderate assessment. As long as it was low and the lands yielded
landlord’s rent, the members of the community cultivated all their
lands by themselves, or by tenants agreeing to pay them swamibhogam or tunduwaram in addition to government assessment.
But when the assessment became so high as to absorb the land-

lord’s rent, no tenant would undertake to cultivate lands
the’ members

of the community

swamibhogam

or

paying

lunduwaram,

who therefore left those lands uncultivated, and the government
granted them to others. Many co-sharers unable to pay the high
assessment gave up their lands which

ernment to others.
Mahomedans

with

likely to view with

were granted

by the gov-

These occurred in Mahomedan days.
their

favour

system

of

the Hindu

centralisation

democratic

village communities, and as a result they succumbed.

were

The
not

system of

Thus in

‘tO.

‘
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ly corresponding to the number of settlers wko first occupied
the village,or of the labourers which each settler brought with
him.!
All villages are not divided into the same number of
shares.

Agrahara
Vadiky and
Pandara
Vadiky,_

One village is divided

4 shares,

another into 30,

a third into 160, and so on, the number of shares representing
the number of sharers that settled there. The number of shares
according to the original distribution is never forgotten. When
one original share held by a family is divided into a number
of shares on division or alienation, the divided or alienated
share is never reckoned as an independent share but only asa
fraction thereof.
Conversely when one family acquires one or
more shares of other families, it is said to own so many
shares. 2
Mirasi villages in the present Districts of Madura, Ramnad and Tinnevelly were of two classes, Agrahara Vadiky
and Pandara Vadiky®8.
Agrahara Vadiky took its name
from its being granted to a community of Brahmans, chiefly
by rulers and other persons of rank and opulence.
It was
a village in which the absolute proprietary right was vested
in Brahmans.
The village was divided into pangus and
karays, and the right to each’ Raray was recorded in the
village kosham, i.e., register of village lands.
But it did not
carry with it the right to a specific plot of land in perpetuity,
and a new distribution of lands was made at stated intervals ;

in fact the form

Pandara
Vadiky.

into

of enjoyment

was

karaiyedu.

The village

was common to the whole body of proprietors, and .each_ proprietor could sell, mortgage or transfer his share in any way
he pleased, though it had to be assented to by the other sharers.
All the sharers were jointly and severally liable for the whole
revenue of the village.4
Pandara Vadiky took its name from
its being granted to Sudras and was more a distinction of

caste than of tenure.

This was also divided into pangus

and

karays, which were recorded in the kosham and were subject
to purchase and sale. 5 Sudra mirasi villages in South Arcot
went by the name of Manavadoo villages. 6
1.
2.

Mirasi Papers, 42.
Mtrast Papers, 43, 877; Fifth Re«

Port, II,

8.

298,

299.

Mirast Papers, 78, 986.

4,
5.

Ibid, 78.
Ibid, 79.

6.

Ibid, 488.
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KARAY VILLAGES,

jointly

by

co-sharers

in

the

districts of

Madura, Tinnevelly, and Tanjore went by the name of karay
villages.
The co-sharers in these villages were known as

Karay
Village,

karaikarens, who held the lands in shares.
According to Mr.
Nelson, the author of the Madura District Manual,! the origin

of karay villages was due to totally different causes.
It was
a sort of partnership entered into by the owners of lands
agreeing to hold them in common for the purpose of guarding themselves against the rapacity and injustice of the state,
and the form of enjoyment was karaiyedu. It may be doubted
whether this was the only origin of karay villages. Karay
literally means division and is applied toa division of lands
in a village. Karay land island which was in cultivation at
the formation of the village, and included in the original division
of lands, as distinguished from those which were subsequently
From the earliest times kaniatchibrought into cultivation.
havens were also known

as karaikarens, and no distinction

has

ever been made between them.
Among Kallars, an aboriginal
the property of a karai and
is
country
of
tribe, a certain tract
the owners thereof are

members

of

the

karai, and

when the

lands of a karai are disposed of, the consent of all the owners
The term karat is also
of the karai must be obtained.2
supplied by channels for
lands
of
division
the
denote
used to
the purpose of kudimaramat so that the incidence of the grain
tax or labour may fall equally on all the landholders. 3
The Russian mir is an instance of the common property
The land belonged to the commune
in land above described.
and the individual as a member of the commune had merely
the usufruct, the right to the temporary enjoyment of a share.
The commune was responsible for the discharge of those
liabilities which by way of taxation or otherwise were imposed
This community of rights and privileges,
by the government.
the members of this political unit and the lands which belonged

to them collectively were called the mir.

The

mir

was

origi-

nally an association of freemen, and when the Czar became
their father, ruler and master,they became his children, subjects
andiservants, but never serfs. 4
1.
9.

Pari V. Oh. I. 12.
Thurston, IIL 78.

T 13

8,
4.

Salem Dt. M. 477.
Field, Landholdéng,

168,

Compared
to Russian
mir.

ர்
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‘

Three modes
of enjoyment.

Samudayam
or
pasankaTai.

We have seen that

before

Cc

property

came

permanence by the family or the individual, it

to

be held in

was

considered

common to all the members of the community, that there were
periodical distributions of lands among them, and it was only
subsequently they were held in permanence by the family or
the individual!
These modes of enjoyment of property are
illustrated by those that obtained among the village communities of this Presidency.
The earliest or first form adopted
by them is that known as samudayam (in Sanskrit),or pasankarai
(in Tamil), known also as swmohi.
It comprised two varieties,
absolute samudayam or samudayam properly so called, and
karaiyedu,
Under the former the mirasi of the entire cultivated area belonged to the whole body of mirasidars, and the
like that of the common

wuste and the

common

each in proportion to the share or parts

of the

fallow

share

he

lands,

held,

being entitled to share in the common property,2 The lands
were cultivated either by the joint stock and labour, and cattle
and implements of all the members of the community, the
entire produce being shared by them according to their respective shares, Or separately by each member, the produce from
all the cultivated lands being subsequently shared by all of them

according to their respective shares.

Karaiyedu,

In this form of enjoyment

it was immaterial by whom the land was cultivated, but the
produce thereof was enjoyed by all the members of the community according to their respective shares.
The ownership in
cultivated lands was purely a communal one, and the only land
which a member could hold separately was his house site in
the nattam including pilakadai and kollai. The admission of
one shareholder only ina fasankarai village that a certain
_ land is the sarvamanyam of the plaintiff will not avail him,
unless he shows his right to it or an admission by all the shareholders to that effect. 8 Under the latter form or karaiyedu

‘which

literally means

putting

or effecting

division,

lands

were temporarily cultivated in separate shares by the co-sharers

forming the members of the community and were subject to redistribution at stated intervals. 4
1,
9.

Ante, pp 1, 2.
Mirasi Papers, 95, 878;

Tanjore

Dt, M. 408 ; North Arcot, Dt. M.89;
Baden-Powell. L. 8. B. 1, 1.118 ; Zoid,

Vil, Com, 869 ; Sitarama Iyer, y. Alagiri

Iyer, 4 Rey. Reg. 189.

The lands were
8.
4.

redistributed

No. I of 1824 (Sel. Dec. I. 431.)
Fifth Report, 17, 86; Danjore

Dt. M, 409; Baden-Powell, L. 8. B. I.
IIT. 118; Ibid, Vil.Com 369; Sams-

nathayyany.

Saminathayyan, 4M. He

0. %, 189, (169),
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once ‘in

30,

27

or

12

years.

The

principal

co-sharers or mahajanams met and distributed the lands
for such peridds as might be agreed upon, and wrote and
kept cadjan records with each of them evidencing such distribution.t
A custom enabling some only of the co-sharers to so
distribute the lands has been held to be valid. 2 This form of
enjoyment appears to have been prevalent in comparatively recent times. 3 Where lands held in karaiyeduwere mortgaged and

subsequently the mode of enjoyment was changed into atchandrarkam, it was held that the mortgagee could not proceed
against the identical lands mortgaged, but only against an area
of land equal to that mortgaged having regard to good and
bad. 4 The incident of the samudayam tenure both in the absolute and karaiyedu forms was the joint liability of all the cosharers for the entire government revenue. ® The co-sharers
were competent to make an alienation of their shares by way of
mortgage, sale, or otherwise.
Where the samudayam tenure
prevailéd it would give a right only to an undivided share in
the common enjoyment 6; and where the karaiyedu prevailed, the
land were liable to distribution at the end of the stated
period. 7 In the case of sales, the members the community had a

right of pre-emption.

It was vested in the owners of *hejneigh-

bouring lands in the first instance, and on their failure to avail
themselves of this right, in the other co-sharers. This tenure represents the earliest ur initiary stage of agricultural institution.
A body of persons who first settled in a village with no previous
experience oi or acquaintance with the lands therein would
have preferred the absolute samudayam first, and then karaiyedu.
Both the forms, however, gave no inducement to agticultural enterprise.
When the members of the community acquired sufficient

knowledyeof the character of the lands in the village, or realised
by experience that individual enjoyment gave better scope for
improvement, they gave up this periodical
1.

jore

Forsuch

Dt. M. app.

an instance,

see Zan-

0, XXXVILI-XLVI;

- sae also Miras; Papers, 79..

2. Venkatasamt Naiken vy.
Subba
Roo, 2M, H, 0. R,1; Sitarama Iyeny,
Alagiri Iyer, 4 Rev. Reg, 189.
8. Ibid; Anandayyan v. Devarejayyon, 2M... C. R. 171; Saminadayyan v.

distribution of lands

Saminadagyan, 4 M. H. 0, BR,

4,

Ramaswamy

158.

Iyengar y. Krishna.

sami Iyengar, Sel. Dec. (1861) 118.

5. Mirasi Papers, 94; Tanjore Dt.
M. 411, 412.
6. Mirast Papers, 96, 96, 181, 205,
7. Ibid, 203.

Palabhogam,Atchandrarkam, or

Arudikarai.
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gramam.
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and held them permanantly. 1 Thus we come to the second
form of enjoyment, known as palabhogam, atchandrarkam or
arudikarai. Under it all the cultivated lands, warapat and
lirwapat, were permanently distributed, but all the other rights
and privileges were held in common as also waste and lands reclaimed since the general division. 2 The cultivated lands were
held in severalty with individual ownership and individual liability for the payment of the government revenue.
In some Districts all the lands of a village had become
vested in a single individual by purchase ur other means, when
it was known as ekhabhogam 0: ejaman gramam 8.1n the Tanjoie
district these villages were mostly hamlets or detached portions of villages so called. Under the former native Govern-

ments every mirasidar of any importance obtained the sanction

of the ruling power to constitute his individual holding, however
small, into a separate village called after his own or other favourite name, 4 The term ejaman gramam is also applied to another
class of villages. A villagein which all the cultivated lands
were held in common and were distributed under fixed rules by
the ejaman or headman who, in some cases, was further distinguished from the other mirasidars by holding a particular
manyam and appropriating the kuppatam or mirasidar’s grain
fees, the other emoluments being distributed among all the cosharers, was called an ejaman gramam. The ejaman where he
existed had extensive rights; no sale could be effected without
his permission, nor could a stranger settle in his village of which
heconducted the praverticum without his consent. But the Tamil
ejaman was essentially different from the gauda or potail of

other districts, if the latter was to be considered as an officer of

government.
The ¢jaman was not a public officer and the
manyams and other privileges he enjoyed were not for the
services

Settlement

of Tonda-—
mandalam,”*

he rendered to the

state and were transferable by sale,

gift or otherwise 5.
There isa tradition regarding the settlement of Tondamandalam by the Vellalers. Originally Tondamandalam, now
comprising the districts of Chingleput, North and South
Arcot, was
1. Mirasi Papers, 95, 181, 958, 879;

Tanjore Di. M. 408 ; Narth Arcot Dt. M.

89,

2.

பத்

Mérast Fapers,

255.

்

3,

Mirasi Papers, 95,

879;

Tanjore

நட M. 408; North Arcot Dt, M. 89,

4.

5.

Tanjore Dt. M. 480.

Mirast Papers, 258,

116,

B
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covered by a vast jungle, called the Dandakaranium inhabited
by the Kurumbers, a half pastoral and half savage tribe, but
sufficiently advanced in civilisation to have chief of their own,

each of whom resided in a kofam

or fort

having a district of

greater or less extent under his jurisdiction. There were twenty-

four such districts into which the country was divided. The
term kotam was also applied to the district held by each chief
and resembled a palayam.
For reasons which are not known,
whether due to the trouble given by the Kurumbers or the conquering spirit of the Chola Raja, Kullottunga Chola of Tanjore,
known also as Tondaman Chackravarti, sent an expedition
under his illegitimate son, Adondai

Kurumbers and a fierce battle
battle

the

latter

were

Chackaravarti against these

was fought at Puralur.

successful, and

Adondai

In

this

was forced to

retreat to Sholinghur. Encouraged there by a dream he renewed
the contest and defeated the enemy with great slaughter. Their
king was taken prisoner and the brazen gates of the Puralur fort
was taken to the temple at Tanjore.
The Kurumbers were exterminated

and Adondai settled a body of

colonists

whom

he

brought with him on the conquered country. The original
settlers having found the clearance of land difficult came back,
and Adondai settled thereon another body of colonists ; and on
account of the uninviting nature of the country devoid of all
natural sources of irrigation to which the settlers who were
taken from other fertile districts were accustomed, he conferred
upon them certain privileges which they had not in their own

country.

This

tradition

has generally been

accepted as a

fact, 2 but has been doubted by Sir Thomas Munro, 2
According to him the colonisation spoken of in the manner
described was not possible in those days, and the mirasi tenure
with all its incidents was the gradual giowth of a country long

peopled and cultivated and must have

originated in local cir-

cumstances. But as pointed out by Mr. Baden-Powell the

argument
seriously
1.

Mirasi

of Sir Thomas
aoticed

atall

Munro

“would

if it were

not for

Papers, 39, 40 226, 229,

280, 240, 402; ; Chinglexut Di. M. 217,

991, 222;

89,

North

Arcot

Dt. M. 88,

9. Mr. Place, Mirast Papers, 39, Mr.
Hilts, ibid, 280; Mr. Crole, Chingleput
Dé. M.917, 221, 222; Mr. Baden-Powell,

Vil. Com. 819;

not

be

the great name
Sadasiva

Chinnan Vv. Kondam Naidu,

169.

3.

whole

to

need

Mirast Papers, 482.

Ayyar,
36

This

it

J. in

M. L, J.

doubt

isshared in by Kumarasamy Sastriar
J, in Seshachallam Chetiy vy. Chinnasami
Asay, 40 Mad, 410,
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bears.” 1 His object in writing-the minute was to advocate the
cause of the vyotwari tenure and to put an end to the village
system.

He did not trouble himself with

the

détails

of

the

tenure and made the eggregious mistake that no joint villages
existed at all. He also assumed, as did Messrs. Place and Ellis
before him, that the country was peopled by a half savage and
and half nomad people.
But in saying that the mirasi tenure
with all its incidents was a gradual growth ina country long
peopled and cultivated and originated in local circumstances,
Sir Thomas Munro indirectly admitted that it represented a
stage in the historical development of agriculture
to which
India was no exception.
The

above

account, not
accurate,

The above account of the settlement which is based on that
given by Messrs. Place and Ellis does hardly justice to the
high degree of civilisation attained by the Pallavas who
were deteated by the Chola king.
In describing them as_ half
savage and half nomad people, the description is certainly
inaccurate. The very description of Messrs. Place and Ellis
contains the statements that these reputed half savages had
numerous strong fortresses throughout the country and that
their sea coast possessed a considerable trade.
It also represents them to have advanced in civilisation in distributing the
country into political divisions, the very divisions which the
Chola king adopted for government.
It further shows that
they were sufficiently organised and powerful enough to beat

back the earlier attempt of the

Chola king

and to defeat

him

in battle. 2.
Effect of
colonisation.

The

effect of the conquest

the existing

and colonisation

was

to

deprive

population of their right to land, who were either

driven out or reduced to a servile position, and t9 vest it in the

settlers. After the conquest’ Adondai is said to have introduced the system which was prevalent in his own country and
conferred certain additional privileges. 8 The settlers were
called kaniatchikarers,

and strictly kaniatchi in Tondamandalam

belonged originally to Vellalers, principally Tuluva Vellalers,
though subsequently it had passed to other castes as well. 4
They had equal rights as between themselves, but formed an
1,
2.

Vil. Com. 879.
See Salem Dé. M. 6.

8.
4,

Mirist Papers, 40.
Ibid, 177.
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8

exclusive body as regards others. 1 They also claimed a right of
pre-emption ,vesting in the joint proprietors of the village, so
that no stranger even of their own caste could obtain a settlement in it without the formal consent of the whole. 2 After the
conquest the Chola King Kullottunga is said to have asked his
son how he was able to colonise the country so well. The latter

replied that he had forged a fetter for the inhabitants and rivetted it so strong that they could never release themselves from
-it.

By

this

he

meant

that

the

affections

of

the

people

were so rivetted to the land of their own country
by
kantatchi or property in the soil that they
would never
desert it. 3 The right of kaniatchi in Chingleput District carried
certain privileges which were not found in other districts.

They

are (1) Kaniyadsi, oor or grama manyam, a certain extent of land
held by the kaniatchikarers free from any payment of revenue to
the state.
This has been enfranchised under the inam rules at
the time of the inam settlement; (2) the right to receive (a) certain fees called kanimerat or kanisemah, kuppatam,
kalpadi,

kalvuasam 4 on the produce of all cultivated lands, and (6)
tunduwaram or swamibhogam on all lands in the occupation
of non-mirasidars. ® These fees are known as swatantarams.
The fees payable to the mirasidars as such were due out of the
gross produce, 8.8. both by the ryots and government.
It
has recognised the payment of swatantarams but has made
them payable entirely by the ryots, liberal allowance having
been made with them in arriving at the money rates of assessment charged on their lands. The swatantarams payable by the
ryots

under these circumstances is a yearly sum of

two

annas

in the rupee of the government assessment, this amount being
held to represent the old average of 3 per cent. of the gross
produce of the year. These fees are recorded by government
in the land revenue registers and their collection is left to the
mirasidars
themselves &
In Sakkaji Rao
v.
Latchmana

Goundan 7 it washeld by a Full Bench that, when swatatarums were claimed by mirasidars from rygég holding under
pattas from government, the former must prove'a custom of the

1. Mirast Papers, 816.
Tbid, 240. 251; Tanjore
608.
9.

Dt. M. 404,

8. Mirasi Papers 41; Crhingleput. Dt.
M, 317,
arene
a

4. Mirast, Papers, 19,20.
Mirasi, Papers, 19,20; Chingleput
Dt. M. 220,268; Tanjore Dt. M. 402,408.
5.

6.
7,

Man of Adminds, I. 125,
% Mad. 149.

Special privileges in
Chingleput,
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waste.
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enabling

them

similarly also-in the case of a claim to thunduwaram
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so;

1.

As regards the mirasidars’ right to waste,
the preponderance of opinion among the ‘early revenue officers
was in favour of conceding the right, and the decisions of
Courts, except in one instance, were also for it 2,
The
later administrators, however, desired to put an end to this
claim, but in view of the attitude taken by the superior Courts
decided not to take the question before them but to effectuate.
their object by aszries of administrative acts in which they
succeeded. So much so that, when the question arose in Stvantha Naiken v. Nattu Rangahari, 8it was held that the
mirasidars’

right

over

immemorial

waste

extended

only

10௦
grazing,
cutting
fire-wood
and _ similar
common
privileges,
which were liable to be extinguished by the
Government alienating the land, and that as
between the
mirasidar and a srotriyamdar (assignee of Government), the
latter was entitled to compensation for immemorial waste
taken under the provisions of the Land Acquisition
Act. But
in Natesa Gramani v. Venkatrama

Reddi, * the

mirasidar

was

held to be entitled to waste as against the
zemindar.
The
decision in the first case was doubted by Sankaran Nair, |. and
a Full Bench has held that there is no presumption of the
existence of any particular right in favour of the mirasidars
_and that any right when claimed must be proved by grant,
prescription or user.6 The learned judges appear to have decided the question more on the ground of convenience and in
the interests of progressive society than on the actual
right
claimed and enjoyed by the mirasidars and conceded by the
earlier administrators.

1. Kumarappa Reddy vy. Manawala
Goundan, 41 Mad. 874.
9, The whole question and its different aspects are discussed in ona or
other of the judgments delivered inthe
Full Bench case of Seshachallam Chetty

1.

Chinnaswamy Asary, 40 Mad. 410.
8, 26 Mad. 871.
4, 80 Mad. 510.
5. Seshachallum Cheliy v. Chinnasami
Asary, 40 Mad. 410; Kumararpa Reddy
yv. Manavala Goundan, 41 Mad. 374.
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1

distasteful to them.

therefore preferred the system of intermediate

They

lancholders

who

would take the trouble off their hands, and who should have
both power and influence to enforce the revenue
demands
against individuals, and in the Hindu divisional officers they
found such a body ready to their hands.Thus the land slewards
who under the close watching eye of a resident Hindu prince
were only public servants acquired under the Mahomedans a
fixity of office and independence which prepared the way for
their development into landed
proprietors in the British
period. 1 In the upkeep of a magnificent court the Mahomedan
Sovereigns were ever necessitous with the result that the revenue

demand on each village

expenditure,

and

was enhanced

villages

were

to meet the

farmed

increased

out to persons

who

would take them at an increased jumma.
While the lack of
supervision by the Mahomedan Sovereigns over divisional

officers led to a tendency on the part of the latter to cause
infraction of the right of ryots, the farming system placed
them completely at the mercy of farmers.
These farmers were
generally a class of persons, sowcars or money-lenders, who had

often made advances at the beginning of their farm, and had no

previous connection with land nor any sympathy with ryots.
Their only interest, therefore, was to exact as much as they

Effect of
Mahomedan
conquest,

could within the period of their farm.2
conquest led to the system

of

Thus

the Mahomedan

intermediate landholders and of

farmers and renters and to the introduction of Persian

names

and terms to denote ideas connected with land tenures, though
those names and terms rarely imported any fresh ideas. But it
did not alter the

increasing

internal

the revenue

constitution

thereon.

The

brought about also a conflict between

of

villages,

except

Mahomedan
Hindu and

by

conquest

Mahomedan

ideas. The Hindu system from the office of minister down to
that of village headman was based on the principle of hereditary
succession, while the Mahomedan system was anti-hereditary.
In the conflict between the two systems the hereditary principle

‘which was too firmly established

to be

rooted

out

received a

qualification in the recognition of the hereditary succession by

the state.
1

Hunter Orissa, IT. 214,

2.

Fifth Report, U1, 11,
ந்

$
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ZEMINDARY SYSTEM.
ம்

under Mahome-

In the Northern Sirkars which came first
dan dominioh

and

where

the

it lasted longest,

zemindary

Two classes of zemindars were
system was best developed.
recognised by the Mahomedan government who may roughly
be classed as hill zemindars and zemindars on the plains. The
hill zemindars were generally the descendants of the ancient
Sovereigns of the country, and on account of the hilly and
woody nature of their country and of the unhealthy climate
therein, were not completely subdued by the Mahomedans.!
They comprised three classes persons:—(1) the Velmas, of
Telinga origin who were driven out of the Karnatic in the year
1652 by Mahomedan arms and who established themselves on
the borders of the Kistna ; (2) the Rachewars, of the race of the
ancient Sovereigns of Orissa who were compelled by the
the

Mahomedans to relinquish the plains of

Sirkars ; and

tributary chiefs, nor having any

_ lands within their districts. *
The word zemindar literally
1. Fifth Repori, 1. 5, 6.
9, Ibid, Il. 5, 140,

Hill zemin-

0878,

(3)

the Woorias, petty chieftains of the military tribe who after
the fall of the empire of Orissa were enabled by their
These hill
local situation to acquire independent power.2
hereditary
their
in
continue
zemindars were allowed to
possessions on payment of a tribute which was fixed with reference to the amount of public dues demandable by them from
ryots. The difference between the amount collected by them
and the tribute paid by them after deducting the cost of collecThe
tion constituted the value of the tenures held by them.
were
return
obligations which they were required to perform in
of a feudal character. They were bound to protect their districts from the incursions of robbers and wild beasts and to
They conducted the adminissuppress internal commotions.?
tration of justice and inflictel] punishment extending to life
and death, and were treated as feudataries, subject only to the
payment of a tribute. On the other hand the zemindars on the
plains who were generally the descendants of the revenue
officers under the Hindu Rajas and who were completely subdued by the Mahomedans were never acknowledged as independent or

Zemindary

System.

Zemindars

on the plains,

proprietary right to the

means a

landholder,

3. Ibid, Il. 6.
4, Ibid, U. 5, 6,

and in

YZemindar.
Rights and
liabilities,
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the eye ot the government he was no more than an officer or
collector of revenue without any lordship over, or proprietary
right to, the Jands under his charge.
The term zemindar as an
officer is strictly applicable only to the zemindar on the plains.
He was merely an officer whose duties according

of his appointment,

were

country committed to his

the portion

charge,

justice to

to do

peasants, to furnish them with the necessary
vation and

to

collect

the

to the

to superintend

revenue

terms

of

the

ryots and

advances for culti-

payable to

government.!

‘He was strictly accountable to government for the amount he
collected which was not regardcd as tribute but only as Jumma
or revenue. As recompense for his trouble in collecting it,
he was allowed a malikhana or allowance amounting to ten
per cent onthe collections made by him in his district. It
consisted of certain allotments of lands revenue free, called
saveram, which were conveniently dispersed throughout his
district so as to ensure his presence everywhere,? and of the right
to receive certain russooms.or fees on the crops and other perquisites drawn from

the

sayer

or

customs,

and

from

the

quit

rents on houses.? Though this was. the system which was
adopted in the beginning, latterly the government entered
into an agreement with the zemindar for the payment of a
lump sum which was fora year or aterm of years.
In such
cases also
he was considered
merely as a contractor o! ©
revenue without any proprietary right to the soil. 4 At every
time the zemindary contract was renewed, a fresh calcula-

tion of the income derivable

from

the

lands

was

made

and

an increased Jumma
was stipulated for, if there was an
increased income due {o extension of cultivation.
At the same
time the rights of the ryots to the soil, called hugi rayaea,

were not forgotten, and in every zemindary grant it was expressly stiputated that they were to be respected by the
zemindar. 3 The office of zemindar was not strictly hereditary,
but like all things Indian, became hereditary. 6 Though it was
continued to become hereditary, the amount payable by him
1,

Fifth Report, 11.7; see his posie

tion described, Godavery
Kistna Dt.

Dt.

M. 245;

M. 344,

155, 107;
Il. 7,8, Appa
2, Fifth Report
Lakshmayya
v. Varadaraja
Rao,

86 Mad.Fifth
168. Report, II. 7
83.
4.

Ibid, 1. i

II. 777.
86, நதி
Ibid, Il, ௨.
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was not fixed and was liable to be increased at every renewal
of the contract.
During the time of Mahomedan government
the office was considered impartible as a matter of administrative convenience.! The zemindar was liable to be removed from
office at pleasure,and punished by removal for acts of disobedience, or for failure to pay the Jumma at the proper time. ?
In course of time his right to the malikhana was
so well
recognised that, even when he was dispossessed for non-payment of the jumma, he was considered entitled to it. ®
But the existence of the zemindar did not dispense with

the ordinary

revenue

officers

of government.

with the former existed the latter in regular
kept an account of cultivation and furnished

governor of the province with accounts and

Side by

side

gradation whothe foujdar or

statements of

the

past and present state of cultivation from which he settled with
the zemindar the amount he was to pay. 4As long as the
central power was strong enough to have its arms felt throughout the empire, the zeminday continued to be merely an officer.
He paid the jumma payable by him to the divisional officer
and obeyed his orders.
But when the central power grew
weak and was not able to support its local officers, the zemin-

dar by virtue of the power and influence in the country which
his position gave tended to overshadow the local officers of
government and grow independent of them.
Sometimes the
divisional officers themselves were zemindars

the strength

of the

central

power

or

kept them

renters,

within

and

proper

bounds.
When it grew weak, they became independent of it.
The foujdars and subahdurs taking advantage of the weakness
of the central power wanted to become independent of it, and
it was not to their advantage to quarrel with the refractoriness
of zemindars. 5 The anarchy that ensued on the death of
Aurangzebe, the comparative weakness of his successors and

the continual
preceding

dened

their

the

warfare which
transfer

had prevailed

of the country

the zemindars to usurp almost

position

resembled

1, Fifth Report, Il. 778.
2, Ibid, 8.
3. Ibid, IL. 8.

that

during

the period

to the English embol-

independent

power and

of feudatary chiefs &
4, Ibid.
5 Ibid, 10. 19,
6. bid, Il. 6.

It was
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during this period that they asserted proprietary claim to the
soil. Under the Mahomedan government the administration
of justice was left in the hands of kazis, subject to the approval of the amildar or governor of the province in capital
cases. With the decay of the central power, the zemindar
usurped the administration of justice also. 1
Havelly
lands.

Besides the lands which were under zemindars, there
were Other lands under the immediate possession of government known as havelly, or korw lands in the Northern Sirkars,
Havelly lands were lands which consisted of the demesne or
household lands of the Sovereign and districts near to towns resumed by the Mahomedan government and appropriated to the
peculiar support ofits garrison and establishment. % This arrangement appears to have been founded on considerations of
policy, for it not only exempted the landed interests from the
continued demands and arbitrary interference of military officers,
but it secured to the garrison a supply that was equally indepen-

dent of the interested combination of zemindars and the casual
fluctuations of the market.
Some of the havellies had been
taken from zemindary lands ; considerable

additions to

were made by the assumption

the

of lands

in

them

possession

of

zemindars on account of rebellious or other misconduct, or by
the immediate
management of such lands reverting to the

ruling power
Zemindars at
the time of
permanent

settlement,

in consequence

of failure of heirs. -

When the Northern Sirkars came under
the East India Comany, they continued the
tion of revenue through zemindars by giving
for a year or for terms of three or five years

the dominion of
system of collecthem leases either
8. Inthe case of

havelly

means

lands

they

collected

revenue

by

of

renters.

At the time or the permanent settlement zemindars
jin the:
Northern Sirkars comprised (1) descendants of ancient Rajas
and their former revenue officers, (2) descendants of the
revenue officers of the Moghul Empire, and (3) renters of the

East India Company.

1,
2,

Fifth Report, Ui. 15,

Ibsd, II. 10; Godavery.

Dt. M. 247; Vizagapatam Dt. M, 114,
3.

Fifth Report, 11. 22, 23,
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In the south and western portions of the Presidency lands
were also similarly held in two ways :— (1) directly under
known as sirkar,

government,

lands,

taraf

or

or ain,

ayan

corresponding to the havelly or koru lands of the Northern
Sirkars, and (2) intermediately through a class of persons,

resembled

known as poligars or palayakarans 1 whose position
hill

of the

that

or

different

of

chieftains

poligars or palayakarans were military

Poligar

palayakaran.

The

Sirkars.

Northern

of the

zemindars

Tn the South.
Ayan
lands.

degrees of power and consequence, and at the time of the permanent settlement comprised three classes of persons :—(1)
descendants of the royal families of Vijianagar, Conjeeveram
; (2) the military

and Madura

Sovereigns

those

of

chieftains

who had resisted the conquest of the Mahomedans and had
retained either by force, or through indulgence or tolerance
their estates which they had enjoyed under the ancient

government ; and (8) district collectors
immediate

control

the

of

usurped the sovereignty
potails

or

headmen

who

Mahomedans

and
of

anarchy

the

the

gradually

had

even

districts ; sometimes

of their
in

eluded

had

who

declining

the

Moghul Empire claimed the sovereignty of the villages under
their control. » Thus a palayam often comprised only one or a

few villages.

Most

of the poligars

military

whose

were not required by the kings of Bijapur and

services

were

Golkonda

If they were police
assessed at the full value of their districts.
officers and derived advantge from that position, a proportionate addition was made to their tribute ; and if the profits

did nat defray the charge, a deduction in tribute was made. 8
According to Col Wilks, the name poligar was a title given
by the Vijianagar kings to the chiefs of Telugu colonies
planted by them in the neighbouring provinces for the purpose
of overawing the aborigines, to which title they added when

they dared the

title of Raja. 4 The

term,

however,

has

got

another meaning. Poligar and pollam are Telugu, and palayakaran and palayam are Tamil, and they have the same meaning. The term palayam literally means a camp. When village
and fortified their
claimed to be palayakarans
headmen
1.

9.
3.

Fifth: Report, 11, 87--104.

Ibid, It. 88.
Ibid.

4,

History of Mysore,

1.18;

in Kan-

nada the poligar was known Odatyar.

ltg

meaning.

(
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villages, the term palayam
was
applied
to denote
a
fortified village also.
Palayakaran means primarily
the
holder of a camp, and secondarily
the holder
of an
estate on military tenure.
Palayam
was a district confer.
ted by the Sovereign on a chief, the holder of which was bound
not merely to pay him annually a tribute, but also to help
him in his wars.
Originally he was the head of an armed
body of men who placed his services at the disposal of his
Sovereign and who held the district he received in return
military services.
He was always to consider his district

as a nadu or country, but as

a palayam

orcamp.

he paid his tribute and sent the assistance

for
not

As long as

required of him,

he

was never interfered with.
He was required to keep a certain
number of troops continually equipped for military service, to
provide for the protection of

communities within

his

district,

to resist and suppress marauders and to bring to justice offenders against person and property.
He was also responsible to

make good the loss of all property

stolen within

his

district,

He exercised civil and military jurisdiction within the limits of
extending

his palayam,

Kavyal.

to that of life

and

death.1

-He

was

never an Officer like the zemindar on the plains in the Northern Sirkars.
The poligar besides being a feudal chief was the head ofa
numerous clan,
The members of his clan as well as his dependents and servants were spread over the villages under his
charge to aid him in the discharge of his duties. These persons supported by his power claimed the right of aval or
watch of villages and displaced in many instances the original
havalkavans or watchmen, and when this was not possible,clai-

med a fee from them and in default plundered them. The right
of kaval of villages claimed by the poligar or his relations,
dependents,

or servants was

known

as sthalam (or local)

ka-

val (or watch).
Besides this local watch the poligar claimed
also the kaval of a tract of country comprising the open country between villages which could not
be guarded by the

1. Fifth Report, 11. 89, 91: Caldwell,
58, 102; Coimbatore Dt. M, 90,98; Ma-

dura Dt.

M, Part.

III, Gh,

VI நி

Nellore, Dt. M, 269, 490; North Arcot Dt.
M. 98 ef seq; I'he Ramnad Case, 24 Mad
619.

்
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service to the ruling power, but seldom paying either ; and
more or less independent, but as having at present, since the
subjugation of the country
by the East India Company,
developed into peaceful holders.1
Permanent
settlement,

The permanent settlement in India is intimately connected with the name of that high minded nobleman and _sttatesman, the Marquis of Cornwallis,
By the term permanent
settlement is meant the settlement in perpetuity of the government demand with an intermediate class of persons, known as
zemindars, poligars, mittadars or proprietors in pursuance of
the policy inaugurated by the Marquis of Cornwallis who was
then the Governor-General of India. The introduction of the
permanent settlement
has been subsequently the subject of
rancorous debates and bitter controversies.
On the one hand
it has been said that zemindars were mere tax-collectors
paying to the state amounts fluctuating, and unequal, and
that the augmentation of revenue derived from extended
cultivation has been sacrificed to the prejudice of the state. On
the other hand they have been described as hereditary landlords having hereditary claims to the lands under their charge.
Both assertions are partially correct and partially wrong.
Some of the

zemindars

were the representatives-of

those who

were ruling princes and who exercised all the powers of rulers.
They commanded armies, made wars qn their own account
and concluded treaties. They had their own coins even.

Some

of them were the descendants of the ancient Hindu Sovereigns ; others were chieftains under rulers exercising various
degrees of authority ; and some others consisted of mere revenue Officials, military commanders or police officers who in the
anarchy of the declining empire had usurped other functions ;

and a few others were headmen who similarly usurped.2
Its causes.

found

The causes of the permanent settlement are not to be
ina single circumstance, but in a variety of circum-

1. Wilson 39 ; Naragunty) Lutcheedavamah vy Vengama Nazdu, 9.M.1.A, 66;
Kaliyana Rengappa v. Yuva Rangoppa,
98 Mad 504: 821, A. 261 ; see also Lek
kamani vy. Puchaya Natker, 6 M. H.C.
R. 208; The Midnapore
Zemindary
Company v. Appaysami Natcker, 41

Mad, 749; affirmed by the Privy Council

in Appayasamy Naicker v. The

Midna-

pore Zemindary Co., 40 M. LJ. 537.
2. Seo the instructive judgment
Of Sankaran Nair J, in The Secretary
of State v. Janakiramayya, 37 Mad, 322,
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stances operating at the same time.
Political and financial
considerations,
had not a little to do with its introduction.

1.

The spirit of the age had

mtch to do with it.

It was

at about this time that land tax in England was made permanent as regards land by the Land Tax Perpetuation Act, 1798,
(38 060. 111. ©. 60), Section 74, which was re-enacted by the
Land Tax Redemption Act, 1802, (42 Geor. III. C. 116),
- Section 160, subject to purchase and redemption.
2. The course of events in England even before the advent
of Lord Cornwallis tended in the same direction.
When in
Bengal Mr.Hastings ignored the rights of zemindars, appointed
managers of their estates, ousted many of them and made temporary settlements of revenue, they complained to the House of
Commons, and as the result of their outcry, Statute 24, Geo.
III. C. 25, Section 389 was passed in 1784 by which the East
India Company was. commanded to institute an inquiry into the
complaints that had prevailed “that diverse Rajas, zemindars
and other landholders within the British territories in India
had been unjustly deprived of, or compelled to relinguish and
abandon their respective lands” and “ to give orders for set-

tling and establishing upon principles of moderation and justice
1.

It is interesting to refer to the secret history

of the permanent

settlement

as given by a writer to the Indian Agriculiurist. 1 It was to be found in the conflict

that then arose between Government and the Supreme Court, and this conflict gave
tise to the new doctrine concerning zemindary righis that Lord Cornwallis some
Years afterwards embodied in the peimanent settlement.
In the annals of British

Indian administration

two stich conflicts

Bombay, and on each of these

the Supreme Court by force.

arose,

occasions the

cnadin

Bengal

and the other in

Hxeoutive Government had to oppose

‘The first case was one in which the Supreme Court of

Calcutta assorted juriediction over certain zeraindars at Patna on the ground that
the Supreme Court was the Court of King’s Bench, and that the zemindar, a8 such,
Was 2 servant of the Crown, and therefore liable to its jurisdiction.
The second
was ® cese in which the Supreme Court of Bombay claimed a right to the issue of
habeas corpus to bring up a boy of 14 from the custody of his uncle in a remote part
ofthe Presidency. Asa resulé of the claimcn the partof the Supreme Court at
Galoutta that every zemindar as such was a servant of the Company and the incon-

venience thereby caused to zemindars who were dragged all the way to Calcutta from
outiying places, they represented to Mr. Warren

daties and sufier them to

depart in

peace

Hastings to take back their zemin-

to another

country.

Thus

the

deter-

mination to declaie them proprietors of lands was therefore suggested to government
by the inconvenient claims over them as mere collectors of revenue by the
Supreme Oourt, No such doctrine as that of the proprietary rights of zemindars was
ever heard of in Bengal until those disputes broke out, and the doctrine was only
broached as an expedient to evade the Court’s jurisdiction,
1. 11, 220.
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declaring without the experience necessary to decide whether
its terms were fair and feasible. He was in favour of making a
tentative settlement for ten

years, and at the end of the period

making it permanent either as first levied or after alterations
suggested by experience.
It will appear from his minutes that
the fear which he entertained by making the assessment permanent was not that the state would suffer thereby but that the
zemindars might be rack rented. 1 The extraordinary influence
wielded by Lord

and

the

Cornwallis

great

faith

over

reposed

the

in him

Court

of

induced

clare the
decennial
settlement permanent
1793, even before the expiry of the ten

Directors

them

to

de-

in Bengal
years.
It

in
was

the boast of the authorities who constituted the Indian Goveroment at the time that in carrying out this policy “ they
were not actuated by abstract theories
drawn from other
countries and applicable to a different state of things.’"2 The
permanent settlement was by a large portion of the statesmen

of the day believed and intended as an act of justice and
benevolence, and the distinguished character of Lord Gornwallis and the authority of the

permanent

settlement

from the approbation of Mr. Pitt, Mr (afterwards
ville

Into this
Presidency.

and Lord

Melville clothed

it with an

awful

derived

Lord) Grenveneration

which for many years precluded the agitation of any question
on its merits’
After the introduction of the system into Bengal, the Court
of Directors were so fully satisfied of its excellence that they
had for sometime been anxious to have it introduced into all
the possessions belonging to the East India ‘Company.4
The
Supreme Government asked the Madras Government in 1796
to inform them of ‘the measures it had taken for carrying out
the instructions of the Court of Directors.6
The proposal for

the introduction of the permanent

settlement into Madras

did

not find much favour with the officers here, except with regard
to its application to the Northern Sirkars which had long been

under zemindars.
England

1,
2.

3,

that

In

Lord

1799

orders

Cornwallis’ scheme

Fifth Report, I. 602, 608.

Wilson, History of India, VII. 299.

101],

positive

were

was to

sent
be

4, Fijih Repori, 11. 18, 46,

5. - Ibid, 11 47.

from

adopted
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adopted.”1
Opinion in England had at the same time undergone a material change.
Principles which but a few years ago
had met with universal assent were now called into question,
and measures which had received the sanction and commendation of the Court of Directors, the Board of Control and of

successive administrations and which had been culogised by
high authorities as the result of consummate wisdom and enlightened disinterestedness were now stigmatised as improvident as
originating in defective knowledge and erroneous analogies and
as equally detrimental to the

prosperity

of the state

and

the

happiness of the people.2 The Court of Directors influenced
by the ryotwari system introduced by Sir Thomas Munro wrote
in 1813 that the creation of zemindars in localities where there

Policy of the
Hast India

Company.

was none befcre would be unjust, ineffectual and unwise, 3
and finally prohibited government from introducing permanent
settlement any further.
The policy of the East India Company at the time was to
take away from zemindars the rights which according to
modern western notions could only be exercised by the Sovereign power and to leave them only such rights as could be
exercised by a private proprietor.
Therefore on the establishment of the permanent settlement it was made a fundamental

condition that zemindars should no

longer be suffered to

keep

a military force ; and that the preservation of, general order
and tranquillity should thenceforth be vested solely in government and in the civil authorities to
and direction the public safety was

whom
vested.

claims which did not fall clearly within
or the other and they were dealt with

the

under
its control
4 There were some

scope

by name.

of the one
It was neces-

sary that there should be no doubt on the question and
care was therefore taken to enumerate the rights which

great
were

till then exercised by zemindars and which should no longer
exercised by them.
For instance, all sali and salpetre revenue,

duties of every description
1.
9,

Fifth Report

by sea or

11. 609.

Wilson, History of India VIL. 292

tax on

liquor and

tary of Stale v. The Raja of Venkatagiri,
8111. ம, 5.97; Phe

5,

I Revenue Selections, 512,

dary

4.

Fifth Report, 11. 56 ; Gedavery Dt,

Mad.

M. 278; see also Sankaran Natr,Jin
The Secretary of Statev. Janakiramayya;
97 Mad, 322; Wallis C. J. in the Seere.

land,

Co.

749;

Midnapore
581.

Midnapur

y. Appayasami
Appayasamt

Zemin-

Natker,
Naiker

41

v.

Zomindary Co., 40M. L. J.
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three hundred and twenty seven lacs had been collected, leaving a balance of little more than 5 lacs, or somewhat less than
two percent, a large proportion of which was _ recoverable 1.
On this occasion the Board of Revenue remarked ‘‘ The increased facility and regularity with which this revenue had
been collected, free from any extensive abuses on the part of
the native revenue servants, and exempting the government
through its collectors and standing Boards, from the heavy
duties inseparable from annual settlements, and from _ investigations into annual accusations of fraud and embezzlement
in the collection of the revenue, andin the money expended
in the repairs of the reservoirs for irrigation and its securing
tranquillity with a force diminished in a most extraordinary
manner, forms a striking contrast with the former fruitless
attempts of the government to enforce the payment of their
dues in the Sirkars, the evasioas and subterfuges practised by
zemindars and poligars, the coercion and assistance of a
military force to which it was so often found necessary to
resort to for the purpose of realising the collections from
zemindary and pollam lands, and the numerous abuses of
every description formerly so prevalent throughout the native
establishments and which sti!l continue to disgrace those districts in which temporary settlements continue to prevail ” 2,
Judging the result of the permanent settlement as it was
at the time, it cannot be said that the state had suffered.
On
the one hand it was benefited by an augmentation of revenue

and on the other the

settlement afforded

an

easy

means

of

collection.
The only persons that can be said to have suffered under the permanent settlement were the ancient zemindars
and poligars, and the ryots, but not the state. Some of the
zemindars and poligars had long ancestries to tell being
descended from ruling princes or ancient sovereigns
of the
country ; and some of them, though their ancestries could not
bear scrutiny, bad at least acquired a hereditary title to their

lands and an assured
position is society.
Many of them
were feudatary
chiefs and had
been
exercising various
degrees of authority either originally acquired or subsequently

usurped within the
1,

limits of

1. Revenue Selections, 913.

their zemindaries and
2,

Ibtd,

palayams.

e

a

6
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Under the permanent settlement they have allbeen reduced
to the position of mere landholders paying to govetnment the
peshkush fixed” by it and retaining for themselves the remainder.

The other person affected was the ryot. In the discussions which
of the permanent settlement in
preceded the introduction
Bengal, Lord Cornwallis with whom Sir John Shore agreed on

this point admitted that the ryot had property in the land he
cultivated. Lord Cornwallis in his minute dated 3-2-1790
argued that ithe proprietary rights of the soil conferred on
zemindars were not incunsistent with the right of ryots to hold
possession of the lands they cultivated as long as they paid the
rent thereon, and that zemindars could not demand from
them anything more than the accustomed rent nor dispossess
them.! Sir John Shore was of opinion that the zemindar exercised

acts of authority unconnected with any proprietary right, that
the government had rights unconnected with any proprietary
right, and that the property of the one and
other were in great measure

the

held at discretion.

rights

of

the

2 In the instruc-

tions issued by the Governor-General to the Madras Government prior to the introduction of the permanent settlement
in Madras,
the former distinctly informed the latter that

the

acknowledgment

of

proprietary

right

existing

or those to be created,

was not to

respect

to

of

been

affect

the

rights

in

be allowed

ryots or others,

in any respect subject to the authority of

or Other landholders

zemindars,
in

any

who

had

the zemindars

to be construed to preclude

; nor was it

government from passing any laws or regulations which might
occasionally be deemed expedient for the protection of the
tights of ryots, or of other persons, or for other purposes,

which might be deemed essential to the good government of
the country.2 The same view was also expressed in the instructions issued by the

Board

of

Revenue

to

Collectors

in

1799 prior to the introduction of the permanent settlement 4.
Section 4 of Regulation
XXV
of 1802
conferred
the
proprietary right in the soil on zemindars, and when it
was found that the section interfered with the rights of the
ryots, Regulation LV of 1822 was passed

the former Regulation was not
1.
2.

Fifth Repor},).615
Hifth Report,1, 601,

intended
8.
4,

which

to

declared

define, limit,

Ibid, I. 50,
Ibid, Il, 826,

that

in-
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fringe or destroy the actual rights of any decription of
tenants. But these rights were nowhere defined, and this led
to frequent disputes between the zemindar and the ryot. After
trying various pieces of legislation the Madras Legislature
passed the Estates Land Act
Effect of
c

permanent

settlement.

(I of 1908).

The effect of the permanent settlement has been
to
convert the precarious tenure previously held by zemindars
intoa permanent one.t
It gave the zemindars, ancient as

well as those created subsequent to 1802, a right to hold their
estates for ever on a fixed peshkush with heritability and
transferability.
Title to
zemindary.

By virtue ofthe grant by government in favour of zemindars under the permanent settlement, the latter have a prima

facie title to all jands lying within

the geographical

limits of

their zemindaries ;2 and the

fact

property

was

mere

not taken into consideration

in

that certain

arriving at

the peshkush

does not prevent it from pasSing nuder the grant. 8 Property
taken into account in arriving at the peshkush is not necessarily
the same as the property upon which it is chargeable, and all
that is chargeable with peshkush passes under the grant.4
Propiictary
right

On the conclusion of the permanent settlement the proprietary right in the soil becomes vested in the zemindars,
their heirs and lawful successors for ever.5 The words “ proprietary right’’ used in Section 2 of Regulation XXV of 1802
mean the right of the proprietor in the technical sense in
which the words are used, namely,

revenue directly to
the soil is derived

the person

government.®

As the right

independently of

who

of

pays

the ryot to

government, the grant

proprietary right in the soil by it conveys only

such

it has in the lands which are the subject-matter

of

1. Narayana v. Chengalammal. 10
Mad.
1; Gumnnatyan
v. Kamakshi
Agyan, 25 Mad. 889; Venkatarangayya

v. Madhub

Appa Raov.Appalarazu, 20 M. LJ. 728.

State, 40 Mad

2. Kaleepershad
Sahab Perhlad Sen,

Tewaree y. Raja
12M. I. A, 286

(831) ; The Secretary of State

v. Krishna

Bhupati, 42 Cal. 710: 42 1. A. 80; Ranjrt Singh vy. Kalt Dast Debt, 44 Cal 841:
441. A. 117 ; Parasada Row v. The Secretary of State, 40 Mad 886:44 I. A.
166 ; but see Hurryhur Mookhopadyaya

Chunder

the

Baboo,

of

rights as
the grant,
14

M. 1. A

152(174); see further Chapter IX, infra.
8. Prasada Row v. The Secretary of
886: 44 1, A, 166.

4.

Ibid.

5.

Section 2, Reg. XXV

of 1802.

6. The Collector of Trichinopoly vy.
Lekkamant, 1 I, A. 282; Midnazore
samindary Co, y. Appasami Naiker
41 Mad. 749; affirmed by the Privy
Council in 40 M, L. J. 537,
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and it cannot grant more

without

infringing

the rights of

others.

An assessment is fixed at the time of the permanent settlement and is known as feshkush.
On the fixing of such
assessinent the zemindar is granted a sanad-i-milkiyat-i-istimrar
or deed of permanent

property

in

which the

conditions

and

articles of the tenure are entered, and he is required to execute
a corresponding kabuliat.
Any dispute regarding assessment
is regulated by the sanad and the kabuliat. 2
Under the circular instructions issued by the Board of
Revenue in October 1799 ancient zemindaries were to be
assessed

and
from
with
entire

at

two-thirds

of

the

collections

made

therein, 8

in computing
this assessment
the income derived
private lands was to be included. It was not fixed
reference
to each villaye but with reference to the
zemindary.

In

calculating

the

assets

or

income

of

the zemindary for the purpose of arriving at the assesment
payable to government, the same method was not adopted
in the different parts of the Presidency.o
In some parts
such as Masulipatam, Rajamahundry and Vizagapatam, twothirds of the assets were fixed with reference to detailed accounts.

In

Ganjam

there were no fixed

assets

and

no

proportion of the gross jumma was taken.
The peshkush was
fixed at the discretion of the Board of Revenue with reference
to all the accounts before them. The Guntur Sirkar was assessed wtih reference to the average collections during the thirteen years it had remained under British rule. In some cases,
such as Arni, a comparatively small peshkush was. fixed as a
pledge of submission

without

any reference

to assets.

In a few

others, such as Venkatagiri, Kalhasti, and Karvetnagar the peshkush was simply an equivalent for the military services rendered by them without reference to assets. ‘Their peshkush was a
proportion of the cost of the zemindars’ military establishment
inclusive of amaramsand kattubadis diminished by the amount
of revenue derived from salt, sayer and abkari which were re1. No. 10 of 1812 (Sel. Dec. 1.70)
No. 10 of 1814 (Sel. Dee. I. 90).
2. Section 8, Reg. XXV of 1802.
3. Bifth Report, I. $22.
4.

‘Ibid, 824.

5,

Seethe judgments of Sankaran

Nair J in Phe Secretary of State vy. Janakiramayya, 37 Mad. 322 ; Wallis 0.
J. in The Secretary of State y.The Maharaje of Yenkatagirt, 81M. L, J. 97.
6.

Fifth

M. 848.

Report, 11. 54; Kistna

Poshkush.

Dt,

Peshkush,
how arrived
at.

{
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served to government.
The zemindariés of Ramnad and Sivaganga were assessed on the reports of Mr. Lushington, which
yielded an augmentation of revenue to the exten: of fifty per
cent. on the peshkush before collected ; and those in Tinnelvely at $ of the gross collections affording an increase of
fifty-five percent.1 [n some cases,particular estates were assessed
at increasing rates of assessment which were to become fixed
after a number of years, which is known as russced assessment ?.
This principle was observed in cases where lands were of a particularly improveable kind or the state of cultivation had been

reduced by adventitious

causes 3.

In the Jagir (Chingleput)

the assets were calculated and
determined
on the state
produce and
the
of the resources and certain accounts of
gross collections in preceding years + and based on the village

The peshkush on the Dindigul and seques-

rents of Mr. Place.

tered palayams was calculated not on the average produce of
a number of years, but on an estimated amount higher than

the country ever yielded since it came into the possession of
the Company 5. In Godavery it was determined on the average collections of several preceding years

less

a

deduction

in

favour of proprietors 6 ; and in Salem, on the average of rents
in preceding years which were based on the ryotwari tirwa
of Col

Macleod

and

on

the

expected

additional

resources

dia not,

as regards

from waste lands 7.
The
As regards
newly creatad estates.

permanent settlement,

however,

the newly created estates, prove such an unmixed blessing that
it was supposed to be, and many of them could not stand the
benefit conferred upon them.
‘The peshkush fixed upon them
was high, and as they were unable to pay it, they fell one after
the other.

could

When

be found

they were advertised for sale, no

to buy

them

and

they

purchaser

were purchased

by

government.
In Godavery, Ganjam, Kistna and Dindigul, the
permanent settlement altogether failed.
Godaveri zemindaries

fell to pieces one after the other ; Ganjam estates also fell ;
in Kistna most of the sanads had been voluntarily surrendered;

and

in

Dindigul

the

estates

qs
Si
Report, 1 421 591-967
‘adura,Dt.
M. Part 1V. Ch.1, 136, 168,
2. Bifth Report, Il. 54, 100: Godavery Dt, 279,
8, Péfth Report, 11. 5d,

came back

to government.

In

4, Ibid, 11. 54,
5, Ibid, 11.74;1 Revenue Selects
6, 1088; 80௦ 2180 Kistna Dt
டம்
7. wifth Report, 11. 14; Salem Db.
நர, 999,

|
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Chingleput the village rents of Mr. Place were founded on estimates

of the produce and

other

hypothetical

data

and

were

admittedly high 1.
In Dindigul the ryotwari tirwa of Mr.
Hurdis was admittedly high.
In Salem the ryotwari tirwa of
Col Macleod exceeded

the settlement of fasli

1202

by

no

less

than 363 per cent and was admittedly high. The estates fell
and when they came back to government, the Board of
Revenue was obliged to grant a reduction of the pre-existing
tirwa 2,
In
the other
districts
the
permanent settlement
succeeded
well and
comprised
mainly
ancient
zemindaries.
Some, however, of the ancient zemindaries and
palayams fell
on account of the inherent weakness
of

their holders.

Apart from the high assessment levied on their

estates, they failed to perceive that under the permanent
settlement they had been
reduced
from the
position of
tributary chiefs to that of mere landholders, and that the portion

of the gross produce which
paying

they

were allowed to retain

the peshkush represented a

charges,

Still

they

ancient royalty and

went on

little more

keeping

the

incurring expenditure

after

than collection

paraphernalia
on

the old

of

basis.

Their estates fell into arrears and were taken in by government. Some of the poligars, especially those in Tinnevelly and
Madura, could not leave their warlike ways and bring themselves to live under the orderly and settled form of government

introduced

by

the

British

and

rebelled

against

its

authority.
Their estates were either forfeited or given to
friendly poligars.
The peshkush thus fixed is permanent and unalterable.
The zemindar

cannot

ask for remission

on account of drought,

inundation or other calamities of the season,? nor can the
government demand more.
It may happen that subsequent

to the fixing of peshkush some of the items taken into calculation in arriving at it are abolished by the authority of government.
So early as 1847 the Court of Directors stated as a
general rule that, whenever any itsm of collection forming
part of the assets on which the peshkush was calculated had
been abolished by the authority of government, it should be
lowered in the same proportion
i.

1. Revenwe Selections.

9.

Ibid.

1. 919.

as the
7.

abolished item bore to

Section 6, Rag. XXV of 1802.

Permanent.

CHAP.
:
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action in doing so is not ultra vires.’ The zemindar is not
*bound to maintain a police establishment, unless required to
do so by his sanad, but the court allowed him in an action for
mesne profits credit for the expense of an armed establishment

maintained for the purpose of repelling Pindaris. 2The assump-

tion of sayer does not include the rent derivable by the proprietor from orchards, pasture grounds or fisheries, and for

warehouses, shops

or

buildings.8

As

under

the

permanent

settlement government transferred to zemindars
with certain exteptions rights exercised by itself, it could not convey

more without infringing the ‘rights of others, and all usages
which have not been expressly abrogated must be held to have
been confirmed.4 Zemindars have no right to make a claim for
payment for cutting firewood in jungles within their zemindaries, no payment having been exacted by government before
the permanent settlement 5, nor levy a new tax.6 Following

these decisions the Board of Revenue ruled that a mittadar had
no right to levy a tax on stone cutters.7 A Full Bench of the
Madras High Court has held that a zemindar has no power to

levy molurpha or trade tax on artizans within his zemindary, 8
and the mere fact that the permanent settlement has been
effected before 1802 does not make any difference. 9 But where
the Jeypore and other hill zemindars collected from time
immemorial a tax from the brinjarries who carried merchandise
through their territories and the tax was willingly paid by
them as a sort of compromise for the expenses incurred

down the

by the zemindars in keeping
passes and

posting guards

to

protect

jungle in the different
the

brinjarries

the attacks of robbers and wild beasts, government
the Board

of Revenue

that it

was

not

from

agreed with

desirable to

interfere

with the existing arrangement between the zemindars and
brinjarries.10
The peshkush fixed on the zemindar is with reference only
to land revenue proper and does
1. The, Secretary of State 1, ‘The
Maharaja of Venkatagiri, 31 M.L.5.97.
2. No. 6 of 1822 (Sel. Deo. I. 843.)
8.

Fifth Report,

Lf.

391,

4. No. 10 of 1812 (Sel. Deo. 1. 70);
No. 10 of 1814 (Sel. Dee. I. 90.)
5.

Ibid.

6. No. 8 of 1813. (Sel. Deo. 1.78.)
1 ம
%

இ

not protect

him from

other

1. ©. 0. BR. I1. 211 (Sloan, 78);
No. 15 of 1812 (Sel. Dec. I. 62.)
8. Vedanta v. Kaniappa, 9 Mad. 14;
ses also No. 6 of

1807

(Sek. Deo. I. 9);

No. 10 of 1816 (Sel. Dec. I. 139.)
9. No, 10 of 1816 (Sel. Dec. I. 189.)
10.

How.

Mine

consul,

25th

October

-1845, C. O. B. R. I. 476 (ican, 78)

Rapresents

only land
revenue.
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cesses or taxes beyond land revenue proper.!
the liability of zemindars to

local rates and

The question
taxes was

of

raised*

in Bengal with regard to the levy of road cess, and the Secretary of State in his Despatch to the Government of India dated
10th May 1870 ruled that they were liable.
He said “ In view
therefore of these facts and
considerations Her Majesty’s
Government have now to intimate to Your Excellency the

conclusion to which they have come after a careful consideration ofa controversy which has now been going on for a long
course of years. This conclusion is that rating oF local
expenditure is to be regarded as it has
in all the provinces of the Empire

distinct from the

ordinary land

hitherto been regarded
as taxation apart and

revenues ; that the

levying of

such rates upon the holders of land, irrespective of the amount

of their land assessment, involves no breach on the part of the
Government whether as regards the holders of permanent or
of temporary

tenures ; and that when

such rates are levied

all, they ought, so far as may be possible, to be
without distinction and
without exemption,

at

levied equally
upon all the

holders of property accessible to the rate.’’2

After

Cattle Trespass Act,

are

the passing of the Cattle

not entitled

to

keep

cattle

Trespass

pounds

Act

within

zemindars
their estates

and levy fines on trespassing cattle. The Privy Council
remarked that the maintenance of cattle pounds by zemindars was incompatible with the provisions of the Cattle
Trespass Act, and that the maintenance and establishment of cattle

pounds under

government officials
the police,

the

superintendence and control

empowered to

when required, might be

obtain the

of

assistance

considered essential

the

of
for

the maintenance of law and order and peace and good government

of the country, and was an act of state of

the

executive

government which courts could not interfere with.? Previous
to the passing of the Act zemindars were in the habit of levying
fines on trespassing cattle for their own benefit, but after the
passing of the Act, the Governor-in-Councial ordered the

practice to be put an end to, whenever those fines had not been

taken into consideration in fixing the assets of the zemindary ;

and when they had been

3,

2.

Man of Adminis, 1. 120,

Pro Madras Council,

included, Collectors

(1898) 100,

8.

were

asked

to

Bir Bikram Deov. The Secretary

of State, 89 Cal. 615,

PERMANENTLY

as the principles
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feudal law are

him !,
The zemindar is entitled to all
limits of the zemindary 2. The right

tank beds therein

[CHAP.

extends only

to

not

Iv.

applicable to

porvamibokes within the
of ryots over tanks and

grazing,

cutting

fuel

and

fishing which grant or custom may give them 3,
Zemindar’s

“ power of disposition.

Section

zemindats

8

to

of

Regulation

alienate

by

gift

of their proprietary rights
such

of

or sale,

1802 gives

or

transfers

of

power

otherwise

in their zemindaries

part without the previous consent

that, unless

XXV

in whole or in

government, and

are recorded in

to

dispose

the

enacts

office of the

Collector, they are of nu legal force or effect, nor do they
exempt the alienated part from being proceeded against for
the entire revenue.
The earlier Madras cases held that any
alienation which was not registered in the office of the
Collector was not binding either
on the
grantor or his
successor
4; but the Privy
Council
has held 5 that the
restriction on alienation
was imposed anly to secure the
interest of revenue, and to prevent the severance
of the
zemindary
without notice
to government, and that
the
zemindar had no power to disturb grants, otherwise valid,

made by his predecessor.’ A permanent lease is nota transfer
Within the meaning of the Regulation and does not require
registration. §

If a portion of a zemindary

Alienation of
part.

Separate registration.

is alienated,

its liability for

payment of revenue due on the entire zemindary remains, unless it has been separately registered in the office of the Collector 7,

For the purpose of such separate registration,

proce-

dure is laid down in Section 9 of Regulation XXV of 1802,
Section 2 of Regulation XXVI of 1802, and Act | of 1876.
1, Sonet Koer v. Himmat Bahadur,
1 Cal. 391: 31. A. 92,
oe
2. The Secretary of State v. Srinivasa Chartar, 40 Mad ; 268 reversed by
the Privy Council on another point;
Samayan Servaiv. Kadir Moidin, 51
I, C, 899.

8. Samayan Servai v. Kadir Moidin,
51 1. ©, 899.
4, Subbaryalu Naik vy. Rama Reddi,
1 M,H.C,

R.

141;

Pttchakutt?

Chetiz

Ponnamma Natchiar, 1 MH. 0, ந, 149;
Syed Ali Saheb v. The Zemindar of Salus,

(Holloway, J. diss.) 3M.

6;

The

H.

OR,

Zemindar of Bebbily y, Sitara-

mayya Garu, 3M. H. C.R. 67,
5. Venkateswara Yetiiappa Neicker
y. Alagoo Muiiw Servoigaian, § M. 1.
A, 827; Muthu Vadugunatha Thevar v.
Doraisinga Thevar, 8 Mad.

290:

§

i.

A. 99; Vizianayaram
Maharaja v.
Suryanarayana, 9 Mad. 807: 18 I. A. 32,
6. Venkateswara VYettiappa Narcker
y. Alagco Mutiu Servaigaran, 8 M. I. A.
327; Kondappa Naick vy. Annamalay
Chetiy, 4 M. H. 0. R. 356 ; Muthuviran
Chetty v. Rant Katiama Natchiar, 4M.

C,H. R. 4638, overruling Subbarayulu
Naick v. hama Reddi, 1 M.A R. 141,
1, Section 8 of Reg. XXV of 1809,

ப்

ந
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requires the zemindar or land-

holder to furnish the Collector with true and accurate accounts

of the entire zemindari and of the portion to be separated to
enable him to fix the revenue of the separated portion, and Section 2 of Regulation

XXVI

requires the Collector of each dis-

trict to keep public registers for the purpose of registering
landed property within the district, and to
of land from one proprietor to another.

the

enter all transfers
Though there is

only a duty imposed on the Collector to register and sub-divide
all alienations, no remedy is provided for in the Act for his
failure to perform it.
The Madras High Court
held in
Ponnusamy

Thevar

v. Collector

of Madurai

that,

duty of registering and sub-dividing was imposed

where

on the

the

Col-

lector, he was bound to take the necessary steps to validate the
transfer on the principle that there could beno right without

a remedy, and that the Court could compei the Collector
to register and sub-divide it, if such transfer was otherwise
valid. An application to the Collector to grant separate registration of a portion of a permanently settled estate which has
been alienated by court sale is one under the provisions of Re-

gulations XXV and XXVI of 1802. 2 Act 1 of 1876 applies to
cases of private alienations by sale or otherwise and lays down
the procedure to be followed by the Collector in dealing with
applications for separate registration.
Acquisitions by prescription are not excluded from the Act. 8 As there was a doubt
as to who were meant by the words ‘Collector of the District ’ and “‘ Collector ” in the Act, Act IL of 1914 was passed, which declared that those words were meant to have inclu-

ded and to include any officer who might have been, or might
be, authorised by the Governor-in-Council to exercise the
power of separately assessing lands alienated, thereby validating the orders passed by him
the alienor and the alienee
have the separate registration

before the Act.
Where both
agree before the Collector to
made, he has no jurisdiction

to refuse it on the ground
that others interested in the
property object to it, and the Collector has jurisdiction
1.

83M.H.C.R.

of State

85;

The Secretary

v. Ashtamurtht,

18

Mad..89;

Bommarazu 1. Seshamma, 22 Mad. 488.
2. Bommarasu
1. Seshamma, 22
Mad.

438.

;

8.

Peda

Brahmaji

y.

RKrishnama

Chariar,
II L. W. 889.

4, The Collector of Salem v Peer Batcha Saheb, 30 Mad, 106.
.

-
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to order separate registration, even if there ig
ment between the parties to apportion the peshkush
cular way. 1 ‘Yhere, however, one of the parties
agree before the Collectorto have the separate
tion made, he has no jurisdiction to order it and
Court

alone can

2.

Registration follows

title. 3

IV.

an agreein a partidoes not
registrathe Civil

The

words

“alienor ’? and ‘‘alienee ’’ are reciprocal and imply
only
those parties between whom
the reciprocal relation exists;
therefore the word “ alienor ’’ means the actual party to the
transaction
and not
a party to
any transaction in
the
chain of the title of the alienor, and is not restricted to the

person whose name is entered in the Collector’s register.
A
permanent lease not being a transfer of the proprietary
right

or ownership,® the grantee thereof is not
name separately registered. §

entitled

to have

his

There is no provision in the Act

' that any party wrongfully withholding his consent is to be liable

tor any loss which the claimant may incur in consequence of his
refusal to consent
The result of his refusal is that he is made
one of the defendants to the suit, and if unsuccessful, has to pay

the plaintiffs costs, and cannot be made liable for more.’
Any
person aggrieved by the Collector's order directing or refusing
separate registration can enforce his claim in a Civil Court,8 and
any person aggrieved by the appostionment of the assessment
may appeal to the Board of Revenue, the period of limitation
being ninety days from the date of the declaration of such
assessment, and the order of the Board of Revenue is final.? The
period of ninety days

runs from

the date

when the

Collector

declares the apportionment of the assessment, after the apportionment proposed by him to the Board of Revenue has been
sanctioned, and not from the date when the Collector himself
fixes the amount and submits his proposal to the Board of Revenue for sanction.t° Upon such separate assessment, the portion
1. Kamulammal ர,
Raju Natker.
19 Mad. 808; Phe Collector of Salemv.

Peer Baicha Saheb, 30 Mad. 106.
2.

Kamulammal

v.

Raju

19 Mad, 808 ; Peda Brahmajt

Naiker,

vy. Krish-

name Chariar, 11 L. W. 389.
8. Kamulammal v. Raju Naiker, 19
Mad 308; The Collector of Salem v. Peer
Batche Saheb, 80 Mad. 106.
4. The Collector of Salem v. Peer
Batcha Saheb, 80 Mad. 106,
+

5.
Venkateswara Yetitanpa Natker
v. Alagoo Muttu Servaigavan, SM.
1,

A, 827.
6

6.

Raja

of Viztanagaram

y.

The

Collector of Vizagapatam, 38 Mad. 1128.
7. Narayanasami Naidu v. Vellankt
Sreenivasa Jagganatha Rao,33 Mad. 189
8.

Sections 5 and

9,

Section 7.

10.

6.

The Secretary of Stat y, Fischer,

26 Mad,

389.

௪

:
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power of the owner to provide for the succession
alienations

in default of heirs 1, (2)

made

or

of the estate

debts

incurred

before the coming into force of the Act 2, and (8) estates thereafter lawfully alienated otherwise than by temporary transfer 5.
The policy of the Act, therefore, is to preserve the property
in the family of

zemindar

the

and it

absolutely prohibits

all

If he cannot
alienations except under certain circumstances.
do by
cannot
he
act,
alienate the zemindary by a voluntary
Therefore a mortgagee of an estate inconfessing judgment.
cluded in the schedule to the Act cannot by obtaining a mortgage

decree against the zemindar for the time being and including in
the suit the next heir proceed against the zemindary. *
Where the title of a zemindar toa village as part of his
zemindary is established, he is presumed to be the owner of

the underground rights in the

absence of

evidence

that he has

parted with them °, and this right is recognised in the Standing Orders of the Board of Revenue, wherein it is declared
that no claim to minerals is to be made on behalf of the
state in estates held on sanads of permanent settlement 6.
Where the zemindar executed a permanent lease of an agricul-

tural character, and

there was no

evidence to show either that

parted with mineral rights, or that such rights were acquired
prescription, the lessee has no right to work the minerals 7;
also the grantee of a mogoli brahmotiar granted either before
after the permanent settlement} who isa permanent tenure

he
by
so
or

holder, is not

entitled

to

them, when

there is no evidence to

8
show the intention of the parties at the time of the grant
1.

Section 7.

2,

bid.

i
3. Section 4 (3).
4, Ramachandra Suru Harishehandra Deo vy. Akella Venkatalakshmt Narayana, 87 M. L. J. 06.
Singh Deo v.
5. Hari Narayana
Sriram Chackravarit, 87 Cal. 723:
Chac37 I. A. 186, reversing Sriram
kravarti v. Hari Narayan Singh Deo
Bahadur, 88 Cal. 54; Jyoti Prasad

Singh v.

Lachipur Coal Company,

38

Cal. 845; Durga Prasad Singh v. Braja
Nath Bose, 39 Cal. 696, (P. C.), reversing, Brojanath Bose v. Durga Prasad
Singh, 34 Cal. 758; The Nowaghur
Goal Co. Lid. v. Sashi Bhushan Ray,
190. W. N. 875; Sashi Bhushan Misra
v. Jyoti Pershad Singh, 44 Cal. 585: 44

T 18
e

In

I. A. 46 ; Raj Kumar Thakur Giridhari
vy. Megh Tat Pandey, 45 Oal. 87;
Raghunath Roy Marwari v. Durga Pershad Singh, 47 Cal. 95 ; Malia v. Meik,
5 Pat, L. J. 278,
1
6. §. O. No. 25. I. (a) (79).
7. Hari Narayan Singh Deo y. Sriram Chackravarti, 37 Cal. 728: 37 I.
A. 186 reversing Sriram Chackravarté
y. Hari Narayan Singh Deo, 38 Cal, 54;
Rajkumar Takur Gridhart , v. Megh
Lal Pandey), 45 Cal 87.
8. Jyoti Prasad Singh vy. Lachipur
The
88 Cal. 845;
Company,
Goal
Nowaghur Goal Co., Lid. y. Sash? Bhushan Ray, 19 C. W.N.

375; Sashi Bhu-

shan Misra y. Jyoti Prasad
44 Gal 585: 44 1. A. 46.

Singha,
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Durga Prasad Singh v. Braja Nath Bose }, certain villages
situated within the limits of the plaintiff’s zemindary were
granted on Digwari tenure which was hereditary and inalienable, and whose holders were appointed and dismissed by
Government, but there was no separate settlement with them
at the time of the permanent settlement and the rent reserved

was made payable

to the zemindar.

The Privy

Council held

reversing the decision of the High Court that the minerals
remained with the zemindar in the absence of evidence that he
ever parted with them.
Liability to
maintain
tanks.

The duty of maintaining the existing

permanent

Unsettled
palayame,

tanks and of cons-

tructing new ones, which was formerly undertaken by the
Government of India has devolved on the zemindar with whom
settlement

has

been

made.

He

has,

therefore,

no power todo away with the tanks in the maintenance of
which large numbers of people are interested, but is charged
with the duty of preserving and maintaining them 2. This
is so only where a storage tank is essential for the welfare of
the ryots under its ayakut. But where the old system of
irrigation is rendered unnecessary by new irrigation facilities
and the zemindar is in a position to give the ryots their
accustomed supply of water from the new sources and no
damage has resulted therefrom, the zemindar is under no
obligation to maintain the old system.8 Thus the zemindar has
been held to have within the zemindary the same right of
distribution of water that the government has in ryotwari tracts,
provided he gives the accustomed supply of water to the
ryot.4 His rights and liabilities are analogous to those of a person or @ corporation on whom statutory powers have been
conferred or statutory duties imposed.6
Certain estates of the palayam class to which sanads-imilkiyat-i-istimrar have not been granted are known as unsettled palayams, as the holders thereof refused to accept the offer of
permanent settlement made to them by government on condition
that they continued to pay the tribute which they have been pay1.

2.

39 Cal. 696 (P.0,)

The Madras Ratiway Company y.

The Zemindar of Karvetnagar, 11. A.
869 affirming
The Madras Railway
Company v. The Zemindar of Karvet-

nagar, 5M. H. 0. R. 189.

8.

Samatan Servai v. Kader Moidin

51 1, 0, 800.

4, Ibid.
0, The Madras Railway Company vy.
The Zemindar of Karvetnagar, 1 1. A.

869.
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past 1, Regarding the nature of the tenure held

by the holder, of an ussetiled palayam, some early decisions in
Madras held that, as a sanad was necessary to constitute hereditary title to such property, he held only an estate for

life,

that

on his death it reverted to government, and that by a fresh grant
his successor took a newly created state for life ? ; the other de-

cisions proceeded on the
inheritance. In Chauki
served, ‘‘ The poligar of
to the generally accepted

assumption that his estate was one of
Goundanv. Venkataramier4 it was oban unsettled palayam, may according
theory as to his rights have only an

estate for life in his palayam, but for such an interest as he

has,

his relation to the government on the one side,and the occupant
of lands within the palayam on the other side, resembles that: of
the zemindar.

He receives from the

ryots who have

customary

rights of occupancy his share of the income or produce derived
from their lands and pays to the government a certain fixed
sum short of this amount

under the denomination of peshkush.”’

Finally the question arose for decision by the Privy Council in
the Marungapuri case 5 in which it has held that an unsettled
palayam was prima facie hereditary. The Privy Council also
observed that the only difference between a palayam or zemindary
which is permanently settled and one that is not is that in the
former the government-is precluded from ever from raising the
revenue ; and in the latter, may

or may

not

have that power, 8

the latter words meaning that the government may in particular
cases have precluded itself from raising the revenue, even though
it had not issued a permanent sanad.’ There is now no difference
between settled and unsettled palayams.
The assessment is
fixed in both cases and succession is governed by the same
principles. The unsettled palayams have a demand perpetually
1. Man of Adminis, 1. 120,
2
No.6 0£1808;
No. 18 of 1814; 8.

No. 18
D. 11

of
of

1813;
1816;

No. 14 of 1817 ; Subba Chetty v. Masts
Immadi Rant, 3 11. 11. 0, %
908;
Oolagappa Chetty vy. Collector of Madura,

5M. H. G. R., 808 reversed by the Privy
Council in 1 I. A. 208,
3. Naranguty
Lutmeedeyvamah v.
Vengama Naidu, 9 மா, 7, &, 60; The
Collector
of Madura
y.
1768020000
Ammal, 9 M.1. A. 450; Peddamuthu
Vir amaniy. Appa Rao, 2M. H.C. RB.

117 ; see Lekkamami v. Puchaya
e7,6 M. H.C. R. 208.
4.

5.

5M.

H.C.

R. 208.

Naick-

The Collector of Trichtnopoly

Lekkamant,

1

1.

A.

208;

v.

Midnapore

ZLemindary Company v. Appayasami Naicker, 41 Mad, 749} affirmed by the
Privy Council in Appayasamt Naicker
v. Midnapore Zemindary Company. 40
M. L. J. 587.
6. bid.
7. Midnapore Zemindary Company
y. Appayasamt Naicker, 41 Mad, 749.
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the military

and

IV.

police

services formerly rendered by poligars have been put an end to
at the time of the permanent settlement, unsettled palayams like
other palayams and zemindaries are

vious holders and of the holder for
their successors.2
Private land.

liable

for the debts of pre-

the time being so as to bind

Private land of the zemindar known variously as pannai,
kammattam, sir, neez, etc, bears a strong resemblance to the

lord’s domain of feudal times, 3 and its existence can be traced
to early times.
Before sovereignty became territorial it was
tribal, and the tribal chief besides receiving a share of the pro~
duce from lands cultivated by the other’ members of the tribe

had also lands in his own cultivation.
In times of war he
was the leader, and in times of peace was a cultivator like any
other member of the tribe. In early times he cultivated these
lands himself, and subsequently with the aid of farm servants
or hired labour. The existence of organised village communities checked any extension of these private lands by the chief
who later on developed into the king, as waste lands were
required for the expansion of the community. Private lands as

such could only be held by chiefs of the original stock. After
the Mahomedan conquest when they were reduced from ‘the
position of independent to tributary chiefs, they were allowed
to remain in possession of these lands, and it is not clear
whether they were

liable to pay

revenue

therefor.

As

under

Mahomedan rule waste lands were regarded as the property of
the state, the chiefs were not allowed to extend their private
lands.

There is, however, reason to believe that many extended

them.
After the decay of Mahomedan power zemindars ancient
as well those who came into existence then began to claim proprietary right over waste lands,and waste lands brought into cult-

ivation by them with their own servants or hired labour were
also treated as private lands. From these lands they drew the
grain and other supplies for the domestic purposes of their
1, Man of Adminis, I. 120.
2. Oolagappa Chetiy x. Arbuthnot,1
L.A, 815; Narayana vy. Chengalamma, 10

Privy Council in Appayasami Naicker
v. Midnapore Zemindary Company, 40
M. L. J' 537.

Pillai, (1918) M. W. N. 146 ; Midnapore
Zamindary Company ஈ.. Appayasami
Naicker, 41 Mad. 749; affirmed by the

ya, 89 Mad.
Chapter X.

Mad. 1; Varada

Chariar y. Subbaraya

8. Zemindar of Chellapalli v.Somay841:

sea

further

infra.

(
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improvement of works of irrigation and

drainage, but the

of the Act makes it leviable even in cases where

body

no such expen-

diture has been incurred.
Thus the operative portion of the
Act goes beyond the preamble, and the cess is leviable
irrespective of the question whether any construction or improvement has been effected or not.1
Before the amendment of

Section 1 by Act V of 1900 it was held that the word “supplied’

implied previous request, express or implied, and the word
“used” presupposed freedom to use or abstain from using water.
Therefore when excess water from a government canal overflowed and submerged a ryot’s land, and stagnating upon it rendered dry cultivation impossible, and therefore the ryot raised a
Species of paddy known as tiruvarangam paddy, he is not
liable to pay water cess asthe water was neither “used” nor
“supplied”.2
In The Secretary of State v. Swami Naratheswarar,8 it has been pointed out that the effect of the amendment in 1900 isto create a liability to pay cess when water from
any government source irrigated any

land under cultivation and

not merely “used ”’ for purposes of irrigation, and that it was
payable even for an involuntary use of such water.
River belonging to
government.

The levy of the charge not being dependent on the consiruction or improvement of any source of irrigation, the first condition that will authorise its levy is that the river, stream or other
work from which water is taken must be 006 belonging to
government.
There was asharp difference of opinion in the
Madras High Court as to what was a river, stream, etc. belonging to government.
In the Uvlam case (reversed by the Privy
Council)

the

High

Court

held

that,

even.

when

the _ banks

and bed of a stream situated in a permanently settled estate
had been granted by government at the time of the perma-

nent settlement,
1.

the water therein still remained the

The Secretary of Siate

ஏ. Janaki-

ramayya, 29 M.14.3. 389; The Secretary of
State y. Ambaluvana Pandarasannadhi,

33M. L. 95.415; The

Secretary of State

y. Mahadeva Sastirgal, 40 Mad. 68 ;
Prasada Raoy. The Secretary of State,
40 Mad. 886; 447. A. 166 ; Chinnappan
Chetty v. The Secretary of State, 42 Mad
289; The Secretary of Staie ¥. The

102.

பல் of Bobbili, 48 Mad 539; 46 T.A.

3.

property

Venkatappayyav. The Collector of

Kisina, 12 Mad. 407: Krishnayya v. The
Secretary of State, 19 Mad, 24.
8. 84 Mad, 21,
4, Kandakuri Mahalakshmamma v.
The Secretary of State, 84 Mad 295 ; The
Secretary
of
State v.
Ambalavana
Pandarasannadhi, 84 Mad. 366; Oldfield

J. in The Secretary of State y. Janaki-

ramayya, 29M. L

J. 389.
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RYOYWARI

V.
TENURE.

Before dealing with the ryotwari tenure and its incidents,
it will be useful to havea brief description of the systems
adopted for the collection of revenue before its general introduction

into the

Presidency.

The

system

which

was

most

prevalent in many parts of the Presidency from very remote
times and which still survives in zemindaries is that known as
amant,
It denotes the collection of revenue direct by government through its village servants without the intervention of
farmers or zemindars, either by taking a share of the produce
or by the collection of money rents.
In the former case, it is
known as the asara or waram (i. e., sharing) system and this
system is also loosely called amani. Under this system, the ryots
were sometimesinduced to take the government share of the
crops at a fair valuation, either agreed upon beforehand or just
before the harvest.
The settlement was made‘with the residents
of the village, and when they did not agree to the terms offered,

it was rented out. 1 Ryotwari system is really.amani
the settlement in both cases is made

system as

with individual ryots, with

the difference that in the former case the settlement purports to
be made on the basis of dividing the net instead of the gross

produce. 2 The word amani is also usually applied
the immediate possession and

The appanam

Appanam
system.

system

to lands in

management of revenue

was prevalent

ONE Cuddapah and Kurnool.

in the

The word

officers.

Districts of

appanam

means

‘any taxed lands, especially lands highly assessed, which are
required to be held by cultivators, who, as an ‘equivalent, hold
other lands on favourable terms, or rent free.’’8 This system

srew out of the ancient usage of the country under which
patels and reddies were held responsible for keeping up the
cultivation of

their

villages

saddled with a larger extent
ம்.

Godavery Di. M. 318, 314.

2,

Manof Adminis, I. 136.

to

the

of highly
8.

standard,

assessed
Glossary, 29.

50

and

were thus

land than they
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motafysal system, as the peculiar mode of granting remission
under either was consistent only with individual liability. 4
Olungu differed from the ryotwari system in that the government
dues under the former varied with the current prices of grain. 2

Motafysal
system.

The advantages of the olungu system were that the government
participated with the ryot in the benefit of high prices, while
the latter was relieved from loss when prices were much depressed ; and its disadvantage consisted in the difficulty that was
experienced in obtaining accurate and fair returns of
the current
prices which were taken throughout the year. The motafysa
l
system was a modification of the olungu system,
the variations

of the conversion

rate

according

to the

current

price

abandoned and the standard olungu price adopted
once

Pat’hak
system.

being
for all

at an unchangeable conversion rate. 8
The Pat? hak system was prevalent in Tanjore during
the administration of the Hindu Rayas. Under this
system the
government contracted with a middleman design
ated Pat’
hakdar for the revenue of a gtoup of villages, and
in some
cases, for each individual village. A joint liability
on the
part of all the landholders was a feature of this
system 4, This
system was introduced into Tanjore by Bava
Pandit,

the

able

and faithful minister of Tulzaji, in order to
revive industry
and to bring under cultivation villages which
had been laid
waste by the invasion of Hyder.
Bava united into small
pathakams a village which had most suffered
in the war with
another contiguously situated which had been
less exposed, by
this means transferring the cattle, implements
of husbandry and
resources of each to their mutual relief 3 4 princi
pal landholder
selected by the inhabitants and approved of by
the sirkar was
considered as the intermediate agent of both
and denominated

: the Pat’ hakdar from

ding

him

for

the

whom

the

sirkar received

a kabuliat bin-

cultivation of such of the lands

as

be previously agreed on between him and the cultiv
ators

system was abelished in fasli

Pattukattu
system.

1209

6,

might

, This

Under the pattukattu system, whenever
a ryot brought
into cultivation any land, he could not
at any time relinquish
1,
2.

8,

4

Tanjore Di. M. 418.
Man of Adminis, I. 136.

Tinnevelly Dt. M. 75.

Pifth Report,11. 73; Tanjore Dt, M.

441; Mirasi: Papers, 99.
rd 468, 469.
5 4 Yariore Di M.

6. Ibid, 492.

;
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SYSTEM.

it! . Closely resembling this system was the taram bharti
system.
Under this system it was endeavoured to prevent
ryots from assigning their highly assessed lands and cultivating
only those that were lightly assessed

; ryots

who

so

Taram bharti
system,

assigned

their heavily assessed lands being charged for one year the
assessment of the lands so assigned on their more lightly
assessed ones which were cultivated. 2
The term

veesabuddy

and Telingana to a

is applied

in

the

Ceded

coparcenary village, of which

Districts

the lands

or

profits are allotted by sixteenths and fractions of sixteenths
among the hereditary proprietors 8. The veesabuddy system
is described by the Board of Revenue thus 4: “Under this
system, a fixed sum of money was assessed on the whole
village for one or more years. A certain number of the most
respectable ryots became answerable for this amount, each
being responsible for his own separate portion thereof, and ail
for each

other, and

the lands were

divided

by

lot, as

in the

samudayam villages of the Tamil country, the portion of land
to be occupied by each being determined by the proportion of
the rent for which he became responsible. Thus, if ten ryots
obtained their village for three years at a veesabuddy rent of
one hundred pagodas, the first becoming responsible for
twenty, the second for forty, and the other eight for five pagodas each, the lands of the village would be divided into
ten equal shares, the first would be entitled to two of
these, the second to four, and each of the others to half a
share ; and from

this division

of

the lands

into

shares

the

settlement took its name of veesabuddy, namely, a village settlement by shares in ready money.” When the cultivation season
drew near, all the ryots of veesabuddy villages assembled to
regulate their several rents for the year. They ascertained the
agricultural stock of each individual, and of the whole body,
the quantity of land to the culture of which it was adequate
and they divided it accordingly giving each mana portion
which he had the means of cultivating and fixing his share of

the rent,

and whether

1.

Trichinopoly Di. M. 191.

8.

Wilson, 549.

2,
4,

South

his share be one or two

Arcot Dt. M, 271.

J, Revenue

Selections, 910; Fifth

sixteenths, he

Report, 11.852; Vizagapatam Dt.M. 114;

Nellore Di. M, 270;

318-316.

Godavery Di. M,
:

{

Veesabuddy
system.
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paid the proportion whether the whole rent of villages be
higher or lower than last year 1. Where this system prevailed,
it was customary for the residents of the village, periodically
once in five or six years, to exchange all their lands so as to
secure an equal division of the soil, good and bad 2. Where
it was for a year, the ryots generally retained the same lands
but the assessment on

them was raised every year, the revision

being made by the tenants themselves, and to ensure its impartiality, the peculiar practice of challenging was introduced,
whereby any ryot who considered that his own holding was
overassessed,

and

that of

his neighbours

underassessed, de-

manded that the latter shouid be made overto him at an
increased rate which he named.
If the ryot in possession
consented to pay the enhanced rate, he retained the land, and
n that case a proportionate reduction was made in the assessment of land held by the complaining party.
If the ryot in
possession refused to agree to the enhanced demand, he was
compelled to give up the land to the complaining party who
took it at the higher rate ®. ‘The term veesabuddy was also

applied to a village where the whole land was

either surveyed

or its extent estimated, and a tax fixed on each field, according
to its size and thefertility of the soil. It was so called on
account of the land measure used which was known as veesabuddy vissum, equa) to about’l 5/8 cawnies.
This system was
in many respects similar to ryotwari settlement.4
After the prohibition by the Court of Directors of the
further extension of the permanent settlement to any other part
of the Presidency, the authorities in Madras did not altogether

Village
settlement.

give up that idea and were desirous of seeing it carried
the form of village setilements.
Under this system,
koshtguta, mustajari or mouzawar gaingarah, the

out in

known as
officers of

government farmed out the lands of whole villages either to
head inhabitants who again sub-rented each field and settled
with each ryot, or to the community of the village who settled

among themselves the land

pectively to occupy and pay.5
1.

2.
8

3.

Fifth Report,11, 851, 352.

Nellore Di. M. 270.

Godavery Di. M, 814.

and

rent which

they

This apportioning

were

res-

of rent

and

4. Bifth Report, I. 708.
5,

Ibid, 11. 32, 48, 61, 105,
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leases, the government concluded ten years’ settlements.
A visit
by Sir Thomas Munro to England made up the minds of the
Court of Directors, and towards the

close

of 1817

instructions

were received for the abolition of the village settlement and
general introduction of the ryolwari system.1
Ryotwari
system

(original.)

the

Ryotwari or kulwar system was first introduced into the
British possessions by Col. Read in 1792.
When the Barama-

hal and Salem

were ceded to the British by Tippu,

Lord

Cornwallis specially deputed Col. Read for their settlement 2.
The prevailing system of land revenue settlement at the time
was the permanent settlement, and Col. Read was expected to
carry it out in those districts. But as the circumstances of
the country were impertectly known, without any instructions
from head-quarters he deemed it prudent to enter into temporary settlements with the actual cultivators, and this gave rise
to a new system since designated ryotwari or kulwar system.
The system introduced by Col. Read embraced the survey of
every holding in the district and a field assessment based on
the productive powers of the soil. These particulars were
determined by the

entries

recorded

in

the

village

acc»unts,

by information derived from ryots, and by the personal
observation of the surveyors of the crops and stubbles on the
ground.

It fixed and recorded a

specific

some

of

money

as

the maximum revenue payable on each
field or tract of
occupied land, and when the revenue was payable in kind, it
commuted it into a money payment.
Individual assessments
were subject to modification, not only on such considerations
as vicinity to roads, markets and villages, but also on account of

such

changing

conditions

as the personal strength and health

of the ryot, his caste, the amount of his stock

and

his

general

reputation for wealth or poverty.
The ryot was not regarded
as the proprietor of the soil But only as a cultivating tenant
from whom was to be exacted
by government all that
he could afford.
While the settlement was made
with
each ryot for the lands held by him, an element of the village
system was introduced by making him liable for the entire
demand on the village.83
This system was open to several
ட்

3.

2.

38800] Adminis I. 118.

Fifth Report i. 848.

8.

ச்

Man of Admints, I. 103.
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on the settlement of the Ceded Districts on ryotwari principles,

Sir Thomas

Munro

advocated the reduction

of the

existing

assessment by twenty-five per cent and the settlement in perpetuity of

the assessment, 1

but as

the Board

of Revenue 2 and

the Government 3 were against any reduction, the proposal was
dropped. Again the inquiry of Col. Baird Smith into the causes
of the famine of 1869 led to a proposal to extend the permanent settlement of land revenue to all parts of India, and
his préposal was circulated to all the local governments.
The Madras Government in its letter No. 241 dated 8th February, 1862 explained the ryotwari settlement to mean a
permanent settlement, “the leading characteristic of ryotwari
tenure is the permanency of the assessment.” The same view
had also been expressed in the Minutes of the Board of
Revenue dated 5th January, 1818, the Administration Report
ot 1855-1856, and in the Proceedings of the Board of Revenue
dated 15th July 1857. On the 9th July 1862 the then Secretary
of State for India, Sir Charles Wood sent out orders that “a full
fair and equitable rent must be imposed on all lands under a
temporary settlement, ’ and that, wherever this had been done,

a permanent settlement of the revenue
gave an option to government to
particular district was in a condition

application of the measure.

This

might

be

determine
to warrant

measure,

made.

He

how far any
the practical

while

stimulating

or confirming the sentiments of loyalty and attachment to
government by whom so great a boon had been conceded and
on whose
existence its permanency would depend was
calculated to accelerate the resources of

India

and

to

ensure

in the highest degree the welfareand contentment of all classes_
of Her Majesty’s subjects.
Regarding the loss of prospective
income to the state, he said, “‘ Her Majesty’s Government are of
Opinion that the advantages which may reasonably

to accrue not
land, but to
justify them
land revenue
1.
2,

be expected

only to those immediately connected with the
the community generally, are sufficiently great to
in incurring the risk of some prospective loss of
in order to obtain them.”
On the 8th June

Fifth Report, IT, 646.
Ibid, 574.

8.

Ibid, 581.
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in referthe Governor-General-in-Council submitted
1864
of the steps taken
ence tothe above despatch an account
On the 24th March
in furtherance of the object in view.
1865, Sir Charles Wood, laid down the rules for the introHe divided the
settlement.
the permanent
duction of
agriculture

which

districts in

: (1)

districts into three classes

was backward; (2) districts in which the estates were fairly
cultivated and resources fully developad; and (3) districts
which contained estates fairly cultivated and also estates with
resources imperfectly developed. He decided that the permanent
settlement should be introduced at once in the second class
of districts and refused in the*first class. In regard to the third
class of districts, he stated that Her Majesty's Government “ are
prepared to authorise an immediate settlement on perpetuity
after revision, for

all estates

in

which

the

actual cultivation

amounts to eighty per cent of the cultivable or malgoozaree
area’, and that estates not so fully cultivated ‘‘ should be treated
in the ordinary manner and settled for a term not exceeding
thirty years’. The principle of permanence was adhered to by
another Secretary of State for India, Earl De Grey and Ripon,
and re-affirmed bya third Secretary of State, Sir Strafford
Northcote. Sir

Strafford

Northcote

wrote

that

Her

Majesty’s

government was prepared to sacrifice the prospect of an
increase in !and revenue “‘ in consideration of the great importance of connecting the interests of the proprietors of the land
with the stability of the
British
government”.
He
laid
down
two
rules to restrict the permanent settlement in
undeveloped tracts
and
estates :—(1) “No estate shall be

permanently settled in which the actual cultivation amounts

less

than eighty

per cent

of the

area” ; and (2) “No permanent

cultivable

to

or malgoozaree

settlement shall

be

concluded

for any estate to which canal irrigation is, in the opinion of
the Governur-General in Council, likely to be extended within

the next twenty years, and the existing assets of which would
thereby be increased in the proportion of twenty per cent’’.
Subsequently,

upon the authorities
pective income

however,

a

in England

to the state.

change

of

view

had

come

arising from the loss of pros-

When the

Madras

Government

Subsequent
change of
view.
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solicited. the orders of the Secretary for India to declare
the grain valuations imposed by the Settlement Department
permanent, he refused his sanction in 1869 as the scheme
involved an unjustifiable sacrifice of the future resources of the
state! For a time the idea of permanent settlement was
dropped.
Finally the Secretary of State in his despatch No.
24 dated 28th March !883 decided “ that the policy laid down
in 1862 should now be formally abandoned.”
Recently the
Board of Revenue had to consider the history of the permanent
settlement under ryctwari settlement and

its

conclusions

were

accepted by the Government of Madras an official summary of
which is thus given : “Save for an unauthorised proclamation
issued by the Settlement Officer of the Salem District over 100
years ago, no declaration has been made to the people binding
the government to any permanent settlement. During the discussions which attended the introduction and gradual evolution of
the ryotwari settlement, opinions were recorded—in some cases
by highly paid officers of government—in
favour of the
eventual permanency of the settlement, and so late as 1862 a
guarded adherence to this view was expressed by the Secretary
of State. But whatever weight may at the time have attached
to these views, they remained mere expressions oi opinion as
to the future policy of government, and were never given
practical effect to or adopted asa principle for immediate
adoption’.8 ‘The only claim that the ryots of Madras can
urge to a permanent settlement rests on the fact that at one time
the eventual making of sucha settlement was in contemplation,
and no rights were affected by
the subsequent decision that
the time had not come for limiting the maximum amount of
Settlement
for thirty

years.

land revenue.4
Under the rules at present in force, settlements of revenue
are made for such periods as government may fix for each
district which will be notified by the Collector in the District

Gazettee 5, and are ordinarily made once in thirty years.6

Data in
fixing the
settlement.

After the abandonment of permanent settlement under the
ryotwart system, the Government of India accepting the
1. Progress, 205, 206.
2. . Indian Land Revenue Policy,
—178.
3,

2078,

54,

162

4.
22
6.

Man

Ibid, 55.
0.1. 4, ம.
Indian Land Revenue P, olicy,
of Adminis, I 121,
x

22.

ச
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decision of the Secretary of State and attempting at the same
time to minimise the evils incidental to periodical revisions of
assessment ruled in 1883 that, in order to eliminate from

settlements

the elements

of

uncertainty

and

future

inquisitorial

inquiry, and to give to the ryot thereby an assurance of
permanence and security, when once the soil had been carefully
classified, there should be no re-valuation when the assessment

state

was to be revised, while not depriving the
of enhancement of the revenue
on such principles and data
vesting money

on

landed

power

of the

on defined conditions ! i. ¢.,
as will enable any person in-

property

or

in

improvements

to

land, to forecast with tolerable precision and without official
aid, the enhancement of revenue to which
he will in
future be subject in order that certainty
of assessment
might become one of the inherent attributes
of landed
property. 2 The Government of Madras accepted the proposal
and ruled that “‘in
districts in which the revenue has
been
adequately
revised
the element of
price should
alone be considered in subsequent revisions, such districts

being those

duly

surveyed and settled.” 8

The possibility of

making prices alone the basis of assessment was negatived by
the Secretary of State in his Despatch dated 8th January
18854.
He ruled that prices alone should not the guiding
factor in revisions of assessment, but that increased value of

land and the landowners’ actual rentals should also be guiding
factors, care being taken not to raise the assessment unduly.
He also ruled that the repetition of field operations (survey,
valuation, minute inquiries into assets, and the like) which

are considered inquisitorial and harassing to the people should
be, as far as possible, dispensed with, and that improvements
made

by

landowners

should

not

be taken

into

account,

but

those made at the cost of the state should be taken into consideration, and also to some extent, increase of cultivation, 5
and declared himself averse to lay down any line of policy
binding

acting
1.
2,

upon

his

successors.

The

under

the

instructions

of

Indian Land Revenue Policy, 182°
Progress, 218,

Government

the

Secretary

of

India

of

State

3. Indian Land Revenue Policy, 182,
4, « Ibid, 27, 182 et seg.
:
5,

Ibid, 183.
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declined to give a pledge agains future revisions

of classifica-

tion, but intimated that the existing

if

classification,

found

to

be in the main acceptable, should not on re-settlement be
disturbed. 1 It had recently to consider the question in connection with a memorial submitted by certain retired Anylo-Indian
high officials to the Secretary of State for India, and forwarded
by him to the Government of India for consideration.
They
suggested that in periodical settlements of revenue there should
be no increase of assessment except incases where the Jand has
increased in value (1) in consequence of improvements in irriga~
tion works carried out at the expense cf government, (2) on
account of a rise in the value of produce, based on the average
prices of the thirty years next preceding such revision.
But

the Government of India declined to adopt the suggestion and
observed, “In these circumstances, to deny the right of the
State to a share in any increase of values except those which
could be inferred from

the general

tables of price

statistics-in

itself a most fallacious and partial test-would be tu surrender
to anumber of individuals an increment which they had not
themselves
outlay of

earned, but which had resulted, partly from the
Government money or great public works, such as

canals and railways, partly from general enhancement of
values produced by expending resources and a higher standard
of civilisation.’’2

கட்ட
8105.

According to the Tamil ciassics, a land tax amounting to
one-sixth of the produce was levied by the king which was payable either in money or in kind at the option of the farmer. But
this was not his only source of revenue. 3 He had, besides, the
revenue derived from customs, tolls, tributes paid by vassal
chiefs and princes, the booty pained

in border expeditions,

and

the profits of the pearl fishery, wild elephants and forest produce,
which were considered the demesnes of the king, 4 A water

eee was
state
ண்ண

5.
The

levied from
Hindu

the farmers

authorities

for water

on the

rate

Hindu system.

1. Indian Land Revenue Policy,,28.
2, Ibid, 28,
8.

Kanakasabhat Pillai, Tamils, 112,

4. Ibid.
5. Ibid,

of

supplied
assessment

by the
have
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already been given. 1 According to them, the highest that the
state can demand under ordinary circumstances is only onesixth of the produce varying with the soil, and the labour
necessary to produce it, and
necessity, such as war or
former times only the grain
and plantations, waters etc.

as much
invasion.
Jands were
were left

as

one-fourth in times of
It would appear that in
assessed ; wastes, woods,
to the free enjoyment of

the cultivators of the former ; and the various taxes for grazing
cattle, on tree plantations, the fisheries, backyards and houses
were inventions of later times. 2 There is no evidence that

any Hindu government took the step of ejecting a cultivator,
even if he failed to pay the assessment, but limited its reprisals
to personal torture or sale of moveable property. 8
The Hindu kings were not unmindful of the advantages
derived from a survey and measurement of lands,
The Tanjore
inscriptions of the time of Rajaraja Chola bear ample testimony
to the accuracy ani minutness of these operations, and we find
thaf

lands

as

small

an

extent

1

as கப்

measured and assessed to revenue.
been conducted in the 17th year

of

a

veli

.

Survey in
Chola’s time,

were

This survey appears to have
of the king, and the officer

who took an active part in these survey operations was the
great general, Kuruven Ulagalandan alias Rajaraja Maharajen
whose title ulagalandan i, e., ‘one who measesured the earth ”’
was conferred in recognition of his services in connection with
the survey operations, 4 The inscriptions also throw light how
the assessment was levied

in

the Chola Kingdom.® Outside the

Chola country, the revenue was payable in kind ; and in the
Chola country revenue payable in money was comparatively rare.
It further appears that in Ceylon wuere conditions were
apparently different, the revenue was payable in kind, in money

and in iluppaipal (milk of the tree, bassia longifolia).
Though the assessment consisted of a share of the produce of all cultivated lands, the share due from the produce
of dry lands i. ¢., lands not capable of artificial irrigation
but watered only by the rain and not capable of producing
1. Ante, Chapter I. pp. 11, 12.

9.
8.

Mivasi Papers, 256. note 28.
Man'of Adminis, 1 112,‘note (1).
a

4.
5.

8.1. Incriptions, I (1917) % 6.

Ibid, 424,

How fixed,
Dry land.
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metayer

of

The

assessment.

proportion

lawgivers

Vv.

6

system of Italy and other continental countries is

but a repetition of this plan.t
Increase

(CHAP.

was

Cc

sanctioned

and

not strictly adhered to,

regulated
anda

by the Hindu

larger proportion

was taken, but it did not in its nature operate as a general tax
on the agricultural class.2
The first innovation was made
in 1252 A. D. by one of the Pandian princes introducing the
novelty of demanding one-sixth of the produce separated from ©
the husk, which had the effect of increasing the assessment by
ten per cent,
This rate of assessment was generally adopted by
subsequent
Hindu governments until the extension of the
Vijianagar power tothe south when the assessment levied by
that government was introduced. This wasin accordance with
the manual published in 1336 A. )). by Madhavachari, the
prime
minister of Hurryhur Roy, called Vedaranya Smriti
founded on the text of Parasara with a copious commentary in

which the assessment of land, and the conversion of grain value
into money were elaborately dealt with. Briefly he took the
shastric rule of one-sixth of the crop as the government share |
and assuming that the average outturn was twelve times the
seed own, he distributed 30 kuttis of paddy, the produce of
24
kuttis of land as follows :—
To
the landlord
the cultivator

aes
Aa

நாரத

the sirkar
the temple

alae
si

1/6—5
1/30—1

the

உட

1/20—12

brahmans

3-7

The shares of the Gods and the Brahmans were made payable to the king who was charged with the duty of distri
buting

them.

This

arrangement left the

landholder three-fourths of

the produce. 8 The principle adopted
by Hurryhur Roy
in arriving at @ commuted money payment was
that an extent
of land

requiring

2% kuttis of seed to sow

1. Man of Adminis, 1, 113.
Miresi Papers, 256.
8. Fifth Report, 11) 447,;. Rev.
2.

Selec, 1. 895,

et seq;

Wilks,

I,

98, 96;

it should

pay

to

the

Chingleput, Dt. M. 201, 202; North
95,
anara Dt. M.

Arcot Dt. M. 118 ; South K

வே
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It had the effect of increasing

the assessment by ten per cent, and as remarked by Col.

showed the ingenuity of Madhavachari in invoking

IWilks

the aid of

shastras to increase the assessment.2 The assessment was fixed
on each estate, rekha or shist, and sometimes on every field,
lirwai, and an account of reka-siddayam (commonly called roy

reka) was drawn up which was so arranged in the village kadas
tiams that the assessment on every spot of land was shown in a
separate line.3 The settlement of Hurryhur Roy introduced in

Kanara was not made on an actual measurement of land but
Only on a rough estimate of the quantity of seed reported
to
have been sown ina field.
This was known as the bijawari
mode of assessment.
The regularity of the south-west monsoon
made the introduction of money assessments possible in South
Kanara.
‘hey therefore prevailed there and were not extended
to the other provinces of the Vijianagar empire, such as the
Tamil countries or Telingana where the division of produce

prevailed.4

After the fall of
the Vijianagar dynasty when the
country was distracted by frequent wars, a number of imposts

Additional
imposts.

was added under the pretext of necessity.
Even then the share
due to the state was considered to be only One-sixth, and the
other imposts were considered to be temporary only. Accordingly

it is stated

in the

Hindustan

where

Ain-i-Akbari that “ throughout the whole of
at

all

times

enlightened

monarchs

have

reigned, one sixth of the produce was exacted.” 5

From the Ain-t-Akbart, we learn that originally in Mahomedan countries the share due to the Sovereign never exceeded

one-sixth.
sixth

and

tax, khiraj.6

In the Turkish Empire,
tenth

respectively

were

Iran
taken,

But subsequently in Turan

ment was increased to

one half

which,

the

and Turan,

a

fifth,

besides a capitation

and

Iran the assess-

Ain-i-Akbari states

“does not appear exorbitant to a despotic Government,’’? and
this rate was perpetuated by the Mahomedans in India. While
under
1.
2.
8.
4,

Hindu governments

the

Rev. Selec. I, 896.
History of Mysore, I, 93, 95.
Mirast Papers, 255, 268, note (8).
Mirasi
896;
Szlec. I.
Rev.

assessment

was

Papers, 255, 268 ,nole(3),
5. Jarret, I. 55,
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid. 56.

considered

to

In Mahomedan
countries,
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be
ordinarily only one-sixth and thé other imposts only
temporary, the Mahomedan government made
one-half the

general rule.

Thus it is stated in the Hedaya “that the taking

One-half is one more than strict justice, and is not tyrranica
l,
because, as it is lawful to take the whole of the person and
property of the infidels,
and to distribute it among
the

Mahomedans,

it follows

that

taking

one-half

Aurangzebe treated one-half as the maximum,

is lawful.”

and in a

1

firman

declared that the Sovereign’s share of the produce should never

exceed One-half on any account.2
Money
&Ssessmenk,

As the state became
a more extended
and complex
institution, the collection of the whole of the revenue in kind

became

exceedingly

inconvenient and must

have

been in the

end impracticable.
It became therefore highly necessary to
devise
means regulating the securing in whole or in part

of

a

an

attempt

Sowad

commutation
who

arable lands
accomplish
Noshirwan,
India is to
however,

was

of

made

resolved

the
by

that

produce

Kobad,

the

into

money.

the Persian

revenue

should

Such

Sovereign

of

be

on

fixed

accurately surveyed.
But he died before he could
his design, and it was carried out by his son,
3 The first systematic attempt to introduce it into
be foundin the Institutes of Timur which had,
not an_
extensive
operation.4 Sher Khan made

the next attempt to introduce a regular
assessment and
collection of revenue, but did not live long enough to
carry his plan into general effect.
He fixed the share of
the produce due to the Sovereign at one-fourth.
His plan
was carried into general effect by his son, Selim Khan. = The
account in the Ain-i-Akbari states that Sher Khan and Selim

Khan abolished the custom of dividing the crops. § What was
left undone by them was effectively performed under the auspices

of Akbar by his great financier and

Todar Mull’s
system introducad in

Akbar’s time.

general,

Todar

Mull,

and '

his settlement is only that’ of Sher Khan carried into effect with
greater precision and correctness.7
The first step taken by Todar Mull towards effecting an

accurate assessment was
1.
2.
3,

4.

to make

See North Arcot Dé. M. 118, 119.
See. 5. Rev. Reg. 122,
Jarret,

Ain-i-Akbari, I, 55.

Field, Landholding, 480, 481.

a

measurement

5.
6,

Ibid, 482 ; Mlphinstone, 540.
Batllic, Land Pax, XXXII.

7.

Ibid,

of the land,
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and in order to uo this the more effectively one uniform
standard was substituted for the various measures in use
throughout thé country.
All arbitrary taxes were abolished,
and the country was divided into sections, each yielding a kror
of dams

equal to Rs.

250,000, the collector of which

was called

the krory.
This arrangement, however, did not last, and the
ancient Hindu divisions were again established.1 Lands were

divided into 4 classes :—(1) pulej, land which was cultivated for
every harvest and never allowed to lie fallow ; (2) perauti, land

which was allowed to be fallow

fora short

time

in order

that

the soil might recover its strength ; (3) chencher, land which had
lain fallow for three or four years ; and (4) banjar, land which

had been left uncultivated for five or more years.
Of the first
two clasess, there were three kinds, good middling and bad. The
produce

of each kind was added

together, and a third

of which

represented the medium prodace. One third of this medium
produce was exacted as the royal share.
After ascertaining
this share, it was commuted into a money payment.
For
this purpose statements of prices current for the nineteen
years immediately preceding the survey were called for from
every

town

and

village,

and

the

money according to

the

average

statements.

the

main

One

of

produce

of the
features

was

rates
of

turned

shown

into

in those

the settlement was

the change in the mode of rendering the revenue, namely,
in money instead of in kind, but it was not made obligatory on
the cultivator.
high, he was at
make his choice
made annually,

If he considered the
liberty to render it in
and adhere to it.
The
and was subsequently

money assessment too
kind, but was bound to
settlement was at first
extended to ten years,

The measurements and calculations were carefully recorded;
the distribution of land and ail decrease and increase of
revenue were all yearly entered in the village register.
The
farming system was put an end to. Settlements were made in
all cases with individual cultivators.
An element of village
settlement was introduced, namely the joint liability of the
whole community for the assessment of the village.
The com-

munity managed their own affairs and disposed
1.

Hlphinstone, 543.

of

the

waste.
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Lands exempt from revenue were registered, and those that
were improperly held were resumed.
Remissions were granted
on the occurrence of great calamities and payment was enforced
by personal restraint and seizure of goods, and not by sale of
land.
On the other hand government reserved the right to
take the land from one who would not cultivate it and give it
to others,t The assessment introduced by Todar Mull is
known as assul tumar jumma or original standard
and all subsequent additions thereto are abwabs.

Principie of
Moghul taxation.

assessment,
The system

of Akbar introducing a fixed assessment is known in the south
as mowuzzuf system.
The principle of Moghul taxation was thus calculated to
give the Sovereign a proportion of the advantages arising from
extended cultivation and increased population.
As these were
discovered, the tumar or standard assessment was augmented,
and it was based upon a knowledge of the real and existing
resources.

An increase of jumma

exacted

from

the

zemindar

affected his profits but made no alteration in the rates upon
the ryots. He paid a portion of the rents arising from discovered improvement in his estate, but the cultivators of the soil
were not by this demand exposed to an enhancement of the

rates.?

Introduction
in the

south,

Akbar’s sysiem was introduced into the Dekkan by Murshid
Quli Khan during Aurangzebe’s viceroyalty therein 8; and Malik
Ambar, an Abyssinian under the Mahomedan princes of the
south and Sivaji carried out the same principle ina large portion
of the south.4 The assessment introduced by Aurangzebe into

the south

is known

as jumma-i-kamil

or kamil assessment.

it

restored the high assessment that was prevalent before Akbar. 5
There is nothing to show how far and on what principles the

system

was introduced

in the south.

Hyder

Ali

abolished the

system of the division of produce and introduced a fixed money

assessment

on

fanams. ©

Tippu raised it by 25 per cent by the simple expedi-

ent of
1.
2.

collecting

all

cultivated
itin

calculated

in

kanteraya (Sultani), instead

Man of Adminis. I, 115.
Minute of Sir John Shore,

Report, 1. 106.

lands

Fifth

8. About N.D. 1687, Mivasi Papers,
258, note 28; Sarkar, I. 191.

4.
0.
6.

viraraya

of viraraya

Moan of Adminis, I. 115,
Mirast Pagers, 258 note 28,

Cotmbatore

Di. M. 819.

Dt. M.

93 ;

Néilagiri
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cultivators

to pay

101

for all cultivable

lands, whether: cultivated in the year or not. 2
The

oriental

theory

as now

understood

by

the British

government is that the produce of land which is given by
nature as opposed to that which is the result of invested capita]
is the proper source from which to draw revenue ; and that, if
this be not alienated to individuals, or appropriated by them
by prescription, the necessity for taxing labour or capital
is obviated. 8 Under the ryotwari system the soil itself is
taxed, and assessment is fixed on the land and does not depend

Under

the

ryotwa’)
tem

sys-

upon the description of the produce, or upon the claims of
certain classes of persons to reduced rates. # As a rule all lands
are classed under two general heads, wef and dry, and in some
districts, a third class of lands, called manavari is also reco-

gnised.5 Wet lands which in all ordinary circumstances have an
unfailing supply of water for two crops are registered as
double crop, the charge for second crop being half the first crop
assessment;

6 and

the

second

crop

assessment

can be

pounded with the first crop assessment. 7 Single

on which

double crop

is raised with

the aid

water is charged with second crop assessment.

Wet land,

com-

crop wet land

of government
Wet land irrigat-

ed by supplemental wells is liable to pay wet assessment fixed
upon it, except in seasons when there is no supply whatever
in government works and the land is cultivated solely with the
aid of well water,s when only dry assessment is charged.

Wet

land

on

which

dry crops

are

raised with

the

aid

of

government water isliable to pay the full assessment, but if the
dry crop so raised happens to be second cropafter the first crop

has been cut, the same charge as for a similar crop on dry land
is levied.9
A dry crop raised on wet land without the aid
of

government

water

after

the first crop

has been cut is not

liable to any charge.!0 In’cases where water is taken by baling
for first or second crop, a deduction is allowed.11
No tax is imposed for a second crop on dry land. Lands
1.
9.
8,

Coimbatore Dt. M. 98.
Nilagiri: Di. M. 312.
Man of Adminis. I. 118,

5.

S. 0. 1-(6) p. 2.

ச:

ஒடு புற

ஏ

6. 9.0.1 (4) p, 1.

8.
8.
9.

10.

ர

80:
00.4.
8. 0.6 (5) p. 9.
$. 0. 5 (2) p. 7.

Ibid.

ட.

மிரு
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groups

according

to

the

nature and efficiency of the sources of irrigation from which the
lands derive their supply of water, and lands falling under each
of

these groups are classed under the 66 varieties of soil.

The

second process is to ascertain the grain outturn of the lands
irrigated and unirrigated.
For this purpose certain prevailing dry crops in the case of dry lands, and paddy in the
case of irrigated lands are taken as standards, and the average
outturn,

in

terms

of

these

crops,

of

every

variety

of

soil,

is to be ascertained by actual harvest experiments conducted
for a series of years. From the average outturn thus ascertained, a deduction of from 15 to 25 per cent. is made on account of extraordinary: vicissitudes of season and barren patches unavoidably measured with fields. The third process is to find the
money value of the grain outturn.
For this purpose the value
of grain for 20 non-famine years proceeding the settlement is
ascertained, and deducting from it'8 to 20 per cent. for cartage
and merchants’ profits, the

remainder is taken to represent the

ryot’s prices and adopted as the commutation rate, and the
grain Gutturn is converted into money at this rate. The fourth
process is to ascertain by actual enquiries the expenses of
cultivation for each kind of soil. The difference between the
money value of the grain and the cultivation expenses is taken
as the net

value

each

of

kind

and half of it is taken

of soil,

to represent the land tax. To correct inequalities arising from
(1) the adoption of a single commutation rate for an entire
district or other larger tract of country comprising a number
of taluqs, while the prices of grain often differ from village
to village according to facilities of communication and proximity to markets, and (2) the adoption of the same grain
values for similar soils whose fertility may be affected by
local circumstances such as, vicinity
the villages are grouped together

ihe money
group

are

value
raised

applicable
or

to

lowered

to the sea, rivers or hills,
into separate groups, and

the lands
according

comprised
to

in each

circumstances.

Minor differences in the value of lands due to the same causes
are allowed for by modifying the classification under ‘‘sorts” in
each group.

Thus fair land

ina

good

situation immediately

adjoining the inhabited portion of the villages would be classified

Tyee
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8

thereof,
rised

but

in

1869

the

occupations were not

High

Cc

Court held

that

unautho-

offences, and that, if such holders

were to be ousted, government must apply to Civil Courts.
Thereupon inorder to avoid this difficulty, Collectors were
authorised to

impose prohibitory

assessment with

a view, not

to punish the intruder, but to make him quit the land which he
had unauthorisedly occupied.
To effectuate this object, the
assessment was not calculated on the half net or any other
principle but was fixed sufficienfly heavy to compel the immediate surrender of the land, and it was increased from year to year
until such surrender, amounting in certain cases even to one
hundred times the ordinary assessment.
It was really intended more as a fine than an assessment strictly so called.
Government was collecting this assessment as an arrear of
land revenue under the provisions of Act Il of 1864, and this
procedure had been adopted ever since its institution in 1869.
The legality of this procedure, however, was questioned in the
case of Madathapu Ramayya v. The Secretary of State.1 In that
case the plaintiff put up a shed and pial to his house upon
land which was part of a public highway, and government
thereupon
imposed and collected from him a prohibitory
assessment and also gave him notice that thereafter an enhanced
rate would be levied. Thereupon the plaintiff brought a suit,
inter alia, for the recovery of the amount collected from him.
It was held that the theory under which land revenue in this
Presidency was collected presupposed that the person from
whom it was collected had an interest in the land and was
recognised as landholder by the Revenue Recovery Act, that
the prohibitory assessment was levied from a person not
because he was a landholder nor on the basis that he had an

interest in the land, but on the footing that he was a trespasser

that, therefore, the prohibitory assessment was not an arrear
of land revenue so as to attract the provisions of the Revenue

Recovery Act, and that the amount collected from the plaintiff

should be refunded.

To

counteract the effect of this decision

and to legalise the existing
Ast III of
1905.

practice, the

Madras

Legislature

intervened and passed Act III of 1905.
Though the immediate
object of this enactment is to make the imposition of penal or
1,

27 Mad.

886; dnkinudu

v.

The

Secretary of State. 28 Mad, 312,
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create 2 presumption of ownership in government which can
be rebutted in any particular case and is not *o divest the
right to property vested in another and vest it in government.!
In proceeding to deal with unauthorised occupations,
the Collector, or subject to his control, the Tasildar or Deputy
Tasildar is given the option of adopting any one of the following courses :—
(1)

he may simply levy an assessment, in accordance
with the provisions contained in sub-sections (i)
and (ii) of Section 3 ;
he may levy a penalty in addition to the assessment,
which is to be calculated in accordance with the
provisions contained in sub-sections (i) and (ii) of
Section 5;

(2)

(3). he may, in addition to the

imposition

and penalty, or in

to

addition

the

of assessment

imposition

of

assessment alone without penalty direct that any
crop or other product raised on the land shali be
forfeited.
(4)

he may summarily evict the person in occupation. °

The rate or amount of the assessment declared payable
cannot be questioned in a Civil Court. Before taking action
in cases (2) to (4), the Act provides for notice to be given to the

person

reputed to be in unauthorised

occupation

of the land

calling upon him to show cause why he should not be proceeded against as above, ® and eviction is to be carried out in
for

the manner provided

against

fore, taken

the

by

Section

tenant

6.

occupation

in

landlord also. ® It is declared that the assessment

levied under the Act can

1.
9,
3.

4.

cause

of action;

See ante p. 143, note 5.
Section é (1). ;
bid.

Section 4.

will bind
and

his

penalty

be realised as arrears of land re-

venue. 7 Appeals against the levy of
revenue officers to higher revenue
for by Section 10. Persons feeling
proceedings taken under the Act can
redress, and limitation therefor is six

the

there-

Proceedings,

and

the

assessment imposed by
authorities are provided
themseives aggrieved by
apply to Civil Courts for
months from the date of

cause of action arises (a) in
5, Seetion 7,
6. The Secretary of Siate
Chettiar, 85 M. L, J. 410,

7,

92010% 9,

v,

Samé
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respect of any aisessment or penalty, on the date on which
such assessment or penalty was levied, and (b) in respect of
eviction or forfeiture, on the date of eviction or forfeiture. 1
A suit to recover possession of land from which a person has
been evicted under
the
provisions of the Act is one
governed by the special period of limitation presented by
it, 2 A mere prohibitory notice given by the Collector before
exercising the powers given under the Act is not a proceeding
under the Act, and the cause of action arises when, after inquiry penal assessment is levied or eviction ordered.3 The
word “levied” means collected, and the cause of action arises
in (a) not from the date of imposition of penal assessment, but
from the date when it was actually collected, and in (b) not
from the date when the Collector issues an order for eviction,
but from the date oi which some steps are taken to evict the

person

in

occupation.4

Where

proceedings

under

the

Act

were taken against the tenant in occupation, and he was evicted and the cettle shed erected by him demolished, it was held
that his landlord also was

a person aggrieved by a proceeding

taken under the Act and the cause of action arose within six
months from the date of the eviction of the tenant.5 The levy
of assessment and eviction afford distinct causes of action, 6
The person with whom government enters into direct
engagement und-r the ryotwari system is called the ryot. The
word ryot is a corruption of the Arabic word, rayut which
literally siginifies ‘pasture’? or “‘herd of cattle,” and was
introduced

into India after the Mahomedan

conquest.

Ryot.

It was

applied to subjects at large, either as being more commonly
employed in the pasturing of cattle, or as being themselves
cattle

or

sheep,

and

the

special

care

of their proprietors or

Governors, who, by the same figure of speech, were sometimes
designated by the kindred name of 7822 or shepherd.7
When a ryot is first put into possession of land, he is
furnished with a document, called patia which is liable to
1.

Section 14.

2. Gangama
of State, (1915)
8. Narayana
of State, 23 M.

4,

Naidu y. The Secretary
2 M. W.N. 82.
.
Pillai vy. The Secretary
L, J. 162; The Secretary

of Stete v. Assay, 39 Mad.

disapproving
Bhaskaradu
rayudu, 88 Mad. 674.

727 (F. B.);
v.

Subba-

Kesava

Cheiti v. The Secretary of

State, 42 Mad. 451.
:
5. The Secretary of State v. Sami
Chettiar, 85M.
J. 410,
6. Sultan Monideen Saheb v. The

Secretary of State 37 M, L. J. 213.
7.

Baillie, Land Tax, xxi.
.
,

Patta,
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settlement,
called
jamabandi
revision
at each annual
According to Sadasiva Ayyar,
J. government is under
no statutory obligation to issue any
patta at all to a
ryotwari proprietor.1 The patta is only a mere bill issued to
the ryot so that all concerned may know the amount of assessment payable and the instalments by which itis payable, and
is not, nor does it purport to be, in the nature of a grant or
conveyance.2
It is not evidence of title, but only of possession, 3
Right of
pattadar.

A registered pattadar may, sa far as he is concerned, alienate, sublet, mortgage. sell, bequeath or otherwise dispose of the
whole or any portion of his holding.4 Section 2 of Regulation
XXVI of 1802 requires the Collector of each district to keep
registers for registering landed property paying revenue to
government, and to register all transfers from one proprietor to
another, and Section 3 provides that transfers without such
registry are not valid in the Courtsof Adawlut anddo not exempt
the persons in whose names the estates stand from paying the
revenue due from such lands.5 As early as 1831 the Sudder
Court pointed out that registry by a Collector could not confer
a title, and that conversely want of registry could not take
away title to property.6 Therefore want of registry does not
affect the validity of the sale of land as between the seller
and the purchaser and an unregistered transfer is invalid
only as against government.
Consequently it has been
held that transfers without registry in the Collector’s books
are valid as between the parties, and are invalid only as
against government for the purpose of claiming exemption
from liability to revenue.’ Therefore in the absence of such
registry on an alienation, the registered pattadar is liable to be
proceeded against under the Revenue Recovery Act for
1,

Rama Rao y.The Secretary of State,

(1914) M. N. 388.

2. Freeman v. Fatrbe, 1 M.1.A.805 ;
The Collector of Trichinopoly vy. Lekkamuni, 11. A. 28%; Bhashyam Ayyangar,

J.in

The Secretary of State, v.

Kasiuri

Reddi 26. Mad. 268 (272); Benson, J. in
Muthuveerappa Vandayan v. The Secre-

tary of Siate. 29 Mad. 461

(467).

3. No.2 of 1827: Mangamma v.
Timmapaiya, 3 M.H. C. R. 134 ; Sndramanian
Chetty v. Muhalingaswami

arrea‘s

Sivan, 88 Mad, 41. (F. B).

4,

8. O. 28 (2) p. 106,

5, Sea also ante Chapter iV, p. 133.
6. Letter
of Sudder
Adawlut to
Government, (Sloan, 82) ; see also No.
2. of 1827,

ர். Mangamme v. Timmapaiya, 3 M.
ப, 0, 8, 194 ; Seshagirt v. Pichu, 11
Mad 452; Narayana Raja 1. Ramachavdra Bazu, 26 Mad. 521; Subramania Chetty v. Mahalinga Sivan, 33
Mad. 41.
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of revenue due evefi on tle lands alienated by him.
When a
pattadar, makes an alienation, and it is registered in the
Collector’s register, the transferee takes the land subject to the
payment of arrears of revenue or other legal charges due on it,

and subject to the same conditions and obligations as the
tranferor held it under.!
The pattadar is not to be charged for
any increased produce due on account of improvements made
by him,

but cannot claim, as of right, reduction of assessment
on account of the space occupied by such improvement.2
He

is liable to pay the assessment fixed on it, whether cultivated or
not, waste or fallow.® Section 48 of the Revenue Recovery Act
says that a sale for arrears of revenue conveys to the purchaser
the land free of all prior encumbrances.

At

the

time

of

the

introduction

of

ryotwari

system

into this Presidency, settlements were entered into with
the cultivating proprietor whom government
found on the

land and treated him as the proprietor thereof.4
The ryotwari
proprietor being the owner of the soil, it was held ina _ series
of cases that he was entitled to carry on the

cultivation of. his

lands in any manner he chose best, and that any person
claimed a permanent or any other right in derogation of
proprietor’s right must strictly establish it. 5 On the other
certain other cases took the view that the mere fact
ryotwari settlements were entered into with cultivating

who
the
hand
that
pro-

prietors did not necessarily show that other persons claiming
a right of occupancy were not onthe land,6 and that unless

the ryotwari proprietor showed that he let the tenants into
possession as tenants from year to year or otherwise showed
his right to eject, he could not eject them.?
Finally the
-question came up for decision before the Privy Council
1. 8. 0. 28 (2) p. 109 ; Kota Subbayya
கத v. The Secretary of State, 35 Mad.
56.
2.

8.0.28

(8) p. 106.

8.

§ 0.28 (9) p. 106.

4.

The subject is historically treated

by Seshagiri Ayyar,J.in Ponniah Nadan

y. Detvant Ammal, 36 M. Lu. J. 468.
5. Chidambaram Pillai v. Tiruvengadatha
Ayyangar, 7 M. L. J, 1;
Rengaswami Reddy v. Gnanasambanda
Pandarasannadhi, 22 Mad, 264; Cheekatt Zemindar v. Ranasooru Dhora, 23
Mad. 318 ; Chinnan vy. Kondan Naidu,

6

M.

L.

J.

T 23

169;

Naina

Pillai

Maracayer
83M.L.J.

v,

Ramanathan

84; Mahomed

Chettiar,
Rowther

vy,

Alagappa Cheitiar, 84 M.L.J.
284:,
Ananthapadmanatha Pillai v. Gopala977;
N.
W.
M.
(1915)
krishnier,
Ponniah Nadan v. Deivani Ammal, 36
M. I. J. 463; Aivyappa Naicker v,
தரன அரத
Naicker, 87 M.L. 3.
8.
6.
Veeraman Ambalam v. Annaswami
Verkatachalla
Ayyar, 21 M.L. 3.845;
Ayyar, 24
Goundan vy. Rangarainam

M. L. J. 571. Ayyar y,
Muihuswami
7. Ibid;
Najnar Amma, (1918) M. W. N. 219.
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in the case of Sethuratnam Ayyar v. Venkatuchalla Goundan. 1
In that case the Privy Council held, agreeing with the first
series of cases that in localities where the iyotwari system
prevailed, permanance was not a universal and integral incident
of an under-ryot’s holding ; and
Absolute proprietorship,

that

if

it must be

Subject to the payment of revenue, a ryotwari proprietor
enjoys an absolute proprietorship over the soil and can deal

with or use it in any manner he likes. 2.

Right to
trees,

claimed,

established, which could be done by proving a custom, contract
or a title, and possibly by other means.

But

when

he works

mines, he is liable to pay a royalty in addition to the usual
assessment for surface cultivation. 8
The pattadar is absolutely entitled to the trees standing
on his holding, and is not separately charged
therefor. 4
Separate pattas are not now issued for trees, except for palmy-

ras in the Tinnevelly District, and where such pattas have
issued, they are to be cancelled, and the

tree

pattadar

make his own arrangements with the land pattadar,

been
left to

if the two

happen to be different.5 The interest of the tree pattadar is an
interest in land, and he has more than a mere right of access

to the fruits of trees. He has an interest during
ance of the patta in the tree itself, and in all that

the continuis necessary

for the growth of the tree including the soil on which it stands. 6
But his interest in the soil is a limited one and is in the nature
of aneasement.
It extends to a right of access to the trees
for taking their produce and for manuring and watering them
when occasion requires and subsists only so long as the trees
exist’ . Except to this limited extent, he has no absolute right
either to the soil on which trees stand or the interspaces between them, nor can he demand a pattatherefor as of right. §
He has got only a right to the usufruct of trees.
He has no

right to the trees if they fall, and their value is to

be recovered

from him if he fells or otherwise destroys them. 9 His interest
is liable to be cancelled, if the land is at any time given on
1,

48 Mad. 567 47 1.A. 76; Chinnam-

mal v. Ratnasabhapathi

191.

Chettiar, 12

2.

Man. of Adminis. 1 104.

8.

S. O. 28 (7) p. 107.

4. §. O. 18 (1) p.
Adminis. I, 121.
5. §. O, 18 (1) p. 44.

6.

L.

44; Man. of

Reference under the Madras Forest

Act, 12 Mad

208;

Theivu

Pandtthan y.

The Secretary of State,21 Mad.488(F.B.)

1.

-

Thetvu Pandithan v. The Secretary

of State, 21 Mad. 438 (F. B.)

8.
9,

Ibid.
§.,0. 18 (2):(ii) ற. 45.
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"The position of government in regard to liability for damages
caused to individuals by such irrigation works has been compared by the Privy Council in The Madras Railway Company v.
The Zemindar of Karveinagar } to that of persons acting under
statutory powers.
It is not bound to repair irrigation works
whenever they require repair, and a ryotwari land-holder has
no right to damages against government in respect of loss
incurred by him owing to failure of water caused by such nonrepair 2, Where part of the source of irrigation for a village is
a government tank, the mirasidars who own wet lands from
time immemorial have a preferential right to the supply of
water from the tank to the assignees of waste lands from government who have since brought them into cultivation.
The ryot has no right that water should be supplied to him
through a particular source, and government has the right
to alter the sources, means,

works,

water for irrigation is supplied

etc., from or

to the

by

ryot entitled

which the

thereto, so

long as his right to water is not prejudically affected so as to
cause real damage4. A ryotwarti proprietor whose source of
water supply is interferred with by another is entitled to an
injunction restraining him
from
such interference.6 The
right of the ryot to receive the accustomed supply of water is
not based on any contract with government, but the contrary

view has

also been taken. 7 According

J. it is of the nature of aright

it was

held

that

the

to Subramania

im rem, 8 and

persons

at whose

on this

Ayyar

principle

instance

the

Sub

Collector interfered with the source of supply to the plaintiff
were held to be liable in damages to the latter 9; while
the contrary has been held in Chinnappa Mudaliar vy. Sikka
Natkan.10 (n Krishnier v. Venkatachalla M udaly\) it was held
DS
42904
2 பிட்ட
Sankaravadevelu Prilai v. The Secretary
of State, 28 Mad. 72 (78); Fischer v. The

Secretary cf State, 82 Mad. 141.
2.

The Secretary of State

yv. Muthu

Veeran Reddt, 84 Mad. 82.
~
3. a The Secreiary of State v. Sriranga Chariar, 51 1, ©. 794.
4. Per Subramania
Ayyar,

J»

in

Sankaravadivelu Pilla vy. The Secretary

of Stote, 28 Mad, 72 ; Nypappa Servai v,
Véeran, 82 Mad. 428,
ன்
56
Rama
Odatjan y, Subra:
i

Aiyor, 81 Mad, 171.

ன்

6,

Per

Subramaria

Aiyar

J.

in

Sankaravedivelu Pillay y. The Secretary
of State, 28 Mad, 72; The Secretary of

State Vv. Muthuveera Reddy, 34 Mad, 89;
Nyneppa Servat v. Veeran 82 Mad. 428.
i. ChinnapPa
Mudaliar v. Sikka
Naiken, 24 Mad. 36,
8. Sankaravedivelu
Pillay v. The
Secretary of State, 28 Mad, 79,
’
ih Mian
௫. Narayanasami,
10,

11.

24 Mad. 36,

7M.

y, Lister,

H.C. R. 60; Venkata Redd

7M. H. Q. R. 842,

i
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that a ryotwari propriefor was a tenant from year to year,
having no alsolute interest in land and could not claim a right
to water by prescription as against government.
But this view
can now be hardly maintained. 1

Darkhast literally means

application, and

darkhast grants

are grants made by government on the application of ryots of
lands at its disposal consisting of waste lands, assessed and unassessed, and of lands relinquished or abandoned by ryots. The
mode of disposal of the various classes of lands, the officers
who are authorised to grant them, the classes of lands which
each can grant and the procedure to be adopted by them in such

disposal
Order

in

are all

regulated by

15 of the

the first

Board of

instance

the

rules contained in Standing

Revenue,2 which

by it and

are rules

sanctioned by

framed

government. 3

The powers of the various classes of officers who are authorised
to act under the darkhast rules vary with their position and the

importance or character

of the

lands.

The officers

who

are

authorised to act under them either in the first instance, or on
appeal made to them are really agents appointed in that behalf

by government, and the acts of these officers within the scope
of their authority are binding upon government as if they
were made by the Governor in Council himself.4 Therefore
when land was granted on darkhast by the Deputy Tasildar and
the grant was confirmed by the Deputy Collector as provided
for by the rules, and no further appeal or revision having

been provided for by the

rules then

in force, it cannot

- quently be annulled by the same or other Deputy

Collector or

even by the Governor-in-Council, and the only way
it can be set aside is on the ground of fraud,
or mutual

mistake.5

The

authority

subse-

in

which

misrepresentation

conferred

by

government

under the darkhast cules on the several officers not being made
by virtue of statutes

or statutory rules, their

respective

action

in the disposal of lands under those rules is not subject to any
1.

Cf.

The

Secretary

of

g.
8.

I. pp. 28—48.
Ses The Secretary

Muthuveera Reddy, 34 Mad. 82.
Kasturs Reddy,

4.

Ibid;

26 Mad,

see alse

268

The

State

of State

v.

484;

v.

made Behari v. The Secretary of State,
31 Mad. 264; The Secretary of State v.

(286).

Secretary of

State v. Rengappa, 12 Mad. 404; Persaroyulu Reddt v. Royalu Reddt, 18 Mad,

Muthu

Veera

Vandayan

Secretary of State, 29 Mad. 461;
Bundeppa,

5.

32 Mad.

800.

v. The

Aum-

The Secretary of State v. Kasturi

Reddy, 26 Mad. 268.
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other control other than that provided by the rules,

and there-

fore Regulations I] of 1803 and VII of 1828 vesting in the
Collector a power of revision and superintendence over subordinate Revenue Officers have no application to such cases. 1
4 grant of land was made by the Tahsildar and an appeal
was
preferred to the Sub-Collector under the rules who
instead of

disposing of it himself forwarded it to the Collector. The
latter made an order annulling the grant and forwarded it to
It was held that as the proper appellate officer
the applicant.
was the Sub-Collector who had not set aside the grant and as

the Collector had no revisional power under the rules then
in force, the applicant obtained a good title under the grant. 2
The issue of patta after the decision of the original authority
is subject to the result of the decision by the appellate autbority. 8 Where a grant had been obtained by fraud, the proper
course for the party affected thereby is to apply to the revenue
the
Where
authorities to set it aside and grant it to himself.
plaintiff who had a preferential right to land under the darkhast
rules stated that he did not want it, and on the faith of it the

defendant at the instance of the revenue inspector cleared the
land of prickly pear but subsequently the plaintiff broke faith
with the

defendant and

held that

he had

obtained the land

a good

title to

it.5

Where a

made by the Tasildar is set aside by the Deputy

ing

under

the

under

grantee

the

rules,

it was

for himself,

the

grant

of land

Collector

former

act-

is not

entitled to the value of trees planted by him and compensation

tor the
certain
granted
without

amount spent in clearance of prickly pear.¢ Where a
warg which consisted in portion of submerged land is _
on darkhast and the whole extent is entered in the patta:
such portion being struck off, the darkhast grant

includes the whole

not

warg and

merely

the

cultivable

por-

tion.’ In a application for grant. of certain lands, an order was
made by the revenue authorities granting them to the applicant
1. Sappani Asari Fhe
Coimbatore, 26 Mad. 749,
Qe a Toia.
3,

Collector

Tirumalatsemt Ayyangar

y

of

Tiru-

malat Gourdan, 19 Mad, 824; Bhashyam
Ayyangar, J. in The Secretary of State v.
Kasturi Reddy, 26 Mad. 268; Benson, J.
in Muthuveerappa Vandayan vy. The
Secretary of State, 23 Mad. 461: Sea also
The Secretary of State v. Rangappa

12 Mad. 404.
4. Annammal v.
Venkatavaghavachary, 18 M. J. 187.
5. Periathambi Goundan y. Peria
Goundan, 23 M i J. 543.
6. Devaramopi Bhogappa 1. Bhinaka
Gowd,

(19 15) M. W. N. 248.

7. Abdul Razak v. The Secretary of
State, 281. C. 719, (2) Rama Rau 1, The
Secretury of State, (1914) M. W. N. 388
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on condition that he

was to pay

a certain

was to be treated as sivaijama

and

on

185
assessment

the further

which

condition

that until the alignment of a railway line which was then in
contemplation was selected, no patta would be issued to him,
and that, as soon’as the alignment was selected, patta would be

issued to him for the remaining
siva Ayyar,

was decided

land.

It was held

J. that the grant was temporary

upon,

and

thereafter

till the

became

by Sadaalignment

a perfected

one

with the usual incidents of tyotwari tenure ; and Seshagiri
Ayyar, J. held that the grant was only a temporary one and that

no right passed to the grantee.1
Lands acquired by a lessee
under darkhast during the currency of his lease is not appurtenant to properties held by him as a lessee 2.
In view of the decisions which held

revisional authority had

no

power

to

that

the

interfere

appellate or

with

grants

made by subordinate officers in the absence of an express
provision to that effect in the darkhast rules, an additional rule

14-B (present rule 17) was made in 1908. Rule 17 provides
that if at any time within three years of the original or appellate decision the Divisional Officer or the Collector is satisfied
both that the decision was passed, either (1) under a mistake
of fact, or (2) owing to fraud

or misrepresentation,

or (3) or in

excess of the limits of
authority possessed by the officer
passing it, and that the interests of government or of the
public are affected thereby, the Divisional Officer if the decision
was that of the Tahsildar, or the Collector if 1t was that of the
Divisional Officer, may set aside, cancel or in any way modify

the decision.
The Board of Revenue is also given power
without any limit of time to set aside, cancel or amend any
decision in a darkhast case on being satisfied that the decision
exceeded the powers conveyed by the Standing Orders to the
person making the order or that it was passed under a mistake
of fact or owing to misrepresentation or fraud.3
The mistake
of fact which enables these officers to set aside grants made
by subordinate officers need not be mutual, but it is enough if

the mistake is one of fact operating on the mind
1.

Rama Rao

v. The

2.

Kanthu v. Dasu Upadya, 26 1. 0,

State, (1914) M. W. N. 888.
T 24

Secretary

of

876 ; Sankara Bhatta

M.L. J. 120.
8.

8: 0: 1,88.

of the officer
vy.

Moidin,

25

Change in
standing
order.
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making them, 1 ‘The words in the rule “ that the interests of
government or of the public are affected thereby” have
reference only to cases in which the grants exceed the limits
of the authority possessed by the officers making them, and
do not apply to cases of fraud, misrepresentation

But the

rule

is

not

retrospective

and

or mistake. 2

cannot affect

vested

rights, 8
Non-observance of

formalities,

Failure to observe the formalities

prescribed

by the dark-

hast rules does not invalidate grants made by officers competent
to make

them.

Thus omission

to publish

the

application by

tom-tom in the village, to get the signature of the nearest landholder and to put up notices in two places

does

not invalidate

a grant 4; nor failure to consult the Municipal Council 5, or
the Presidency Port Officer 6; nor to dispose of tank bed lands
in the manner indicated by the rules 7. Under the Standing
Order the sanction of the Collector is necessary to transfer
unassessed waste to assessed

waste

before it can be granted on

darkhast, An avplication for grant of unassessed waste was
made to the Collector who directed the Divisional Officer to
dispose of the land under the darkhast

rules.

The

Divisional

Officer in his turn forwarded it for disposal to the Tahsildar who
granted the land to the plaintiff. The grant was confirmed by
the Divisional Officer and some months afterwards when the
facts of the case were brought to the notice of the Collector, he

passed an order in which no objection was taken that the
Tahsildar had no authority to make the grant.
In the return
submitted to the Collector under revenue rules the unassessed
waste granted to the plaintiff was shown as having been made
into sub-divisions, as also their extents and assessments and

the Collector made an endosement thereon, “The survey extent
and assessment are approved and sanctioned.” It was held that
1.
Gowd.

Devaramant Bhoqappav. Bhinaka
(1915) M. W.

N.

148;

but

sea

The Collector of Salem v. Rangappa.

12

Mad.

in

404;

Bhashtiam

<dyyangar,

J.

The Secretary of Statev. Kasturi Reddy,
296 Mad. 258; Sappant Asari v. The
Secretary of State, 296 Mad. 742; The
Seoretary of State v. Bundeppa, 82 Mad.
800.

2.
Gowd,

்

Devaramant Bhogappa vy. Bhinaka
(1915) M, W. N. 148,

Sane
Secretary
of
State
1.
Krishnama Chariar, 1. W. 225.
4. Periaroyulu
Reddi
v. Royulu
Reddi, 18 Mad. 434,
5. The Secretary of State vy. Kasturi
Reddi, 26 Mad. 268.
6. Hummode Behari v. The Secretary of State; 81 Mad. 264.
1. The ' Secretary
of State
v.
Bundeppo,
382
Mad.
800;
Karia

Goundan v.*Raghava Reddi, 1 L.W. 410,
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even though there was no formal order by the Collector transferring unassessed into assessed waste, his endorsement on the
return was sufficient authority for such transfer and that there-

fore the grant made by the Tahsildar could not be questioned. 1
With regard to irregularities in procedure in the case of darhhast

grants,

another

new

provision has

been

made

in

the

New proe

vision.

present Standing Order under which the Board of Revenue is
given power to set them aside when on the motion of the
Collector it is satisfied that there has been an irregularity in
procedure and

that

the

interests

of

government

or

of

the

public are affected thereby. 3
Civil Courts have jurisdiction to take cognizance of orders

passed by Revenue Officers under darkhast rules, and it is not
taken away merely because the grant is alleged

have

to

been

made under those rales.’ Civil Courts haye, however, to concern themselves only with those rules which define the officers
competent to make such assignments of land, the extent of

their authority including the description of lands which
said officers may dispose of under the darkhast rules, and

the
the

degree of control by a higher grade officer to whom the
exercise of such authority is subject. But they have no jurisdiction to set aside grants made by an officer competent to

make them on the:ground that

the

formalities

prescribed

by

the darkhast rules have not been followed;
nor could they
compel revenue authorities to make settlement with a particular person on the ground that he is entitled to preference
under the rules.
‘There was a difference ot opinion between
Sir Arnold White, C. J. and Benson J.in Muthuveera Vandayan
1, The Secretary of State v. Krish.
nama Chariar, 1. L. W. 225.
2. 5.0. XV R. 17 (I. 33.)
8. Kullappa
Naik
v.
Ramanuja
Chariar, 4 M.H.C.R. 429; The Collector
of Salem v. Rangappa, 12 Mad. 404;

The Secretary of State v. Kasturi Readi,
26 Mad.

268

(273,

286).

4, Bhashyam Ayyangar, J. in The
Secretary of State v. Kasturi Reddi,
26 Mad. 268 (277); Sappani Asari v.
Lhe Collector of Coimbatore, 26 Mad.
142;
Muthuveera
Vandyan
v. The
Secretary of State, 29 Mad. 461.
Pertaroyulu
Redd
vy. 701/1

Reddi, 18 Mad. 484; The Secreiary of
State v. Kasturi Reddi, 26 Mad. 268

(277); Sappani Asari v. The Collector of

Coimbatore,

26

Mad.'

749

(758, 754);

Muthuveera Vandyan v. The Secretary of
State, 29 Mad. 461; Hummadi Behari y,
The Secretary of State, 31 Mad. 264 ச
The Secretary of Statev. Bundeppa, 39
Mad. 800 ; Karia Goundan vy. Raghava

Reddi, 1. L. W, 410,
6.

Subbaraya

Mudalj

v,

The Sub-

Collector of Chingleput, 6 Mad. 808;
Subbaraya v. Krishnappa, 12 Mad. 429;
Pertaroyulw Reddit v. Royulu Reddi, 18

Mad, 434;

The

Secretary

of State v.

Kasturi Redd@i, 26 Mad, 268; Sappani
Asari v. The Collector of Coimbatore, 26
Mad. 742,

Jurisdiction
of Civil
Courts
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v. The Secretary of State 1, whether the Civil Court could
interfere with the decision of the appellate revenue authority

which reversed that of the inferior revenue authority on the
ground of irregularity of procedure when patia had been
issued. ‘ Sir Arnold White, C. J. held that if, in such
circumstances,

the

Civil

Court

found

evidence of irregularity, it could set aside

that

there

was

the decision

no

of the

appellate authority, though not of the inferior authority ; while

Benson, J. held that it could not question the sufficiency or
otherwise of the grounds on which the Revenue authorities,
original or appellate,:acted if they had otherwise jurisdiction,

Redemption
of land tax.

Absolute
fresholds,

and in the Letters Patent Appeal presented on account of this
difference of opinion, Miller, J. agreed with the view taken by
Benson, J. 3.
As land tax is the main constituent of public revenue in
India, it is not allowed to be redeemed universally on payment
of alump sum, but is allowed in the case of lands occupied

for building purposes or intended for gardens or plantations, of
lands on the Nilgiris and the Pulney and Sheveroy hills, and
of the coffee lands in the Wynaad.

are

allowed to

redeem their

In these cases proprietors

land tax, the

rate of redemption

being twenty-five times the sum annually paid on the land as
assessment or quit rent.
The cost of survey and demarcation

is borne by the person who redeemms

the assessment.

On pay-

ment of the redemption money in full, with the cost of survey
and demarcation,
the party redeeming
the assessment is
furnished with a title deed in a certain prescribed form.

Applications for the redemption

of revenue are disposed

of by

Collectors, subject to an appeal to the Board of Revenue.

The

- tenure thus created is known as an absolute freehold.
It is
absolute only against that demand of government which represents the government share of the produce and gives no
immunity from other government demands.
Its holder has

got the right of alienation, and his lands are liable to attachment and sale under the Revenue Recovery Act. The
redemption in no way affects sub-tenures, right of occupancy
1,

29 Mad. 461.

9.

Muthuveera

Secretary of State, 30 Mad, 270.
Vandayan

v.

The

CHAP. V.]
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2

or other similiar rights and the freedom
only as against government.!
Lands

are granted

on

cowles

which they are handed over for
payment fora

conferred is absolute

under

an

agreement

a certain period

by

without

any

certain period, and thereafter on payment

of a

Cowles.

diminished assessment for another period gradually rising to
full assessment.
When the period is finished, the holder becomes a ryotwari proprietor, and not before. The cowle tenure
is usually granted to induce cultivators to break up unpromising waste lands. The difference between this and the ryotwari
tenure is that in the former the contract provides for re-entry
in case the conditions of the contract

are not fulfilled,

such right is claimed in the latter.
Some localities have been acquired
authorities

for

military

purposes,

and

by
the

and no

the

military

localities

thus

acquired are formed into cantonments which are governed
by the Cantonments Act and the regulations framed thereunder.

Before

a cantonment

is formed,

in

order

to

avoid

the inconvenience and risk of having
absolute owners of
lands * within it, arrangements are usually made with them
for giving up their rights of occupancy on payment of
compensation.
Therefore mere possession of land in a
cantonment does
not
afford
any presumption that the
occupier is owner in fee. 2 The
same presumption applies
- even if he proves possession before: the cantonment was
formed, as he would have been compensated for loss of
his occupancy right at the time. ® So long the cantonment
subsists, the proprietary right to the lands therein is vested
in the Crown, 4 and even after the necessity for a cantonment

has

ceased

and

the

lands

have been transferred to the ciyj|

authorities, the same presumption

title by grant, prescription
of land as cantonment

or

to the

applies,

otherwise

unless

some other

is shown. ® A grant

British by the

Hyderabad

State

conveys by necessary implication to the military authorities all
powers of jurisdiction, control, and management incident to
1. Man of Adminis, 1, 118, 119.
fat qed
ம படல
ரத்
of
State,
m.1:
8 . I. A.
204.

5. 197.
4.

did;

Patterson v. I'he Secretary

of State, 8 All. 669; The Secretary of
இக eee Persad 6 All. 148; Upper
Bank of India
y. The
Secrt,

88 All. 239,
5.

Ibid.

pee eta,

Cantonment
or military
tenure.
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maintaining the efficiency and the discipline of the troops, and
the peace and good order and convenient use of the cantonment.1
But the
military authorities cannot alienate
in
perpetuity land forming part of the cantonment and undoubtedly Hyderabad property fora purpose wholly unconnected
with military requirements.2 Their power to make a grant of
land within a cantonment is co-extensive with their own tenure
of property, and no assignment by them could subsist beyond

the period that the land might remain subject to the cantonment

regulations. § But where land had already been granted by the
State, and the military authorities granted permission to use it

for

the

to

enclose

particular
it,

purpose

their

the cantonment

of

action

is

a tower
not

of

illegal. 4

silence

and

According

to

regulations permission to build houses within

the cantonment is

given,

but

it gives no

sort

of proprietary

right to the grantee in the land who is liable to be expropriated
on payment of a price fxed by a committee. 5 The permission
of the commanding officer is necessary for the sale and
letting of

such

houses.

A

person

who

built

a

house

in

cantonment must be deemed to have derived his title to occupy
the Jand from the

military

authorities.

In

a

cantonment

facts that the defendant held the land without
long time, that the rent was never altered, that
been held in the family by

buildings
government

1.

Pesionji

had

been

inheritance

erected

will not give hima

Jivanji

v.

Shapurji

Edulji Chinoy, 85 Cal, 478: 85,1. A. 79.
2. Ibid.
8.

Tne Secretary

of State v. Jagan

Persad, 6 All. 148; Upper Bank
of
Indiav. The Sceretary of State, 838 All.
929.

ப்

்

4. Pestonje
Jivangi
y.
Shapurjé
Haulji Chinoy. 35 Cal, 478; 35, 1.4. 79.
5, See cases cited under note (8);
\

thereon

and

to

permanent

The

30

Secretary

Bom.

right

o

tot

the

a lease for a
the land had

transfer

the

a

and

that

knowledge
to

State

As

the

of

land.

6

ஈ,

to பட

such payment is a condition

Precedent

4௦ ejectment or not, see The Secretary of
State v. Jagan Persad, 6 All, 148: contra
The Secretary of State v. Vamanrav, 30
Bom,

137,

6. Onkar Lal Marwary v. Th
tary of State, 56. I. 0, a8,
A Beare

CHAPTER

VI.

BENEFICIAL TENURES.
The existence of beneficial tenures known originally by
the Sanskrit name, manyams, and latterly by the Arabic term,
inams, after the Mahomedan conquest, can be traced to a
very remote
Hindu

antiquity in India.

Government

to

grant

It

was

the

assignments

custom
of lands,

of

of

Existence
beneficial

tenures,

the

revenue

free, or at low quit rents, for the payment of troops and civil
officers, for the support of temples and their servants, and
charitable institutions, for the maintenance of holy and
learned

men,

or for rewards for publice service

1.

Whenever the King made a grant of land, he was required to give a deed or sasana evidencing it. The Hindu lawgivers specify what such deed ought to contain.
In the
Institutes of Vishnu 2, it is stated “ To those upon whom he
has bestowed (land), he must give a document, destined for
the information of a future ruler,
which must be written
upon a piece of (cotton) cloth, or a copper plate, and must
contain the names of his (three) immediate
ancestors,
a

declaration of the
against him who

extent

of the

land,

should appropriate

and

the

an

donation

imprecation
to himself

and should be signed with his own seal.’’ These grants were
made either by the king directly or by his minister (SandhiviSgrahadhikarin) for and by authority of the king 8. Both kinds
of grants contained similar recitals, except that the latter
contained the statement at the end of the fact that the
minister wrote or made the

grant 4.

In

directions contained in the Sanskrit
found in South India contained the

conformity with

the

law-books the grants
following clauses: (a)

the donor’s genealogy ; (0) the description of the nature
of the grant, the people or person on whom it is conferred ; the
objects for which it is made and its conditions and dates ; (c)
imprecations
on violators of the grant; (d) attestations of
1.

Fifth Report,

9.

Oh.

11,

12;

stone, 81; Baden-Powell,L. R

III,

82;

Hlphin-

B.1. 53.

Vajnavalkya,

Ch. I, Y. 817-320. (Mandlik,

Vya.

May and Yajna,
8.

Burnell,

4.

[bid, 115.

graphy, 108.

197.)

South

Indian

Paleo-

Grants by
the king and
his minister.
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witnesses where the grant is not autograph,
but rarely. 1
Grants were also engraved on copper plates or slabs of stones
containing similar recitals. Whole villages granted were denoted
by their

main

boundaries

; and

small

extents were measured

with sticks of Tuduvar (Todas), and the grants described as of «0
many tadis (sticks) of Tuduvar.2 They were gone over and the
boundaries marked by planting kal (stones) and kalli (milk
bush).8 Generally in the case of grants to charitable institutions,
a she-elephant was let loose, and as it wandered and returned

home, the route traced by it was marked and the area included
in the grant.
Their
plication

ap
to

payment
troops.

Ox=

When they came to be applied to troops is uncertain.
They were in use in Vijianagar and in the States in the South
of India when they were overturned by the Mahomedans.
Such assignments took two forms, one adopted in the case of
settled

countries,

and

the

other

in

the

case

of

foreign

conquests.
In the former case they were for specific sums
equal to the:pay due on a district in or near the place where
the troops were stationed, instead of an order on the treasury,

ana when they had long been continued and were large
enough to swallow up the revenue of the district, the collection
itself

was made

over to the chief of the military body,

taking

every precaution that he did not appropriate more than the
pay of the troops or exercise any power not usually vested in
other Collectors.
The power to interfere for the protection of
subordinate rights was retained by governmént, as well. as a claim to any revenue which the tract assigned might yield
beyond the amount for which they were granted, by the appointment of two or more civil officers, directly from government, to inspect the whole of the chief’s proceedings, as well
in managing his troops as his lands. In thé latter case a chief
was detached by the invaders to occupy a remote part of the
country and to maintain his troops on its resources and was
allowed to remain undisturbed until his family had “taken root

and had become tenants on condition of service instead
mere officers on detachment 4.
The origin of other kinds
1. Burnell,
South Indian
Paleography, 108,
2. Travancore Inscriptions, 6,

8.
4,

S. 1. Inscriptions, III. 1. 882.
Hlphinstone 81, 82.

of
of
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term manyam is now applied in
either at a low assessment or

South India to land
altogether free, in

consideration of services done to the State

as in the case of village

servants.

v1.

or the

This is the

community,

definition

that word given in Wilson's Glossary 14, which represents
later signification of the term after the introduction of

of
the
the

Arabic term, inam. The word inam literally means a gift.
Wilson 2 defines it thus : “In India, and especially in the south,

and amongst the Mahratas, the term was specially applied to
grants of land held rent-free, and in hereditary and
perpetual

occupation : the tenure came in time to be qualified by the
reservation of a portion of the assessable revenue, or by the

exaction of all proceeds exceeding the intended value of the
original assignment; the term was also vaguely applied to
grants of rent-free land, without reference to perpetuity or any
specified conditions. The grants are also distinguishable by their

origin from the ruling authorities, or from the village communities, and are again distinguishable by peculiar reservations, or
by their being applicable to different objects,.’’ In former times
the distinction between a jagir grant and aninam grant was
that the former was a larger political grant implying conditions
of service and thelatter a smaller personal grant with no
condition of service.2

The word inam isa

generic

term appli-

cable to all government grants as a whole4 , but in course of
time when that word alone was used without any sort of qualification or restriction, it came to denote a grant in perpetuity,
not resumable. 5

தடி
mtheease

Until very recently the generally prevalent view taken in a
course of decisions in Madras and Bombay was that a grant
.
:
:
by the Sovereign prima
facie conveyed to the grantee only a

of inams.

right to land revenue, z.e. melwaram, and

that when the right

to the soil, i.e., kudiwaram also was claimed, the grantee

show that it was vested

«

பிட

பவத

9.
8.

Glossary, 217.
Baden-Powell, L.

in the

Naidu,

R.

B.

1.118,

119.
4. Unide Rajaha Raja Bommarasu
Bahadur y. Pemmasamy Venkatadry

8

Sovereign

7

at the

M.

I.

A.

Saheb v Lakshmanrao
689:89.1. A. 209.

must

time of the

198; Raghojirao

Saheb, 36 Bom.

5. Unide Rajaha Raja
Bahaduy v. Pemmasamy
Naidu, 7M. 1. A. 128,

Bommarasu
Verkatadry

ம்
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grant. 1 The same presumption was held applicable to a grant
made by the zemindar, whether it was made before,? or after 5,
the permanent settlement, as the zemindar was only an assignee
of the rights of government. 4 But the Privy Council has-in
the recent case of Suryanarayana v. Potanna,® decided in 1918
held that no such presumption existsd. It would have been
satisfactory if Their Lordships of the Privy Council had
expressed themselves more clearly having regard to antecedent
historical facts. They begin by saying that the presumption
that the Sovereign was entitled only to land revenue is one
which no Court is entitled to make.
But no Sovereign in
India, Hindu or Mahomedan, claimed a right to the soil of

cultivated lands, and though later Hindu Sovereigns influenced
by the practice of Mahomedan rulers subsequently claimed a
right to the soil, they limited it only to waste lands ; and in
localities where powerful village communities existed which

claimed waste lands as well,

Hindu

Sovereigns

Their
chase before making grants of them.
observe that grants made by British Sovereigns
the right

of

at

existing

occupancy

the

time

had

to pur-

Lordships also
are subject to
of

grant.

If

they had gone further and examined how it came about, they
would have found out thatit was but a recognition of the
practice adopted by ancient rulers. Andwhen their Lordships
make the further remark that
1,

Munro,

Minutes, 1. 14;

Wilks,

I. 92; Blphinsione, 81 ; Mirasi Papers,
VY. ParastBhavaswamy
91; Shettoo
ramter, &. D. 68 of 1847; Rama v.
v.
Subba, 12 Mad. 98; Bhadrayya
Bapayya, 21 M. L. J. 803 ; Yerrayya v,
Kangilt Naidu, 34 Mad. 246 ; Lakshms
Narasimha Appa Rao v. Sitaramaswami, 24 M. L. J. 288; Venkata
Narasimha Appa Rao, v. Subba Reddy,
94M. L. J. 655 ; Narasimha Charyuiw
vy. Ramabrahmam, 24 M.L. J. 656;
Suryanarayana v.Potanna, 28 Mad. 608;
Sastrulu v. Stiaramadu, 38
Venkata
Mad.891; Kasiduss Subraya V. Narayana
Reddi,

(1915)

M. W. N. 209;

Ambala-

vana Pandarasannadht v. Janaki
Ammal, 26. I. C, 618 ; Govinda Redds v.
Kesaval Naidu, 291. C. 1008; Visva-

natha Rao v. Chinnakolandat
L. W. 197; Krishnarao

Nainar, 1

Ganesh v. Ray.

garao, 4 Bom. H. C. R. (a. 0. J.) 1;
Vaman Janarahan Joshi v. The Govern.

the

habit

of ancient Sovereigns

ment of Bombay,
6 Bom. H. C. RB, (a. o.

1.) 191 : Vyakunia Bapuji v. The Govern.
ment of Bomboy, 12 Bom. H. C. R. app.

1; Babaji v. Narayen, 3 Bom. 410; Himai
Singji

v.

Bhavabhai,

4 Bom.

648:

Kamaildeen Hussain Khanv. Praiapa
Meta, 6 Bom, 214 ; Ram Chandra Mantri
v. Venkata Rao, 6 Bom. 598; Hajrya v.
Ramachandra Gangadhar, 29 Bom, 415.
Contra, Achayya Vv. Hanumanirayudu,
14 Mad. 269 ; Marapu Tharalu v. Neelakanta Behara, 80 Mad. 502,
2, Venkataramiah v. Narayudu, 12
M. L. T. 318,
3. See cases noted under note (1)
4, Venkata
Mahatakshmamma 1,
Ramajogt, 16 Mad, 271; Venkutanarasimha Naidu Y. Dandamudi Kotayya,
20 Mad. 299; Narayana Ayyangar v.
Oovr, 26 Mad. 252,
5. 41 Mad, 1012: 45. 1. A. 209,.
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taking a share of the produce as revenue,

however

may have varied, far from showing that they have no
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much

it

right

to

the soil from which the revenue is drawn, rather confirms the
the contrary, and reliance is placed on Regulation XXXI_ of
1802 in support of their proposition, one is not sure whether
their minds were not permeated by the feudai doctrine of
English

property

law

vesting in the Sovereign

right to all lands within the realm.1 Making
that the soil belongs
to the Sovereign,
- deduce’

the natural corollary

the proprietary

the assumption
their Lordships

thereto that the

taking

of

pro-

fits from land is evidence of ownership therein.
‘This was the
very assumption made by the early British administrators to
correct which Regulation IV of 1822 had to be passed and the
the basis of the claim advanced by the Collector and negatived
by the Judicial Committee in the Marungapuri case.2 The
recently published Tamil Inscriptions give us an idea as to
how grants were made by Hindu Sovereigns.» When villages
and lands which were in the occupation of individuals were
granted, the grant specifically excluded those lands and
comprised
only the remaining lands ; when the original
inhabitants were expropriated—and lands in the occupation of
the Jains appear to have often been disturbed—the
grant
specifically recited the fact.4 Apart from the general observations made by their Lordships in Suryanarayana v. Potanna, ®
the actual decision in the case was that in the case of inam
grants there was no presumption that

land

revenue

alone was

granted, and without expressly deciding that on the contrary
the whole interest in the soil would pass, (1617 Lordships
examined the evidence in the case and came to the conclusion
that there were no tenants in existence at the time

of the grant

claiming a right of occupancy by custom or otherwise.
In the
subsequent case of Venkata Sastrulu v. Sitaramudu, © the Privy
Council, while affirming the

view

taken

in

the previous

case

that in the case of inam grants there was no presumption that
cnly land revenue was granted, held that each case must be
decided on its own facts having regard to the terms of the grant
i.

See

2.

The

23—25.
6

further

Lekkamani,

8.

ante. Chapter I.

Collector of

Trichtnopoly

pp.
v.

11. A. 28

8S. 1. Inscriptions,

11. 1.53;

III.

1.88, 35, 38,

4. Ibid, 11. 1V. 495; Il. 576; ரர,

1. 846: 171. 1, 905.
6.

41 Mad.

6,

43 Mad

1012;

45.1. a. 209,

166; 46, I, A. 123.
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situated is entitled to them even though the inam title deed
does not expressly convey them, and the income derivable
for them and similar uncultivated porambokes was not taken
into consideration at the time of the inam settlement. 1
The holder of an unenfranchised inam is entitled to work
the minerals thereunder without payment of any royalty, if the
grant conveys expressly or bynecessary implicationa right
thereto.2 The burden of proving that a grant conveys a right to
minerals is on the persona claiming them. % The grant of land
revenue alone will not give him sucha right ; nor does a
grant of land made for ordinary use for purposes of cul tivation
convey aright to minerals in the absence of words conveying
them. 4 The holder of a rent free village granted as brahmotter (grant in favour of Brahmans) situated within a zemindary has no right to minerals underground unlegs there is a
grant thereof to him.5 As regards the owner of an enfranchised inam to whom a title deed has been issued by the Inam
Commissioner, the right to minerals was conceded absolutely
to him by government till the year 1905 when a qualification was added that he was entitled only -if the right thereto
had been

expressly

or by necessary implication granted by
the original grant, apart from the title deed.6 In The Secretary

of State v. Srinivasa Chariar 1, the question arose regarding the
liability of the inamdar of an enfranchised shrotriyam village to
pay royalty on stones

quarried

within the limits of the village.

The Privy Council held that the effect of enfranchisement was
not to enlarge the scope of the original grant, and that where it
was available, the right to minerals must be guided by its terms.
Therefore where a grant was made to.a Brahman and its
purpose was to ensure the subsistence of the grantee by the
1.

Nawab

Ajajudin

Allt

Khan

y.

The Sccretary of Siate, 25 Mad. 69.
2. 8. O. 25, Section (1) 1 (c.)
8. The Secretary of State v. Srinivasa
Chariar, 44 Mad 421 (P. G.)
4, Ibid.

5. Hart Narayen
Singh
Deo v.
Sriram Chackravarty, 87 Cal. 723: 87 I.
A. 136 ; Jyott Persad Singh v. Lachipur
Coal Company,

sad Singh

38 Cal. 845;

v. Braja

Nath

Durga Per-

Bose, 39 Cal.

696 ; 39 I. A, 133 ; The Nowagher Coal.

Co., Lid y. Sashi Bhushan Roy, 190. W.
N. 875; Kunja Behar. Seal v. Durga
Pershad Singh,
42 Cal.
846; Sashs
Bhushan Misra v. Jote Pershad Singh,
44 Cal. 585: 44.1. A. 46; Raj Kumar
Thakur Giridhari vy. Megh Lat Pandey,
45 Cal 87:

441. A. 246 ; Raghunath Roy

Morwari Y Durga Pershad Singh, 47 Cal.
95: 46. I. A. 158 ;;Malta
vy. Maik,
5) Pat, Li, J. 278:

6,

8. O. 25. Sec. (i) 1. (e).

7.

44 Mad.

421 (P..0.)”
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of Tanjore were of three kinds! (1) Sikka Sanads, that is, grants

in the regular form of deeds of gift. Money allowances enjoyed
under Sikka Sanads were called ayakat manyams ; (2) Daftar
Rokhas, that is, memoranda prepared in the account department of the palace stating the purport of the applications for
inam grants, on which an order is endorsed to the effect that
the application is granted ; (3) Arz Rokhas, that is, applications
themselves endorsed

as above.

Grambhagam was found
compensation ‘paid to

the

village

granted

of

Sanad

inam

by

sanads

or

in

A peculiar form

of inam

called

in the Tanjore District. It was really
the mirasidars for waste lands in

inam

by

government.2

A

kind

seems

to have been prevalent in the Jagir
(Chingleput) which had its origin entirely under the Mahomedan Government, by which small portions of lands were held
were

probably given in

dependants,
maintenance
Various
kinds of
grants.

orders

renewable from year to year, and which
liquidation

as well as for
of

those

who

attended

mosques, and for the
them,

and

the title to

which ceased if no sanad was issued 3,
These grants may vary according
to the degree
of
benefit intended to be conferred on the grantee.
They may

be (1) of the whole revenue
Sarva inam.

of the pay to servants and

expenses of

of land subject toa

payment

or, (2) of a portion thereof

in

money.

The

or, (3)

first class

of

grants is known

as Sarva

bala or darobust
of all assessment
or agraharam.
vour of religious

inam which means that the lands are held free
; sometimes it is known as ekhabhogam inam
‘This kind of inam was granted generally in faand charitable institutions, or in favour
of

inam, Sarvamanyam,

or Sarva Dum-

learned and pious persons, or in favour of decayed
lies, While originally Shroiriyam grants could

to grants made to

Brahmans

skilled

in the Sruti

noble famiapply only

ப்

Vedas,

though in latter times they. were applied to grants made to other
classes of persons as well, Sarva inam could be conferred on
any person and under any circumstances.4
Generally
they
were made both of the revenue and of the land, and if the
grantee was already in possession of it, the revenue thereon was
remitted in his favour.
As these grants conveyed a right to
8. Miraisi Papers, 56,
1. Tanjore Di. M. 674.
2. Man of Adminis, III.

854.

4.

Ibid 290,
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6

the annual

crop received by Government

holders of

certain alienated

lands.

from the

According

to

the definition of the term as applied in the Tamil
provinces, it is a grant or alienation of the Govern.
ment

fourth

in favour of the holder of the land” 1

Muppatikabadi.

(c) Muppatika-badi, lands held at three-fourths of usual

Rayayat

(d) Rayayat Mukhasa, mukhasa villages held on a favourable assessment fluctuating with the cultivation of
each year. 3
(e) Tribhagam, inam consisting of one-third share of
government produce. Wilson defines it as “a third
of the annual crop payable to the Government.’ 4

assessment,2

Mukhasa.

Tribhagam.

The third class comprises lands held

subject

ment of a light quit rent or jodi, called also

to

the pay-

bediga, poruppu 5,

kattubadi, when they are known jodi, etc. villages,

the benefit

which the grantee derives being the difference between the full
assessment and the favourable assessment imposed on them.
It comprises,

(a) Bilmakta inam, lands held ata fixed rent below
the usual standard. 6 Wilson defines it thus: “In
the Northern Circars it was applied to a fixed quit

Bil makta
inam.

rent or revenue assessed ata

rate below the

usual

standard.
In the South it implies land or village
held at a fixed rent.” 7
(b) Hungamt jodi, inam fluctuating from year to year
according to the produce or extent of cultivation, 8
(c) Kattukuttagai, lands held at a fixed money rent 1685
than the iull assessment.

Hungami
Jodi,
,Kattu.

kuttagai.

This kind of grant was also made in return for military

services. 9
(8) Kayam jodi : 10 Har Sal-makta, 11 inam held ona
fixed quit rent, not subject to variation with re-

Kayam jodi
Har Salmakta.

acres
He CO Ee

Glossary 104.
Man. of Admits. 11]. 855.
Ibid, 356.
i
Glossary, 525.
Poruppu is quit rent subsequently
levied on inams
oliginally granted

revenue free,

Adminis, III,

Wilson,
Til.

421;

Man.

of

6.
Man. of Adminis, IIT. 366.
7. Glossary, 87.
8. Man. of Adminis. 111. 335.
1
9. Venkateswara
Yetiappa
Naiker
y. Alagoo Mootioo Servaigaran, 8 M. I.
A. 827.

10. “Man. os areas, TIT, 858,
11,
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ference to the cultivation or produce.
(8) Rokkakuttagat or money rented villages, villages held
on a fixed money payment, the amount of which is
somewhat lower than the standard of assessment on

Rokkakuttagai.

government lands but higher than the jodi, and the
favourable tenure consists in the fixity of the tenure.!

They resemble the shrotriyam in that
on

a fixed

favourable

assessment,

they are held
but

while

the

latter are grants on professedly low rents, the rokka
kuttagai consists simply in a small allotment of
government
dues
made to holders
of certain
villages.
Lands are sometimes held on payment of rent in grain,
known

as

(a) Nelkuttagai or grain rented
villages, which are
villages on inam tenure charged with a fixed payment in grain below the full assessment, the grain
rent being paid in money at the average current
selling price of
(6)

Nelkuttagai.

the year 2.

Patam lands, wet lands which

pay a low assessment

in grain. 3
Sometimes grants have no localities at all, such as,
(a) Anna or hissa Shrotriyam, inam villages in which the

Patam

land.

Anna
Srotriyam.

interest of the inamdar is so many annas or shares out

of each rupee of revenue, the rest going to government. #
(b) Dittam, a deduction of a fixed extent from the

Dittam,

annual cultivation of the village, the proportionate
revenue demand of which is paid to the inamdar
without being brought to account. 5

(c) Iuumanyam, a grant of a proportion or percentage
on any branch of land revenue which fluctuates with
the improvement

(d)

1.
2.
3.

or deterioration of

the

produce.

Warariyayat, a class of beneficial tenures resulting
from the abatement of a portion of the sirkar demand.
They differ from the patam in that the

Tanjore Di. M. 675.
Ibid.
Man of Adminis. III, 355.

4,
5.
6.

bid, 852.
Ibid. 854.
Ibid ; Wilson

222.

Ivumanyam.

6
Warariyayat,
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remission allowed is a defined proportion of either
the gross produce or the full assessment.
Chekbundi
Inams.

Dakala and
Ghair dakala
inams.

In contradistinction to these inams haying no
are Chekbundi inams having defined boundaries 1,

localities,

Inams were classified into Dakala inams and Ghair Dakala
inams ; the former being those which were entered in any parti-

cular register;? and the latter those which were not so entered 3,
Personal

and

service
grants.

Another classification is made according to the objects and
purposes for which they were granted, and it is proposed to
deal with this classification in detail, so far as it is germane to
our purpose.
It is made into (a) Personal grants and (b) Service
grants.

Dufter
gardens.

Tops iname.

i

Grants were also made for special purposes, which were
known as (1) Dufter gardens and (2) Tope inams. Dufter gardens
were inam gardens entered in the early dufters or records in the
. District of South Arcot and enjoyed as private property without
being subject to the ordinary lapse rules. 4 Tope inams were
lands consisting of a grove of trees that bear fruit 5, and granted
to encourage the plantation of trees.
The grant may be of the
income derivable from the trees (the tax on them), or of the tax
due on the land on which they stand.
Inthe former case the
grant will cease
when the trees cease to exist and government will then be entitled to treat the land as altogether
free from any claim on the part of the grantee, and as having
become

ryotwari,

subject. to

and in the

latter case

waram

land

or

the

payment

of land revenue

the grantee will be entitled

revenue,

even

if the

trees

to the

cease

to exist. 6

Where the inam is of a topeconsisting of trees, the inamdar has
aright to the trees and can recover their value when they are
cut by the tenant. 7
Asal minaha
gardens.

Similar to the tope inams which occur in
of the Presidency are the asal minaha gardens
a considerable extent in the Godavari delta.
minaha literally means deduction from the total
1.

2.

Man. of Adminis, 111,. 353

Ibid.

8.

Ibid.

4.

Ibid, 354,

5.

Ibid, 356.

7.
E

the other parts
which occur to
The term asal
revenue entered

6, Jagannatha Pandiajiar 7,

Pillai. 14 M.LJ,
Rama

4977.

Ayyangar

Pandiajiar, 38 Mad. 155,

;

mel-

v.

Muthiah

Jagannatha
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on the credit side of the account with government. 1

209
The land

was deducted from the cultivable area which paid revenue to the

State, but the term does not convey the idea of an inam which
confers on the holder the right of using the land as he pleases.
The tenure of asal minaha gardens differed little from that of
tope inams, and their plantation was encouraged by former
governments
by the exemption of land from assessment.
The preservation of the trees was a necessary condition of
the exemption of land from assessment, but the condition was
scarcely enforced, Asal minaha gardens occupied no longer with
trees resemble ordinary inams enjoyed revenue free, The term has
therefore been used to denote revenue free and other favourably
granted lands, and also unoccupied and unassessed lands 2.

1.

Man. of Adminis, 111. 504; Wilson,,

941.

eZ

2.

Man. of Adménis, Ill. 504.
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to be resumed without giving the mortgagora ©
opportunity of redeeming the mortgagé.1
The
of Bhashyam Ayyangar, J. made with reference to
land revenue do not apply when itis of land,

the Standing

Order

of the

Board

of

Revenue

185

reference only to the tenure of land under which an_alienated land is held and does not absolutely prohibit an alienation. Therefore an unenfranchised
personal (bhattavritti)
inam granted hereditarily for the maintenance of the grantee
and his heirs and not for future services, public or private,
is alienable and can be attached and sold in execution of a
decree against the holder
for the time being.2
In the
case of inams granted for two or more lives the following is the rule made
by government
for their computation: The generation succeeding the first life will be
considered the second life, and the following generation
will be considered to be the third life. For
instance,
A is the original grantee of an inam for three lives: the survivor

of his sons C. D. E. who are an undivided family, will be the

Inam
Settlement,

second life ; and the longest surviving son of either C, D, or
E will be considered the third life. It is provided, of course,
in these cases that the family continues undivided in each
generation. If a sub-division of the property should take place
in the second generation, the share of any member of the
family in that generation who dies without issue will lapse 8.
At the time of the Inam Settlement an option was given to the
holders of the above grants to convert their restricted tenure
into freeholds on their agreeing to pay a quit-rent, the rate of
which varied with reference to the value and prospect of the
reversionary claim of government ; while no option
was
given to those who
derived title through adoption,
௦

alienation by

gift, purchase

or

otherwise.

In

the case

of

such of them as refused
to accept the terms offered by
government, the yrants were merely “confirmed” according to
their actual tenure, and were subject to all the restrictions
implied in the tenure.
Personal grants, when made in favour of Brahmans went
1.

8S. O, 57 (1) note 2. (1. 57).

2, Venkatramier y. Chandrasekhara
Iyer, 44 Mad. 682; see also Varadayia

Vv. Manchukonda, 20M. L: J. 88; Rama

Raoy. Timmu Reddy, 11
8. 8.0. 57 (2). (I. 67),

W. 398.
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Inam

Inam

Altamgha.

aliamgha

is “a

royal grant und&r the seal of some

of the former native princes of Hindustan, and

recognized

by

the British Government as conferring a title to’ rent-free land
in perpetuity, hereditary and transferable. Although probably
originally bearing a red

or purple

stamp,

the

colour

of

the

imperial standard or signature became in Indian practice
indifferent”. In the view of Sir Thomas Munro,
such grants
were resumable and no sanctity was attached to them 2, and
the contention of the East India Company in The Hast India
Company v. Syed Aljly 5 was to the same effect; but Westropp, C.
J. in Krishnarav Ganesh v, Rangrav* has pointed out that the Hast
India Company treated the grant there as one in jagir and not
inaliamgha and that it admitted that aliamghainams were
not resumable. The Privy Council 5 has held that altamgha
grants were grants in perpetuity, not resumable. They are partible 6, and alienable 7. Therefore the grant of a village described

to be “fa royal grant in perpetuity (inam altamgha), free of all
tax, to Naru Ganesh, together with the

traint” and granting it to
his children}

“them

children,

without

res-

(meaning Naru

Ganesh

and

and their descendants in lineal

generation to generation, in perpetuity
on the grantee an alienable

estate.8

succession,

and for ever’
But the

from

confers

mere fact that a

grant is expressed to be in altamgha does not convey the
proprietary right to the grantee, where, from the other terms of
the instrument, it appears that a wakf to religious and charitable purposes is intended.9 No distinction ought to be made
between

Jagir.

males

and

females. in

the

computation

of

shares

in a grant in a@ltamgha, when they are entitled to participate in
the benefit of an endowment of which the profits alone can be
divided, the endowment itself being impartible.10
The institution of the jagir was essentially a Mahomedan
one. The term jagir literally means place taken, 1! and was
1. Wilson, 19.
2
Minutes, 151.
5. 7M. 1.4. 555 ; See also Vaman
Jnardhan 80814 y. Collector of Thana, 6
Bom. B. C. BR. (A. ©. J.) 191.
4. Bom H. ©. BR, (A, C.J.) 1 (15).
5. Unide Rajaha Raja Bommarawjt
Bahadur
v.
Pemmasamy
Venkatary
Naidu,7 M. 1. A. 128
; Krishnarao
ees Nee:
4 Bom. 0.0, R.
o

Uy

de

4

6. Krishnarav Ganesh v. Rangarav,
4 Bom. H.C. R (AC.J.) 1 (6).
7. Ibid.
8. Krishnarav Ganesh v. Rangarav,
4 Bom. H.C. RB. (A.C.J.) 1.
9, Jewun Doss Sahoo v.Shah KubeerOnad-Deen,2.M,1. A. 390.
10. Badt Bibi Sabibal v. Sami Pillas
18 Mad. 257 (&68).
11, Baillte, Land Tax, XLII, 79.
5
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pin money or means of support to the relations of the Emperor,
and sometimes for restoration of lands not under cultivation.
The administrative authority of the jagirdar varied with
the purposes of the grant and the history of the connection
between the intermediary and the lands which were the subject
of it. The authority would be greatest where the beneficiary
was the representative of a depressed or conquered line of Rajas,
or of old hereditary officials who had
been
governors and
deputies in times long gone by ; or where the weakness of the
central power and the general turbulance of the country made
a strong man assert his independence.

Jagir and
yamindaty.

The jagir grant may be compared
grant of Mahomedan

times,

with

another kind

of

the zemindary grant, and one is the

converse of the other.
In both cases an individual was interposed between the Sovereign and the actual cultivator.
If the
middleman was a zemindar, he had to pay over to the State the
amount of the

land

revenue,

less

his

own

remuneration

for

collecting it, which might be assigned to him in land or in
money.
If he was a jagirdar and had been granted only the
right to receive a specified sum of money, it was the right to
receive that amount of land revenue that constituted his revenue;
but where a district had been assigned to him subject only to a
liability for a tribute, he collected the whole revenue of the
district out of which he paid the tribute and the remainder
constituted his emolument.
In both cases he might have, and
usually had, services to perform.
Both the zemindar and
jagirdar were, in some cases, the representatives of ancient

Sovereigns of the country,

and

their administrative -authority

varied with their origin.
A counterpart of the jagir is to
be found in the grant of the mir by the Czar under which
the grantee received an assignment of taxes payable to the Czar
by one or more villages or mirs.
Such a grant originally conferred no right whatever to the land of the miv.
It was merely
a grant of the right to collect and appropriate the government
share. The jagir may also be compared to the grant of the
benefice. A grant of land in jagir imports an occupancy in the
soil, subject to the rights of third parties.!
1,

Sakina Bat v.

Fatima

Begam,

(1918) M. W. N. 884 (P, GC.)
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A jagir was either conditional or unconditional.
A conditional jagirswas one granted to meet the expenses of some
office, public or private, or some specified duty, and was held
so long as the office or duty subsisted.
An unconditional
7428௪ was one granted independently of any office for the maintenance and dignity of its holder anda suitable number of attenders and efficient

troops which the mansabdar

was

Conditional
‘and unconditional
Jagirs.

bound

to havein readiness.1
It was liable to forfeiture on failure
of the performance of the conditions on which it was granted,
or on the holder incurring the displeasure of the Emperor.
A jagir 15 not necessarily conditional on the rendering of. services and the person who asserts that it is conditional on the
performance of services must prove it %; nor 16 it necessarily a
grant of land revenue alone.®

In the Moghul Empire there were no hereditary dignities, 4
and the alienation in perpetuity of the rights of government
Governwas inconsistent with the policy of Mahomedan

Not

hereditary.

ment.5 Consequently jagirs were granted either for stated terms

Someor more generally, for the lifetime of their holders.
Whenever they were
times hereditary jagirs were granted.
contained an
generally
grants
the
granted by the Emperor,
All alienations of
Appeal to his successors to continue them,
revenue were registered

in the fun-dufier at

revised at the beginning of a new
confirmed or resumed at the will

jagirs were originally inalienable,

Delhi,

and

were

reign, the grants being either
The
of the new Sovereign.

but when

the power

of the

Emperor grew weak, jagirs became alienable and transferable
The person who asserts that they are inalienable
property.6
must

prove it 7.

There is practically no difference between a jagir and an
inam at present. Both might be assignments of land’, or land
revenue, and might have been granted for various purposes

_
.

Begam.

7. Bhaghawant- Baksk Roy v. Sheo
Pershad Sahu, 18 0. W. N. 297.
8. An opinion to the contrary is expressed by Srintvasa Ayyangar, J, in
Samv. Ramalinga Mudaliar, 40 Mad,

(1918) M. W. N. 884 (P. 0.)
4. BHield, Landholding, 742; BadenPowell, L. 8. B.:1. 1. 528.

sion of the Privy Council in Sakini Bag
v. Fatima Begum, (1918) M. W. N. 884;

1. Field, Landholding, 741 ; Wilson,
924,
2. Bhaghawant Baksh 7203) 1. 8120
Pershad Sahu, 18 C. W. N. 297.

8.

5,

Sakini

Bat

ஏ. Fatima

Fifth Report, 1.14.

6. Wilson, 224.

.

664; but it has no

force after the deci-

Suryanarayana y. Potanna, 41
1012 ; 45 I. A. 209.
்

Mad.

Jagir and
inam,
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involving military, police, or revenue duties.
But the services
required of a jagirdar are generally more of a honorific character, and in this sense a jagir may be considered a species of
inam 1, and the contrary, however, does not necessarily follow.
What Jagir
conveys.

A jagir is prima facie a grant for the life of the grantee,
though it might be made in terms hereditary.2
In an appeal
arising from Chota Nagpur, the Privy Council has held that
the words puira poutradi in a grant in jagir outside Bengal do
not by themselves in the absence of other evidence or custom,
convey an estate of inheritance descendible to collaterals. 8
But a jagir is not necessarily a grant for life only.4 Neither
is it necessarily conditional on the rendering of services, nor
is it necessarily inalienable.5 A grant of certain villages to
Ardesir and his heirs as jagir for ever in consideration of his
active and zealous performance of the duties entrusted to him
confers an absolute and alienable

estate

; and the mere inser-

tion of the words “ in jagir” will not control the right of
alienation inherent in the operative terms of the grant.7 But
where the object and terms of the grant showed that the inten-

tion was to make a permanent provision

for

the family of the

grantee, the Privy Council held that each holder took the jagir
only for life, and that any alienation beyond his life was in?
valid.8

In Shekh

Sultan Sani v. Shekh Ajmodin,9

certain

inam

villages and lands with mukhasa were granted by the ‘Mahratta
tulers as parts of one saranjam, and subsequently under the
treaty entered into by the British Government with the Peishwa
these lands fell to the former, who
entered into an agreement
with the jagirdars in 1820, which recited that the 78,2179 were
to be held by them as personal and military jagirs. The Privy
Council held that the tenure thereby created was political and
the question to whom the saranjam or jagir was to be granted on
1. Samv. Ramalinga Mudaliar, 40
Mad. 664 ; Sundaram Ayyar vy. Ramachandra Ayyar, 40 Mad. 889,
2. Krishnarao Ganesh v. Rangaravu,

4 Bom. H. 0. R. (4. GC. J.)
labdas Jaqjivandas vy, The

1(9); GaCollector of

Rao, 6 Bom. 598.
5. Bhaghawant
Baksh
Pershad Sahu, 180 W.N.

6.

15 Bom, 222:18

7.

Roy v. Sheo
297.

Dosibai y. Ishwardas Jagjivandas,
1. A. 22.

Dosibai y. Ishwardas Jagjivandas

Surat, 3 Bom. 186; 61, A, 54; Dosibat
y. Ishwardas Jagtvandas, 15 Bom. 229.

9 Bom. 561.

18 I. A. 22.

lector of Surat, 3 Bom. 186: 61 A. b4.
9. 17 Bom. 481 : 201.4. 50; see also,
Ramachandra Mantri y. Venkata Rao,
6 Bom. 598.

8. Ram Narain Singh vy. Ram
Lal, 46 Cal. 688: 461. A. 85.

4,

Ramachandra

|

Saran

Mantri v. Venkata

8.

Gulabdas Jagjivandas v. The Col-

{
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the death of the holder was one which
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to

be

determined

on
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belonged to

considerations,

and that it was not within the competency of any legal tribunal to question the decision which government mighi pronounce.

In Raghojirao Saheb v. Lakshmanrao Saheb, the Privy

Council held that a jagir was personal and not hereditary, and
thai it was resumable at pleasure and impartible.
The nature of the maintenance grant is such that, whilst
it makes for the immediate members of the family a suitable
provision, it prevents by means of the exercise of the right of
resumption the estate from being completely swallowed up by
the continual demand made upon it, and it is resumable whether it

is

inthe

hands of

the

more

mediate,’

or

in

those

of

the more remote, members of the family2.
Gifts or contracts
expressed to be for maintenance are prima facie only for the
life of the grantee, and are therefore resumable on his death 3.
Sometimes they ate resumable on the death of the grantor 4
They may be granted in terms hereditary; but the words ‘iamesha
(for ever)”5 o1 “as proprietor’’® do not have that effect. But
they are not necessarily

gifts of

life

estates? ; and

grants

for

maintenance indefinite as regards duration may be shown by the
acts of the parties or the circumstances to be intended to operate

in perpetuity. A grant for maintenance made to the grantee and
his heirs, generation after generation (puira poutra paramparaya)
enures for the benefit not only of his lineal, but collateral, heirs
as well 9.
1,

86 Bom.

Where the members of the grantee’s
639: 39.1. A. 202.

2, Rajah Wocdy
Aditio
Deb
Vv.
Mukoond Narain Addits Baboo, 22 W.R.
225; Bhaya Dirgaj Deo v. Paunde Fateh
Bahadur Ram, 5 C.L. J. 521.
8.

Bhavanamma

v.

Ramaswamt,

4

Mad. 193 ; Raja Woody Aditio Deb v.
Mukoond Narain Aditio Deb, 22 W. B.
225 ; Tituram Mukerji v. Cohen, 88
Gal. 203 ; 82. 1.A. 185; Prince Mahomed
Bukiyar Shah vy. Rant Dhojamani, 2
C.L.J. 20; Bhaya Dirgujy Deo v. Pande
Fateh Bahadur Ram, 3 ©. L. J. 521;
Ramachandra
Goswami
v. Jagendra
Nath Banezjee, 4 C.J. $99 ; Rameshar
Koer v. Gcbardan Lal, 7C. L J 202;
Nanda Gopal Sinha v. Pores Moni Devi,
17 GC. L. J. 464; Karim Nensey v.
Heinrichs, 25 Bom. 563 > 28 TA
Ooe

family have, for

The Secretary of Sate v. Rashidul Hug,
18. GC. L, J. 81.
4. Anund Lal Singh Deo vy. Maharaja Dheraj Gurrood Narayan Deo, 5
M.I.A. 82; Bhavanamma
vy. Ramaswamy, 4 Mad.i93 ; Karim Nensey v.
Heinrichs,

5.

25 Bom.

Asiz-un-

568:

Nissa

28.

y.

I. A. 198.

Tasaddug

Hussain Khan, 28 All. 824: 28. 1, A. 65,
6. Rameshar Baksh Singh v. Arjun
Singh, 33 All. 194: 28 I. A. i,
7. Mchim Chandra Mulik vy. Sara-

jubal Gupta, 90.L.J., 576.

8. Karim Nensey v. Heinrichs, 25
Bom. 563: 28. J.A. 198; The Seeretary of
State v. Rashidul Hug, 18 G. i. J. 81.
9. Raja of Ramnaa 3. Sundara Pandiswamé Theavar, 42 Mad. 581.

Maintenance
grants.
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three generations, held lands withoutany interference on the part
of the grantor, either in the way of confirmation

or

otherwise,

the successive enjoyment by the members of the branch will
justify the inference that the original grant, if made in lieu of
maintenance, was intended to operate in perpetuity 1. The
grantor may discharge his liability to provide maintenance by
granting a lump sum of money or land in absolute discharge
of all claim to maintenance 2, and in such a case, the grantor is
discharged of any further claim for maintenance from the
grantee and his branch.
Wherean absolute grant of land is
made to the grantee in lieu of maintenance, any provision in the

grant of a right of reversion on failure of male issue of the
grantee is invalid.4 The declaration in the grant that the grantee
is to provide maintenance for his dependants and servants out of
the lands granted, does not render the lands inalienable.5 Where
according to the custom of the country jivai or maintenance
grants were made out of impartible property to younger sons

with a reversion to the estate on failure of male heirs, and the
last male holder died without male issue and his widow made
an adoption, it was held that the adopted son was entitled to the
grant ®, The presumption in the case of maintenance grants is
that only the income, that is, the rents and profits,was grantedy,
and not the corpus, and therefore, in the absence of words to
that effect, the grantee has no right to open minerals or remove
them as they are portions of the soil, but can work open
mines 8,
Besides these grants, other allotments
1. Salur Zemindar v. Pedda Pakir
Rajua,
4 Mad. 871; Immedy Pedda
Chika v.Sadasiva Chtkka, 49, 1.0. 054;
Ramachandra
Goswamt v. Jogendra
Nath Banerjee, 4 0. L. J. 399.
2. Raja Nursing Deb vy. Roy Koylasnath,9 M. I- A. 65; Bhavanamma
vy. Ramaswami, 4 Mad. 198; Venkata
Kumara Mahtpati Surya Rao v. Chellayaommi Garu, 17 Mad. 150; Prince
Mahomed Buktyar Shak v. Rant Diojamant, 20. L. J. 20,
8. Raja Nursing
Deb
y. Roy
Koylasnath, 9 M. 1. A, 55,
4. Venkata
Kumara
Mahipathi

Surya Rao vy. Chellayammi

Mad. 150,
6.

Raja Nursing Deb v.

Garu,

Roy

17

Koy-

of land

were

made

lasnaih,9 M.1. A. 55; The Secreiary
o
y of
State v. Rashidul Hug, 18G. L. J. 31,
6. Praiab Singh v. Shev-Singh, 43
Bom,

778,

ர. Bhavanamma
vy. Ramaswani
4
Mad. 195; Tituram Mukerji vy, Cohen,
88 Cal, 203; 82, I, a. 185; affirming
Tituram Mockerjec vy. Elias F. Cohlogrian, 10. L. J. 517,

8.

Tituram

Mukesji

y.

Cohen,

33

Cal. 203; 32. I. A, 185; Prince Mahomed

Bukiyar Shah v, Rant Dhajanans, 2. C.
L. J. 20; Christian v. Pekatins Nurbada
Kunvari, 9 C, L. J. 421; Mahodeo Lal v.
Kulananad Singh, 19 GC. L. J, 241;
coe
Y. Lekattni Narbada, 20 0, ப,
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Pulikattu, granted under the native goverfiment for stopping the tiger’s mouth by enchantment and rendering them
harmless.

Panguvali: Pattivali, granted toa body of coparceners hold
ing a village in common for the encouragement of cultivation.
Sthala : In the District of North Arcot it is synonymous
with Pallikatu inam ; in Trichinopoly and some other southern
districts it denotes a certain portion of the cultivated lands,
which were set apart as Sthala inam for the villagers and appropriated by them to various purposes common to the village.
Grants in
favour

of

particular
persons.

Grantsin favour of particular persons,

such

as,

Bhale log, lands granted revenue free to support the dignity
of persons of rank admitted to the court of zemindars by virtue

of their position.
Mudavan : Sappani, granted for the support of a cripple.
Mutlalikan, granted for the support of the dependants and
sevants of a great man.
Nirvana manyam, granted to a Hindu ascetic who goes
about naked.
Rajabandhu

Measures
taken to examine title
to alienated

lands.

inams, granted

for

the maintenance

of the

Telations of poligars.
Vedar, granted to a hunter as a reward for the display of
skill in the case.
It has been shown i: Chapter VI that, though the power
of granting beneficial
tenures belonged to the king and the
officers empowered by him in that behalf, it was actually
exercised by persons having no authority at all, and consequenty lands of considerable extent had been alienated.
For
the purpose of ascertaining the title of persons holding or
claiming to hold lands thus alienated under grants not being
badshahi or royal, Regulation XXXI of 1802 was passed. Section
2 of that Regulation exempted from its operation grants made
before certain dates therein mentioned in respect of certain
districts, those dates corresponding to the dates of the acqui-

stion of those districts by the British Government.1
Regulation, Collectors
ters of exemptedlands.
1, Kumara
Tirumelat
Bangaru Tirumalat Sauré

Under this

of districts were required to keep regisPower was given to them to call upon
Naick
Natick,

vy.
21

Mad. 810.
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the holders theredf to produce and deliver the deeds and sanads
under which they held them, and they were empowered to insti-_
tute suits for the recovery of exempted lands with the permission
of the Board of Revenue.
Failure to register a sanad for rentfree land is a question between its holder and government and
not between the former and the zemindar. 1 It was declared
by Section 8 that no length of time could be pleaded in a suit
by government for the recovery of exempted lands from the
holders thereof, and persons holding lands under grants made
before the dates therein mentioned were required to register
them, whether they were made by competent authority or not.
This Regulation, however, remained in practice a dead letter.
As regards pensions, Section 43 of Regulation I of 1803
(Board of Revenue Regulation) provided that the Board of
Revenue should not continue the pension of deceased pensioners
without the authority of the Governor-in-Council,

and

Provisions
regarding
pensions,

Section

30 of Regulation II of 1803 (Collector’s Regulation) provided
that ‘Collectors shall procure lands for native pensioners and
invalids, agreeably to the regulations prescribed for that pur-

pose.”

Thus neither Regulation XXXI of 1802, nor Regulations

I and II of 1803 debarred the jurisdiction of Civil Courts from
entertaining suits in respect of alienated lands or pensions.
The first Regulation that barred the jurisdiction of Civil
Courts in respect of personal grants was Regulation IV of 1881.
Section 2 (1) ௦4 that Regulation prohibited the Courts of
Adawlut-from taking cognizance of any claim to hereditary or
personal grants

nominated,

of

money,

conferred

by

or of land

the

authority

de-

however

revenue,

of the

Governor-in

Council, in consideration of services rendered to the State, or in

lieu of resumed offices or privileges, or of zemindaries and
poliams forfeited or held under attachment or management by
the officers of Government, or as a yeomiah or charitable allowance, or as a pension, and also of any claim for the recovery
or continuance of, or participation, in such grants, whether
preferred against private individuals, or public officers, unless
the plaint was accompanied by an order signed by the Chief or
other Secretary to Government, referring the complaining party
1.

No. 14 of 1815 (Sel. Dec, I, 185);

No. 8 of 1816 (Sel.

29

Dec.

I.

188); No.

2 of 1819 (Sel. Dec.

L 129);

1823 (Sel. Dec. I. 381).

No.
;

4 of

Regulation
TY of 1881,
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to seek redress in the established Courts

of Adawlut ;

clause

(2) reserved power to decide on such claims exclusively to
the Governor-in-Council ; and Section 3 provided that those
grants were not liable to attachment or sequestration in satisfaction of any decree or order of Court, saveand except for the
discharge of debts or obligation personally incurred by the
holder of them.
The clause permitting attachment in respect
Of certain debts was repealed by India Act XXIII of 1838, and
the provisions of the Regulation were extended by India Act
XXXI 1836 to similar grants made by any native government
and confirmed and continued by the British Government. The
intention of government in passing Regulation IV of 1831
was to give it an opportunity of protecting its reversionary
rights in such grants.
This restriction on the jurisdiction

of Civil Courts in the case of personal grants was removed

The Pensions
Act.

by

Act IV of 1862 when they have been enfranchised, and Section
2 of the Act provided that the title-deed issued by the Inam
Commissioner or an authenticated extract from the Register of
the Commissioner or Collector was to be deemed sufficient
proof of such enfranchisement.
As the law relating to pensions and grants of land revenue
was dispersed in various Acts in different provinces, it was consolidated and re-enacted in the Pensions Act (XXIII of 1871)
which repealedin this Presidency Regulation IV of 1831, Section 43 of Regulation I of 1803, and Section 30 of Regulation
II of 1803.
In this Act the expression “grant of money or
land revenue” is defined to include “anything payable on the
part of government in respect of any right, privilege, perquisite or office” 1. Any person having a claim to any pension or
grant of revenue must apply to the Collector of the District,
or Deputy Commissioner or other officer authorized in this behalf by the Local Government, who is empowered to dispose of
such claims in accordance with such rules as the Chief Revenue
Authority may, subject to the general control of the Local
Government, from time to time, prescribe in this behalf 2, Section 4 ousts the jurisdiction of the Civil Courts to entertain any
suit relating to any pensions or grant of money or land
revenue conferred or made by the British or any former
1.

Section 3.

2.

Section 5.
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நரா;

Legislative Council, ‘‘The leading principle of the main provisions of the law was, that as the bestowal of-pensions and similar
allowances was an act of grace or State policy on the part of
ruling power, the government reserved to itself the determination of all questions affecting the grant or continuance of these
allowances ; and the cognizance of claims relating thereto by
the Courts of Judicature was as between the grantor and
grantee, absolutely
barred.’’ Though the intention of government in passing the Act was thus to reserve to itself the
determination of all questions affecting a grant emanating from
it, the Act has been so framed as to oust the

Suits to
which it

applies.

jurisdiction of the

Civil Court in regard to other grants and allowances, not
originating in an act of grace or state policy2 . It applies therefore to cases where the grant has been made in consideration
of prior rights vested in thegrantee.8
A suit for the recovery
of a malikhana in perpetuity granted by government to
the grantee on his making over his proprietary right in a
certain mouzah is a suit for something payable on the ‘part of
government in respect of a right, and is therefore within the
prohibition of the Pensions Act. 4 So also is a suit by a person
claiming as the hereditary deshmuki of certain mehals on the
strength of a sanad granted by the Peishwa, to recover certain
dues which were formerly paid over to him by the British
Government but subsequently withheld >- Similarly a suit to
declare the plaintiff's right to a-month’s share in the Kulkarni,
Jyotishi and Deshpande of certain villages 6; a suit by a hereditary deshmuki to recover the amount of land revenue levied
in the form of grain directly from the villagers 7; a claim by a
mirasi karnam, whose services have been dispensed with, on
a percentage of the net revenue of a reserved forest 8;
a suit against government to recover a share in a Sirdeshmuhi
1. Reprinied inthe Fort St. George
Gazetie, Supp. (1871) 32; See algo Andé
Achen y. Kombi Achen, 18 Mad. 187;

Babaji Hari vy. Rajaram Balial, 1 Bom,

15; Parbhudas RaYaji v. Motiram Kalayandas, 1 Bom. 208.
2. Parbhudas Ratjaji v. Motiram
Kalyandas, 1 Bom, 208.
8. Vasudev Sadasiv Modak vy. The
Collector of Ratnagivi, 2 Bom. 99:41.
A. 119; Maharaval Mohan Singi Jey

Singi v. The Government

of Bombay, 5

Bom. 408:8 1, A, 77; Deo Kuar vy.
Moan Kuar, 17 All. 1: 2, A, 148,
4. Deo Kuar ¥. Man Ruar, 17 All. 1;

21. I. A. 148.

5. Vasudev
Sadasiv Modak v. The
Collector of Ratnagiri, 2 Bom, 99:41,
A. 119.
j

6,

Babaji Hari y. Rajaram Bailal,

1 Bom, 75; Balwant Ramachandra v.
The Secretary of State, 29 Bom, 480;
Dwarkanath Amrit vy. Balakrishna, 87

Bom. 91; Balakrishna v. Daitairiya, 42

Bom. 257; conira, Sitaram
18 Bom.

516,

vy. Mahadev,

7. Naro
Damodar
Ghugri
Collector of Poona, 6 Bom. 209.

8.

v.

The

Tne Secretary of State v. Vydia

Pillat, 17 Mad. 193,
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huq ; 1 so also a guit fora declaration of the plaintiff's right to
muafi rights in a certain mehal2are within the Pensions
Act ; but not a@suit for a declaration of the plaintiff’s eligibility to officiate as patel of a certain village without seeking
to obtain

anything payable on the part

of

government

3; nor

toa suit for the managemeut of saranjam lands; +4 nor to
a suit for possession of lands the saranjam right of which
has been resumed
by government 5; nor to a suit in
respect of grants made in favour of religious endowments °;
nor toa suit for partition of land granted as inam among
the members of an undivided family 7. The Act applies not
only to suits brought against government, but also to suits by
one sharer against another for the recovery of the amount
paid by government 8. In Nagar Mal vy. Ali Ahmad ®, it
was held by the Allahabad High Court that, when the claim of
a person was admitted by government a suit by him for

enforcing that claim was not within

the

Pensions

Act;

grants of land revenue and not to grants of land 1%, nor does it
apply to execution proceedings 18. Does it apply where a grant —
of land is made free of revenue ? The decisions are not uniform

9,

Sunder

Lalv.

The

The

Secretary

of

Secretary of

State, 12 L. W. 311 (P. 0)
8. Gurvshidgavda Bin Rudragavda
y. Rudragavdati Kom Dyamangavda,
1 Bom, 581.
4. Krishnarao vy. Ganapatrao, 16
Bom, 596.
5. Guri Rao v. Lhe Secretary of Siate,
:
41 Bom. 408.

6.

The Secretary

of Staie v. Abdul

Hakim Khan, 2 Mad. 294; Kolandaz
Mudaliar v. Sankara Bharati, 5 Mad.
802; Aihavullay. Gouse, 11 Mad. 283 ;
Venkateswara Iyer vy. The Secretary of
State, 31 Mad. 12; Contra, Mahomed
Khadit v. Ghulam Mahomed Ala, 28 1.
G. 984; Vyankaji v. Appaji Rao, 16 Bom.
587; Niyavats Ulla vy. Sanit Mya, 22
Bom. 496. |
7. Nunjundayyav. Venkatasubayya,
97 M. ப். J. 618.

8. Syed Mahomed Isaack Mushyack |
y. Ascezoon Nissa Begam, 4 Mad. 341;
Andi Achen v. Kombi Achen, 18 Mad.

187; Babaji Hari

vy. Rajaram

Ballal, 1

Bom, 75; Deo Kuar vy. Man Kuar, 17 All
1:21, 1. A, 148. The contrary view was
taken in Kombi vy. Aundi, 18 Mad. 15)
but Muthuswamy Ayyar J.a party to
that decision subsequently changed his
view in Andé dchen ¥. Kombi Achen, 18
Mad 187.
:
9. 10 All. 396.; Antaji v. Kashinath
6 Bom, L, R, 423.
10.
11,

12.

4 Mad, 841.
17 ALL 1; 21.1. A. 148,

Rama

vy.

Subba,

12 Mad.

98;

Jeeyambe Bat v. The Secretary of State
48M. L. J. 687; The Secretary

lis applicability to suits
against
government
and others.

this

decision is opposed to that of the Madras High Court in Syed
Mahomed Isaack Mushyack vy. Azeezoon Nissa Begam19, and must
be taken to have been overruled by the decision of the Privy
The Act applies only to
Council in Deo Kuar v. Man 84711.

1, Moreshwar v.
State, 45 Bom. 196.

Suits to
which it 0008
not apply.

of State

y. Subbarayudu, 36 Mad, 659; Nanjudia

vy. Venkata Subbiah, 27 M.L. J. 618;
Rav Jinaryon Mamdlick
1, Dadaji
Bapujt Desat, 1 Bom. 623; Balvani
Rama Chandra Natu v. The Secretary of
State, 29 Bom. 480; Saydanmiah v.
Hassaumuyat, 22 Bom, L.R. 959;Ganpai
Rao vy. Ananda Rao, 28 All. 104; affizmed by the Privy Councilin: 32 All, 148 ;

Mannu Lal v. Faza Imam, 83 All, 680.
13. Vajiram Bhagvan v. Ranchordjt
Gopalji, 16 Bom. 731; Tvimbak Rao v.
Balvantro, 80 Bom. 101,

Not to grants
of land,
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on this matter. In Peria Kovil Kalavi Afpan v. Pailian Chetty 1,
it was held that the release of a burden altogether or the lightening of a burden which the land would otherwise bear in the
shape of assessment was a gift, or grant, of land revenue to the

extent of the relief, and that therefore a suit in respect

land was barred by section 4 of the Act ; and

of such

this view

was

accepted in Rama v. Subba 2 and Jeceyamba Baiv. The Secretary of State 8. Butin Babaji Hari v. Rajaram Ballal 4, it was
pointed out that freedom from liability to land revenue was not
identical with a grant of land revenue, any more than the
extinction of an easement by becoming sole proprietor of the
property, servient as well as dominant,

was a grant of an

ease-

ment and that the land revenue arising froma man’s own
holding, when it was remitted and the land paid nothing, was
rather extinguished than granted, and it was held that to such

Suits on
agreements,

Jagir.

Atrears.

cases the Act was

not

applicable 5- A suit

on an

agreement

that maintenance is to be paid out of an allowance received
from government is barred under the Act 6, but nota suit
On an agreement whereby a widow claimed maintenance
in consideration of the relinquishment of her claims in regard
to family properties and toa portion of a pension, and the
agreement did not specify that it was to be paid out of

the pension or was to depend

on it.7 A jagir

being in the

nature of an unenfranchised inam, a suit for the recovery
of a portion thereof is prohibited by the Act 8. Buta suit
for the menagement of certain villages granted revenue
free is not prohibited 9; so also a suit for the management of
saranjam lands!0, When the Collector issues a certificate for the

recovery

of arrears for

the years

1889-1890

to

1*96-1897

the addition of a claim for the-year 1897-1898 in such a
suit is not bad.1! No certificate is necessary to recover the
arrears Of allowance due to the deceased claimed by his _representatives, that accrued due before his death, when the deceased
1.

1 In. Ju. 164,

Bom, 512,

8.

28M. L. J. 687.

chandra

9,

12 Mad. 98.

ர.

Raja

Venkatanarasimha

Rao

v.

Raja

Rama-

Lakshminara-

4, 1 Bom. 75.
5. Panchanadayyan v. Nilakantayyon, 7 Mad 191; Kumera Tirumalat
Natk v. Bangara Tirumalai
Saurit

samma Rao, 30 Mad, 266,
8. Rama y. Subba, 12 Mad. 98,
9. Kumara
Tirumalai
Naik,
v.
ப்தி Tivumalai Sauri Naik, 21. Mad.

Venkatasubbiah, 27 M. L. J. 618 ;Babajz

10. Keshavrav v. Ganapirao
Nagarkar, i6 Bom, 596.

Nilkanth

Sakharam

v. Anant

Naik,

21

Mad.

310;

Nanjundiah

v.

Hari v
Rajaram Balial 1 Bom. 175,
Mannu Lal v. Fasal Imam, 83 All. 580,

6. Damodar Y. Satyabhama

Bai,

91

11,

Krishnaji

28 Bom. 241,
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to the allowance 1.

A

Certificate

granted to the plaintiff to establish his right to an annual

pay-

ment authorizes him to file a suit to declare his share in the
profits but does not entitle him to sue for arrears or for an
account.2
And arrears of pension due to a lady at the time of
her death form part of her estate,

who is

her

legal heir is entitled to them and not the person to whom
pension is granted afterwards 8.

the

Section

11 of

the

Act

and the

exempts

person

from

attachment

all

pensions granted or continued by government on political
considerations, or onaccount of past services or present

infirmities, or as a compassionate

allowance

at the

instance

cf a creditor, for any demand against the pensioner, or in
satisfaction of a decree or order of any Court.
The object of
enacting such a provision is stated in the case of The Secretary

of State

v. Khemchand

Jeychand 4 thus:

‘‘ In

passing

the

Pensions Act, the Legislature seem to have thought it desirable
that exemption from attachment for debt should be confined
to pensions properly so called and should not be intended to

other grants of money

or land revenue.

And

it does

not

appear to us difficult to understand why the State should have
thought it right to secure the pensions of its old servants and
of dethroned princes, but should not have cared to protect
from attachment grants made to families of freebooters as
The word
compensation for the loss of their blackmail.”

** nension”’ is not defined in the Act and judicial decisions have

defined it to mean “a periodical allowance or stipend granted
not in respect of a right, privilege, perquisite, or office, but on
account of past services, or particular merit, or as compensation

princes, their families'and

to dethroned

dependants” 5.

The

following grants have been held not to be pensions : a grant of
1,

Chaganlaly.

Pranjivan, 84 Bom.

154.
2,

Subba Raov.

Rama

L, J. 155.

Rao,

25

M.

2

3. Mussammat Noushabah
Sooltan
Begum Vv. Mussummat Nubeerah-Soolian
Beegum, 3 Agra. 44.

4. 4 Bom. 482.
The observations
made were with reference toa claim for
todagaras hags which, though in their
origin of the nature of blackmail, had
by Jong usage acquired a recognized title,

Sumbhoolal

Girdhurlal y, The

Collector

of Surat, in 8 M. I. A. 1;Futtesangji Jas-

wantsingji Y, Kullianraiji Hekoomutrasji
10 Bom. H.O, R. 281.

5.

The Secretary of Siate

chand Jeychand, 4 Bom.

432;

v. KhemMahomed

Cassim Bakadur v. Carlier, 5 Mad. 272;
Subraya Mudali v. Velayudha Chetty, 30
Mad, 158; Rama Rao v. Timmu Reddy,
11 L. W. 398; jébon Krishna Ghosh v.
Srivati Charan Day, 80. W. N. 665;

Lachmi Narain v. Mukand Singh. 26
All..617; Anna Bibi v. Najmun Néssa,
31 All. 882.
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an annual sum by government as compengation for loss sustained by the grantee on account of the improper resumption by
government of rent free lands formerly belonging to the gran.
tee, at the time of the permanent settlement 1 ; a bonus granted

by government in addition to pension to an officer compulsorily
retired on account of reduction of public service 2; proprietary
right ina village granted subject to the payment of land
revenue, as consideration for services rendered to government
by the grantee 8; a hereditary revenue free jagir granted by the
British Government in lieu of a pension 4; a grant of a
srotriyam village by way of compensation

for loss

sustained by

the grantee on the abolition of the office of Nautwar

Meaning of
‘payable.’

the person entitled 8.

Therefore a will directing payment.of a

malikhana due to the testator which was not
time of his death was held to be invalid 9,
Production of
certificate,

hereditary

in his family 5; so also a grant made for past services. 6 An unenfranchised inam is not pension and is liable to attachment. 7
The word “ payable” in Section 12 is used in its ordinary
primary sense, namely, deliverable in performance of an_ obligation, in other words, that actual payment was demandable by

It is not necessary

that

the

certificate

of

payable at the
the

Collector

should be produced at the time of the institution of the suit
and its non-production is not fatal to the suit. It may be produced in the course of the suit and even on appealt0,
When
once a certificate has been issued by the Collector, the Board
of Revenue has no jurisdiction to cancel it!t. But a certifi.
cate granted by the Collector in a suit against a rival claimant
is of no avail in a suit against Government!2,
1. Tiban Krishna Ghosh v. Sripats
Charan Dey, 6 C. W. N. 665.
‘
2. Mahomed
Cassim Bahadur
vy.
Carlier, 5 Mad. 272

8. Lakshmt Naraim v. Mukund Singh

26

All. 617.

4 Anna Bibi v. Najmun-Nissa, 81
All, 882; Monnw Lal-v. Sagal Imam, 38

All. 580; Fathima Begam v. Sakint Bibi
86 All. 318; affirmed by the Privy Council, Sakini
Bibt v. Fathima Begam,
(1918) M. W. N. 384,

5.

Subraya

Mudali

vy.

Velayudha

Chetty. 80 Mad. 158; Rama
Timmu Reddy, 11 L. W. 898.

6.

Rama

11 L. W.

Rao

v.

Timmu

Rao

vy.

Reddy;

898,

7. Varadayya
v. Manchu Konda,
20M. L. J. 88; Rama, Rao v. Timmu

Reddy, 11 L. W. 898; Venkatramier v.
Chandraseahara Lyyer, 44 Mad. 632.
8. Sridevi v. Krishnan, 21 Mad, 105.
9.

Ibid.

10. Mahomed
Asmat Ali Khan v.
Lallt Begum, 8 Cal. 422 : 21.4.8:

PratabjiRajay. Bata Krishna Mahadeo,
17 Bom. 179; Miya Vali Uta v. Santi
Miya, 22 Bom, 496; Antaji vy. Vinayak,

17 Bom. In R. 158 ; Datiajiv.

Nilkant

89 Bom 352; Ihtisham Ali vy. Sham
Sunder, 25 All, 73 ; Ganpat Rao v.
Anand Rao, 28 All. 104 affirmed by
the Privy Council, $2 All. 178.
1l. Subba Rao, v. Rama Rao 25 M.
L. J. 155 ; Gothandi v. Bhikambal, 28
Bom. 676.

12.

The

Secretary of State v.

hir Lal, 87 All. 888.
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grants came into existence on account of the cus-

tom of the country to remunerate services rendered by servants,
public and private, by assignments of land or land revenue, and

Origin of
service
grants.

this system was specially adapted to a country where the revenue
was payable in kind. Such assignments varied according to the
nature of the services to be rendered. They were at first only for
the lives of the

grantees,

but in course of

time, became here-

ditary. They may be divided into four classes, (a) grants for
private or personal services; (b) grants for public services; (c)
grants in favour of village servants; and (d) grants for religious
and charitable services.
:
(a)

Private or personal service grants are grants

by which

services, private or personal, were reserved to the grantor 1, as
distinguished from the second class in which the community or
any portion of it were interested in their maintenance, such as,
Amaram,
known also as
Mr. Stratton 2, it implies ease,

Umbilikkai.
and hence

According to
the favourable

character of the tenure; while Dr. Maclean3 defines it to
mean the command
of one thousand horse, and an amaram
grant ‘‘a grant of land by the prince or poligar on condition
of service, generally military or police” 4, The word now
generally means villages granted on favourable terms to encoutage
cultivation.
Amaram
grants
were generally
held
by the armed retainers of zemindars or poligars, and also

by

their

relatives,

honorary

tenure

and persons

of

service

of high

than

the

rank

upon

amore

kattubadis.

The

amararkars or grantees were therefore military chiefs, while the
1. Many of the grants that were
public or quasi-public before the permanent settlement aeased to be such
subsequent to that date.

T 30

2. Report givenin Nellore Di.
805,
3. Man. of Adminis IIT. 24, 369,
4. Ibid, 24 ; Wilson, 21.

M.

Amaram.
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katiubadis were inferior peons, subject

to frequent

service.

When an amaram is held on service tenure, the amararkar
is bound to attend the grantor on his
summons within

the period he may require ; and any neglect or delay in
complying not safisfactorily explained is punished by
dispossession of the lands or otherwise,‘as suits the grantor’s pleasure.
The amaram holders being of a higher class are allowed to
serve with such arms as they prefer.

In case

they,

from

sick-

ness, minority, or other causes, cannot attend, they must provide
efficient men to serve in their room. They are entitled to batta
when on attendance on the poligar, or when they are detached

on any duty unconnected with the concerns of their villages ;
but it is understood that they are most strictly to do the
police? within the respective limits of each, and in case of

any

irregularity.or theft, they are bound to answer to the complaint
ana tc make good the amount of all stolen effects.1 When the
holder of lands held on amaram dies, his son succeedsas a
matter of course; andin case he happens to be a minor, the
lands are cultivated by his relatives during his minority. When
the holder dies without any male issue, the next male heir or
relative succeeds, but in this case he must get a sanad from the
poligar recognizing him in the inheritance, and where the holder dies without any

male heir, the lands revert to the poligar.2

Sometimes villages in a decayed condition were made over under
this tenure to peons in the proportion of 8 to 10 to a village,
who were then considered the mirasidars of those villages
and were jointly bound to make good the demand
or rent
originally stipulated, which was neverafter raised 8. Wilson §,
and Maclean 5 are of opinion that amaram grants are resumable
when the amararkars fail to perform the.stipulated services ;
but judicial decisions have gone further and held that they are
resumable at the will of the grantor 6.
Bissoyee
lands.

Bissoyee lands are lands held

maliahs in the

by the bissoyees, or chiefs in

Ganjam District ’.

The form

of administra-

tion prevalent in the maliahs and the tenure of the bissoyees are
1. Mr. Stration’s
Nellore, Dit. M. 266.
2. Ibid,

Report,

given

in

6. Unitde Rajaha Raja Bommarause
Bahadur v. Permmasamy Venkatadry
Naidu, 7M. 1. A 128; Narasayya v.

8.

Ibid, 265.

Venkatagiri Raja, 23 Mad. 262 ; Raja of

4.

Glossary, 21.

Venkatageri v. Narasayya, 87 Mad.

5.

Man, of Adminis, IIL, 352.

7.

Man of Adminis. 117, 906.

1.
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described by the Privy Council in Goura Chandra Gajapati
Narayana Deow. The Secretary of State 1: ‘The Maliahs appear
to have been always organized on a special system,

not

unlike

that which has been found to prevail in other hill countries of
India. The inhabitants of the country are those known as
Savaras an indigenous hill race, once no doubt turbulent
people and dangerous neighbours to those dwelling in the
plains.

The maliahs are divided

into

eleven

which is controlled by a local chief or bissoyee.

muttas,

Each

each of

bissoyee

had his fort (a term, sometimes at least used as synonymous
with the mutta) and his staff of officers and paiks. The bissoyees

were formerly responsible for controlling the Savaras within
their jurisdiction, maintaining peace and good order, and
defending the passes to the plains. In return for their duties
they received certain advantages. It is not suggested by either
side that a bissoyee has ever had any proprietary right in the
mutta under his control, or any part of it. On'the contrary, it is

agreed that whatever he has held has been held on a mere service
tenure, not by right of ownership.
In respect of what he has
enjoyed he has paid a sum by way of kattubadi or quit-rent.”
The relation of the bissoyee to the Savaras is given in
the judgment of the Agent to the Governor, which is quoted
with approval by the Privy Council inthe above
case 2:
“Each ‘fort’ has its own boundaries, including forest lands
and is made up of a number of villages, each of which again
has its own boundary.
The remuneration of the bissoyees is
derived partly from land cultivated by themselves, to which the
Savaras contribute a certain amount of ‘vetti’ or ‘ customary

labour,’

while the paiks are remunerated

either

by grants of

land or by payments in cash and grain.
The Savaras have
permanent wet and permanent dry cultivation ; they also prac-

tise ‘Kumri’ or Podu cultivation, For the permanent cultivation
they pay a fixed proportion of the produce to the bissoyees,
but in regard to the ‘Kumri’ cultivation they receive a fixed fee,

either one rupee per house or one putti of grain per house,
from each Savara family, besides ‘Sambolos’ or ‘dallies’ of fruit
and vegetables six times in the year. A Savara residing in one
1,
2.

28 Mad, 130 (144): 82, I, A. 58.
Geura Chandra Gajapati Nara-

yana Deo vy. The Secretary of
28 Mad. 180 (145) : 821. A. 58,

State,
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village

cannot practise ‘Kumri’ cultivation in another village,
and permission must be obtained from the head of the village

and the Bissoyee. The kattubadi is paid by the Bissoyee to the
plaintiff, but with the exception of this payment, the Bissoyee
exercises absolute authority over the affairs of his Fort subject
te government control.’’.
Doratnam.

Doratnams

are

lands

granted

to

the

villages for the security of the country

and

Doras

who

hold

for preventing the

incursions of Savaras ‘and other hill tribes. 1
Jivitham,

Jivithams
found in the
Ramnad and Madura Disricts are of the same nature
as the mukhasas of the
Northern
Sirkars. They were granted by zemindars to
their relations and dependants, sometimes for personal services, and sometimes as subsistence grants. 2 They were also
granted as rewards for meritorious services, or as support to
helpless poets, etc. Poruppu

was fixed

on them

or not, accord-

ing to the degree of benefit intended to be conferred.
Kattubadi,

Katiubadi means settlement and is used to denote lands
granted by zemindarg to their armed servants and personal
retainers on tenure of service at a fixed,

invariable and favoura-

ble rent %. They were of two classes, grama
huttubadis
who were strictly village servants and were required to perform service throughout the year, and jangi kattubadis who
were called out for service only on emergent occasions 4,
Katiubadi grants are resumable at the will of the grantor 5,
They were of various classes, known as (1) anakala, held by
kattubadi peons whose duty it was to carry provisions to

village and taluq officials ; (2) angazala, held for performing
the service of angazala kattubadi peons whose duties

in distributing water to the fields, and in

the performance of

customary

labour;

consisted

collecting ryots
(3)

dandiya,

held

for
by

the head of kattubadi peons; (4) jitavritti : jitotra, held by a
class of kattubadis known b} this name who formerly used to
draw pay without rendering any service; service was demanded

of them from fasli 1255 ; (5) sandacharam, held by kattubadi
1.
2.
8.

4.

Man of Adminis, III. 364,
Ibid.
Ibid, 256, 358,

Ibid, 111. 256.

5. Unide Rajaha Raja Bommarause
Bahaduryv. Pemmaswamy Venkatadry
Naidu, 7 M. 1, A. 128,
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peons employed in the western taluq of Bellary, who were
Temunerated by fixed remissions from the assessment of the lands
held by them; (6) hola payako, held for the maintenance of
armed retainers in the zemindaries in the the District of Ganjam;

(7) mutratsa, granted
service as kattubadi
peons

in

the

to a man
of the
peon ; (8) paik,

District

of

Ganjam

mutratsa caste for
held by military

on condition

of

service ;

and (9) tirastu, held by a description of armed peons maintained by the hill zemindars of the Vizagapatam District for
preserving the peace
of the country.
The obligations of
kattubadis are similar to those of amarams with the difference
that the former, when called out, are bound to serve either
with pikes or matchlocks provided at their own expense, as
may be stipulated for. They are entitled to batta in the same
way as the amarams,

and in respect of inheritance, their

descend in a similar manner. They are bound to do
duties of the limits assigned to them and make good
within those limits.
It isalso understood that when
and kaitubadis distinguish themselves particularly

lands

the kavali
all thefts
amarams
in battle,

they are to be handsomely rewarded. 1
Mukhasa is defined by Wilson? thus, “‘ A village or land
assigned to an individual either rent free or at a low rent, on
condition of service ; or a village held khas by the state, the
revenue being paid to the Government direct ; ora share of
the Government in a village, or in the revenue paid by it,”
It has the same meaning as a jagir and jivitham.
In Sri
VenkataRaja
Sri
v.
Bahadur
Rao
Appa
Sobhanadri
Rajah
narasimha
Appa Rao
Bahadur 8, the learned Judges of

of the

Madras

High

Court

observed

that

mukhasa

was a

well known term in the Northern Sirkars and that the term
itself implied that it wasa tenure subject to service.
It took
this form when it was granted to servants and military chiefs in
lieu of pay ; sometimes it was granted to men of high position
and influence, whose
tenure was of a honorary or almost
nominal nature.
In some cases, when it was granted to rela-

_tions of zemindars, no service is specified in the
‘1. Report of Mr. Stration
Nellore Dt. M. 268.
2.

8.

Glossary, 852.

26

Mad.

given in

408, affirmed

by the

grant, though

Privy Council in Venkata Narasimha
Appa Rao Bahadur v. Sobhanadri Appa
Rao Bahadur, 29 Mad,

:

52; 33 I, A. 46,

Mukhaga.
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it is expressed to be for service 1. In these latter cases they
partake of the nature of personal grants. Mukhasa can be
classified according to the conditions of the grant into (1)
Kattubadi Mukhasa, village or villages granted for service at a
low quit-rent ; (2) Rayayat Mukhasa, villages held on a fayourable assessment fluctuating with the cultivation of each year ;

and (3) Sarva

or darobust

Mukhasa, villages granted

with

no

condition of service.
Meaning in
Tanjore,

Chingleput.

In Tanjore the term mukhasa is used to denote the private
estate of the late Raja, being made up of lands which His High-

ness Sarabhoji retained at the cession of the province.
It is
who!ly exempt from the payment of revenue, save the small
police fee, the water tax levied for dry cultivation converted
into wet with the aid of government water, and the local
cess 7, In the Chingleput District it denoted villages alienated by

poligars and paying nothing to government 8; while those that
Other private
service
grants.

were forcibly possessed by them were known as tusrufaat 4.
Besides these grants there are others known by a variety
of names, such as,
Attar, for supplying perfumes to the poligar.
Barut-gola, for supplying the poligar with gunpowder and
ball.
Bhatraz : Sangitham, held by bards for singing the praises
of the zemindar or poligar.
Bot : Gadaba: Gadabalu : Shendi, for the service of palanquin bearer,

Darzi : Tatyalkaran, for the service of tailor to the zemindar or poligar,
Dega, held by falconers in the service of zemindars or
poligars.
Dommera, granted to persons of the Dommera or Nokkan
caste, who gain their livelihood by performing as tumblers and
rope dancers.

Erukala,

granted

collecting medicinal
dar.

to persons

of the

drugs or plants

1. Cf. Vizianagarnm Maharajah
Sitaramaragu, 19 Mad, 100,
2. Tanjore Dt. M. 680.

vy.

8.
4,

Erukala

tribe

for

for the use of the zemin-

Mivasi Papers, 18.
Ibid.
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: Palkalaya Kundu,

held by

a shep-

herd for the service of supplying milk to the zemindar and for
manuring the fields of a village with his sheep.
Godugu, for holding an umbrella over the zemindar.
Gurrupu, for superintending
the zemindar
present.

Jaithi,

; for

held

and breaking

the: maintenance

by

wrestlers

in

of

the

a

in the horses of

horse

service

given

as

of poligars

a

or

zemindars.

Kadaiyan, for the service of supplying~ cadjan leaves to
the zemindar,
Kaviroyan : Pulavan, held by poets at the court of poligars
and

zemindars;

Brahman.
Khasa,

for

known

as

domestic

kavitaipattan,

service

in

when

the

held

household

by

a

of

the

before

the

zemindar.
Kommu,

for the

service

of

blowing

a

horn

Tasildar.
Kon, for the service of supplying milk, ghee, etc.
zemindar or his servants when they halt in the village,

to

the

Kudukuduppai, held by fortune tellers who beat a kind
of clapper called kudukuduppai.
Matapati, for the service of supplying milk to public
officers and cooking food to. the Reddis when they leave the
village on public duty. Wilson defines it thus1, ‘ A member
of the village community holding landin inam rent free on
condition of his supplying public
officers and servants
with buttermilk, being also paid for the same; it is said to
apply to village servants who acted not only as purveyors to
public officers but sometimes as cooks for the villagers.’
Nakara, for the service of beating a drum at mosques, or
at the gates of Nawabs or men of rank.
Palapatti, for performing the service of pouring milk at
particular places on the boundary line of a village on the last
day of the procession of the village . deity.
Peria Aranmanai, for watchig the zemindar'’s palace.
1.

Glossary, 884.

|
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Perukuli, (1) for the benefit of persons who gave to their
children the name of the reigning zemindar in Shivaganga ; (2)
granted for giving names to the children of the
Puppotti, for the service of supplying

zemindar.
flowers to the

zemindar.

Sei

Kalgar,

for

the

service

of polishing

the

zemindars.
;
Semman, for supplying the zemindar with chunam.
Siyahi Wala, granted for the service of supplying
public officers.

arms

of

ink

to

Tabela, for superintending the stables of the zemindar.
Tamalapukula, for supplying betel leaves to the zemindar.
Ustad, for teaching the zemindar fencing and gymnastics.
Valayan, for catching fish to the zemindar.

Zingar, for the

service of saddler

in the

service

of

the

zemindar.
Kasavargam.

Kasavargam tenure is the tenure under which house sites
were granted to tenants and artizans either by individual mirasidars or by village communities in consideration of the perform-

ance of services
is not clear.

required of them.

The meaning

of the term

Wilson defines it thus, ‘‘ Traders and

canvas and sacks residing in a village and claiming

makers

of

certain fees

and perquisites, having a proprietary right to their houses, but
not to the land on which they stand.”! Neither in any of the
cases that have come up for decision before courts, nor in the

experience of any, is the incident of the tenure mentioned by
Wilson, namely traders and makers of canvas claiming certain
fees and perquisites, to be found.
Mr. Huddlestone derives
kasavargam from kasa, private and vargam, account as in the
case of the warg of South Kanara.2 The compound means a
private account and indicates that the land held on that tenure
is entered in the village registers and government revenue accounts in the name of the mirasidar who granted it. The more

probable derivation is from kachcha asin kachcha asami meaning
temporary or not permanent, and

wargam, sort, the

compound

meaninga sort of temporary possession, i.e., the tenant having
no permanent interest in the land he occupies. The tenure
came into existence on account of
1.

Glossary, 588.

the
2.

practice

of

Mérast Papers. 488.

mirasidars

-
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A
and village communities allowing tenants and artizans who
settled in the:village sites to build houses on at their own cost,
and to remain in possession of them as long as they cultivated
lands and performed their duties.
Where a person is holding
land on hasavargam tenure and doing gurukkal service to the

temple, there is no presumption that he is holding it under the

temple in the absence of proof of title in it.1 Originally there

seems to have been a distinction between a purakudi and a kasa-

vargam,

If a house site was allowed to a tenant who cultivated

the lands of a mirasidar, he was known as a purakudi; and if he
ceased

to cultivate them

but occupied

the house

site,

he

was

known as a kasavargam.2 There is now no distinction between
the two.
Any cultivator who is allowed a house site by the
mirasidar

is

known asa kasavargam,.3

The consideration for

his being allowed the house site is the cultivation of the lands
of the mirasidar, or of doing services, such as artizan’s work
and the like to the village community or the village temple. The
land on which the house stands will be entered in the name of
the

mirasidar in the village accounts. Sometimes to prevent the

_ tenant from setting up a title to the land, a nominal rent is taken
from him, but the consideration for the grant is not rent but
only services.
Generally the tenant and his descendants are
allowed to continue in possession of the house site as long as
they cultivate the lands or perform the services.
They may be

ejected

for

failure

to

perform

the

services

required

of

them,4 or the mirasidar may at any time put an end to the
services and recover back the lands. The kasavargam tenant has

no proprietary right to the soil on which the house stands,® but
is entitled to compensation for buildings standing thereon when
ejected.7 In an early case decided by Scotland, C.J., and Collet,7.,
1.

In reVeerappa

Chettyor,

660.

9.

181.0.

ம

145 ; No.

808011 402௨1 108 6] 1884 (34782

Papers, 486).

8. Sadasiva Iyer, Jin Naine Pillat
Maracayar vy. Ramanathan Chettiar, 88

M. L. J. 84

4. No. 60 of 1858: Athakutti v. Govin.
da, 16 Mad, 97; Lakshmana Padayachi
v. Ramanathan Chettiar, 27 Mad. 517;
Nadarsa Rowihen v. Amirtham.22 M.L.
J.1: Saminatha Iver v. Marimuthu,
14 I. C. 689.
5.
Special

Appeal

No.

108

of

1844

(Mirast Papers, 586) ; Calleyana Ramier

yo

v. Subramanian Chetty, (1845) Sel. Deo.
60

of

1858;

Appa Pillat

v.

Gopalasamt Reddi, (1860) Sel. Dec. 41;
Vennagiri Setti v. Peria Visvanadhaiyan
(1861) Sel.Des. 27: Subraya v. Nataraja,
14 Mad. 98;

Lakshmana

Padayachi

v.

Ramanathan Chettiar, 27 Mad. 511.
6. Subbaraya v. Nataroja, 14 Mad.
98 ; Nadarsa Rowihen, Amirtham, 22 M.
We db al

27. Appa Pillai v. Gopalasami Reddy,
(1860) Sel. Dea. 41 ; Blake v Sundarathammal, 223Mud. 116; Nadirsa Rowthen
vy. Amirtham, 22 M. LJ. 1.
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non-payment

of rent was entitled to have the tenant’s house pulled down and
be replaced in possession of the land.1
Grants for
public
services,

(b) Grants for public services, or purposes of public utility are

those in which the community.or a portion of it are interested. Even if they have been granted by the zemindar. he has
no right to resume them, unless he has been given that right
by

Dasabandham
Tnam.

government

in

whom

alone the

right

of

resumption

is

vested. The circumstances under which such grants are resumed
are that the grantee refuses or fails to perform the services
imposed upon him, or the necessity for maintaining them has
ceased. The most important Of this class of grants are what
are called dasabandham inams, known also as kattu-kodige or
cheruvu manyams. The word dasabandham means ten in hundred, implying thereby a deduction of one-tenth of the revenue.

The Mahomadan Government of the Carnatic very generally
granted a portion of the irrigation area under tanks and channels
on dasabandham tenure.
By this the burden of keeping those
irrigation sources in repair was transferred to the inamdar.®
It is a grant of land or land revenue given as compensation for
the construction of a tank, well or channel; the grant, generally
if not always, carries with it the condition of keeping

the

work

in repair4
Ifthe grant consists of land, it is called khandam dasabandham ; and if it consists of an assignment of
revenue,

it

is called

shamilat

dasabandham.5

The

extent

and value of the land and the amount of revenue granted varied
in proportion to the capital expended on the work in question.
In the Cuddapah

District,6

(1) keeping in repair tanks

it

was granted for three

purposes,

which cultivate government

(2) levelling lands and rendering them fit for

land,

cultivation,

and

(3) bringing dry waste into cultivation.
In the North Arcot
District two varieties of dasabandham inams were found, (1)
chautayi,

in which the

dasabandhamdar

received

one-fourth

of the assessment paid on the ayakat, and (2) valavadi, in
which he was granted the whole ayakat at a favourable rate of
1.

Venkatarayan

yv.

pathy,8. A. 207 of 1868.

9.

8.

Manof

Adminis,

North Arcot. Dt. M.

KanakasabaTIT 260
171,

ல

4,

8.56 ய. note (I. 56).

6.

8.

6.

Manual, 285.

O.

53

(1),

Cuddapah Di. M. 285.

note

(.

56);
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Sagubadi, granted to head ryots with a view to their
encouraging the cultivation of government lands.
Uppara: Waddi, for the service of repairing tanks.
Urani, for maintaining in repair the village tanks, for supplying drinking water.
Vaykkal, for the

service of preserving

channels and other

irrigation works in repair,
Village ser-

vice grants

(c). Grants in favour of village servants.
It has already been pointed out in a previous Chapter that
an Indian village was a corporation,

with

the

complement

of

servants necessary for an agricultural population who were paid
by assignments of land or land revenue, or a proportion of the
produce,

called marahs,

russooms, or

names of the offices have already been

swatantarams.1

As

the

given, it is unnecessary

to repeat them here.
Interest

taken by village servants,

The assignment of land or land revenue appropriated as
the emoluments of a hereditary village office is an appanage to
the office and designed to be the emoluments of the office into
whomsoever hands it may fall, 2 and until it is shown that since
the vriginal appropriation it has been resumed or regranted, it
must be presumed to be attached to the office 3. Though
usually it is enjoyed by the members of the family of the office
holder and partitioned in the family partition among them, such
enjoyment and partition are illegal 4, and the emoluments of the
office do not become the property of the family 5. The right to
the office carries with it the right to the possession of land or
land revenue constituting the emoluments of the office 6, and the
office holder recognized as such by the revenue

authorities

can

at any time sue to recover it’, An alienation of land by the
office holder for the time being is not binding upon his successor. The Privy Council had recently to consider the nature of
the interest taken by a hereditary holder of a village office

1, Chapter, 111 supra.
2, Alaymeluammal vy. Venkatoovier ,
2 Sel, Dec, 85; Seskatya v. Gawramma,
4 M.H.O0.R. 388; Srinivasayyer v.
Lakshmana, 7 Mad. 206; Bada v. Hussy

Bhaji, 7 Mad,

236; Venkata

v. Rama,

8 Mad. 249,
|
8. Seshayya v. Gawramma,4M.

O, R, 888,

HH.

4. Venkata v. Rama, 8 Mad. 249.
f
9. Ibid; Venkatorayudu v. Venkatayramayya, 15 Mad, 294.
6. Venkata ர. Rama, 8 Mad, 249,
7. Ibéd.

8.

Seshaiya v. Gawamma, 4 M.H.C.

R, 388: Papayya v. Ramana, 7 Mad 85:
Venkata vy, Raman, 8 Mad.249; Venkayya

Vv. Suramma, 12 Mad, 236,
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under Regulations XXIX of 1802, Il of 1806 and VI of
and its conclusions were formulated as follows
(1)

1831

:—

The lands comprising the emoluments

of

a

Under the

Regulations.

karnam

were attached to the office held by him as such;
(2)

When

the karnam for the

time

being

was

removed

from office, he lost ali right and title to the lands;

(3) Although in point of fact there might be even a long
continuance of the office in a particular family, the right of
government andthe decision of the revenue authorities to
Temove a karnam from office and to appoint another were not
Open to question in Courts of Law ; and
(4)
Ifthis right of selection were exercised in favour
of a stranger, there being, for example, within the range
of the family (which had been accustomed to have one of its
members holding the office of village accountant) no person
who in the opinion of the Revenue Officer was suitable for the
position, then the appointment went to the stranger selected
and the lands with it asemoluments without any claim thereon
as a family right by relatives of the former holders of the
office.
The same result has been held to

flow

under

Acts

II of

1894. and III of 1895. Elegibility for nomination to a village
office whether by the proprietor under the former Act or the
Collector under the latter is a matter personal to the nominee
clearly taking into account such things not only as sex and age
but also the physical and mental capacity to discharge the
office, and even of the educational qualification of the person
selected, though in exercising the nomination in particular
cases, it has to be exercised in favour of a suitable person who
is amember ofa particular family. Though this hereditary
right is recognized, it constitutes only a spes among the persons
within the area of selection of those eligible for the office. In
‘such

cases

also

the lands

forming

the emoluments

office follow the office and are impartible and do not
the property of the family of the office holder. 2
1. Venkata Jaggunatha v.
8208 41 M. B,J. 1.

Veeraba-

2,

Ibid.

of

the

become

Under the
Acts of 1894
and 1895.
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Section 11 of Regulation XXV of 1802 require’s the landholders with whom permanent settlement has been effected to
keep up the regular and established number of karnams in the
several villages in their estates. The karnams are bound to obey
all

orders

issued

by

the

landhoiders

who

are,

however,

prohibited from removing them without an order of Court,
and it is enacted that, whenever they have any cause of complaint against them, they are at liberty to institute suits in the
Civil
Courts
tor
bringing them
to
trial. When
a
karnam is dismissed by a sentence of a Court of Judicature, the
landholder is given power to appoint a successor from the family
of the last incumbent,
and in case there is no member
௦1:

his family capable of performing the duties
another at his discretion.
Regulation
XXIX of
1802,

thereof, to appoint

Regulation XXIX of 1802 was passed the same day that
Regulation XXV of 1802 was passed for the purpose of regulating the duties and appointment of karnams in permanently
settled estates. Under this Regulation, the proprietor is given the
power of nominating karnams }, and of appointing a successor
when a vacancy occurs in the office, either by death or dismissal 2; and in filling vacanies he is to appoint heirs of
the preceding karnam, and in case the incapacity of the
heir is proved to the satisfaction of the Judge of the zilla, to
nominate any person according to his discretion 3, The
proprietors are required to deposit a list of names of
the karnams within their estates and the names of villages
of which they are karnams in the Court of the Adalat of the
zilla, head kacheri of the Collector and in the principal kacheri
of the zemindari or estate +, and are prohibited from dismissing
any karnam without a sentence of a Court of Judicature.6 The
duties of the karnam and the penalties for their non-perform-

ance

are laid

Under

the

down in the other Sections of the
Regulation

the

proprietor alone can

Regulation.
exercise

the

power of appointing and dismissing a karnam.
Therefore
the agent of an undivided brother of the proprietor 6, and
the lessee of a permanently settled estate under a lease from
1.
9,

Section 8.
Section 6.

8.

Section 7.

4.

Sectéon 8.

5.
6.
:

Section 5.
Subramanya

15 Mad,

127.

.v.

Sommasundara,
é
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2

the proprietor authorising
karnams

1, were

removing a

held

karnam.

the

former to appoint

incompetent

A

to

srotriyamdar

and remove

exercise

is

not

the

power of

entitled

to sue

for the removal of a karnam ; and his only course is to apply to
the Collector for his removal.2 A lessee of a permanently settled

estate with power under the lease to appoint and remove
karnams is entitled to bring a suit for damages against karnams

for neglect of

their statutory

preceding karnam”

duties 8.

The

“heirs of the

mean his next of kin according

to the order

of the several grades of legal heirs and not heirs in the order
of succession to undivided ancestral
property.4 Therefore
a daughter’s son is preferable to an undivided brother of
the

last

incumbent 5.

A

female

is,

by

reason

of

her

sex,

incapacitated from holding the office of karnam 6 Therefore
when the next heir is a female, the proprietor is bound to
appoint

the next heir after her, and

if the proprietor does

not

consent to the appointment, the Court can appoint him 7,
Minority is a ground on which the next heir can be passed
over 8. When the next heir is incapacitated, the proprietor can
appoint any person he likes %. But where there are heirs of a
deceased person who are qualified and willing to hold the office,
the zemindar cannot appoint a third person10,
But, when in
consequence of the incapacity of the next heir the proprietor
has appointed a third person, such heir cannot afterwards sue
for the recovery of the officell. Though the incapacity of the
next heir has to be proved to the Court before a third person is
appointed, such proof is not necessary, if the incapacity is
admitted!2.
The
provisions of Section 7 apply to cases
where the vacancy is caused by dismissal!3.
Though an officer
1. Kumarasamét
Pillai v. Orr, 20
Mad. 145.
2. Thurga Ramachandra Rau vy. Ap
payya, 7 Mad, 128.
8. Kumarasami Ptllat v. Orr, 20
Mad.

4.

Krishnamma v. Papa, 4 M. H. C,
R. 284; Venkayya v. Subbarayadu, 9
Mad. 283; Seetaramayya ¥. Venkataraju,
ம்.

Chandramma v,

8. Venkata v.
Venkatanarayan2
Mad.

420.

.

Krishnamma v. Papa, 4 M. H.C.

R, 284.

6. Venkataratnamma
v. Ramanuja
Sam#t, 2 Mad. 812 ; Venkata y. Rama, 8

Mad. 249; Chandramma v. Venkataraju,
10 Mad, 226.

Venkataraju,

10

226.

Rama, 8 Mad. 249 ;
v. Subbarayudu,
9

214.

9.

145,

18 Mad.

7.
Mad

Venkatanarayana v. Subbarayudu,

9 Mad.

214.

|

10, Venkayya v. Subbarayadu, 9 Mad.
288.
11. Venkatanarayana v. Subbarayudu,
9 Mad. 214 ; Subbarayudu v. Gangarazu,
11 Mad.

196.

12. Venkatanarayana v. Subbarayudu,
9 Mad.

18.
4 Mad.

214.

்

Arumugam Pillas v. Vijayammeal,
338,
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of government
is synonymous
with a public servant,
every public officer is not an officer of government.
Therefore

a suit for damages against a karnam for default in keeping
certain accounts can be brought on the small cause side 1.
A karnam in a permanently
settled estate is a village
servant employed
in revenue duties within the meaning
of Section 52 of the Revenue Recovery Act, and consequently
the attachment and sale to enforce payment of mera due
to him is valid 2, In Venkatanarasimha v. Suryanarayana 8,
it was held that a suit for the dismissal of a karnam could be
brought only before a Subordinate or District Court.
But suits

to establish the plaintiff's right to the office of karnam, suits

to

have the appointment of another as karnam cancelled and to
have the plaintiffs appointed were brought in the District
Munsif’s Court 4, andin’ Venkatanarayana

v. Subabrayadu 5,a

suit to establish the plaintiff’s right and to

recover

the

ments of an office was brought before the District Court.
The
Proprietary
Estates YVillage Sarvice
Act.

emolu-

The Madras Proprietary Estates Village Service Act (II of
1894) was passed for the purpose of regulating the appointment, dismissal, punishment and remuneration of the following classes of village officers by whatever name they were
called, namely, (1) village accountants, (2) heads of villages, (3)
village watchmen or police officers, in proprietary estates as
defined in Section 4 of the Act 6. Power is given to government to extend the Act or any portion thereof to all or any of
the above classes of village offices 7, and on the extension of
its provisions to the office of village accountant in any estate,

Section 11 of Regulation XXV of 1802, and Regulation XXIX

of 1802 cease to be in force therein 8.
The Act requires the
maintenance in each estate of so many and such village
officers as the District Collector, subject to the orders of the
Board of Revenue, may direct 9, and every proprietor is required to prepare and submit a register containing particulars
1, Orr v, Neelamagham Pillai, 18

Mad. 395.
2, Collector of North

Arcot v. Nagi

Reddi, 15 Mad, 865.

3, 12 Mad, 188.
4. Krishnamma v. Papa, 4 M. H. 6.
R. 234; Arumugam Pillai v. Vijayammal,

' 4 Mad, 898 ; Chandrammal 1. Venkata

raju, 10 Mad. 226;

Subdarayudu v.

Gangarazu, 11 Mad. 196; Jagganatha
Pillai v. Subbaraya Pillai, 22 Mad, 340.
2.

9 Madi

6.
7.
8.

Section 2,
Ibid.
Section 3.

9.

214,

Section 7.

2
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employed

in

his estate and
of their emoluments
and duties, whenever called
upon by the District
Collector to do so,
within three months from the date

of such requisition 1. Every

vacancy in a village office caused by the death or resignation of
its holder is to be reported by the proprietor to the Revenue
Officer in charge of the division in which the estate is situated 2)
and the proprietor is given power to fill such vacancies, and
to appoint persons fo a newly created office, within six weeks
from the date of such vacancy or creation, and is to send notice
of the appointment made by him to the Revenue Divisional
Officer 8. The receiver of an estate appointed by a Civil Court
with general powers of management can exercise the powers of a
proprietor under the Act 4 In making appointments, the
proprietor is to be guided by the following rules 5, namely, (1)
No person is to be appointed who (a) is not of the male sex, (b)
has not attained the age of majority, (c) is not physically and
mentally capable of discharging the duties of the office, (d) has
not qualified according to the educational test prescribed for
the office in question by the Board of Revenue, (¢) has been
convicted by a Criminal Court of any

Divisional

opinion of the Revenue
Collector, disqualifies

him

from

offence,

Officer
holding

or
the

which,

in

the

of the District
office ; and

(2)

The succession to hereditary offices is to devolve on a single
heir according to the general custom and rule of primogeniture
governing succession to impartible zemindaries in Southern
India. The Revenue Wivisional Officer to whom notice of
appointment is given may disallow the appointment made by the
proprietor within three months of the date of its receipt by him,
and ask
if he thinks that the person appointed is disqualified,
the proprietor to appoint another person and the proprietor is to
appoint another within six weeks after such requisition 6, In

cases where no notice of appointment is sent to the Divisional
Officer within the time fixed, or where the fresh appointment
made by the proprietor is again disallowed by the Divisional
1.
2.
8.

4.

Section 5.
Section 8,
Section 9.

The Secretary of State

T 32

dhana 7880, 80 14, 1, J. 456.
5. Section 10.
6. Section i1 (1).

y.

Janar-

Appointments how
made.
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Officer, the latter himself can appoint one in accordance with
the rules prescribed in Section 10 1, Against every order passed
by the Revenue Divisional Officer or the District

appeal is provided for respectively to the
the Board of Revenue 2.
Procedure
when
the
next heir is
minor

or dis-

qualified .

District

Collector, an

Collector or

Where the next heir to a hereditary office is not qualified,
the proprietor isto appoint the person next in the order of
succession who is so qualified, and in the absence of any such
person in the line of succession, may appoint any person
duly qualified.8
Where the next heir is a minor, the proprietor is to send his name for registration to the Revenue
Divisional Officer as the heir of the last holder, and appoint at
the same time another duly qualified person to discharge the

pended
dismissed.

01

does

not give directions for the

appointment

of

another,

the

proprietor may fill it asif he were dead under the provisions,
of the Act ; and if the person suspended, removed or dismissed
is permitted to return to duty, the person so appointed in the
Aiterim ceases to hold the office. § The provisions of Section 11
apply also to appointments made under Sections 12 and 13.

குஹ்ய

When
the
holder is sus-

duties, until the minor on attaining majority, or within three
years thereafter, is qualified under the Act, and if he dies or
remains disqualified for three years after.attaining majority, the
vacancy is to be filled as if he were dead 4. The effect of registration is merely to declare that the person registered is entitled
on attaining majorityor within three years thereafter to be
appoined to the office, provided he is qualified and it does not
give the registered person any right to sue for the inam lands
attached to the office enfranchised in favour of anotherd .
Where
a hereditary village
officer is dismissed or
suspended, the authority dismissing or suspending may direct
that, until the death or return to duty of such holder,
his duties are to be performed by some person duly qualified
under the Act, who is not an undivided member of the family
of the dismissed or suspended officer, to be appointed by the
proprietor, subject to the approval »f the Revenue Divisional
Officer ; and where, in such cases, the authority concerned

Section 11 (2).

Section 11 (3).
Section 10 (8).
Section 18.

5.

Satyanarayana

Narasamma $1,
6.

Appalarazu

Mad. 526,

Section 14 (1).

vy.
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Where two or more villages are grouped together to form
a single village or one village is divided into two or more
villages, all the village offices of the villages or village so
grouped, amalgamated or divided cease to exist, and new
hereditary offices, if the offices they replace are hereditary are
to be created, and the holders thereof selected by the proprietor
from among the families of the last holders of the offices which
have been abolished 1. Where two or more village offices of
one class exist, and the District Collector asks the proprietor to
dispense with the services of officers not required, the proprietor

is to retain those whom he thinks

best qualified

to discharge

the duties of the remaining offices 2.
If, however,
he
fails tu make a nomination within
six
weeks
of the
creation of new offices or of the reduction in the existing
ones, the power
is to be exercised
by
the
Revenue
Officer in charge of the division 3. The receiver of an estate
appointed by a Civil Court with general powers of management
can exercise the powers under the Section 4. The starting
point of six weeks for making the nomination is the day ou
which all the requisite steps under Section 6 have been completed, that is, the day on which the last step has been completed 5, The proprietor is bound to make the nomination himself and cannot delegate it to an agent; but when he once

exercises his discretion in appointing a manand the

report sent

by him is signed by his agent, it is not illegal 6, A nomination
sent up in anticipation of the creation of a new office is valid,
if it has been kept on file and not rejected by the Revenue
Divisional Officer, and can be retracted and a fresh nomination
made within six weeks if the prior nomination has not then
been accepted by the latter §&. Where a nomination has been
sent up by the proprietor within 6 weeks and is not otherwise
objectionable, the Revenue Divisional Officer has no jurisdiction to set it aside 7. This issoeven if the former selects a
person from

outside

the

families

of

the

last

holder as

no

provision is made for such cases falling under Section 15 8.
1.

2.
8.
4,

Section

15 a

Section 15 (2).
Section, 15 (8).
The Secretary of State v. Janar-

dhanta Rao, 30 M, ந், 9. 456.

5.

Narasimhan

v.

Ramayya,

88

M. L, J. 126.

6. bid.
7. Krishnaswami Naidu v. Akkulammal, (1919) M. W.N, 29.
8.

Ibid; Kothandaramayya

lingayya, (1920) M. W.N. 644,

v. Rama-

When villages are
grouped.
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A proprietor empowered by the Board of Revenue in this
behalf may, after enquiry, fine any village officer to the extent
of three rupees for misconduct or neglect of duty 1. Power is
given to the Jistrict Collector and the Divisional Officer, of their
own
motion, or on complaint and after inquiry, to fine,
suspend, dismiss, or remove any village officer for misconduct,
or neglect of duty, or for non-residence in the village 2, and an
appeal is provided for against every such order 8,

The provisions of the Hereditary Village Offices Act (III of
1895) apply to other hereditary village offices in proprietary
estates, except (1) the offices of (a) the village-carpenter, (b) the

village blacksmith, (c) the village-barber, (d) the village-washerman, (¢) the village-potter, (f) the village-astrologer, (g) the
village-purohit or priest, and (2) in proprietary estates wherein
Madras Regulation XXIX of 1802 remains in force, the office
of village accountant 4. The proprietor is given power to suspend, dismiss or remove any holder of the above offices except
the village accountant, the head of the village, and the village
watchman for misconduct, or for neglect of duty, or incapacity,
or for non-residence in the village, or for

any

other

sufficient

cause 5. The Collector is also given similar power with regard to
these officersin proprietary estates 6, but is not to exercise if unless, for reasons to be recorded in writing, he is satisfied that the

proprietor concerned has neglected to exercise in an adequate
manner the powers conferred on him. In Alling vacancies, the
proprietor is to be guided by the following rules, namely, (1)
No person is to be appointed who (a) is not of the male
sex, (6) has not attained the age of majority, and (c) is not
physically ana mentally capable of discharging the duties of
the office 7, and (2) The succession to such offices is devolved
in accordance with the law or custom applicable to them at
the time when the Act came into force 8. When the next heir
is not qualified as above, the proprietor is to appoint the person
next in succession who is so qualified, and

any such person in the line of
1.
2.

8.
4,

Section 16 (1).
Section 16 (2).

Section 16 (8).
Section 3.(3).

in

succession,
5.
6.

7.
8.

Section 8.
Section 9.

the

may

Sectéon 11 (1),
Section 11 (2),

absence

appoint

of

any
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person who is duly qualified 1. When the next heir is a minor,
the proprietor js to register him as heir and to have the duties
performed by some other person duly qualified, until the
person

registered

as

heir

becomes

qualified. 2

If,

however,

he dies during minority, or is disqualified on attaining majority,
the proprietor is to appoint another person according to the
provisions of the Act 3,
The appointment, suspension, removal and dismissal of
hereditary village officers in ryotwari districts are now governed
by the Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act (111 of 1895).
Prior to the Act there was no statutory law governing their
appointment,
(repealed by

etc.
Section 7
Act XII of 1876)

of
Regulation II of
declared that Sections

Village
offices in

ryotwari
districts.

1806
1 to

10, 13 to 16 of Regulation XXIX of 1802 did not apply
to those districts not permanently settled, and enacted in
addition to Sections

11, 12,

17,

18,

and

19 of

that

Regula-

tion, certain rules for the due discharge of the duties of
karnams in districts not permanently settled.
The new
rules

the

made

by

Regulation

II

authority

of

immediate

of

1806

placed

Collectors,

them

who

powered without restriction to nominate persons
for the approval
karnam so

of

appointed

the

Board
liable

to

of

Revenue,

removal

under

were

to the

and

from

em-

office

declared

office

for

a
in-

capacity, disobedience or neglect of the Collector’s orders,
or for falsifying or mutilating accounts, or if, having abandoned the duties of his office for other pursuits, he failed to
return or

reassume

them within

one

month.

It

is

unneces-

sary to consider here whether the Regulation recognized the
hereditary right of karnams or not 4, for the Board of Revenue
in their proceedings, dated 25th September 1849 recognized the
hereditary right, so far as it was consistent with a capacity to
discharge the duties attached to the office. The provisions of
Act III of 1895 are applicable to the following classes of
village offices, provided that emoluments have been attached
thereto 5;—
(1) Hereditary village offices existing in ryotwari villages
Section 11 (8).

Turner, C.J. Muthuswamy Ayyar, J, and

9,

1,

Bea

ரதம்

8.

i

4,

11 (4).

Sea on this point the judgments of

49.

5.

J. in Venkaiav.'Rama, 6117௨0,

Section 8,

Act III
1895.

of
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or inam villages which for the purpose of village administration
are grouped with ryotwari villages and belonging to the
following six classes by whatever designation they may be

locally known, namely :—
(i) village munsifs.
(ii)
(111)

potels, monigars and peddakapus.
karnams.

(iv)

nirgantis.

(v) vettis, totis and tandalgars.
(vi) talayaris.
(2) hereditary village offices to which

prietary Estates’ Village Service

Act,

1894,

the

Madras

Pro-

is extended; (38)

other hereditary village offices in proprietary estates except (i)
the offices forming class (4) below and (ii) in proprietary estates
wherein Madras Regulation XXIX of 1802 remains -in force,
the office of village accountant; (4) the hereditary offices of
village artizans and village servants such as the following,
namely:—
(i) village carpenter.
(ii) village blacksmith.

When
villages ara
Grouped
amalgamated,
or divided.

(iii)

village barber.

(iv)
(v)

village washerman.
village potter.

(vi)

village astrologer.

(vii)

village purohit or priest.

The Board

of

Revenue is given

power,

in

cases

coming

under clause (1) of Section 3, to group and amalgamate two
or more villages into a single village, or divide a village into
two or more villages, and thereupon the old offices cease to
exist, and new offices which are hereditary are to be created;
and the Collector is to appoint persons to such offices whom

be finds best
holders of the

qualified from among the families of the last
offices which have been abolished. When

two or more village offices exist

in the same

village, the

Board of Revenue may, subject to the approval of government, direct that the number of such village offices is to be
reduced, and the Collector thereupon is to dispense with the
1.

Section 6 (1).

‘

ம

சோக,

ட

நா]
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services of the officers no longer required, and to retain those
whom he considers best qualified to discharge the duties of
the remaining offices 1. Power is given to the Collector to fine,
suspend, dismiss, or remove the

holder of any office mentioned

in clause (1) of Section 3 for misconduct, or for neglect of
duty, or incapacity, or for non-residence in the village, or for
any other sufficient cause.2 Power is also given to a Tahsildar
or Deputy Tahsildar to fine such village officer in such amount
as may be prescribed by the Board of Revenue 8. The rules by
which the Collector is to be guided in making appointments to
vacancies caused in village offices are the same as those applicable

to

proprietors

Service Act #. The
(4) of Section 3

under

the

Proprietary

succession to village

is to devolve in

custom applicable thereto at the
into force.
Regulation VI of 1831 was

Estates

offices

accordance

forming

with

first

class

the law

date on which the

the

Village
or

Act came

Regulation

in

this

Presidency which ousted the jurisdiction of Civil Courts from
taking cognizance of suits relating to service grants. Section 3

barred the jurisdiction of Civil Courts

to

entertain

claims to

the possession of, or succession to, such offices, or to the
enjoyment of any other emoluments attached thereto, and
invested the Collector of the District in which the claim has
arisen or may arise with power to adjudicate upon such claims.
Provision was made to call in the aid of assessors to assist the
Collector in his enquiry.
As the necessity for such prohibition ceased when a service grant was enfranchised, Madras
Act IV of

1866 removed the restriction

on

the

jurisdiction of

Civil Courts.
Section 1 of this Act enacted that a service
. inam which has been enfranchised from the condition of service
by the Inam Commissioner was exempted from the operation
of Regulation VI of 1831, and Section 2 declared that

the title

deed issued by the Inam Commissioner or an authenticated
extract from his Register was to be deemed sufficient proof of the
1.

Section 6 (2).

4,

Sectton 10.

2.
3.

Section 7 (1).
Section 7 (2)

a Section 28 (1).

2.
8.

Ibid.
Section 26.

Jurisdiction
௦1 01711]
Courts,
Under Regulation VI of

1881.
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enfranchisement of the land previously held on service tenure.
Oases under
Regulation
VI of 1881,

Under Regulation VI of 1831, it was held that a suit for
the emoluments of the office of kKarnam in an unsettled district 1,
and a suit for mesne profits due to the plaintiff on account
of his exclusion from the enjoyment of lands forming the
emoluments of an office, 2 were not cognizable by Civil Courts.
Butit was held in Kavutha Koundan vy. Muthu Koundan 8
that the Regulation had no application to a suit brought merely
for a declaration that certain lands were the emoluments of an
office (natianmai),
In Palamalai Padayachi v. Shunmuga
Asari * which was a suit brought to recover lands attached to
the office

of

village

carpenter,

the Divisional

Bench

doubted

the correctnes of the decision in Ravutha Koundan vy. Muthu
Koundan 5 and held that they were unable to reconcile this
decision either with Section 3 of Regulation VI or 1831, o1 the

Karnam in
permanently
settled
estates,

decision in The Collector of Kistna District v. Chinnamarazu 6,
and referred the matter to a Full Bench, which though remarking that there was no necessary conflict between the two
cases, held that the case came under Regulation VI of 1831 7.
Blacksmith inams also.were held to be within the Regulation. 8 As under the Regulation, suits could be brought only
before
the Revenue Courts, and the Indian Limitation Act
did not provide any period of limitation for such suits, no
title by prescription could be acquired in respect of lands
coming under it. %.
Section 8 of Regulation VI of 1831 excluded from its operation the office of karnam in permanently setttled estates governed
by Regulation XXIX of 1802. Suits ‘in respectof lands forming
the emoluments Of the office of

such

karnam

can

be brought

in Civil Courts and will beb arred by adverse possession for
more than twelve years.!0 The effect of such adverse possession
is not merely that the oifice-holder for the time being
1. The Collector of Kistna District vy.
Chinnamarazu, 5H. M. H.C R. 360,
Pillai 1. Peddo
2. Topya
5M. H.C. R. 388.
8. 18 Mad. 41.
4. 17 Mad. 802.
5. 18 Mad. 41,
6. 5M. H.C. R. 360.

ர்.

22௧1871711

Padayachi

Pillay,
:

Shunmuga

Asari, 17 Mad. 309.
8. Pichuvayan
yv.

is barred,
Vilakkudayan,

21 Mad. 134,
Srinivasa Varadachari v.
9. ibid;
Narasinga Pillay, (1911) 1 M,W.N. 208.
10. Venkayya v. Suramma, 12 Mad.
235; Neelachalam v. Kamarasu, 14 M.D,
J. 438,

இ.

௦௧௪. ஏாரா,]

but all his

e
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A suit for the recovery

of such land may also be met by the plea of res judicata? .
Regulation VI of 1831 was repealed by Act III of 1895,
and its main provisions re-enacted in the latter Act. Section
13 (1) authorises

the

institution

of

suits for

the recovery

of

village offices and of the emoluments attached thereto before
the Collector, and Section 21 ousts the jurisdiction of Civil
Courts to try any claim to succeed to any of the village offices,
or any question as to the rate or

amount

of

the

emoluments

of any such offices, except as provided for by the proviso to
Section 13 (1), but empowers Civil Courts to set aside the
appellate

the

ground

that no emoluments appertain to the office, if a
that purpose is instituted within six months from the
appellate decree.
Suits before the Collector must be
within three years from the date of the cause of action

decree

passed

by

Revenue

Courts on

suit for
date of
brought
whether

it arose before or after the commencement of the Act8 , and in
the case of the minority of the claimant, the cause of action

accrues only on the date of his attaining
tions for the

majority 4 ; applica-

execution of decrees passed under

the Act

are to

be made within one year from the date of the decree or order 5,
and decrees passed under Regulation Vi of 1831 may be executed under the Act,
if applications for execution
are
made

within three years from the date of such

decree or order,

or one year after the commencement of the Act ®. Limitation
for the execution of decrees appealed against runs from the date
the appellate decree or order 7. Power is given to the District
Collector to transfer tohis file or to that of an Assistant or
Deputy

Collector not in

charge of a division,

file of a Revenue Officer in charge
to be adopted in the trial of suits is

and Section 17 provides for

any svit on

of a division 8.
laid down

the award of

in Section

costs in

usage

having the

1, Venkayya
v.
Mad. 285; Neelachalam
14M.

L. J. 438.

2.
995

Venkayya v.

8, Section 14 (1).
1 32

force

of law,

Suramma,
12
yv. Kamarauze,

Suramma, 12

Mad.

4,
5,

or

of

the construction of

Ibéd.
Section 14 (2).

6.

Section 14

7,
8.

Section 14 (4).
Section 15,

(3).

16,

such suits.

Section 18 enables the Collector to refer any question

or

the

Procedure

law

a

Under Act
TIT of 1895.

ர
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document, which construction may affect the merits, on which
he feels a reasonable doubt, to the Board of Revenue which is
to decide the point so referred. Section 19 provides that all suits
brought and appeals made under Regulation VI of 1831 are to
be decided as ifthey were brought under this Act.
An appeal
to the District Collector against
any order of a subordinate
officer is to be brought within one month, and if the order or

decree

is passed by

the

District

Collecter himself, then

the

appeal lies to the Board of Revenue within three months, and
the decision of the District Collector or the Board of Revenue,

Oases under
the Act.

as the case may be, is final!. An exception, however, is made
in the case of the holders of the offices of heads of villages or
village accountants, to whom a right of second appeal to the
Board of Revenue against the order of the District Collector
is given 2, The provisions of Sections 5 and 12 of the Indian
Limitation Act are made applicable to suits, appeals or application for the execution of decrees or orders, instituted, preferred
or made under the Act 8.
An agraharam is a proprietary village within the meaning
of Section 4 of Act III of 1895 read along with Act II of 1894,
and therefore a suit for the recovery of the office of karnam
therein is not cognizable by a Civil Court 4; so also is a suit for
the recovery

of

the office

of ambalam

in

an

inam

village 5,

There was a difference of opinion whether a village artizan came
within the prohibition contained in clause 4 of Section 3. A
Full Bench hag held that it does 6. On the revision of
the village establishment sanctioned by the Board of Revenue
consequent on the application by government of Chapters III
and IV of Act II of 1894 to a proprietary estate, a suit by the
plaintiff that he ought to have been appointed to the office of
headman is not cognizable by the Civil Court 7. So also when
the plaintiff sues for lands as the emoluments of his office and
the defendant resists the claim on the ground that they are not
1,

9.

8.
4,

Seoticn 28 (1),

Naidu, 37 Mad. 548 ; approving

Ibid,

Section 25.
Veerayya y.

Kannam

Naidu v. Latchatna Dora, 98 Mad. 492 ;

Sangayya,

34 Mad.

17 யம
5. Sundara Pandia Thevan v. Velathiappa Thevan, 26 Mad. 490,
6. Kandappe Asary y. Vengamma

Bapayya v. Muramullu, 22 M 18. 156:
disapproving Veerabadra Asari v. Suppiah

Achari, 88 Mad

488;

Chinnayya

Asary

vv. Moon ppa Mudali,7 M 1, J. 964.
7, Seshayya 1. Mallesam, 2G. W.
172,

|

2
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the emoluments of the office 1,
But where the plaintiff
States that they, do not form the emoluments of the office,
and the defendant denies it, the jurisdiction of the Civil
Court is not barred 2. Section 21 bars-only claims based on
succession to hereditary offices and is nota bar to claims relating to newly created offices under Section 15 8. A suit for a

a declaration that the appointment of the

defendant

is illegal

and that the plaintiff ought to have been appointed to the
office is cognizable by a Civil Court 4;
so also is a suit
for the recovery of a village officer’s inam based on the
expiry of a lease granted by the village officer to the defendant. 5
Where
the Collector has jurisdiction to decide
whether
lands are the

emoluments of

the

office

or

not,

his

decision

cannot on general principles of res judicata be re-agitated in
the Civil Court ©.
Section 2
of Regulation VI of 1831
declared that
all emoluments

derived

from

lands

annexed

by

the State

to

hereditary village and other offices in the Revenue and Police
Departments were
inalienable from such
offices by mortgage, sale, gift or otherwise,

the

holders

thereof

that transfers made

were

emoluments were not liable to

null

and

void,

attachmentor

thereafter

and
other

that

by

such

process

in

satisfaction of decrees of Court. This provision was intended to
secure the due discharge of the duties of the office by affording the holder the enjoyment of the land forming the emoluments
of the office and to prevent it from passing into other hands, It
was an appanage of the office inalienable by the holdet and de-

signed tobe the emolument of the officer into whose hands soever

But it was usually enjoyed by all
the office might pass.
members of the family of the office holder and divided
But such enjoyment was illegal
partition among them.
opposed to the Regulation.’ This Regulation was repealed by

the
on
and
Act

III of 1895, and Section 5 of the Act prohibits absolutely the
alienation of lands forming the emoluments of village offices,
1. Narasimhalu v. Patnaidu. 80 Mad.

126 ; Pattayya v.Kottah, (1917) M. W.
uling. Koliah v. Redamma
2
்
We N. 378
Nae
9. Ramanna y. Ratlayya, 88 Mad.

935; The Secreiary of State v. Subbaroyadu, 36 Mad. 559,

8. Krishnasamé Naiduv.

Akulammat

(1919) LN ம, 99.
4, Ibid.
5, Sectharam Naidu y.Rami
ள்
33 Mad. 208.

Naidu,

6, Seshayya v, Subbayya, 30 Mad. 320,
7, Ante, pp, 244, 245.

Alienation of
Seryice grants
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(

whether hereditary or otherwise, and declares that it shall
lawful for any Court to attach and sell such emoluments
portion thereof. The word “ land’’ includes also growing
and an attachment of growing crops on lands which are
inams is bad 1; so

also is a sale in execution of

not be
or any
crops,
service

a compromise

decree against service inams 2. A permanent lease of lands
forming the emoluments of an office is not a transfer of proprietary right and

is not invalid.3

But it

is

wholly

beyond

the

power of the holder of an unenfranchised inam governed by Act
Ill of 1895 to grant a lease extending beyond his life 4. The
prohibition contajned in Section 5 does not extend to personal
service inams and an alienation thereof by mortgage %,or sale 5,is
valid, Apart from the statutory prohibition, an alienation of
lands held on service tenure is invalid beyond the lifetime of
the holder 7. The abolition of the services will render the lands
alienable 8.
But it does not
make an
office which is
impartible partible 9.
Devyadayam,

(d) Grants in favour of religious and charitable objects.
in
not only grants made
grants comprise
Religious
favour of temples and other institutions such as mutts, but
employed
servants
also those made in favour of the
therein as remuneration for the performance of the various
services connected therewith, and are denoted by ‘the term

Grants made in favour of temples are also

devadayam.
1.

Kannam

Natdu

v. Latchanna,

28

Vizianagaram

v.

Mad. 492.

2.

Maharaja

Chelltah, 28 Mad,

of
84,

8. Kshetrabaro
Bissoyi
v. Hart
Krishna Naidu, 88 Mad. 840; Subbayya

y. Chennappa, 28 14.17. 808.
4.

Ibid.

Ramudu,

(1911) 2 M. W.

M. L. J. 10; Chandra Kantam v. Subbaroyudu, 1 L. W. 827; Sarayya v. Vaithinathan, 27 M.LJ. 657; Suppa Bhatier v.
Suppa Sokya Bhatter,29
M.L.J5.
558;
Zemindar of Karvetnagar vy. Subbaya
Ptilai, 7 L. W. 36; Midnapore
Zemindary Co.,v

5. Vishnu Trimback v. Tatia Pant,
1 Bom 5. C.(acj) 22; Ganapatrav
Trimback Palwardhan vy. Ganesh Baji
Bhat, 10 Bom 112; Hari Sadashiva v.
Skeitk Ajmodin, 11 Bom, 285.
0,
Sitarama
Sastrulw
v. Gora

N.

58s;

Yerranna v. Kannamma, 35 Mad.704,
7. Seshatya vy. Rauraunw, 4M. A.
0, R. 386; Pappayya v. Ramana, 7 Mad.
85; Venkata v. Rama, 8 Mad
249;
Venkayya v. Suramma, 12 Mad. 235;
Subbaraya v.Subbaraya, (1910) M.W.N.
445; Pakkiam Pilla) v. Seetharama Vainyar, 14 M. L. 3.134 ; Minakshe Sun-

daram Pillay vy. Chackalinga Royyer, 15

known

Appasams

Nascker,

41

Mad.

749; Rajan Bhatter v. Singarammal,
86
M. L. J, 355; Mahamayi Debi v. Haridh,
Haldar, 42 Cal. 455 ; Krishnarav Ganesh
vy. Rangarav, 4 Bom. H. CG. RB, (A. C.J.);
Raw v, Baviiit, 5:Bom. 437;
Raviogt

Jagjivandas

Bom.
Bom.
Bom.

8.

samt

Javerdas y. Imstad

Ali 6

211; Krishnaji v. Venkataraw, 12
80; PadapPa vy. Sami Rao, 24
556: 271. A. 86.

Midnapur Zemindary Co. v. Appa-

Naicker,

41

Mad. 749;

Radhabai

v. Ananirav, 9 Bom. 198: Vasanji v.Haribat v. Lallu Sahu, 9 Bor. 285; Brenden
y. Sundara Bai, 88 Bom. 272,
9. Savitriva vy. Anandrac, 12 Bom,
H. ©. R. 224; Ramrao
Trimbak
5

Madhava Rao, 10 Bom, 327,

—

CHAP,

viii.]
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as amaniyas. Devadayam grants may comprise whole villages
or only portions thereof and consist of assignments of land
known as sarvamanyams or of land revenue alone known as
tirwamanyams, and generally grants in favour of temples
are of assignments of land.
In many temples special endowments for a certain specific service or religious charity are
provided for, which are known
as katlais!.
Lands have
to the property
granted by private. persons and added
or worship for
puja
performing
of
purpose
the
for
temple
of the
This is known as
the benefit of the souls of the grantors.
arei katlai manyams in the Madura District 2. Sometimes
lands have been granted by the old Rajas to private persons in
order that they might transfer them to temples and thus be enabled to perform charitable acts which they could not otherwise
do. This is known as arei katlai village lands ®. Money allowances have also been made by previous governments in favour of
temples and mosques for their maintenance, which are known
as tasdik or mohini allowances and which have been continued
In consequence of the policy
by the British Government.
inaugurated in 1863 against any direct interference with
religious institutions, government desired to convert these ready
Accordmoney payments into assignments of land revenue.
ingly with the consent of the trustees of the temples or
mosques concerned lands in their possession paying land
revenue were exempted from payment thereof to the extent of
of
the itasdik or mohini allowance 4, or the land revenue
crop
certain villages consisting either of first crop or second
But
the

where the
allowance

1878 in deference

to certain

in their favour. >
assigned
assessment was
trustees did not agree to such an arrangement,

was continued to be paid.

Since

objections made and in order to keep the cash payments out of
by government was
the finance accounts, the direct payment
stopped and a system of indirect payments known as beriz
government
which
under
introduced
was
deductions
1. See the word explained by Muthusawmy Ayyar J in Vaithilinga Pandara-

vMudaliar
Vatthtlinga
4, See
Ramachandra Naiker, 14 M. L. J. 879.

Mad. 199.

rama,

sannathi v. Somasundara
2.
3.

Mudaliar, 17

Dt. M. Part TV. Ch. VI. 141
Lid,

5.

Ibid;

Krishnaswami v. Venkaia-

18 Mad.

819;

Kasturi

Ayyangar v. Anantaram
Mad. 7380.

Gopala

Thiwari,

26

266
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Their Lordships observed “In the exercise of that office she”
i, é., the trustee ‘‘ could not alienate the property, though she
might create proper derivative tenures and estates.conformable
to usage”...“‘To create a new and fixed rent for all time to come
though adequate at the time,in lieu of giving the endowment
the benefit of an augmentation of a variable rent from time to
time would be a breach of trust in a shebait and is not presumable.” Therefore it has been held that a permanent lease of
endowed property is invalid in the absence of special circumstances

justifying it!.

But where the manager has got a bene-

ficial interest in the property, and there is only a charge in
favour of the endowment, an alienation by him subject to the
charge is valid. 2
Office
holders.

An archaka of a temple is a servant of the trustee thereof,
even though the office is hereditary 8. An alienation of lands
forming the emoluments of an office made by the holder for
the time being is valid only during his life and can be avoided
by his successor. 4 Possession of lands will not constitute
title by adverse possession, unless it is

session of the office also. 5 As the

accompanied

duties of

by

a religious

can generally be performed by a deputy, a woman

pos-

office

can hold it,

unless there is a custom to the contrary and the onus of proving
itis on the person

setting it up. § In anearly case a distinction

has been pointed out between an ordinary office in a temple such
1. Mayandi Chettiar v.Chockalingam
Pillai, 27 Mad, 291: 381 1. A. 88; Navasayya

Upadh vy. Venkatrama

Bhatia, 23

Royer, 15 M. Li. J.10; Chandra Kaniam
v.
Subbaroyadu,
1 L.
W.
827;
Sarayya v. Vaithinathan, 27 M.L. ர,

M. L. J. 260; Perumal Gramani 1.
Mahomed Kasim Saheb, 281 ©. 840;
Palaniappa
Chetiy vy. Datvasigamany
Pandarasanradht 40 Mud. 709: 441. A

51; Suppa Batter v. Suppa Sokkya Batter

147 ; Balusamé v. Venkatasami

20M. L. J. 781; Suppa Batter v. Suppa
Sokkya Batier, 29M... J. 658; 761
anaes
Takur vy. Jharula. Doss, 42 Cal,

Natken,

40 Mad. 745; Kunhannt Pantkkar v.
Ramman,
(1919) M.W. N. 742 ; Chinnammat 3. Ratnasabapathy Chettiar, 12
L.W. 191.
2.
Bundopadyav.

Mahadabee,
W. R.

(Spl.) 107 ;Basoo Dhul vy. Kishen Chan.
der Geer
Goossain, 18 W. R. 200:
Asutosh Dutt v. Durga Churn, 5 Cal.

488: 61. A. 182.

8. Bharadwaja Mucaly vy. Arunachala Gurukkal, 41 Mad, 598.
4. Subbaroyav. Subbaroya,
(1910)
M, W.N. 445; Pakkiam Pillai ¥. Sitarama. Vadhiyar,
14 M Ty. J. 134;
Minakshisundaran Pillai v, Chockalinga

29M. L. J. 558; Sundara Gurkkal
vy. Subramanye Archakar, 16 I, C. 960,
5.

Komalathammal v.Krishna Pillai,

244,

6. Subbaraya v, Subbaraya, (1910)
M. W. N. 445; Ramanuja Charyulu v.
Alaheswar Charyulu, 21M, Ld. 490;
Ramasundaram Pillat vy. Savoundar-

ammal
1 L.
Manikya Rao,

W.
27

900; Sangivi y.
M. L, 3.
179;

Rajeswart Ammal v.Subramana Archai«

kar, 40 Mad. 105; Panjkajamal v. The

Secrelary of State, 40 Mad. 1108 ; Annya
Tanirt vy. Ammaka

Hengsu,

41 Mad. 886,

(F. B). overuling Sundrammal y.
avana Gurukkal. 88 Mad. 850.
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as that of an archaka or prohita which can be performed by a
deputy and which therefore a woman can hold,and that of achaviar poorusha which involves higher functions and which cannot
therefore
be performed by a woman through a deputy and could
not be held by her 1.
A Mahomedan religious office can also

be

held

by

a

woman,

unless there are duties of a religious

nature attached to them which she could not perform either in
person or by deputy 2. In selecting a deputy, a woman is not
bound to restrict her choiceto the ot her co-sharers who are
entitled
to perform
the puja by turns,
but can
choose

any person she likes. 3 Where the plaintiff, an archaka
resigned his office and was succeeded by his mother, it was
held that he was entitled to succeed to the office after the
death of his mother.4 Where the holder of the office of bandari
ghoriya (tresurer) was dismissed, and his son being disqualified
by reason of minority another was appointed, and on the
son attaining majority sued for the office, it was held that he
was entitled to the office, and that it was immaterial how the
vacancy

was caused,

whether

by death,

dismissal or resignation

the holder 5.

When an inam has been granted and

confirmed

by

gov-

ernment for the purpose of performing religious services in the
temple, the right of resuming it for non-performance of duties
vests in government and not in the temple trustees 6,
Alienations of religious
policy and are invalid 7, and

valid 8, but not a custom
1.

Streenivasa Ayyangar v.

Aiyangar, No.

whereby
Sundara

74 of, 1853.

:

2. Ibrahmbibi v. Husain Shertf, 3
Mad. 95; Muneevern Begam Saheba v.
Mir Mahapatli Saheb, 41 Mad. 1038 ;
Man Bee y. Molle Kasim Sahib. 5 L. W.
226.

8. Bheemappa v. Jimmaka, 25 M.L.T.
4,

Ramanujacharlu

v.

Alageswara-

charyulu, 21 M. G. J. 490.
5.
Gopinath Panda v. Ramachandra

2281000711, 6 18. 1, 8. 755.
6.

Saraya v. Vatdhinathan,

v. Achuda

the

holders

get

pecuniary

8M.H.0.
R. 380; Raja of Cherukal
Kovilagam v. Mootha Raja, 7M. H. 0.
R.

210; affirmed

Varmah Valia Vv.

on appeal

Raja Varmah

in

Raja

Kunhi

Kutty, 1 Mad.285: 4.1. A. 76; Narasimha Tatha
Chariar
y.
Anantha
Bhatia, 4 Mad.
891; Kupta 1. Dora-

sami, 6 Mad. 76; Narayana

v. Ranga,

15 Mad. 183; Lakhmanasami Naidu v.
Rangamma, 26 Mad. 81. ; Sundrammal
vy. Yogavana Gurukkal, 88 Mad.
850

Rajam Bhatter v. Singarammal,

86 M.

29225
27 M.L.

J. 57, Chirinjivt vy. Raja Manikya
27 M.L. J. 179.
7. Kotel Kanni

offices are opposed to
public
a custom sanctioning them is

Rao,

Pistaradi

8.
mah
76.

Raja Varmah Valia v Raja VarKunht Kutti, 1 Mad. 235; 4 1. A,

Right

of

resumption,

Alienation
of

religious

offices.
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benefit to themselves 1. The principle of non-alienability of
religious offices and their endowments applies, when they are
sought to be sold in execution of a decree *, The Madras High
Court has held that an alienation of a religious office in favour

of a person standing

in the line of heirs

contrary view has been taken by the

Bombay

is invalid 3; the
High

Court 4,

aerate

1.

Raja Varma Vaba vy. Raja Varma

Kunhi

Kutti,

Sundrammal
88 Mad. 850

1 Mad,

v.

285:

Yogavana

41. A.

16;

Gurukkal,

2. Lakshmanasami Naidu v. Rangamma, 26 Mad. 81; Sundarammal v.
Yogavana,
Gurulkal, 88 Mad.
9850;
Juggarnath Roy Chowdhry Kishen v.
Pershad Surmah, 7 W.R. 266; Bubo
ட
y. Srinivasa Misser, 5 Ben. L,
517,

3. Kuppa v. Dorasami, 6 Mad. 76;
Narayana v. Ranga, 15 Mad.
199;
Alagappa
Mudaltar
v.
Sivarama
Sundara Mudaliar,
19 Mad.
211;
Sennanyan Chetty v. Sinnapa Servar,

20 14, 1. J. 654 (non -hereditary office) ;

Sundarammal v. Yogavana Gurukkal,
38
Mad. 850;
Chandrakantam
v.
Subbarayudu,1L. W. 827.
4, Manoharam v. Poraushankar, 6.
Bom, 298.

ம்
CHAPTER IX.
RESUMPTION AND ENFRANCHISEMENT.
Resumption consists in putting an end tothe grant under
which lands are held, remitting the services and requiring the
grantee to pay the full assessment.!
In Unide Rajaha Raja
Bommarauze Bahadur v. Pemmasamy Venkaiadri Naidu 2, the
suit was brought by the grantor, a zemindar, for the recovery
only of the arrears of the full rent imposed on lands previously
held on amarvam tenure on the services being dispensed with,
and dispossession of the grantee from the land was neither
attempted nor intended.

The grantor may, when he

Resumption,

By zemindar.

dispenses

with the services, alter the grant into a perpetual one upon a
fixed payment, 3 and until this isdone, can go on increasing
‘the rent. 4 And when he dispenses with services, he may seek
to recover

possession

of the land, when

land

itself

has

been

the subject-matter of the grant, as in the case of waste or
private lands of the zemindar.
But as pointed out by Bhash-

yam Ayyangar, J. no purpose will be gained by the adoption of
this course 5. On the other hand, where the grant is of the income or rent derivable from the land of which the grantee was
already in possession, and the beneficial interest conveyed’ is
only the exemption from liability to pay rent, resumption being
only the putting an end to that beneficial tenure can have no
reference to land 6, Following the presumption of occupancy
right prevailing in zemindaries as laid down in Cheekati Zemindar v. Ranasooru Dhora ', it has been held that, when the services of the holder of a darmilla inam (i, ¢., an inam granted
subsequent to the permanent settlement) are dispensed with, he
acquires a right of occupancy therein, unless the grantor proves
1

Unide Rajaha Bommarauze Baha.

dur v. Pommasamy Venkatadri Naidu,
7M. I. A. 128; Gunnaiyan v. Kamakshi
Ayyar, 26 Mad. 889; Jagganathan v.
The Secretary of State, 27 Mad. 16;
Yerranna v. Kannamma, 85 Mad. 704
Idubilly Siyyadi v. Visweswara WNessanka, 18 M. Tu, T. 142,
2.

7M

8.
4,

Ibid, (140).
Of Siiaramrazze v. Ramachandra-

I, A. 128,

rause, 3 Mad.

867; Vadisapu Appandora

vy. Virabudrarauze

Bahadur,

(1911)

2

M. W.N. 406.
5. Gunmnaryan 7,
96

Kamakshi

Ayyar,

Mad. 339.

6. Idubilly Seyyadi vy. Visweswara
Nissanita, 18 M. L. LT. 149,
7. 28 Mad. 318. This presumption
has since been considerably weakened by
the decision of the Privy Council in
Surtyanarayana. v. Potanna, 41 Mad.
1012: 45 {. A. 109, per Ramesam, J. in
Muthu Goundan v. Perumal Iyer, 44
Mad. 588.
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a special contract or a custom negativing it 1. 1f appears that the
land in

this

case

was

wasteat

the

time

of the

grant

in

which the grantor was entitled to both interests, and until
the land comes back to the possession of the grantor on
the resumption of services, it is not possible that any contract
could have been entered into. The decision must be limited to

cases where the grantor allows the tenant to remain in possession subsequent to resumption and

accepts

rent

from

him.

But where land was already in the possession of the grantee and
the

creation of the beneficial

from

liability

to

pay

tenure was

rent, the

grantee

only an

exemption

on resumption

be-

comes entitled to occupancy right and cannot be sued in ejectment 2.
By govern-

ment.

In the case of grants made by government also, resumption has the same effect. Where the grant is of land revenue ©
alone, resumption has no effect on land and interference therewith is not at all intended. 8. The only effect of resumption is
to impose full assessment on land which was till then revenue
free, either wholly on partially, and classify it under the head of
ryotwari.
A resumed land is like any other ryotwari land liable to enhancement of revenue at every periodical settlement.
In this respect an enfranchised land differs from a resumed
land for the quit rent fixed on the former can never be

enhanced.

Where

merely the

when

the

the grant is of the land

itself and not

land revenue, it is open to government

necessity therefor

arises

to resume it

and grant it to another,

but as in the case of zemindars no purpose

will be gained

by

the adoption of this course. Under the rules framed by government for the resumption and enfranchisement of inams dispossession of their holders is not at all intended, and even if they
got possession through fraud, or were in possession of excess
land, only the full

assessment

is levied.

It is only

on

their

Prahlada Binooyt Ratno, (1914) M. W.
N.179.
2. Idubilly Seuyadi v. Visweswara

Trimback v. Tatia Punt,1 Bom. HB. 0,
R. 22; Shidmul v. Anderson, 11 Bom. H.
C. R. 89; Ganvatras Trimback v. Ganesan
Baji Bhat, 10 Bom. 112; Hari Sadashiv

Nissanka,

vy. Shaik Ajmudin,

1.

3.

Gajapati Maharaju Garu v. Sonts

18 M. a, T. 142.

Gunnaiyan . Kamakshi Ayyan, 26

Mad. 339;

Jagganadham

v.

The

Secre-

tary of State, 27 Mad. 16; Yerranna v.
Kannamma,
85 Mad. 704;
Vishnu

11

Bom.

285;

vant Ramachandra v. The Secretary

Bal-

of

State 29 Bom. 480; Guru Rao v. The
Secretary of State, 41 Bom, 118.
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refusal to pay it, the lands are resumed, i. ¢., taken possession
of. In resumption full assessment is levied, while in enfranchisement a portion of it varying with each case is levied.
Resumption and enfranchisement connote the same idea with
the two differences noted above. But in Ponniah v. Kotamma 1
a distinction has been drawn between resumption of a charitable inam
and enfranchisement.
The former affects not
merely the tenure under which land is held but goes further
and affects the ownership therein, so that one trustee to whom
a resumed charitable inam has been granted holds it free of
the claim of his co-trustee who was entitled to it before
resumption.
The effect of resumption of a charitable grant
and the issue of ryotwari patta to the inamdar is to put an
end to any occupancy right acquired by ryots either by grant
or prescription against the inamdar prior to such resumption 2.
This view has been dissented from. 8
What is the nature
ment in assessing to
it ? Isit of the nature
municipal courts from
under colour of a legal
tion arose was that

of the resumption exercised by governrevenue lands not hitherto subject to
of an Act of State which prevents
inquiring into it, or merely an act done
title ? The first case in which the quesof The Hast India Company y. Syed

Ally 4, In that case the Nawab of the Carnatic granted a jagir
to Assim Khan

and his heirs, which was afterwards

confirmed

by his successor. Subsequently, in pursuance of a treaty entered
into between the East India Company and the then Nawab
of the Carnatic,

whereby the

sovereign rights of the

Nawab

over the Carnatic were ceded to the East India Company, the
latter resumed the jagir on the death of Assim Khan and

regranted it to one of his sons for life dependent on the British
Government, and res2rving to itself sayer, salt and saltpetre
duties. The other legal heirs of Assim Khan under the
Mahomedan law sued the East India Company fora declara-

toin that the resumption and regrant were invalid.
Council held, reversing the
1. 40 Mad. 989.
2, Subramania Ayyar 1.
Goundan, 89 M. L. J. 629.

8,

Venkatappa

Charyulu

decision

Onnapra

v.

Papi-

of the

The Privy

Supreme

Court

reddy, 18 La. W. 208.
4, 7M.1. A. 555; Mahomed Kadir vy.
Ghumal Mahomed Ali, 28 1. C. 984.

Nature of
resumption.
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that the resumption and regrant'were acts of sove-

reignty which precluded

cognizance of
Privy Council
Saheba.1 The

the

municipal

courts

from

taking

the claim.
This case was followed by the
in The Secretary of State v. Kamachee Bovyee
same
point arose in Karunakara
Menon

v. The Secretary
cases

ENFRANCHISEMENT.

related

of State2.
to

It must

transactions

under

be noticed that
treaties

with

these

either

the

Nawab of the Carnatic, or the Raja of Tanjore, each of
whom was an independent prince exercising sovereign rights
within
his territories.
These cases
were sought to be
applied
by government
in
the case
of Forester v. The
Secretary
of State®.
In this case the Begum Sumroo
held certain jagirs
in
the
Doab
under Daulat Rao
Scindia upon a jaidad tenure i. ¢. upon a

tenure

of a certain

district together with the public revenue of it on condition of keeping up a body of troops, to be employed when called upon
in the service of the Sovereign under whom the jagir was held.
On the cession of the Doab by Daulat Rao Scindia in 1803

which

included

the jagirs held

by the

Begum

Sumroo, the

British Government in consideration of the services rendered
by her in the war with Scindia entered into an agreement with
her in 1805, whereby it was agreed that she was to hold for
her life her territories in the Doab from the East India Company as she had held them before under Scindia. On her death
the British Government resumed the jagirs and the question
was raised as to the character of such resumption.
The Privy
Council referring to the Tanjore case 4 said ‘‘ There the Raja
of Tanjore, though he may have had less substantial power
than that exercised by the Begum Sumroo, retained at least the
shadow of original and independent sovereignty.
Lord Kingsdown thus puts the question:—‘ What was the real character of
the act done in this case ?

Was it a seizure by arbitrary power

on behalf of the Crown of Great Britain of the
property

of

a neighbouring

justify itself on

State,

Hart

not

affecting

to

Bom, 285,

i Mad. 451.
- A. Sup Vol, 10:18 W. R. 849;

Sadasiv

act

grounds of Municipal Law or was it, in whole

1, 7M.I.A.476.

a

an

dominions and

vy. Shjik

Ajmodin,

11

4. The Secretary
chee Boye Saheba,7
’

of Statev. Kama
M. I. A 476.
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orin part, a péssession taken by the Crown under colour of
legal title of the property of the late Rajah of Tanjore in trust
for those who, by law, might be entitled to it on the death of
the last possessor.
If it were the latter, the defence set up
has no foundation’”’, and observed, ‘‘The act of Government in
this case was not seizure by arbitrary power of territories
which up to that time had belonged to another Sovereign
State ; it was the resumption of lands previously held from
the Government under a particular tenure, upon the determination of that tenure.

The possession

was taken

under colour

of a legal title, the title being the undoubted right of the sovereign
power to resume, and retain or assess to public revenue all
lands within its territories upon the determination of the tenure
under which they may have been held exceptionally rent free.
If by means of the continuance of the tenure for other causes
a right be claimed in derogation of this title of the Government
that claim like any other claim arising between the Government and its subjects would prima facie be cognizable by the
Municipal
Courts of India.” Following this decision the
Madras High Court has in a number of cases taken cognizance
of suits in which the right of resumption exercised by government was questioned.

The right of government to resume and levy assessment
on lands not hitherto subject to itis one not conferred by any

Sovereign’s
right to
888089,

legislative enactment, but is one exercised from time immemorial,

and there is no period of limitation within which alone government must exercise that right. Therefore it has been held that
non-payment of revenue for more than sixty years will not
extinguish that right 1. These cases have been decided with
reference to Section 4 of Regulation XXV of 1802 and must be
limited thereto.? In Bengal limitation as a ground of exemption
can be pleaded in a suit for resumption 8.
In the case

of personal

tence granted for life or

lives, the

1. Jagganatham v. The Secretary of
State, 27 Mad. 16; Subramaniam Cheitiar The Secretary of State, 23M. I. J.

399.

‘9,

See ante chap, Y.p. 171.

T 35

inams

7, ¢,

inams

right to resume

for

subsis-

arises

on

8. Maharaja Dheeraj 9. Government
of Bengal, 4 M.1. A. 466; Koylashboshini Dossee v. Gocoolamcni Dossee, 8

Cal. 230; Anande Kumar

Bhattacharjee

v. The Secretary of State, 48 Oal. 978.

When

arises.

(
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granted by him subsequent to that date.! Iaams granted subsequent to the permanent settlement are known 88 post settle-

ment or darmillainams. The right of resumption in both
classes of inams isin the zemindar and government has no
right to resume them.
When in any case a question arises
whether the rental of an inam has been included in the assets
or not, who is to prove it? In Hurryhur Moohhopadha v.
Madhub Chunder Baboo 2, the Privy Council observed that the
mere fact that lands were situated within the geographical
limits of the zemindary did not show that they were the mal
(revenue paying) lands which the zemindar was entitled to
resume, and that the onus was on him to prove that they were
so included. The Privy Council in making the above observations overlooked the observations made by it in an earlier
case, Kaleepershad Tewaree v. Raja Sahib Perhladsein 8, that
the appellant therein, a zemindar, as such, “ has a prima facie

title to the gross collections from all the mouzas within his
zemindary. It lay upon the respondents to defeat that right by
proving the grantof an intermediate tenure.”
Recent decisions
of the Privy Council have held when the contest arose between
a zemindar and government “that the lands in dispute
admittedly lie within the ambit of the estates settled with the
plaintff’s ancestors.
The respondents are the zemindars and
‘as such they have a prima facia title’ to use the language
of this Board in the well known case of Raja Sahib Perhladsein 4to the full enjoyment of every parcel of land within

their

zemindaries for which they pay revenue to government.
It
rests upon the defendant to show that when the zemindaries
were confirmed to the plaintiffs, it was subject to reservations
in respect of any land which gave the power of resuming and

assessment.’’ 5 The Madras High Court, following the observas
1.

Sitaramarauee

v.

Ramachandra

Razu, 8 Mad. 867 ; Sanneyasa Ragu v.

Zemindar of Satur, 7 Mad. 268 ; Maha-

devt v. Vikrama, 14 Mad, 865 ; Vadssupu Appandora yv.Vyricherla Virabadraraju Bahadur, (1911) 2 M. W: N.
406 ; Siyyadt v. Visweswara Nissanka,
18 M.L.2. 142; Gajapatt Maharaja Garw
y. Sontt Prahlada Binoiy Raina, (1914)
M, W. N. 179 ; The Secretary of State v.
Bhanumurthy. 24M, LJ. 538; Narasimha Rao v. The Secretary 0f State 8 L.

W. 578 ; Vasst Reddi v. The Secretary of

State, 10 L. W. 872; Radha Pershad
Singh v. Budhu Dashad, 22 Cal. 938.
2, 14M. 1. A. 152; See also Forbes v.

3.

Meer

4,

;

12M. 1. A. 286 (881),
Mahomed

Tugquee, 18M.

1.A. 438,

The Secretary of State v. Kirtibas

Bhapat,

42

Cal,

710:

42

I.

A.

80;

Ranjit Singh v, Kali Dasi Debi, 44 Cal.
841: 441. A. 117; cf Wise vy. Bhoobun
Moyee Debia, 10 M, I. A, 165.
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them,

even if the grantee fails or refuses to perform the services, but
government alone can 1. If a grant involves personal
services to the grantor and public services to the state, the grantor
cannot, by dispensing with the personal services, take possession of the lands and hold them discharged of the obligation
for the public benefit 2,

Grants for
personal
services.

Where

a

tenure

was created

long

before the permanent settlement and government
received
two-thirds of the annual value of the land and allowed the
tenant to receive the remaining one-third for services, the
services for which it was given must be presumed to be public
for government would not have allowed any portion of its
revenue for private services 8,
(b) Grants for services, private or personal:—
These grants are distinguished from those in class (a).
The grantor is entitled to resume them when the services
cease, or are dispensed with, whether they were granted before
the permanent settlement 4, or subsequent to it;5 in the former
case, their rental must have been included

in

the

assets.

In

Bombay, however, it has been held that the mere fact that
personal services are reserved is no ground by itself for regumption which must depend upon the terms of the grant 6. It has
been held that, in the case of a grant

made

permanent settlement, the onus is on the

subsequent to the

grantee to show

that

it was not in lieu of wages, but was one burdened with service 7.
1. Raja Nilmoney Singh v. The Government, 18 W. R. 321 (P.C).; Radha
Persad Singh v. Budhu Dashad, 22 Gal.
988; Ci. Parathasaradhy Appa Rao
vi The Secretary of State, 88 Mad.
20,

2.
en

3.

Joykishen Mookerjee v, The CollecHast Bardwon, 10 M. I. A. 16

Raja

Nélmoney

Singh

Government, 6 W. R. 121;

the Privy’Council

in

Raja

v.

affirmed

The
by

Niélmoney

Singh v. The Government, 18 W, R 821.
4. Unide Rajaha Raja Bommarauze
Bahadur v. Pemmasamy Venkatadry
Natdu, 7 M.1. A. 128; Forbes vy. Meer

Mahomed Taguec, 18 M.I.A

Nilmoney Stngh v. The
18 W. R821
(P. C.);

gayya

Appa

State,

20

நா.

438 ; Raja
Government,
Venkataran-

Rao v. The Secretary of
ம,

ர.

129;

Partha-

sarathy Appa Raov. The Secretary of
State, 38 Mad. 620; Suryanarayana
Raeu v. Lhe Secretary of Staic, 1 L.

W. 662.

5. Stiarama Ragu v. Ramachandra
fiaau, 3 Mad. 867; Sanniyasi Rasu v.
4emindar of Salur, 7 Mad. 268; Mahae
devi v. Vikrama, 14 Mad. 865; Vadisapu
Appandora vy. Vyricherla Virabadraju,

(1911) 2M. W.N. 406; Gajapati Maharaj Garu v. Snodi Prahalada Binoyt

Faina.

6.

(1914) M. W. N. 179.

Sakreppa 1. Gireppa, 89 Bom. 68 ;

Chandrappa

1.

v. Bhima,

Sanniyasi Razu

43 Bom,

v.

87.

Zemindar

-

of

Salur, 1 Mad 268; Mahadevi v. Vikra-

ma, 14 Mad. 365; Sri Raja Visveswara vGorla Budardo, (1910) M. W. N. 436;
Vadisapu Appundora v. Vyricherla Veerabadarraju (1911) 2
M. W. N. 406.

ச
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Privy Council that tHe onus was on the zemindar to show that
the services reserved by the grant were personal !.
Grants burdened with
Services,

(c).

Grants of estates burdened with

services

are those in

which lands are granted outright subject only to the

perform-

ance of certain specified services.
These classes of grants
may be so expressed as to make the continued performance of

the services a condition to the continuance of the

unless so

expressed,

the

grantor.

will

have

tenure, and

no right

to

resuine them, if the grantee is able and willing to perform
the services, even though they are no longer required 2.
A mukhasa village was
granted to the ancestor of the
defendant at a quit rent of Rs. 144 per annum at a period
long antecedent

to the

ment,

services

_ of

and

one

the

naik

and

were (1) no

was

conferred
feudal

to be

fourteen

case
a

introduction

the

by

the

rendered

British

were

The facts

peons.

office

upon

of

any

grantee,

the

character was imposed on

an

him;

supply

proved

particular
but

Governin

the

description

obligation
(2)

of

the services

had been
rendered intermittently and not continuously;
(3) the grantee and. his heirs were paid in money, .when
they actually performed such services; (4) that a uniform
rent of Rs. 144 a year for 120 years was paid without alteration at any time ; (5) the land descended from father to son
hereditarily ; (6) there had been no instance of resumption,
or even an attempt at resumption during all this time ; and

(7) there had been no attempt to enhance or alter the rent
' or to interfere with the devolution of the property from
father to son. These facts were held by the Privy Council
to be sufficient to establish that the grant was one burdened with services 8. Where the facts proved were (1) that a
1,

Raja

Nilmoney

Singh

v. The

Government, 18 W.R. 321.
9. Forbes v. Meer Mahomed

18 M. I. A, 488; Lilanand

Tuquee

Singh

v.

Munorunjan Singh, 18 Ben. T. BR. 124 :
L. R,1.A. Sup. Vol, 181; Scobhanadri
Appa Rao

Bahadur

v.

Venkatanara-

simha Appa Rao Bahadur, 96 Mad. 408;
affirmed by the Privy
Gouncil
in
Venkata Narasimha Appa Rao Bahadur
v, Sckhanadrt Appa Rao Bahadur, 29
Mad. 52 : 83 I. A. 46 ; Vadisapu Appan-

dora v.VyricherlaVirabadraraju Bahadur,

(1911) 2 M. W. N. 406 ; Bhimapaiya

v.

Ramachendra Bhimarao, 22 Bom. ட442;
Laksham Gouda v. Keshava Annaji, 28
Bom. 805; Radha Persad Singh v. Budhu
Dashad, 22 Cal, 988; Broja Nath Bose v..

Roja Sri Sri Durga Persad Singh, 5 OC.

L. J. 588.

8. Venkata Narasimha
Appa
Bahadur
vy. Sobhanadri Appa
Bahadur, 29 Mad. 52: 88 I. A.
affiriming
Sobhanadyi
Appa

Bahadur

y.

Venkatanarasimha

Rao Bahadur 6. 26 Mad, 403. -

Rao
Rao,
46;
Rao

Appa
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grant was made to a nakesh (decorator) ; (2) that the grant
recited that, the grantee had rendered services in the past
which were acceptable to the grantor ; (3) that

the

land

was

granted as service inam; (4) that the grantee and his descendants had been paying a uniform kattubadi for 45 years ; (5) that the
grantee was to render services acceptable to the grantor ; (6)
that the grant was hereditary ; and

(7)

that the services

were

recompensed by the same salary, it was held that the grant was

*

one burdened with services! .

(d)

Grant of an office the performance

remunerated by a grant of land.

—

These classes of grants can

be

when he dispenses
for them has
permanent

with

of whose

resumed

by

the services, or when

ceased2.

In

settlement,

the

grants
onus

made
lies

was

made

on

service

tenure,

the

the

on the

and

grantor

necessity

subsequent

show that they were not in lieu of wages 8.
land

duties is

to

the

defendant

to

Grants in re-

“uneration

Where a grant of
the

kattubadi

was

enhanced once, and the enhanced kattubadi was paid, it was
held that thase facts warranted the inference that the grant was
not one burdened with services 4. In Vadisapu Appandora v.
Vyricherla Veerabadraraju Bahadur 5, the facts proved were—
(1) a mukhasa village was granted by a zemindar after the permanent settlement ; (2) the kattubadi was increased twice ;

(3) it was resumed
talab

diwani

once;

kattubadi ;

(4)

the

(5)

and it

kattubadi
was

was

treated

hereditary

in

as
the

grantee’s family. These facts were held to justify the inference
that the grant was one in lieu of wages and not one burdened
with services.
Before the zemindar resumes, the grantee is entitled to a
reasonable notice 6 ; and in the absence of such a notice, a suit
1. Mrutyunjayadu v. Raja of Pithapuram, 80 M. L. J. 182.
2, Forbes y. Meer Mahomed Tuquee,
18 M T. A: 488; Sitarama Ragu ௩, Ramachendra Razu, 8 Mad. 367 ; Sobhanadri Appa Rao Bahadur v. Venkatanarasimha Appa Rao, 26 Mad. 408; affirmed

Veerabadrarajw Bahadur, (1911) 2 M.W.

simha Appa Rao y. Sobhanadri Appa
Rao v. 29 Mad. 52; 88 I. A. 46;
Vadisapa Appandora
y.
Vyricherla
Virabadraraju Bahadur, (1911) 2 M.W. N. 406 ; and the other cases under
note 2, p. 282.
:
8. Sanniyasi Ragu vy. Zemindar of

Bahadur v. Pemmasamy
Venkatadry
Naidu,7 M.I.A. 128; Lakshmi v.
Chendri, 8 Mad. 72;
WNarasayya v.
Venkatagiri Raja, 28 Mad. 262; Radha
Howse Singh y. Budhu Dashad, 22 Oal.

by the Privy Council in Venkata Nara-

Salur, 7 Mad. 268 ; Mahadevi

y. Vik-

rama, 14 Mad. 865'; Raja Visweswara vy.
Gorla Budarado, (1910) M. W. N. 486;
Vadisapu Appandora
v.
Vuyricherla

N. 406.

4. Sitayamarazu y. Ramachendrarazu, 8 Mad, 867.
5, (1911) 2M. W. N. 406.

6.

Untde Rajaha Raja Bommarauze

Notice of
resumption.
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by him for resumption is liable to be dismissed 1.

But where

Adverse

the grantee refuses to perform services, he is iiable to be ejected
without notice 2.
Where lands are held on tenure of service, the mere non-

Possession

tendering of services for any length of time will not

constitute

adverse possession of the lands so as to bar the grantor’s right
of resumption 8. In order to constitute adverse possession,

there must be a refusal to perform services or a claim to hold
Inquiry into

inam title,

the lands free of services 4.
The large sacrifice of revenue involved in the existence of

inams attracted

attention of

the

British

administrators at a

very early period and caused a recognition of the importance
With this
of a general inquiry into titles to rent free lands.
object in view revenue surveys were made in all the districts of
the Presidency, except the Northern Sirkars which were for the
most part held by zemindars, and on these occasions every
village and field held exempt from the payment of revenue were
But the unsettled state of the country did
carefully recorded.

not admit of a general scrutiny into the rights of inam holders,
and consequently exempted lands were not interfered with
About this time Regulation XXXI
during the earlier surveys.
of 1802 was passed, the object of which was to try the validity
of titles of persons holding or claiming to hold lands exempt
from the payment of revenue under grants not being badshahi
Again Regulation IV of 1831 extended by Acts
or royal.
XXXI of 1836 and XXXIII of 1838 prohibited Civil Courts
from taking cognizance of claims to personal or hereditary
conferred by the
grants of land or land revenue, whether
British Government or made by native Governments, and con-

firmed or continued by the British

Government,

except

with

its permission. Regulation VI of 1831 extended this prohibition
to claims to the possession of, or succession to, hereditary offices
in the revenue and police departments or to the enjoyment of
the emoluments annexed thereto. The manifest objects of these
1.

Lakshmiy. Chendri,8

Mad.72;

Narasayya v. Venkatagiri Raja, 28
Mad, 262; Radha Persad Singh 1.
Budhu Dashad, 22 Cal. 938.
2. Hurrogobind Raha v. Ramruina
Dey, 4 Cal. 67; Anson Ali Jamadar v.

Gren, 2 0.

L. J.

408;

Bijoy

Chand

Mahatab

v.

Kalipada

Chatterjee,

41

Cal. 57.
Iyer v. Rama
8. Narayanasamy
.
Iyer, 7 1. ©, 252 ; Komargowda vy. Bhi்
pon 602.
pie

,

—
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Regulations were
the purposes for

e

to prevent
which

inams from

they were
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being diverted from

granted,

and to

secure to

government its reversionary rights in cases of lapse 1.
These Regulations remained a dead

letter,

measures were taken to vindicate the law
rights of government
until 1845
when

and no

active

or to assert the
it issued orders

strictly prohibiting local officers from continuing inams on the
occurrence of lapses, and directing that each case should
be

reported for orders through the Board

of Revenue.

tion was issued in 1846 against the devolution

of

A prohibiinam

lands

by adoption, unless the adoption was reported at least six
months before the death of the party making it 2. The Court of
Directors proposed to limit the continuance of charitable inams
to the lives of the existing holders on the ground that it was
objectionable in principle that a portion

of land reveuue should

be set apart for the maintenance of a class of persons who had
no legitimate claims on the State. The insurrection
of Narasimha Reddy in:the Cuddapah District ascribed to a course of
measures in violation at once of the stipulated and prescribed
right of property
induced government to adopt a more
liberal policy with regard to long undisturbed possession 8,
Accordingly
rules were framed which gave considerable
latitude

to

Collectors

to

continue

inams

in

all

ordinary

cases, but required a report to the Board of Revenue and ultimately
to government in those
cases where the inam
. had passed out of the original family, or had been fraudulently
obtained or irregularly inherited ; where it was claimed on
invalid grounds, as through the female line or by a collateral
branch in virtue of an illegal or suspicious adoption ; or
generally where there were circumstances affecting the prior
transmission of the inam or the title of the existing claimant.
The immediate attachment of inams on the occurrence of
lapses, which was
a source of great distress was prohibited.

The general effect of these rules was to bring a vast number

of

cases under inquiry and resulted in charging the district officers
with numerous investigations of a complex and difficult charac-

ter
1.
2,

which

they found

Man of Adminis, I. 166.
10%

it difficult
8.

to deal
102].

concurrently with

Subsequent
action taken.

c
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their regular duties ; while

Inam Commission.

the state of

uncertainty

which the

investigations involved under the rules

gave rise to a feeling of

irritation and
lands.

of

insecurity

on the

part

the

holders of inam

Finally the initiation of the general survey and revision

of

assessment throughout the Presidency engaged the attention

of

government at about this time, and it was thought that this was a
fit time for investigating the tenures of rent free lands. Definite
proposals were laid by the Madras Government before the Home
Government for carrying out this object. The Court of Directors,

after alluding to the difficult position in which the long delays
that had taken place in investigating inam titles had

question and to the effect that these delays might

placed the

have

on the

production of evidence, oral and documentary, directed

that all

inams enjoyed uninterruptedly
British rule, whether held

confirmed to their holders.

since

under

the introduction

sanads

or

The only cases

not,

which

of

the

should

be

they

con-

sidered could be resumed were those in which lands had been
acquired fraudulently or subsequent to the assumption of
the country by the British, but even as regards them, they
observed that indulgence should be shown when the actual

possessors were not privy to the fraud

by

imposing

on

such

inams a gradually increasing rate of assessment.
The Court
of Directors further observed that in view of the absolute
security of property to be conferred a light assessment should

be imposed in the nature of a jodi

or quit

rent on every inam

confirmed to the incumbent for personal benefit and concluded
that the investigation should be commenced with the least
practicable delay and that it should be conducted by a distinct
department to be established.1 The Madras Inam Commission
was accordiagly established on the 16th November 1858 during |
the administration of Lord Harris, and Mr. G. N. Taylor who
was appointed Commissioner shortly after proceeded to Bombay
to learn by personal conference with the authorities there the ©

details connected with the Inam Commission in that Presidency
and with the proposed plan of treating inam tenures for the future,
1,

Man of Adminis, I. 166. 167.
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particulars of his inam and of his claim

thereto.

Such

IX-

state-

ment was invariably attested by the village officers and usually
in addition by two independent witnesses who were generally
inamdars.

The

Deputy

Collector

before he

commenced

his

inquiry was also furnished from the Collector’s records with
the standard inam registers and accounts of the Taluq from the
earliest to the most recent period.
All evidence was at once
recorded in the English register by the Deputy Collecter himself from verbal inquiry. The sanads and other documents produced by inamdars in support of their titles were inspected,
noted on the English
registers, attested, and immediately

returned to the parties.

When the registry was completed, the

inamdar was informed of the rate and amount of quit rent
charged on the inam for enfranchisement and his consent or

refusal to enfranchise was
was submitted to the Inam
the issue of a title deed.
Register was to determine
therein were tax free. But

Value of
inam
register.

a great act

of

state

though the statement

and

as

recorded on the register. Then it
Commissioner for review and for
The ultimate object of the Inam
whether or not the lands comprised
the preparation of that Register was
the result of elaborate

to

tenures

set forth

inquiries, and

therein cannot

displace actual and authentic evidence in individual cases, it is

entitled in the absence of such evidence to great weight.!
Rules
ment,

Fifty years’
possession.

The rules

for

enfranchige-

which

are

at present

in force for

the enfran-

chisement of inams are substantially the same as those which
were made at the time of the Inam Settlement 2.

(1) When it is proved that land has been for fifty years
in the possession of a person, or of those through whom he
claims without the payment of land tax, such length of posses-

sion is to be heldas conferring a good title to that land as inam
whatever may haye been its origin.
In the absence of a valid grant or

other

title deed,

the

entries

in

the village accounts

of the earliest years of the British administration, in the
permanent settlement accounts, in the registers prepared under :
Regulation XXXI

and

in

other

of 1802, in the accounts of the earlier surveys,

authentic

accounts

1. Arunachallam Chetty v. VenkatachalaPathy Guruswamigal, 43 Mad. 258:
46 I. A, 204,

of

older date than 50 years

2. Hor the Rules at present in force,
sea 8, O. II. 294—809.
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are to be considered sufficient evidence of such possession
without the production, of such proofs; and where the
failure of proof of fifty years’ possession is owing to lapse of
time, the inamdar is to be allowed as if possession has been
proved to the full term.1 But the fifty years’ possession is to be
reckoned up to the date of the creation of the Inam Commission,
and not the date when untaxed

possession for fifty years up to

the date when such possession is brought to notice.2 Where there
is no proof either way but an equal probability of the inam
being old or recent, enfranchisement is effected by charging
an intermediate rate of 4 assessment as quit rent.3
Asal
minaha

gardens, pati

peradus,

harsal

makta

lands

badi

bad

lands, and similar other lands which were enjoyed as inams,
though they were not inams in their original nature were treated
as inams for the purpose of enfranchisement 4,
(2) When the title to inams based on length of possession
is established, the holders of personal inams, whether hereditary or conditional in their terms, such as those

granted

for

Brahmans and other classes for personal benefit, were allowed
to convert their restricted tenure into a permanent freehold
with unrestricted powers of alienation and upon reasonable
terms in commutation of the reversionary right of government.
Inams held by the kinsmen, dependants and followers of former
poligars and zemindars, such as bissoyis, doratnams, mukhasas, amarams, or

oomlikays,

jivithams,

etc.,

were treated

as personal inams and dealt with as such; so also inams held
by desayis, nattars, chettis and other heads of castes, and by
tambalas, anakalas, matapatis, jeeyas, etc., whose services have
long since ceased 5. The terms of the commutation are the
immediate and permanent charge of 1/8 of the full assessment
on the inam if its holder has lineal or undivided brothers, or if
‘from his age there is a reasonable presumption that he will
have

descendants §; of } of the full assessment if the holder has

a terminable heir, or the grant is limited to two or more lives 7;
and of 4 of the assessment if he has no heir, or the grant is for
1. Man. of Adminis, T.
(IT. 294.)
9.8. O. 52, note

170;

S.

O.

(2) (1. 151.)

3. 8."O. (IT. 294) rule ITI, note.
14,58. O. (II. 294). No title deeds,

1

50

however, were issued
subsequent to 1948.

to

topes

(IT. $00). rule XEX,

5.

8. 0.

6.
7.

§. O, (IT. 296) rule v, 3.
Ibid, rule V, 8.

planted
Xx." -

How
with,

dealt

c
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one life only 1. The lowest rate is equivalent to the resumption
of the inam after an exemption from Jand tax for 45 years;
the second rate equivalent to the reversion of the inam
after 29 years; and the third after 15 years.
If the
holder of the inam refuses to accept the terms of the
compromise, the inam is simply “ confirmed ”’, and is subject
’ to all the restrictions implied in its tenure.
But no option
is given to alienees who are bound to cure the original
defect in their titles,

and

enfranchisement

is

compulsory

in

their cases.
In other respects they are treated in the same
way as the members of the original family 2. If the title of the
original alieiee is defective, } of the assessment is charged
notwithstanding that the persons holding the inam at the
time of the settlement may have existing heirs.
Tess than
fitty’ years,

(3) Inams held for a shorter period than
eld on competent authority, are likewise to

absolutely according to their terms

fifty years, if
be recognised

or admitted

to a com-

promise.
The terms of the compromise are the immediate
imposition of a quit rent equal to 4 or 1/3 of the full assessment
according to the length of possession and the circumstances
attending the grant of such inams 8. If they have been irregularly granted by subordinate revenue authorities, renters, etc.,
without sanction, they are confirmed upon half assessment,
if not obtained by fraud.4
If acquired by fraud, but not
that of the then actual holders, they were confirmed upon 3
assessment; and if the then holders were concerned in the fraud,
the inams were resumed and full assessment imposed 5.
Religious
and
charitable inams.

(4)

Lands held for religious and charitable purposes and

for the performance of services connected therewith are
confirmed on their existing tenures and will endure only so

long as the conditions of the grant are fulfilled,

for which they are held subsists 6.
settlement, full assessment
was

the institutions

or the services

made ceased to exist

or to be

1. SO, (IT, 296). rule
Vv. 4
2.

3.

Ibid, rule VI.

§. O, (II. 229).

At the
levied

rule Xy,

for which

or the

time of the inam.
in cases
where

the ‘grants

performed ,; and if the

4
5.

6.

Ibid, rule XVI.

Ibid.

object

8. O, (II. 295) rule IIT.

were
inams
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were of

a semi personal character, i. ¢., if they

individuals both

for their

were

held

by

and for rendering

own subsistence

services which had been discontinued they were confirmed to
such holders and enfranchised upon half assessment. Recent
and fraudulently acquired inams were treated in the same way
as (3). Inams held for charitable purposes are liable to resumption when they are not performed.! But it is not every default in the performance of services of however .minor a character
that will give to government a right of resumption.
It can do
so when the charity fails altogether or substantially, or is
entirely discontinued, and not when services are properly
performed though ona smaller scale.2 A sanad granted by
government at the time of the Bombay Summary Settlement in
1879 continued a grant made in favour of a mosque on payment
of a quit rent “as the endowment property of the Jumma
Musjid—without increase of the said quitrent, but on the
condition that the managers thereof continue loyal and faithful
subjects of the British Government.”
It was held that an
alienation of the land which was the subject matter of the grant
did not give government the right of resuming it.2 Where
government resumes land previously held as charitable inam
and grants patta to one of the trustees, it has been held that the
representative of the other trustee has no right to claim a share

in it as against the former.4
(5) Inams held for village

revenue and

police services

‘were not dealt with at the time of the inam settlement but were
simply recorded in separate registers

pending

the

decision

of

the principles on which village establishments were to be
revised and their emoluments regulated. Payment by monthly salaries and clubbing up of villages to form convenient
ranges having since been decided upon, revised schemes of
village establishments were introduced, and with the introduction of these, service inams were enfranchised by special

officers

under the directton

1. Venkatasubbiah
Saheb, 8 1, 34, 157.

2.

The Seceretary

v.

of the Inam

Sheik Salar

of State v. Gulam

Mahaboob Khan, 42 Mad. 673.
3. Sankar Lalv. The Secretary

Siaie, 43 Bom. 588.
4. Punniah vy. Kotamma,

939,

5.
of

Commissioner

Man of Adminis, 1. 171,

40

on
Mad.

Village and
police service
inams.

C
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3 of the assessment. 1 In the case of inams held by various
descriptions of artizans for services due to village communities,
they were confirmed on’ their present tenure at the time of
the inam settlement.2
In the case of tirwamanyams when
enfranchisement is applied, the occupying ryot or third person
continues to pay the village servant in whose name the inam is
enfranchised the

Redemption
of quit

rent,

Inam title
deed,

full

assessment,

and

the

inamdar

pays to

government 3 of the assessment, keeping % to himself ; the
ryot neither loses nor gains 8.
(6) Inams granted by zemindars and other landholders
are
dealt with
as inams granted
without
authority as
under (3) 4. Government will resume inams excluded from the
assets at the time of the permanent settlement on the same
principles as other inams ; and it will not resume inams granted by a landholder subsequent to the permanent settlement,
except in the case of the future reversion of the estate to it. 5
In all cases an option was given to the inamdar to redeem
the quit rent at any time by the payment of twenty times the
amount ; and it was increased to thirty ‘times the amount in
the case of title deeds issued after 28—2—1895 but since the
year 1896 redemption is no longer allowed.6 All excesses found
in inams beyond an allowance of 10 per cent. were fully assessed unless such excesses were proved to be within the ordinary
limits of the inam fields.
On the validity of the inam being established on the
foregoing principles, a title deed is issued by the Inam
Commissioner specifying the terms of the future tenure either
by way of enfranchisement or confirmation, which is to secure
its holder and his successors from any future scrutiny by
government regarding the origin of the inam.
The title deeds
were issued by the Inam Commissioner on behalf of the

Governor-in-Council

and were not in accordance with

the

provisions of Statute 22 and 23 Vic. Chap. 41 under which they
should have been executed by or on behalf of the Secretary of
State for India in Council,
They were found to be invalid;
and for the purpose of validating them and those that may
1.

Man

of

Adminis,

(II. 800,) rule XXI.

2. Ibid, 172;
02௫-௮11

8. O.

1.171;5. 0.
(U1. 804,) rule.

3.

Ibid, 159, 160,

4,

§.0O. (II. 299), rule XVI.

5,
6,

§.0O. (IJ. 301,):ule XXIII,
&,0,89,1. (2) 0, 151),
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inam title deed issued by the Inam Commissioner was only
evidence of the enfranchisement of lands previously held as
inam, and the only effect of enfranc hisement was to remove
from the claimant the disabilities to sue in the ordinary Courts
and it did not operate as a resumption and regrant, and the
real owner of the inam could sue for recovery of the

land from

the person to whom the inam title deed was issued.
But in
Subba Naidu y. Nagayya, 1it was held that, when a personal
inam was enfranchised, the

reversionary

rights

of

the Crown

were not given up; and Subramania Ayyar and Boddam, JJ. in

Vangala Dihshatulu v. Vangala Gavamma,?

Service
grants.

refused to follow

this decision and followed the earlier one. The reasoning of
the Privy Council in Venkata Jaganatha Sarmav.
Virabadrayya, ® regarding the effect of the enfranchisement of a
service inam does not’apply to that of a purely personal inam
and the reasoning in Churukurt Venkanna v. Nagayya, * is not
affected by that decision.
As regards the effect of the enfranchisement of service
inams, early Madras cases held that the person in whose favour
enfranchisement was effected and title deed issued took
the enfranchised inam land absolutely free of any claim
by the members of the family from which
the office
holders were selected.5
Later cases, however held that the
only effect of enfranchisement was to disannex the

inam

land

from the office, that it did not alter the nature of the
property in the hands of the grantee and that the other
members of his family had an interest therein6
Ina
somewhat similar case which arose in Bengal regarding land
held on ghatwali tenure, the Privy Council held that the grant
of pattas by the zemindar to four ghatwals on the dispensation

of services under which the
1.

25 Mad.

424,

4.

2M.H.

OC. R. 827.

land

9, 28 Mad, 13.
Sanat Matic od:
5. Srinivasayyar v. Lakshmamma,
7 Mad, 206; Bada v. Hussa Bhai, 7
Mad. 286; Venkats v. Rama, 8 Mad.
249 ; Venkatarayudu v. Venkataramayya
10 Mad. 284 ; Dharnipraguda vy. Virarasu,
21
Mad.
47; Salamma_
1.
Latchmanna Reddi, 21 Mad. 100; Subbaraya Mudaliy. Karmu Chettt, 23 Mad, 47.

6.

Gunnaiyan

vy. Kamakshi Ayyar,

was held did not render the

26 Mad. 389; Lakshmipate v. Chala,
mayya, 80 Mad. 484 ; Yerranna v. Kane
namma,
85
Mad.
704.
Subbaroya
Chetty v. Aiyasami Ayyar, 32 Mad. 86;
Seshagiri Ayyar v.Tirumalat dAmbalam,
171.0. 178; Nanjundiah v. Venkatasubbiah, 27 M. L, J. 618; Ramayya v.
Jagganadham, 39 Mad. 930; Lachmana
3. Gedamma,
1 1, W. 329; Narasamma ¥. Venkatarangayya,
10 L. W
422; Venkatasubba Rao v. Saiyanara
yamurti, 40M, L. J, 31,
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which

ghatwals

were

selected and that the other members of that family other than
the four grantees had no beneficial interest in the land 1. Finally
when the question arose in an appeal from Madras regarding
the effect of enfranchisement of service inam land, the Privy

Council

held

agreeing

with

the early

decisions

and

over-

ruling the later ones that the office holder for the time being
in whose favour enfranchisement was effected and title deed
issued took the property free of any claim by other members
of his family and that they could not claim a right of partition
therein 2.
As the enfranchisement of an inam does not operate asa
resumption and regrant, and its only effect is its imposition of
an assessment from which it was antecedently free, a mortage 3,
or sale 4, of a personal inam before enfranchisement is valid.
An unenfranchised personal inam can be sold in execution of a
decree
against the
holder.
Enfranchisement
doeés not
extinguish the right of the mortgagor to redeem when lands
are enfranchised while in the possession of the mortgagee. &
Where the government resumes a charitable grant of land for
non-performance of services and grants a ryotwari patta to
the inamdar, the resumption puts an end to the occupancy right
acquired by ryots by grant or prescription prior to such
resumption.7
This view has been dissented from.8
Buta

mortgage or sale of a village service inam is declared invalid
by Regulation Vi of 1831 and Act II] of 1895. The alienee
cannot take advantage of the -subsequent enfranchisement and
claim the benefit of Section 43 of the Transfer of Property
Act. 9
1.

Durga Prasad

Singh,, 46 Cal, 862.

Singh

v. Trebini

19. Venkata Jaganatha Sarma v. Veerabadrayya, 41 M.L. J. 1.
8. Vishnu Trtmback v. Tatia Punt,

1 Bom.

H. 0. ௩

Ganpatrav

Trimback

6. 0. ர)

22;

Patwardhan

V.

Ganesh Baji Bhat, 10 Bom. 112; Hari
Sadashiva v. Sheik Ajmudin, 11 Bom.
235.

4, Sitarama Sastrulu Ramudu (1911)

2 M.W.N, 588; Yerranna v. Kannamma,

35 Mad. 704,
5.

்

Varadayya v. Manchu Kunja, 20

M.L.5. 88; Rama Rao v. Timmu
11 L. W. 898, Venkatramier
drasekhara Iyer, 44 Mad. 632,

Reddt,

v.Chan-

6.

Gurbasappa

vy. Ranga,

7.

Subramania

Ayyar

L. RB. 568.
Goundan,

8.

1,

Onnappa

39 M. L. J. 629.

Venkatappa

Charyulu

reddi, 13 L. W. 208,
9. Narahari
v. Koriihan
(1918) M. W. N. 415;
ஏ. Phasa

14 Bom.

Bachu

Sateht, (1918) M.

W.

1. Papi-

Naidu,
Ramayya
N. 999;

Ramayya v. Jagganadham, 89 Mad. 980;
Sennamma7. Radnabas, 41 Mad. 418

(F.

B.)

overruling

Anganayya

v.

Narasanna, 18 M. L. J. 247 ; Midnapore
Zemindary Coy.v. Appayasami Naiker,
41 Mad. 749 ; Padappa v. Swami Rao,
94 Bom.

556 P, 0.

Alienation of
inams.
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The holder of an enfranchised inam holds his lands subject only to the payment of the quit.rent fixed on his lands. 1
In Venkata Jaganatha Sarma vy. Virabadarayya 2, the title
deed issued by the Inam Commissioner provides for the revision
of the quit rent at each periodical settlement, and unless so
provided for, it cannot subsequently be revised.
The Inam Commissioner is a deputy or agent of government for the purpose of the enfranchisement of inams,8 and
is an officer fully empowered to investigate the rights of
inamdars and to recognise on behalf of government what rights
are proved to exist in them.4 He can sell the reversionary rights
of the Crown in accordance with the rules framed by government 5, and his decision within the scope of his authority is
binding upon it.6

The presumption

is that he did

not

trans-

gress the rules made by government.7 Any arrangement entered
into between him and the zemindar,8 or any statement made
in the Inam Register 9, will not prejudice the actual right of the
inamdar. His duties are in no way judicial, and he hus only to
deal with those in possession of an inam on terms varying with
the nature of the inam and cannot deal with the right of the
persons entitled theretoi9; nor isit within the scope of his
authority to determine the relationship ‘of the melwaramdar
and the :kudiwaramdar11.

him regarding the nature

But

any

and extent

declaration

or finding by

of the inam

will

bind

government!2,

8

1.

Man of Adminés, I. 120.

3.

41 Mitasy. மீ.

Rama

v.

Subba,

12

7.
Mad.

98;

Sobhanadri Appa Rao v. Gopalakrishnamma, 16 Mad. 34 ; The Secretary of
ree) v. Kasturi Reddi, 26 Mad. 268
278).

4. Sadasiva Ayyar, J. in Srinivasa
Chariar ர. Ihe Secretary of State, 40

Mad. 268.
5. Visappa v. Ramayogi, 2 M.H.O.R.
341 ; Rama y. Subba, 12 Mad.
98;

Lutchme

Doss v.

The

State, 82 Mad. 456.
6.. Sadasiva Ayyar, J.

Chartar
Mad.

268.

v.

The

Secretary of

்
in Srintvasa

Secretary of State,

40

Lutehme Doss y.

State, 82 Mad. 456,

The Secretary of
;

8. Sobhanadrt Appa Rao v. Gopalakrishnamma, 16. Mad, 94 ; Suryanarayana v. Appa Rao, 16 Mad. 40.
9. Rama Tyengar v.Jaganatha Pandia-

jiar, 88 Mad.

155.

10. Visappay. Ramayogi, 2 M.H.O.R.
841; Vasudeva Anant v. Kamkrishya,
2Bom, 529,
11, Rama
Iyengar
v. Jaganadha
Pawdiajiar, 88 Mad. 155.
12. Sethumathava: Chariar vy.
The

Secretary of Siate, 1G. W. 941 ; Srinivasa Chariar vy. The
40 Mad, 268.

Secretary of State,

CHAPTER

X.

OCCUPANCY AND NON-OCCUPANCY RYOTS.
(UNDER THE MADRAS ESTATES LAND ACT).
We have seen that the Indian common law recognises only
two interests in land, that of the Sovereign, and that of the
cultivator, and that the one is distinct from the other.1 At the
time of the permanent settlement in 1802, government conferred proprietary rights on zemindars, ancient as well as those
created thereafter.
In directing the introduction
of the
_ permanent settlement to Madras, Lord Cornwallis distinctly
informed the Madras Government that the acknowledgment of
proprietary right in zemindars was not to be allowed in any
respect to affect the rights of ryots, or others who had been
subject to the authority of zemindars or other landholders ;
nor was it to be construed to preclude government from

passing any laws or regulations which

might

occasionally

Under the
permanent
settlement,

Rights of
“ryots

reserved.

be

deemed expedient for the protection of the rights of ryots or of
other persons, or for other purposes, which might be deemed
essential to the good government of the country 2.The Board of
Revenue in issuing instructions to Collectors for carrying out
the permanent settlement stated, ‘‘ Distinct from

these claims,

are the rights and privileges of the cultivating ryots, who
though they have no positive property in the soil, § have a
right of occupancy so long as they cultivate to the extent of
their usual means, and give the Sirkar or proprietor, whether
in money or in kind, the accustomed share of the produce.” 4
In virtue of the right reserved, government passed on the
same day Regulations XXV, XXVIII,
regulate the mode and recovery of rent.

and XXX of 1802 to
Section 14-of Regu-

lation XXV made it obligatory on the zemindar to enter into
engagements with ryots for rent either in money or in kind

and grant them pattas defining the amountand conditions of
the engagement ; and if he refused or neglected to comply
with the demand for a patta, he might be cast in damages
1.

Ante. Ch. I. 80—82.

9.

Fifth Report, 11. 50.

8.

This view can hardly be

ANGI

tained.

4.

main-

Fifth Report, 11. 826.

in a

Rarly

Regulations.

?
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XXVIII empowered the zemin-

dar to distrain and sell on account of arreazs of rent only
the crops, cattle and personal
property of the defaulter,

but not his land.1
But when the arrears were not realised
within a year, he might proceed to sell the tenure of the
defaulter, if saleable.2
Regulation XXX of 1802 provided
for the exchange of pattas and muchalikas,® and prescribed
penalties for non-issue of pattas. 4 It prohibited the zemindar
from levying a new assessment

under

any

name

or

pretence

whatever, ® and laid down two rules for determining the rate
of rent, when it was disputed. 6 These Regulations proceeded
on the footing that the ryot was entitled to the possession of
land as long as he paid the accustomed rent, and that the
zemindar could not levy any new rent’over and above

it.

The

Sudder Court held that the effect of Regulation XXV of 1802
was only to confer upon zemindars such ‘proprietary rights as
belonged to, or was exercised by government, and that it
could not convey more without infringing the rights of others. 7

As, however, a doubt was
passed which declared that
XXVIII and XXX of 1802
fringe or destroy the actual

felt, Regulation IV of 1822 was
the provisions of Regulations XXV,
were not meant to define, limit, inrights of ryots or landholders, but

only to provide remedies for non-payment of rent, leaving them
to recover their rights, if infringed, in the ordinary courts.

The Regulations of 1802, while giving the zemindar a speedy
and summary remedy, left the ryot to seek

Courts.
Under

To remedy
this

protection in Civil

this, Regulation V of 1822

Regulation

primary

cognizance

transferred to Collectors who were

was passed.

ofall

vested with

suits

was

jurisdiction to

intervene before a zemindar could sell distrained property or
eject a ryot

for

arrears.

whether the demand

The

was justly

Collector
due, and

was

to adjudicate

the rate in the patta

which the ryot refused to accept was the just one prescribed.
If the Collector decided these points against the zemindar, the
ryot could not be ejected, nor the tenure sold,
1.
2.
8.
4,

Section
Section
Section
Section

2.
24 (7).
8.2.

5. Section 7.
6. Section 9.
ர. No, 10 of 1818 (Sel. Dec.I. 70) ;
No. 10 of 1814 (Sel. Deo. I. 90).
+

cHaP, x,]
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These Regulations were repealed by, and their main
provisions re-enacted with certain modifications and additions
in Act VIII of 1865. This Act was mainly a consolidating and
processual measure without defining the rights of landholders
and ryots.
In Venkatramier v. Ananda Chetty, 1 it was held
that the tenancy of an ordinary
pattadar
was not one
from year
to year
but enured so long as he paid the
accustomed rent and could be determined only in the manner
laid down by Act VIII of 1865.
This decision was doubted
in Chockalingam Pillai vy. Vaithilinga
Pandarasannadhi 2

in which it was

held

that

the

tenancy

created

by

a patta

enured only for the fasli for which it was in force, that neither
the Regulations of 1802 or 1822, nor Act VIII of 1865 had

the effect of extending it beyond that period and the ryot was
liable to ejectment at the end of the fasli, unless he proved a
custom to the contrary.
The view enunciated in this case had
not been followed in subsequent cases 5, They proceeded on

the view that under the Indian Common law the right of the
ryot to possession of land arose
from occupancy, and
that the
relation
of landlord and tenant which
connoted

the

idea

of

the

latter

deriving

possession

from

the

former did not exist between the zemindar and the ryot.
Government having never claimed aright to the possession
of cultivated lands, its assignee, the zemindar, could not claim
it.
It was, therefore, held that the presumption wasthat the

ryot in a zemindary was entitled to a right of occupancy, and
that it was forthe zemindar to establish the circumstances
giving him a right to eject. The principle of these decisions
was extended in Cheekati Zemindar v. Ranasooru Dhora, 4 to
a case where the ryot obtained possession from the zemindar,

and it was held that even then the former vas entitled to a right
of occupancy, unless the latter Pro
aae ustom of the estate
oracontract
“1,

tothe

contrary.

5M. H.C. R. 120.

Th

ight

Jee

; Ma

of occupancy

ண்ட

Rama-

9. 6M.H. CO. R. 164; Foulkes v. / fogi, 16 Mad} 271; Venkatanarasimha
Rajaraina Mudaly, 6 M. H. G.R. 175.”
Naidu v. Davidamudi Kotayya, 20 Mad.
8. Innes,J. in Fakir Mahomed v.
299 ; Cheekati Zemindar v. Ranasoory
Tirumala

wasa

Chariar,; 1 Mad. 205 5 orint-

Chetty vy. Nanjunda டடக் 4

Mad.174 ; Appa Rao v. Su iobamsna, 18

Dhora,

23

Md

818,

4. 28 Mad, 818.

Act VIII of
1865.
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presumption and liable +o -be rebutted in

The

zemindars in

the south

who

had com-

paratively been long under Hindu dominion generally concededit.
But in the Northern Sirkars which had long been under
Mahomedan rule, right of occupancy had almost been effaced,
and zemindars naturally denied it. The view put forward either
in
Chockalingam Pillai v. Vaithilinga Pandarasannadhi 1,
or the cases which dissented from it 2, was only one of mere
presumption liable to be rebutted in either case. But after
the decision in Chockalingam Pillai’s case 8, zemindars in the
Northern Sirkars printed in thousands pattas in a stereotyped
form containing a clause that they were at liberty to let the
lands at their pleasure and made the ryots accept them. Such
acceptance

satisfy

the

was

relied

second

set

on

as

of

acontract

cases.

It was

tothe

contrary

thought

to

that the

circumstances under which ryots accepted them were

such

as

to give no room for the free exercise of their will, since they
did so either without realising the legal effect of such accept-

ance,

or more often, to avoid

the

necessity of being

ejected

from their ancestral homes which would otherwise follow.
It
was, therefore, considered desirable that the claim to occupancy

should not be allowed to rest

on

mere presumption

but be

given a legislative basis. Accordingly the Madras Estates Land
Act was passed for effectuating this object and also for defining
the rights of landholders and ryots. After the decision of
the Privy Council in Suryanarayana v. Potanna,4 the view
taken by the High Court regarding the presumption of occupancy right
in zemindaries has been, as pointed out by
Ramesam, J., considerably weakened, and will have to be
reconsidered but for the statutory recognition of that presumption in the M.adtas Estates Land Act 5.

The Madras
states Land

this

The Madras
4
Presidency

}fen“state.
Land Act is the first enactment in
உட்ப பந
:
ச
» “Mich “Snes the substantive
tights and

liabilities of landh Olde:rs an, ryots coming within
and makes a gener:#! declaien tan of the existence
1,

2,
8.

6M.H.C.

R. 164...

Ante p, 299, note (8)
6M. H.0. R. 164,

its

scope

of occupancy

441 Mad. 1012: 451. A, 209.

ந) Muthu Goundan v. Perumal Iyer,
44 Mau. 588.
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right in the ryot. » It proceeds on the footing that
land arises from occupation and gives legislative
the ancient Hindu Law doctrine. It gives statutory
to the doctrine that government, or its assignee, the
is entitled only toashare of the produce, and
nossession of cultivated lands.

his title to
sanction to
recognition
zemindar,
not to the

All lands in an estate to which the Act applies are broadly

Ryoti land. ,

divided into two classes (1) ryoti land which includes old waste,
and (2) private

land,

The

distinction between

the two

classes is

maintained throughout the Act in respect of the rights and
liabilities acquired and incurred, and of the jurisdiction of the
Courts before which suits relating thereto are to be brought.
Ryoti land includes all

private

land,

threshing

(2)

floors,

tank
cattle

cultivable land in an

beds,

(3)

stands,

estate, but not (L)

communal
village

lands,

such

as

sites and other lands

which are set apart for the common use of the villagers, and (4)
lands held on service tenure as long as it lasts. 1! The term tank
bed appears to have been used to denote the area in the tank
that is intended to hold the water necessary to irrigate the lands
under its ayakat.
It does not necessarily mean that that area
should actually be
under water.2 Nor does it necessarily include all lands within the bund of the tank,
since they also comprise dry lands held on pattas. Tank
bed is often cultivated when the tank is dry or when
there isno water in it for a number of years, but such
cultivation does not render it ryoti land.

cultivation by the zemindar

is not

The

allowing of such

illegal. 4 But where tank

bed has continously ceased to be used for the storage

of water

and lost its character as such, it becomes ryoti land. 5 Land
held on service tenure as long as it lasts is excluded from the
category of ryoti land, but becomes such as soon as services
cease, whether it was created before, or subsequent to, the permanent settlement. Ryoti lands which are already in the possgession of ryots cease to be such when they become subject to
service tenuré. A distinction is made in the Act between service
‘1, Section 8 (16) As regards private
and communal lands, see infra.
2. Bolusamy ர. 1789048412 400 Rao,

47.1. ©. 594,
8.

Ibid.

ச

4, Chitravelu Servat
108, 851. 0, 108, 5.

Tank bed.

y.

Samanna

Narayanasami v. Kamanna,

I. C. 818;

Samayan

Servai v.

Mohideen Rowther, 5113. 0. 899,

5]

Kadir

Land held
on service
tenure.
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tenures created before the passing thereof and those created
subsequent thereto. The former may be free of rent or on
favourable rates of rent, but the

latter

must

order that the lands subject thereto may be

be

free of rent in

excluded

from the

category of ryoti lands.
The object of the latter provision is
to check the creation of nominal service grants and the
consequent withdrawal of such lands from the category of
ryoti lands.
The definition of ryofi land given
in 8 (16)
suggests the existence of won-ryoti lands which are not private
lands. 1 Ryoti land comprises two descriptions of land : (1)
ryott land which is not old waste, i. e., ryoti land proper, and

(2) ryoti land which is old waste, i. e., old waste proper. Section
23 raises a presumption in favour of ryott land other than old
waste, and Section 185 declares that land shall be presumed not

to be private land, unless the contrary is proved.

Prima facie

all lands within the ambit of a zemindary must be deemed to
be ryoti land, unless the zemindar shows that itis his private

land 2, Zeroity land is prima facie ryoti land ®, but does not
necessarily mean land fit for agricultural purposes, as that
term is often used in contradistinction to inam land. 4 Cultivable land is land permanently cultivable and not occasionally
cultivated,

and land fit only for pasturing

cattle

and

not

for

ploughing or raising agricultural crops is not ryoti land 5. Land
which is not per se ryoti does not become such because it is
let for pasturage, and the onus of proving that it is cultivable is
Ryot.

on the person alleging it 6. Lanka land is ryoti land.7
Ryot means a person who holds for purposes of agriculture
ryoti land in an estate on condition of paying to the landholder the rent which is legally due upon it. 8

A person

who

holds land for pasturage and not for raising agricultural crops
is not a ryot.9 An ijaradar of lanka lands who does not cultivate
1.
Rao,
2.
sami
8.

Bolusamt 1,
47 1. 0. 594.
Narayatasami
Naidu, (1916)
Narayanasami

(1910) M. W. N. 116

Venkatadry

Appa

M. L. J. 214;

Mallikarjuna

6. Raja

Venkatagiri

béah, 39 M. L. J. ரொ.

Naidu v. Bangara2M. W. N. 240.
Naidu v. Venkayya,
: 282.

4. Mardaraj Deo v. Dukko Podhana,
811. C. 852 ; Seshayya v. Raja of Pittapur, 81M. L. J. 214.

5. Raja of Venkatagiri v. Jayampa
Ayyappareddi, 38 Mad. 7388; Raja of
Venkatagirt v. Rami Reddi, 81 M.LJ.

Q11 ; Seshayya Y. Raja of Pithapur, 81

of

v. Subv.

Rami

Reddi, 31 M. L. J. 211.
1. Narayanasami Naidu v. Kotayya,
6L.

W.

239.

8. Saction 8 (15),
9. Haja of Venkatagiri v. Jayampa
Ayyappareddt,
38 Mad. 738; Raja of
Venkatagirt v. Rami Reddit, 81 M. T.. J.
211; Seshayya v.Raja of Pittapur, 31 M.

L. J.

214;

Mallikarjuna y. Subbiah,

89 M. L. J. 277,

ப்

3
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them himself but lets to cultivating tenants is nota ryot1.
will be otherwise if he is himself the cultivating tenant. 2
Section 6 (1)

of the Act

declares that

every

It

ryot who at

its commencement is in possession of, or who subsequent
thereto is admitted to possession of, ryoti land, not being
old waste, situated in the estate of a landholder, shall have a
permanent right of occupancy.
The Section does not affect

Occupancy

Tight.

any permanent right of occupancy acquired in land that was
old waste before the commencement of the Act, and the explanation to thesub-section defines “every ryot in possession”
to mean ‘‘a person who having held land as a ryot continues
in possession of such land at the commencement of this Act.’
Passing of the Act and its commencement are not identical.
The Act was passed on the date when it received the sanction
of the

Governor-General, i.e. on

28th June 1908, but

it came

into force on the Ist July, and a person who gave up possession
of land the day before the 1st July cannot claim the benefit of
Section 6 (1) 8. The policy of the Act is to confer occupancy
right on persons who arein possession of ryoti lands in an
estate.

It cannot, therefore, be cut down by inferences drawn

from another section which deals exclusively with the ejectment of non-occupancy ryots.* A ryot can claim the right of
occupancy (1)

when

heis

in

possession

of ryoti

land,

not

being old waste in an estate at the date of the commencement
of the Act; (2) when
subsequent
thereto he has _ been
admitted to possession of such land by the
landholder.
“Admission to possession’’ means the receipt of rent by the
landholder from the ryot;5 or (3) when he holds under a
landholder as defined in the

Act.

A

ryot claiming a right

of

occupancy must show that he was in possession, actual or
constructive, of the land at the date of the commencement of
the Act, viz., 1st July, 1908,6 and the benefit of the Section will
1,

Subba

Rao

vy.

Narayanasami

Naidu, 31 M. L, J, 389,

2.
rayya,
8.
81 M.

Narayanasami Naidu v. Banga(1916) 2M. W. W. 240.
Ganganna
1. Vijiagopalarazu,
L. J. 870.

4,

Muthukrisina

v.

5.

Section

ewplanation;

(1914) M. W. N. 496.
6

(2)

Raju

Chetty,

see

also Gangannay. Vijiagopalarazu,
81
M. L. J. 870.
6. Rangasamt Iyengar v. District

Board, Tanjore, 21 M.L.J.728; Maha-

raja of Vijianagaram, 1. Ramabadriah,
(1912) M. W. N. 403; Ganganna y.
Vijiagopalarazu,
81 M. L. J. 870+
Virabadrayya v. Revenue
Divisional

Officer, Polavaram, 29 1.0. 8.

Possession of
ryoti land.
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apply notwithstanding the execution of a muchalika by the ryot
prior to the Act giving up his right of occupancy, in view of
the new right given to him by the Act1.
Buta mere right to
possession without actual or constructive possession will not give
him the right 2. The Section does not destroy the right of occupancy that had vested ina person by prescription, and as the
object of the Act is to regulate the relationship between the landholder and the ryot, a trespasser cannot as against the ryot claim
the benefit of the Section 8. The Privy Council has recently
held that the person who is in possession of ryoti land at
the date of the commencement of the Act is entitled to
a right of occupancy under Section 6, even if such possession
is

without

the

consent,

or

even

against

the

will,

of

the

landholder.¢
A person who isin possession of ryoti land
at the commencement of the Act on the expiry of the
lease

under

which

he

came

a right of occupancy ;
sion had been obtained
and the latter remained
date. § So also when a
under the Rent Recovery
was pending against that

into

possession

is

entitled

to

6 so also when a decree for possesby the landholder against the ryot,
in possession of the land on_ that
decree for ejectment had been passed
Act against the tenant, and an appeal
decree when the Act came into force,

and the tenant remained in possession. 7

The same view

was

held when the interest of the tenant in land had been purchased
by the landlord but the former remained in possession 8, but
it has been dissented from. 9 The last case has

apparently over-

looked the very general observations made by the Privy
Council in Mallikarjuna Prasad v. Somayyai0 already referred
Under a
landholder.

to.

The

fo claim

following

the

benefit

persons

of

have

Section

1. Virabadrayya v. Revenue Divisional Officer, Polavaram, 29 1. 0. 8.
2. Ganganna v. Vijiagopalarasu, 31
M. L. J. 870.

3. Maharaja of Vijianagaram
1,
Ramabadrayya, (1912) M. W. N. 403.
4. Mallikarjuna Prasad vy. Somaya,
42 Mad. 400: 461. A. 44,

5. Ibid.
6. Govinda
Parama
Guruva
v.
Dandasi Pradhana, 20 M. I. J. 528,

approved of by the Privy Council in the
case cited in note (4).

1.

been

held

6 (1)

as

Kanakkya

to

be

entitled

holding

under

v. Janardhana

Padhi,

36 Mad. 489, overruling Raja of Venka-

egirt v Narasayya, 81 Mad. 1; Raja of
Pitiapur v. Sivaramayya, 18 1.0. 584.
See also the Privy Council case cited in

note (4).
8. Sivapada

Mudaly

Chetti, 27M. L. J.
Reddiarv. Thandava

W.

N. 798.

v

665; Markapulli
Kone, (1914) .M.

9. Venkatachalla Naidu
ammal, 44 Mad. 220,
10.

42 Mad.

400;

i
Tyagaraja

461,

v. EthirajA,

44,
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a landholder :—a- person holding under a cowledar from
the proprietor ;1 a person let into possession by a grantee
from the widow of a zemindarfor the purpose of making
waste lands cultivable, even if such grant is not binding
under Section 26 (1) 2 ; a person holding under the owner of a
portion of an estate, separated from it before the Act came into
force 8 ; a person claiming under an alienee ofa portion of the
annual melwaram right in the lands of a zemindar 4 ; a person
holding under one who gota lease with the right of leasing
land to others as well as cultivating it himself from a person
who derived his right from the zemindar 5;a ryot let into
possession by the receiver of an estate 6 ; and a person holding
under the owner of a minor inam.7 The benefit of Section
6 (1) is also applicable to such portions of the holding of a
tyot which have been added thereto by encroachment, provided that he had been in possession for 12 years prior to 1st July
1908, when the Act came into force 8. But a tenant or sub-

lessee under aryot cannot claim the benefit of the Section,
even though the former was granted patta direct by the zemindar 9 ;nor does the Section affect the right to kudiwaram as
between the rival claimants theretol?, A cultivating ryot alone
can claim the right, and an ijaradar of lanka lands for three
yeats is not a ryotll,
An exception to the acquisition of occupancy right conferred by Section 6 (1) is made

in certain

to the occupation of old waste
occupancy right on the ryot.
1,
W.N.

WMallanna vy, Ramaraju, (1914) M.
345,

ட்

9. Harzschandra
Jagadd
Raja
Bahadur v. Ramayya, 26M. L. J, 600.
8. Appayya vy. Ramachandra Rasu,
Q7 M. L. J. 490.
4. Venkanna v. Rama Rao, $8 Mad.
1155.
5.
Venkayya 1. Veerabadrudu, 26
1. 0. 785.
6. Narayanasamt Natdu vy. Subramanyam, 89 Mad. 688.
7.
Narayanasamt Naidu vy. Gangadharan, 15 1. C. 784; Appala Narasimhulu vy.
Sanyasi, 88 ரகம். 88;
Sadasiva Ayyar, J. in Bavaji v. Suryanarayana, 88M. Li. J. 842; Ayling and
Coutis Trotter, JJ, in L. P. A. 2 of 1920;
contra,
Wallis, C. J. in Bavaji v,

59

cases

does
The

:—(1)

admission

not of itself confer
landholder
can let

Suryavarayana,
98 1, 1,
J. 342;
Kumarasamt Sasiriar, J. in Li, BP. A. 2
of 1920; Spencer and Odgers, JJ. in O.R,
P

1090

- 8,

and

1091 of 1918.

Harischandra Jagadd Raja ?Baha-

dur Y. Jaganatha Singh, 2 L. W. 29.
9, Section, 19; Appayya v. Ramachandra Rasw; 27 M. L. J. 490; In re Kakarapulli Pothe Razu, 2 L.W. 270; Zeminday of Chellapalli v. Somayya, 89 Mad.
841; Venkatarayudu
v.. Subbarayadu,
(1918) M. W.N. 648.
10,
Sivapada Mudali v. Thiagaraya
Chettiar, 27 M. L. J, 665.
11. Subba Rao
v. Narayanaswamt
Naidu, 81 M.\. J. 839; Contra, Nara-

yanasamy

2M. W.N.

Naidu v. Bangarayya, (1916)
240.

Exception to
the acquisition of occupanoy right.
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it on such terms as may be agreed upon between him
and the ryot.1 The only way the latter can acquire a vight
of occupancy is by adopting the procedure laid down by
Section

46 ;- (2) admission to

waste

land

under

a

contract

for the pasturage of cattle, or to land reserved bona fide
by the landholder for forest under a contract for the temporary
cultivation thereof. Such admission does not (a) confer upon
the person admitted an occupancy right; (b) entitle him to claim
the benefit of Section 157 ; or (c) convert such land into ryoti
land ; 2 (3) in the case of reclamation of

waste

land

by

the

landholder by his own servants or hired labour, he can by a
contract in writing prevent the acquisition of the right of
occupancy for thirty years from the date of the first cultivation
after reclamation® .
Ryoti land
to remain
intact,

The main object of the Act is to maintain the character of

ryoti land unchanged, and for effectuating this object, the
following provisions are made :—
(1) When land held by a ryot with a permanent right of
occupancy is surrendered or abandoned, or comes into the
possession of the landholder, and the latter admits any person

to possession of such land

within ten years of such surrender,

abandonment or coming into possession,

the person

admitted

gets a permanent right of occupancy. 4
(2) An ijaradar or farmer of land cannot, as such, acquire, except by inheritance or devise, an occupancy right therein 5 ; but a ryot with a permanent right of occupancy does not
lose his right by becoming subsequently interested in the land
as landholder or holding it subsequently in ijara or farm. 6
Where one of two co-ryots owning the entire occupancy right

in certain lands purchases the melwaram interest in them,
he does not lose his occupancy right. 7 So also a landholder

in whom the occupancy right in- certain government lands is
vested, when he acquires the government interest therein. 8
1.

Sactio
6 (3).
n

8.
4.

Section 6 (5)
Section6 (2).

2, Section 6 (4).
5.

8.

:

Section. 6(6).

Muthw

Reddt

v. Muthu

Venkata

chalapathy Reddt, 81 M. L. J. 354.

of

Sanivaranet

On appeal the Privy Gouncil dia not
agree with the reasoning of the High
Court

6. Ibid, Haplanation,

7.

Zemindar

Zemindar of South Vallur, 39 Madan
ground,

and decided

the case on

Parthasarathi

another

Appa Rao

Satyanarayana 42 Mad, 855,

y.

2

பெ,

8

உ]
(8)

RYOTI LAND TO REMAIN SUCH.

A personin whom theentire interests! of

and the ryot in the land have become united

the landholder

either:

after the passing of the Act must hold it only as
and not as a ryot without prejudice, however,
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before

or

a landholder

to the

rights

of

third persons. 2 This Section applies only to the acquisition of
occupancy rights by the landholder, but not to that of landholder’s interest by the ryot 3, Whena landholder purchases
from the ryot the kudiwaram interest in the land, he must
hold it as ryoté land and there is no merger of the two interests
80 asto extinguish the ryoti character of the land 4,
(4) A’person who is jointly interested in land as landholder
and who has the right of occupancy transferred to him either be-

fore or after the commencement of the Act holds it subject
the payment of rent to

to

his co-landholders, and when he lets _ it

to athird person, the latter gets a permanent right of occupancy
therein 5,
(5)

A landholder to whom the interest of a ryot has before

the passing of the Act passed by transfer for valuable consideration otherwise than at a sale for-arrears of rent, or has

passed by inheritance, has the right Of admitting for the period
of 12 years from the date of the Act or from the date of succession any person to the possession of the land on such terms as
may be agreed upon between them; and the person so admitted

cannot during such period claim the benefit of Section 46 (1) 6.
Such land, however, does not become

landholder and the relation
regulated by contract 1) and
(6)
holding

the

between

private

him and

land of the

the tenant is

When a ryot dies intestate in respect of an occupancy
and leaves no heirs except the Crown, his right of

occupancy is extinguished, but the land still remain ryoti land. 8
Though these provisions: are enacted to keep ryoti lands
intact, there is nothing to prevent the landholder from
1,

For meaning of entire

interests,

2.
8.

Section. 8 (1).
Muthu Reddi v. Muthu

Venkata-

chalapathy, 81 M.1.. J. 854;

Zemindar

gee. Venkatarayudu
(1918) M. W.N. 648.

v. Subbarayudu,

of Sanivarapeta vy. Zemindar of South
Vatlur, 39 Mad. 944,

4.

Sivaramayya

6.
1.

Siciton 8 (4).
Veerappa Chetty v. Mudali, 26 M,

appa, 801. C. 812,
5. Sectéon, 8 (2).
lL

J. 873.

8,

Section 10 (2).

3, Chinna Mune-

Conversion of
ryoti land
into private
land.
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converting them into private lands by cultivating them as such,
but in sucha case strong and unequivocal evidence is required !.
Landholder’s
rights,

“First

Though the primary object of the Act isto give
privileges to the ryot, the landholder also gets some
under it. They are:—
(1)

charge.

A first charge for rent and interest thereon

special
rights

not

only

upon the holding but also upon its produce, or any part thereof,
provided that it is in the custody or possession of the ryot or
deposited on the holding, or on threshing floors or treading
ground, whether in the fields or within the homested. 2
A clause in a patta that rent shall bea first charge on the
holding is superfluous, and a clause to the effect that it subsists on the produce even after it has passed toa purchaser is
unreasonable and cannot be enforced 8. It has been held
_that a person who has ceased to be a landholder at the
date of suit cannot claim the first charge given by the Section. 4 This view can hardly be maintained
after the decision of the Full Bench in Venkata Lakshmamma v. Achiveddi.5 Where a decree for rent passed by a Revenue Court
is transferred for execution

toa

Civil

Court

under

Section

201 of the Act, the latter Court
executing the
decree
cannot enforce the charge given by Section 5, as that right is
given only to a Revenue Court. § There is a difference of opinion whether the charge given by the Section is 7, or is not 8,
a charge within the meaning of Section 100 of the Transfer of
Property Act so as to attract the provisions of Order XXXIV
of the Code of Civil Procedure.
A sale in execution of a
decree for rent passes the property to the purchaser free of all
encumbrances, except those specified in Section 125 of the Act. 9
1.

Sivarammayya

v.

Chinnamune-

aPpa,30 1,0, 812; Wallis, C.J. Zemindar
of Chellapallé v. Somayya, 89 Mad. 341 ;
contra, Seshagiri Ayyar, J. in Ibid ;
Mallikarjuna v. Subbiah. 89 M.L.J. 277.
2. Section 6.
8. Jagganatha Bhupati v. Appalaswmy,

4,

28 M.

L. J. 75.

Seshagiri Ayyar;

J

in

Sundara

Ayyar v. Kulathu Ayyar, 89 Mad.

1018;

Sadasiva Ayyar, J.in Venkata Lakshmamma Y. Seetayya, 48 Mad. 786.

5. 40M. J. 819. Sadasiva Ayyar
J. who wasa member of the Full
Bench has reconsidered the view taken

by him

in

Venkata

Lakshmama

Seetayya, 48 Mad. 786.
6. Venkata Lakshmama

48 Mad. 786,
7.
8.
Mad.

vy.

‘
v. Sectayya,

Ibid, Sadasiva Ayyar, J.
Surramma y. Suryanarayana, 42
114

9. Ibid; Venkata
Lakshmana
Seetayya, 48 Mad. 786,

v.

t
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Aight to reserve mining rights on admitting any
the possession of ryoti land.1 In the case of ryoti land
the ryot has already a right of occupancy, the princiCourt of original jurisdiction is authorised on the

application of the landholder to

require

the ryot

to

sell

Reservation
of mining
tights.

the

whole or a part of his holding for some reasonable and sufficient
purpose, having reference to the good of the holding or of the
estate, on being satisfied on the certificate of the Collector that
the purpose is reasonable and sufficient, and to award compen-

sation to the ryot for the loss of his interest, such compensation
being calculated according to Sections 23 and 24 of the Land
Acquisition Act; and where the land isacquired for opening and
working minerals, and the court finds that the ryot has a right
to the minerals, it has to award compensation for such right. 2
The question arose in Minakshi Ammal v. Orr, whether in
awarding compensation evidence ought to be taken by the
court itself on the authority of Goghun Mollah v. Ramashur
Narain 4, but was left undecided. A Deputy Collector is competent to give a certificate under this Section. 5
(3) Aright to have the improvements effected by him
registered.° Such registration is necessary to claim enhancement
of rent on the ground of an increase in the productive powers
of the soil by improvements made by the landholder, 7 and no
enhancement can be granted unless it has been so registered. 8 An option is given to the Collector to reject an application for registration, unless it is made within
twelve months
of the date of the completion of the work. 9

Registration
of improvements.

(4) Aright to receive premium when first admitting a
person to the possession of ryoti land.1° But after such admission

Premium.

the

landholder

cannot

demand

any

payment

beyond

the

established rent by way of premium or other consideration.1
Such premium is not a charge on the land.12
ர்.
2.
8.

Section 7.
Section 186,
(1915) MW. W.

A.38 L. W, 227,”
4,
5.

6.

N. 421;

18 Cal, 271.
Minakshi Ammal
W. 227.

v.

on L. P.
Orr,

8 L.

ரீ.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12,

Seciton 16.
Section 80 (ii),
Section 32 (i) (a).

Section 16 (8).
Sectgon 25.
Ibid.
Ibid,
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The rights of an occupancy ryot are :—(1) He cannot be ejected from the holding otherwise than
in accordance with the provisions
of the Act,1 and the
grounds of ejectment are given in Section 15], The landholder
may sue for compensation in addition to, or in lieu of, ejectment, for an injunction, or for the repair of the damage or
waste with or without compensation. 2 Payment of compensation under Section 152 does not sever the relationship of landlord and tenant between the parties. ® A contract giving the
former power to eject otherwise than under the provisions of the

Heretability
and transfera bility.

Act is invalid 4.
(2) His right is heritable and transferable by sale, gift or
otherwise. 5 Notwithstanding a contract
to the contrary
entered

into by

the

ryot

before

the

Act,

he

is entitled

to

compensation in respect of his occupancy right when his land
is taken by government under the Land Acquisition Act. 6

The landholder is not entitled to object

when

the

whole or

a portion of the holding is transferred by the ryot, or when it
is divided among co-sharers, provided that each
sub-division
is not less than five acres in extent, if unirrigated, and
one acre in extent, if irrigated, or garden, and the distribution of rent among the sub-divisions is made by the landholder. 7 If the distribution of rent by him is unfair or delayed
for an unreasonable time, the ryot can apply to the Collector
to make a fair apportionment, and the apportionment made by
him is binding upon all the persons interested. 8 The following
procedure must be adopted by the ryot in asking the landholder
to effect a division of the holding and to enter into separate

engagements with the owners of the

sub-divisions, and

this is

subject to the provision contained in Section 145 (1) regarding
extent of land and distribution of rent,9 In the case of a transfer
by act of the ryot or division among co-sharers, notice of the
transfer or division is to be given in writing by both the transferor and transferee or the co-sharers, as the case may be,
1. Sectton 9.
oF Section 151.
8. Sankaralinga Moopanay vy. Subramania Pillai, 29 M. TJ, 514,

4.

Section 187

(ஐ

5. Section 10 (1).

6. Virabadrayya
v. Revenue Divisional Officer, Polavoram, 29 1. 0.8.
7. Section 145 (1).
8. Section 145 (2).

9.

Section 146 (1),
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to the landholder who is to enter into separate engagements with
the holders of the

sub-divisions

from

the

revenue

year

next

succeeding that’in which - notice has been given.1
Until such
notice is given, the transferor or co-sharer does not cease.
to

be subject

tu the

liabilities attaching

to him

asa

ryot.2

The mere fact that the landholder has recognised a person
who is alleged to have no title to the land asaryot does not

debar

the real ryot

for suing fora patta under

In a case decided apart from the Estates Land

held

that a

ryot

Section 55. 8

Act, it has been

is not liable for rent after he has transferred

the holding and given notice of it to the landholder along with
his transferee.t
Inthe case of a transfer effected under an
order or decree of a Civil Court, a certified copy of the
order or decree effecting the transfer is to be produced to
the landholder ; and in the case of asale held by order of a
Court or a public officer, the sale certificate or a certified copy
thereof is to be produced.
The effect of the failure to give
such notice, or to produce a copy of the order or decree, or sale

certificate is that all proceedings taken against the transferor
or co-sharer in respect of the land in which an arrear has accrued is binding upon the transferee or co-sharer as if he had been
the defaulter.5 Sections 145 to 147 are new and have the effect
of overruling the decisions passed under the Rent Recovery
Act which held that it was the duty of the landholder to find out
the real

tenant,

that

by

transfer

by

a

ryot

a severance

of

tenancy was effected, and that therefore proceedings taken
against the person in whose name patta stood would not bind
his transferee, even though no notice of the transfer had been
given 6, It has, therefore, been held that under the Estates Land
Act distraint proceedings taken against the pattadar is valid
- against his transferee when no notice of transfer had been given
to the landholder as laid down in the Act, even though the
transferee has been paying rent separately for the portion
purchased by him."
1.

Section 146, 1 and (3).

2, Sectton 147, (1).
8. Ramanathan Chetty
challam Chetty, 44 Mad. 43.

L, J. 782;
v.

Aruna-

4, Rangaramanuja Chariar vy. Srinivasaklyengar, 27 M. L. J. 397.
5.

6.

Section 147 (1.)

Narasigadu v. Buichireddt, 20M.

Kesavasams Iyer v. Naraya-

nan Chetty, 24 M.L. J. 228 ; Venkataramiah v. Venkatarangiah Appa Rao,
31 Mad. 64; Ramaswamy
Tyengar vy.

Shunmugam Pillai, 84 Mad. 179,
7. 8. A. 648 of 1920 (unreported) ;

The

Midnanore

Zemindary Co., Lid.

Muthappudayan, 44 Mad, 584..

v.
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(8) He may use the land in his holdirg in any manner
which does not materially impair its value or render it unfit for
agricultural purposes.
In arriving at a decision whether the
holding as a whole is rendered unfit by the act of the ryot on
any part of the holding, regard is to be had to the circumistances of each case, to the size of the holding, to the area withdrawn from cultivation, and to the effect of such withdrawal
upon the fitness of the holding taken as a whole for profitable
cultivation.? A contract between the landholder and the ryot, or
a usage which entitles the latter to use the

holding in a manner

which might impair the value of the land for agricultural purposes, such as the erection of a skin godown or tannery, is not
made inoperative by the Act.3
Right
trees.

to

(4)
He has a right to use, enjoy and cut down all trees in
his holding which are pianted by him after the passing of the
Act, or which naturally grow upon the holding, notwithstanding any custom or contract to the contrary. As regards
the tree$ which are in existence on the date of the Act, he has a

similar right, subject, however, to any right reserved to the landholder by custom or contract in writing executed by the ryot
before the passing of the Act 4. The right given by the Section
can be availed of also by an occupancy ryot admitted to the
possession of ryof# land subsequent to the Act 5, In the
Calcutta cases decided under the Bengal Tenancy Act, a distinction is drawn between the ryot’s right to cut down trees, and
his right to appropriate them when cut, and it has been held
that he has no right to appropriate

them when

they

were cut

and that they belonged to the landholder 6 But the Madras
High Court has refused to recognize this distinction and held
that the right of appropriating trees when cut is in the ryot,
unless the landholder

shows

a

custom

or

contrary 7.
1.

2.

Sactéon 11.

Raman

Chetty

v. Arunachalam

Chetty, 89 Mad. 678.

3.

489.

4,
5.

Meera Kasim v, Foulkes, 87 Mad.

Section 12.
Venkoba Rao

6.

Nefer

Meyou Lal

v.

41 I. 0, 679,

v.

Natker, 89 M. L, J. 498,

Krishnaswamy

Chander

Ram Lal Pal,
Hamidar

contract

22

Pal

to

Chowdhri

Cal. 742:

Gobinda

v.

Mahomed

Ali Fakir, 10 G. .

Ghose v.

the

J.

95!

Sundar,

1. Raja of Ramnad v. Kamith Ravuthan, (1920) M. W.N. 608,

a
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?

(5)
Hehas a right
between the landholder
improvement, the latter
holding of another ryot
case

the

latter

has

to make improvements to his land, As
and the ryot desiring to make the same
has the preference unless it affects the
under the same landholder in which
the

preference1.

No

enhanced

rent

can be claimed by the landholder on the ground of an improvement effected by him, unless it has been registered

ance with the Act, or has

been effected

preceding its commencement .». Whenan

within

in

accord-

fifteen

years

improvement has been

effected at the ryot’s sole expense, he is not liable to pay a
higher rate of rent on account of increased production, or of
any change in the nature of the crop raised consequent on such
improvement, notwithstanding any usage or contract to ‘the
contrary 8. The expression “improvement” is not restricted to
a permanent improvement

but includes

which materially enhances

the value of the holding

period

during

which

it

exists,

and

also a
temporary

temporary one

for

wells

the
with

whose help valuable crops are grown are improvements within
the meaning

of Section 13 (3) 4.

Under the repealed Rent Re-

covery Act it was held that a custom or usage entitling a landholder to claim a higher rate of rent for crops raised with the aid
of improvements effected by the ryot wasinvalid, but that acon.
tract to that effect was valid, provided it was supported by consideration. Under the present Act also such a custom or usage
cannot be pleaded. There was a difference of opinion whether a
contract to that effect could be pleaded under the present Act;

in other words, whether the words “‘ contract to the contrary ”
in Section 13 (3) had a retrospective operation and whether a
claim for a higher rate of rent for crops raised by ryots with
the help ofimprovements made at their expense was sustainable
when they were effected before the Act came into force and
there was a contract entered into between the landholder and
the ryot before the Act for the payment of such enhanced rate.
Sadasiva Ayyar, J. held that the Section was retrospective and
Napier, J. the contrary. 5 The view of the latter has been
1.
2.
8.
4.
kayar,

Section
Section
Section
Raja of
50 I.

© 40

18 (1), (2).
32 (1) (a).
18 (3).
Ramnad v Meerasa Mara©. 892; but of. Muthu-

Crettiar v. Muthuswami Pillai, 30 1. 0,
486.
0. Varadachariar v, Ramudu, 89
Mad, 84

Improvements.

0
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subsequently followed.1
Long
continued payment at a
higher rate raises a presumption of. an agreement supported
by consideration to pay at that rate,2 but the contrary
was also held.’ On account of this difference of opinion
the question was referred to a Full Bench of five Judges
who by a majority agreed with the former view. 4 Payments
for over sixty years 5, and forty years 6, have been held to
raise a presumption of contract supported by consideration,
but not a payment for seven years.7 The non-charge of
rent for the site occupied by the well is sufficient consideration
for the contract.8 The abandonment of the right to waram by
the landholder is also sufficient consideration. 9 Where the im«
provement has been effected by the ryot, the landholder has no
right in the absence of a contract entered into before the Act
to charge a higher rate of rent on account of increased production. 10 A custom of paying an enhanced rent if wet crops are
raised on dry land without the help of improvements made by
the ryot at his sole expense is not illegal.11 Where lands are
divided into favams or sorts and rent is fixed for each taram or
sort, a charge of a higher rent beyond that fixed for each taram
is an enhancement.!2

But where according to the custom

of the

country and the condition of the tenure, rent varies with the
nature of the crop raised, the levy ofa higher rate for valuable
crops, whether they are raised with the help of improvements
effected by the ryot or not, is not illegal.13
1.

Vavadachariar

1.

Ramudu, *39

Mad. 84, (Kumarasamsé
Sastriar, J):
Lodd Govindoss v. Chivnappa Naidu, 28

M. L, J. 186: Pravaga Doss v. Venkama

Naidu, (1918) M. W. N. 846.
2. Varalachariar v.
Ramudu,
89
Mad. 84 ; Indd Govindoss v. Chinnappa
Naidu, 23 M. GL. J. 186 ; Pravagadoss v.
Venkama Naidu, (1918) MW. N. 846 ;
Ramachandra Thevar
v.
Velayudha
Nadan, 52 1. ©. 951.
8. Arunachallam
Chetty v. Syed
Ambalam, (1916) 1 M. W. N. 287.
4, Periakarunpa Mukkandan v. Raja
of Ramnad, 42 Mad, 475.
5. Varadachariar ஏ.
Ramudu, 39
Mad. 84.
6. Liodd Govindoss y.
Chinnappa
Naidu, 98M.

J.186;

Prayaqa

Doss

y. Venkama Naidu, .(1918) M.W.N. 346.
7. Kasidoss Subbaroya ஏ, Narayana
Reddt, (1915) M. W.N.

. Dodd
Govindoss
Naidu, 98 18. ம், J, 136,

209.

v.

Chinnappa

9.

Lingaraga

v.

Venkatadyt

Rao, (1913) M. W. N. 645.
10. Raghava
Naidu
v.

Naidu, 28 M. 5,

J. 801;

Raja

Appa

;
Muthialu

of Ven-

hatagivi v. Sheik Moidin, 11s. W. 592
Jagganatha Mudaliar vy. Audiah, 6. W.
292; Kasidoss Subbaruya v. Narayana
Reddi, (1915) MW. W. N. 209.
11. Muthu Chettiar v. Muthuswami
Pillai, 830 1. 0. 486.
12, Jadaanatha Mudaliar v. Audiah,
6h. W. 299,
;
்
13. Ante Chap. V. p. 160: Venkatageri
Raja ௭. Pitchanna,9 Mad, 27; Suppa
Pillai _v. Nagasami Tambuchi Naiker,
81 Mad. 19; Arumuaam Chetty v..Httyapuram Zemindar, 35 Mad. 184; Nagu
Chetty vy. Bhaskara Setupati, (1911) 1
M.W.N. 6 ; Kodir Mohidin y. Alagappa
Ohettiar, (1911) 2M. W.N. 394; Raja of
Htiyapuram vy. Arumuaam Chetty, 48
Mad. 174; Wallis, C. J. in Periakaruppa

Mukkandan

y.

Raja of Ramnad,

Mad, 476. Of. Section 29.

42
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evidence

of

improvements

-effected by him after the commencement of the Act recorded. 1
(7) He is’ entitled -to make temporary wells, waterchannels, embankments, levellings, enclosures or other works or

petty alterations or repairs to such works
ordinary course of cultivation. 2

(8)

as

are

He is entitled to a reduction of rent

made

in the circum-

stances and manner laid in by the Act. 3
(9) He has a right to call upon the landholder to
patta. 4
_

(10)

in the

rent is taken

by

appraisement of the

Temporary

improvements,

Reduction

of

rent.

issue

a

;
When

Registration
of improvements,

stand-

ing crop, he is entitled to the exclusive possession of the
crop® ; and when it is taken by a division of the produce, he is
entitled to the exclusive possession of the whole produce, until

Demand for
patta,
Exclusive

possession of
010],

it is divided, but has no right to remove any portion of it from

the threshing floor before it is divided,6 and if he does, the
produce will be deemed as full as the fullest crop on similar lands
in the neighbourhood for that harvest. 7 He is also entitled to
cutand harvest the produce in due course of husbandry without
any interference on the part of the landholder.8 The landholder
has no right to enter upon the holding for the putpose of forming an estimate of the outturn.?
(11) A ryot holding not less than a fourth of the rent of
the ayakat under an irrigation tank can apply to the District
Collector to have it repaired.10
_

(12)

He has a

right of relinquishing his holding or a part

thereof, not being less than a revenue field, provided the land
relinquished is accessible and the apportionment of rent thereonis made
Collector.

bythe landholder, subject to revision by the
In order to escape liability for the rent of the next

revenue year, notice of relinquishment must be given before the
first day of April preceding, and the retained part is thereafter treated as a new holding.!! The right of relinquishment
is given only to occupancy and
1.

Section 17,

2.

Section 18,

8.
4,

Sectéon 38.
Section 50.

5.

Section 73 (1).
Section, 78 (2).

6,

:

non-occupancy
7.

Sectton, 78 (4),

8.

Section, 78 (8).

9. Arunachalam
lam, 40 Mad. 640.
10.
11.

Section 135.
Section 149,

ryots,

and

not

Cheitiar ஏ. Mangaz

Repair of
irrigation
work.
Reling uishment,
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to ryots of
ment for a
extinguish
Rent,
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old waste bound by a lease or other written agreefixed period. A relinquishment by'a ryot does not
the prior encumbrances created by kim. 2
as defined in the Act, means whatever is lawfully

payable in money, or in kind, or in both, for the use and occu-

pation of land for the
whatever

purpose

of

agriculture,

is payable on account of the

use

and

and

includes

enjoyment

of

water supplied or taken for cultivation of land when the charge
for such water has not been consolidated with the rent payable
for the land.
For the purposes of certain Sections of the Act,
rent includes also (1) any local tax, cess, fee or sum payable by

a ryot in addition to the rent due in respect of

land

according

to law or usage having the force of law and also money recover-

able under any enactment for the time being

in

force

as if it

was rent, and (2) sums payable by a ryot as such on account of

pasturage fees and fishery rent 8. This definition does not require that the ryot should actually use the land for the purpose
of agriculture, and therefore if he uses the land for any other
purpose as for erecting buildings, or for no purpose at all, what
he has to pay is rent, so long as his right to use it for agricultural purposes subsists *, Section 143 prohibits landholders
from exacting from their ryots anything in addition to the

lawfully payable, and

rent

renders all stipulations and reservations

for such additional rent void.

In determining whether

a parti-

cular payment is rent or not, it must be seen whether it is made
as an incident of the tenure, 7.¢., whether it forms part of the con-

sideration for the

ryot holding the land, or whether

it has any

direct or proximate bearing on the purpose for which the land
is let 5, Where such payment is paid out of the gross produce

before division, it is legal
of a common

otherwise

as it may be taken that the

charge was taken into account

payable. ®

The tenant may plead

payment

in fixing the rent

exemption if he

shows that the purpose for which the payment is made has
ceased to exist, or that the landlord is not appropriating it to the

1.
2.

8.

Ibid.
§. A. 1419 of 1919 (unreported).

Section 3 (11.)-

:

4, Appalasamy
v.
Maharaja
of
Vyayanagaram, 25 M. L, J. 50.
5. Deivanat
v. Raghunatha
Rao,
(1918) M.W.N. 886 ; Ramasamé Iyer v.

Sundaram Iyer, 80 1.0, 166 ; Sundaram

Iyer v. Tetharappa Mudaliar, 40 1.0, 159;

Sevuga Patdia Thevar vy. Sankarmoorthy

Natdu, 42 Mad. 197; Venkatachallam
Chetty v. Ayyamperumal
Thevar, 42
Mad. 702.
6. Ibid.

r
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x.]
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purpose for which it is intended. 4 But where the payment has
no direct bearing on the purpose for which land is let and is
paid out of the ryot’s share of the produce, the landlord must
establish that it is part of the consideration for which land was
originally let or that it is supported by consideration subsequentJy.1 Mere length of payment will not make a cess which is
purely voluntary or which is on its face illegal valid, 2 but if
it is of a character that a legal origin to pay it may be inferred,
payment for a length of time‘will be presumptive evidence. 8 A
particular cess which has been incorporated with rent and collected along with it is binding *«. Where a fixed patom (rent) has
been fixed by the parties, it 1s not open to the tenant to contend
it includes certain items which are not legally recoverable and
break the total rent and take exception to its component
parts.5
Where in consideration
of the landlord keeping
in repair a tank dug by him the tenant undertook to pay
him a cess known as ghaita thumulu, and on the digging of a
government canal the landlord being exempted from the payment of water cess to government neglected to repair the tank, it
was held that the purpose for which the cess was levied having
failed, the landlord was not entitled to collect it; so also where
an agraharam was granted subject to the payment of certair
meras and russooms and it was a condition of the grant that
the payments were to continue only so long as the purposes for
which they were made continued, it was held that they could
not be collected after the purposes failed.? But when the purpose
or which the payment is made exists, it can be collected. 8 It
has been held that nothing can be rent which is not
the provisions of Chapters III and IV of the Act. 9

The following payments have been
binding:—kanganam

(for wet

held

to be legal

crops) which

paid by the tenant to reimburse the
(5) p. 316,

subject

is a

landlord

to

and

contribution

for

the

cost of

dar of Urkad, 41 Mad. 109,

1.

See cases cited in note

2.

1120:

4.

Devans v. Ragunatha Rao, (1918)

6.
Venkatanarasimha
Naidu
Ramamma (1913) M. W. N. 551.
7. Raja of Kalahasti v. Kamakshamma, 29 M.L.J, 535; see also Deivanat
v. Raghunatha Rao, (1918) M.W.N. 8s6,
8. Sevuga Pandia Thevar v. Sankaramoorthy Naidu, 42! Mad. 197.

5,

Sivanupandia Thevar

Naidu,

-3. Sevuga Pandia Therar
v. San‘karamoorihy Naidu, 42 Mad. 19%; Venkatachallam Chetty v. Ayyamperumal
Thevar, 42 Mad. 702.

M, W. N. 886.

:

v.

Zemin-

9,

Subba

Rao

y.

81 M. L. J. 339.

Narayanasamé

Legal.
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supervision of harvest out of which melvaram:is determined; 1
yussooms or fees for payment to village servants;?
swatantarums; 8 mathiru kasivu and sadalwar; + swamibhogam; > kulavetu, melwaram urai, kudiwaram urat, threshing floor rent when

the

ryot has no

threshing floor; ®

extra charge fora

crop raised on wet land with the help of landlord’s.

second

water,

in

the absence of custom or contract. 7
The following payments have been held not to be legal:—
Kanganam for dry § and samudayam? lands ; money due

Not legal.

of land let for building

for occupation

a house!9; pasturage

fees 11 padanazir;\2
sankramanam
mamool
presents;13
mahamai, gramapichai, nazarbhett, kajana takrar;\4 kulavettu in respect
of samudayam
lands; 15 panchamati 16
kattalavuvasi, kongovi, Ayyanar cess, tirupani cess;\" amanji;18
cesses for the upkeep of temples or charitable buildings ; 19
vattam;
Charge for

and nottam., 21

The definition of rent includes charge for

water.

water

supplied

or taken for cultivation of land when it has not been consolidated with the rent payable for the land.
But water flowing ©
1,

Arunachallam Chettiar v. Manga-

lam, 40 Mad. 640; Sundaram Iyer v.
Thetharappa Mudaltar, 40 1. ©. 159;
Sevugapandia
Thevar
v.
Sankaramoorthy Naidu, 42 Mad.

2.

Deivanai

v.

197.

Raghunatha

Rao,

(1913) M.W.N. 886; Pedda Reddy
v.
Receiver, Nidadapole and Medur
Esta-

tes, 18 M. L. D171; Arunachallam
Chettiar y. Mangalam, 40 Mad. 640.
8. Secuga Pundia
Thevary.
San-

karamoorthy

Naidu,

42

Mad,

197;

Venkatachailam Chetty v. Ayyaomperumal Thevar, 42 Mad, 702.
4. Varada Chariar
v. Ramudu,
39 Mad. 84; Prayaga Doss v. Venkama
Naidu, (1918) M.W.N. 346.
5. Sivanupandia Thevar y. Zemindar
of Urkad, 41 Mad. 109.

6.

Sevugu Pandia Thevar

1,

San-

karamoorthy Naidu, 42 Mad. 197; Venkatachallam Chetty v. AyyanPerumaThevar, 42 Mad. 702.

7.

Vythinatha

Pandithay,
3 Mad.

Sastrigal.

v.

Samé

116; Thayammal

Muthiah, 10 Mad. 282; Venkata

Rao

v.

v.

Vaithyalinga Udayon, 12 M. LJ. 22;
Nogu
Chetty v. Bhaskara Setupats,

(1911) 1 M.W.N.6; Midnapore
ae

Co. v.

Muthappudayan,

Zemin«

44 Mad,

8. Venkatachallam Chetty v. AyyamPerumal Thevar, 42 Mad. 702.
9. Chidambaram Chetty v. Ayyavu,
29 M. L. J. 746.

10.

Mardaraj Deo ¥. Dukko Pedhano

81 I. C. 852.

11. Raja of Venkatagirit y. Jayampa
Ayyappa Reddi 88 Mad. 788; Raja of
Venkatagiri vy. Rami Reddy 91 14. 1, 4.
211 ; Seshayya vy. Raja

of Pitiapur, 91.

M. L. J. 214 ; Mallikarjuna v. Subbiah,

39M. L. J. 277.
12. Ramachandra Thevar v. Velayudha
Nida
521. 0. 951.
13. Jaganatha Bhupati vy. Appalasami
98 M. L. J. 75,
fe
oe
a

14. Ramasami Iyer v. Sundaram Iyer,

vee ட 166.

-

Chidambaram Chetty

29 17, 1, 7. 746.

vy.

Ayyavu

Bee

16. Arunachellam Chettiar v. Mang
lam, 40 Mad. 640.
;
17. Sevuga Pandia Thevar vy. Sankaramoorthy Naidu, 42 Mad. 197.
S
18. Venkatachallam Chetty v. Ayyarinet: ech 42 Mad. 702.
19.
20. Devanas
v.
Raghunatha
Rao,

(1918) M. W. N. 886.
21. Muthiah Chetty

v.

Chetty, (1918) M. W. N. 618,

Ramasami
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from one tank to another over the ryot’s land without specifical-

ly benefitting.cultivation is not water supplied or taken for cultivation.1 When a ryot was paying to government water rate
for water taken to his dry land, and subsequently under an
agreement entered into between government and the zemindar
lands for which the former was bound to supply water free of
charge to the latter was localised, and thereafter he claimed
Wet land is entitled to a
it, it was held that he could.2
charge can be made for
no
supply of water free of charge, and
water taken to irrigate it from the tank under whose ayakat
it lies, Where the system of division of the produce subsists, the
landholder wil! be entitled to a share of the produce, whether
there is single or double crop cultivation. Where the system
of fixed money rents for wet lands prevails, it may be that they
have been fixed with reference to single or double crop cultivation. Prima facie the landholder is entitled to charge for second
crop cultivation in the absence of a custom or a contract to the
contrary,? andthe onus of proving it is on the ryot.* "When
on account of the non-repair of the tank, the ryot does not at
all use the water therefrom and raises a dry crop, he is liable
But when once he uses
to pay the rate fixed for that crop.5
the water of the tank, its sufficiency or otherwise for raising a
wet crop is immaterial and the ryot becomes liable to pay the
Dry land is not
wet or other charge prevalent in the estate.6
when water
and
entitled toa supply of water from the tank,
therefrom is taken for irrigating it, the landholder is entitled to
‘a reasonable charge for water so taken, and it is not an
The High Court has held that nanja
enhancement of rent.7
sarasari is a reasonable charge for water so taken whether it

was with or without the permission of the landholder 8.
1.

Ramaraja

Thevor

v.

Velusamy

» Thevar, 98 1. 0, 49,

_ 2.

88 M.LJ.
Appanna v. Yarlagadda,

855,

vy. Sami
Sasirigal
8. Vuthinatha
v.
Paxdithar, 8 Mad, 116; Thayammal
*Muthiah, 10 Mad. 282; Venkata Rao v.

Vaithilinga Udavan.

12M.

L. J.

22:

Naqu Chetty v. Bhaskara Setupats.(1911)
Zemin1M. W.N.6; The Midnapore

dary Co.

Lid. v.

Muthappudayan,

44

Mad, 534.
Co.,
4. Tha Midnapore Zemindary
Lid. v. Muthappudayan, 44 Mad. 584.

5,

§. A, 220 of 1920 (unreported).

Nanja

6. §. A, 1218 of 1915; 8, A. 1679 of
v.
Pillai
Kanthimathinathan
1915;
Subramania Nadan 891 ©, 144,
1. Thayammaly. Muthiah, 10 Mad,
282: Appanna v.Yarlagadda,
93 M. L. J.
855: Venkatachallan. Chetiy v. Ayyaanperumal Thevar, 42 Mad. 702.
;
8.
§ A. 1956 to 1978 of 1916 and S.A.
9198 of 1917; S. A. 1361 of 1917; Sans

9144 of 1917; S. A. 808 to 327
8, A. 575 to 579 of

1918;

S. 4.

of 1918;

1700 to

1785 of 1918: Arunachallam Chetitar v
Mangalam, 40 Mad. 640; Venkatachellam
cee v. Ayyamperumal Thevar, 42 Mad.
02.

Wei land

Dry land.

~
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sarasari means the average nanja yield and is ascertained by
taking the total yield of all the manja lands of the village for a
year and dividing it by the actual extent under

cultivation, and

arriving at an average for an ordinary nanja measure of land.
Such charge becomes leviable when water is once taken and does _
not depend upon its sufficiency or otherwise to raise a crop. 1
A custom disentitling the landholder from levying a charge for
water taken to lands not entitled to itis an unreasonable one
which ought not to be upheld by Courts. 2 The landholder
can charge for a second crop cultivation on dry land. 8 When
a ryOt raises wet crops on dry land without taking water from
the landholder’s tank, he is liable to pay only the rate fixed for
the dry land. 4
Liability
to rent.

Section 4 creates a liability on the part of the ryot to pay
rent in respect of all ryofilandin his holding. It does not
make this liability subject to any custom qualifying it, and
therefore a ryot becomes liable to pay rent for all lands in his
holding whether they are cultivated or not, as held in early

cases. > But it has been held that the

liability created

by

Section is subject to custom and can be met with by showing
custom exempting uncultivated lands

from payment

of

the
a

rent, 6

or that the lands cannot be cultivated through no fault of the
tyot 7. Inthe former case a custom exempting lands from
payment of rent for any length of time without regard to season
is unreasonable and cannot be upheld 8. In the latter case
having regard to Section 4 the onus will be on the ryot to show
1.

S. A, 1218 of 1915; S. A.

1679 of

Kanthimathinathan Pillai
1915;
Subramania Nadan, 89 I. O. 144.
Napier, J. in §. A. 575 to 579
ல்

v.

of

1918,

3.

Vaithinatha

Pandithar,

Sastrigal

3 Mad.

116;

v.

Sami

Nagu Chetiy: v.

Bhaskara Setunari, (1911) 1 M. W.N. 6.
4, Nagw Chetty v. Bhaskara Sebumatt,

(1911)

1M.

W.

9, Tandavaroya
swamy
Mudaliar,

N.

6

Mudaliar vy. RanaNo. 23 of 1859:

Vedanta Chariar vy. Aiyasam’ Mudaly, 4
Mad,
322. Of.also Arunachellam Chettiar,
v. Mangalam, 40 Mad. 640: Sadasiva
Ayyar, J. in Ramaswamy Servaigaran

ய

ane Chariar, (1918)

6.

Segu Rowther vy. Alagappa

M.W.N

Chetty,

2
M.
1, ர.; 969:
Arunachallam
Chettiar, v. Muthyani Thevan, 26 M1.
J. 575; Kantimathinathan Pilla v.
Subramania Nadan,
39 1. 0. 144 ;
Udayal v. Arunashellam Chettiar, (1915)
M W.N.190 ; Arunachellam Chettiar
vy. Manaalam,
40 Mad. 640; In re’
Arunachellam Chettiar, 2 lL. W. 828;
Ramasamy Servaigaran v. Adhévaraha
Chartar, (1918) M.W.N. $41.
7. Nagu Chettiy. Bhaskara
Setu-.

pati, (1911)

1 M.

W. N.6;

Kadir

Moidin v. Alagappa Chettiar, (1911) 2
M. W.N. 394; Ramaswamy
Servaiga70%
ர. Adhivaraha Chariar,
(1918)
M. W. N. 341.
4

8, Sadasiva Ayyar, J. in Ramasamy
Servaigaran ‘v. ‘Adhvaraha Chariar,
(1918) M, W. 19. 341.
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that the land was left waste through no fault of his 1, but the
contrary also has been held 2.
There are two presumptions raised in the Act as regards

the rate of rent and the conditions of the tenancy,
that the amount

namely, (!)

of rent and the conditions of the tenancy

Presumptions,

are

the same as in the preceding year 8, and (2) that the rate of rent
lawfully payable by the ryot is fair and equitable, until the.contrary is proved 4. The ryot is bound to pay rent at the rate
prevailing for similar lands in similar circumstances, and if it
cannot be ascertained, at such rate as may be determined upon
by the Collector. 5 When private land has been converted into
ryoti land under a kadapa which fixed a certain rent, the
ryotis bound that rent ® Faisal rate is the proper rate and not
the jamabandi

rate.7

Itis open tothe landlord

and the tenant

to

substitute a fixed money rent in lieu of a fluctuating waram, and
such a contract is enforcible, even

though

the effect of it is that

the rent is enhanced without the Collector’s

sanction. An

plied contract to pay money rate

waram

in lieu of

cannot

imbe

inferred where such payment is only temporary,? or when
different rates have been paid.10 Where a fixed patom had been
settled between the parties, it is not open to the tenant to con‘tend that it includes certain items which are not legally recoverable and break the total rent and take exception to its
components.11 Where a landlord agreed to collect from the
tenant half the rent due for certain faslis and then filed a suit
to recover the full amount, it was held that he could not,
and

that no

consideration was

necessary for

such agreement

tinder Section 63 of the Contract Act as Section 26 of the
Estates Land Act did not exclude the operation of the general
law.12
Grants of land on favourable rents by a landholder will not

bind his

successor 18 unless they are made,

1. Sadasiva Ayyar, J. in Ramasamy
Servaigarun
vy, Adhtvaraha Chariar,
(1918)

9.

M. W.N.

Raja

of

341.

Ramnad

v.

Meerasa

Mercayer, 50 I. 0, 899.
8. Section, 27.
4.

Section, 28.

5. Section, 25.
Yellappa,
89 M.
6
Rajendra ர.
L. J. 565.
ர. Karuppa Kavundan vy. Narayana
Chettiar, (1918) M. W. N. 188.

14

8.

can question
grants
made

Yerlagadda v. Ramaswami, (1910)

M. W. N. 686; contra. Butcht
Seetharamayya, 12 L. W. 86.

9,

10.

Raju

v.

Ayyamperumal Odayan v. Rama*

samt Chettiar,

29M.

L.

J.

362.

Muthiah Chettiar v. Pertyan Kone,

(4990) 37. 97. 3.15,

li. Sivanup~andia Thevar v. Zemindar of Urakad, 41 Mad. 109.
12, Vedachala Mudaliar v. Sivaperumal Mudali, 16M. L. T. 184.

18.

When
த
landholder

Section 26, (8).

by

his prede-

cessor,
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(1) for clearing and bringing

6

075.

waste land

[CHAP, xX.

into

cultiva-

tion ;

(2) for making any permanent improvement ;
(3) for planting trees on the holding ; or
(4) under a contract

made before the

Act for

any

pre-

mium, loan or other valuable consideration, so long as the ryot

substantially fulfils the terms upon which, and the purposes:
for which, the favourable rates were allowed. 1 After the expiry
of the period for which they were made, or the terms upon
which, and the purposes for which, they were allowed have not
been substantially fulfilled, the Jandholder can claim the full
rent.2 A grant by a zemindar to a person of the right to cultivate forall time whatever extent of land he likes is not
binding upon his successor 3. The onus of proving that
a particular grant comes within the scope of Section 26 (1)

is upon the person setting it up. 4

Section

26 (3)

only gives

the landholder power to revert to the old rate and compels the
Collector to decree it in a rent suit, and until it is done, the
terms and conditions of the old patta constitute the contract
between the parties. 5
Rent with the interest thereon is a

First charge.

upon the

first

charge

not

only

holding, but also upon the produce thereof, provided

that the latter is in the custody or possession of the ryot or
deposited on the holding, or on the threshing floor or treading

grounds, whether

in the

fields or within

the

The first charge cannot be enforced by a Civil
a decree for rent passed by a revenue court

homestead.

6

Court to which

is sent

for

execu-

tion under Section 201 of the Act.’ Jodi is not rent

and

there-

fore not a charge, 8 The ryot
agreement or usage %, at the
If it is not paid on the day it
carrying interest at the rate
a

9.

Section 96, (1).

3.

6.

Section 26, (2).

Kamulu Ammal

*. Sulba

85M.
Joi,
*
4 Kaoruppa Kavundan

Chettiar, (3918) M. W.WN
Ammal

5.

is bound to pay rent according to
village office of the landholder 10.
falls due, it becomes an arrear 11,
of six per cent. per annum, until

Pillai,

:
v. Narayana
188 ; Kamulu

v. Subba Pillai, 35 M.

L, J. 11.

Srinivasa Iyengar y. Abdur Rahi-

man Saheb, (1917) M. W. N. 584,
5

1.

Section 5.

Venkata Laksamana y. Seetauya,

428 Mad. 786.

8. Venkatasubramanyam Vv. Raja
Kalahasti, 11 1. W. 528.
9,

Section 59,

10.

Section 66.

11.

Section 60,

of

CHAP.

x.]
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it is liquidated. 1 The ryot is entitled: to a receipt for rent paid
by him ? in the form specified in Section 63.
In the absence of proof as to the existence of a custom or
contract, an obligation to grant remission for shavi owing to
the non-repair of the irrigation source by the Jandlord is purely
moral and not legal and cannot not be enforced by Courts 3.
The landholder cannot

collect anything

beyond

the’ rent

Remission.

Illegal cesses,

lawfully payable by the ryot 4 ; and if he does, is liable to pay a
penalty not exceeding one hundred rupees, or double the value
of the amount or value when it exceeds one hundred rupees 5, in
addition to the

amount or value of what has been exacted;

all stipulations and reservations
rendered void. ©

for such additional payment

and

are

When a trespasser obtains possession of land without
the consent of the landholder, he is liable to pay the rent fixed

upon the land, and if no such
as

may

be

determined

damages in a sum
determined,’ But
if
him and does not sue
the date of such receipt
ent

right

of

occupancy

rent is fxed on it,

upon

by

the

at such

Collector,

and

rate
also

mot exceeding the rent so fixed or
the
landholder
receives rent from
to eject him within two years from
or first payment, he gets a permantherein. 8

He

may

eject

him

in

a suit before the Civil Court and recover the amount payable to .
him for rent, 9

Jf the landholder wishes to treat the trespasser

as such and to recover mesne profits or damages from him, he
must first apply to the Collector under Section 45 to get the
ammount of the latter settled, and then bring a suit before the
Civil Court under Section 163.10 If a ryot having been ejected

occupies land or any portion thereof without the landholder’s
consent, he is liable on conviction by a Magistrate toa fine
which may extend to Rupees 500. 1! Such a conviction can be
passed only if the decree for ejectment is passed under this Act
and not
1.

if it had been passed before the Act came into force 12,

Secttan

61.

9. Sectton 62.
,
8... Ramakrishna Sayanin v. Ranga
Chariar, 8 L.W. 300; Jagavnatha Mudaliar y. Audiah,6 L. W 292; Aruna
chellam Chettiar y. Mangalam, 40 Mad.

89 M. i. J.

640

4
5.
6,

7. Section
A 45.
8. Section
6 (2) HePlanation; President, Talug Board, Tanjore v. Kannusamt Thondaman, 35 1, 0, 121.
9. Section 168
:
10.
Katiayya
vy.
Venkatramayya,

Section 148,
Section 144.
Séciton 1438.

11,

571.

Section 212.

12. <Appalarazu vy. Suvappa Rogu, 27
M, L, J. 276.

Trespasser.
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ryot is not

liable to

RYOTS.
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ejectment,

except

X.
on

the ground that he has materially impaired the value of the
holding for agricultural purposes and rendered it substantially
unfit for such purposes, and in the suit for ejectment the landholder may claim compensation also. 1 In atriving at a decision whether the holding as a whole has been rendered unfit by
the act of the ryot on any part of the holding, regard must
be had to

the circumstances

of each

case,

to

the size of

the

holding, to the area withdrawn from cultivation and to the
effect of such withdrawal upon the fitness of the holding taken
asa whole for proper cultivation, 2 If, in such a suit, the
Court finds that the ryot is liable to ejectment, but the damage

is capable of being repaired or can be compensated for in
money, it may ask him to repair the damage or pay the
compensation with one month or such other time as may be
specified by it, and on default order him to be ejected, 8 Payment of compensation in lieu of ejectment does not sever the
relationship of landlord and tenant between the parties, the
compensation being only for the injury done to the landholder
by the wrongful conversion, and not for the severance of the
relationship. * But he cannot be ejected for denial of the land-

lord's title.5

Enhancement of
rent

There is a specific provision in the Actthat the rent of a
ryot is not liable to enhancement, except in the manner provided
therein 6, Waram rates are not liable to enhancement,? and in all
cases of enhancement,

the rent must be fair

must not exceed

value of the

the

and

equitable and

established waram

8.

But

where the landholder and the ryot agreed to substitute a money
rent in place of a fluctuating waram,

such a

contract is

valid,

even though the effect of it is that the rent is enhanced without
the Collector's sanction 9.

The

contrary also has

The landholder can claim enhancement
cases:—(1)
1,
2,

Section 151.
Raman Chetty

3.

Section 152.

Chetty, 39 Mad.673.
4.

only in

when the land was let ata low rent

Sunkaralingan

‘
vy. Arunachallam

Subramanta Pillar, 29M.

Moopanar

L. J. 514.

v.

5. Subramania Chettiar y.Periasum:
Thevar, 26M. L.J. 436.
:

been held20,

the following
for

a

term

6.
1.

Section 24,
Section 29,

9.

YVerlagadda vy. Ramaswamy, (1910)

10.

Buitchiraju vy. Seectharamayya, 12

8,

Section 35.

M. W.N. 686.
L, W.'86.

சேர்

xj].
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for the purpose of clearing and bringing waste lands into cultivation, or for the purpose of making any permanent improvement, or for planting, or for any premium or valuable consideration, and when the term has expired, or the terms upon which,
and the purposes for which such lower rent was allowed are
not substantially fulfilled; (2) when, after the lifetime of the
landholder, his successor seeks to enhance the rent on the
ground that the land had been
suit in the case of lands paying

(a)

let on a low rent 1; and
a money rent 2, when

(3) by

during the currency of the existing rent there has
been a rise in the average price of the stable food
crops in the talug or zemin division, if

the

rent

is

not permanently fixed, and the enhanced rent is
not more than two annas in the rupee. The procedure to be followed by the Collectorin suck suits
15 1810 down in Section 31.
No such suit can be
brought if within twenty years next preceding its
institution, rent has been commuted,

or

or a suit for

dismissed

enhancement

has been

enhanced,

on

the merits 5;

(6)

(c)

during the currency of the existing rent the productive powers of the soil have been increased by an

improvement effected by the landholder.

The pro-

cedure to be followed by the Collector
cases is laid down in Section 32 ;

in

such

works of irrigation or other improvements have
been effected by government and the landholder
has been asked to pay an additional revenue therefor. The procedure to be followed by the Collector
in such cases is laid down in Section 33 ; and

(d)

்

the productive powers of the land have been increas-

ed by fluvial action. The procedure to be followed
by the Collector is Jaid down in Section 34.

:

If, in cases (a), (b) and
1.
2,

Section 26 (1) and (2),
Section 30.

(d), the
3.

Collector

Section 37.

thinks

that

C
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immediate enforcement of the decree for enhancemeni will be attended with hardship to the ryot, he
can direct a gradual increase ina period not exceeding five years 1,
A suit for enhancement of rent based ona contract entered
into before the Act is enforceable.
It is only when the landholder wants to enhance the rent basing his claim on the
general right conferred upon him by Section 32 that he must
obtain the order of the Collector for such enhancement of rent
before he can claim it. ? But an agreement.to pay an enhanced

rate of rent entered into

before the Act

a person who was a yearly tenant

came into

does not

force

bind him

by

after the

Act came into force, as his status has been changed by the
Act. ® No suit for enhanced rent lies for an increase in the
area Of the holding discovered on re-survey, except on an
order of the Collector under Section 42 (2) 4. A contract at
the time of commutation to pay special rates for certain kinds
Reduction
rent.

to

of crops is legal and binding.®
The ryot may sue for the reduction of rent

on the

follow-

ing grounds 6 ;—(1) permanent deterioration of the soil without
the fault of the ryot ; (2) permanent failure of supply in the
case of irrigated land, from the irrigation work on which it is

dependent ; and (3) fallin

the

average

food crops, not due to temporary

local

causes.

prices of staple

Whena

decree has

been passed in such a suit reducing the rent or dismissing it on
the merits, no fresh suit can be brought within twenty years
from the date of

Commutation
of rent.

such

decree. 7

A

ryot

is

not

entitled

toa

reduction of rent in cases where it has not been shown that the
failure to supply water has taken place while the rent was as
high as the present figure. 8
Whenever rent is paid wholly or partly in kind, the ryot
may sue before the Collector for commuting it into a money
payment. 9 When it is thus commuted, it cannot either be
1.

2.

Section 86.

1428892807

Sivaganga Zemindary

y. Chidambaram Chetty, 88 Mad. 524.
3. Raja of Pittapuram vy. Venkata

cases noted on p. 314 note 18,

6.

/

supra.

Section 38.

1.
8.

Section 89.
:
Nallaya
Kavundar

9.

Section 40; as regards the

:
y. Sadaya

Subba Rao, (1915) M. W. N

818.

Koundar, (1915) M. W. N, 791.

man

584.

stances to be

4,

5.

Srinivasa Iyengar vy. Abdur Rahi-

Saheb,

Kadir

021427,

(1917) M. W.N.

Mohideen

(1911) 2

M.

vy.

W.N.

Alagappa
894;80

taken

into

ciroum-

consideration,

see Sumigudu v. Srinivasalu Reddy, 11
1,377, 690,

்

பேதி

COMMUTATION

enhanced for twenty years

except on

quent alteration in the area of the
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OF RENT.
the

ground

of

a subse-

on the ground

holding, or

of improvements effected by the landholder or by government, or reduced for twenty years except on the ground of
subsequent alteration of the area or of permanent deterioration of
the soil, or of a permanent failure of supply from the irrigation
source. ; A contract entered into at the time of commutation to

pay special rates for certain kinds of cropsis legal and binding. 2
Section 40 contemplates something more than a mere arithmetical calculation of the market price to commute grain rent into
money, and the Collector in determining the rent is bound to
consider and adjudicate on the ryot’s plea that the rents actually
levied during the decennial period were in excess of what was
legally due to the landholder. 3 Maramut charges are not rent

in kind or otherwise within the meaning of Section 40 (2). *
Under Section 40 (3) the Collector and the District Court on

appeal are not confined to the three considerations mentioned
therein. 5 The limit of enhancement to two annas in the
rupee imposed by Section 30 (1) (b) does not apply to commuted rent under Section 40 which deals with a different state

of facts altogether.6

Average value of the rent accrued means

the average value of the rent actually accrued on the whole
holding and not the average value of the rent actually accrued

on the average extent cultivated

out of the whole

area.7 The

average period to be taken is the ten years preceding the year
in which the Collector determines the amount of the commuted rent and not the ten years in which the suit is instituted for

the landholder is entitled either by custom or contract

which

to claim rent, and the price at which the average grain rent is
to be commuted into money is the price at the village granary and not at the nearest bazaar. g In computing the rate of
the Court is not justified in accepting the list of
“commutation,
prices prepared by the Collector without further proof that
1: Section 41.
Kadir Moidin v. Alagappa Chet29
tiar, (1911) 2M. W.N. $94; see also
cases cited at p. 814, note 18, supra.
Rajagopala
3, Suryanarayana vy.
Rao, 35 M. Lh. J. 547,

4.

5.

Ibid.

Chellakutti Udayan v. The Prince

of 4800, 92 1. 0. 984; Venkanna v
Recetver, Medur 7081108. 11, 84. 245.
The
v.
Udatan
6. Chellakutti
Prince of Arcot, 28 1. 0. 984.
Receiver Medur
y.
7. Venkanna
Estates, 1 Ts. W.

§.

245.

Stvanunandia

Thevar

Zemindar of Urkad, 41 Mad.

v.
109,

The
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they were the actual prices ruling
tion. 1

Ryots

Pattas.

RYOTS.

during

tke

[cHapP.

X.

years in ques-

with a permanent right of occupancy and

of old

waste holding otherwise than undera lease in writing are
entitled to demand pattas from the landholder for any current
year, and are bound to give him muchalikas in exchange for

pattas.2 Ifa landholder fails to grant a patta within three months
after demand,

he may be sued before the Collector for the issue

of one; 8 similarly if a ryot fails to accept the patta tendered
by the landholder and to execute a muchalika within a month
after

tender, he may

be sued

by the landholder for the accept-

ance of the patta.4 A suit for patta will lieat the instance of a ryot
only in respect of what is classed as ryoti land,and not’in respect
of land which is excluded from it.; The right of suit given under
Section 55 is not affected by the provisions of Section 146 and
the fact that the landholder has recognized as ryot a person

who is alleged to have no title to the land does not

பிஸ்தா

the

real ryot from suing in the Revenue Court for a patta. In such
a suit the Revenue Court will have to decide whether the claimant is a ryot and entitled to a patta 6. The patta must contain
the names

of the parties, the

local

description and

extent

of

the land, the rate or amount and nature of the rent, in money,
in kind,or by ashare of the produce, any local tax, cess or fee or
charge payable along with the rent according to law or usage
having the force of law, the period or periods for which such
rent, local tax, cess or charge is to be paid, the date, and all spe-

cial terms which may be agreed upon, and must be signed by
the landholder. The muchalika may, at the option of the landholder, be a counterpart of the patta or a simple engagement to hold according to its terms and must be signed by
the ryot 7. Section 51 (2) expressly provides that any stipulation in restraint of cultivation or harvesting by aryot, or for
the giving up of possession of land by an occupancy ryot at
any specified time is void and of no effect. A clause in a patta
3

1

Sivajz

Rajah

Saheb

Tanjore Palace, 82 I. G. 498.
2, Section 50 (1), (2).
8.

4,

Section 55,

Section 56,

1, Receiver,

5.

Ramasamy

Naik

y.

Veluchami,

32 I. C. 594.
6, Ramanathan Chetty y. Arunachallam

7.

Chetty, 44

Mad, 48.

Section
5 (1).

CHAP. XJ]

PATTAS.

providing for double assessment
on poramboke lands encroached
upon is bad ;1 so also is a provision for the payment of the
whole of the local cess, instead of a half 2; similarly a clause
which provides that the landholder’s charge shall extend even
after the produce reaches the hands of a stranger; 3 similarly
also a provision that the ryot shall relinquish the right of cultivation, if he cultivates the land without the landholder’s permission ; £ so also a provision enabling the landholder to enter the
holding to form an estimate of the outturn 5. A provision that
rent is payable if !and is left waste through the fault of the ryot is

valid. §
Pattas and muchalikas may be exchanged for one or more
revenue years, but it is not obligatory on the part of either the
landholder or the ryot to tender or accepta patta for more
than one revenue year.7
The tender and demand for a patta
and a muchalika must be made within twelve months of the
commencement

of the year to which they

muchalikas accepted,

exchanged

relate.8

or decreed

year continue in force even after the expiry
fresh pattas and

for

How long in
force,

Pattas and

any

revenue

of that year, until

muchalikas are accepted, exchanged or decre-

ed in any subsequent year, and where a patta or a muchalika has
continued in force for more than one revenue year, no fresh
patta or muchalika for the sameholding
takes effect until

the commencement of the revenue year next succeeding
which it is tendered, accepted, exchanged

that in

or decreed. 9

There

is a difference of opinion whether this provision is retrospective.' In Jagganatha Bhupati v. Appalasami10, and Raja of
Pithapuram v. Venkatasubba Raol, it was held

that the

provi-

sion was not retrospective, and the contrary has been held in
Radhakrishnir v. Saminatha Lyer.12
Under the repealed Rent Recovery Act no proceedings

could be taken, unless there was
1.

Rayapati v. Yerlagadda Mallikar-

jund, 71. C. 897.

2, Jagganatha Bhupati v. Appal.
swamé, (1914) WM. 97. 19. 420,
8. Tbid.
4. Mallikaryjuna v. Subbayya,9 M.
L, T. 443.
5.

Arunachallam Chetty

lam, 40 Mad. 640

v.

Manga-

6. Nagu Cheity v. Bhaskarasami

Seiw

pati, (1911) 1 M.W.N. 6; Kadir Motden

T 42

exchange

an

v. Alagappa
N

of patta

Chettiar, (1911)

and
2M. W.

394; Ramasamy Servaigarum v. Adi-

varaka Chariar, (1918) M. W. ட. 841,
7. Section 52 (1).
8. Section 52 (2).
g. Section 52 (3); see Jagganatha
Biupati vy. Appalaswami, (1914) M. W.
WN. 426.

10.

11.

12,

(1914) M. W.N. 426.
(1915) M. W. N, 818.

6 L. W. 16,

Changes

troduced
the Act.

in-

by
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muchalika, or a tender of patta which the tenant was bound to
accept, or such exchange had been dispensed
with by the
parties.

This provision has been modified in the Estates

Act which provides that they are necessary only if the
wants to proceed against the ryot by way of distraint
his moveable property or sale of his holding 1.
suits for rent are maintainable without exchange
and muchalikas 2; and the same principle has been
suits for rent that had accrued due for
coming
into force of the Estates Land

Land

landholder
and sale of
Therefore
of pattas
applied to

faslis before the
Act, when
they

are brought after the commencement of the Act 8. But
a suit for rentinstituted before the Act without the exchange of
pattas and muchalikas is not maintainable, even though the
trial is after it4
Another change effected by the Actis that a
patta which is not entirely, but only partially, correct is
enforceable to the extent that it is correct,5 and this sets at
rest the conflicting decisions passed under the Rent Recovery
Act. This provision applies not merely to suits for rent, but to
distraint proceedings as well.6 Butit is net retrospective, and a
distraint for a larger amount under the Rent Recovery Act is void
and is not enforceable even to the extent of the amount
due 7.

Tender of
tta, h
எனின்

The tender of patta must be made,
Lee
(1) by delivering a copy thereof to the ryot or to some
adult male member of his family at his usual place
of abode, provided it ig in the neighbourhood of the
holding ; or

(2)

1,

to his authorized agent ; or when such service cannot be effected,

Section 68 (1); Perraju

Garu v.

Subbarayudu, 36 Mad. 126; Raghunatha
Rao v. Vellamoonji Goundan, 88 Mad.
1140,

2, Veerabadraraju v. Ganta Kumari

Naidu, 22 ML, J. 451; Raja of Karvetnagar v, Govinda
Mudaly, 27 மா, ம்,
J. 288,
8. Kahtimathinathan
Pillai
y.
Muthuswamt Pillai,
$7 Mad,
540;
Veerabadrarajuy. Ganta Kumari Naidu,
22. M.L.

J.

451; Muthtah

Ramasamy Chettiar, (1918)

Chettiar

M.

W.

v.

N,

618; President, District Board, Tanjora v.
Muthuveera’ Ambalagaran, 926 1, 0, 799:

Raja of Karvetnagar v. Govinda
liar, 27M. LL. J. 288;

Muthu

Muda-

Kumara

Chetty v. Anthony Udayan, 38 Mad. 867

4. Lakshmi Narasimha Rao v. Sitaramaswami, 24 M. L. J. 288,
5. Section 58 (2).
6. Raghunatha Rao y. Vellamoonji
Goundan, 88 Mad. 1140.

7.

Venkata Narasimba Rao

bayya, 21 M. LJ, 570.

v, Sub-
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(3)

by affixing it on some conspicuous part
holding to which it relates ; or

(4)

when,

on

thé application

of the

of a landholder,

the

Collector permits in respect of an estate or a portion thereof,
by filing itin the office of the Collector or other Officer
authorized in that behalf who shall have it served in the
The service of patta by affixture
manner laid down above.!
to the house, and not the land, of the ryot is not a proper one,
and distraint proceedings taken on foot thereof are invalid.2
Non-occupancy ryots :—There is no definition of the term
“ non-occupancy ryots”
in the Act; and those that are
dealt with

by

it

are

(1)

ryots admitted

to

the

Noncecupancy
ryots,

occupation

of old waste on such terms as may be agreed upon between them
and the landholder 3; (2) ryots admitted to waste lands under
a contract for the pasturage of cattle, and to land reserved

bona fide by the landholder
the temporary cultivation

for forest under a contract for
thereof 4; (3) ryots admitted to

the possession of land reclaimed by the landholder by his
servants or hired labour, for

tion 5; and (4) ryots
had come into the
transfer for valuable
Act otherwise than at
ance, for twelve years

thirty years

from

such

own

reclama-

admitted to the possession of lands which
possession of the landholder, either by
consideration before the passing of the
asale for arrears of rent, or by inheritfrom the passing of the Act. 6

A non-occupancy ryot is entitled (1) in due course of
husbandry to reclaim, clear, enclose, level, terrace, or remove
silt from his holding, and to construct, maintain,and
repair a

well for the irrigation of the holding with all works incidental
thereto, but not to make other improvements without the
permission of the

landholder 7; and (2) to

call upon the

land-

holder to confer upon him occupancy right on payment ofa
sum equal to two and a half times the annual rent payable in
respect of the land together with the cost of preparing any
instrument required for that purpose, except
those falling
under classes 2 to 4.8 If within one month after such demand
Section 6 (4).
OES DC

i. Sections 54 (1), 78 (2).
9, Zemindar of Sivagiré vy. Michacl,
88 Mad. 629 ; Veeruna Reddy 1, Vusudeva Reddy, 17 M. L. T. 85.
8. Section 6 (3).

Section 6 (5).
Section 8 (4).
Section 14.

Section 46 (1).
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and tender, the land‘older fails to confer
upon the ryot
a permanent right of occupancy, the latter can apply to the
Collector who, after notice to the former and hearing him, may
execute the instrument conferring on the ryot a permanent right
of occupancy, and such execution by the Collector has the same
effect as execution by the landholder.1
The right to apply to

the ‘Collector is conferred only upon non-occupancy ryots,

and

the power of the Collector to execute an instrument is subject
to the same limitation. 2. For the purposes of Section 46 a
receiver of an estate is not a landholder, and therefore proceedings for the compulsory acquisition of occupancy right cannot
be taken as against him ®. A contract between a ryot of old
waste and the landholder

whether

made

before

or

after the

commencement of the Act restricting his right to acquire
status of an occupancy ryot is void. 4
Grounds of
ejectment.

A nen-occupancy ryot

can be ejected only on

the

any of the

following grounds 5, (1) that he has used the land in a manner
which renders it unfit for the purposes of the tenancy; (2) that a

decree for arrears of rent in respect of the holding passed against
him or any person whose legal representative he is remains

unsatisfied at the expiry of the revenue year following the one
in which the decree was passed; (3) that he has refused to pay a

fair and equitable rent determined under Sectiou 49 ; (4) that
without the permission of the landholder he has mined or
quarried or excavated gravel or clay for profit within his holding ; and (5) that he has been admitted to the occupation of the
land under a registered lease for a term exceeding five years and
that the term of the lease has expired.

There is a proviso to this

Section which was added by Section 8 of Act IV of 1909 which
provides that nothing in the Section shall affect the liability of
the person who is a non-occupancy ryot to be ejected on the

ground of the expiry of ihe term of the lease granted before the
Act. The scope of the proviso has been the subject of a difference

of

opinion.

In Atchaparazu

v.

Krishnayachendrulu-

varu ®, it was held that aryot of old waste could not be ejected
1. Section 46.
2, Madura Devasihanam y. Kendama
Naiken, 23 M. L. T. 352.
3.

Saminatha

Ogayar v. Sundaram

Iyer, 44 Mad. 974.
4. Section 188.
9, Section 158.
6.

388 Mad. 163.
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on the ground of*the expiry of the lease granted before the Act,
and that the effect of the proviso was not to add an additional
ground of ejectment.
This view has been dissented from in
later cases, and it has been held that the effect of the proviso is

to add an additional ground of ejectment.1
The grounds of
ejectment apply only to non-occupancy ryots under the Act,
and not to those

before

the

Act who

havesince

acquired the

ejectment

right of occupancy under Section'6 (1) 2. Suits for
can only be brought before a Revenue Court.3

Old waste is a creation of the legislature
of-waste.

The term as defined in the

and

is a species

Act is rather a misnomer.

Ten year old waste will better describe what is meant, and even
this will not be satisfactory as in some cases it is not necessary
to show -that the land was waste for ten years4 This provision regarding old waste was introduced ata late
stage of
the Bill at the direction of the Secretary of State as a concession
to landholders who objected to the creation of occupancy

right in land which had long been waste which they claimed
as their private property. Old waste as defined in the Act comprises three descriptions of land : 5—
(1)

vyoti

land

which

at

the

time

of

letting

by

the

landholder has been owned and possessed by him
or his predecessor in title continuously for a period
of not less than ten years, and had remained during
that period continuously uncultivated ; such period
of ten years being wholly before, or partly before

and

partly

after

the passing of, the Act,

but not

commencing before July 1888 (i. ¢. 20 years
1.

Spencer, J. in Ponnuswamt

Pada-

yachtv. Karuppudayan, 88 Mad. 848;
Venkataratnam v. Varadaraja Appa aes
29 M. மங. J. 184; President, Dtstrict

Board, Fanjore v. Kannuswami
man,

ramayija, 42 Mad.

2.
Cheity,

8.

Thonda-

8517, ©. 121; Somaduv. Venkata815.

Muthukrishna Yachendrav. Raju
(1914) W.W.N.

496.

Atchayya v. Scetarama

Rao, 24M.

L.

J,

112;

Chandra

Atchaparazu

v.

Yachendraluvaru. 38 Mad. 163; Oldfield, J. in Venhkataratnam y. Varadaraja

before

Appa Rao, 29 M.L. J. 184;
District Board, Tanjore v.
Thordaman,

851

Karp: Sivaga,

President,
ர்வ பத

©, 191; Rama

(1913) M.W.N.

Reddi v.

971; Ven-

hayya v. Venkataramayya, 88 M. Ld. 757.

Contra,'Spencer, J. in Ponnuswami Padayacht

v. Karuppudayan,

38

Mad.

848°;

vy. VaradaTyabji, J. in Venkataratnam
raja Appa

Rao, 29M.

GL. J.

184,

4. Wallis, C.J. in Venkatarainam v.
Rao, 40 Mad, 599.
Varadaraja Appa
overruling 29M. L. J. 164.
5. Section 3 (7).

Old

waste,
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This clause covers the case

of letting where the period is before, or partly
before and partly after, the Act.
“ At the time of

letting ’’ means the particular

letting

which

is in

dispute and not the first letting by the landholder.
Thus a land was not cultivated before 1901 and was
leased to a stranger for five years ending with june
1906.
It was thereafter leased by the plaintiff to
the defendant for three years ending with June
i909.
On the defendant refusing to surrender the
land after the expiry of the lease, the plaintiff
brought a suit for ejectment and damages.
It was
held that the land was not old waste, but ryotiland,
and that the defendant had acquired an occupancy
right under Section 6 (1) and was not liable to be
ejected.t
So also if waste land was brought into
cultivation by the landholder by his own servants
and hired labour in 1898 and let for the first time
to a tenant in 1899 or any year thereafter without
a contract in writing. According to Wallis, C. J. the
word “ letting ” in the case of non-occupancy ryots
has vot the same meaning as admission in the case
of occupancy ryots; 2 but in view of the special significance attached to the term admission, Spencer, J.

construed the word letting

leasing

(2)

to mean

the time of

or executing the lease. 8

vyott land which at the time of any letting

by the

landholder after the passing of the Act remained free
from occupancy right within a continuous period

of not less than ten years immediately prior to|such
letting. Under this clause it is immaterial whether
the land was cultivated or not, whether it was culti-

vated by hired labour or by the landholder’s servants,
or whether it was let

so long as he did
1. Venkatarainam vy. Varadaraja Appa

Rac, 40 Mad. 529 ; overruling
J. 185.

29

M.L.

not

to tenant

from time

to

acquire an occupancy

time

right

2.

Ibid.

3.

Gangannna v. Vijiagopala Razu,

9118. 1, 4, 870,
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under the provisions of the Act.
There can be any
number of lettings as old waste under this clause,
while under clause (1) there can be only one letting
as old waste,

(3)

+yoti land in respect of

which a Civil Court

has

before the Act finally declared the non-existence of
an occupancy right, and no such right has been acquired subsequent thereto.
Section 23 raises a presumption in favour of ryoli land
other than old wasie, and being an exception to the acquisition
of occupancy right, the onus of proving that the land is old
waste is upon the person setting it up.1
To find out whether
land is old waste or not at the time of the passing of the Act
a definition which says that land shall be considered
old
waste at the time of letting after the passing of the Act, if
certain conditions are fulfilled, cannot be resorted to, because
Section 6 at once applied on the passing of the Act,and when
once occupancy right is vested in the ryot at the
passing of the Act, the land ceases to old waste.?

The ryot of old
occupancy ryot,

and

waste comes
therefore

under

all

time of

the

the category ot non-

the

provisions

of the

Presumpticn

of old waste.

Act

Hnhancement of rent.

applicable to the latter apply to the former also. The rent of a
ryot of old waste can be enhanced only when (1) it is not fixed
by an agreement in writing ; (2) the tenancy is one from year
to year ; or (3) when he holds over after the expiry of the
- year. ? On his failure to

agree

to

the

enhanced

rent,

he is
liable to be ejected. 4 The grounds of ejecting a ryot of old
waste are the same as in the case of a non-occupancy ryot, 5
Section 154 provides for compensation for improvements made

Hijectment.

by him before ejectment.
a ryot, whether

Where

occupancy

before the date of ejectment

or

nOn-occupancy,

has

on

the

or planted

sown

crops

land, he is at the option of the landholder entitled either (1)
to remain in possession of the land for the purpose of tending
1. Rama Reddy v. Karpi Sivaga,
(1918) M. W. N.971; Ganganna v.

Vijiagopalaraeu,
Sarvarayudu
459,

$1 M. L. J. 870;

vy. Venkataraju, 33 Mad.

2. Sarvarayudu v. Venkataraju,
Mad. 459.

38

8. Section 47,
4.
5,

ல்
Section 49.
Section 157,28 to which

p. 382.

see ante
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and gathering in the crops, or to receive compensation for the
estimated value of the labour and capital spent by the ryot, or
(2) when he has only prepared the land for sowing, but has not
sown or planted crops on that land, to receive the estimated
value of the Jabour and capital spent by him; but not to remain
in possession or receive any compensation, if he has cultivated
or prepared the land contrary to local usage! ; and when he is
allowed to remain in possession, he must pay for such use and
occupation rent at which the holding was held? .
Private land is defined in Section 3 (10) to mean the
domain or homefarm land of a landholder by whatever designation known, such as kambattam,

khas, sir, or pannai. Section

19 provides that, except as provided by the Act,
between the

landholder and

the

not regulated by the provisions

tenant

of

of the Act.

the

private

relations
land

are

A suit for the

ejectment of such atenant can be brought only in a Civil
Court.3 The tenant of private land has no right of occupancy,
nor can he ask the landholder to confer upon him that right.
The landholder can convert his private land into ryoti land
and confer occupancy right on the tenant,4 and when it is done
under a kadapa fixing a certain rent, the ryot is bound to pay
that rent and not a fair and equitable one

laid down in Section

25 5. There is a difference of opinion whether ryoti land can
be converted into private land before
the Act.6
Private
iand includes land technically known as private land, and also
Jand that had been cultivated as private land for twelve years
before the date of the commencement of the Act by the landholder himself, by his own servants or by hired labour with his
own or hired stock.7 Waste land if cultivated as above
becomes private land.8 The test to be applied in determining
whether land is private land or not is to see whether the landholder has cultivated it himself and intends to retain as
1,

Section 155.

2. Section 158.
8.

Rao,

Sreeramule. vy.
23

M.L,

J.

Rangayya

241:

Appa

Appa
Rao

v.

aganna, 86 Mad. 7; Atchaparaju 1.
Krishnayachendraluvaru, 38 Mad 168.
4, Section 181.
;
5. Ramachandra v. Yellappa,39 M.
L. J. 565.

6.

:

:

Can, Wallis, C. J.in Zemtndar of

Chellapallt vy. Somayya, 89 Mad. 341 ;
Napier, J.ia S. A. 1419j0f 1919 ; cannot
Seshagiri Ayyar, J. in Zemindar of:
Chellarallt y.Somayya,39 Mad 341; Mallikarjuna v. Subbiah, 39 M. L. J. 277 ;
Sadasiva Ayyar, J. in S.A. 1419 of 1919.
7. Section 185;
Rama
Reddy
v.

Kripa Sivaga, (1918) M. W. N. 971,
8.

Chintam Reddy Sanyasi v. Appala

Narasimha Ragu, (1914)

M. W.N.

766.
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resumable for cultivation by himself, even when he from timé to
demises

time

it

any

if

season.1

a

for

arises

question

be

whether any land is private land or ryoti land, it is to

presumed

to be the latter unless

contrary

the

is

and

proved,

the onus of proving that it is the former is on the person setting
it up. 2 When in any suit or proceeding it becomes necessary to
determine whether any land is private

land, regard must be had

Government, either of itself or on the

application

to local custom and to the question whether the land was before the Ist day of July 1898 specifically let as private land
and to any other evidence that may be produced.? There is
a difference of opinion whether evidence of letting as private
is admissible. * Savaram lands
after Ist July 1898
land
are not necessarily private lands. 5 The merger of occupancy
right in the landholder under Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section
8 does not convert ryofi land into private land ; 6 nor does
merger under Sub-section 4 of that Section.7 The Local
of the land-

holder may ascertain and record his private land, and in so
doing, the Revenue Officer is directed to disregard any agreement contained in any compromise or decree proved to his
obtained

satisfaction to have been

by

fraud

or

collusion and

to
not to register any land as private land unless it is proved
in
prescribed
be such by satisfactory evidence of the nature
Section 185.

of private

atenant

When

land

has

no saleable

the
therein and the rent isin arrears at the end of
there is no sufficient distress to satisfy the demand,

interest

year and
the land-

take possesholder can apply to the Collector to enter upon and

sion

of the premises,® which

laid

down

in Sections

159 and

Chellapalli
of
Zemindar
1.
Somayya, 89 Mad. 841; approved of
the

P.G

in 42 Mad,

400:

46

v.
by

I. A. 44;

Mallikarjuna v. Subbiah, 89 M. LJ. Sie
Chintam Reddy
185;
_9. Section
Sanyasi v. Appala Narasimha Rasu,

(1914) M. W. N.

766 ; Ariharama

y. Arthapadhi, 25 M. L. J. 248;

Rahu

கறம

Rao v. Kaveri, (1918) M. W. N. 171.
8. Section 185.
4, Admissible, Appa Rao v. Kavert,

T 43

is to be effected in the manner
The

160.

(1918)

defaulter’s right and

M. W.

N. 171; inadmissible,

Lakshmayya v. Varadraja Appa Rao,
36 Mad, 168.CE, Chintam Reddy Sanyast
v Appala Narasimha Rasu, (1914) M.
W.

N. 766.

.

5. Lakshmayya vy. Varadaraja Appa
Rao, 36 Mad. 168.
6. Section 8 (8).
7. Veerappa Chetit vy. Mudali, 26
M. L. J. 878 ; Stvaramayya y. ChinnaMuneappa 301. C. 812.
8, Section 168.

Remedies
against

tenants of
Private land
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interest in them cease on such delivery of possession, if he does
not bring a suit in the Civil Court to set aside those proceedings.
The landholder can also, when pattas and muchalikas had been
exchanged between him and the tenant, proceed by way of
distraint and sale of the moveable property of the defaulter for
arrears due to him.
Communal lands such as threshing floors, cattle stands,
village sites and other landsin any estate which are set
apart for the common use of the villagers cannot be used
or assigned for any other purpose by the landholder without the written order of the Collector, subject to such
tules as may be made by the Local Government in this
behalf.1
Any land set apart by the landholder after the
permanent settlement reverts to him if itis not in the opinion
of the Collector required for any communal purpose. 2 But
his right over tank beds in the estate is rot affected by this
provision. 8 There is no presumption that any poramboke land
in a zemindary is of such a character that it could lawfully be
cultivated or given out for cultivation by the zemindar. 4 In
the case of communal lands not forming part of an estate as
defined in Section 3 (2) of the Act, the landholder is entitled to
evict tenants let by him into possession, even if it is classed as
village site, 5 but in ordinary communal lands forming part of
an estate, he could not bring a suit for ejectment. 6 Any person occupying communal land is liable to be ejected in a suit
before the Collector under the provisions of the Madras Land
Encroachment Act (III of

1905) within

thirty

years

of

such

occupation,
and the provisions of Sections 10 to 14
of that Act dealing with appeals from the orders of the Collector
are made applicable to orders by the Collector in such cases, 8
J urisdlotion
of Civil
Courts.

Section 189 (1) of the Act ousts the jurisdiction

of Civil

Courts in respect of suits and applications specified in Parts A
and B of the Schedule thereto, and vests it in the Collector or
other Revenue Officer specially authorized to deal with them.

The Act does not apply to suits pending at the date it came
1.

Section

20.

2.

Ibid, eplanation,

8.

Section 20, proviso.

4, Narayanasami Naidu vy. Narasigadu, (1912) M, W. N. 381.

5.

6.

Naganna v. Rama Rao, 281.0. 886,

Narayanasamé v. Venkayya, (1910)

M. W.N.

7.
8,

116.

Section 21
Section 22.
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into force ;1 nor to suits for damages for cultivating lands without permission, even though the trial has to be commenced
after it came into force ;2-nor does it affect the right of distraint which the landholder can exercise before it came
into
force.8 A suit to set aside a sale held for arrears of rent on

the ground of fraud ;4 a suit by zemindar for a declaration
that a patta granted by his predecessor is invalid ;5 a suit fora
declaration that

asale

held for

arrears

of rent is void on the

ground that the sale proclamation was issued 45 days after service of the notice of intention to sell ;6 a suit for arrears of vari

or tax payable in respect of trees ; 7 a suit for kattubadi or jodi
or village cess by a zemindar against an inamdar 8; a suit,
for the ejectment of the tenant of private land; %a_ suit
for the ejectment of atenantin
an inam village excluded
from

the

assets

of

the

zemindary at

the

time

of the

per-

manent settlement ;10a suit for the recovery of money due
for the occupation of land let for building purposesil; a
suit for the recovery of pasturage fees, or for ejectment in respect
of land let for pasturage purposes ;12 a suit between a ryot
and his tenant!3; for suit for damages for cutting trees!4 ; a
suit to set aside an order of the Collector on the ground that it
is ultra viresl5; and a suit for rent under an ijara leasel6, can be
brought in a Civil Court. But a suit for the ejectment from ryoti
1. Subraya Mudaliar v. Rakki, 32
Mad. .140; Archakan v. Venkata Reddy
141.0

329.

2, Narayanasami
Naidu y. Ramayya, (1914), M. W. N. 870.
8. Parasurama Goundon v. Lodd
Govindas, 161. C. 903,
4. Gowse Motdin v. Muthiah Chettiar, 26 M.L.d. 36.
5. Surya Rao y. Srirama Charyulu,
(1911) 2 M. W.

N. 807.

6. Chidambaram Pillat v. Muthammal, 38 Mad. 1042.
7. Murugappa
Chettiar v. Ramanathan Chettiar, 1 L. W. 881; Raja of

Ramnad v. Kamith Rowthen,
W.N.

(1920) M.

608.

8. Narayanasami Naidu vy. Venkatasubbarayudu,
(1911)1 M. W. N. 288;
Nayanavaru vy. Rami Reddy, 17 1. C. 39;
Venkateswara Rao y. Rajagopalan, 30 1.
C. 927; Lakshminarastmham y. Ramachandra, 87 Mad. 819; Narayanasamt
Naidu vy. Rama Nadan, 8 L. W. 82.
9. Sriramulu 1. Rangiah Apo Rao,
98 M. L. J. 241; Appa Rao ௬. Nagana,
86 Mad. 7; Aichaparasyu vy. Kréshnayas

chendrulu,

88 Mad.

168.

10. Virabadrayya v. Venkanna, 24 M.Li. J. 659; Sanyast Natdw v. Venkatacharyulu, 26 M. L. J. 258.

11.

Mardaraj Deoy. Dukko Podhano,

81 7, 0. 859.

12. Raja of Venkatagirvé y. Jayampa
Ayyappa Reddit, 88 Mad. 788; Raja of

Venkatagiri v. Rami Reddy, 81 M. L. J.

211; Seshayya v. Raja of Phittapur, 81
M. L. J. 214 ; Mallikavjuna v. Subbiah,
89 M. L. J. 277.
13. Appayya v. Ramachandra Razu,
27M. L. J, 490; Zemindar of Chellapallt v. Somayya, 389 Mad. 341 ; In ve
Potharasu, 2. W. 270.
14. Narayanappa vy. Venkatarama-

nan (1916) 2M. W.N. 2165.

15. Madura Devasthanam vy. Kondama
118108, 28 78. 1, 9), 362 ; Jagganathacharyulu vy. Satyanarayana, 87 M. L.
J. 706.
16. Subba
Rao
v
Narayanasame
Naidu,
81 M. DL. J. 889; contra
Narayanasawmi Natdu vy. Bangarayya
(1916) 2 M. W. N, 240.
4
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land;1 a suit against persons occupying ryoti lands whether as
ryots or trespassers; 2 a suit to set aside a sale held for arrears
of rent on the ground of want of service of notice ;3a

suit

by

a tenant of a ryotwari holder for damages for illegal distraint
of moveable property, or growing crops in his holding ; a suit
for local and village cess against the ryot ;5 a suit for arrears
of rent by a person who was a landholder at the time the arrears
accrued but who ceased to be such when he instituted the suit
for such arrears®, can be brought only ina Revenue Court.
A suit for rent lies in a Revenue Court even though it contains
a prayer fora declaration of title 7. Arrears includes also
interest payable on them ;8 but no interest can
under the Act on arrears of jodi due from an
Holder of an
estate.

be
claimed
intermediate

proprietor 9.
The jurisdiction of the Civil Court is ousted if the land in
respect of which the suit is brought is ryoti land in an estate,
or the person bringing it is a landholder.
An estate is defined
in Section 3 (2) of the Act, and in discussing what is comprised
init, it will be convenient to deal with the classes of estates dealt

with in Section 3, sub-sections (a), (b), (c)-and (e) and that dealt
with in sub-section (d).
nently settled estate or

any portion thereof

The first class comprises (1) a permatemporarily
settled zemindari ; (2)

which is separately

of the Collector ;(3) any

unsettled

registered in the office

palayam

or

jagir;

and (4)

any portion consisting of one or more villages of any of the
estates mentioned above which is held on a permanent undertenure.

Certain

government

lands

in

which

the

zemindar

had kudiwaram
interest were transferred to him in lieu of
monetary compensation
payable
to him in respect of
certain lands of the zemindary taken under the provisions of
the Land Acquisition Act, and these lands were thereafter
transferred by government to the zemindar and were described
1.

Rama

Reddy

(1918) M. W. N. 971.

vy.

Kripa

Sivaga,

2. Kamuluammal v. Subba Pillai, 85
ந 1 ap abk,
3. Ramanathan Chetty v. Ramasams
Chetty, 89 Mad 60.
4
Narayanusami Iyer v. Venkataramaier, 89 Mad. 239,
5. Perrasuy. Subdbarayudu, 86 Mad.

126,

6.

Venkata

Lakshmma

vy.

Achi«

reddi, 40 M. L, J. 319.
7
7. Subbanna Chariar v.Gopalakrish.
nama Chariar, 84. 1, 0. 354,
8. Vedachala Mudaliar y.Viraraghava
Chariar, 22 M, LL. J. 219.
9, Venkatasubramanyam 1, Raja of
Venkatagiri, 11D. W. 528,

2
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instead of government

no formal settlement of
of such settlement.
The

lands.

There

was

such lands and no recorded evidence
Privy Council held that the lands

were not a permanently settled estate or part of such estate
A grant of waste land by the zemindar to which Section
of the Rent Recovery Act applied and which was recognized
government as a minor estate is not an estate 2. A portion
an estate whether conveyed before or after the passing of

1.
11
by
of
the

Act is an estate 3,
The second class of estates is with reference to inams.

An

inam is an estate when

the land revenue

alone of a

village has

been granted to a person not owning the kudiwaram thereof,
provided that the grant has been confirmed or recognized
by
the British Government. The exception to Section8 introduces
a provision in favour of the inamdar that, where before or
after the commencement of the Act, the kudiwaram interest in
the land is acquired by him, such land ceases to be part of an

estate.
Where the inamdar acquires the kudiwaram interest of
only certain, and not all the lands, in a village, or where the person
entitled to the kudiwaram interest purchases the inamdar’s right
to land revenue

in the lands,

of the estate 4.

The exception to Section 8 applies

which a person who is

they

do not cease

already an

inamdar

to

form

part

to cases in

acquires

the kudi-

waram right? . When one of the inamdars acquires the

kudiwa-

ram. interest in all the lands of a village, it is still an estate, and
the term inamdar in the exception to Section 8 means the owner

‘of the entire interest inthe inam.6
An irresumable inam
of land revenue granted by the British Government as a
matter of grace and-favour to is an estate. 7 The Section does
not apply to minor inams 8, But the
existence of minor
inams in an inam village which is an estate does not prevent it
from being an estate 9, A resumed jagir is not
1.

Parthasarathy

Appa

Rao

tyanarayana, 42 Mad. 855:46
2 Baptist Missionary Society
karo Patro (1911) 2 M.W.N.
8. Appayayv. Ramachandra
M. L. J. 490.

4.

Varadaraja

Appa

v.Sa-

L.A. 98,
v. Ratu517.
Ragu, 27

Rao vy. Karu-

vand, 830 M, L. J, 249.
5. Ibid.
்
6. Rajachayi
v. Manuger.
‘Ttrumugoor Devasthanam, 41 Mad, 724.

7.

Sundaram

Lyer, 40 Mad,

an
Iyer v.

estate10; nor
Ramachandra

889.

8. Mohanambal v. Davocdosa Rowther,
23 1. C. 859 ; Muniappa Reddy v. Subba
Rav, 1 L. W. 585;
Narayanasami
Naidu v. Subramanyam, 39 Mad. 688.
9. Narayanasamt Naidu y. Subramanyam, 39 Mad, 688.
10. Seshayya v. Subba Rao, 261. 0,
61

Tnam.
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by

one under

permanent lease from one of the inamdars !; nor

a

inams carved

out of the zemindary before the permanent settlement and not
included in its assets 2. A shrotrium granted to a mirasdar in
Chingleput in 1802 is not an estate 3; so also a village granted
for maintenance in the middle of the 18th
century by the
Nawab of the Carnatic, though described as jagir and unsetttled

by the government under the permanent settlement or inam rules
Meaning of
“*a, wired.”

wherein the grantee held both the warams is not an estate 4.
The exception to Section 8 provides that, where the kudiwaram right in the land is acquired by the inamdar, such land
ceases to be part of an estate.
The decisions are not uniform

as to the meaning

of the

word

“acquired.”

According

to

one view acquisition of kudiwaram interest by surrender and
abandonment is a mode of acquisition contemplated by the
exception, and it is not restricted to the modes of acquisition
specified in sub-sections 1 and 4 to Section 8.6 This view has
been generally dissented from in later cases. 6 According to

Seshagirt Ayyar,J. surrender will be
the inamdar

has

exercised

a mode

dominion

of

acquisition

over the

property

if
and

added it on to his estate, 7
Grant to a
person not

owing the

kudivaram,

To render an inam an estate, the inam must have been
granted tc a person not owing the kudiwaram thereof. Prior

to the

decision

Potanna

of

the Privy Council

8, the generally accepted

in Suryanarayana

vy.

view of the High Court ‘was

that the presumption in the case of an inam

was

that it was a

grant of land revenue,? and there were two divergent views on
the question of the further presumption whether it was granted
toa person not owing the kudiwavam.
According to one view
there was no such presumption, and the onus was on the tenant
to show that the kudiwaram
was not vested in the Jandholder
1. Muthuswamy Pillai v. Jafer

Hus-

sain Khan, 141. OG. 215.

2. Vérabadrayya v. Venbanna, 24 M.
L. J. 659; Sanyast Naidu v. Venkatacharyulu,

26M.

Ls. J. 258.

6. Sadasiva Ayyar, J.

in Suryanara-

Yana vy. Potanya, 88 Mad. 608;

Venkata

Sasirulu v. Sitaramudu, 88 Mad. 891 ;
Zemindar
of Chellapalli v. Somayya.
89 Mad. 341; Sadastva Ayyar J; Venka-:

8. Chinnan y. Kondam Naidu, 26 M.
L. J. 169.
4. Sam v. Ramalinga Mudaliar, 40

tadasu v. Udayarayan, 88 M, L. J ; 548,
Venkatarayudu y. Subbarayudu,
(1918)

5. Miller, J. in Ponnusami Padayacht v. Karuppudayan, 88 Mad. 843 ;
Spencer, J. in Suryanarayana v. Potanna, 88 Mad. 608.

88 Mad. 891.
8. 41 Mad.

Mad.

664.

M. W. N. 648.

7.
9.

Venkata Sastrulu v. Sitaramudu,
1012: 451. A.

See further,

194—197.

209.

ante Chapter VI,

pp.
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and therefore in fhe absence of any admission or proof that the
latter did not own the kudiwaram, Civil Courts had jurisdiction
to entertain
suits for rent. 1 According
the other view
unless the landholder showed that the kudiwaram had been
granted to him, Civil Courts had no jurisdiction and Revenue
Courts alone had.2
The Privy Council has now held that
there is no presumption that an inam is only a grant of land
revenue, and Civil Courts will have jurisdiction to entertain
suits relating to inams, unless it is shown {hat there were tenants in existence at the time of the grant possessing rights of
occupancy by custom or otherwise. 8 There wasa difference
of opinion in the High Court regarding the construction to be
placed on the decision of the Privy Council, whether the
presumption was that there was a grant of kudivaram also 4, or
whether there was no presumption at all.6
The Full Bench
has agreed with the former view and held that the onus was on
the tenant to show that the grant was of land revenue alone. 6
The same presumption applies to post settlement inams, 7
A landholder is defined to mean “a person holding an
estate or part thereof and includes every person entitled to

collect the rents of the whole or any portion of the estate by
virtue of any transfer from the owner or his predecessor-intitle or of any competent Court, or of any provision of law 77, 8
In the case of a dispute between two persons, or between joint
landholders as to which of them ts the landholder, the Collector
‘is

to recognize one of them as a landholder

for the purpose of

‘this Act, and his order is subject to any decree or order that
may be passed by a competent Civil Court. 9 The order of the
Collector not being thus given finality need not be set aside with1. Chinna Nagudu v. Venkatasubayya
(1910) M.W.N. 689; Marapu Tharals v.
Nilakanta Behara. 80 Mad. 502; Arwnachala Sastry v. Krishna Sastry, 9 M. L,
T, 860 ; Jagganathacharyulu v. Kuiwm
barayuds, 27 M, Li, J. 233 ; Papi Reddy
v. Venkatacharyulu, 27 M. Li. J. 567.
, இ. Bhadrayya v. Bapayya, 21 நா, ந.
J-808; Yerryya v. Kangilt Naidu 84
Mad. 246; Lakshmt NarasimhaAppa Rao
y. Sitaramaswami, 24 M. L. J. 288;

Venkatanarasimha
8.

Suryakarayana

y. Potanna,

461,

A. 198.

45

I.

A. 209;

Venkata

Mad 166:

4, Subbarayudu vy. Kannan.
Saheb,
(1919) M. W.N. 886 ; Bavaji v. Suryanarayana, 88 M. l. J. 342; Venkatacharyulu vy. Pappr reddi, 18 L. W. 208 ;
C, BR. P, 610 of 1917 ; 8. A. 88 of 1920,
5. A.S. 160 of 1919 and A.8.69 of1918.

6. Muthu Goundan

44 Mad. 588.

vy.

41

1012:

Sastrulu y. Sitaramudu, 48

Rao y. Subba Reddy,

94M. L. J. 655; Narasimhacharyulu
Ramabrahmam, 88 Mad. 608.

Mad.

:

v.

Perumat

i. Bavaji உ, Suryanarayana,
LJ. 842.

8.

Section 3 (5).

9.

Ibid.

Iyer,
88

M,

Tandholder.
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in one year, and a suit for a declaration that tne

X.

plaintiff is the

landholder is maintainable without a prayer for further relief. 1
Though both the mortgagor and the usufructuary mortgagee
are landholders within the first part of the definition, the
usufructuary mortgagee is the person that should be recognized
as landholder for the purposes of the Act.2 The term
“landholder” as defined in the Act is wider than the holder
of an estate.8 The grantee from the widow of a zemindar; 4
the owner of a portion of an estate; 5the alienee in perpetuity of a portion of the annual melwarm right in the
lands

of

a

zemindar;6

the

person

who got a

lease with the

right of leasing land to others as well as of cultivating it
himself froma person who derived his title from the zemindar; 7 a

cowledar

from

a

proprietor; 8 the

receiver

of

an

estate ; 9 an ijaradar; 10 the owner of a fractional share in
the
melwaram right who has redeemed the entire right
froma usufructuary mortgagee,!! are landholders, and must bring
suits for rent in a Revenue Court; so also minor inamdars12
Similarly also the person who was a landholder at the time the
arrears accrued due, but who ceased to be such

at the

time

he

brought the suit.18 In Veerasamy v. Venkatarayudu,'4 the lands
were originally ryoti lands of the plaintiff's ancestors and thereafter became subject to karnam service. Subsequently an arrangement

was

come

into

between

the

zemindar

and

the

plaintiff by which the karnam service was put an end to _and
the latter was to enjoy the lands hereditarily with powers of
alienation subject to the payment
1, Vannisami Thevay v. Chellasamé
Thevar, 18 Ly. W. 104.
2. Subramania Pethannar, v. Muthiah
Chettiar, (1915) M. W. N.

8.

38 Mad.

4,

157.

Appala Narasimhalu

v.

Sanyasi,

58.

Harishchandra Jagadd Raja Baha-

dur v. Ramayya,

26 M. Li. J. 600.

Appayya y. Ramachandra

27M. L. J.

6.
1155,

7.

8.

490,

Venkanna v. Rama

Venkayya

I. GO, 785,

Mallannav.

W. N. 345.

Rasu,

Rao, 88

Mad.

v. Veerabadrudu,
Rmarazu,

26

(1914) M.

9. Naravanasami Naidu v.
manYam, 89 Mad, 683.

Subra-

of a

favourable

rent

to the

10. Perraju v. Subbaratjudu, 36 Mad.
126
11. Subramania Pethannar v. Muthiah
Chettiar, (1915) M. W. N. 157.
12. Narayanasami Naidu v. Gangadhavan, 15 I 0. 784; AppalanarasimAyalu y. Sanyast, 88 Mad. 38 ; Sadasiva

Ayyar,

J.in Bavaji vy. Suryanarayonc,

38 M. L. J. 842; Ayling and Coutts
Trotter. JJ. in Bavaji v. Suryanaraமம, 41 M.L.J. 97 Contra: Wallis,
C. J, in Bavaji y. Suryanarayana,
88 M. L. J. 342 ; Kuinarasami Sustricr,
J. in Bavaji v. Suryanarayana, 41M. L.
J. 97 ; Spencer and Odgers, JJ,inO R.
P. 1090 and 1091 cf 1918.
13. Venkata Lakshmana vy. Achireddi,
40 M.L.J. 819.
14,
39 M.L. J.

225,

{

Tease,

CHAPTER XI.
LEASES AND THEIR INCIDENTS.
A lease of immoveable property is a transfer of a right to
enjoy such property for a certain time, express or implied, or
in perpetuity, in consideration of a price paid or promised, or
of money, a share of crops, service or any other thing of value,
to be rendered periodically or on specified occasions to the
transferor by the transferee, who accepts the transfer on such
terms.
The transferor is called the lessor, the transferee the
lessee, the price the premium, and the money, share, service or
other thing to be so rendered the rent. 1 A lease may thus be

in perpetuity, for life, for a teem of years, from year to year, or
at will. A lease being.a transfer of an interest in immoveable
property, the lessee is entitled to possession from the date of the
lease in the absence of any provision in the deed postponing
that

Perpetual
lease.

right,

and

therefore

the

lessee

can

sue

the

lessor

for

possession, even though he has not paid the premium which was
the consideration for the lease. 2
Where a lease is granted in perpetuity in express terms, no
difficulty arises ; but where nothing

is

known

about its

dura-

tion, certain presumptions are called into aid to determine it.
Where the origin of the tenancy is known, mere possession,

however long, will not confer a permanent right,8 and in such
a case it is not for the landlord to explain the possession but

for the tenant to show that his possession leads to the inference
of a permanent tenancy.
Where the origin of the tenancy
is not known, length of possession at an unvarying rent, 5
1, Section 105 T. P. A.
2. Kandasami Pillai v. Ramasami
Mannadi, 42 Mad. 208,
8. Vasudeva Putrudu v. The Zemindar of Salur,3 M. H. CO. R, 1; Sring-

vas Chetti y. Nanjunda Chetti, 4 Mad.
4 ; Thiagaraja v. Giyana Sambhanda

Pandora Samnadhi, 11 Mad. 77 ; Linga
Reddt vy. Venkata Krishna Rao, 21 M.

UL. J. 166 (84 years); Bai Ganga v.
Dullabh Parag, 5 Bom. H.C. R. (A.C,
J.) 179 (80 years); Hndar Lalla v.
Lallu Zari, 7 Bom. H.C. BR. (A. 0. die)

111

(30 years);

Narayan

Visaji

aldas

y.

v.

Lakshmanan Bapuji, 10 Bom. H, G. %,
824 (move than 3 generations) ; Narayan, Bhat y. Daviata, 15 Bom. 647 (70

years);

Kalidas

Bhoji

Navan, 16 Bom, 646: (40 years) ; Sec.
retary of State y. Luchmeswar Singh, 16
Cal. 228 :16 1. A. 6.
4, Secretary of State vy. Luchmeswar
Singh, 16 Cal. 998 : 16 1. A. 6.
5. Audt Thevan vy. Palant Thevan,
161, 0, 702 ; Palaniands vy. Vadamalaz,
உய,
W.
723; Daulut v. Sakharam
Gangadhar, 14 Bom, $92 ; Lukshman vy.
Vithu, 18 Bom, 221; Rama Chandra v.
Anunt, 18 Bom. 488; Ram Ranjan
‘Chuckerbuity y. Ram Narain Singh, 22
Cal. 538 : 221. A. 60; Contra : Lingha
Reddy v. Venkutakrishna Rao, 21 M. L.
J.166 ; Muthuswamy Iyer v. Nainar
Ammal, (1918) M. W. N. 219; Man-

math Nath Mitter vy, Anant
டு
10 201 -

Bundhu,

28
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transfer of the tenant’s interest to
the knowledge of the
landlord, 1 recognition
of such
transfer by
him 2, and
descent from father to son for generations ®, will lead to the
inference of a permanent tenancy.
It may also be
established by evidence of the surrounding circumstances, the pur-

poses for which it was granted

and

which will reasonably lead to that

the conduct of the parties
inference. 4 But the

perma-

nency of tenure is not inconsistent with the absence of fixity
of rent; they are distinct and the latter may be the subject of

agreement without touching the former 5.
Where the terms of the tenancy are not known, but the
land has been let for building purposes and the tenant has been
enjoying the land with the building
thereon for a long
time at an unvarying
rent and
dealing with it by sale
and mortgage, a permanent tenancy can be presumed 6, But
the mere fact that the land has been let for building purposes
does not make the tenancy permanent unless there is something
to show that the building was intended to be or was in fact

Lease for
building

purposes.

1. Visvanadha Rao v. Chinnakolandai Nainar, I. L. W. 197; Dunput Singh
y. Goomun Singh, 11 M.I, A. 483: Ranga
Wilson, 26 Cal, 204;
Lat Lohea v.
Upendra Krishna Mandal v. Ismail kaan
82 Cal. 41: 311. A. 144 ; Nivatan Man-

Mad. 508; Venkatavamana
vy. Venkatapatht Nayuni, 28M. DL. J. 510; Rama
Lyengar v. Gurusami Cheity, 85 M. L. J.
129; Venkata
Chariar v. Narasimba
lyengar, 35M. L. J. 647; Baboo Gopal
Lal Phakoor v. Tainek Chunder Rai, 10

149 ; Nemat

Shoe Prasud Singh, 8 Cal.664: 9 1.A. 33;
Tulsht Persad Singh, y. Ram Narain

dal v. Ismail Khan, 32 Cal. 51: 81 1. A.

Baser, 9

OC.

Chandra Bose y.

L. J.

475

Mahomed

; Maharam

Chaprasi v. Telamudin, 16 0, 1, 4, 280;
Hart Das vy. Upendra Narain, 16 0.L.d,
Nath Chowdhry v. Kali
74; Janaki
Narain Lal Chowdhry, 87 Cal. 662 ;
Haridas Jants y. Upendra, Narain, 22
GO. L. J. 75; Banwarilal v. Duarkanaih,
990. L. J. 577 ; Afsalunnissa v. Abdul
Karim, 47 Gal. 1: 46 1. A. 131; Surendra

Nath

Roy

vy. Dwarknatk

(1919) M, W. N. 811 (P.C.)

Chackerbuty,

2.
Dunput Singh vy. Goomun Singh ;
11 M.LA. 483; Upendra Krishna Mandal
v. Ismaal Khan, 32 Gal.41: 31 1, A, 144 ;
Nilratan Mandal vy. Ismail Khan, 32
0௨1. 51: 91 L.A. 149; Nuba Kumart Debs
y. Behari Lai Sen, 34 Cal. 902 ; Nemai
Chdéndra Bose
vy. Muhomed Busir, 9

0.1. J. 475.
8. Raja Satiususooran Gopal v. Mohesh
Chunder, 12M. I,
noted under (1). .

A.

263; also

cases

4, Rajaram v. Navasinga, 15 Mad. 199;
Foulkes v. Muthuswamy Goundan, 21

M.1 A. 188; Bilamoni

Debi

Singh, 12 Cal.117; Agin Bindh

y.

Raja

Upadyah

vy. Mohun Btiram Singh, 80 Cal. 20;
Narasingh Dyal Sahu y. Ram Narain

Singh, 80 Cal. 883; Gaya v. Ramjiawan

Bam, 8 All, 589.
5. Raghoonath Savant vy. Lakshman,
2 Bom. L. R. 18.
6. Doraiswami Chettiar vy. Kurpuswams Padayacht, 5 M. L. T. 289;
Sivatha Muthu Asari v. Mesquita, 24 M.
L, J. 642; Binode Behari Lal vy. Masseyls,
15 W. R. 493; Juharee Lal Sahoo y.
Dear, 23 W. R. 399; Govinda Chandra
Sikdar v. Ajnabuddin, 11 0, 1, R. 281;
Rango Lal Lohea v, Wilson, 26 Cal. 204;
Ismail Khan Mahomed y. Jaigun Bibi,

27 Cal. 570; Caspers vy. Nel Kadar Nath
Surbadkart; 28 Cal. 738: Afzal Kun-nissa

vy. Abdul Karim, 87 Cal. 1: 46 1, A. 181;
Benga Chandra Pal y. Railas Chandra

palo, 581.0, 189; Shoroshi Charan Ghosh
y, Bugloo Shah, 32.0. L, J. 85,

5
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a masonry building 1, Where there is a document defining the
terms of the tenancy and it does not show a permanent one,
the mere fact that the land has been let for building purposes
will not raise a presumption of permanent tenancy 2 ; so also the

Rights under
the lease.

mere payment of a uniform rent for 44 years ® ; similarly also
possession for any length of time when there is no evidence as
to the terms of the tenancy or as to who built the house. 4
Where the origin of the tenancy is known, the mere erection
of permanent structures upon the land let by the tenant to the
knowledge of, and without any intervention by, his lessor will
not make the tenancy permanent 9.
A forfeiture clause does not in any way affect the permanency of the, tenure © ; nor does a renewal clause necessarily
import perpetuity 7. Where a permanent and hereditary tenure
is granted, the grantor has no interest in the lands granted,
unless he has reserved to himself a right of re-entry or reversion, and in the absence of such a clause, the Crown takes the
lands by escheat on failure of the heirs of the grantee 8. A permanent lease including all rights of various kinds with the
exception only of the homestead does not include the minerals 9.
Where the whole of a village except-a specified portion is granted ona mokurari lease, and the rights of the grantor in the
village are expressly demised to the grantee and his sons and

grandsons on

payment

of arent

there is a clause forfeiting

fixed

the lease

in perpetuity, though

for non-payment Of rent,

it was held to convey to the lessee title to the underground
minerals, even if neither party had any idea at the time of the
execution of the

contemplated

lease of the

the working of the

1. Barada
Prosad
Kumar, 16 0. W. N. 564,

3.

minerals!0.

underneath

When a

or

grantor

Biprajugi v. Shiba Sundari, 16 C.

Debew 3. Sheik

Ahmed ¥. Sunduri Dasi, 28 0. L, J. 278.

L. J. 26.
4 Prasanno Kumari

Rutton Bepary, 8 Cal, 696,
5. Bent Ram v. Kundan Lal, 21 All.
496:
21 I. A. 58;
Janaki
Nath

Chowdhry v. Kali Narain

Roy Ghowdry

87 Cal. 662.

6.

of coal

16 C. L. 5. 217
8. Sonet Koer v. Himmut Bahadur, 1
Cal, 391: 8 I, A, 92, affirming Himmui
Buhadur vy. Sonet Kooer, 15 W. %, 549;
Nil Madhab Sikdar v. Narotum Sikdar,

Prasanno

2. . Sevatha Muthu Asari y. Mesqutia,
24M. L. J. 642.
3.

existence

Megh Lal Pandey v. Raj Kumar

Thakur, 34 Cal. 858, reversed by the P.
0. on another ground,
ர, The Secretary of Siate vy. Forbes

17

Cal.

9.

“Raja

826;

Mahomed

Thakur

Pandey, 45 Gal. 87:

ing

Reaguddin

Singh vy. Megh Lal

44 J. A. 246 zevers.

Megh Lal Pandey v. Raj

Kumar

Thukar, 84 Cal. 358,
10. Syama
Charan Nandy, y. Abhiram Goswami, 88 Gal. 511; reversed
on another point by ‘the Privy Council
in Abhiram Goswami v. Syama Charan

Nandy, 39 Cal. 1008: 96 7, &, 146...
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reserved to himself the right to underground coal and limestone,
he is entitled to ingress and egress upon the property demised

for the purpose of reasonably working the cval and metals which
are reserved under the lease doing no more damage to the
surface than is absolutely necessary and protecting the lessee’s

right to support in case any excavations are made !. He has
the right not only to go upon the land and work the minerals
known

to

be underground, but also to go on the land to con-

duct the ordinary preliminary operations by

or other-

boring

wise to ascertain if the minerals are underground 3. In the
absence of any provision in the lease authorizing him to work
minerals, a permanent

tenant 3, ora

tenant

for

life 4 or for

years 5 is not entitled to open mines ; neither is he entitled to
cut or remove trees existing at the date of the grant ©.
A lease for a term of years is not determined either by the
death of the lessor 7, or the lessee 8 before the expiry of the
term, in the absence of a provision tu that effect, and his
heirs are entitled to the unexpired portion of the term, and any
interference with their possession after the lessor’s or 16550675
death will entitle them to get damages 9. The reason for the
rule is thus stated by the Privy Council 10, “ The prima facie
meaning then is the continuance for seven years, and had there

been an intention on the part of the grantor to have
limitation, he ought to have done so by the insertion

fixed any
of quali-

fying words. Had such been the intention of the parties,
nothing could have been easier than to have added, ‘provided
the grantee so long lives.’ And if the party having full power
Nilmonee
v.
1, Gandos Mahata
Singh Deo Bahadur, 1 0. L. J. 526.
2. Rameswar Malia v. Ram Nath

Bhattacharjee, 83 Cal. 462.

3. Jyott Prasad Singh v. Lachtpur
Coal Co., 88 Cal. 845.
Bukiyar Shah
4. Prince Mahomed
2 O.L. J. 20;
v. Rani Dhojamani,
Tituram Mukerji v. Cohen, 83 Cal,
203: 82 1.A, 185; Chréstian v. Tekatitint
Nurbada Kunwari, 90. L. J. 421.
5. Jyoti Prasad Singh vy. Lachipur
Coal Co., 38 Gal. 845; In re Purmanandas Jeewandas, 7 Bom. 109,
6. Gangamma v. Bhommakka, 33

Mad.

253;

பறம

Bibi

y.

Chari, 17 M. L. T. 202,
7. Badrinath v. Bhajan

Narayana

Lal,

5 All.

191,

8, Maharaja Tejchand Bahadur vy.
Sri Kanth Ghose, 3M.1. A. 261; Raja

Burdukanath Roy v. Aluls
Munoore
Dastah, 4 M.1.A.321; Shaik Danoolah
v. Shaik Amanuiollak, 16 W. R. 147;
Gobind Lal Roy v. Hamendra Narain
Roy Chowdhry, 17 Cal. 686; Hedlot v.

Mahommad

Shah,

15

C, L,

J, 241;

Khitish Chunder v. Bhikar, 19 ©. L. J.
443,
:

S,

Maharaja Tejchand v. Sri Kanth

Ghose, 8 M. 1. A. 261; 6 W. R. (B. GC.)
48;

Raja

Burdukanth

Roy

vy.

Munooree Dusiah, 4 M. 1. A. 321.

Alik

10. Maharaja Tejchand Bahadur y.
Sort Kanth Ghose, 3 M.1. A. 261 (278.)

For

a

term,
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to engraft qualifications omits to do so, the general principle of
law would be opposed to any implied presumption.”
From year
to year,

A tenancy from year to year is a holding under a contract,

express or implied, that the tenant may hold until
the year entered on, unless the tenancy shall be
either by agreement of both the parties or by notice
either party.! It is therefore a continuing tenancy

the end of
determined
to quit by
so long as

the parties are satisfied ; and though determinable at the
option of either party at the end of the year, it is not ipso facto

determined at the end of the year.2,
Where there is nothing to
show on what terms the tenant holds and he has been in possession for a long time, the presumption is that he is a tenant
from year to year 8. The words ‘‘ you must pay every year government dues and enjoy the fields along with the garden lands
without disturbance ; besides the fixed amount there will be no

oppression on account of the tenancy’’ isa tenancy from year
to year! . The mere fact that the rent in a lease is expressed
at so much per year does not make the lease one from year
to year5 ; nor does the mere fact that the rent of the holding
is made payable in one lump sum yearly ®. Where a lessee is
given the right of holding as long as he likes, it is ‘determined

by the death of the lessee.’ In the absence of a contract or
local law or usage to the contrary, a lease of immoveable property for agricultural or manufacturing purposes is deemed to
be a lease from year to year 8, and is determinable only -on a

six months’ notice expiring

with the end of the year of the te-

nancy 9, But a lease of immoveable

poses is deemed to be a lease from
on the part of either the
At will.

property

for

other

pur-

month to month terminable

lessor or lessee by

fifteen days’ notice

expiring with the end of the month of the tenancy!0,
A tenancy at will is a holding by a tenant entirely dependent on the will of the landlord, capable
1, Abduila Rowthen vy. Subbarayar,2
Mad. 346,

2,

Moloddee Noshiyo 9, Ballubee Kant

3.

Vasadeva Patrudu v. Zemindar of

Dhur, 18 W. RB. 190.

Salur, 3M H.C. B. 1; Venkatanarasimba

Naidu v. Dandamoodi Koiayyu,20 Mad.
299; Hindar Lala v. Lallu Hart, 7 Bom.
H. C.R, (A. J. 0.) 111,
4, Gungabat y. Kalup Dari Mukaya
9 Bom. 419.

of being terminated

5.
Biseswarea
511, 0. 44,

6.

Mahendra

Narendra Narain
918.

7.

424.

foy

Nath

v.

Pitambar,

Muzwndar

Chowdhry,

Vaman Shripad vy.

8. Section 106, T. P, A,
9, Ibid.
:
10, Ibid,

at

v.

501. 0.

Waki, 4 Bom.
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without
up

any

possession,

ejectment may be a tonce brought.t Where a tenancy is expressed to be at the will of thelessee, the Court implies that it is at
the will of the other party also, for every tenancy at will must ia

law be

at the

will of both

the parties 2.

Section 17 (1) (d) of the Indian Registration Act, 1908, requires that all documents of leases of immoveable property from
year to year, or for any term exceeding one year, OF reserving a

yearly rent must be registered; and Section 2 (7) of the Act defines

a lease to include a counter-part, kabuliat, an undertaking to
Thus a lease and an
cultivate and an agreement to lease.
agreement to lease are placed on the same footing as regards the
necessity for registration. The Privy Council has now held that
the agreement to lease which requires registration under the
Section must be one which creates a present and immediate
interest in land,‘i. ¢., which effects a present demise and operates
as a lease. Therefore an agreement which provides that on the
happening of a contingent event a lease will be granted does
not require registration.3 According to Seshagiri Ayyar, J. 4, the
effect of the decision of the Privy Council is to overrule the
decision of the Full Bench in Narayanan Chetty v. Muthiah
Servai 5. This view appears, however, to have been too broadly
stated. The effect of the decision of the Privy Council is to
reverse the decision of-the Full Bench in so far as it held that
an agreement to lease requires registration, even if it did not

operate as a present demise.

The proviso to Section 17 (1) (8)

empowers the Local Government to exempt from the operation
of the Section any leases executed in any district or part of it
the terms of which

do

not exceed

five

years and the annual

rents reserved do not exceed fifty rupees. Under the Registration
Act, therefore, there can be an oral lease for any length of
time, since the Act requires registration only if it is in writing.
1.

Abdulla

2 Mad. 346.
%. Manika
Mudaliar,

Rowthan v. Subbarayar,

Misra,

Mudaliar y.

Mudaliar v. Ramaswamt Mudaltar, 40
M. L. J. 161 ; The Secretary of State v.

(1912) M.W.

Chinnappa

N. 811.

8. Hemanta Kumart Debi v. Midnapore Zemindary Co., 47 Cal. 485: 46 1, A.
240 ; affirming 19 C. W.N. 847, approv-

ing Panchanan

Bose 9. Chandé Charan

387

Cal,

808;

Swaminadha

Mahomed Yusuf,21 Bom. L. R. 1180.

4. Swaminadha Mudaliar vy. Ramu
swami Mudaliar, 40M. L, J. 161.
5, 35 Mad. 63.
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But a more stringent rule is laid down in Section 107 of the
Transfer of Property Act {as amended by Act VI of 1904 which

came into force on the 11th March 1904) which
lease of immoveable

property

from

yeat

to

enacts that a

year, or for any

term exceeding one year, or reserving a yearly rent, can be
made only by a registered instrument, and that other leases of
immoveable property may be made either by a registered
instrument, or by an oral agreement accompanied by delivery
of possession. The proviso to the Section empowers the Local
Government to

direct

that

all

leases of immoveable property

other than the three abovementioned may be made either by an
unregistered instrument or by an oral agreement without
delivery of possession. The proviso to Section 107 of the
Transfer of Property Act is narrower than that to Section 17 (1)
(d) of the Registration Act, and therefore a lease

which comes

within Section 107 of the Transfer of Property Act is compulsory registrable, notwithstanding that it comes within the proviso
to Section

Effect of

ees
Act.

17 (1) (d)

of

the

Registration Act

and

is

exempt

from registration under it 1,
Section 4 of the Transfer of Property Act declares that the

provisions therein contained is to be read as supplemental to
the Registration Act. There was a difference of opinion in
the Madras High Court regarding the effect of this Section,
whether Section 107 and other Sections of the Transfer of Property Act must be read as inserted in Section 17 of the
Registration Act,2 or not.8 The Full Bench agreeing with the lat-

of construction Section 107

ter view has held that as a matter

cannot be read as inserted in Section 17, and that a lease which

is compulsorily registrable under Section 107 of the Transfer
of Property Act and not under Section 17 of the Registration
Act can be received in evidence. 4 The registered instrument
which under Section 107 of the Transfer of Property Act is
necessary to create a lease need not be signed by the lessor. 5
1.

Vairananda Nadar

vy.

Miyakan

Rowther, 21 Mad. 109.

2, Subhanadré v. Muthurangayya, &
Mad. 682; Syed Ajam Saheb vy. Anantanuvayane Tyer, 85 Mad. 95; Muthu
Kavuppan v. Muthu, 88 Mad. 1158.
8. Narasimha Ragu
v.
Bhupats
Ragu, 29M. L, J. 781; Poomaiai v.

Karuppa, (1916)2M. W.N.
4,
Mad.

5.

Rama
55.

Syed

186. >

Sahu 1, Gowro Ratho,

Ajam

Saheb

v.

44

Andnta-

narayana Iyer, 35 Mad. 95, overruling
Turof Saheb, v. Hruf Saheb, 80 Mad.
822 ; Somayya v. Kalya Begum Saheba,
1 L. W. 236.
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It may be created by a registered instrument signed by the
lessee and accepted by the lessor 1. The proviso to Section 17
(8) 15 not restri¢ted to rent payable in money alone but in-

cludes rent payable in grain ; and
does not exceed Rs. 50
under the proviso 2.

the onus of proving

is on the person who

that it

claims exemption

The Indian Registration Act which imposes serious disqualification for the non-observance of registration must be
construed

strictly, and

it must

be

shown

that

the

Construction
of Registration Act.

document

comes within the four corners of the Act 8. The criterion of registration is what is expressed on the face of the instrument 4,
and so far as leases are concerned,

and not of value.

Where

the question

is one

of time

according to the law of the foreign

state in which a promissory note is executed its registration is
necessary, no suit can be brought on it in British India where

its registration is not compulsory, as it is the lex loci contractus
that determines the validity of a

contract

made

in

a

foreign

state 5.
A

lease of immoveable property for the life of the
lessee is a lease for a term exceeding one year and therefore
requires
registration ®&; so also is a document
which
embodies an agreement for reduction in the amount of rent
under a previously existing registered lease 7. Similarly also
a lease of the melwaram right for a future year, if the value
of. the interest is of Rs. 100 and upwards 8. A document
containing recitals

of

past facts

1,

Syed Ajam Saheb v,
Anantana
yer, 85 Mad. 95.
Saks Reddy v. Venkataswami
ne
Naidu, (1912) M. W.N. 918.
8. Amjed Ali v. Ala Bakhsh, 9 W. R.
587; Jiwan Ali Beg v. Basa Mul, 9 All.
108.

v. Tirupatht
Ramaswamy Iyer
ia
Natck, 27 Mad. 48; Rohinee Debee v.
Shib._ Chunder Chatterjee,
15 W. RB. 558.
5. Palaniappa Chetti v. Periakaruppan Cheiti, 17 Mad. 262.
6. Parshotam Vishnu v. Nana Prayag, 18 Bom. 109.
:

ர.

dra

Durga

Narain

T 45

Prasad

Bagchi,

Singhv. Rajen87

Cal.

293;

does

not

require

registration 9;

reversed on another point by the Privy
Council,but affirmed on thispoint, Durga
PrasadSingh v.Rajendra Narain Bogchi,
41 Cal. 498 ; 40 I. A. 298;

Lalit Mohan

Ghosh v. Gopal Coal Company, Ltd, 89
Cal. 284; Ganendra Mohan Chowdhury
v. Gya Prosad, 161. C. 52 ; Bhogamower
vy. Ram Lekhan Misser, 27 ©. Iu. J. 107 ;
Contra, Obai Goundan v. Ramalinga
Ayyar, 22 Mad. 217; Satyesh Chunder
Strear v. Dhunipul Singh, 24 Cal. 20.
8. Mangalashami vy Subbiah Pillai —
90M.

L. J.

966.

9. Seetharama Raju
Pautulu. 17 Mad. 275;
Ehudu Mal, 58 1.0. 123

v. Bayamam
Amar Nath v.

Registrable
documents.
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so also when the document
contemplates the
execution of
another formal document 1; but not when it operates as a pre-

sent demise 2.

A lease for

one year’ to remain in

force until

another is executed, or with an option of renewal with a rent
of less than Rs. 50 does not require registration 3. In such
cases the term of the lease may no doubt continue beyond five
years in the event of neither party determining it in the mean-

while, but as either
it cannot be said to
In order to exempt
that an annual rent

party may determine it before five years,
be a lease for a term exczeding five years 4.
a lease from registration it is not necessary
should be reserved.
The proviso simply

means that if an annual rent is reserved, it should not exceed
Rs. 50. Therefore a lease for three years having a consolidated

Consequence
of non-registration.

rent of Rs. 56-4-0 and ten bundles of betel leaves payable
in one lump sum about the middle of the term is not compulsorily registrable 5.
Section 49 of the Registration Act provides that no document which is compulsorily
registered, shall affect any

registrable,
immoveable

and which is not
property comprised

therein, or be received in evidence of any transaction affecting
such property. ‘lhe first question that arises is, whether a
document which was not required to be registered at the time
when it was executed can be used in evidence atthe time when
itis sought to be admitted in evidence it is required to be
registered- In some early cases, it was held that admissibility be-,
ing a matter of procedure was governed by thelaw then in
force 6. The other cases-have held that such a course will have
the effect of rendering invalid documents which were valid when

they were executed and thereforetheir
1, Haji Abdul Vindone Jonas v. Hagi
Aarone Hsmile, 7 Ben. Li. R, Ap. 21.
2. Purmanandas 7. Jiwandas Dharsey

Vviji, 10 Bom. 101.

8. Virammal v. Kasturi Rangayyangar, 4 Mad. 881 ; Ratnasapatht v.
Venkatachallam, 14 Mad. 271 ; Murugesa

Chetli

v.

Chinnathambi Goundan,

94 Mad.
421:
Ramaswamy Iyer v.
Tirupatt Natick, 27 Mad, 43 ; Venkatasami Cheiti v. Suppa Pillat, 34 Mad.
90 ; Apu Budgavda v. Narhart Annojee,
8 Bom. 21; Jagjivandas Jadherdas v.

Narayan, 8 Bom. 498 ; Benin Menahim

admissibility depends

on

Yousaf v. Johonw Peteologo, 8 Bom. Ll. R
580; Boyd v. Kreig, 17 Cal.
548;
Khayalt

4,

vy. Hossain Bakhsh, 8 All. 198.

Ramasawmy

Naich,

27 Mad.

Iyer

v.

Tirupati.

48,

5. Venkatasami
Chetti
yv. Suppa
Pillai, 34 Mad. 90, reversing Venkatasami Chetty v. Suppa Pillat, 33 Mad.
216.

6.
Jaggannadham v. Ramanna, 7
M.H.C. R. 348; Raju Balu vy. Krishnarav, 2 Bom, 278: Lachman Das v.
Dip Chand, 2 All. 851 ; Khuda Bakhsh
y. Sheo Din, 8 All. 405,
ட்
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the law in force atethe time of their execution 1, A verbal lease
for more than one year is valid for one year if itis accompanied
by delivery of possession 2. In Raja of Venkatagiri v. Narayani Reddi 8, it was held by a Full Bench of the Madras High
Court that, in a suit for damages for breach of contract to execute a lease, the kabuliat executed by the lessee under which he

was put in possession was admissible to prove the contract.
This case has been held by another Full Bench of the same
Court as being only an authority for the proposition that the
kabuliat was admissible to prove the kavar or agreement to
lease
which
preceded
it, and therefore
an agreement
to lease which was compulsorily registrable could not be
received in evidence in a suit for specific performance of that
agreement, and that it was immaterial whether possession pass-

ed under it or not 4.
regards an agreement
sent demise has been
whichis compulsorily

The view enunciated in this case so far as
to lease which does not operate asa preoverruled by the Privy Council ® A lease
registrable under Section 107 of the Trans-

fer of Property Act, but not under the Registration Act is not rendered inadmissible in evidence by Section 49 of the latter Act. &

A document
to lease may

which is inadmissible in evidence as an agreement
be admitted

to prove

an

agreement

to

enter

into

a lease 7, But it is not admissible to prove a prior agreement 8;
nor is it admissible to prove an obligation contained therein to
perform some services in connection with land, when the
obligation was the condition of the tenancy °; nor to prove the
rent agreed upon 19; nor even to determine the fair amount
1. Imrit Singh v. Eoyhlashoo Koer,
11 W. R. 559; Hur Crunder Ghose v.
Wooma Soonduree Dassee, 28 W. R. 170;
Ram Coomar Singh v. Krishart, 9 Cal.
68; Desai Mootilal

Mangaljz

y. Desat

Paroshotam Nandal, 18 Bom. 92;
Intizam Fatima y. Baksh, 8 A. L. J.
609.
2. Mahomed Mossw v. Joganund Singh,
207. 0. 115.
9,

17 Mad,

456,

4. Narayanan
Chetti v. Muthiah
Servai,85 Mad. 68; overruling Srinivasa
Gharyulu 31. Venkataraja, 17M. L. J.
918; and dissenting from Satyendra
Nath Bose v. Anil Chandra Ghose, 14
©. W. N. 65.

5. Hemanta Kumari Debia v. Midnapore Zemindary Co. 47 Cal. 485: 461. A.
240, According to Séshagiri Ayyar, J.
-the Full Bench decision has been overruled, Saminadha Mudaliar y. Ramasamt Mudaliar, 40 M, Li. J. 161.
6. Rama Sahu y. Gowro Ratho, 44
Mad. 54.

7. Gopakrishnier vy. Sukhetda Swami«
941, 24 1, 0, 190,
ச
8. Vasudeva Reddi y. Nallapa Reddi,
1L. W. 296.
9. Venkata Seshayya vy. Adam Sahib,
95 1. ©, 661,

10. Govindasamt Pillai v.Ramaswami
Tyer, 2. W. 1186.
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of

the

property.1

The

Madras High Court held that an unregistered lease was not
admissible to prove the nature of possession which the lessee
had 2, This view must be considered overruled by the Privy
Council in Varada Pillai v. Jeevarathnammal in which it was
held that, though a gift deed which was required by law to be registered was not registered, it could nevertheless be referred to
as explaining the mature and character of the possession which
the donee had.
A person occupying land under a_ lease
which is inadmissible for want of registration is a trespasser
and is liable in damages to the real owner 4. It is not open to
a purchaser of immoveable property to eject a tenant who

is in

possession undcr an agreement to lease for a fixed term which
he can specifically enforce if the purchaser had notice of the
terms of the

tenancy and

he or

accepted rent from the tenant
Agricultural
199868 .

Section 117 of the

his predecessor

in title

had

on such footing 5.

Transfer of Property Act exempts

all

leases for agricultural purposes from the operation of Chapter
IV (Of leases of immoveable property), and power is given to
the Local Government

with

the

previous

Governor-General in Council to extend all

sanction

or any

of

of the pro-

visions of the Chapter together with, or subject to those
the local law.
Therefore the provisions of the Transfer

Property Act regarding leases have no application
ture leases, except in so

far as its provisions

made applicable to them by the Local
ture

and

agricultural

purposes

Ayyangar, J.in Murugesa
thus : “ The

v.

to

of,
of

agricul-

may

have been

Government.

6 Agricul-

described

by

Chinnatambi

Bashyam

Goundan 7

primary meaning of agriculture is the cultivation

of the ground, and in its
of the ground

are

Chetti

the

for the

general sense,
purpose

1. Annamalai
Chetty y. Suppaia
Thevan, (1916) 1M. W.N. 5.
2. Subbaraju ஈ, Muddulatchah, 17
M. L. J..469 ; Venkata Reddy v. Veeranna, 15 M. i T. 192 ; Muthu Vekatachalapathy
v. Venkatachalapathy,
23

M. L. J. 652; on L. P. A. 26 M. L.
J. 151. Contra Thakur Fateisingh v.
Dulal, 27Bom. 515; Lalla Gopal Chand
y. Sheik Kiakul, 25 W. R, 211; Jainடு Y. Salaimeddin Munshi, 571, 0,

of

it

is the

procuring

cultivation

vegetables

3, 43 Mad. 244: 461. A. 285;
also Rama Sahu v. Gowro Ratho,
Mad.

4,

and
see
44

55,

தபகாத்

20 M. L. J.9

y.

Subbiah isis,

Bs Gian
Getty v.
பர்கா
Chetiy, 2. Lu. W. 152
6. Madurai Mudaty v. Masilamani
Gramani, 5 M.L. T. 999; Moore
v.
Mukhan Singh, 58 I, 0, 180.
7.

24 Mad. 421.
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AGRICULTURAL LEASES.
use’of man and

horticulture and the raising

beast

including

or feeding

gardening

of cattle and

or

other

stock.
Its less general and more ordinary signification is the
cultivation with the plough and in large areas in order to raise
food for man and beast or, in other words, ‘ that species of
cultivation which is intended to raise grain and other field
crops for man and beast.’
Horticulture, which denotes the
cultivation of gardens or orchards, is a species of agriculture
in its primary and more general sense.
In Section 117 of the
Transfer of Property

Act the

word

‘agriculture’

is,

in

my

Opinion, used in its more general sense as comprehending the
raising of vegetables, fruits and other garden products as food
for man and beast, though some of them may be regarded in
England as products of horticulture as distinguished from
agriculture.
A reference to Section 106 which deals with all
leases of immoveable property and in which the same expres-

sion ‘agricultural purpose ’ occurs, would clearly show that the
Legislature could not have intended that the word ‘ agriculture ’ was to be understood as excluding a large class of leases
of garden lands in this country some or many of which in England may perhaps be regarded as horticultural......... A lease

of land as a yard for ploughing-cattle, or as a habitation

for

agriculturists or as pasture for ploughing cattle, or for the
purpose of storing manure or growing plants to be used as
manure
for
agriculture, will be a lease for agricultural .
purposes. Is it to be supposed that, if such a lease were given
in connection wholly or partly with the cultivation of vegetable or fruit gardens and orchards, Section 117 is not to apply
to it?
The distinction between agriculture when it is used

otherwise than in its ordinary and more general sense and horticulture is a fine one even in England and in India, especially,
it will be impossible in the case of several products of the land
to draw a line between agriculture and horticulture according
to English notions. The only practical distinction which I can
suggest and one which will give effect to the policy of the
Legislature in exempting agricultural leases from the operation
of Section 107, etc., of the Transfer of Property Act is to
regard as agriculture, as distinguished from horticulture, not
only all field cultivation by tillage but also all garden cultivation

m
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for the purpose chiefly of procuring vegetables or fruits as
food for man or beast and other products ft for human consumption by way of luxury, if notas an article of diet.”
Shephard, J. who agreed with Bhashyam Ayyangar, J. observed,
“The term agriculture, however, is capable of being applied to
tillage of the soil in the widest sense and after considering the
context in which the expression ‘agricultural purposes’ is used
in the Transfer of Property Act, viz.,in Sections 37, 106 and
108, I cannot say that it was intended to limit its denotation in
any way.”
A lease of a betel garden is a lease for agricultural
purposes 1. In Kunhayen Haji v. Mayan ? it was held thata

lease of a coffee garden was not

a lease for agricultural

pur-

poses, and Shephard, J. who was a party to both decisions said in
the former case that his decision in the latter was wrong.
A lease of a plot for building purposes and for establishing a
coal depot is not a lease for agricultural purposes ° ; so also a
patni lease in Bengal, since it is generally granted to a
middleman with a view to hissub-letiing, which he generally
does, and it is not the patnidar but his tenants who use the
land for agricultural purposes;4 similarly also a lease of a tank

which does not

லபல
begin oe

appertain to

an agricultural

holding, but

ig

used only for the preservation and rearing of fish.5 Buta
reclamation lease granted especially for the purpose of clearing
jungle and wild trees and for bringing land into cultivation isa lease for agricultural purposes. ® Lands on. which
potatoes, grain, vegetables, etc. are grown as well as pasture
lands are lands used solely for agricultural purposes.? Though
an agricultural tenant digs up shells from his land for its
cultivation in a proper and husband-like manner, the property
in the shells so dug up is in the absence of a local custom in the
landlord and not in the tenant who cannot therefore convert
them to his use.8
Ordinarily a lease takes effect from the date of execution,
unlessa contrary intention appears from the instrument of

14: 1121

1. Murugesa Chetti v. Chinnathambs
Goundan, 24 Mad. 421.
2.

8.

17 Mad. 98.

Raniganj

Coal

Association

Y.

987.
6.

Jagdish Chandra

180.1.

7.

4. 816.

King-Hmperor

627.

28 Cal. 744,
5. Mahananda

Kunhambu, 25 Mad. 669.

Promotha Nath v. Katt Prasanna,
v.

Mangala, $1 Cal.

8.

Chaladom

Mohan,

y. Allan, 25 Mad.

Judoonath, 19 Cal. 489.

4,

v. Lal

Tholan

vy,

Kakkath
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the fact that the

tenancy is expressed to corh-

mence on a future day, or is made to commence upon the
determination of a prior lease for years under which another
is in possession does not affect its validity 2. An agreement to

execute a lease

execution of a lease itself by a person

or the

who is out of possession, and who is litigating or intending to
litigate for possession with the help of person who has taken

or agreed to take the lease is not illegal and may be enforced
in India, even though the transaction is champertous 8. No
_ rent can be recovered under a lease of immoveable property
knowingly made to a prostitute for the purpose of carrying on
her avocation there 4.

The lessor is bound to disclose to the lessee any material
defect in the property with reference to its intended use, of
which the former is, and the latter is not, aware and which
the latter cannot with ordinary care discover. 5 The words
“ material defect in the property with reference to its intended use ”’ have reference only to the nature and condition of

title is not

ithe property demised, and a defect in the lessor’s

covered by those words 6. Before the Transfer of Property
Act, it was held in a case where the plaintiff hired a thatched

bangalow
time lita
chimney
not built

of the defendant and after living there for some
fire ina fireplace in one of the rooms and the
took fire as it wasin an incomplete state and was
so asto admit the vent of the chimney passing

through the roof and therefore the. plaintifi’s furniture were
destroyed, that he was entitled to recover damages from the
defendant 7. Where, however, an upper storey was let to the

no com-

defendant as a godown and the stipulation was that

bustible, or hazardous goods were to be stored therein and the
upper storey came down as a result of the defendant storing

casks of white and red lead, and it was not shown that

loaded

Kailas Chandra Bhawmik v. Bijoy

1.
Kania,

23 0. W. N. 190.

2.

Pitchakutti

8.

Chidambara

Chetti

v.

Nayakkan, 1 M. H.C. R, 153.
Pandia
Baten
5

Oal. 4.

Kamala

Cheity v. Muthu

Vira

Naicker, 1 I. A. 241; Abdul
y. Durga Prasad Banerjee,

4,

Gowreenath Mookerjee

v. Modoov-

monee Peshakar, 18 W.R. 445.

5.

6.

Section, 108 (a) T. P. A.

Muktar Ahmed y.

170. W. N. 960.

7. Radha Kishen
12 W.R. 145,

v.

Sundar
O.’

Koer,

Flaherty

Tease for
immoral

parposes.

Duty to
disclose.
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hé loaded an unreasonable or improper quantity of such lead,
it was held that he was not liable for damages caused to the
plaintiff 1.
்
்
Delivery of
Possession,

The lessor is bound to give possession of the property
leased to the lessee. 2 In every lease there is a presumption that
the lessor is in a position to deliver possession.? But if he fails
so to deliver, the lessee is not bound to pay rent,* as delivery
of possession is a condition precedent to recovery of rent, 5
Where a lessor does not put the lessee in possession, but there
is no obstruction or likelihood of an obstruction to the lessee
taking possession of the property, and he neither tries nor
requests the lessor to put him in possession of it, it was held
that he was liable for rent.6 The non-payment of the premium
which is the consideration for the lease is not, in the absence
of a provision to that effect, a

ground to refuse to give

posses-

sion to the lessee who is entitled to sue the lessor for it. 7
Possession in the case where the property leased is rent payable by tenants may be effected by giving notices to the tenants
in occupation of the land to attorn and pay rent in future to,
the lessee 8, or by issuing orders or notices to the village
officers whose duty it is to collect the rents to pay them in

future to the lessee 9.

But it has also been held

in

a similar

case that the lease itself is sufficient title to the lessee to collect
the rents and that presumably therefore no formal delivery of
possession is necessary!0, The lessee may in case where the

property

leased

isin

the possession

ofa third

person,

sue

him to recover it by virtue of the lease granted to him;
1.

Koegler & Co. v.Yule & Co, 14 W.

R. 45 (0. ©.)

Mohun Mitter, 9 W. R. 582 ; dshrufoontssa

9,

Section 108 (b), T. P. A.

8,

Douselli y.

Tek Narain

W. R. (Act X) 108.

‘

4. Bullen vy. Lalit Jha, 8 Ben. L, R.
App.
119; Hurish
Chunder
Kundu
v. Mohinee Mohun Miiter, 9 W. R. 582;
Ashrufoonissa Begum y. Tosudduck Hos-

sain, 22 W. R. 260 ; Kali Doss Banerjee
v. Nubeen Chunder Chatterjee, 24 W.R.

91;Udab Chunder Singh v.
58
I. O. 186; Minakshi

Begam

22 W. R

Singh, 2

Narayen,
Sundara

Nachtar vy. Chidambaram Chetty, 28 M.
L. J. 319.
5. Huvrish Chunder Kundu vy. Mokini

but he

1.

Tosudduck

260; Udab Chunder

y. Narayen, 58 I. C, 186,
6. Narayanasamy Naidu
Krishnayya, 88 Mad. 499.

7,

Kandasami Pillai

Hossain,

Singh v.
1.

Bama

vy. Ramasamé

Pitlai, 48 Mad, 208,

8. Zemindar of Vizianagram
1.
Suryanarayana, 25 Mad. 587; Natesan

Chetty v. Vengu Nachiar, 38 Mad. 103.
9. Zemindar
of Viztanagram v.

Suryanarayana, 25 Mad, 587.

10. Muthukumara Chetty v. Anthony
Odayan, 88 Mad. 867,

ரோகு, ஊஊ]...
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9

is not bound to do so.1 Therefore when the demisor of a
kanom was unable to give possession of the property demised
to the demisee, it

repudiate it and

was

held

that

the

latter

was

entitled

recover back the premium paid by him 2.

may also sue the lessor

to recover damages

for his

to

He

failure

to

As regards the lessor’s right to recover pos~give possession.8
session of property in the hands of a trespasser when he has
granted a lease thereof, opinion is not uniform in the Madras
High Court. The better view seems to be that a lessor who has
granted a lease of the property and is not therefore entitled
possession

present

from a trespasser, and the only

person

to

or damages

possession

cannot sue to recover

who can sue

for those

teliefs is the lessee.4 He can, however, bring a suit to obtain possession of the property leased to the lessee making him a party

to the suit.5 When the lessee is dispossessed during the currency
of the lease, the lessor is entitled to sue for

title to the

reversion

in the

property

a declaration

and

also

for

though not actual, possession. 6 When a lessee enters

of his

formal,
upon the

property and the lease is afterwards found to be invalid, he
is entitled to remove the superstructures raised by him and
not to compensation in theabsence of other circumstances ’.
Where the lessee not having been put into possession sued
the lessor on his covenant that in case possession is not given,
he would: make good “everything in the shape of loss”
Hanumantrayude,
v.
1. Achayva
14 Mad.
269;
Yemindar
of Vizianagram
1, Suryanarayana, 25 Mad.
587 ; Téery v. Krishio Mohun Bose, 1
LA. 76; Tarasundary
v. Gopal Nath.
Mitier, 4 W. R. 58; Pran Kisto Dey v.
Bessumber

Sen, 11

W.

BR.

80;

Dutt Sinah v. Campbell, 12 W.
Bikhan

R. 99;

Singh v.

Parbuiy
Dhondu

v. Ambo,

v. Chidambaram

8.0

W.
18

Motden Kutt v. Valia Raja, 2 M.

H.C.R. 315; Minokshi Sundara
State,

22

149;

Lokenath Ghose v. Jagobundhoo.

1 Cal. 297; Bhutia
Bom, 294.

2.

Koer,

Munee

RB

Venkiah

(1910)

Chetiy,

vy

M. W.

The

Nachiar

25 M.1..J. 119.

Secretary

of

N. 456.

4. Ramanathan Chetty v. Pulihutti
Servat 21 Mad. 288; Krishnan Nambhudrt
y. The Secretary of State, 19 M.1.3. 847;
Somiammal
vy. Vellaya
Seturayen,
29 M. L. J. 283; Tiravengada Konan v.
Venkatachala Konan,
89 Mad, 1049;

T 46

Davood Moohideen Rowther v. Jayaram
Iyer, 40 M. i J.88; Davis v. Kazee
Abdul Hamed, 8 W. R. 55; Sitaram v.
Ram Lal, 18 All. 440 ; Cf. Bangarayya
vy. Balabadra, 2 M.H.C.R. 886; Raman
Ammal v. Subban Annavi, 2M. H.C. BR.
899: Contra, Sundara

lavana
(1919)

Ayyar, J in Amba-

Chetty, v. Singaravelu Udayar,
M.

W.

N.

669;

Kadiri

Kutti

Musoliar v. Chekkutti Musaliar, (1917)
M. W.N. 389; Bisweswarva Debia v.
Barcda Kanta Roy, 10 Cal, 1076; Sarat
Chandra Sinka 1, Gepal Btswas, 13
CG. L. J. 284.
5. Somiammal
v. Vellaya Seturayar, 29 M. L. J, 288 ; Davood Mohideen
Rowther vy. Jayarama Iyer, 40M. L. J.

88 ; Raju Kishore Awasti v. Jadu

Bazak, 11 C. W. N. 828.
6. Tiruvengada
Konan
chala Konan, 89 Mad, 1042.
7. Govindasamt
Naidu

Nath

v. Venkatav. Hithiraj-

ammal, (1916) 1 M. W. N, 180.
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6

to which the lessee might be put in consequence and measured
the damages by the expense he had to incur in the suit for possession and also the whole of the profits he expected to derive
from the lease, it was held that he was entitled only to nominal
damages.
Covenant

The lessor is bound

for

quiet enjoyment.

not only to give

possession

to the

lessee, but is further bound to see that his possession is not
interfered with during the period of the lease. 2 This duty on
his part is known as the covenant for quiet enjoyment.
Even

before the Transfer of Property Act and afterwards in cases
not coming under it, it was held that in every lease there was
an implied covehant

for quiet

enjoyment 3, the covenant

implied being what is known as the qualified

covenant

thus

under

the English law whereby “the lessor is under an implied obligation to indemnify the tenant against ouster or disturbance
in his possession by his own act or by the acts of those who
claim under or have paramount right to him, but not against
the wrongful acts of third parties’.4 The same covenant is
implied in an agricultural lease which is not governed’ by the

Transfer

of Property

Act. 5 In Tayawa v. Gurshidappa® it has

been pointed out that the words “ without interruption” in
Section108 (c) of the Transfer of Property Act have enlarged
the law before and introduced what is known as the unqualified
covenant under the English law, and that therefore the lessee
is protected against interruption from any person whatsoever.
Bviction by
title paramount.

Eviction by a person claiming under a title paramount
causes suspension of rent.’ The lessee may then bring a suit for
1. Khaja Mahomed
Isa Khan
Baboo Kisho, 6 Ben. Lu. BR. app. 44.
2. Section 108 (c) T. P. A.

3.

Munee

Duit

Singh

v.

Camp-

bell,
11 W.
R. 278, affirmed on
review in Munce Dutt Singh v. Campbell, 12W.
BR. 149; Gopanund Jha
v'
Lalla
Gobind, 12
W. R. 109;
Kadumbinee Dossia v. Kashianath Biswas, 18 W. R. 388; Kristo Scondur
Sandyal v. Koomar Chunder Nath Roy,

15 W. R. 230 ; Ashrufoonissa

4,

v.

Beaam v.

Sheik Tosudduck Hossein, 22 W. R. 260;
Vithilinga Padayacht
vy, Vithilinoa
Mudali, 15 Mad.
111;
Tayawa 1,
Gurshidap
ra, 25 Bom, 969.

W.

Dougalle
R.

121;

Vithilinga

v.

Girdharee Singh,

Vithilinga

Mudali,

16

Padayachi

Mad.

111

23
v.

(121):

Tayawa v. Gursthidapra, 25 Bom, 269.
5. Srintoasa Iyengar v. Rangaswamy
Iyengar, 1 1. W. 858,
6. 25 Bom. 269.

ர்.

Brojonath

Paul

Chowdhry.

v.

Heera Laul Paul,
10 W. R.
120;
Gobind Chund Juttee y. Mun Mohun
Jha,
14
W.
R.
48;
Douzalle
v. Girdharee Singh, 28 W. R 121;
Bullen v. Lalit Jha, 3 Ben. L. R. ap.

119 ; Rash

Mohinee vy Nafar

pal Chaudhurt, 9%

1. ©.265;

v. Gurshidappa, 25 Bom. 269,

ChandraTayawa
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EVICTION

OF THE

LESSEE,

damages on such eviction. 1 The mere fact that the tenant was
compelled by the superior tenure-holder
to execute a lease to
him

does not absolve the tenant from

the

liability to

pay rent

to the inferior tenure-holder from whom he originally got ~
possession 2. If the eviction be due tothe trespass of a third
party, the lessee is not excused from the liability to pay rent,
as in such a case, he is entitled to recover possession’ and damages from the

trespasser.

Payment

of

rent,

therefore,

to

Trespass by a
stranger.

a

trespasser will not excuse the tenant from paying it to his
landlord. 4 But, according to the decision in Tayawa v. Gurshiddappa 5, trespass even by stranger will cause suspension
of rent in leases coming under the Transfer of Property Act.

of third

to the tortious acts

Where the interruption was due

parties, and it appeared that the lessor had failed by his remissness to do that which he alone could have done to protect
his lessee in possession,

even

clause in the lease, it was
from the lessee in respect
from which the latter had
taken under

independently

Land

the provisions of the

tenant need not pay

rent

of any

protective

held that he could not claim rent
of the other part of the property
been evicted.6 When lands were
in

respect

Acquisition

thereof 7. But

the

Act,

ina case

decided in Bombay apart from the provisions of the Transfer
of Property Act, it was held that, though a covenant for quiet

enjoyment could be presumed,

it did not extend to Acts of the

Legislature whereby the use of the premises was prohibited by
the plague authorities, and that the lessee was bound to pay

rent and could not sue for damages for breach of the implied
covenant. §
Where the lessee is evicted by

the lessor or at his instance

Eviction by
188807,

Ahmad v. Sundar Koer,
Mukiar
17 6. W. MN N. 960.
2. Chunder Nath Bhuttacharjee v.
Juggut Chunder Bhuita Charjee, 22 W.
R. 887.
.

3. Rung Lali Singh v. Lalla Roodur
Parshad, 17 W. BR. 386 ; Chunder Nath

Bhuttacharjee

Bhuitacharjes,

y. Girdharee

Tarint

1.

Singh,

Mohun

Chunder

Juggut

22 W. R. 387 ; Dowzaile

23 W.

Mazumdar

k,

vy.

121;

Gunga

14 Cal. 649;
Chuckerbutty,
Prosad
Rasseswari Chewdhurani v- Sourendra

Mohun, 11 GC. L, J.601; Kalt Prasanna
Ehamalishy. Mathura Nath Sen, 34

Cal, 191 ; Srinivasa Iyangar

1. Ranga-

sam Iyengar, 1 L. W. 858.

4.

y.

Mozumdar

Mohun

Farint

Gunga Prasad Chuckerbutty, 14 0௨1.
649 ; Sarbananda Basu v. Pran Sankar
Roy Chowdhuri, 15 Cal. 527; Abyaves.

sari Debi v.
518.

Shtdhessari Debi,

16 Cal.

5,

25 Bom. 269.

6.

Wajed Ali v. Mussamut Chundra.

buttykoer, 22 W. BR. 642.

7.

Uma

Sankar

v. Tarifini

Chun-

der Singh, 9 Cal. 571 ; Watson and
y, Noestarint Gupta, 10 Cal, 544.

8.

Merwanj.

Mancherji

Cama

Syed Sivdar Khan, 28 Bom, 510,

Co,

y
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not

pay

possession.1

dusted

by

This

a_

third

party to whom the lessor granted

a lease of the property

and

the lessee has obtained a decree

for mesne profits against

the

third party for the period of dispossession. 2 But mere trespass on his part does not cause suspension of rent; and
in

order

to

constitute

suspension,

thing of a graver character

there

interfering

must

be

substantially

some-

with the

enjoyment by the tenant of the property demised to him.3
Eyictirt.
from paon

Where the lessee is ousted from the entire
is no doubt that the entire rent is suspended.
ousted froma portion of the

by Sir Barnes

property, the

property, there
But when he is

law was laid

Peacock thus, “According to English

down

law, ‘If the

lands demised be evicted from the tenant, or recovered by a
title paramount, the lessee is discharged from the payment of
the rent from the time of such eviction’ and if he is from part,
the rent is to be diminished

It is laid

down in

in proportion to

Bacon’s

the land

Abridgment,

Tit.

evicted.

Rent

(M);:

‘Where a lessor enters forcibly into part of the land, there

variety

of opinions

whether

the

entire

rent shall

not

are

be

suspended during the continuance of such tortious entry, and
it seems to be the better opinion and the settled law at this day
that the tenant is discharged from the payment of the whole
rent till he be restored to the whole possession, that no man

may be encouraged to injure or disturb his tenant in his posses-

sion, whom by the policy of the law, he ought

to protect and

defend’ and it has been held that, when a lessee is evicted by
title paramount to that of his lessor, an apportionment of rent

may take place in an action brought for the rent.’

Therefore

where the eviction from a portion

is

1 Rama Bandary y. Morgan, 6 M, L.
T, 294 ; Minaksht Sundara Nachiar y.
Chidambaram

Srinivasa
Iyengar, 1

Chowdhry

v.

Chetty, 28 M. Li. J.

Ayengar
3,
L. W. 858;

Madho

119;

Rangaswami
Ramachandra

Persad Chatterjee,

861. C. 5387; Dwijendra Nath Roy v.
Aftabuddt Sardar, 295 0, L. J. 58;
Manindra Chandra Nandy 1. Narendra
Chandra Lahiri, 460al. 956 ; Pramanath Mukhopadyaya vy. Chandra Sekhar

Benjee,

46

1.

0,

859;

Mosundar

of

the

property

due to

Paidar v. Siltsh Chandra Roy,
Pat.
L. W, 864 ; Tayawa y. Gurshidappa, 25
Bom, 269,

4,

Kudumbinee Dassia v. Kashesnath

Biswas,

18 W.

R.

3388; Chandrakant

ee Vv. fama Nath Barman, 11 O-L

J.

8. Dhunput
singk
v.
Mahomed
Kasim Isphain, 24 Cal 296,
4. Gopanund Jha y. Lalla
Gobind
Pershad, 12 W. R. 109,
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title paramount, the rent is apportioned and the lessee has only
to pay rateable, rent for the portion of land that remains in his
possession” 1; but where such eviction is due to an act of the
landlord, the entire rent is suspended.

2

It

is

not

so when

the dispossession in caused by diluvion.8 Where after dispossession-the lessee remains in possession of part, he is liable to
pay rent for that part.4
Where the interruption happens in
the middle of the year, this right depends on other circumstances, whether the tenant has enjoyed all the year’s profits
or haS been prevented from enjoying any. > He is, however,
liable for the rent that had accrued due before his eviction, §
provided he collected it if the lands are let to others, 7
The presumption as to encroachments made by the
tenant during his tenancy upon the adjoining lands of his landlordis that the lands so encroached upon are added to the
tenure and form part thereof for the benefit of the tenant as
long as the original holding :continues and afterwards for the
benefit of his landlord, unless it clearly appears by some act

done at the time that the tenant made
his own benefit.

for

Therefore encroachments made by him are not

1. Gopanand Jhay. Lalla Gobind
Peryshad, 12 W. RB. 109 ; Imambandi 1,
Kambeswart Pershad,
21 Oal, 1005;
Surendra Narain
Roy
y. Divanaih
Bose, 43 Cal,

the encroachment

554.

2. Gopanand Jha v.

Lalla

Gobind

353; Raicharan Shar Majumdar

v. The

Pershad, 12 W.R.109; Dunput Singh
y. Mahomed Kazim Isphain, 24 Cal. 296;
-Harro Kumari Chowdhrani y. Purna
Chandra Sarbogya, 28 Cal. 188; Lalsta
Sundari Vv. Surnomoyee Dasi, 5 C.W.N.

Mukhopadyaya y. Mathira Nath. 18 0,
W. N. 102; Kali Prasanna v, Muthu
Nath, 34 Cal- 191,
3. Ram Charan Mozundar vy. The

Administrator General

of Bengal,

86

Cal. 856.

4. Minakski Sundara
Natcher
v.
Chidambaram Chetty, 283 M.L.J.
119;
Of, Sidth Haji Hussain v. Brueland Co.,
85 Bom. 883.
5

1020...

Mitier, 19 0. W. N. 870; Mahen-

6. Madhub Chunder Musoomdar 3,
Stdhee Nuzeer Ali Khan, 8W.R.
54;
Bunsie Dhar
Ghose v. Bheem
Lal
Sahoo, 24 W. R. 219; Gopal Naichen y.
Suppa Pillai, 19 M. Lu. J. 58.
1. Bunsee Dhur Ghose v. Bheem Lall
Sahoo, 24 W.R. 219,
8. Goroo Doss Roy v. Issur Chunder
Bose, 22 W. R. 246; Nuddyarchanad
Shaka y. Meajun, 10 Cal. 820 ; Ishan

dva Nath Modek v. Paresh
Chunder
Ghosh, 40 7, 0, 506, Vipan Persad
Lingh v. Ramji Ram,
41 1.C. 91;
Rajant Munabagdi v. Satish Chandra,
Roy, 48 1. 6.699 ; Manindra Chandra
Nandy v. Narendra Lahiri, 46 Cal, 966;
Mosudan Patdar v. Sattsh Chandra Roy

mad Y. Tejayat Mahammad, 19 C. W. N.
772; Rakhal Chandra Ghose v. Mohendra
Narain Sen 51 I. C. 7973 Hsubar vy.
Damodar Ishwardas, 16 Bom, 552; Muthurakoo Thevan v. Orr, 21M. L. J. 615;

Sundara

N

Administrator-General
CG. L. J. 578; Chandra
Ramnath Barman, 11

of Bengal,
9
Kania Das V.
0. 1, J. 591;

Sharif Jan Bibi v. Aftabuddin, 18 C.J.

115; Ashutosh Dhar, v Joy Lal Sardar,
17 0, ம. 9. 50; Godai Molla vy. Aminuddi Howludar,
18 0. L. 3. 509; 82008
Prasad
Bhattacharjee
1, Manmatha

Nath

8 Pat.

L. W.

3864; Contra

Nachtar

vy.

Winaksh;

Chidambaray,

Chetty, 28 M.LJ. 119; Ananda, Prasad

Chandra Mitterv. Roja Rama Rangan
Chowdhry, 20.1.3, 125 ; Lepu Maham-

Ammu Anmal
38,

vy. Moidin,
,

(1918! M. W.

Enecroachment,
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considered absolutely for his own benefit against his landlord
but are deemed to be added to the tenure and to form part thereof 1, Before the presumption is drawn, it must be shown that
the tenancy began first and the encroachment afterwards.2
In
Problad Toer v. Kedarnath,> Maclean, C. J. observed that the
rule in Goroo Doss Roy v. Issur Chander Bose* was laid down
too broadly and applied not to encroachments made by tenants
on Other lands of their own landlords but only to encroachments upon the waste land or land of third parties.
It.was
held that a tenant who encroached upon the other lands of his
landlord might, if so liked by him, be treated asa tenant in
respect of that land but could not compel the landlord against
his will to accept him as a tenant in respect of that land, and
that the landlord might sue to recover it back within the period
of the lease.®

It is open to the tenant to show

that, at the time

he made the encroachment he intended it for his own benefit. §
But the onus is on him to

own benefit.7

show

that he

The Calcutta High

intended

it

for

his

Court has held that in order

to render the possession of the tenant adverse to the landlord,
it is necessary toshow that he asserted a title adverse to
the landlord or the landlord became aware

ment, 8 but the

Madras

Hight

Court

of

has

such

encroach-

taken a

contrary

view.2 If during his tenancy he encroaches upon the lands
of a third person and holds it with his own tenure until

the expiration

of the

tenancy, he

the encroachment not for his own

lord ; and

is considered to have made

benefit but for that of his land-

if he has acquired a title against a third person 'by

adverse possession, he is considered to

landlord and not for
Accession,

have acquired

it for his

himself.10

When during the continuance of the lease any accession is
made to the property, such accession (subject to the law relating
1.
Bose,

Goroo Doss Roy v.
22 W.

Issur

R, 246 ; Hsubat

Chunder
9, Dama-

dav Ishwardao. 16 Bom, 552.
சிற்றம்
9. Bankin
Chandra
7,
Kumar, 71. 0: 41.
8. 25 Cal. 302.
4, 929 W. BR, 246.
5. Naddyar Chand Shaha vy. Meagan,
10 Gal. 820; Prohlad Toer v. Kedar Nath
Bose, 25 Gal. 802; Taran Chandra vGagendra Nath, 160.W.N, 735; Midnapore Yemindart v.. Pandary Sirdar, 2

« Pat, L. W, 148,

6. Muihurakos Thevan y. Orr, 21
M. L. J. 615.
1. Ammu Amma y. Motdin, (1918) Mf.

W.N,

38.

8. Wali Ahmed Chowdhry vy. Tota
Meak Chowdhry, 31 Gal. 897; Krishoty
Govinda
Sawadar vy. Banka Behari
Saka, 13 GC. W. N. 698,
9. Muthurakoo Thavan v. Orr,
91

M. L. J.

10.

615,

Nuddyarchand

10, Gal 820.

Shahay.
aie

Meajun,
le
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The lessee may make repairs himself and deduct the
expenses of such repairs with interest thereon from the rent, or
otherwise recover them from the lessor,

if the latter has agreed

to make the repairs and failed to do so within a reasonable time
after notice.1

The lessee can deduct from the rent only the ex-

penses of the repairs which the lessor was bound to execute, and
when this liability is disputed, the lessee must prove it, and the
fact that the lessor executed similar repairs in previous years. will
not avail him. 2 The deduction which the lessee is authorized
to make from the rent as it becomes due is in the nature of a
payment to the landlord and does not bear the character

of

a

set-off. ® A contract entered into by a lessee that “I will make
the necessary repairs’to the buildings at my own cost; if by
reason of my'not so repairing any injury occur to the building
or it become broken. I will restore it’? does not include a
liability to make repairs when the building is blown over
or injured by a cyclone. 4 But a contract that the lessee
“will keep the premises wind and watertight and inhabitable
condition” renders him liable to make good the damage caused
to the premises by an earthquake to the extent of making them
wind and watertight and inhabitable condition and the lessee
is not bound
Payment,

Removal
of structures,

to do all and every repair that

became

necessary

by reason by the earthquake.5
The lessee can also make any payment which the lessor is
bound to make and which, if not paid by him is recoverable
from him or against the property, and deduct it with interest
from rent or otherwise recover it from the lessor.6
The lessee is entitled to remove at any time during the
continuance of the lease all things which he has attached to the
earth, provided he leaves the property in the state in which
he received it. 7 Before the Transfer of Property Act the
Indian common law was expressed in In the matter of the
petition of Thakoor Chunder Paramanick 8 thus, ‘‘ According to

the usages and customs of the country, buildings and other
improvements made on land do not, by the mere accident of
1.

Section 108 (f) T. P. A.

2,
3,

Boltony. Donald,8 &. 1. ர. 184.
Graham yv. Colonial Government

of British Guiana, 12 C, L. J, 351.
6

4

Anund Moyee Dossee y.

Koex

Raj

Kumar Roy, 23 W. BR 34.
5.
6.

Hechle v. Tellery, 40. W. N. 521.
Section. 108 (g) T. P. A.

7.

Sectéon,

8,

6 W. R, 229,

103

(h) T, P. A,
:
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their attachment td the soil, become the property of the ownér
of the soil ;and

wethink

that it should

general rule that, if he who makes the

be

laid

down

improvement

as a

is nota

mere trespasser, but is in possession under any bona fide title
or claim of title, he is entitled either to remove the material, restoring the land to the state in which it was before the improvement was made, or to obtain compensation for the value of
the building if it is allowed to remain for the benefit of the

owner of the soil—the option of taking the building, or allowing the removal of the material, remaining with the owner of
the land in those cases in which the building is not taken down
by the builder during the continuance of any estate he may possess.” Therefore it has been held that the only right of the lessee
is to remove the building or other improvement which he may
have made, during the

currency of his lease and that he is not

entitled to any compensation from the lessor for such buildingor
improvement on being evicted at the termination of the lease 1.

In order to create a right to compensation there must

be

cumstances giving rise to an estoppel against the landlord.2

cirA

difference of opinion arose between Sir Arnold White, C. J. and
Sankaran Nair, J. in Angammal

v. Aslami Sahib 3 whether the

assignee of the lessee who had attorned to the lessor, could after
the termination of the lease, remove the building erected by him

to the knowledge
former

of

holding that

the

lessor or

claim

compensation ; the

he was entitled to neither remedy and the

latter that he was entitled

to

one

of

them.

In

the

Letters

Patent Appeal filed on account of this difference of opinion.
Miller, J. agreed with the former.+
The lessee can claim emblements when the lease is of
uncertain duration and is determined by
1. Venatavaragappa v.
10 Mad. 112; Ismai Kani

Nazarali Sahib, 27 Mad.

Tirumalat,
Rowthan 1.

211; Parbutiy

any means except the

58.
2.

Shaik Hussain

Parmanandas, 20

v. Govardhanadas

Bom.

1; Jugmohan

Bewah vy. Woomatara Dabez, 14 Ben. L.
R. 201; Russikloll’ Muduck vy. Lokenath

Das v. Pullonjee,22 Bom. 1; Ismai Kani
Rewihan vy, Nasaralt Sahib,27 Mad. 211;

Shaik Hussain v. Govardheanadas Parmanandas, 20 Bom. 1; Jugmohan Das v.
Pulionjee, 22 Bom.1; The Secretary of
Siate for Foreign Affairs v. Charles-

All. 496: 261. A. 58.
8. 88 Mad. 710.
4. Angammal vy. Aslami Saheb, 38
Mad. 710; Thasavi
Animal v. Salai

Kurmoka, 5 Cal, 688; Ismatl
Mahomed v. Taigun Bibi, 270al

worth Pilling

& Co.,26

Khan
570;

Bom.1;Beni

Ram v. Kundu Lal, 2) All. 496: 26 1.4.

T 47

Ismail Khan Mahomed y. Taigun Bib:,
27 Cal. 570; Beni Ram v. Kundu Lal, 21

Ammal, 7 L. W. 178,

Emblements.
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fault of the lessee 1. A mortgagor retaining possession of the
mortgaged property after the time fixed for payment has no
right to them ?, Where a mortgagee in possession sued on his
mortgage and brought the properties to sale which were sold
to an auction purchaser, it was held that the mortgagee could
not claim from the auction purchaser the value of the then
standing crops 8,
The lessee can transfer absolutely, or by way of mortgage,
or sub-lease, the whole or any part of his interest in the
property, and the transferee may again do so ; but the lessee
does not, by such transfer, cease to be subject to any of the
liabilities attaching to the lease.4 A lessee, therefore, cannot
put an end to his liability under the lease by transfer of his
interest and giving notice of it to the lessor without an act or

consent on
same time
assignee on

the part of the
suethe

latter.5

The

lessee upon his express

lessor may at the
covenant

and

the privity of estate, 6 though he can have

tion against one only.7

Ina suit

the

execu-

for rent against the

lessee

it is no answer that his assignee is willing to pay it 8,
A privity of contract will be established
between the
lessor and the lessee’s assignee by the acceptance of rent. 9 In
order to constitute privity of estate between
them, there
must be an assignment or transfer of the lessee’s entire interest
in the property and not a subsidiary one therein.
Therefore.
the lessor cannot sue a mere mortgage or sub-lessee for rent.10
Privity of estate between
the
lessor and __ the lessee’s
assignee is terminated by the assignment to a third person by
the assignee, and the latter will not be liable to the lessor for
rent that accrued due after his assignment to the third person11.

The assignee’s liabilities begin from the date of the assignment
1,

Section 108, (i) T.P. A.

2. Land Mortgage Bank v. Vishnu,
2 Bom, 670.
8. Ramalinga v. Samiappa, 18 Mad.
15

4, Section 108 (j), T. P. A.
5,

Sest Bhushan

Singh,

22 Cal. 494,

Raha

vy. Tara

Lal

6. Kamala Nayak vy. Ranga Rao, 1 M.

H.C. R. 24; Kunranujan v. Anjelu, 17
Mad. 296; Theethalan v. Eralpad Raja,
40 Mad.

7.
296,

1111.

Kunhanujan

v. Anjelu,

17 Mad.

8. Akrurmani Baisnari v. Madhabd
Chander Chuckerbutty, 47 1. C. 800.

9.

Theethalan v. Hralpad Raja,

10.

Theethalonv. Hralapad

Mad. 1111.

40

Raja, 40

Mad. 1111; Amanda Chandra Roy v.
Abdulla Hoossein Chowdhry, 41 Cal. 148;
Timmappa vy. Rama Venkanna, 21 Pom.
811; but see Chaturbhug v. Bennet,
29 Bom.

328,

:

்

11. Kunht Sou y. Mulioli Chathu, $3;
Mad. 86; Mehta v Gadiadar Rai, 37

Cal. 683; Ram Dhar v. Sharuf Chandra
Sen, 17 O. W. N. 818.

911.

DUTIES OF THE LESSEE.

ரோசம், அபி
கு

and not from the date when he obtains possession.! As between
the assignee and the lessor, rent accrues from day to day and

the former can claiin an apportionment of rent due

after the

date of assignment to him up to the date of the transfer by
him.2 The principle enunciated in the sub-section applies also
to agricultural leases 5.
The lessee is bound to disclose to the lessor any fact as to
the nature or extent of the interest which he is about to take of
which he is, and the lessor is not, aware,

and

which

materially

increases the value of such interest. He is bound to pay or
tender at the proper time and place the premium or rent to the
lessor or his agent 5. He is to keep, and on the termination of
the lease, to restore the property in as good a condition as it
was at the time when he was put in possession, subject only to
such changes as are caused by reasonable wear and tear or irresistible force, and to allow the lessor and his agents at all reasonable times during the term, to enter upon the property and
inspect the condition thereof and give or leave notice of
any defect in such condition ; and when such defect had
been caused by an, act or default on the part of the lessee
his servants or agents, to make it good within three months
after such notice has been given or left 6. Fire comes within
the term “‘irresistible force’; but where damage is caused to the
lessor’s , premises by fire through any fault or negligence of
the lessee or his servants, as for instance by keeping a lighted
lamp unattended for hours in close proximity to piece-goods,
the lessee is liable therefor 7. There is a duty on the part
of the lessee to maintain the boundaries of the property
When a person occupied three different
leased to him.
for a _ long
taluqdar
estates as a tenant or dependent
period, and allowed the boundaries of those estates to become
so confused that the one could not be distinguished from the
other, it was held that the boundaries of the estates ought to be
1.
Mad.

Saldhana v. Subraya Hebbara, 80
410;

Kunhi

Sow

Vv.

Mulloli

Chathu,88 Mad. 86; Theethalan vy. Hralavad Raja, 40 Mad. 1111. Contra,

Kamala Nayak v. Ranga Rao, 1
GC. R.24; Macnaghten vy Lalia
௩11, 80. ய. R. 285.

Ma

M. H.
Mewa

Bone Sow v. Mullott Chaihu, 88

, 86.

8.

Saldhana

80 Mad.

410;

yv.

Subbraya Hebbara,

Papiraju

vy. Narayana-

sams Naidu, 40 I. 0. 590.
4, Section 108 (k), T. P. A.
5.
6.
ர.

Section 108 (1), T. PB. A.
Section 108 (m), T. P. A.
1.
Doss
Radhakrishna

Pillai, 39M, L. J. 283.

Disclosure
by lessee.

Ponna

To maintain
boundaries.
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fixed in such a manner that the produce of the
of land to be included in
proportion to the total of
the produce of the whole
the jumma as payable on

each of the
the jumma
of the said
account of

total

quantity

estates bore the same
payable for such talug as
lan¢3 bore to the total of
the said three taluqs 1.

Where, through the negligence of the tenant

the land demised

becomes confounded with his own, he is bound to deliver to the
landlord a portion of the lands of which the boundaries have
been confounded equal in value to the lands demised 2. But the
onus is on the landlord to show what lands were demised.
If the tenant destroys the boundaries of the lands demised or

otherwise

mixes

up

those

lands

with

other

lands

in his

possession, then the onus of pointing out the lands is shifted
on to the tenant®- He is bound to give notice of any proceeding
affecting the property or of any encroachment thereto to the.
lessor 4, and must use the property and its products asa man
He must not use, or permit another to
of ordinary prudence.
use, the property for a purpose other than that for which it
is leased, or fell timber, pull down or damage buildings,
work mines or quarries not open when the lease was granted,o1

commit any other act which is destructive or permanently
injurious thereto5. He must not without the lessor’s consent

Datermination of leases.

erect on the property any permanent structures except for agricultural purposes 6,and must on the determination of ite lease
put the lessor in possession of the property’Section 111 of the Transfer of Property Act lays down the
circumstances under which a lease of immoveable property is
It is determined (a2) by the afflux of the time
determined.
limited thereby ; (b) where such

time is

limited

conditionally

on the happening of some event—by the happening of such
event; (c) where the interest of the lessor in the property determines on, or his power to dispose of the same extends only
to, the happening of any event—by the happening of such
event; (¢) by merger; (¢) by surrender, express or implied; 0

by forfeiture ; and (g) notice to quit.
1, Khemamoyee v. Shashe Bhoosun
Gangooly, 9 W. R. 94,
2. Dugappa Cheiti v. Vidhia Purna
Tirthaswami, 6 Mad, 268 ; Ismail Khan

Mahomed y. Broughton, 5 GC. W. N, 846.

8, Lttithayert Nambudri v. Kanvastri

Ithri Amma, 141. 0,
4, Section 108 (n),
5. Section 108 (0),
6. Section 108 (p),

ர.

99.
T. P. A.
T. P, A,
T. P. A.

Section 108 (g), T. P. A.
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Merger takes place when the interests of the lessee and the
lessor in the whole of the property become vested at the same
time in one person in. the same rightl. It may be either by act

Merger.

of parties, by operation of law, or in execution of a decree?, and

applies to allleases, permanent or temporary.The entire interests
of the lessor and the lessee must be vested in the same person
the same right before there can be a merger. 8 The principle
of merger is founded on the fact that a person cannot be both
landlord and tenant in respect of the same property, the two
rights being incompatible and inconsistent.
No merger and
therefore no determination of the tenancy arises on the tenant

taking a mortgage of the property,

and on the

determination

of:the mortgage he reverts to his pasition as tenant. 4 So also
when a mokurari lease and a patni are acquired by the same
person but kept distinct by him. 5
A landlord is entitled to re-enter on the

expiration of the

lease, and the tenant is bound to surrender for which there need

be no covenant.
The lessee may at any time during the continuance of the lease yield up the term either to the lessor or
his assignee.
But where a lease is for a fixed term and there
is an express clause prohibiting surrender during the pendency
of the lease, the lessee cannot exercise the right of surrender
given by the Act. 6 Where the tenant has covenanted to pay
rent until he restored the property to the lessor, the former is
liable until he shows that he determined the tenancy by
some intimation conveyed to the lessor and putting him in
the way of acting on that intimation by a re-entry on the
premises. 7 A formal deed of conveyance is not necessary to
constitute a valid surrender; § neither is a registered document
necessary for that purpose. 9 The lessee cannot by merely
relinquishing his holding after notice to the lessor make a
1.
2.

Section 111 (d), T. P. A.
Promotho Nath v. Kalt Prasanna,

28 Cal. 744.

2. Nathuni Persud v. Anwar Karim,
58 1. C. 16.
4. Kallu v. Diwan, 24 All. 487,
5. Hirendra Nath Dutt vy. Hari Mohan Ghosh, 18 C. W. N. 860; Rambissen
Dutt vy. Haripada Moockerjee, 29 0,
L. J. 427; Dalgleish v. Nandan Misra,

1 Pat. L. W. 421.
6.

Jotindra Mohun

C. L. J. 682.
1. Venkatesh

y.

Eman

Narayan Pai

Ali,

9

y Krish-

naji Arjun, 8 Bom. 160.
8. Imambandi
Bequm
y. Kamlaswart Pershad, 14 Cal. 109 (P. C.)

9.

Abdul

Majid

Haldar, 58 1.0.17.

y.

—

Haricharan

Surrender.
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valid surrender without being
may be express or
the question is one
and circumstances
“up to the present

INCIDENTS.

accepted

implied.
In the
of fact whether
there has been
time my father

[CHAP. XI.

by him. 1 Surrender

case of implied surrender
having regard to the facts
a surrender.
The words
and I have been cultivat-

ing the land but the land belongs to the inamdar.
I have no
title over it and the inamdar can give it to cultivation to any
one,he

pleases” were

a surrender.2

Where

held

to

be

sufficient

during the continuance

to

operate

as

of a fixed term,

the lessee takes a permanent lease of the property from the
lessee, there is a surrender of the original lease 5; 50 8180 when
a fresh settlement is obtained from government during the continuance of anearlier one 4. Where there is no express surrender,
abandonment of land by the tenant cannot be presumed
merely

Effect,

from

the

mere

non-occupation

of land 5; nor

from

the mere non-payment of rent,® but the non-occupation of land
coupled with the non-payment of rent is evidence of an abandonment 7. Where a portion of the property is surrendered,
the lessee is not entitled to a proportionate abatement of rent 8.
A surrender, express Or implied, does not prejudice an
under-lessee who has acquired an interest prior thereto, though
it puts an end to the interest of the lessee in the property and
brings the under-lessee in direct relation with the lessor. A
surrender made by the lessor for the purpose of renewing
the lease does not bring the under-lessee in direct
relation
with the lessor. But forfeiture puts an end to all under-leases,
except when it has been procured by the lessee in fraud of the
underlessee or relief against forfeiture has been given under Section 111 of the Transfer of Property Act 9. A forfeiture incurred by the lessee by denial of the landlord’s title will not bind
1. Krishna y. Lakshminaranappa,
15 Mad. 67; Bonomolee Ghose y. Delu
Sirdar, 24 W. R, 118; Judoonath 5,
Kilboum & Co, 9 Cal. 671;
Balaji

Sitaram Naik y, Bhikaji

Soyara Prab-

hu, 8 Bom, 164,
2, Bhutia Dhondu v.4mbo,18 Bom.294.

8,

Ramunnt y. Kerala Varma Raja,

15 Mad. 166: Kerala Varma v. Mayan720112, (1910) 18, 54, 9, 460.
4, Brojonath Sarma v. Maheshwar
Gahani, 280. L. J. 220,

5,

Balaji Sitaram Naik vy. Bhikaji

Soyara Prabhu, 8 Bom. 164.
6. Radha Madhub Pal v. Kalee Churn

Pal, 18 W. BR. 41; Obhoya Charan vy.
DinaKailash Chunder, 14 Cal. 751;
nath Chunda vy. Nawab Ali, 491. O. 984;
Gober Sheikh vy. Alifuddin Sheikh, 80
C, L. J. 18; Prem Sukh Das v. Bhupie,
2 All.

517,

Ali,
7. Muneerbuddi v. Mahomed
6 W. 8.67; Nuddear Chand Poddar
3. Moodhooscodhen Poddar, 7 W. R. 153;
Ram Chand 1. Chand Chung, 24 W. RB.
344 ; Gober Sheikh vy. Alipuddin Sheikh,
80.0. L. J. 18.
8. Saroda Sundaree v. Hagee Mahomed, 5 W. BR. (Act X) 78.
9. Section 115, T. P. A.
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an interest

prior

thereto ; 1

nor a denial by a recorded tenant his unrecorded co-sharers 2.
Forfeiture takes place when (1) the lessee breaks an ex-

press condition

which provides for re-entry on breach thereof

or renders the lease void ; or (2) the lessee denies the landlord’s title8. This provision applies to permanent as well as
temporary leases ; 4 and also to leases granted for the lifetime
of the tenant 5. Non-payment of rent will not constitute a

ground for forfeiture unless there isa distinct clause to that
effect.6 A covenant against alienation being for the benefit of the
lessor is valid.7 Courts always lean against forfeiture, 8 and
strictly
favour

construe the penal
to either
side.?

and re-entry on breach

provisions in the lease without
The
provision
for
forfeiture

of any of the

must be clear and unambiguous.

for forfeiture and re-entry if
no effect when he mortgages
provision is clear, Courts are
power to relieve against the

conditions in the

Therefore

a clause

lease

providing

the lessee assigned the lease has
his interest in it,10 But where the
bound to enforce it and have no
forfeiture.11 In the absence of an

express condition in the lease that on breach of the stipulations
contained

therein

the

lessor may

re-enter,

or

the lease shall

become void, there is no forfeiture of the lease,12 and the lessee
1.

R. 880,

Gopal y. Shrinsvas, 20 Bom.

5

L.

2. Birendra Kishore v. Bhubaneswavi, 89 Cal. 908,
8, Section 111 (g) TP. A.
-4, Subbaraya Kamtiy.Krishna Kamit,
6 Mad.
159; Narayana
Sharboga v.
Narayana Nayak, 6 Mad. 327 ; Venkata
Ghariar vy. Rengasawmt Iyer, 86 M. L. J.
582: Kemalooit vy. Mahomed, 41 Mad.
629; Raman Nair ர, Mariyamma, 48
Mad. 480; Kally Das Akhirt y. Monmohtnoe Dassee, 24 Cal, 440; Abiram Goswamt
vy. Syama Charan Nundi, 86 Cal, 1008 ;
Ananda Charan Datta v. Mohin Chandra Guha, 26 0. G. J. 261.
ee
Kemaloots vy. Mahomed, 41 Mad.
9.

6. Nuratana Shunbhoga vy. Narayana
Nayak, 6 Mad 827; Tamaya bin Annaya
y. Timapa Ganzaya, 7 Bom. 262; Musyatulla v. Noozatan, 9 Cal 808; Prag
Narain vy. Kadir Baksh, 85 All. 145.
1. Parameswari v. Vittappa Shanboga,
25 Mad. 157 ; Vyankantraya bin Ramakrisnappa ¥. Shevrambhat, 1 Bom, 256.
8. Ram
Narasingh Chakrabatiy v.

Dwarkanath Gangooly, 23 W. R. 10;
ee Saiba v. Gopala Kadwa, $1 I.

9.

Ahmed Sahib v. Magnesite

Syndi-

cate, 89 Mad. 1049.
10
Motdin Saiba v. Gopala Kudwa,
811.0, 454 ; Subba Naidu, vy The Secre-

lary of State, (1917) M. W. N. 794

11. Krishna Setté v. Pinto, 42 Mad.
654 ; Vittappa Kuda v. Durgamma, 38
M.L. J. 190.
12. Parameswart y. Vitiappa
Shan.
boga, 26 Mad. 157; Mazliht Hengsu vy.
Soma, 29M. L. J. 452; Tamaya bin
Annayya y. Timapa Ganpaya, 7 Bom.

262;

Narayan Dasappa

18 Bom. 608 ; Mathar

bawa Gujranshah, 21

vy. Ali Satba,

Saheb y. Sama-

Bom.

195 ; Nil

Mahab Sikdar ர. Narattax, Sikdar, 17
Cal. 826 ; Basarat Aliy, Manivulla 10

C.L. J. 49;

Dasaraih

Chandra

Annoda Charan Naya, vy.

Haladar,

Ghose

40

I.

C.

444;

v. Midnapore Kircend.-

ary Co. 46 1. O. 507; Nishi Kanta
Datia y. Sashi Kania Karmakar, 52 I.
C.19 ; Hart Kanta Das vy. Nuramissa,
58 1, 0. 625,

Forfeiture.
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is only entitled to damages for breach therecf.1 In the case of
leases executed before the Transfer of Property Act, an alienation
made by the lessor in breach of the condition therein is perfectly valid.2 The same principle applies tu leases executed
after the Act. The provision for re-entry on breach of a
condition has no application when it has not been
broken
voluntarily by the lessee, as where the land is sold against his
will by an order of Court in execution of a decree against
him;4 but this contingency also may be provided for in the
lease.6 But from a mere prohibition against sub-letting a right
of re-entry cannot be presumed.6 An agricultural tenant with
a permanent right of occupancy has noright to build dwellinghouses not for agricultural purposes; but such erection will

Denial of
title,

not

entail forfeiture and will only entitle the landlord to the removal
of the building.7
;
In order tu constitute a forfeiture by denial of title of the
landlord, the denial must be clear and unequivocal and brought
home to the knowledge of the landlord.8 Setting up a prescriptive
title in himself by the tenant;9 attornment to a third person; 10
holding the property adversely to the landlord 1! constitute
deniai of title. There is also disclaimer of title when the tenant
1. Tamaya bin Annayya vy. ‘Dimapa
Ganpaya, 7 Bom, 262.
2. Seshagirt vy. Seshamma, 48 Mad
508; Nil Uadkab Sikdar y. Nilratan
Stkdar, 17 Cal. 826; Mahananda Roy v.
Saratmait Debi, 14 0. L. J. 585; Akran
Ali ¥. Durga Prasanna Roy, 14 C. I J.
614; Bararat

86 Cal. 745:

Aswin Kumar

A

Khan

v.

Promoda
Nag,

Mani

Mulia,

Ranjan Ghosh v.

18

C. W.

N. 1188;

Annodan Charan Naya v. Dasaranath
Haldar, 40 1, ©, 444;Nisht Kanta Datia
vy. Sashi Kanta Karmakar, 52 1. C. 19;
Tamaya bin Annayya v. Timapa GanPaya, 7 Bom, 262; Madar Saheb vy.
Samabawa 21 Bom. 195; but see Parameswart v. Vittappa
Shamboga,
26
Mad.

157.

8, Seshagiri y. Seshamma, 43 Mad.
508 (per Seshagiri Ayyar, J).
4, Subbaraya
Kamti
v. Krishna
Kamti, 6 Mad. 159; Timaya bin Annaya
v. Timapa Ganpaya, 7 Bom. 262 ; Nil
Madhub Sikdar v. Nilratan Sikdar, 17
Cal. 826,
5, Subraya Kami v. Krishna Kamti 6
Mad. 159;
Vyakentaraya bin Ramakrishnappa v. Shivrambhat, 7 Bom. 256;

Dwarkanath Roy v. Mathura Nath Roy,
21.C, W.

N.

117.

6. Mussamat Ruhmoonéssa v. Mussamat Soopan Jan, 18 W.R. 244; Dasara
thy Hari Chunder Mahadatra vy.” Rama
krishna Jan, 9 Cal. 526,
7. Grr v. Mrithanja Gurukhal, 24
Mad, 65; Appa Raov. Venkatadri, 17
M. L, J. 197 ; see also Ramanathan v.
Zemindar of Ramnad,

16 Mad.

407.

8. Mahajara of Jeypore y. Rukmani
Patiamandevi, 42 Mad, 589: 4€ 1.A, 109;
Rama Iyengar v. Guruswamy Chetiy, 85
M. L. J. 129; Venkata Chariar v. Rangasami Iyer, 36 M. L. J 582; Kemalooti
vy. Mahomed, 41 Mad, 629 ; Raman Nair
v. Mariyomma,
48. Mad.
480; Kally
Charan Ahiri v. Manmohinee Dossee, 24
Cal. 440 ; Mahewson v. Jadu Manto, 12
C. W. N. 525; Samundar Singh v. Mukh
Lal Singh, 871. C. 985; Prag Narain -v.
Kadir Baksh, 85 All. 145,
5
9. Raman
Nair vy. Mariyomma, 48
Mad.

480

10.

Hari

581,

6, 625.

11.

Satya

Kania Das

y.

Nuranessa,

Kinkar y. Shibs

4 Pat. L, J. 447.
)

Persad,
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denies the title of the lessor’s assignee.1 But there is no denial
of title when the tenant sets up title in another as co-sharer, 2
nor a mere renunciation of the tenancy

denying his

liability to

pay rent without denying the landlord’s title; 8 nur the assertion
of akudi jenm 4; nor the statement in a sale deed executed

by

him

the

of

other

properties

owner of the leasehold

in which

property

good faith by a tenant of an

he

described himself

; 5 nor the mere

admission in

agricultural lease of

the

superior

title of a third person without denying the'landlord’s title; nor
disclaiming his liability to pay the entire rent; 6 nor when

the owner of a subordinate interest denies the title of the owner
of the superior interest; 7 nora refusal by the tenant to pay
rent until he

knew who was

disclaimer of the

the rightful owner. 8

landlord’s title when

the

There is no

tenant merely

dis-

putes theterms of the tenancy or asserts a permanent tenancy. 9

As the cause of action to a suit for ejectment must be based
on something

that accrued

antecedent to the suit, a disclaimer

of the landlord’s title made in the course of the suit, as in the
written statement, will not work a forfeiture.10 But an allegation in the written statement

third parties before suit

is

of a purchase

evidence

by the tenant

of a purchase

from

from them

before suit and therefore of a disclaimer before suit.11
1. Rama Iyengar v. Gurusami Cheliy,
85M. ம், J. 129: Venkata Chariar v.
Rangasamt Iyer, 86 M.L.J.
582; See
however, Karma Bibi v. Haddal Hussain,
12 0.W: N, 587.

2, Matullah v. Baliullah, 96 1.0. 619.

.3. Protap Narain Mookerjes v.BirajiDasi, 19 ©. L. J. 77.
4. Pydal Kurup v. Narayan Na mbuv. Mahomed, 41 Mad. 629.
Shettats v. Seshamma,

(1914) M. W. N. 915.
4,
Audi Thevanv.
16 I. C. 702.

8,
W_

Mahewson

v.

Palani

Thevan,

Jadi Mohto,

12 C,

N. 525.

9.

Mahkarajaof

Patiamahdevt,

Jeyporev.

42 Mad

Rukmani

589: 461.4.

109;

Abdulla Rowthen v. Subbarayar, 2 Mad.
346; Subba v. Nagappa, 12 Mad 358 ;
Urhamma Debi v. Vaikunia Hegde, 17
Mad. 218; Chinna Narayudu v. Harish
Chadrana Deo, 27 Mad. 23 ; Kali Kishen
Tagore v. Gulam Ali, 13 Oal. 8; Kalz
Kishen Tagore v. Gulam Ali, 13 Oal. 248;

Purashotiam Papu v. Datiatraya Rayaji;
10 Bom. 669; Vihu v. Dhondi, 15 Bom.,
407 ; Lalu Gugat vy. Bat Motan Bibi, 17;

T 48

man,

20 Bom,

354 ; Hatdri

Begam

vy.

Nathu, 17 All. 45.
10. Maharaja of Jeypore vy, Rukmani
Patiamandeyt, 42 Mad. 589; 46 I, A,
109; Paidal Kidurt v. Parakal 1mbjchunnt Kidavu, 1 M. H. C. R. 18;
Abdulla Rawuthan ர. Subbarayar, 2
Mad.

dri, (1916) 1 M. W. N. 11.

5.’ Kemalotti
6. Abbakka

Bom. 631; Dodhuy. Narayana Gadve,
18 Bom. 110; Venkaji Krishna v. Laksh-

346 ; Sabha v.

Nagappa, 12 Mad.

353 ; Madavan vy. Athi Nangiyar, 15
Mad. 128; Unkamma Devt v. Vaikunia
Hedge: 17 Mad.

218 ; Peria

Karuppan

v. Sutramaniam, 31 Mad. 361; Venkata
Ciariar vy. Narasimba Iyengar, 35 M.
L. J. 647 ; Pranath Shaha yv. Madhu

Khulu, 18 Cal. 96: Nizamuddin
v.
Mamidguddin, 28 Cal.
185; Srimati

Mallika Dass, v. Makhan Lal Chow.
dry, 9C. W. N. 928; Pratan Narain
Deo

vy.

Harhar

Singh,

86 Cal.

927;

Vithu v. Dhondi, 15 Bom. 407; Dadhy
y.
Narayan Godre, 18 Bom. 110;
Haidri Begam vy. Nathu, 17 All. 45; See
however,

Baba y. Visheanatha

Joshi, 8

Bom. 228; Gopal Rao Gassesh v. Kishor-

aa, 9 Hom
.

527,

Kathijakuttt v.

ML. J, 415,

Kuthussa,

டப

20°
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In the case of a tenancy determinable

ejectment.

absence of a provision
which must be paid by
forfeiture. 3
In cases governed
the lessor is entitled to

notice

to quit,

landlord’s title

have no power to relieve against the
Any consideration paid by the lessee

for the lease is forfeited by the disclaimer,

before

by

the tenant forfeits his right to it by denying the

before suit, ; and Courts
forfeiture thus caused.2

Procadure

(CHAP. XI.

and he cannot, in the

to that effect, convert it into a debt
the lessor before he can enforce the
by the Transfer of Property Act, before
eject the lessee on the ground of forfei-

ture, it must be shown that the former has done some act show-

ing his intention to determine the lease.
It need not be by any
notice in any prescribed form, but it is enough if the landlord
sufficiently shows his intention to determine the lease, 4 so that
even a demand for possession by the landlord is enough. 5 It
must have been by an act done before the institution of the suit
for ejectment. 6 This, however, does not apply to leases not
governed by the Transfer of Property Act where the institution
of the suit for ejectment on forfeiture will amount to the mani-

festing

of

an

intention

to

determine

the

suit for ejectment does not lie in respect

lards held on a tenancy which has been
condition or denial of title. 8
Waiver of
forfeiture.

lease 7.

of the portion

But

a

of the

forfeited by breach of

A forfeiture is waived by the acceptance of rent which has
become due since the forfeiture,9 or by distress for such rent,
or by some other act on the part of the lessor showing an
intention to treat the lease as subsisting, provided that the lessor
is
aware

that a

forfeiture
1.

Unhamma

forfeiture

has

been

when rent is accepted
Devi v. Vatkunia Hegde,

17 Mad. 218 ; Kathijakutti Umma v.
Kathussa, 20M.0,.3. 415; Ansar 412
Jamadar vy. Grey, 26 Li. J. 408: Ananomdayt vy. Lakshmt Chander,3 GC. L. J.
274; Haidre Begamy. Nathe, 17 All. 45.
2,

Kemalootiy. Muhamad,

41 Mad.629.

8. Kammaran Nambiar v. Chindan
Nambiar, 18 Mad. 39,
&. Hari Kanta Dasv. Bibs Nuranessd, 53 I. ©. 625 ; Rammath Sil vy. Sida
Sundart, 250, Li. J. $89: Naurang Singh
vy. Janardhan Kishore Lal, 41 1. CG. 952.

5.

Ramanath Sil v. Sibestindari,

96
C. L. J. 382; Narang
Singh v Jarnadhan Kishore Lal, 411, 6, 952,

incurred; but there

after the

is

no

institution of a suit

6. Venkataramana Bhatia v. Govinda.
raja, 31 Mad. 403; Anandamoyse v.
Lakht Chandra Mitra, 33 Cal 339; Motélal Chowdry v. Chundra Kumar Sen, 24
C.W.N. 1064; Contra Zsabaté v. Mahadev,

42 Bom.

195,

1. Padbanamayya v. Ranga, 84 Mad.
161; Ramakrishna Muttay v. Bapuraya
29 14. 1, ர, 715; Korapalu v. Narayay.a,
38 Mad. 445; Rama Iyengar v. GurvSami Chetti, 85 M.T. J. 129; VenkataChariar v.Rengasamy Iyer,36 ML 3,582,
8. Motilal Chewdhry y.
Chandra
Kumar See, 24 0. W. N. 1064.
9
Kali y. Pugle, 90al. 843; Kristo

Nath Kondeo vy. Brnwy, 14 Cal, 176.
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for rent against a tenant fora
of forfeiture incurred in pre-

vious years. 2 But a suitfor arrears of rent which accrued due
before the date of a decree for ejectment does not operate asa
waiver of forfeiture. 8 Waiver of one breach does not bar the
cancelment of the lease for a subsequent breach. 4 Where the

lessor is put to his

election

after

the

occurrence of forfeiture

and elects to determine the lease, it is irrevocable and parties
cannot by a subsequent agreement revive the old lease. 5
Courts are expressly empowered to relieve against forfeiture

incurred by non-payment of rent. Section 114 of the Transfer
of Property Act lays down that ‘‘Where a lease of immoveable
property has determined by forfeiture for non-payment

and the lessor sues to eject the lessee,

if at

the

of

rent,

hearing of the

Suit the lessee pays or tenders to the lessor the rent in arrears
with the interest thereon and his full costs of the suit or gives

such

security as the Court thinks sufficient

for

making such

payment within fifteen days, the Court may in lieu of making a
decree for ejectment pass an Order relieving the lessee against

the forfeiture; and thereupon the lessee
leased

as

if

no

forfeiture

had

shall hold the property

been incurred.”’

of rent for which relief against forfeiture will

be

The

arrear

given

inclu-

des also rent barred by limitation and accrued due within
twelve years of suii. © This rule applies also to the relationship

of landlord and tenant created under a decree of Court. 7 Courts
have been relieving against forfeiture caused by non-payment of

rent, 8 and opinion is not uniform in the Madras

High Court

as to whether Courts can grant,? or not,10 relief against forfeiture
-when a period of grace is fixed in the lease for its payment,
_
1.

Section

112,

T.

P.

A.

See

algo

Vasudevan
Nambudri,
v. Paramban
Moidin, (1910) M. W. N. 484; Padmanabayya v. Ranga,

84 Mad. 161

; ct. Abdul

Rassid Khan v. Safar Ali, 42 1. C. 614.
2. Jogeshuri Chowdhrani v. Mahomed
Hibrahim, 14 Cal. 88.

38. Mansar Ali v. Abdur Karim, 10
C. L. J. 187.
4. Cutenho vy. Souza, 1 M. H.C. BR.
15; Dult Chand vy. Meher Chand, 8 W.R.
138 ; Chunder
Nath v. Sirdar Khan,
18 W. R. 218; Manibnai ௭, Dahya Bai,
92 Bom.

5.

M.

L. RB. 926..

Chengiah v. Raje of Kalahast, 24

L.

J. 263.
Vasudeva
44 Mad. 629.
6.

Udpa v. Krishna

Udza,

7. Thayommal Achi y. Rajali, (1911)
2M W.N. 327: Balamhtat y. Vina-

yak,

35 Bom,

239,

8. Kotial Uppi vy. Tatcan Nambudi,
6M. H. 0. R. 258; Subbaraya Kamti v.
Krisna Kamti, 6 Mad. 159; Narayr,
Shanboga

327;

vy.

Narayana

Vaguran

1.

Nayak,

6 Mad,

Rangayyangar,

15

Mad. 125.
;
9. Narayant v. Kushappaya, 32 1. 0.
526;
Appayya
Shetiati v.
Mahamed

Beart, 39 Mad. 884 ; Krishnaji Govindi
Joshi vy. Sitaram Hamant
Ramdush,
22 Bom.

L. R. 1439.

10. Narayana Naik v. Vasudeva Bhatta, 16 M. Th. J. 208 ; Narapana Kamti,y.
Handu Shetty, 15 M.L. J. 210; Adivaja
Setty v. Bill Tyampa, 20M. L. 5. 944;
Maha

Lakshmi

y. Laksmi,

960; Thangamma Shettai
Shettatt 29 M. L. J. 381,

21M.

La. J,

yv. Koratle,

Relief against
forfeiture,

CHAPTER XII.
CONSTRUCTION OF GRANTS AND LEASES.
(@) GRANTS.
The general and perhaps the best rule in

the

construction

of grants is to construe each grant according to the words employed therein.
The question is not what the intention of the

grantor is in making the grant, but what is the meaning of
words he has used.1

Privy Council

There are,

in Lalit

Mohun

however,

Singh

as

Roy

observed

v.

the

by the

Chukkun

Lal

Roy,? two cardinal principles in the construction of wills, deeds
and other documents, namely, first, that clear and unambiguous dispositive words are not to be controlled or qualified by

any general expression of intention, and secondly, technical
words of known legal import must have their effect even though
the executant uses inconsistent words, unless those inconsistent

words are of such a nature as to make it perfectly clear that the
testator did not mean to use the technical words in their proper
sense.
General words are to be understood in a general sense,
unless they are
accompanied by words limiting or restricting their ordinary
meaning, or unless such
limitation or
restriction arises from
necessary
implication.
A. mere

recital cannot
cut
down
or abridge the
effect of the
words used in the operative part cf the grant.4
Instruments in India
not being drawn up by professional people
ought to be liberally construed. 5 They should be construed in a way to make them legal, Sand to bring all their
several provisions into harmony with one another. 7 Ag regards
rights in lands which have been cededto the British Govern1. Mahindro Chandra Nandé v. Durga
Prasad, 32 M. L. J. 559 3) Durga Prasad
Singh y. Behari Nandt. 17 C.L.
J. 53;

Nagayyudu v. Subbarayudu,

40

1,

0,

479; Chockalinga Natken vy. Aruna
challam Chetiy, (1919) M. W.N. 353.
2, 94 Gal. 884: 241. A. 76,

3. Sheoratan Kuar vy. Mahipal Kuar,
7 All. 258.
4. Babui Rita Koer y. Babu Puranmmui, 1 Pat. L. J, 581.

5,

Hanuman Persad Pandey v. Mus-

sammut Babooee Mundraj Koer, 6 M. 1.
A. 393 ; Rani Mont Dossee v. Ram Gopa
Saha, 12 C. W. N. 942 ; Upendra Nath
v. Bindesht

Persad.

Sashi Bhushan

Misra

22

0

LL,

v. Jyoti

J.

452;

Persad,

44 Cal. 685.
0.
Ananda Persad Mahomedyaya 5.
Mathura Nath, 9 0. L. J. 585 ; Venkata
ட v. Subba Nadu, (1915) M. W.
822.

_ 1. Bijoy Krishna Karmakar v.
Jvt Lal Karmakar, 88 Cal. 694,

Raw-
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ment under treaties with Native Governments, the only enforceable rights are those conferred by the former by express or implied agreement, or-by legislation. 1 When once rights are conferred by government, it cannot any more than a private person
revoke a grant originally made without the consent of the grantee. 2 It has been stated as a general proposition that ancient
grants can be explained by modern user, 8 but this can be done

only when there is an

ambiguity in the grant. £

As

between

private parties a doubtful grant is to be construed in favour
of the grantee, 5 and this rule does not apply to the construction of grants between the Crown and the subject which

has already

contract

been dealt with.

are to be judged

by that law by which

The rights

of the parties to a

by their intention at its date, and

they

intended

or

may

justly

be pre-

sumed to be bound, and this rule can only affect the parties to

the contract and not strangers nor deprive them of their
statutory rights. 7 The construction placed upon an instrument by a Court of law or equity is not binding upon another
Court as regards the construction of another document couched

ina somewhat

different

language, when it is pot part of the

same transaction. ° Generally the name given by the parties
to a document is not conclusive as to its nature ; but it cannot
be lost sight of when the document is ambiguous and is

susceptible

scope. 9

party

of

more

Any

construction

put

upon

a deed by a

to it cannot be allowed to prejudice his rights upon its

true construction.10
1.

than one interpretation as to its title aud

improper

An earlier document

The Secretary of State v. Bai Raj-

is not to be construed

6. Ante, Chapter VI. pp, 198-199.

bai, 89 Bom, 625 ; Seshachallam Chety
y. Chinnasami Asari, 40 Mad 410.
2.
The Collector of Ratnagiri, v.
Narain, 8B. H. 0. R. (a. c. j.) 1.5 Lhe

7. Per
Oldfiela,
J. in
Jagga«
nariulu v. Manager, Nandigam 279118
,
39 Mad. 269
8.
Nurjahan Begum v. Haghpur

28

Singh v. Duryas Singh, 11 All, 416
;
Dhanukdhari Singh y. Nathime Sahu,

Secreiary of State v. Sitaram
Bom.

3.

Shevaram,

518,

Nityahai

Roy v. Dunne,

18

Cal.

652,

_ 4. Kalada Persad Deghoria v. Kalidas Nath, 20 C.L. J. 212,
5. Higgins y. Nobin Chunder Sen,
11 0. W. N. 809 ; The Secretary of

State

v.

Forbes,

Bhoja Haridas

16

©.

Adhikari

ப,

v.

J.

௮ம்

2

Bhogabati

29882, 18 0.1.9, 49; Ayam v. Gubbay,
20 0. 34. 11. 66,

Mirea, 8 AL,

J. 64. (P. G) ; Baghavat

11 0. W.N, 848 ;Sitaramjt vy. Jadunath
Singh, 24

Upendra

TL.

OG.

72 ; Hemendranath

Narain, 22

©.

y.

b.3. 419 1 866

however, The Secretary of State vy.
Maharaja of Venkatagiri, 31 M.L. J. 97.
9, Kalabhai v. The Secretary of

State,

29 Bom.

19 (28).

10. Hussein Khanam
Khan, 4 A. L, J. 875,

vy.

Ali Husain
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by reference to a latter document which is not between the
same parties ;! nor is an ancient.document to be construed
in the light of present usages or modern understanding of the
law ;2 nor is it allowable to read into an agreement a section
The misapprehension of the
in an Act subseqently passed.
when it is really
impartible
is
parties that a zemindary
partible cannot make it partible or alter the legal course of
descent.4
Doctrine

of

contempor-

anea expositio,

Contemporanea expositio as a guide to the interpretation
In Raghojirao Saheb v.
of documents may be resorted to.
it was pointed out that the application
Lahshmanrao Saheb,

of the principle was often attended with great danger, and that
great care must be taken in its application, and that it was
legitimate to have recourse to it when the document was
ambiguous and the ambiguity covered the geographical aad
But the doctrine is not applipecuniary extent of the grant.
A statement
cable to acts done forty years after the grant.7
contained in a contemporaneous document between

parties furnishes a legitimate aid to

the

same

Aid

may

construction.8

also be sought forin the surrounding circumstances and the
occasion on which and the object for which the grant was
The conduct of the parties in having allowed the
made.9
grantee’s heirs to enjoy the property after his death was taken

into consideratiou by the Privy Council

in deciding

whether

the grant was limited to the grantee’s life or not.10 The evidence of surrounding circumstances and the subsequent con-

the grant

duct of the parties can only be resorted to when
Umesh
1. Baneswer
Mukerji
v.
‘Chandra Chackrabartt, 37 Cal. 626 ;
Chandra Kumar Singh
Roy v. Kali
Prosad Chuckerbutiy, 9 1. 0,998.
2. Nemat Chandra Bose v. Mahomed
Basir, 90. L. J. 475.

8. Ganesh Baksh vy. Harthar Baksh,

96 All. 299;

81

I.

A. 116.

6.
7.

is

36 Bom. 689; 891. A. 202.
Saminada Mudalt 1. Saravana

Mudali, 83M. L. J.
8, Durga Prasad

3870.
Singh

dra Narain Bagchi, 37 Cal. 298

v. Batjen-

(810).

9,
Gukbdas
/Jagtivandas
y. The
Collector cf Surat, 8 Bom. 186; 6 3.

A, 54; Dostbai

v. Iswaradas

Jagjiven-

4. Devi Garuv. Lakshmi Suryandrayanad
Dhatrazu, 20 Mad.
256
(PB. G.)
5. Abhiram
Goswami
1, Shyama
Charan Nandi, 86 Cal. 1008; 86 I. A.

dal, 9 Bom. 561, affirmed on appeal
Dosibai Vv. Isuaradas Jagjivandas, 15
Bom. 222; 18 I. A. 22; Dino Nath
Hookeriee 3, Gopal Ghunder, 8 C.L.

Saheb, 86 Bom.

Cal. 210; 41. A. 298,

148; Raghojirac Saheb v. Lakshmanrao
639; 891, A. 202,

10, Lekhraj Roy 1. Kunhya

Singh, 8
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ambiguous 1; and subsequent conduct, though it may throw
light upon the, nature and origin of the tenancy cannot be taken
to affect its terms; 2-but where the terms of a grant are unambiguous, the nature of the tenancy cannot be altered by the
subsequent conduct of the parties. 8 The subsquent conduct
of the parties may alter the nature of the tenancy for the benefit of the under-tenants, but in no event can it prejudice them.

4

A grant of the income or of the rents and profits conveys an
interest in land. 5 The term gramattars refers to all pattadars
holding lands under government and is not restricted to mirasidars holding lands.6 A grant in these terms, ‘ Building a house,
I shall have no right to sell the ground to another ” is not a
grant of any interest in the land, and the word “ sell ”’ includes
an alienation of any kind, such as mortgage or lease.7 A grant
of land as a present for the purpose of planting a garden, containing no words making it descendible to the heirs of the
grantee nor expressly limiting if to his life is only one for his
110875 similarly also is a grant made subject to faithful service. 9
Where the object of the grant is the maintenance of the

grantee, it ensures only for his life and is not extended by the
use of the terms ‘‘ hamesha ”’ (for ever),10 or “ as proprietor’?11

When lands adjoining a highway or river is granted, the half
of the road or half the river is presumed to pass, unless there
is something either in the language of the deed, or in the
nature of the subject-matter of the grant, or in the surrounding
circumstances, sufficient to rebut the presumption ; and this
though the measurement of the property which is granted
can be satisfied without including the half of the road or half
1. Christtan v. Tekaitint Narbada
Kunwart, 9 C.L.d3.
421; Midnapore
Zemindary Co., Limited v, Bamapada
Roy, 180. L. J. 485; Hedayet Als v.
Kamalanand Singh, 17 C. L. J. 411;
Kulada Prasad Deghoria v. Kalidas
Naick, 20 C. L, J. 212; Chockalinga
Naicken, v. Arunachalam Chetty, (1919)
M. W. N. 353.

2.

Baidya Najth

Mondal

vy. Sudha-

ram Misr, 8 0. W. N. 751; Khiroda
Bante Roy v. Krishna Doss, 12 0. L, J.
83. Promotho Nath Kumar v. Nilmant Kumar, 140, L. J, 38: contra,
Midnapore Zemindary, Co. Limited v.

Sham Lal Mitier,

150, W.

N,

218,

Nagayya
4.
50

v. Subroyudu,

Mahesh Jha v.
005922.

40 1. C. 779.

Manbharan Miaj,
5

5
Christian v. Tekaitini Narbada
Runwari, 90. L. d. 421.
6, Parthasarady
Iyengar v. Peria
Karuppa Naiken, 38 1.0. 100.
1, Raglakar v. Narayanbhat, 3 Bom.
EPO) Ria.) 16a.
8, Syed Mahammad Khan vy. Maharajah Ram Narain, 7 C. ti. J. 90.
9. Ibid.
10. Aziz-un-Nissa vy.
Tassadduck
Hussain Khan, 23 All, 824 ; 28 1. A, 65.
11. Rameshar Bakhsh Singh, v. Arjun Singh, 28 All, 194 ; 28 I, A. 1.
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8

of the bed

of the river ; and

as bounded by

a river or

although

road, and

the

jand is

described

notwithstanding

that

the

map which is referred toin the grant dogs not include the
half of the river or the road.
The above rule of English
law has also been applied to India.1
A permanent sanad

granted

to

the

zemindar

of

Singampatti

in

1802,

after

containing the usual recitals one of them setting forth that
the object of the grant was to confer upon the zemindar and his
successors “‘a permanent property in their land for all time to
come” contained no specification or description of the lands
which it was contended to convey, but stated in general terms
that the zemindary as then held and possessed by the grantee.
There was a marginal note specifying the names of three villages
then comprising the zemindary.
It was suggested before the
Privy Council that the effect of the marginal note was to limit
the grant to those three villages, but the Privy Council held that
a marginal description of the villages existing at its date could
not control the plain terms of the grant or be taken as definitive
of the extent of the land, cultivated or not, which was held
and possessed by the zemindar of the villages enumerated, and
that he was entitled to all Jands which he could show either by

direct evidence or as a matter of reasonable inference as being
held and possessed by him at the

nent settlement.2
which

the

time he

In consequence

zemindar

of

of

Parlakimidi

obtained the perma-

a rebellion

in 1799

took

government

part,

in

in 1800 declared that the zemindary was forfeited and that the:
Bissoyis were thenceforward to pay their revenue directly to
the Collector and to be for ever under

diate

authority.

It was

also then

the ‘Company’s

declared

that

would in due course restore the zemindary to his son

exception of the lands held by

held the maliahs on service

the

Bissoyis.

tenure

paid kattubadi to the zemindar and besides
1.

Balbir Sindh

v.

These

in respect

the

imme-

government

of

with

the

Bissoyis

which

they

maliahs

they

The Seeretary of
State, 22 All, 96; The Secretary
of State

N. 209.

ruji of Bundaram vy. The Secretary of
State, 461. CG. 805; Venkaia Lakshmsnarasamma v. The Seeretavy of State

yramania15 Mad. 101:18T,
A. 149 ;
affirming
Sivasubramania
v.. The
Svoretary of State,9 Mad. 285,

v. Bijoy Chand, 22 0 W. N. 872; Mana41 Mad, 840; The Secretaryof

State vy.

Venkatanarasima Naidu,

2,

(1920)

M. Ww.

ரக

The Secretary of State v. Sivasud-
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namely a tenure in perpetuity and observed that, when the
Maharaja ordered that the granteés‘were to take possession
and ordered it to: be given to them, he intended that
they should hold it at the increased rent in the same manner
as they had done before the attachment.! Where government purchased a mitta sold for arrears of revenue and
restored it to the son of the defaulter, the law will imply that
the restoration or grant in the absence of a special contract to
the contrary will carry with it all the rights of water and other
easements of necessity existing at the time of such restoration
or grant.2
An hookamnamah being only a direction from 2 government Board or officer to others engaged in the revenue
department cannot

create of

itself any new law or impose any

new obligation on existing tenures from which they were antecedently free; but it may indicate in many cases subsequent
to it the terms of engagements and be proof of conditions of
tenure in such 08564
The report of the circuit committee
appointed by government for the settlement of revenue cannot
affect the rights of the mukhasadar as against the zemindar; 4
neither does the permanent settlement with the zemindar
affect the right of the jagirdar 5; nor does the settlement of the
Inam Commissioner with the inamdar affect the zemindar’s tights

against the latter.6
But where the plaintiff in taking ‘ettlement of certain lands from government expressly stipulated
that he would be bound to recognize the rights of intermediate
holders, subordinate holders, raiyats and others recorded in the
settlement papers, he is bound to recognize them, even though
they are incorrectly registered and had no real existence.7
Conflict bet.
Ween boundaries and
extent,

Where there isa

lease
1.

setting

forth

description

the

Vistanagaram Maharaja

yanarayana, 9 Mad, 307: 18

Vizianagaram Maharaja v.

v. SurI, A. 83;

Sttarama-

vaju, 19 Mad. 100.
2. Maria Susai Madahar vy.
Secretary of State, 14 M. L. J. 350,
8.

(110).

Brett v. Ellaiva, 13

M.

of

boundaries

The

1. A, 104

4, Venkata Narasimha Appa Rao v.
Sobhanadri Appa Rao, 29 Mad, 52 (5) :

land

and

in a conveyance or

specifying the area,

83 I. A. 46; affirming Sobhanadri Appa
Rao vy. Venkata Narasimha Appa Rao 26
Mad.

5.

403 (409).,

:

Forbes v. Meer

Mahomed

Tuquee,

18 M. T. A. 488 (460).

6.

Sobhanadri

Appa

Rao,

krishnamma,,16

Mad.

34;

v. Gopal.
Suryanara-

yang v. Appa Rac, 16 Mad. 40,
1. Chandramoni Mahanti v- Manmatha Nath Bose, 11 0. L. J. 68.

7

;
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the land within

the

boundaries

prima

facie. passes

by

the

deed. 1 The principles governing such cases were elaborately
dealt with by Doss, J. in Durga Prasad Singh v. Rajendra
Narain Bagchi. 2 He observed, “ The primary canon of interpretation of a deed or grant, where there is a conflict
between the description of the boundaries of the land conveyed
and the description of the quantity, unquestionably is that the
description of the boundaries, if it is precise and accurate
dominates the description of the quantity.
On the other hand
there is a supplementary canon equally well established, though
instances of its application are much less frequent than those
of the other, that if the description of the boundaries is vague
and uncertain, it yields to the description of the quantity.
These two canons are in fact illustrations of, and may be
summed up in, a more general principle that where there are
two conflicting descriptions of the subject matter of the grant
or two conflicting parts of the same description, that which is
the more certain and stable, and the least likely to have been
mistaken or to have been inserted inadvertently, must prevail, if

it sufficiently identifies the subject matter. This, again, is not
a rule of law and hence inflexible in its character but a mere
rule of construction, which serves as a safe and almost infallible
guide in determing the intention of the parties, which is the
touchstone of true interpretation.
Indeed, it is all controlling
and predominates over all elements of description of the subject

matter.’

But

it

is

only

when

the boundaries

can

be

ascertained with perfect certainty that it is permissible to infer
that the intention was to convey to the grantee all the lands
comprised with the boundaries ; and where they are uncertain,
then the description by extent prevails. ® Where in a printed
form oi lease there is a conflict between the printed portion
and the manuscript portion at the foot, the latter must prevail. 4
Where
1.

Sheeb

the

boundaries
Chunder

y.

are

Brojonath

Aditya, 14 W. B.301; Ananda Prosad
Mukhopadya v.
Mathura
al Nag
Mazumdar, 9 0. 1. 3. 585.
2. 8708]. 908, 1076418604 03) 19018 நர
the Privy Council, Durga Prasad Singh
y. Rajendra Narain Bagchi, 41 Cal 48:
401, A. 228; Gossain Doss Kunda vy.

ofa shifting

character

and

the

Agnam Sirdar, 18 C. L. J. 541; Venkiah
v. The Secretary of State, (1910) M.W.N.
450 ; Zemindar of Pachtpenia v. Meha-

raja

of Jeypore, 23 M, L. J. 97.

8. Kumar Rameshar Maha vy. Ram
Terak Hazar, i4 ©. W.N. 268.
4. Mukitlal Pandey v. Prasad Singh,
52 I. C. 984.
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property leased is liable either to diminish er increase by process of accretion, as in the case of lankas, the description by
area governs the deed.
ae
.

(6) LEASES.
Construction.

Where there is a document creating a lease, the question
reduces itself to one of construction of the words therein.
In
construing them regard must be had to surrounding circumstances and one of them is what possession was given by the
lessor and accepted by the lessee. 2 The counterpart of a lease
may be looked into for the purpose of interpreting it. 8 A lease
in favour of a man for an indefinite period enures only for his
life and passes no interest to his heirs,

unless

there are

some

words showing an intention to grant a hereditary interest. But
this rule dces not apply when the term is fixed or can be definitely
ascertained by referring to the interest which the grantor himself
has in the property.4 Where no term is fixed in the lease and
the lessee is given the option of holding as long as he pleases,

itis determined by

the death of the lessee.5 The words “you

are to enjoy, you and your sons and grandsons from generation
to generation,” create an alienable. interest in perpetuity at a
fixed rent; but not the words “you must pay every year government
dues...besides
the fixed amount,
there will be no

oppression on account of cesses’; 6 “‘so long as the rent
I shall have no power to resume the land” ;7 “both

shall together

pay

the

chavadi

(land

tax) money and deliver

jwari grass...from year, to year have peaceful
Istemrari

aud
Yari.

moku-

is paid,
of you

enjoyment’’.8

The words istemrart and mokurari are both of Arabic origin
and literally mean continuous (running) and fixed. 9 Though
the word mokurari used alone may import perpetuity, that is not
the necessary meaning of the term;10 similarly also the word
1.

Venkiah vy. The

(1910) M. W.

2.
22

N.

Secretary of State,

456.

Janokee Nath y. Mahomeg Ismail,
W. R. 285 ; The Midnapore Zemin-

dary Co., Bampeda Roy, 13 C. Li. J. 485.
3. Ramayya
Mad, 114.

4,

Krishnomma,

Lekhraj Roy v. Kunhaiya

3 Cal. 210;41.

ae

1,
A

28

Singh,

223,

Vaman'Shripud vy. Maki, 4

Bom.

4,

6, Ranga Bat y. Kalopu Nari Mukrya,
9 Bom, 419,

ர்.

Gaya

8 All. 669.

v.

Ram

dJiwan

Séngh

தபம்

8.
Ramabai ஏ, Babaji, 15 Bom. 704 ;
See also, Khuda-Baksh v. Sheo Din,

8 All

405.

9. Agin Bindh
Upadya
ஏ. Mohun
Bikram Shah, 80 Cal. 20 (29).
௦
10. Sheo Pershad Singh vy. Kully Dass
Singh,5 Cal. 548; Bilasmoni
Dasi
Y. Raja Sheoprasad Singh, 8 Gal, 664:
91. A. 38; Permeswar Pertad Singh vy.
Padmanand Singh, 15 Cal. 349,
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istemrari.1 The combination of the two words istemrari mokurari
may mean permanent during the life of the person to whom the
lease is granted or permanent as regards hereditary descent, 2
and the Privy Council observed that this doubt has not
been removed by the lexiographical meaning of the words. 3
The words therefore do not per se convey an estate of inheri‘tance, 4 though coupled with usage they may be hereditary. ®
The analogy of the construction placed upon the words istemravi mokurari in Bengal was extended in Madras to the words
saswatam (fixed, permanent) and
kayam patta (permanent
lease); and it has been held that these words do not per se
convey an estate of inheritance. 6 But in Foulkes v. Muthuswamy Goundan, 7 where the word used. was saswatamayi, the
adverbial form of saswatam, it was held that the

word

heirs’’

grants. 8 The words
used in documents

“permanent”,

relating

to the

“you

and

your

settlement

of the

assessment and swamibhogam payable to a temple in respect of
ryotwari lands do not convey a permanent right.9

1.

Gayav. Ram Jinan Singh,

$ All.

2. Lilanund Singh vy. .Munoranjun
Singn, I. A. Sup. Vol. 181; 12 Ben.
LK. 124, overruling Munoranjun Singh,
v. Lilanurd Singh, 3 W. R. 84; Lilanund Singhyv. Munoranjan Singh, 5.
W.R.

101.

8, Tulshi
Persad Singh
v.
Narain Singh, 12 Cal. 117 (180):
A. 205.

4.

Lilanund

Singh

;

Ram
121.

y. Munoranjun

Singh, 1. A. Sup. Vol- 181; 12 Ben. L.
R. 124; Tulsht Pershad
Narain Singh, 12 Gal,

205 ; Bent Prasad

Koevt

Singh v. Ram
117; 12 I. A.

vy. Dudhnath

Roy, 27 Cal. 156 ; Agin Bindh Upadya
v. Mokun Bickram Shah, 80 Cal. ௨0;
Narsingh Dyai Sahuy. Ram Norain

Singh, 30 Cal. 883,

5.

Lilanund

Singh

Singh, 1. A. Sup. Vol.

v. Munoranjun
181;

12 Ben,

R. 124,

f,,

6.

Rajaram v. Narasinga, 15 Mad.
199 ; Venkataramanna v. Venkatapathi
Nayani,

235

Men

did a

610

;

Rama

Lyengar 1. Guruswamt Cheity, 35 M.
L, J, 129; Venkatachariar y. Narasimha
Lyengar, 35 M. L. J. 647.
7.

8.

21 Mad,

503.

Vekataramanaw

Nayani,

28M.

y.

Venkatapathi

L. J. 510; Rama Lyengar

Y. Gurusamé Chetiy, 35 M.L.J. 199;
Venkata Chariar y, Narasimha Iyengar,

பட9, பற்றிக்
uthuvely

Pillat

Natk, (1910) M, W. N 579,

y.

Kayam patta.

Sas watamayi.

saswa-

tamayi or enranraikkum (for ever) denoted perpetuity and
conveyed an estate of inheritance.
It may be doubted if the
extension of the analogy is correct, as these words have not
acquired a restricted meaning in Madras like the corresponding
words in Bengal.
However, it has been held that surrounding
circumstances may be looked into to ascertain the permanency

of such

Saswatam.

,

Aiyasami

ட்

Enranraikkum,
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As the tenures found in Malabar differ from those in the rest
of the Presidency and have incidents peculiar to them, I have
dealt with them in a separate Chapter. It is a common feature
of tenancies in Malabar that in the absence of an express probibition, the tenant has got the right to sell or subdivide his
holding, 1 and it is very difficult to draw a distinction between
a mortgage and a lease. The fundamental -distinction is
between tenures which are, and which are not, resumable by the
jenmakar. There is also a distinction between tenancies which
are created of the usufruct of the soil, and tenancies which are

Verumpattom.

created of the jenm or proprietary right. 2
The simplest form of transfer is the

simple

lease,

called

also

a lease unaccompanied
described by the Sudder
5th August 1856 : ‘‘ This
otherwise specified, At
liberty either to renew

verumkari

or

~
verumpatiom

verumkolu,

which

or
is

by an advance.
Its incidents are thus
Court in its proceedings No. 18, dated
lease runs only fora single year, unless
the end of the year, the landlord is at
the lease or to let the land to another

tenant; but he cannot, under any circumstances, disturb the
tenant

in his.enjoyment until the year has expired.

Where the lease is

for a specific period, the tenant cannot be ejected during
that
period, unless he endeavour to defraud the landlordor
allow
the rent to fall into arrears.
In either of these cases, however,

an

action

this form

of ejectment

of

of seed and
net produce to
rent. Having
tenant claiming

will lie against the

tenant.’

letting, the tenant, after deducting the

Under
bare cost

cultivation, pays the whole of the estimated
the landlord. 8 It is thus really a lease on cacksome interest in the land, a verumpatiom
under a lease from an ottidar can redeem a

prior kanom 4, The period of

twelve

years

presumed

in

the

Case of a kanom is not applicable to a verumpatiom lease,
and a
1.
2,
8.

Minute, 87,
Ibid.
Moore, 191.

4, Paya Matathil
Amina, 19 Mad. 151.

Appuy.

Kovamel
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verumpattom tenant is not entitled to six months’
ejectment, but only to a reasonable one. !

notice before

Kanompattom is.a kind of verumpattom under which

one-

third of the net produce after deducting the cost of seed and
cultivation, is retained by the tenant and the remaining twothirds are paid to the landlord. The aim of the tenant will
therefore be to convert his verumpatiom

into

Kanompattom.

as

kanompatiom

it gives him greater interest in the tenure. 2
Munpattom, known also as talapattom or kattakanom, is
a lease in which a year’s rent is paid in advance at the commencement of the tenancy. On the determination of the lease,
the advance must be refunded. 8 It is a simple lease enuring
fora period of one year, the advance being only to ensure the
regular payment of rent and
the due fulfilment by
the
tenant of his part of the contract. In default of the payment of
the rent, the lessor is at liberty to appropriate the advance towards the arrears of rent due and

must refund

any. The deposit carries no interest.
pidipathu in the Cochin Taluq.

the

balance,

if

The lease is termed patta

A lease of trees enuring for a single year
other term is fixed is known as melpattom.
authorize the tenant to do anything to the soil
the trees stand.

Kulikkanom is a reclaiming lease for

unless some
It does not
upon which

planting.

It differs

from the kanom in that no advance is made to the landlord, but
like the kKanom enures for twelve years if no term is fixed. 4 The

tenant pays no rent for the first twelve years unless a rent is
expressly reserved, and it can be transferred or mortgaged. Butin
the event of the tenant failing to reclaim the land, plant trees
or otherwise fulfil the

conditions of the lease, or in the event of

his setting up a fraudulent title to the land,

the

landlord

may

dispossess him before the expiry of the stipulated period. 5
Though under the customary law of Malabar a kulikkanom
lease enures for twelve years, it is not determined at the end of
the period and consequently a suit to recover the land brought
1.

Gangadharam

Paitar

vy.

vickrama Raja, 88 M. L, J. 512.
2. Moore, 192,

Mana-

3.

Munpattom,

Ibid.

4. Moore, 195.
5. Pro. Sud. Court.

Melpattom.

Kulikkanom,
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more than twelve years after that date is not barred by limitation. 1 Under the Malabar common law governing the rights
between landlords and their kulikkanom tenants, a right to
deduct the value of trees wrongfully cut by the tenant during
the twelve years’ term from the value of the improvements
due to the tenant vests in the landlord.g
A kulikkanom
lessee is entitled to remain in possession of the holding after
the expiry of the lease fixed in the

Verumpaitita :
kulikkana,

tomary law of Malabar
kanom.
Kulikkanom
pattom,

Kanom
kulikkanom,

Kuttikkanom

lease until

he

is

paid

the

value of the improvements and does not acquire a title by precription by remaining
in possession of the land for twelve years
after the expiry of his lease.8
Verumpatta-kulikkana, or kutiyiruppu is akin to kulikkanom and is common only in the Calicut Taluq.
The cus«
attaches to it all the incidents of kulik-

Kulikkanom pattom is a lease by which the tenant binds
himself to pay a stipulated rent as well as to bring new lands
into cultivation. It differs from the kulikkanom in that it pays a
stipulated rent from the date of lease, but like the kulikkanom
enures for a period of twelve years, if no term is fixed and is
forfeited in the event of the tenant failing to improve the land
or attempting to defraud the landlord’s title. 4
Kanom kulikkanom is a lease of waste land for the purpurpose of making improvements and the landlord receives
from the lessee pecuniary consideration for the lease.
The

tenant cannot be disturbed for twelve years or during any
other period stipulated in the lease.
Having a pecuniary interest in the lease, the lessee cannot be ejected for neglect to improve the lands, but can be ejected if he sets up a title adverse
to the landlord. 5
Kuttikkanom is a mortgage of a forest, by which the landlord assigns a tract of forest, receiving a stipulated fee for
every tree felled by the mortgagee, the entire number of trees
to be cut down, and the period within which they are to be
cut being expressly fixed in the Aarar entered into between the
1.

Kelappan

2.

Pumpatlia

459,

mind

v.

25%. 0. 704,

Miudavi,

Verkatia

25

v.

Mad.

Kunha-

8.

Lheema

4,

Pro. Sud. Coust.

5.

Ibid.

116.

v. Pathumma,

41

Mad,
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the parties. The ‘portgagee usually makes an advance and
The non-payment
agrees to pay the balance by instalments.
the mortgagee
render
of the stipulated instalmeit does not
liable to dispossession, unless there is a special clause in the
agreement to that effect. The instalment may be recovered
by action but the mortgagee remains in possession. 1
Perpetual leases :—The

leases

generic name for perpetual

They owe their origin, probably to the unwilis saswatam.
lingness of jenmis to part with the full proprietary title
and were granted with or without reservation of rent either in
consideration of a present money payment, or in recognition

Perpetual
leases,

of services rendered, or as rewards for services to be rendered. ?

The grant, if made toa Brahman, is termed brahmasvam ;
if made to a non-Brahman, of caste equal to or higher than
the grantor, it is called anubhavam or saswitai ; and if some
nominal rent or right to renewal fee is reserved, karamkari or jenmamkoru ; and if made toa person of inferior caste,
Grants of temple land on service tenure
adima or kudima.
karaima.

are termed

Grant to Brahmans are made in the form of santhathi
As its name implies, it isa grant to the grantee
brahmasvam.

Santhathi
brah masvam.

and his heirs, and usually no rent or services are reserved.

Anubhavam literally means enjoyment, and in Malabar
conveyances invariably means perpetual enjoyment and hence
in.
a perpetual lease and is irredeemable aslong as it remains
on the east coast. 8

the grantee’s family and resembles an imam

The term may be used with reference to a tenure of land or
In
to a specified money or grain-rent charged on the land.
the former case_it will prima facie import an irredeemable

tenure ; and in the latter case the allowance will be perpetual,
but not the tenure.4 Butif the amount of the grant is not
specified and the terms

of

the

document

only

that

indicate

a fixed rent is reserved to the grantor and the rest of the produce
1.
2,

3.

vaita Nair, 29 Mad. 501 ; Mana Vikra-

Pro. Sud. Court.

Minute 39 ; Moore, 195.

Theyyan

Nair

v.

Zamorin

Calicut, 27 Mad. 202,
4. Vaithilingam Pillai y.

750

of

Kuthiva-

may.

Gopalax

Nair,

Krishna Iyer y. Murengo
I. 0. 982;
879.

80

Mad.

208 ;

iialaipil,

Kunhan y. Raman,

43 1.

82

C,

Anubhavam.
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given as anubhavam, an irredeemable tenute is created.1 It is
described by the Sudder Court thus: “It :isa grant of land
made by princes for the maintenance of the position of the
grantee.
It was customary for princes, when conferring title
on any person to grant him at the same time sufficient land to
enable him to maintain the

dignity

of

his

under this tenure were also bestowed upon
services

rendered

or

for

the future

position.

persons for special

performance

services. The tenant cannot be ejected except
conditions imposed and he fails to fulfl them ;
hand he and his heirs have only the right of
cannot alienate their title. A trifling annual
paid to the landlord to show that he has

Karzmkuri,

the

Grants

of

certain

where there are
but on the other
enjoyment and
fee is generally

proprietary right.”

An alienation of lands held on this tenure by the tenant to a
stranger puts an end to it and the land reverts to the grantor,
even without an express clause in the grant providing for such
re-entry.2, Buta denial of title not addressed to the landlord
directly does not work a forfeiture of the tenancy.8
_
Karamkuri :—The nature of this tenure is described by
the Sudder Court thus : “In this case the land is made over
for permanent cultivation by the tenant in return for services
rendered. Where the proprietary title is vested in a pagoda,
the grant will be made for future services.
In some cases land
is mortgaged on this tenure, the kanom mortgagee paying the
surplus rent produce to the landlord, after deducting the interest on the money he has advanced. The tenant has, in North
Malabar, only a life interest in the property which at his death
reverts to the landlord. In the South the land is enjoyed by the
tenant and his descendants, until there isa failure of heirs,
when it reverts to the

proprietor.

Except

when

the

land is

granted for special services, an annual rent is payable under
this tenure. The tenant's right is confined to that of cultivation, but it is permanent and he cannot be ousted for arrears
of rent, which must be recovered by action, unless there
be a specific clause in the deed declaring the lease cancelled, if
1. Vythtlingam
FPillat v. Kuthifavatia Nair, 29 Mad. 501,
3. Ukkandaih v. Puliyakot Kunhi
Kuttan, 27 1. C. 10; Vereen
Patter
y. Manavikrama, (1917) M . W.N. 419;

Contra,
Zamorin of
Nair, 88 M. L. J. 275
8. Sankaran
ie
Menon, 291. C. 427,

Calicut v. Samu
v.

Kochappa
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the rent be allowed;to fall into arrears.”
only permanent, right of cultivation and
being one of the incidents of the tenure, an
tenant puts an end to it and the landlord is
sion and the absence of a clause for re-entry
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The word means
non-transferability
alienation by the
entitled to possesis immaterial.!

Adima or Kudima is
“In this the land is made
either unconditionally or
of certain services being

described by the Sudder Court thus:
over in perpetuity to the grantee,
2s a mark of favour or on condition
performed.
The terms adima and

kudima mean a slave or

one subject to the landlord,

Adima or
Kudima.

the grant

being made generally to such persons.
A nominal fee of two
fanams a year is payable to the landlord to show that he
retains the proprietary title. Land
bestowed as a mark of
favour can never be resumed; but where itis granted as remuneration for certain services to be performed, the non-performance of such services, involving the necessity of having
them discharged by others, will give the landlord power to
recover the land. The non-payment of the annual rent will
form no ground for ousting the grantee, but it will be recoverable by action.
The hereditary property of native princes
cannot be conferred on this tenure, the ruling princes having
only the right of enjoyment during life without power to
alienate.’ Adima ot kudima and anubhavam tenures are the
same, the nomenclature differing with the caste of the grantee.
A kudima tenure when granted for future services are forfeited
for refusal to perform them, and

a denial of the landlord’s title

is tantamount to a refusal to perform
services 2. Adimayavana means an allowance given for service and imports prima
facie a permanent tenure when granted as a reward for past
services or both for past and future services.8
It is irredeemable as long as it remains in the grantee’s

granted for former services.

The

the tenant in kudima jenmam
ர.

Achutha Menony. Sankaran Nair.

v. Samu Nair, 88 M. Tu, J. 275.
2.

Raman

3.

They,an

Calicut,

27

Nair,

Naty

Mad.

v.

yv.

202;

;

Mariyomma,
Zamcrin

landlord’s

when

right

demises is limited to

86 Mad. 380; Contra, Zamorin of Calicut

11D, W. 513.

family

of

Vythilingam

Pillai

Vikrama

to

eject

cases where

vy. Kuthiravatia

601; Mana

it was

Nair,

v.

Govalan

29 Mad.
Nair.

' 80 Mad, 203; Kunhkan vy, Raman, 48 T. C.
819,

4.

Pheyyan

Calicut, 27 Mad.

Nair
202.

vy.

Zamorin of

Adimaya-

ஏற.
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the latter omits to perform the services for . which they were
made, and an assertion of a jenm right by him does not work
a forfeiture so as to enable the landlord to eject him.1
Karaima grants

Karaima.

tenure.

They

ave

are

grants

of

temple

lands

on

inseparable from service, and on

heirs in the grantee’s

family

are

resumable

by

service

failure of

the

grantor.

They cannot be capriciously determined as long as the grantee
is ready and willing to perform the services. But if a karaima
tenant neglects to perform the services imposed on the tenure
and renders the employment of another

necessary

to

perform

them, or if he endeavours to set up a proprietary claim in subversion of that of the pagoda, the urallers have a right to
maintain as action for ejectment. 2 The lands held on this
tenure cannot be sold.
Ari jenm.

Ari jenm is of modern origin and is a kind of perpetual
lease of temple lands.
The lessee is bound to take a fixed

quantity of rice to the temple to be offered to the diety daily
and after the usual offerings, he is allowed

to

take

back

the

cooked rice for his own use. 3
Panayam.

Choondi
panayam.
Thodu panayam,

Coodirumpad.

We now comes to morigages.
Panayam means a simple
mortgage with or without possession.
In this form of mortgage there is no implied covenant for quiet enjoyment for
twelve years, but its terms may be similar to those of a kanom. 4
Chosndi panayam is a simple mortgage without possession.
Thodu panayam is a simple mortgage in which ‘the
mortgagor agrees to place the mortgagee in possession of the
property mortgaged in case of default of payment of interest
according to the stipulation in the deed.
Coodirumpad or nilamuri is a simple mortgage without
possession, but the landlord and the creditor enter into an
arrangement by which the latter agrees to receive the rent produce of the land leased to a tenant a lieu of interest on the
money due on the loan. Should any dispute arise between
the landlord and the tenant whereby rent is not paid to the
creditor, he can sue the mortgagor,
1. Tunkunnt
<Achan
Nai7,2 L. W. 109,

2.

Pro,

Sud.

Achuda, 8 M. H.C. R

Court;
380,

v.

Manchu

Kanni

y.

௦:
3.
4.

Minute, 40,
Moore, 194;

Nambiar vy, Raman

619,

Sea

also

Ryrappan

Nambiar, 33 MJ.
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Article 118 of the second Schedule of Act IX of 187! (the
enactment by which the case is governed), and assign to it a
limitation of only six years. For thé purposes of Limitation
when, as is alleged. in the case befcre us, it is intended as a
mortgage we must apply to it the law of Limitation applicable
to

mortgages.”

According

to

Mr.

Wigram

it is now

too late

to apply the test proposed and a kanom is defined in Moore's
Malabar Law1 to mean “a usufructuary mortgage of immove-

able property for the term of twelve years (unless some other
term is specified) by the conditions of which a definite share
of the estimated produce is reserved for the mortgagee as
interest on the money advanced and for payment of the Government revenue and the balance is payable in the shape of rent to
the mortgagor.” In some cases the kanom has been treated as a
lease, The true view, however, is that a kanom vartakes of the

nature of both a mortgage and a lease.
Meanig
of terms.

The mortgagee
is called kanomdar, and
the advance
kanom amount;
the kanom deed ubhayapatiola karanam;
kychit is the counterpart granted by the tenant to the jenmi;
marupatiam a copy of the kanom deed, sometimes retained
by the jenmi; and michavaram, called also micharam or porappad, the balance of rent after deducting mortgage interest;

karanam
or pramanam
bonds
and agreements of all
kinds ; keikkuli or shilakkasu, a fee, fine or nuzzer of so many
fanams ona poltipadu which the lessee or verumpattakaran
gives to the jenmié or proprietor upon the renewal of his lease;
and pattam, the fixed proportion agreed to between a jenmi
and a cultivator to be given to the former as his share or rent
which is usually paid in kind for rice cultivation.
Incidents
of kanom.

According to the customary law of Malabar, the right
to hold possession for twelve years is inkerent in every kanom,
and it is not therefore competent to the mortgagor to redeem
before the expiry of twelve years 2; but this right to hold
possession for twelve years can be excluded by an express agree-

ment between the parties 8 ; and if any
12
2. Kumint Amma yv.Parkam Kolusheri,

1 MH.

R. 261 ; Keshava, v. Keshava,

2 Mad. 45 ; Shekarav. Raru

Mad. 193 ; Ahmed

Kutli

Nayar,

y. Kunhamed,

2

term

is fixed

10 Mad. 192 ; Achutan
shava, 17 Mad. 271.

Nayar

38. Shekara Panikar v. Raru

Mad. 193; Ahmed Kutti vy.

10 Mad. 192.

in the
v. Kee

Nayar, 2
Kunhamed,
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mortgage, the pérfgd of redemption is postponed to that date. 1
The
words
‘“ when the paramba
is demanded,
I shall
restore” in.a mortgage, 2 anda provision in a kanom for its
surrender on demand

8, have been held to be inconsistent

with

its continuance for twelve years ; but not the words “‘that the
land is to be surrendered when the amount advanced is ready” 4.
In Mahomedy. Ali Koya 5, it was held that a provision in a
mortgage for surrender of the property ‘‘if at any time the
property should be necessary” rendered itirredeemable before
the expiry of twelve years, in the absence of any special
exigency; but this view was overruled by a Full Bench in

Kelu Nedungadi v. Krishnan
such

as

avasiyamayit

Nair © which

chodikambole,

held

avasiyamayt

that

words

verumbole

did not impose on the jenmi the obligation of proving some
special exigency before he can redeem before the expiry of
twelve years.
Conversely
the kanom
mortgagee
cannot
surrender his holding and demand his money before the expiry
of twelve years 7.
4
The kanomdar’s right to hold for twelve years is dependent on his acting conformably to usage and the interests of the
jenmi, and is lost if he repudiates the jenmi’s title and questions
the validity of the kanom 8 ; and this is so even if the hostile
title is set up by the kanomdar’s assignee 9. But this does not
apply where a period is fixed by contract and is not claimed under
the customary law 19; and also where it is for a perpetual! term11,
A kanom mortgagee does not forfeit his right to hold for
twelve years by allowing the porappad to fall into arrears,13 and

a provision in a kanom for its surrender for default of the michavaram

is

penal

and

ought

to

1. Per Innes, J.in Keshava v. Kese
hava,
2 Mad. 46,
4, ahmed Kulti v. Kunhamed, 10
Mad. 192.
8. Shekora Panikar v. Raru Nayar,
2 Mad, 198.

4,

Kanoka Karup v.

Mad,
5.
6.

7.
Mad,

310,
14 Mad.
26 Mad.

76.
727.

Achuian

Nayar

Govindan,

5

8.

Raman
1 M.H.

art Chumaran

Nayar

relieved

v. Keshuvan,

17

1,

Kandapuni

GC. R. 445 ; Mayavan-

vy, Nimini Mayuran, 2

against!3.

The

M.H.G. R. 109.
9. Raman
Nayar
v. Kandapunt
Nayar,1 M. H.C. RB. 445,
10. Raman
Nayar v.
Vasudeva
Nambudripad, 27 Mad. 26,
11. Raman Nair v. pune
ததக
Mudaliar, (1915) M. W. N.
12. Sheikh Rantan 5. ie
Shupan, 1M.

271.

Nayar,

be

H. ©. R. 112, 118, note ; Pra-

mathan Tupen Nambudripad vy. Mudatsl
Ramen,

1M.

H

0, %, 906.

13. Kottal Uppi v. Hdavalath Tha
than Nambudiri, 6 M, H. OC. B. 258.

Forfeiture
of kanom.
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of wilful waste, such as cutting trees, destroying a

tank essential to irrigation and failure to cultivate in a husbandlike manner will work a forfeiture of the kanom 1.
Kanom mortgages are generally renewed at the end of the
period fixed, and on such renewal the landlord receives a fine
or premium which, according to the ancient usage ought not
to exceed 20 to 25 percent. of the kanom or one year’s rental
at his option, but which at the present day is usually fixed
according to the landlord’s caprice ; but there is no obligation on either side to

renew

them,

unless

the

landlord

and

mortgagee are mvtually desirous of doing so.
When they are
renewed, the tenant is entitled to hold the land for another
twelve years 2. According to the customary law of Malabar
renewal fees are calculated on the understanding that the
tenant should be in quiet possession and enjoyment for twelve

years, but if the landlord enforces the special stipulation, if
any, to surrender on demand or within a shorter pericd, or
enforces surrender

in certain cases of

entitled to a refund of a proportion

forfeiture,

of

the

was entered into is invalid as being a clog

Anamalous
mortgages.

the

contrary

Nair v. Kunhan Menon.®
Kanom mortgages are

tenant is

fee 8,

A

at the time the kanom

stipulation for perpetual renewal made
redemption 4, but

the

renewal

has

on

been

anamalous

the

equity

of

held in Gopalan

mortgages

meaning of the Transfer of Property Act and not

within

the

leases®,, and

no notice is required to determine them 7.
Arrears
rent.

of

A jenmi

who has obtained

a decree for

arrears Of rent

against the kanomdar can sell his interest, but the sale will not

put an end to the kanom, but transfer only the tenant’s interest
to the purchaser at the execution sale; and this isso even if
the jenmi himself is such purchaser 8. The jen mi is not entitled
to an account of the rent payable specified in the kanom deed,
1.

Ramachandrier,

Imbi Chetit

28 ; Moore

v. Narayana

282;

1, ர. 806 (308). -

6.

=

2.
8.

Moore, 158.
Ibid, 228 ; Ramachandrier, 28.

5.

80

4. Neelakandan
Nuambudripad v.
Anantha Krishna Ayyar, 80 Mad. 61.
Mad.

(1918) M. W. N. 235,

Menon, 9 M.

3800;

Ramanayar

v.

Kunhi Kolandai Musaliar, (1915) M.
W.N. 798 ; Kuttihatte v. Kanhikavamma

Raman

Nair vy. Vasudevan Nam-

budripad, 27 Mad,

26; Gopala Nair x.

Kunhan Menon, 30 Mad. 800 ; Kadir
Kuttt v. Mahomed,(1914) M. W. N. 618.

ர. Gopala Nair
80 Mad. 300.
8.

Achuian

Mad. 271.

Nair

v: Kunhan
y.

Menon,

Keshavan,

17
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Ubhaya pattom is similar to kanom ihe
Otti is defined as ‘‘a usufructuary mortgage

of which extinguishes

the

interest, leaying

the

only

XIII.

usufruct

a nominal

rent to be paid to the mortgagor’ 2. It is called veppu,
palishamadaku or nerpalisha. Veppu is in use in Palghat ; and
palishamadaku in Nedunganad and Walluvanad. 8 When an
ofti is granted, very often little or nothing is left to the jenmi
except the right to redeem.4
An offi like a kanom cannot be
redeemed before the expiry of twelve years 5, and the ottidar
also forfeits his right to hold for twelve years by denying the
jenmi’s title 6, but does
not forfeit it by endeavouring
to set up further charges which he fails to prove, or by denying
that an assignment of the jenm title is invalid because it is
made without his consent and in

defeasance

of

his

right

redemption without any previous offer to him 7%
differs from a kanom in that (1) the ottidar has gota
pre-emption in case the jenmi wishes to sell the

of

An ofiz
right of

land,

(2) the

prior right which the oftidar has of making any further advan-

ces ; and the amount secured is generally

so

large

that

the

interest payable absorbs the whole rent and the jenmi is entitled only to a pepper-corn rent. The reason for the oféi carrying
with it the right of pre-emption and the right to make further
advances is apparent.
As the oftidar advances almost the full
value of the property and is in a position little short that of a

vendee, it is quite intelligible that

persons

so situated

secure their holdings from future

disturbances

ment entered into at the time of the contract

by

an

should
agree-

that they should

have the option of making
further
advances
and _ that
the customary rule should ultimately take the place of such an
understanding so generally entered into 8, But the right of
pre-emption does not arise in the case of involuntary sales
unless the statute under which they take place
Hnforee ment
of the right of
pre emption

How is this right of pre-emption

1. Neelakantan

Nambudripad

Anantakrishna Ayyar, 30 Mad. 61.

y.

2. Moore, 250.
8. Pro. Sud. Court,
4. Hdathil Itty vy. Kapeshon Nayar,
1M. FH. G, R, 122.
5, Hdathtl [iti vy. Kapashon Nair,
1M. H.C, R, 122; Kumint dmma vy.

to be

provide for it. 9

enforced ?

The

Parkam Kolusheri, 1;M. H. C. BR. 261.
6.

Pro.

Sud. Court; 'Kellu Bradi

y. Pudupalli, 2M. H. GC. R. 161.
7. Kunhali vy. Kinathe, 3 Mad. 74.
8. Ramachendrier, 34.
9. Vasudevan v. Titirarichan Nair,
41 Mad. 582.
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if

was held that a jenm panayam deed executed
by the jenmi
without giving’notice or option of making further advances

to the oftidar was invalid

against

him,

and, consequently

could successively resist a suit for redemption brought
him 1; while in other cases the view taken

was that

he

against

the oftidar

had no such right but could only ask the purchaser to convey
the property to him on payment of the purchase money in a
suit for redemption brought against him 2. All the cases on the
point were reviewed by Sir Arnold White, C. J. and Miller, J, in
Sankaran Mussad v. Mokkath Ussain Haji ® in which they held
that the oftidar's right of pre-emption by custom under the
Malabar law was only a right to elect whether he would purchase or not, and not a right to veto

a transfer

by

the

without his knowledge, that such a right could not be
as a bar to the transferee’s right to redeem without an
purchase that right, and that

jenmi

pleaded
offer to

such an offer by ‘him could

aot

be entertained as a counterclaim ina suit by the transferee
for redemption, but must be enforced by a separate suit.
But the oftidar may lose his right by his failure to exercise
it in proper time. An ottidar having a right of pre-emption was
given notice by the decree-holder of the jenmi

of the

date

sale calling upon him to exercise his right if so minded
the ottidar was present at the sale but would not bid for
that by doing so he might involve himself in litigation.
It
held that he could not afterwards exercise his right of
emption 4; but mere public notice of, and the option of
ding

at, acourtsale of

the jenmi

right does

of

and
fear
was
prebid-

not constitute a

valid offer of pre-emption, so as to deprive the oftidar of his
right of pre-emption 5. He must pay whatever sum is bona
fide offered to the jens for the purchase.
If the offer is made
to him by the jenmi who rightly informs him of the
circum-

stances
1.

in

Cheria

reference to

the

offer and if he does not pay such

Krishnan vy. Vishnu Nam-

budri,5
Mad. 198; Ambu v. Raman,
9 Mad. 871; Kanharankutts v. Uthotti,
18 Mad. 490.
2. Vasudevan v. Kesavan, 7 Mad.
809; Ukkur v. Kutit,15 Mad. 401; Krish
nan Menon 1, Kesavan, 20 Mad 805,

8.

80 Mad. 386,

4, Ammotti Haji v. Kunhatyen Rutté
15 Mad, 480.
;
5, Cheria Krishnan y. Vishnu Naumebudrt,5 Mad198; sea also Mammal
vy. Kuwhipakhki Haji, 38 Mad. 87,

Pre-emPtion,
how lost.
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sum, his right of pre-emption is extinguished and thejenmi can
sell the land to another 1,
OttikumpuTam,

©

“If the jenmi wants more money and takes a further
from the oftidar, he executes an ottikumpuram deed.

loan
The

jenmi is bound to pay this amount at the same time he pays the

otti amount 2. It has the same relation to offi as puramkadom
has to kanom.
The jenmi still retains domination over the
property and can apply for more money to the ottidar, and if

he refuses, can apply to a third party and pay him off.
The
jenmi may, however, be desirous of borrowing still further on

the property after

bound to apply
Nirmudal.

Janman
panayam.

executing

an

ottikumpuram.

to the ottidar, and if he

is then
the

required advance, the former executes a nirmudal deed by
_ which he makes over all interests in the land to the mortgagee,
except the right of water. Such further advance is recoverable
an the amount of the original mortyage, the ottidar being
in fact the owner 8. A still further sum on the mortgage of
the property is obtained by the execution of janmam panayam,
the last recourse short of selling the land altogether. In executing this deed, the landlord relinquishes the power to redeem
his land and has nothing left in him but the nominal right of
proprietorship.
By going through the form of casting a few
drops of water from his hand, he yields up all right of further
interference with the land. He cannot sell his proprietary
title to any one except the mortgagee, as he

Attiper,

He

consents to make

has already ‘nrade

over. to him all the rights and privileges possessed by a
proprietor *.
Last of all he raises money by executing
attiper, atit petola, or jenmadaron 5 which is the last
karanam or deed executed on this occasion and without it no
sale of property can be valid. The jenmi reserves no porappad
or any thing to himself.
He cannot, after the execution of
this deed, redeem the mortgage and the relinquishment of
proprietary right is complete under it. This deed generally
entions that the full value of the property disposed of
has
been received and states its boundaries, but does not
specify
the amount received.
In former days the various transactions
1,

Cheria Krishnan vy. Vishnu Nam-

budri, 5 Mad, 198,

2.

Pro.

Sud. Court,

8.

7520.

4,

Ibid.

5.

Ibid,

PR.
Re

CHAPTER XIV. .
RECOVERY

AND

MODE

OF

REALISING

ARREARS,

(a) Arrears of revenue.
Landholder
aad land
revenue,

Arrears of revenue due to government are recovered under
the provisions of the Revenue Recovery Act. For the purposes
of the Act a landholder is defined to comprise all persons
holding under sanads-i-milkiyat-i-istimrar, all other zemindars,
srotriyamdars, jagirdars, inamdars and all persons farming the
land revenue under government, and all holders of land under
ryotwari settlements, or in any way subject to the payment of
revenue direct to government ; and public revenue is defined
fo include cesses or other dues payable to government on
account of water supplied for irrigation 1. An arrear of revenue
accrues when the whole or any portion of the revenue is not
paid on the date it falls due according to the kistbundi or other
engagement, and when no particular day is fixed, according to
the time when the payment falls due according to local usage 2,
and bears an interest at six per cent, per annum. 38 Section
52 declares that all arrears of revenue other than land revenue
due to government, all advances made by government for
cultivation or other purposes connected with the revenue, and
all fees or other dues payable by any person to or on behalf of
village servants employed in revenue or police duties and all
cesses lawfully imposed on land may be recovered as arrears
of land revenue under the provisions of the Revenue Recovery
Act, unless the recovery thereof has been, or may hereafter be
otherwise specially, provided for. Thus a karnam in a
permanently settled zemindari is a village servant employed in
revenue duties, and the arrears of mera dueto him may be
recovered under the provisions of the Revenue Recovery Act; 4
so also the arrears of swatantarams due to tottis doing revenue

and police duties in a zemindari from the lessee who

collected

them and undertook to distribute them to village servants. 5

3, Section 1.
2.

Sections 8, 4.

Nagi Reddi, 15 Mad. $5,

8.

Section 7.

Mad. 571.

4,

The

Collector of North Arcot v.

5.

Orry. The Secretary of State,

28
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due, the Collector

can proceed

to

distrain and sell the moveable property of the defaulter, or
attach and sell his immoveable property, or proceed against his
person. Two conditions must exist in order to give him
jurisdiction to take proceedings under the Act : (1) that there
must. be an arrear actually due from the defaulter, and (2) that

Defaulter,

the land for thearrearofwhich proceedings under Act are taken

must have been included in the holding of the alleged defaulter. 1
Where default was made in the payment of the first instalment,

and a demand was made for and payment made for a subsequent
payment, exceeding that due for the earlier instalment for nonpayment of which lands were brought to sale, it was held that
the payment should have been credited towards the earlier instalment and that therefore the sale ought to be set aside2.
The
defaulter is the person in whose name the atta or registry in the
books of the Collector stands °. But the registry must have been
made lawfully by the revenue authorities. Where therefore on
‘the death

of the

plaintiff's father, the revenue

authorities regis-

tered the plaintiff's mother as pattadar and not the
was held that

plaintiff, it

the proceedings taken against the former will not

bind the latter 4. Where water cess is leviable on zemindari
Jands under Act VII of 1865, the zemindar is the proprietor and
landholder within the meaning of the Revenue Recovery Act
and not the tenant in occupation of the land 5. A person who
becomes the registered proprietor of land on acertain day
becomes liable to pay the arrears of revenue due on that day
_and becomes a defaulter if he fails to pay the arrears.6
In the case of default by the holder of a permanently
settled estate in the payment of peshkush, Section
1. Venkata v. Chengadu, 12 Mad. 168;
Naga Reddy v. Venkatramiah, (1918) M.
W. N. 224.

2.

The Secretary of State v. Venkata-

subbier, 12 1. C. 627..
8. Zamorin of Calicut v. Sitarama, 7
Mad.

405

; Seshagéri v. Pichw, 11 Mad.

452 ; Sellappa Rheddy v. Vriddachalla
Rheddy, 30 Mad. 85; Pinhey, J. in Subramania Chetiy v. Mahalingaswami Sivan,
88 Mad. 41; Subramania

Chetty v.Maha-

linga Swamt Sivan, 33 Mad. 41 ; Kota
Subbayya Gupia v.The Secretary of Siate;
35 Mad. 555 ; Kothilinga Seturayer y.

Sahasranama Iyer, 34 Mad. 520;Venkata

Chari v. Pompana
12 100.
4, Swamtnatha
Padayachi, 41 Mad.
Ashiamurihi v. The
18 Mad. 89.

7 of

Regu-

Gowd, (1918) M. W.
Ayyar y. Govinda
733 (F.B); ses also
Secretary of State

5. Kothilinga Sethurayer v. Sahase
ranama Iyer, 34 Mad, 520 ; A contrary
view was taken in Nynapra Servai y.
The Secretary of Siate, (1910) M. W.N.
322, and Benson, J. who was a party to
both decisions doubted the correctness
of the

6.

latter,

Kota Subbayya Guptu vy. The

retary of State, 84 Mad, 555,

Sec»

ள்

In the cage of
permanently

settled
estates
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property

is to

be first proceeded against and then his lands. Section 3 of
the Revenue Recovery Act gives power to the Board of Revenue to alter and fix from time to time the amount of the
several kists or instalments and the dates on which they shall

respectively become payable, and Section 6 provides that in
the case of a person holding under a sanad-i-milkiyat-i istimvar or other instrument, the arrears

due

from him are

recovered in terms of the sanad.
The onus ison
to show what the terms of the sanad are, and in

to

be

the holder
absence of

any such evidence, he can be dealt with in the ordinary way 1;
and even if the sanad shows that the personal property is to
be proceeded against, the

lands can

be

proceeded

against

if

the landholder agrees to the adoption of such a course 2,
When any portion of a permanently settled estate is sold for
arrears of revenue, the assessment on that part is to

tioned by the Collector before
In the case of
others,

Distraint
and sale of
moveable
property,

In

the case

of other

be appor-

sale 8.

defaulters,

the

Collector

or

other

officer empowered by him in that behalf, may at his discretion,
proceed to realise the arrear by sale of either the moveable or
immoveable property of the defaulter or of both 4.
The first

mode of

recovery

of arrears is by

distraint

and

sale of the moveable property of the defaulter which are dealt
with in Sections 8 to 24 of the Act. Distraint proceedings are
commenced by giving a demand in writing by the Collector
or other officer empowered by him in that behalf to the person employed to distrain who is authorised to distrain the
moveable property of the defaulter, if he on being shown the
demand, does not immediately

pay

the

arrears.

As soon

as

he makes the distraint, he is to deliver a copy of the demand
and a list or inventory of the articles distrained to the defaulter with an intimation in writing that they will be immediately brought to sale, if the arrears are not previously dis-

charged 5. When the defaulter is absent, a copy of the writing

with the endorsement is to be fixed or
1.

Venkenna

Iyer y.

The

Secretary

of State, (1918) M. W. N. 494.
2. Mekaperumay. The Collector
Salem, 12 Mad. 445,

of

8.

4
5.

left at his
Section 45.

Section 6.
Section 8.

௩

usual

platce

RECOVERY
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of residence or the premises where the property may have.
been distrained before the expiration of the third day of distress. The Act, however, does not contain any provision requiring this demand to be delivered to the defaulter in person before
distress when he is absent on the day of distress ; and the
authority for the distraining officer to make the distress being
the written demand signed by a duly empowered Revenue
made

distress

by him

legal

is

person

the

and

resisting it is guilty of an offence. ! Where such written
demand was served on the defaulter, i.¢., on the registered
pattadar, and another person is in actual possession, the
latter is guilty of an offence, if he is aware of the distraint
If the
knowledge.2
and removes the crops with such
arrears are not paid,
the distraining officer is to send
an inventory of the articles distrained to the public officer
authorised

to

sell

under

Act

VII

of

1839; % and

if

the

defaulter pays after distraint and before the date

fixed for sale

the arrears together with the

the

incidental charges,

௪

Officer, any

property

distrained is to be released. #
If crops or ungathered produce

are attached, the distrainer

may either sell them when they are fit for reaping or gathering,
or cause them to be reaped or gathered in due season and
stored in proper places;

and the cost

of reaping and gathering

and storing is to be defrayed by the owner on his redeeming
the property or from the proceeds of the sale. If crops belonging to a tenant are attached,

he can get them released on

pay-

ing the arrears, and the amount paid by him can be deducted
from the rent payable by him; and when they have been sold,
he can deduct their value from the rent payable by him. 5 The
government can attach the gathered crops belonging to a tenant,
if they are the product of theland for which the arrears of revenue have accrued. 6 The distrainer is not to work the cattle
or bullocks or use the goods or effects distrained and is to feed
the cattle or livestock; and the cost
paid by the owner on his redeeming

of such feeding is to be
the property or from the

preceeds of the sale. 7
1, Queen Empress
Mad, 364.

v. Ramasami, 16

2,

Inre Markkar, 29 M, L. J. 60,

4,

Section 10,

8,

Section 9,

T 52

5.
6.

Section 11.
Krishna
Chadaga

Adiga, 17 Mad. 404,

7,

Sectton 12.

y.

Govinda

Distraint
0708

of
800

cattle,

c
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If the property distrained is stolen, dost or damaged by
reason of want of precaution on the part of the distrainer, the
Collector may recover its value by summary process from the
distrainer and pay it tothe person damnified, 1
The distress is not to be excessive, 2 and must be made
after sunrise and before sunset. 3 For the purpose of making
the distraint, the distrainer may force

open any stable, granary,

godown, outhouse, og other building, and enter any dwelling
house, the outer door of which is open and break open the door
of any room in such dwelling house; 4 but when the outer door
of any house isshut, or any room therein is appropriated by
women which by the usage of the country is considered private,
the distrainer is to seek the assistance of a Police Officer and is,

Fraudulent
disposition of
property,

inhis presence, to break open the door in the former case, and
enter the room in the latter case after giving an opportunity to
the women to remove themselves to another place. 5 Any person forcing open the door of a dwellinghouse, or entering the
apartments used by women in any other manner is liable to a
conviction before a Magistrate. § When the defaulter has made
a fraudulent disposition of the property to prevent the distress
for arrears, 7 or when any property distrained has been forcibly

taken from the

distrainer, 8a

Civil

Court

restored to the distrainer.
Sale when
property is

claimed by
another.

be

_

When any person not being a defaulter or responsible for a’
defaulter claims a right to the property distrained and if is sold
notwithstanding his claim, he can sue the distrainer for, its
price before a Civil Court.

Sale of
distrained
atticles,

can order it to

The sale officer is

to

9
affix a

notice

containinga

list

of

the property distrained together with the day and hour of the
sale on the door of the defaulter’s house or the premises where
the property may have been distrained and is to proclaim the
sale by beat of tom-tom in the village in which the lands in
which arrears have accrned are and also in such place or places
as the Collector or other officer empowered by him may consider it necessary to give due publicity to the 581610 Fifteen
1.
2.
3.
‘i

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

18.
14.
15.
19.
20,

்

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Section 21.
Section 16.
Section 18.
Section 17,
Section 22.
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days after the service: of the notice, the Sale Officer is to sell the A
property in one gr more lots as he may consider it advisable,
and any surplus remaining after the payment of the arrears and
incidental charges is to be paid to the defaulter. 1 The property
sold is to be paid for in ready money, and the purchaser is not
to be allowed to remove any portion of it until the whole
price is paid. 2

The second mode of recovery of arrears is by the attachment and sale of the immoveable property of the defaulter and is
dealt with in Sections 25 to 47. Hach and every field included
in a ryotwari patta is liable for the whole assessment due
under it, though for convenience sake separate amounts are
entered as the revenue demand due upon separate numbers
held under a single patta. 8 Therefore the purchaser of a single
field in a patta cannot ask for raising the attachment on payment of the proportionate assessment on that field.4
In
Narayana Raja v. Ramachandra, 5 the first defendant had two
pattas for lands in two different villages A and §, and in execution of a decree against him, lands in A were sold in courtauction to the plaintiff, but the pattastood in the name of the
former.
Subsequently arrears of revenue having accrued on
the

lands

in S,

the lands in A

for which

patta

stood in the

first defendant’s fame were sold for the arrears and purchased
by the second defendant, and the plaintiff brought a suit for a
declaration that the lands in A which he had purchased in courtauction were not liable to be sold for the arrears due on the lands
‘in S. Moore, J. held that as the lands in A ceased to be the property of the defaulter by virtue of the court-sale, the purchaser
at the revenue sale got nothing

with

Moore, J.

held

that

; and Davies, J. while

lands under

a separate

agreeing

patta

ina

different village formed another estate, and as no revenue was
due on that estate, the sale thereof was invalid.
But the view

of

Davies,

J. was

v. Sankarayya ® by
1.
2.

8.

not

accepted

in

Miller and

Section 28,
Section 24.

The Secretary of Siate v. Naraya-

nan, 8 Mad. 180 ; The Secretary of State
v. Sankarayya, 84 Mad. 493 ; Gunnam
Dorayya 1, Ayyama Charyuly,. 27 14,

The

Secretary

Munro, JJ. who

of State

held

that

L. J. 295.
4, The Secretary of State v. Narayanan, 8 Mad. 180.

5.

26 Mad. 521.

6.

34 Mad. 498,

Attachment
and gala’ of
immoveable
property.
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lands under one patta in one village could ‘be proceeded against
for default in the payment of revenue due under another
patta for lands in a different village in the same district.
Proceedings are begun by issuing a written demand to
the defaulter with the details mentioned in Section 25 calling
upon him to pay the arrears within a certain time therein men-

tioned, and serving a
male member of his
authorised agent, or
spicuous part of his

copy of it on the defaulter, or some
family at his usual place of abode,
by affixing a copy thereof on some
last known residence, or on some

adult
or his
concon-

spicuous part of the land about to
be attached1,
The
mode of service specified above is alternative and the adop-

tion of any
If

the

mode

defaulter

is

of

service

indicated

a

minor,

the

upon his properly appointed
of such service, a sale held
valid 8.

If

the arrears

are

therein

demand

be

served

guardian, and in the absence
in pursuance thereof is innot

paid

in

pursuance

demand, they can be realised by the attachment
defaulter’s land 4+.

is valid 2.

must

Attachment

of

the

and sale of the

is effected by affixing a notice

thereof to some conspicuous part of the land, and it is to
state
that, unless the arrears and incidental] charges are paid
within
a date therein mentioned, the land will be brought
to sale.
The attachment is to be notified by public proclamation
on
the land and by the publication of a notice in the
District
Gazette 5.
Management
of property,

at the time of attaching

The Collector may,

of a defaulter,
or at
assume the management

purpose appoint an agent
manage the property.

the

property

any
time during such attachment,
of the property attached, and for this

with an

When

the

establishment of
property

is too

officers to
inconsider-

able, it is to be committed to the charge of such reven
ue officer
as the Collector may think fit. 6 Notice of such assum
ption is
to be given to the defaulter and published in the
District
Gazette 7. The agent so appointed is to collect
the rents and
profits accruing due upon the estate according to the engage1, Section 25,
:
2. Venkanna Iyer vy. The Secretary
of State, (1918) M. W. N, 494,
8. Mekaperuma ர, The Collector of
Salem, 12 Mad, 445,

4,
5,
6.
ie

Section
Section
Section
Section

.

26,
27
28.
29.

CHAP,
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ments subsisting etween the defaulter and those holding under
him, and to maintain an account

ments.

His

accounts

of all receipts :and

are to be submitted to

disburse-

the Collector at

such periods as may be prescribed by him, and

can

be inspect-

ed by the defaulter at any time and acopy thereof taken by him
at his own expense without fee 1. He can proceed against the
agent either

civilly or criminally for any criminal or

illegal act

done by him causing injury to him or his estate, and the tenants
also have the same remedies against him as against the defaulter.?
All‘engagements entered into between the defaulter and his ten-

ants bona fide

without any intention

of defeating

and

delay-

ing the attachment, all leases which are not made at a lower
rate than the usual rates of assessment,-and all leases which are

bona fide for the purpose of erecting factories or of bringing
waste lands into cultivation and executed before attachment,
are binding upon

the Collector ® ; so also are

payments

made

on account of rents and profits actually due before the assumption of management, but not those made after that date, or
made before they were actually due *. Allsums received from
the property attached after paying the expenses of attachment
and management are to be carried in liquidation of the arrears
and interest, and when they are discharged in full, the attachment is to be raised and the property handed over to the
defaulter with a full

account of all receipts and

during its continuance 5.
Any person claiming an

interest

disbursements

in the land

which

has

been or is about to be attached can obtain its release by paying
the arrears, interest and costs.
Such amount, if paid by the
tenant can be deducted from the rent payable by him, and if

Payment by
others,

paid by a mortgagee or other encumbrancer on the estate, or
any person not being in possession of it but claiminy an interest therein

adverse to the defaulter, constitutes a charge on the

land and takes priority according to the date at which the payMent

is made 6,

Without assuming possession, the Collector may proceed
to sell the lands of the defaulter. Previous to the sale, the
1.
2.

Section 30.
Section 31,

8.

Secizon 82; Kunhamad v. Chathu

Nair,

27

Mad. 878;

Venkatesam, (1914) M. W. N. 916.
4. Section 33.

Rams

Reddy

vy.

5,

Section 34.

6,

Section 35,

Sale of immoveable
property,
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Collector or other officer empowered by hins in that behalf is
to issue a notice containing the particulars given in Section 36
(2). which is to be affixed at least one month, before the date of
sale in the Collector’s office, in the Taluq kacheri, in the
nearest police station-house, and some conspicuous part of the

It is to be held by public auction at such time and place

land.

as may be fixed by the Collector or other officer empowered by
him in that behalf and the time may be either prior to or
At the time of
subsequent to the expiration of the fasli year.
the purchase the purchaser must deposit fifteen per cent. of
person
or other
the purchase money with the Collector
empowered by him in that behalf, and pay the balance within
thirty days, and if he fails to do so, the lands are again to be put
. up for sale, and any loss resulting from the second sale and _ ail
the expenses incurred in connection therewith are to be
recovered from the first purchaser in the same away as arrears
of land revenue, and any profit derived from the second sale is
to go to him on whose account the first sale was made1,
If
the purchaser does not pay the balance of the purchase money

within

thirty

days ofthe sale, the

Collector is not

bound

to

forfeit the deposit. When lands were sold by the Revenue
authorities in 1876, but the purchaser did not deposit the
balance of the purchase money till 1879, anda sale certificate
was issued to him in 1880, such a

sale is not invalid 2.

The sale is to be stayed if, at any time

Stay and
setting asida
of sale

previous to’ the

sunset of the day prior to that fixed for sale, any person claiming
an interest in the land tenders the arrears, interest, and the inci-

dental charges incurred in the attachment or management of the

land 8. Heis not, however, bound to depasit the arrears that
had accrued due between the dates of attachment and sale and a
sale held for non-tender

of this amount

also

when

there

has

been a tender for the amount due before those dates is invalid 4,

An agreement between certain bidders that they would not bid
against each other or that they would divide the property
among themselves is not 2 ground for setting aside the gale 5, At.

any time within thirty days from
1.
2.

Section 86,
Sonaya Pillai

5 Mad, 180.

8, Section. 87,

Cc
(

vy. Kalamegham,

the

date of sale, any person

4. The Secretary of Statev.
Gowndar, 22 Mad, 5.
5.

Venkappa

Chart

v.

Gowda, (1918) M. W. N, 191,

Rajah

Pompana
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claiming an interest in the property sold can apply to set it
aside on depositing in the treasury of the taluq in which the
immoveable property is situated, (a) a sum equal to five per
centum of the purchase money, and (b) a sum equal to the
amount of arrears, interest, and incidental charges; and

deposit and

application the Collector is bound to

on such

set aside the

sale and pay the five per centum deposited to the purchaser 41,
Any amount paid under Sections 37 and 37-A by any tenant,
bona fide mortgagee or other incumbrancer, or any person bona

fide claiming any interest in the estate adverse to the defaulter
may be recovered in the manner provided in Section 352.
An
application can also be made within thirty days from the date
of

sale

to

set

it aside

on

the

ground of some irregalarity,

mistake or fraud in publishing and conducting it ; but no sale
is to be set aside on the ground of such irregularity or mistake,
unless substantial injury is proved, g and if any person puts in
an application under Section 38, he cannot present
under Section 37, unless the former is withdrawn.
When

another

no application is made under Section 37-A or one is

made under Section 38 and rejected, the Collector

is to

firm the sale,

recorded

though

he

can

for

other

reasons

conin

writing set it aside. After the sale is confirmed, the Collector
is to give a certificate of sale to the purchaser 4.
The
sale is to be proclaimed in the village in which the lands
are situated, 5 and the purchaser can on application to a Civll
. Court and on production of the certificate of sale issued by the
Collector recover the land purchased by him in the same
manner as if it had been decreed to him by that Court, 6 The
omission of the proprietor of land sold illegally to take steps
_ to set aside the sale does not preclude him from setting up the
illegality as a bar to an action in ejectment by the purchaser. 7
Where the sale is not confirmed, or

is

set

aside

by

the

Col-

lector, the purchaser is entitled to a refund of the amount
_ deposited by him. The non-compliance of Sections 38 and 39
does not affect the validity of the sale, as there is no
1.

Section 87-A.

2. Section
8. Section
Chidambaram
4. Section

$7.
88 ; Bommayya Naidu v.
Chettiar; 22 Mad. 440,
38,

5.

provision

Section 39.

6. Section 40.
1. Senathiyarudayan
dayan, 14 I. C, 708,

vy. Karuppu-

Confirmation
of sale.
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0

in the Act that in the event of the Sections not being complied
with, it is void 1, and the mere omission to display the notice of
sale in the Collector's office is not sufficient to set aside the sale a
There was a difference of opinion in the Madras High Court
whether the real owner can show that the certified purchaser at
a revenue sale was only a benamidar for him, 8 and a Full Bench
has now held that he can. 4 The object of Section 38 is only
to prevent any plea being raised that the defaulter’s interest did

not pass by the sale.5
Power of
review.

+

When the Collector has passed an order
setting aside a sale, he cannot subsequently
has he got the power to review his own order
fere with an order passed by his subordinate

under Section 38
confirm it 6 nor.
refusing to interconfirming a sale

-for arvears of land revenue; 7 nor can the Board of Revenue

Validity of
contracts
entered into
by defaulter
before sale.

in

the exercise of its power of supervision direct the Collector to
cancel a sale confirmed by him, 8
All contracts entered into by the defaulter with his
tenants, and all payments made by them to him are binding
upon the purchaser to the same extent and under the same
circumstances as laid down in Sections 32 and 33.9
They
are only such as do not createa charge on the proprietary
tight in the landor an under-tenure and thereby impair its
value.l0 Where a kanom was granted reserving a rent of
Rs. 5 and it was not alleged or shown that it was lower. than
the usual rent for such

land,

and the object

of

the lease ‘was

essentially to bring waste land into cultivaticn and the jenmi.
agreed to pay the value of improvements to the tenant, it was
held that the agreement to pay compensation for improvements

was binding upon the purchaser at revenue sale!!,
1.

Karuppa Thevan v. Vasudeva Sas-

tri, 6 Mad. 148,

-

5.

Subbarayar

sayyar, 20 Mad

In this case

y. Asirvatha

494.

Upade-

8. Tirumalayappa Pillai vy. Swamt
Niacker, 18 Mad. 469; Subbarayar v.
Asirvatha Upadesayyar, 20 Mad. 494;

6, Kaliappa Gounden,
vy. Venkatachella Thevan, 20 Mad. 258.
7. David Nadar v. Gnana Sambanda
Pandara Sannadhi, 33 Mad. 65; Suadaram Ayyangar vy, Ramasamt Ayyangar,

Muthunaiyan vy. Sinna Samavaiyan,

41 Mad.

2.

Bommayya

Naidu

vy.

Chidam-

baram Chettiar, 22 Mad. 440.

த்

28

Mad. 526; Contra, Narayana Chettiar
y- Chokkappa Mudaliar, 25 Mad. 655.
4.
Narayanasamt
Padayacht
vy.
Govindasami Padayachi, 29 Mad. 473;
Venkatachellam Pillai y. Purushottama
Nath,19 M f. J. 270 ; Rams Reddi vy.

Venkatesam, (1914) M. W. N. 916,

955.

:

8. Sundaram Ayyangar vy. Rama-swamy AYyyangar, 41 Mad. 955.
9. Section 41.
10. Kelan v. Mantkam, 11 Mad. 380.
11. Kunhamad 1. Chathu Nair, 27

Mad, 373.
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DEFAULTER.

.

the kanom

was treated

asa

the

lease and

years.

claim to hold possession for twelve

did

not

defaulter

can

kanomdar

The

before

after the date of sale recover the arrears of rent due
that date by means of all processes except distraint.1

Every sale held for arrears of revenue conveys to the
purchaser the land free of all encumbrances 2, and therefore, of a mortgage 8, or a kanom 4 created on it.
Where the
registered pattadar is an alienee from the widow and the sale
proceedings were conducted after notice to him, the sale passes
the full proprietary interest and not merely that of the widow 5,
As cesses payable to government on account of water supplied
for irrigation are included in the definition of public revenue, a
sale of land for arrears of water cess conveys it to the
purchaser free of encumbrances

®.

But a sale for

arrears under

the Abkari Act 7, or under the Land Improvements Act under
Section 7 (L) (a) 8, or under the Local Boards Act, 9 does not
convey the land free of encumbrances ; but a sale under Section 7 (1) (c) of the Land Improvements Act conveys it free of
all encumbrances.1°
The third mode of realising arrears of revenue is by the
arrest of the defaulter. It can be resorted to only when the arrears
of revenue cannot otherwise be realised, and the

reason to believe that the defaulter is wilfully
ment of the arrears,

or has been guilty

of

Effest of
revenue gale

Coilector

Arrest of
dafaulter.

has

withholding payfraudulent

conduct

in order to evade payment.
The period of imprisonment is
not to exceed two years in any event, six months if the arrears
do not exceed five hundred rupees, or three months if they do
not exceed fifty rupees, but the imprisonment does not ex«
tinguish the debt due to governmentl!.
All the remedies prescribed in the Act

against sureties!2.
1.

Section 48.

8.

The Secretary of State v.

2.

Section 42.

7 Mad.

Sanka-

rayya, 34 Mad. 493.
க் Kelanvy. Manikam, 11 Mad. 380.
Govinda Malavaryaan 5. 178002,
(1920) M. W. N. 701.
-6. Vellapayal Ambalam v. Karupayua
Pillat, 37 Mad. 49 ; Gunnam Dorayya
y. Ayyama Charyrlel, 97 M. L. J. 295.
7. Ramachandra
v,
Ptichikanni,

158

are

available

#16

provided for, all

Unless otherwise specially
4384; Cf.

Raman

v.

Chandan,

15 Mad. 219.

8.

Chinnasami Mudali v. Tirumalai

Pillai, 25 Med.

9.
nitni
10
samt
11.
12.

572.

Muthaswamicr vy. Sri SrimethaSwamiyar, 38 Mad. 336.
Sankaran Numbudripad 9, RamaAyyar, 34 M.L. J. 446..
Section. 48,
Section'50.

Remedies
against
sureties.
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atrears of revenue other than land revenue due to government,
all advances made by government for cultivation or other purposes connected with revenue, all fees or other dues payable
by any person to or on behalf of the village servants employed
in police or revenue duties, and all cesses lawfully imposed
on the land may be recovered as arrears of land revenue 1.
A karnam in a permanently estate is a village servant within
the meaning of section 52. 2
ம்
Suit against
proceedings
under the
Act,

Any person deeming himself aggrieved by any proceedings under the Act may institute a suit for redress before a
Civil Court, provided it is brought within six months from the
date on which the cause of action arose. 2 Section 29 (2)
of the Indian Limitation Act, 1908, corresponding to Section 6

of the earlier

Limitation Act provides that nothing in the

Act

shall affect or alter the period of limitation prescribed by any
special or local law. The effect of this provision is only to shorten

the period

of

limitation for

arrears of revenue

suits to set aside sales

to six months,

held for

but this period is subject to

the general provisions of the Limitation Act which has the effect
of postponing the starting point of limitation or of excluding

any time in the computation of the period of limitation, 4
Therefore Section 15 (2) of the Limitation Act which excludes

fromthe

computation of the period

of limitation the

time

occupied in giving notice of suit to the Collector is applicable to suits brought under Section 59 of the Revenue Recovery

Act.5
In dealing with the question
whether the shorter
period
prescribed by
Section
59, or the longer period
allowed
by
the general
law
applies, a distinction must
be. drawn between
cases’ where
the
revenue authorities
have jurisdiction to make

a sale, but

the

mode

and

formalities

laid down in the Act have been irregularly or improperly
observed, and cases where they have no jurisdiction at all
to make the sale.
In the former case the special period of
limitation applies ; and in the latter that ‘prescribed by the
1. Section 52.
2. Collector of North Arcot
Reddy, 15 Mad. 85.
8, Section 59,

4.

Venkata v.

Chengadu,

1,

Nagi

12 Mad,

168; Isware Patter v. Karuppan, 8 M.
1. J. 255; Srinivasa Iyengar v. The
Secretary of State, 38 Mad. 92.
5. Srinivasa Iyengar y. The Secrex

tary of State, 88 Mad,

99,

-
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general law, 1 and it is for the person who wants to avail

him-

self of the longer period of limitation prescribed by the general
law to establish the circumstances which allow him to take
‘advantage of it.2 A suit to set aside a sale for alleged arrears
of revenue

when

there is in

fact

no

arrear 3; a

suit to

set

aside a sale of minor’s property contrary to the provisions of
Regulation X of 1831 ; 4 a suit to set aside an order of the Collector cancelling a sale already confirmed by him 5 ; asuit to
set aside a sale of lands for which patta was issued to the
tenant and not to the owner in whom the proprietary right was
vested 6; a suit to set aside a sale on account of arrears without
issuing notice under Section 8 ; 7 a suit for refund of tirvajasti
levied under the provisions of the Irrigation Cess Act, 8 are not
governed by the provision contained in Section 59. A mere
demand for tirvajasti purporting to be made under the Revenue
Recovery Act is not a proceeding under the Act 9. Buta suit
to set aside a sale on the ground that

a larger interest than was

liable was sold;19 a suit to set aside a sale on the ground of
collusion between the revenue authorities and the purchaser ;!1
or of combination among the bidders;!2 a suit to recover
amount wrongfully levied for fees due to village officers;
suit fora declaration and injunction regarding an order
the removal of steps and for refund of penal assessment,14

the
13a
for
are

governed by the period of limitation prescribed by Section 59.
Where ‘a mortgagor purchases the property mortgaged

for

arrears

1.

of

Karuppa

revenue

Theron

benami

v.

Vasudeva

12 Mad. 168; Raman

219;

Damodaram

v.

Narayana

Nambudrs,

Raman Naidu v. Bhasuria
Mad,

638;

Nagi

Chandon,

15

Nambudri

v.

17

Reddy

Mad. 189;

Sanyasi,
v.

The Secretary of State,48

cf. Raja

Goundan v. Raja

26

Venkat-

1. C.

844

Goundan, 17

Mad. 184.

2.

Venkanna v. The Secretary of State,

48 1. 0. 844.

8.

Venkatapatht

vy.

Subramanya, 9

Mad. 457,

4.

Swaminatha Iyer vy. Govindasams

Sadayachi, 41-Mad. 733.

5.

Sundaram

Iyengar

swamy Iyengar, 41 Mad.

955.

y.

Rama-

6. The Secretary of State vy. Ahsta-

murtht, 18 Mad, 89.

name of another, the

(1918) M.W.N. 75. This decision is’op-

posed to Venkata v. Chengadu, 12 Mad.

168;

Nagi

ட்

raméah, (1918) M. W.N. 224; Venkanna

y.

the

i. Nagamma y. The Secretary of State

Sastri, 6 Mad. 148; Venkata v.Chengadu,
Mad.

in

at a sale

;

Reddy
பட்

y.

Venkatramiah,

924,

8.
Vengala
Reddit v. The Secretary
0
State, 15 1, C, $28.
noes
9. Ibid,
10
Yellayya v. Viraya, 10 Mad, 62.
11, Venkata vy Chengadu, 12 Mad. 168;
iswara vy. Karuppan, 8 M. LJ. 285;
Raman Naidu y. Bhasuria Sanyasi, 26
Mad. 638.
12. Venkappa Charé v. Pompana Gowd,

(1918) M. W. N. 191.

13, Orry. The Secretary of State, 28
Mad. 571; Suryaprakasa Row v. The Secretary of State, 13M. L. J. 380.
14. Sankarappa Natcken v. The Secree

tary of State, 20 M. L. J. 977.
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c

mortgagee can proceed against it and Section 59 has no application,?
்
Cause of
action,

The cause of action

arises on the date when

but continued to issue

patta

for

the

proceed against the land and bring
the arrears due to it. &
(9)
Remedies
when ayailable,

the

land,

the

temple

can

it to sale in liquidation of

Arrears of rent under the Madras Estates Land Act.

At any time after rent

hasbecome

due,

the

may either sue for it before the Collector, or distrain

landholder

and_

sell

the moveable property of the defaulter, the growing crops or the
produce of the land or trees in the defaulter’s holding,

Defaultor.

sale, is

confirmed by the Collector and not on the date of sale. 2
Where a Head Assistant Collector by virtue of the powers
conferred on him by Regulation VII of 1828 made an order of
confirmation, limitation begins to run from the date of such
confirmation, although it is liable to revision by the Collector
under the Regulation. 8 Where the sale is sought to be set
aside on the ground of fraud, the period of limitation is that
provided by the Revenue Recovery Act, viz., six months, but
the cause of action arises from the date of the discovery of the
11804, 4 These rulings were passed when the Limitation Act
of 1877 was in force and it has been held that they apply
under the Limitation Act of 1908 also.5
Whee government assigned the land zevenue on certain lands to a temple,

or apply

to sell the holding itself.7 The defaulter is the person who js.the
registered pattadar or his heir, or the person whom the land-

holder is bound to

recognise under

Section

146 of the

Arrear includes also the interest due on the rent; 9 but

Act. 8

no

in-

has

not

terest can be claimed on local cess paid by the landholder and
sought to he recovered from an intermediate holder,19 nor on

jodi!

[fina suit

1.

Reddéy

Rami

(1914) M. W. N. 916.

y.

2. Sapabathy Chetty
Naihken, 26 Mad. 495;
Acht

v.

Samsnatha

instituted by a landholder

Venkatesom,
v

Rengappa
Chinnammal

Malavaroyan,

30

Mad 367,
3. Chinnammal Achi vy. Saminatha
Malavaroyan, 80 Mad. 267,
4. Venkata vy. Chengadu, 12 Mad.
168 ; Iswara. Patter v, Karuppan, 8 M.
L. J. 255 ; Muthiah Chetiiar y. Karuthammada Pillai, 18 L. W. 598,

5.

Srinivasa

Iyengar

y. The Secre-

who

tary of State, 38 Mad. 92.
§. Krishnasams எ, Venkatrama, 13
Mad. 319 ; Kasturt Gopala Ayyangar vy.
Anantarama Thivari, 26 Mad. 730.
7. Section 77.
்

8

The

Midnapore

Zemindary

Co.,

Lid. vy. Muthuppadayam, 44 Mad. 534.
9. Vedachalu
Mudaliar
y. Viraraghava

0.
sami

11.

Chariar,

22M.

L. J. 219,

Narayanasami Nuidw
Nadan, 8 L. W. 33.

vy. Rama-

Venkatasubramanyam y. Raja of

Venhatagiri, 11%, W. 528,
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been recognised as such by the Collector for recovery of rent
his title is disputed by the ryot, no decree can be passed in his
favour, unless

his title as lamdholder is established.

In dealing

with such acase one of three courses is open to the Court:
(1) it may itself determine the question in the suit whether the
plaintiff is or is not a landholder; (2) it may ask the plaintiff to
apply to the Collector under Section 3 (5) to recognise him as a
landholder; or (3) it may apply, as nearly as possible, the provisions of Section 194, and for that purpose determine in the
first instance whether as a matter of fact rent has been paid by
the ryot to a third person as alleged by him, and if it is found
that the rent has not been paid, may give him an option of
paying it in Court so that he mey not risk the liability of pay-

ing it overa second time, nor be
as a party to a dispute between the

unnecessarily brought in
two rival claimants to be

recognised as

landholder.

choosing One

of these alternatives, the

In exercising

Course which

would on

the

one

the

discretion

Court

hand

should

and

take

a

discourage frivolous

denial of title on the part of the tenants who wish to avoid the
payment of any rent, and on the other prevent real disputes as
to the title to land being brought up for decision under Section

77.

Where all the parties

are beforethe

Court,

the proper

course for
the
Court before
which the suit
is filed
isto make the inquiry itself 1. One co-sharer can maintain
a suit for ejectment in respect of his share, if the other

co-sharers are made defendants 2, but where one of two joint
landholders purchased. the kudiwaram interest of the ryot,
a suit

by

the

other

landholder

to

eject

the

ryot

is not

maintainable, as his remedy is to sue either for joint possession or for partition, neither of which can be granted by a
Revenue Court. ® A party refusing to join as plaintiff may be
added as defendant. 4 In Sundaram Ayyar v. Kulathu Ayyar 5
it was held that a lessee from

the expiry of

the term

1. Alaga Kudomban
vy. Sitvarama
Iyer, 29 1.0. 81.
9. Subramantan Chettiar y. Peria-

samt Thevar, 26 M. I, J. 435.
3.

Ibid.

4,

Mangalasamy Thevar y. Satiayap-

pa Kadandan, (1913) M. W. N. 669.

5.

89

Mad,

1018.

a

of the

In this

case

landholder had

lease

to

no

right after

proceed against

Spencer, J. based

hig

ground that he was

decision

nota

the
on

the

landholder ;

while Seshagtrt Ayyar,J.drew a distinc.
tion between distrainé and sale of the
holding. Hecould in the former case

but not in the latter. See also Sadasiva
Ayyar, J. in Venkatakshmamma
Seetava, 43 Mad. 786,

vy,
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sale thereof, teven
of the lease.

[CHAP.

though

they

This decision

must

impliedly overruled by- the Full Bench

in Venkata Lakshmamma

v. Achireddy 1,

XIV.

decision

In a suit for rent, the

ryot cannot raise a plea of set-off.2 A plaint cannot be said to be
validly presented, if it is presented to the Head Clerk unless the
Sub-Collector had authorised him to receive it, and a Court
cannot be said to be closed simply because the presiding officer
is not at head-quarters, but on tour.3 Ina suit for rent limitation
arises from the time when rent became due according to
the terms of the tenancy, 4 and in the absence of any such
contract, from the end of the fasli §. Whena patta contained a
clause extending the period for the payment of rent for
two months beyond the expiry of the fasli, limitation runs from
that date, and not from the end of the fasli 6.

A suit for rent

under a registered instrument instituted after the expiry of
three years prescribed by the Estates Land Act (which, however
expired before it came into force) but less than six years when
the rent became due is within time 7;

so also is

a

suit insti-

tuted more than three years after the rent became due, but less
than three years of plaintiff’s attaining majority. 8
Distraint.

Distraint can be availed of only in respect of arrears
accruing due within the next preceding twelve months %. A
landholder cannot distrain the moveable property of an ‘irttermediate landholder for arrears of cess collected from
the
former!0, The following articles are exempt from distraint; (a)
the necessary wearing apparel, cooking vessels, beds and
bedding
of the defaulter, his wife and children, and such personal
orna1, 40M. L. J. 819. In this casa
Sadasiva Ayyar, J. who was a member
of the Full Bench has reconsidered his
decision in the case noted in (5) p 421.
2. Section ;192, (e); Subbarayudu

Naidu

v. Subbarayudu

Naidu,

5 L.

W. 708 ; Raja of Rumnad v. Venkata.
ramier, 43 Mad. 69
5. Receiver Nidadavole
Bstate v.
Suraparusu, 88 Mad, 995,
4. Kanthimathinathon Pillai v.Muthuswami Pillat, 87 Mad, 540
5. Venkatasubba Rao ஏ. Malladora,

1 L. W. 48s.

cake

6.

Doraisamy Reddi

y.

lam Reddy, 27 M. tb. J. 734,

Venkatachal-

7, Miller J. in Sundaramier y. MuthuJanapathigal,
(1912) நா, 37, N. 652
Contra. Abbur Rahim, J ; Ramakrishna i
Chetty v. Subbiar, 88 Mad. 101.
:

8.

Raja of Pittapur v. Venkatasubba

209, 89 Mad. 645; Wallis

C.J.

apd-

Kumarasamy
Sastriar J ; Seshagiri
Ayyar J, dissenting,
9. Section 77.
10. Lakshminarasimham vy.
Ramachantra, 37 Mad. 319,
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dwelling house belonging to the defaulter 1.“In cases where the
outer door of the dwelling is shut, or where the apartments
are appropriated as* zenana or residence for women, he can

break it open in the presence of a police officer in the former
case, and enter the apartment in his presence in the latter case
after giving due notice for the removal of the women, 2 In
case the

distrainer

apprehends

a breach

making the distraint, he can get the
Standing crops

and

other

standing the distraint,

of

the

peace

while

assistance of the police. 3

ungathered produce may,

be tendered and reaped

notwith-

by the

owner

after due notice to the distrainer, and if the former neglects,
the latter can do so at the expense of the former.4 The dis-

trained property must be placed in charge of some one appointed by the distrainer for this purpose, who must store the
grain in some convenient place in the neighbourhood, 5 but
the distrainer must not work the cattle or bullocks, nor make use
of the property distrained but must provide food for cattle and

other live-stock. § Where by reason of the distrainer not taking
proper care of the property distrained, it is lost, damaged, or
destroyed while in his keeping, he may be sued for damages
Withdrnwal
of distraint.

before the Collector by the owner. 7
Distress may be withdrawn (1) by tender or payment of,
or security for, the amount of demand together with subsequent interest and cost of distress to the distrainer at any time
before the date fixed for the sale ; 8(2) by payment of such
amount to the Sale

Officer at

any time

before

by the allowance of the claim to the property

the

sale 9; (3)

preferred

by “a

third person1!9; and (4) by the failure of the distrainer to apply

for sale under Section 92.
Fraudulent
conveyance.

When the defaulter has made a fraudulent conveyance .of
his moveable property to avoid distress, or any person has forcibly or clandestinely taken away property once distrained,
it or its value may be ordered by the Collector to be paid to
the distrainer.11
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Section
Sectton
Section
Section
Sectéon
Section

84.
85.
80.
88 (1)and
83 (8),
86.

(2).

7.
8.
9,
10.
11,

Section
Section
Secléon
Section
Section

88.
87 (1).
87 (2).
89.
90.

:

| provided for by Sections

Sale of ryot’s
holding.

Cc
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103 and

104.

இன

106
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deals

with

the disposal of the pfoceeds of the sale, and” Section 109 0101.
vides for cases of conflict between distraint by landholder and
attachment by a Civil Court. Section 108 saves the person
from whom arrears have been realised without any default on
his part by authorising him to deduct the amount realised from
him from the rent payable by him to his immediate landlord
and so on until the true defaulter is reached.
The third remedy open to the landholder for realising
arrears of rent is by sale of the ryot’s holding and is dealt with
in Sections 111 to 131. The first step to be taken by the landholder is to send within the revenue year in which the arrears
became

due 1,

a written notice

to the Collector to be served

through him on the defaulter requiring him to pay the arrears,
or to institute a suit before the Collector contesting his right of
sale within 30 days of the service of notice on him.2 The procedure to be adopted in such cases is laid down in Section

112,

and also the manner
of service. Affixture of the sale
notice at the last known place of residence of the defaulter
when he was absent at Rangoon for along time and had
no usual place of residence in the village is valid 3. Publication of the sale notice less than 30 days before the date of
sale is only an irregularity and does not vitiate the sale 4.
Provision is made in Section 113 for intimating the service of
notice on the defaulter to the landholder. The defaulter who can
bring a suit under Section 112 is the registered pattadar or his
heir, or the person whom

the landholder is bound

to recognise

under Section 146, and not one who has been paying to the
landholder the rent due on the holding and who has not been
recognised as ryot by the landholder by the acceptance of
muchalika from him, even though he is the transferee of the
original pattadar. 5 In a suit under Section 112 the onus is on
the landholder to prove that he is entitled to claim at a higher
rate, and the fact that the ryot deposited the higher rent into
Court will not shift the onus 6. When the sale of the ryot’s
1.
2.
3.

els

c

(

Section 111.
a
Section 112.
ரத்தன் Narasingadu,

4.

Tid,

299

M.

5. The Médnarore Zemindary Co.,
Lid., v. Muthappudayan, 44 Mad. 584.
6. Raja oh அம
Vv. ‘Paiday9௦, 261, 0,8
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ட்

any similar

andifhe

charge

is-a-tenant

and the charge
or sub-tenant of

the holding, he is entitled to deduct the whole or any
of the

amount

paid

from

immediate landlord; and
manner

Setting aside
ர்:

until

the

any

that

defaulting

Application
Shee
tenants.

to

payable

landlord

may

ryot

is

deduct

reached 2

Only

his

like
such

The Collector cannot on the
aside asale on the ground of

summary remedies provided for the collection of arrears may be
availed of by (1) a landholder against a tenant of private land

in the estate when pattas and muchalikas have been

exchanged

(2) a ryotwari landholder or other registerin proprietary estates against his tenant
taken a written agreement Specifying the
suit by a tenant of a ryotwari landholder

for damages for illegal distraint of moveable
solely cognizable by the Revenue Court10,

{
C

in

material irregularity in the conduct of the sale and consequent
loss to him 9.
Section 134 of the Estates Land Act provides that ‘the

between them, and
ed holder of land
from whom he has
rent to be paid.
A

:

portion

by him to

portion of the holding as is necessary for thé realization of the
arrear is to be brought to sale 3.
The purchaser is to be given
a certificate 4, and takes the property subject to any right or
interest which the ryot has created therein with the landholder’s
permission in writing registered and subject to any encumbrance created before the passing of the Act 5.
A sale of property is to be set aside on payment of the
amount by the defaulter or any person having a right or
interest in the holding affected by the sale, if any application is
made within thirty days from the date of sale ®, A purchaser »
at a rent sale is entitled to notice before it is set aside on the
application of the defaulter. 7 A deposit which cannot be made
on the last day on account of the absence of the presiding officer
may be made the next day 6.
application of the landholder set

of the Act

rent

1. Section 128,
2, Section 129.
8. Section 126,
4. Section 124.
5. Seciion 125; see also ante p, 808,
note 9,
6. Section 181.
1. Vaithilinga Chetti y. Kullappa
8

property

is
;

Naicken, 12 L. W. 354.
8. Ramasamy
Goundan
vy. Rali
Goundan, 42 Mad. 810.
9. Jaganatha
eas
vy. Satyanarayana, 43 Mad.3
10.
ர்
ee vy.
Venkuiarama [yer, 39 Mad. 289.
t
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A

Achukattu,

retain

divided into beds to admit and

Lands

in for irrigation

; lands

prepared

for the

the water let

cultivation

of rice ; rice

fields.
deed, lease, or other

Adaiyolai, The palm leaves on which a mortgage
is written.

engagement

Adangal, An account showing the cultivation in a village ; a book containing accounts
village lands ; an

of a whole

village ; examining

the cultivation

of

estimate ; an appraisement.

Adani, Compulsory labour.
Adasatta-udusutta, Estimate; computation ; an account by estimate.
Adda kaluve, & subordinate channel; one cut from the main watercourse

for irrigation.

Adda katta or kattee, A dam for the purpose of confining water.
Addavu dosilt, An allowance of grain made to the village barber.
Adh-batai,

Division

of produce

in equal

shares.

Adhemuni, WWhen lands are watered from wells constructed at the
expense of individuals, a property in the soil is recognized in the
owners of the wells and distinguished by this term.
Adhika-waram,

்

In South

India,

a

division

larger share is assigned to Brahmans

Adicheri,

That

part

of the village in which

of

the crop

or other
the

in

privileged

hereditary

which

a

persons.

proprietors

live.
Adinattukkudaiyavan: Adinakartan, A proprietor ; an owner ; a landlord ; an heir or inheritor.
Adi-pattadenellu, Waste or sweepings at the foot or bottom of a stack
of straw; a band
of straw, tied round a stack of grain
to
prevent the clandestine removal of any part of it.
Adippukkuli, Wages for threshing corn.
Adippumutalanatu, Quantity of grain threshed.
Adirasu,

Remains

of a heap

of corn ; gleanings.

Admarjai, A term used in leases signifying
Agam,

Grain.

Agamudiyan, A lJandholder,’
T 55

failure from drought.
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Agapat

land,

Land

divided/

amongst

periodically and held ih

the sharehelders

severalty.

Agavilai, The market pricé

of

the

village

5

of grain.

Agavu, An advance of money made to the cultivator.
Agayadi;

Small plots of land on which rice

and which

the ryots claim

is sown

for

transplanting,

free of rent.

Agula, A dam to divert the course of the stream and turn it over the
fields for irrigation.
©
Ali-kulikkanom,
The expenses of the tenant in improving the land
which

are paid to him

on

the determination

of the lease.

Alipadam, Lowest rice lands.
Ali silavu, The expense of preparing gardens.
Amanat, Certain inams in the Bellary and Cuddapah
were not allowed

to be

enjoyed

without

the

districts

holders

which

furnishing

annual security } money kept in deposit.
Amanji, Compulsory service} gratuitous employment of the villagers
in the transport of baggage, etc., for public officers; the general levy
of men

inhabiting

irrigab!le villages for the purpose

the banks or channels, and
dams.
Amej-adharam,

out

for repairing breaches or constructing

Irrigation from more than one source,

wells, water-courses,

of clearing

or

from

tanks,

etc.; the land so irrigated.

Amsapathram, A deedunder which the jenmi
makes over land
for
money borrowed: and the mortgagee pays himself the interest and
gives

the jenmi the purappad

Anadi banjar, Immemorial
Anchana

: Anchina,

An

or residue of

the pattam.

waste.
estimate

or

appraisement

amount and value of the crops on a field.
Anchara-jabita,
An
estimate of each
ryot’s

of

the

probable

share of the

crop; an

account of the estimated crops kept by the viliage accountant.
Anikat, A masonry or brick-work dam across a river or stream
the purpose of diverting water into side channels of irrigation.
Aphalam,

for

A tree past bearing.

Aravada-mera, Emoluments of village servants calculated
on the
extent of cultivation, either of all classes of lands, or of wet lands
alone.
:
Arenashti, A contribution
levied for the purpose of making good
certain losses

incurred

by government.

Ari-mera,

Certain perquisites enjoyed by some

Arju, The

measurement

of a heap

of grain

from

of the village servants.
the bottom to the top

as opposed to évfa, a measurement of the circumference.
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Arunir, Wates allowed to flow in greater or less quantity in proportion to the abundance or scarcity in the tank, usually from

_ the commencenient of June te the end of August.
Asal jama,

The original rents with

in the books

of the Emperor,

which the lands

exclusive

were first charged

of all additions made

since

by government.

Atiukail pasanam, River fed irrigation.
Atiuveppu, Plantaticas bordering the seashore and riveis.
Ayakar, A village servant or officer; one entitled
to the
portion
Ayakat,

of the crop for his services to the village

An

account

of

the

total iand

belonging

றை

or pro-

community.

to a village including

houses, wells, etc., and particulars of its distribution and
tions to be kept by the village accountant; the wet land
nanja
it.

ayakat; the ayakat

The

of atank

term is sometimes,

though

Ayasaya,

Ayan jama, The

Share

regular

wet land irrigated by

incorrectly,

the waterspread of a tank.
Ayanaya:

is the

condiis the

used to designate

iy

of the crop paid to village

rent or

tax

onthe

land;

servants.

the

proper collec-

tions.

Ayilwar,

Subsequent or recent.

or at any

Ayilwar

time since the faisal

nanja

converted

is

wet land recently

into such

from

Azgmaish, An
inspection of crops usually made with
claims for remission of land revenue on the ground

dry land,

reference to
that the crop

has failed.
.

ல்

B

Bad, Fixed payments of grain out of the gross produce of the village.
Bada, Ridge.
Badava-polamu, A low swampy ground.
Badi bad, Lands held on a favourable assessment.
Badikatiu, An ascertainment ; measurement.
Badivaradi,

Classification

of land as of first, second

or third class,

ete.j

collections of contributions for extra expenses of the village rated
on each kaéti of village lands.
Baghayat, Land which, being supplied with water, and adapted to the
cultivation

of various

appropriated
plantains,

useful and

to their growth,

saffron, ginger,

edible

vegetable

substances,

or to that of betel, hemp,

is

sugar-cane,

pepper, tobacco, onions, garlic, chillies,

and other vegetables; also to that of fruit trees, and the areca,
cocoanut, and other palms.
It is assessed at a higher rate than

arable lands according to the value of the produce,
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Low lying land of good quality
three

crops

of

rice, or

two

capable

crops

of ௦ producing

of rice

and

one

annually

of some

other

grain or pulse, or twocrops of rice both of which can be raised
without recourse to artificial means of irrigation.
Baja fasli, Miscellaneous and extra crops, such as sugar-cane, tobacco,
wheat.
Bajibab, Miscellaneous

items

of

revenue

derived

from

various

small

farms and licenses.
8
Bangi, A species of village tenure in Tinnevelly by which ‘the lands
are divided once in every six years among the villagers by lot.
Banjar, Waste land.
Bara-balooty, The twelve kinds of village servants; the number, however, varied a good deal.
Baravard,
An
estimate; a calculation;
what
is summed up; a
statement of district disbursement.
Batai, The division of the crop between the landlord or the government in that capacity, and the cultivator.
Beriz: Berizi, The
amount

Beit:

total

sum

or

of reyenue assessment

aggregate
; the total

same as jama.
Bettu, Land capable of producing

one

of an account
assessment

crop

; the total

of a district:

of rice

annually

(called dry land in the accounts.)
Bhavi : Bhavadi adharam, Irrigation from wells; the land so
Bheasiy, A water-bearer.
Bhogajasti, same as faslijasii, but less common.
Bhoganeshty, Remission on double crop land
for a second crop.
Bidu, Waste or fallow land.

when

watered.

there is no

.
water

Bijawari, Amount of seed required to sow rice land, in old
accounts.
In Kanara there is no record of the area of warg or holding, its
place being taken in the accounts by a record of the bijawari or
amount

of seed required.

Bilmakia, Land or village held at a fixed rent; a fixed quit rent below
the usual standard; as applied to tree pattas, trees situated on
a particular area and which are held by the pattadar on payment
of a fixed sum which is generally less than the usual tree tax.
ம்
Bitiadahola, Field left fallow.
Bondu, A field or crop dried up for want of rain.
Boittu, The husk or chaff of grain after threshing.
Bugara rast; A heap of unwinnowed grain.
ae
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5

Bund,

An embankment against inundation

Burkundaze,

A matchlock

man,

; dyke forming a bank.

but commonly

applied to one armed

with a sword and shield tvho acts as door-keeper, watchman,
or

escort.

guard

்

௦
Cadjan,
The leaf of the palmyra
tree used for writing accounts,
letters, etc., with an iron pen.
Chadavu, Increase of price or rent.
Chahi, Land irrigated from wells.
Chakkubandhi, Land measure.
Chakra-vantige, An extra assessment of 1/15 under the Mahomedan
government.

Chamayam,
Generically the expense of improving land; specifically
for fixtures, as opposed to kuyikur plantations, and vetitu kanom
tillages.
Chapavani, Concealment of cultivation for the purpose of evading
government

revenue,

Chaver,
Land
granted
by
Rajas
to
the families
of deceased
persons in the performance of solemn vows to fight till death
against the enemy.
Cheduru, An allowance of grain made to the ryots in compensation of
the right of gleaning.
Cherakkal,

Land

Cherlabham,

The profit of the earth or soil ; the cultivators share.

Cherujanmam,

appropriated

The

hereditary

village astrologer, carpenter,
their respective villages.

for the support of

right and

Rajas

perquisites

and

temples.

claimed by the

goldsmith, washerman, barber, etc. in

Cheruvu, An artificial pond or tank.
_ Cheta, An allowance of grain made to the head of a village.
Chey, A measure of zanja land varying in different parts.
Chikat puludi, Waste lands

which have

been

ploughed, but not sown.

Chiliki, A field left fallow.

Chiravara-padu, Land recovered from the waste and prepared for the
cultivation of chiravara or chai, a plant yielding a red dye.
Chitta, An account particuiar, for land or cash;a rough draft;a
day book.
Chouki : Choukee, A station or house at which tolls or customs duties
are levied.

Cowle, The document granted by the Collector, proprietor or
of revenue to the subordinate payer

receiver

of revenue or the actual cul-
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tivator, stating the terms of the

agreement

aid

the amount

paid, and securing him against further demands
implies also that the contract or lease’ is granted
conditions,
which

as in the

a remission

cowle; in Malabar

of

case of

the

rent is

granted

cultivation
for

frequently
favourable

of waste

a

it is applied to a grant

; it
on

given

to be

lands;

period

for

by

by government

the

author-

izing the grantee to cultivate waste land.

D
Dalambu, A sluice.
Dalwa, Light crop

of rice grown

in

the

dry

hot weather in

moist

situations.
Damashi,

Proportionate

monigars
Darkhast,

distribution

and karnams

A proposal to

;

money

in lieu of service

allowances

inams

cultivate or rent land

paid

to

resumed.

; a bid ; a request

; an

application.

Devada tirwa, The name given to the assessment of one and a half
times the dry assessment, charged in certain places on dry lands
in which wet cultivation was made by means of wells.
Devasom, Temple property ; temple.
Dhruva-pairu,

Garden

produce;

permanent

crop

;a

tax

levied

on

garden trees after a due period of their plantation.
Dhuligutta,

A rent levied on a field before any

seed is

sown

}

a

dust

srent.

Dititam banjar, Land left waste out
upon
Dow],

to the

A statement

an

estate

or

the

of the particulars of the

district;

district or an estate may
Dry

of

dittam

or

extent

ட்

ryots holding for the year.

grains, Grains

which

an

estimate

gross revenue

of

the

levied frone

amount

which

a~

be expected to yield.

require no irrigation.

Dufter, Records ; the place where records are kept.
Dufterbund, A record or office keeper; allowance

paid

to

such

an

officer.
Dumbala, An order for giving up the government share of the produce

for the year.
ன்
Durmati chitta, An old (A. D. 1801) account for each warg showing
the amount of seed required to sow it, the assessment due thereon and the rent produce (hutwali.)
E
Enak, Inak, A certificate from the mortgagor to the mortgagee, or vice
versa, announcing the transfer of his interest in the property.
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Eri, A large reservoir or place of water, constructed
for purposes

for each

plough

water

்

Ervinei, Plough tax whereby
owners
of
furnish the king gratis with labourers,
rate of one

for storing

of irrigation.

in their

land
were compelled to
whenever required, at the

possession.

Eyrewarry, Some deduction made in favour of non-resident ryots
so
as to put them on an equal footing with the ryotsof the village in
which the land: they cultivate are situated.

E
Faisal,

Original

assessment

; settlement first made

by the British.

Faisal jasti, An assessment or payment
levied over and above
faisal thirwa, and was in former
years used to designate

charge now called tirwa jasti, nir

Ruli,

Faisal tirwa, The rates settled on each
al survey assessment.

Fasli,

:

field at the time of the origin-

Fassal, Crop.
Fassal jasti, Extra crop ; second crop
ly

the
the

grown

where one crop is usual-

grown.
The

revenue

year

commencing

with

ist July and

ending

30th June.
The English year is arrived at by adding
fasli year.
Thus fasli 1282 begins on Ist July 1873.
Fasli jasti, (1) An extra crop or one crop more than usual,

with

591 to the

(2) An extra cess imposed on one crop land when a second
crop

is raised

on

it in the

same

year.

G
Gadda,

A water

course.

Gadde, An embankment ; dyke ; a bank ; land fit for rice cultivation.
Gaddebada, A ridge between rice lands.
Gairada, Waste ; uncultivated.
Ghar terige, A tax similar to mela terige,

but

supposed

to

carry

pro-

prietary rights.
Ghetti

tirwa,

superior

Assessment

payable

kinds of dry grain

such

on

lands

cultivated

as cholam,

with

certain

ragi, etc.

Granddhavari,A register of documents or agreements relating to lands
held by tenants under their jenmis. It is drawn up on palm
leaves and kept by the jenmis.
Guddateru

inam,

Inam

granted

fir bringing

waste

Gunjaish, Applied to the capacities of a village,
reference to a proposed increase of revenue.

into cultivation.

particularly

with
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H
dry

Hakkal, A tax charged for
village waste.

cultivation

(temporary)

on

ordinary

charge

is

made

no

limits,

Rumaki

If within

உ

௩

on

hakkal cultivation, which is also free on all land, whether kumaki
to
or not, in the Amara and Suli maganes which once belonged
0012.
Halla, A water course ; a river bed.
Hangama jody, A peculiar kind of quit
land when

%
rent levied

on personal

inam

cultivated.

Hazir hutwali, Actual rent produce.
Hissa,

A share.

guidance of revenue
land revenue assess-

Hookamnamah A set of written rules for the
officers } standing rules for the details of

ment.
Hole, A lake ; a river.
Hoorla,

A small

water

wheel.

Hulus assessment, Assessment
Hutwali, Produce.
Hyum,

A branch

of

fixed in Dindigul

swarnadayam

which

by Mr. Hurdis-

is fixed or at

least

subject

to little variation 3 the rent derived.from ginger, etc., on the hills.

I
Ijara, A lease or farm of land held at a defined rent or revenue.
Inamiti,

Inam

lands

Inam nirsaraght,
water,
ment

bearing

the property
land under

a small jodi.

tax charged

Water

of

on

government

inam

lands

irrigated: with

the

same

rate as govern-

at

similar circumstances.

Isumdar, The permantent

holder of a village office.

J
Jaft, Distraint or attachment.
Jama: Jumma, The
amount;
revenue

parlance,

aggregate

or

siginifies the total demand

total
for

amount;

in

assessment,

or

the beriz of a village or district.
Jamabandi,

The

settlement

of the amount

of

revenue

from a village,

division or district, and is specially used to signify the annual
settlement with the cultivator under the ryotwari settlement.
Jarayat, A ryot whose sole occupation is agriculture ; used in zemindaries to denote a ryot who has or claims an occupancy right
similar to that of the pattadar.
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Jari, Village or land permanently alienated and settled.
Jenmabhogam,

in the

produce

of

the land:

Jenmakkolu, A fixed:rent which
cannot remove the tenant

cannot

be

raised

the

The

jenntfi.

snare

.

which

is

dué

to

5
and the proprietor

feet

12

of 8to

Jowaree, A species of millet which grows to a height
on a reedy stem.
K
Kabuliat,

An

Kabuliati

agreement

banjar,

through

or engagement

Land

want

of

Kadamai, A tax.
Kadapba, The counter

undertaken

in writing

for

; a counterpart.

cultivation

but

left

waste

rain.

agreement

executed by

the tenant

in

exchange

for his lease.
Kadarambam,

Dry

land;

land

which

depends

watering ; the cultivation of such land.
Kaifiat, A statement or affidavit.
Kail, The actual measurement of the crop
before

Kalam,

its division between

Time

after it

the cultivator and

; season ; the principal cultivation
heap

A

Kalanadai,

entirely upon

of

grain

unthreshed

;

+

is threshed

and

season.

produce of the field, distinguishing the shares of

actual

of the

and

government

the allowance to village servants.
out of the produce of all taxable
‘allotted to the labourers, whether slaves or hired servants.

the cultivators and
Katapadi, A portion of

for

government.

account

an

rain

grain

lands

Kaiar, Barren soil ; waste ground.
" Kalavadi, Sweepings of a threshing floor.
Hire or fee given to labourers or slaves, or inferior village
servants of a portion of grain from the threshing floor, or from

Kalavasam,

' the field, before the division of the crop.
* Kalayi, Rice of a second crop. Kalayi nilam
means

which

nilam

Kalingal,

land on

which

reservoir.

is raised.

single crop,

aritri, a

outlet or sluice for carrying

An

of ariri

is the opposite

off the

surplus

water of a

;

-Kalingu, A dam ; a stone bank or dyke ; a sluice.
°Kamardai, The transfer of proprietary land by a proprietor;
unable

to

cultivate it himself,

to another

person;

to hold

who
for

is
a

given term, on condition of allowing the owner a proportion ‘of
“the produce, the occupant engaging not to dispose of the land to

a, third party.
T

56
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Kambatai, A rice-field.

us

Kanganam, Supervision} inspection.
ம்
Kanganam fee, Fee paid for watching the crop between
the stack } superintendent’s
fee;
tenant for the landlord’s cost of the

field and

contribution
paid
by
supervision
of harvest

the
out

-

kudiwaram.

of the

the

Kanmoi, same as éft.
Kani, A measure of nanja.

௨

Kar, The ploughing season in August-September ; ; rice growing in the
rainy season and reaped in the last months of the year, the first
or small rice crop.
Karai village, Village divided into karais or shares which are or
ought to be periodically distributed.
Kainam, A present ; nuzzer.
Property

Keipbanam,

The

divorce.

of the

widow

death or

a life interest independent

have

children

and

is

which

marital state by

the

of

Moplas

among

marriage

in

given

the termination

on

returnable

karnavan.

Khas ; Private, peculiar, exclusive,
management of government.

Kist, An instalment ;

the word applies

immediate

; estates under the

lands

generally to the

ments for paying revenue.
Kistbundy, The written rules according to which the dates
due and their proportion to the whole
becoming

instal-

fixed

of the kists
demand are

;

fixed.

Kodai, An extra crop of rice raised cither before or after
season or kalam.
Kogam, Permanent.
Kolantkorvai,

Land

cultivated

with paddy

without

the limits of the waterspread,

limits of

waterspread

Kolapiramanam,

being

A statement

the principal

in the bed of tanks,
the cultivation

just

pa

the

prohibited.

of the-whole

extent

and

of the

division

of a village and its lands, wkether cultivated or waste.
Kollai, Dry soil; high ground not capable of artificial irrigation ;
a

backyard;

of the

an

proprietors

inclosed

piece

of

ground

of a village, whether

or

belonging

not continuous

dwelling.

one

to

his
ஐ

Kollaipayir, Corn growing
Kollanubham,

to

on high

ground.

The cultivator’s profit after

deducting

the name vittw valli or charges of cultivation.
supposed to be a third of the gross produce.

expenses

This
ன

under

is generally

GLOSSARY.
Kolunavan,
owner,

An

holding

stances
’ tenure

occwpant
the

opportunity

permanent

Kudimajenmam,

other than the original

by lease or mortgage and

having’
into

of land,

439

A

one

tenure

of

under

particular

converting

; a tenant, a

under

hereditary

his

circum-

temporary

lease or mortgage

which a nominal

quit

holder.

rent only is

paid.

Kudimaramat, The customary
repair of irrigation works.
Kudiwaram,
Kudiyan, A
Kudiyankur,

labour rendered

by

villagers for

the

7

The share of the cultivator.
cultivating tenant.
Cultivator’s share.

Kudiyirumappadu,
A muri or document by which a jenmi who is
entitled to receive porappad from a mortgagee assigns over the
paymeut of it to athird person from whom
he has borrowed
money.
Kudiyiruppu,

The consideration

of 2 fanams which before the

land-tax

a tenant used to pay to a proprietor for land taken for building
alone } the payment was made as a token of fealty tothe jenmi }

the land: taken
poses.
Kulgootason,;
given

In

was used for garden as well as for building

Tinnevelly,;

a fixed sum for which

punja

land

purwas

up.

Kult, A measure of

punja,

Kuliken, The share to which the tenant is entitled for digging pits and

* planting trees.
EKulisothana,

Forming

an estimate of the yield of a field

cutting the crop on

a certain

measuring the grain; in
cutting the crop

plot in each field and

the Ramnad

on a plot of two

zemindary,

koles by two

Kupbpa anchana, Estimate of the produce
gathered, but before it is measured.

by

actually

threshing

it is

done

and

by

koles.

of the field after the crop is

Kuppatam,
A portion of the produce of the taxable land
payable to the mirasidar after the grain is threshed.
Kurukkam, A measure of punja.
Eushki, Dry.

ina village

Kuttadan, A species of paddy sown within the bed of tanksin
the
Palghat District.
Kuttikkanakkola, A kind of memorandum or register written upon the
Rarimbana palm or palmyra leaf, in which is recorded the jenma-
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and the amount

tenanis

or deeds with his

pramanams

« keran’s
of the

pattam share.
:
Kuttineliu Velineliu, Hedge grain ; a contribution ‘formerly
jenmakars for keeping up fences against cattle.

by

made

L
Lakhraj, Rent free !and.
M
Madagu,
Madai,

A sluice to let off water from the tank.

Madupubidu,

Waste

so that he may

a pond

from

A sluice ; a channel

or the like for irrigation.

lands attached to the lands cultivated by a farmer
bring them

into

cultivation.

Magne, Wet cultivation; a district.
Majal, Land capable of producing annually
of rice and
Majare,

one of other

A hamlet

Malguzary,

revenue to

one

grain.

as distinguished

Lands held on

of rice, or

two crops

other

from

mouza

tenure’than

or

principal

village.

and

zemindary

paying

government,

Mailar: Agricultural labourers of the Pariah tribe} cultivators generally.
Manavari, Lands which depend solely on falling rain for irrigation,
not being irrigated artificially ; dry cultivation.

Manavaripats Watered by rain alone.
Manovrithi, Land granted for maintenance.
Marathalai, Scattered trees in a village.
Maravadai, A term used in deeds of transfer of property to convey all
timber and plantations ; also ground on which
kinds of woods,
trees are standing.
Marigommu, An
carried -off.

outlet

by

which

the

surplus water

of

the

tank

is

Marikaru, The second or a light crop ; one of a coarse kind of rice
grown between October and January.
Mavidai, A term used in documents to express game.
Melkkoyma, The right of the sovereign power possessed over property
of which the ownership wasin others.
Melwaram,

The upper 7. e., government

Meni vilachchal,
Meraca,

Dry

Gross

or its assignee's share.

produce.

land ; upland;

high ground.

Metta, High, and dry land not capable of irrigation
rains alone and unfit for rice cultivation.
(
ர்

but

depending

on

—
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Modan: Punam, High land, where a particular kind of paddy is capable
of being cultivated and where
_ planted.
:
ள்
ட்
Mogaru,

Wet

the oil

one crop

land growing

plant,

millet and

one

sometimes

paddy,

of

toor are
grain

crop besides.
Molaimal, A certain limit in the bed of a tank within which cultivation
is prohibited.
Moturpha,

A tax forr rly levied on

artizans,

shepherds;

and

owners

of shops, looms, oil mills, indigo vats, etc.
Mouza, A piace ; a village ; the cultivated lands of a village.
Moyinzabita, List of revenue office establishment.
Muchaltika, A written obligation or agreement;
commonly applied to a counterpart on the

cultivators of land agreeing

a bond;
a deed; it is
part of proprietors or

to the rates of assessment imposed by

government or landholder.
Mudaipunam,
Mujara,

Old cultivated ground.

Remission

granted to ryots for adverse

Mukta, Cutting ; cutting off ;a
a fixed sale of assessment.

seasons.

contract ;an agreement;

Muliuvaili, same as ali silavu; thorn expense;

rent; rate;

the expense

of taking

care of plantations.
Mul patta, A formal title deed granted in the early years of the British
rule

conveying

to

the

grantee

full

proprietary

or

reduction

of

within certain specified boundaries.
Munasit kammi, -Proper remission
or
‘particularly that granted in Dindigul

Munnu:

rights

assessment 3

Peter.

A paddy field requiring only

Nalu Meni Nilam,

seed and capable

by Mr.

mui

one-para of -

of producing three and four-fold.

Murainir, Water allowed

to

flowin turn

day to the fields of each cultivator
to the end:of May.

and for a fixed period each

from

the

beginning

of

April

N
Nala adharam, Irrigation from
fields so irrigated.

natural

water

courses

or walas; the

்

Nalgoru, Land which having been untilled is let to farmers
ment

that

government

shall

haye

one

share

of

on agree-

the produce

and

the cultivators three.
Nalubhayam,

The

four products,

applied to the produce

collectively of

the cocoanut, the betel-nut, the pepper, and the jack tree,
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Nanja,

Soil that is fit for the cultivation of rice, admitting of

irrigation,

and

hence

contradistinction

commonly

to punja

termed

“ ‘wet ground

ee

or soil”

or dry.

Nanja taram punja: Nanja seikal: Nanja
el pbunja, Wet ப
like dry; wet lands which are not fit for paddy cultivation for
reasons such as the high position of the lands with reference to
the water level of their respective tanks, and their consequent
inaccessibility to water, etc., those lands being therefore cultivated
with
Nanja

dry grains such as raggy,

vanpayir,

Wet

cholam,

etc.

land cultivated with certain special crops

called

vanpayir, such as betel-vine, sugar-cane, plantains, etc,
Nabhargati, Individually ; man by man; the nabhargati account
that which shows the holding of each pattadar,

is

Nattam, That part of the village lands on which the houses of the
mirasidars are built, as distinct from the lands attached to the
village ; a village, specially one inhabited by Sudras, in opposition

to an agraharam, one inhabited by Brahmans.
Nattankai, A bed or part of a field kept moist in which the rice is
sown for the purpose of being ‘transplanted when it is grown up.
Natiu, Plants thickly sown for the purpose of being
Nelaterige,

Ground

villages or town.
right.
Nettikatt, The

tax charged in

Payment

bazaar

sites

transplanted.

and streets

in

large

of this tax does not give a proprietary

crest of a hill adjoining

cultivation;

the watershed

a hill.

of

i

Nikuti, Land tax payable in money introduced by the Mahomedans.
Nilavu @nchana, Estimate of the produce of a field before the crop is
cut.

Nirbatta, A cess levied on wet lands to meet the expenses attending the
repairs of the tanks and

other

works

of

irrigation

under

they are situated.
Nirsariga; A cess charged when lands situated under one
irrigation are also irrigated from another source.

which

source of

Nuzzer: Nazanara, Literally a present or gift especially from a
subordinate to a superior; but the term is more particularly.
applied to sums received as gratuities, although in fact exacted by
the state as fees or fines upon an assignment of revenue to an inor upon
an appointment
or succession
to a jagir or

dividual,

other possession although hereditary ; premium.

2
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Obbadi, Treading out ௦010 7, threshing by means of cattle;
used to denote

harvest.

Odai, A watercourse
Ogaruvumuta,

An

generally
4

; bank: 5 ditch.

allowance

of

grain

given

to

the measurers

crop,
Okkaliga, A cultivator ; a farmer; an inhabitant.
Olugu, An acccoun’ Kept by the village
account of the
and extent of fields composing a village.

of

the

measurement

P
Padakanikai,

A money

ryots in

certain

payment

made

villagesin

the

as a presert
Ramnad

to the landlord

zemindary

on

by

punja

lands.

Padugai,

Land

in the bed or on the

banks of a river, especially fit for

rice cultivation.

Paimali, Lands or crops destroyed by the marching of troops ; compensation for damage done to standing crops by the passage of
troops.

Paimash,

Land

measurement

; it

denotes

ment made by the British.
Palaswatantaram, Allowances in grain

to

commonly
village

the

first

settle-

artificers.

Palli, A village.
Patligramam,
Palliyal,

A village belonging to a temple.

Alow

grown

rice

land;a

piece

so that it might be

of ground

tramsplanted

upon

which

afterwards

paddy

into

is

a nanja

field.

Panchamati,

An estimate of the loss on paddy lands from want of care

when the landlord’s share

is taken in

kind;

it

is so called

be-

cause it is usually estimated by five people.

Panchan hissa, One-fifth share.
Pangumatlai, A list or roll of shares in a village showing the amount
of land cultivated by each member of the community, the changes
of

property,

and whether
cultivators.

the

original

cultivated

by

divisions,

the

the

quality

proprietors

Panguvali, A village in which the co-sharers
and not defined land.

or

of

by

the

lands,

migratory

own certain shares therein

Panibuditi, Land which has been submerged by
breeching of a tank.

excessive rain

by

the

» A444
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Panmala. Betel vine
‘Para,

Ten

cultivation.

ட
It is nearer

or Dangalis, whatever may the quantity of the latter.
to the marakal that to any other measure in Madras.
Para

of seed land,

an extent

of seed necessary to sow

quantity

The

Idangalis

is ten

next in quantity to it, that

of the measure

of

land.
Paramba, Dry land as opposed to wet land.
Parari, A ryot who has disappeared from a villdze.
Pasivari, Tax on fish caught in ponds.
Pataverty, Village in which the lands have been divided among the
co-sharers.

Patla, Wet land submerged during the heavy

rains

growing

only

of the monsoon,
annually.

Patiadai,

under

A corn-rick}

paddy

one

crop

used

specially

and

artificially irrigated

Pattadapac’ Chal, Lands
denote wet lands

therefore

and

months

early

of

to

wells.

a portion

of the crop given

as compensation
to

the ploughman.,
Pattaikal,

High

land

irrigated by water

Paiti, Hamlet or small villages.
Peshkush, The rent payable by

the

thrown

owners

up from

of

a lower level.

permanenily

settled

estates to government.

Perunir,

Water

allowed to flow without limitation during the rainy
season from the beginning of September to the end of March or
thereabouts.
;

Peshanum, A coarse kind of rice ripening late ; also
harvest or gathering of that sort of rice.

applied

Peshkar, An agent or deputy ; a subordinate revenue officer.
is not now

applied

in ryotwari

tracts, but

is

to; the

The term

retained in proprie-

tary estates.

;

Podukal, Land which has been assessed, but isnot in occupancy.
Policheletiu, 1, Renewal of a lease,
2. Fee paid to a proprietor on the occasion.
Ponikadu,

A

customary

rent

payable

by

the

cultivators

unassessed portions of lands situated on hills, which
with manvetiis or hand spades, pickaxes and hooks.
Ponum,

High

land overrun

with

underwood

cultivation with particular kinds of grain

but which

sown

of

is capable of

in holes dug with

a& spade.

Puili, Outturn j estimate made by village offices before harvest.
Punja baghayat, Garden cultivation when made on punja land,
‘

small

were worked

டு

APPENDIX
THE

PASSED.

BY

THE

An Act to explain the
grants

from

CROWN

GRANTS

“ACT

OF

XV

1895.

GOVERNOR-GENERAL

Transfer

the Crown,

OF

of Property Act,

and

to remove

of the Crown in relation to such

ACT.

INDIA

1882,

certain

IN

so

COUNCIL.

far

doubts

as

relates

as to the

grants.

WHEREAS doubts have arisen as to the extent and operation of
fer of Property Act, 1882, and as to the power of the Crown to impose
and restrictions upon grants and other transfers of land mada by it or
authority, and it is expedient to remove such doubts ; itis nereby
follows :—

1.

2.

to

powers

(1)

This Act may

(2)

It extends to the whole of British India ;

(8)

Repeated by Act X of 1914.

the Translimitations
under its
enacted as

be called the Crown Grants Act, 1895.

Nothing in the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, contained shall

apply,

or be deemed ever to haye applied, to any grant or other transfer of land or of
any inperost therein heretofore made or hereafter to be made by or on behalf of
Her Majesty the Queen-Empress,
her heirs, or successors, or by or on bebalf of
the.Secretary of State for India in Council to, or in favour of, any person whom-

‘sover; but every such grant and transfer shall be construed and take offect as if the
said Act had not been passed 1.
8.
All provisions, restrictions, conditions, and limitations
ever contained
in any such grant or transfer as aforesaid shall be valid, and take effect according
to their tenor, any tule of law, statute, or enactment ofthe Legislature to the

contrary notwithstanding 2.
1. For the object and intention of the
Act, sea Dost

Muhammad

Khan

v.

The

ment are not

exempted from

tion by virtue of the

Act,

registra-

Munshi

dal

Bank of Upper Burma, 3 A. Li. J. 129 ;
628 ; The Secretary of State v. Kasturz

v. The Nottfied Area of Barant, 36

Reddt, 26 Mad. 268.
;
An absolute grant by
government
does
not restrict the power of
the
grantee tosell or mortgage the property,

The Secretary of State, 48 Mad. 65.

Upper

Haji Muhammad
Nasurudin Khan
Hagambara Mudaly, 2 M. Ti, 'T. 55.

Dost Muhammad Khan
Burma,

Leases

vy. The Bank

3 A. Ta. J. 129;

by of

on

லி

behaif

of

of

628.

govern-

176;
2.

line

dissented

from

Power

government

of

of succession

ordinary law, Sheo

Kunwar,

27 All.

All.

in Moosa Kutts y.
to create a

different

from

Singh v.

Raghuban

684:

821.

A.

the
208;
y.

c
c
௨

PERMANENT SETTLEMENT REGULATION.
REGULATION XXV OF 1802.
PASSED

ON

THE

13TH

JULY
௫

1802.
~

A Regulation for declaring the proprietary right of lands to be vested in
individual persons, and for defining the rights of such persons, under a
permanent Assessment of the Land-revenue in the British territories subject to the Presidency of Fort St. George.
WHEREAS

it is known

to the zemindars,

mirasidars, ryots, and cultivators

of land in the territories subject to the Government of Fort St. George, that from
the earliest until the present period of time the public assessment of the landrevenue has never been fixed ; but that, according to the practice of Asiatic Governmenits, the assessment of the land-reyvenue has fluctuated without any fixed
principles for the determination of the amount, and without any security to the
zemindars or other persons for the continuance of a moderate land tax; that,
on the contrary, frequent inquiries have been instituted by the ruling Power,
whether

Hindoo

or

Mahomedan,

for

the

purpose

of

augmenting

the

assess.

ment of the land revenue; that it has been
customary to regulate such
augmentations by the inquiries and opinions of the -local officers appointed
by the ruling Power for the -time
being; and that in the attainment
of an increased revenue on such .foundations, it has been usual for the
Government to deprive the zemindars, and to appoint persons on its own behalf to
the management of the zemindaries, thereby reserving to the ruling Power the

implied right, and the actual exercise of
whatever ; and whereas

the proprietary

it is obvious to the said

possession of all

zemindars,

lands

mirasidars,-ryots

and

cultivators of land that such a mode of administration must be injurious to the
permanent prosperity of the country by obstructing the progress of agriculture,
population and wealth, and destructive of the comfort of individual persons by
diminishing the security of personal freedom and of private property ; wherefore,
the British Government,

impressed with a

deep sense ofthe

injuries

arising to

the State and to its subjects from the operation of such principles, has resolved
to remove from its administration so fruitful a source of uncertainty and disquietude, to grant to zemindars and other land-holders, their heirs and succes8o0rs @ permanent property in their land in all time to come, and to fix for ever
a moderate assessment of public revenue on such lands, the amount of which
shall never be liable to be increased under any circumstances. 1

2.

In conformity to these principles, an assessment

lands liable to

pay

revenue to the

Government;

and, in

shall be fixed
consequence

on all
of such

assessment, the proprietary right of the soil shall become vested in the zemindars
or other proprietors of land, and in their heirs and lawful successors for ever. ?
1. Gonstruction of the Regulation,
see pp. 24, 25, 29, 298.

2. Meaning of proprietary right, see
pp. 29, 124, 145,
ப
ண்கள
ர
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3.

XXv

OF

1802.

451
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௫

Where the condisions of the permanent assessment of the revenue may

have been adjusted, a sanad-t:milkiyat-t-istimrar, or deed of permanent

property,

shall be granted on tlie part of the British Government

being,

to all

persons

or

constituted to be, zemindars or proprietors of land; and each zemindar or proprietor of land shall execute and deliver to the Collector of the district a corresponding

kabuliyat.

The

said sanad and kabuliyat

of tenure by which the lands

shall contain

the

conditions

and

articles

shall be held.

In all cases of dispute assessment, reference shall be had to the sanads
and kabuliyats, and judgment shall be given by the Courts
of Judicature in
conformity to the conditions under which the agreement may have been formed

in each

particular case.
த.

The Government

discretion in continuing

haying reserved

or

to

itself

the

entire

exercise

abolishing, temporarily or permanently,

of revenue included, according to the custom and practice of the

the

of

its

articles

country,

under

the several heads of salt and saltpetre—oi the sayar, or duties by sea or land—
of the abkari, or tax on the sale of spirituous liquors and intoxicating drugs—of
the excise on articles of consumption—of all taxes, personal and professional, as
well as those derived from markets 1, fairs or bazaars, of lakhiraj lands (or lands
exempt from the payment of publis
டட.
and of ail other lands paying only

favourable quit-rents—the permanent
exclusively of the said articles

5

The

Government

now

assessment of the land-tax shall be made

recited.?

having charged

itself generally with:the

mainten-

establishments as may be requisitaein the several
mance and support of such
provinces, cities, and towns, for the better keeping of the police, no lands shall

be considered, as

heretofore, to be holden on the

condition of performing

police

duties, unless the -same shall be specially provided for in the sanad-i-milkiyat-iistimrar: and all lands or russooms heretofore appointed to the support of the

police establishments
may think fit.3

shall be disposed of in such

manner as the Government

landholders shall regularly pay in all seasons, in the current
6. The
coin of their respective provinces, the amount of the permanent assessment fixed
on their lands; the remission of revenue which has occasionally been. granted

according to the custom of the country on account of drought, inundation, or
other calamity of the season, shall cease and never be revived : and where landholders

may

fail to discharge their pecuniary

engagements,

their property

shall

be answerable for the consequence of such failure.
Where such failure may occur, the personal property of landholders
7.
shall, in the first instance, be attached, and ultimately their lands shall be liable

them for ever, if necessary, for the

to be sold and transferred from
the public reyenue.*
8.

previous

Proprietors

of land

consent of the

they may think

shall be

at free liberty

Government, or of any other

proper, by sale, gift or otherwise,

whole, or in any part of their zemindaries

1, See pp. 120, 121, 128, 129, 171.
_8.

See p. 121.

க

to transfer

payment of

without

the

authority, to whomever

their proprietary

; such transfers

right in the

of land shall be

valid

2, Right of resumption, see p. 131, 275—284,
4. See p. 407—408,

?
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shall be respected
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REGULATION.

by Courts of Judicature

and hy

the officers

of Govern.

' ment ; ptovided they shall not be repugnant to the Mahomedan or to the Hindu
Laws or to the Regulations of the British Government.
But unless such sale’
gift or transfer shall haye been regularly registered at the office of the
Collector, and unless the public assesment shall havo been previously determined
and fixed on suoh-separated portions of land by the Collector, such sale, gift,
or transfer shall be of no legal force or effect, nor shall such transaction exempt
a zemindar from the payment of any part of the public land tax assessed on

the entire zemindari previously to such transfer, but the whole zemindari shall
continue to be answerable for the total land tax, in the same manner as if no

such transaction‘had occurred },
9. Where a part of a zemindari may be sold for the liquidation of arrear
of the public assessment, or for the satisfaction of a decree of a Court of Judicature, or where part of a Zeminda!i may be transferred by sale, gift, or otherWise, the zemindar or landholder shall furnish to the Collector true and correct
accounts of the entire zemindari, and of the portions of the zemindari about to

be separated for a period of time not less than the thres years preceding such sale
or transfer, in order that the due proportion of the public revenue may
thereon.

The
always

assessment

bear the same

the total permanent
whole zemindary.?

40.
44.
blished

to

be

fixed

in

be

fixed

this case on the separated lands

shall

pioporticn to the actual value of the

jama onthe

zemindari bears

to

the

separated

actual

portion

value

of

as

the

[Repeated by Madras Aci IZ of 1869]
The zemindars or landholders
number of karnams in the several

shall support the regular and estavillages of their respective zemin-

daries.
The karnams shall be appointed from time to time by the zemindars
and shall obey all legal orders issued by them; but the karnams shall not be
liable to be removed from their offices, except
by the sentence ofa Court of

Judicature.

aes

Where

a zemindar,

or his

under-farmers,

tenants, or ryots,

may

have

cause of complaint against a karnam for breach of his duty, such zemindar shall
be free to institute a sult in the Adalat of the gila for the purpose of bringing
such karnam fo trial and punishment; but, where a zemindar may deprive a
karnam of his office without such previous regular process, the zemindar shall
be liable to make such satisfaction for the injury as the Adalat of the zilah
may decree.
Where

Gourt of

a karnam

Judicature,

may

be dismissed

the zemindar

from the family of the last incumbent,

found
family

capable
may

be

of performing
capable of

from

his office by the

sentence of a

shall in the first instance select a successor
provided

any

member

of that

family

be

the duty of karnam ; but where no member of the

discharging

the

duty

of karnam,

in that

case the

zemindar shall exercise his discretion in the appointment of a proper person.
The name of the person appointed to succeed to the office of karnam shall be
reported to the Collector of the zilah by the zemindar.
1.

Power of alienation, See pp. 132,

185-197,

ட்

2.

see pp. 182, 188,

6

REGULATION
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1802.

453 -

42,
It shall nou be‘competent to proprietors of land to appropriate any part
of a landed estate perman_ntly assessed to religious or charitable, or to any other
purposes by which it may be intended to exempt such lands from bearing their
portion of the public tax;

nor

resume lands, or to fix a new
time when such proprietor
situated) to religious or to
than or Devadayam, of
Madad Ma’ash, or Piran,
described under the general

shall

it be

assessment

competent

on lands

to

which

a proprietor

of

land

may be allotted

to

(at the

may become possessed of the estate in which lands are
charitable purposes under the denominations of DevasBrahmadayam
or Agraharam,
of Yaumia,
Jivadan or
Fakiran, or any other description of exempted lands
term of lakhirsaj, unless the consent of the Government

shall have been previously obtained for that purpose.
43. Where the consent of the Government may have been obtainei to a particular appropriation of the lands above described, the proprietor of the estate in
which

such lands are situated shall pay such assessment

of revenue as may

be fixed

on the said lands by the Collector of the zila,
44. Zemindars
ryots for rent, either in

or

landholders
money

or

shall

in kind,

of time grant to each ryot a patta or kaul,

enter

into

and shall

engagements
within

a

with

reasonable

their
period

defining the amount to be paid by him,

and explaining every condition of the engagement.
And the said zemindars or
landholders shall .grant regular receipts to the ryots*for discharges in money or
in kind made by the ryots on account of the zemindars.
Where a zomindar after
the expiration of a reasonable period of time from the execution of his kabuliyat

may neglect or refuse to comply with the demand of his under-farmers or ryots for
the pattas or receipts above mentioned, such zemindar
the Adalat of the zila, and shall pay such damages

shaJl be liable to be sued in
as may be decreed by the

Adalat to the complainant.
45. Zemindars shall aid and assist the officers of Government in apprehending and securing offenders ofall descriptions, and they shall inquire and give
notice to the Magistrates of robbers or other disturbers of the public peace
may be found, or who may seek refuge, in their zemindaries.

:

1.

See

p. 198.

who

PERMANENT

SETTLEMENT
REGULATION

PASSED

ON

IV

THE

INTKRPRETATION,
OF

12th JULY

1822.

1822.

A Regulation declaring the true intont and meaning of Regulation KXV
of
1802, so far as it relates to the rights of the actual Cultivators of the soil.
DOUBTS

Regulations

haying

enacted

ovcurred

regarding the

for insuring

the

prompt

meaning

realization

and

construction of

of the

rents due

the

and

payable by the actual cultivators of the soil, either to the officers of Government
on the public account, or to zemindars or others entitled to receive the same by
inheritance or purchase, or in virtue of special grants issued by the ruling authority
on -terras of a permanent or temporary settlement of the land revenue; it has
become necessary for Government to declare, that in passing those Regulations it

had no intention of authorizing any infringement or limitation of any established
rights of any class of its subjects whatsoever, such rights being properly determinable by judicial investigation only.
The Honourable the Govyernor-in-Council bas
therefore been pleased to ௨88

the following Regulation :—

2.
Itis hereby declared that the provisions of Regulation XXV of 1802 were
not meant to define, limit, infringe or destroy the actual rights of any desoription
of landholders or tenants; but-merely to point out in what manner tenants might.
be proceeded against, in the event of their not Paying the rents justly due from
them, leaying them to recover their rights, if infringed, with full costs aud
damages, in the established Conrts of Justice |,

1.

See pp. 29, 298,

LAND

REGISTRATION.

REGULATION
PASSED

ON THE

XXVI

OF

13th JULY

1802.
1802.

A Regulation for governing the registration of landed estates paying revenue
to the Government in the British Territories subject to the Presidency of
Fort St. George,
WHEREAS it is expedient that public means should
purpose of ascertaining the public revenue on landed estates
Government as well as for prescribing rules for the

be established for the
paying revenue to the

transfer of all lands; wherefore

the following rules have been passed for that purposes :—
2.
The Collectors of zilag shall keep public registers, according to the
forms prescribed by the Board of Revenue, for the purpose of registering the landed

property paying reyenue to Governnient

within

their

respective

zilas,

and shall

enter all transfers of land from one proprietor to another, which said registers shall
be open at all times to tha inspection of persons concerned in seeing them!,
3. Transfers of land made by individual persons, without being so registered in the registers of the Collectors, shall not be valid in Oourts of Adalat; and
such transfers of land, being unregistered, shall not exempt the persons in whose

names the entire

estates

are

registered from

paying the revenue

ment from such lands.

1.

See pp. 183, 176-177.

due

to Govern-
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LAND

REVENUE
ACT

An Act to make better
portions

provision

of permanently

ASSESSMENT.

I OF

for

the

1876.

separate agsessment

of

alienated

settled estates.

Whereas it is desirable to make better provision for the separate assessment to land-revenue of portions of permanently settled estates alienated by sale or
otherwise; It is hereby enacted as follows :—
3,
he alienor or alienee of any
the representative of any such alienor or
district in which such portion ig situate
alienee and for its separate assessment in

portion
alionee,
for its
respect

of a permanently settled estate, or
may apply to the Collestor of the
registration in the mame
of the
of land-revenue.

2.
The Oollector shall thereupon hold an inquiry as to who
owner of the property in respect of which the application is madel.

is

the

present

For the purposes of such inquiry the Collector shall publish a notice in the
local Gasetie , in three successive issues,

that the application

has

been

made, and

that, unless cause is shown to the contrary within sixty days from the date of
notice, such separate assessment will be made.
He shall also cause notice of the inquiry
alienee who has not joined in the application.

to

be given to

any alienor

or

If on such inquiry it appears that the alienation has taken place and that
all the parties to such alienation concur in applying for the separate assessment of
the portion alienated, and if objection is not taken by any person interested in the
estate, or being taken is.disallowed by the Colleator, the Collector shall proceed to
register the alienated portionin the name of the alienee and to appurtion the assessment on such alienated portion in the manner
Il of 1864.

provided in section 45 of Madras

Act

8. Upon such assessment being declared, there shall be deducted from the
land-revenue payable fn respect of such estate an amount equal to the sum assessed
on the portion so separately assassed.
4.

Upon such assessment

being made, the portion so.assessed shall no longer

be liable in respect of arrears of revenue due by the

estate

of

part ; nor shall such estate be liable in respect of the portion

5.
tion may

which

it

formed

a

so assessed.

Any person aggrieved by the fact of the separate registration of such pore
sue in a Civil Court for a decree declaring that such separate registration

ought not to be made.

6.
Civil Court

Any person aggrieved by thea Collector’s refusal to register may sue

in

a

for a decree declaring that such separate registration ought to be made.

1.

See pp. 188—184.

* LAND

REVENUE

ASSESSMENT
ACT

II OF

AMENDMENT.

1914.

SS

An act to amend the Madras Land Revenue Assessment Act, 1876.
be

WHERBAS it is expedient that persons other than Distriat Collectors should
authorized to exercise the powers and perform the duties referred to in the

Madras

Land Revenue

Assessment

Act, 1876;

It is hereby enacted as follows :—

4. This Act may be called ““The Madras Land Revenue Assessment (Amendment) Act, 1914.”
2.

The words

‘‘ Collector of the distriet ’’ and

Tiand Revenue

Assessment Act, 1876,

be empowered

by the

Collector in respect

Governor-in-Counecil
of alienated

shall be deemed to have always
such functions.

80

shall

include
to

any

‘‘ Gollector’’

in the Madras

officer who

exercise the

portions of any

included

any

may

functions of

permanenily

officer who has

settled

District

estate

heretofore

%. Notwithstanding anything in the Indian Limitation Act, 1908,
aggrieved,—
(a)

hereafter
a

and

exercised

any

per-

by the fact of the separate registration between the first day of January
1912 and the commencement
of this Act by an officer other than

the Colleotor of the district of any portion of a

permanently settled

estate, or

(b)

by the refusal between the said dates by such
portion of a permanently-settled estate,
may

within twelve

months

after the

officer to

commencement

of

register any

this Act sue

in a civil court ior a decree that such registration ought not to be
made, or ought to be made, as the case may be.
2

THE MADRAS IMPARTIBLE
AcT

II oF

ESTATES ACT.

1904.

An Act to declare that certain estates are impartible and that the proprietors
of suoh estates cannot exercise unrestricted powers of alienation in res8pect thereof.:
WHEREAS
and

it is expedient to amend the law

inalienability of certain estates ; It is hereby
4.

(1)

This Act may

in

regard

to

be called the Madras

and South

impartibility

Impartible Estates

(2) It extends to the whole of the Presidency of Madras
of Malabar

the

enacted as follows :—
Act,

1904.

except the

districts

Canara,

(8) On this Act coming into force, the Madras Impartible Estates Act, 1902>
and the Madras Impartible Estates Continuance Act, 1903, shall be repealed.
2. In this Act unless there is something repugnant in

the subject or context:

(1) ‘‘Alienation”’ includes a temporary transfer, such as a mortgage or a lease.
(2) *‘ Impartible

estate *?. means

an

estate descendible to

subject to the other incidents of impartible estates

in Southern

a single heir and

India.

(8) ** Proprietor of an impartible estate ’’ means the person entitled to possession thereof as single heir under the special custom of the family or locality in

which the estate is situated or if there be no such family or local custom under the
general custom regulating the succession to impartible estates in Southern India.
S..

The estates included in the schedule shall

4%.

(1)

be

deemed

to

be

impartible

estases:
ihg or binding

The proprietor of an impariible estate shall be
by his debts,

such estate

or any part

incapable of alienat-

thereof beyond

his

own

life-

time unless the alienation shall be made, or the debt incurred, under circumstances
which would entitle the managing member of a joint Hindu family, not being the
father or grandfather of the other coparceners, to make an alienation
of the joint
property, or incur a debt, binding on the shares of the other coparceners
independently of their consent.

(2)
In particular and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing
provisions, the proprietor of an impartible ostate is hereby expressly authorized.—
(a)
(6)

to grant sites for public charitable and public religious institutions;
to grant mining or quarrying leases for terms not exceeding sixty
years and leases of the pannai or home farm lands for terms not exceeding
i.

fifteen

years, provided that every such

shaH be by registered dead

and shall be

in possession not later than twelve
:

ச

1,

Sea pp. 135-187.

lease—
made

to

months after

take

affect

its date;
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shall

reserve the-best rent that can reasonably be obtained,
regard; being had to‘any money.laid out or to be laid out
by the lessee for the benefit of the estate, but not to any

;
=

iii.

fine or premium paid or to be paid in
granting such lease;
ues
shall contain

covenant by the lessee for

a

iv.

re-entry on

of

and @ condition

the

consideration
of

rent

being

paid

payment

not

rent

of

within a time therein specified not exceeding three months;
if a mining or quarrying lease, may make the rent ascertainable by or to vary according to the acreage worked, or by

or according to the quantities of any mineral or substance
converted, carried away, Or
merchantable,
gotten, made
disposed of in or from such estate, or any other land, or by

or according to any facilities given in that behalf, and may
without

or

reserve a fixed or minimum

rent

with

the

remt

according

or

quantity in any specified period does not produce
amount equal tO the fixed or minimum rent,to make

an
up

case

for the lessee, in

the deficiency in any subsequent
rent

specified period,

other than the fixed or minimum

impartible

estate to

for

provide

free

of

rent.

pcwer

(8) Nothing in this section shall be construed to restrict ‘the
ownet of an

power

acreage

to

of

default

in

the succession.thereto

the
of

heirs,
suck
When the proprietor of an impartible estate proposes to grant any
5.
lease as specified in section 4, sub section (2), clause (5), it shall be lawiul for such
proprietor or the intending lessee to submit a draft of the propcsed lease to the
Board of Revenue for approval, and the Board, if satisfied after making such en-

quiry and giving such notices as it thinks fit, that the terms of such draft lease are

in accordance with the provisions of this Act, may approve thereof and affix its
seal thereto in token of approval ; and if the proprietor shall thereaiter execute the
lease in the terms of the draft lease so approved and sealed, such lease shall be
deemed to have been duly granted in accordance with the provisions of this Act.
6.
Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained, the proprietor of an
suoh
impartible estate shall be incapable of alienating, or binding by his debits
estate or any part thereof beyond his own lifetime for the payment of land
revenue due to Government, unless he shall
have
first obtained the consent in

writing of the Collector of
consent shal] not be refused

the

district

in

which

the

estate

is

unless in the opinion of the Collector

situated.
the

Such

case is one

in which the land revenue due to Government May be realized by the management
of the estate under the provisions of the Madras Revenue Recovery Act, 1864.
7.
This Act shall not affect alienations made
or debis incurred before
the coming into force of this Act, and shal] cease to apply to estates or parts of

estates which may hereafter be lawfully

alienated otherwise

than

by temporary0

transfer.

8.
(1) In computing the period of limitation applicable to suits and legal
proceedings other than suits stayed and to appeals barred:by the Madras Impartible

Estates Act, 1902, the
were

stayed

or

barred

period during
by

the

said

which
Act

such
shall

suits,

proceedings

be excluded,

or

appeals

and all euch suits,

ACT

It

proceedings and appealseshall be deemed

within

such period

the meaning

oF
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1904.

have keen actively

to

prosecuted

during

Transfer of Property Acw,

52 of the

of -section

1882,

(2)
Madras

If in

any

Impartible

suit, or

procéeding

Estates Continuance

or appeal

permitted

Act, 1903, it be

astate named in tke schedule attached to this Act is partible,
deemed

not to have been mentioned

North
Kalahasti.

2.

Karvetnagar.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Punganuru.
Kangundi.
Bangari Palayam.
Naraganti Palayam.
Vallivedu and
Kamavaram
sions of Pulicherla Palayam.

8.
9.

Gudipati Palayam.
Tumba Palayam.

ஆ 9 14

Kalluru Palayam.
| Arni Jagir.
South Arcot,

Divi-

7.
8.

Chinnakimidi,
8867102802. .

9.

Humma.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Bodogada.
Surangi.
Jarada.
Budarasingi.
Tarla.

16.

WBiridi,

16.

Paluru.

3.
4.
5.

Pithapuram.
Nidadavolu, Baharzhalli and Ambarapeta,
Vegayammapete.
Yangallamudi.
Bhadrachallam.

6.

Kotip2lli
in
zemindari.
7.
Telikicherla,
8.
Vilasa.
9.
Janupaile.

Kalahasti.

the

Jaljimudi.

Kistna.

Samattur.

NANO
ம

Poravipalayam.

oD

Vedapaitti.

Ramapatnam.

1.
2.
8.

Devarakota.
Munagula Paragana.
Chinialapatti Vantu.

Metratti.
Tungavi.
Jottampatti.

On௫

pw.

.

‘Parlakimidi.
Dharakota.
Kallikota.
Peddakimidi
Chikati.
Mandaga.

ட்

Ganjam.

ஐக் ஒப

Madura,

ஜை

pee tes

10.

Uttukuli.
* Kottam patti,

estate shall be

Godavari.
1.
2.

Chingilepui.

அல்

such

by the
that any

SCHEDULE.

Vetta valam.
Kurumba Goundan Jagir.
Jadaya Goundan Jagir.
Atiya Goundan Jagir.

Coimbatore.

proceed

in the schedule.

Arcot.

1.

to

finally decided

10.

Ramuad.
Sivaganga.
Rettayambadi.
Peraiyur.

Saptur.
Bodingikkanur.
Gandamanaickanur.
Ayakkudi,
Idayankottai,
Ammayanayakanur,

Vijianagram

C
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Tiunevelly.

Sandaiyur.
Tevaram,

Hrasakkanayakkanur. *-

Venkatagiri.
Chundi.
Mutyalapadu.

Salem.
Shulagiri

bend

.

ww

படம

Kalahasti.

ம் 1-4 பட பம் பூம
Oo
pH
m2

Oo

Mambarai.

tat

Jyotilanayakkanur.
Uttappanayakkanur.
Doddappanayakkanur.
Nadukottai.
Melakottai.

Tanjore.

Kttiyapuram.

Sivagiri.~
Settur. |
Urkkadu.
Singam patti.
Uitumalai.

Mantyachi.
Kadambur.
Attankarai.

Nadavakurichchi
Talaivankottai,
Alagapuri.

Minor

Divisior.

Mannarkottai.

Sennalkudi and Kadambankulam.
Kollapatti.
Kollankondan.
Avudaiyapuram.

Trichinopoly.

Palaiyapattu.

Ankusagiri Palaiyapattu.
Peria Kalrayan Nad.
Chinna Kalrayan Nad.
Aria Gounden Jagir.

ACT.

ஓ

= இர

Te Oe

ESTATES

Puliyankulam.

Nellore.

இல மலி டம
பட்டர்

IMPARTIBLE

நம

42.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

MADRAS

Marungapuri,
டி Cee

11.

TEE

Kadavur,
Turaiyur.
Udayarpalaiyam,

10.
11,

Attivetti.

ao

oR OE

Vizianagram,

Dan

Ghandarvakottai,
Kallakottai.
Konur.
Sillattur.
Palayavanam.
Pappanadu.
Singavanam.
Madukkur.
Neduvasal.
Sendangudi.

ary
ஓ

ஐ

ap ep

)Vizagepatam.

11,

Bobbili.
Saluru.
Madugula.
Jey pore.
Kurupam,
Sangamvalasa.
Kasipuram.

Pachipenta,.
Andhra.

Saripalli

Bhimayaram.

THE KARNAMS REGULATION.
REGULATION

PASBED

XXIX

OF

1802. 1

ON THE 13tn JULY 1802.

A Regulation for establishing the Office of
of the said Office, in the British
Fort St. George.

Karnam, and

Territories

defining the Duties

subject to the Presidency

of

3. The office of karnam being still of great importance to tha preservation of
the rights and proparby of the people, it is expedient to provide for the continuance
of that office on an efficient establishment,
decision of suitsin the Courlsof Judicature,

for the purpose of facilitating the
of preventing the diminution of the

fixed reyenue of the Government, and of securing

individual persons from injustice

; by enabling the public officers of Government and the Courts of Judicature to
procure authentic information and eccounts.
In conformity, therefore, to the
ancient usages of the country, the following rules have been enacted for the esta-

blishment of the office of karnam :—
2. An office of record, under a karnam, shall be established in each village of
a district where the land-revenue may have been permanently assessed on the lands 7
provided the revenues arising from such village, inclusively
of charges, may
amount
to the annual sum of four hundred: pagodas or upwards.
Buitin villages
where the gnnual revenue may be less than the said sun) of four hundred pagodas,
it shall be competent for one karnam to superintend and discharge the duties of the

karnam’s office in two or more Villages.
3.

The nomination

of persons to the office of karnam

shall be in the

actual

proprietors of lands 2.
%.

[Revealed by Act No. XIT of 1876.]

5.

Karnams shall not bs dismissed from their offices except by

of a Court of Judicature.
6.

Where

dismission, the
shall within

vacancies

may

occur in \the office

landholder concerned

thirty

days

the sentence

f
shall report

of karnam,

the event to

nominate a prdper person to fill the

eibher by death or

the

Collector, and

vacancy,

acquainting

the Collector with the name of such person,
1. Upon the extension of Mad. Act If
of

1894

office

or

any portion thereof

of Village

Accountant

estate this Regulation ceases to
force in such eatate.—Mad. Act

to

in

be
II

the

any

in
of

1894,8.3; No

portion

tion

any local araa which

not

applies to

a

permanently

of this

Regulais

settled proprietary

estate,—-Mad. Act III of 1895, S. 2.
2, See pp. 246.248, 256-259.
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:
7. In filling vacancies in tha offica of the karnam,:the heirs of the preceding —
“karnam shall be chosen by the landholders concerned, except in cases of incapacity,
on proof of which before the Judge of the zila, the said landholders shall be free
to exercise their discretion in the nomination of persons to fill vacancies 1.
8.
Proprietors of land
kachari of the Collector, and
authentic lists containing the
the names of the villages of
keep the accounts.

shall deposit. in the Adalat of the zila, in the head
in the principal kachari. of each zamindari or estate
names of the karnams on their respective estates, and
which the said karnams may have been appointed to
©

9.
It shall be competent for the Board of Revenue at the
authorize, through the channel of the Collectors, the proprietors of

the number of karnams in all
sable to the said Board.

10.

cases where

such reductions

Presidency to
land to reduce

may appear to ba advi.

Proprietors of land neglecting to appoint karnams shall be liable to fine

for such neglect, at the discretion of the

44.

First.—Karnams

duly

Adalat of the zila.

appointed

to their

offices shall keep

completa

registers of the extent of the lands in each village, specifying the boundaries and
landmarks and showing their appropriation : namely, arable, cultivated and un-

cultivated, pasture,

occupied for

houses,

waste in hills, jungle, or rocks.

gardens,

rivers,

tanks,

sptings or wells,

்

Second.—The said registers shall specify the extent and description of land
in each village exempt from paying revenue to Government at the time when the
Permanent aasessment was fixed, the purposes to which the exempted lands are
appropriated, and the names of the holders of such lands.
Third.—The

by

grants

such

said

or sanads

registers shall

from

specify the

lands in

each village exempted

paying revenue to Government, the purposes for which

lands were granted, the condition of the gtant, and the

names

of the holders.

Fourth.—Karnams shall report to the proprietors of landg the Geath of all
incumbents on lands exempted from the paymené of revenue to Government.~
Fifth.—Karnams
shall be present at the estimation of the crop, at the
beating out, and at the measuring of the grain,
Sieth.—Karnams shall keep true accounts of the 27088 produce of all lands,
whether paying revenue to Government or not ; where the produce of such lands

may

be shared

enter in their

between the

registers the

proprietors
quantity

and
of

the

grain

cultivators,
go divided,

்

division.

karnams,

shall

as well as the

also

rates

of

Seventh.—Karnams shall enter in their registers the rates and amount of
all fees and meras appropriated to the officers and servants of the Villages, specifying whether such feesor meras are payable from the gross produce of the entire
lands, from the proprietor’s share, or from the ryot’s share.

Highth.—Where

lands may

be

liable

to pay money-rents,

keep registers of the extent of the land cultivated, and

karnams

of the rates and

the money-rents.
Ninih.—Karnams

of

the

rates

and

shall

amount of

shall keep registers of the land cultivated in gardens, and

amount of the division of the produce

produce may be divided inkind.

-

of such

்

iands,

when

the

௭.

ல்
payments
்

REGULATION

Tenth.—Karnasns shall keap
zs
collected in each village.

Eleventh.—Karnams

of grain.

XXIX

OF

registers of

shall keep monthly

1802.
the

465

quit-rent

and

1eady

money

registers of .the price of all

kinds

eh

, Lwelfth.—Karnams shall keep registers of strangers passing or repassing
as reported to him by the village-watcher, and such registers shall at all times be
open to the inspection of the officers of police.

Thirteenth.—Karnams
actual revenue

‘shall keep .the

accounts

and charges of the village, and ‘the

“which

records

of

are
their

to

exhibit

offices

the

entire ;

and shall not carry such accounts or records out :of their respective Villages, unless
required to do so by competent authority.
Karnams secreting the accounts or records of their offices, or transporting them beyond their respective villages, except
by due authority, shall be liable to fine and imprisonment until the accounts and
records may

be produced ; but proprietors or farmers of Jand shall at all times

have

free access to the accounts and records, with power to take copies of them,
42. Karnams shall produce, whenever required by the proprietor or farmer
of the lands, by the Collector, or by the Adalat of the zila, the records and accounts
relating to the lands, produce, revenue, and charges of their villages respectively.
43.
Collectors shall not demand from karnams their accounts or records for
any other purpose than that of assessing the public revenue upon the portions of
estates which it may be necessary to divide, in consequence of attachment for
arrears of revenue, or in pursuance of a decree of a Court of Judicature, or for ths
accommodation of the joint proprietors of lands;
provided that this section
shall not be Gonstrued
to preclude Collectors
or
other public
officers from
the information required for the administration of the
demanding from karnams

revenues of such lands as may escheat to Government or remain khas after attachment

for arrears of revenue.

4%.
On complaints by proprietors of land, the Adalats of the several zilss
shall have authority to make orders to prohibit the Collectors respectively from
demanding the attendance of the karname, the accounts, or information; and to
levy fines from such Collectors for persisting to demand their attendance, accounts,
or information, for any other purposes than those authorised by this Regulation.

45.
Where Collectors or Courts of Judicature miy have occasion to require
the attendance of a karnam, & notice shall be delivered to the said karnam, specifying the time and place of attendance, the nature of the accounts required, and
the persons before whom

such accounts shall be examined.

46.
Where karnams may refuse to comply, or may
unreasonably delay to
comply with such notice duly communicated, it shall be competent for the Adalat
to punish karnams by fine or imprisonment, until the accounts or information re-

quired be produced.

'

47. Karnams shall be compellable to swear to the truth of such accounts
or information as‘they may furnish before a Court of Judicature’; and it shall be
competent for the Court to grant a commission for the purpose of receiving the
depositions of such karnams as it may be necessary to examine at a distance from
the court; provided that the said commission shall contain the name of each
karnam to be examined on oath.

T
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48.

Where

karnams

may

deliver false

or fabricated: or

mutilated

or information, after having been duly sworn, the Judge of Adalat
such karnams to be tried for the crime of perjury. .
ட்
49.
karnams

Proprietors

of

land

or

for the purpose of procuring

information, shall also
ornation of perjury.

be committed

other

persons

associating

false or fabricated

by the Judge of tha

accounts

shall-commmit

themseleves

or mutilated

with

accounts

or

Adalat for trial for sub-
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ACT II OF 18941,
An act to amend the law relating to

,

village officers in

permanently

settled

and cartain other Estates
WHEREAS

it is expedient to amend

the law relating to village-officers in per-

manently-settled estates, in unsettled palaiyams, and in inam villages, and to make
better provision for their appointment and
and summary punishment of misconduct

remuneration,

and

for the

cr neglect of duty

generally, for securing their efficieney ; 1b is hereby
CHAPTER

on

prevention

their

part,

and

enacted as follows :—

I.

PRELIMINARY.
4.

This Act may be called the Madras Proprietary

Estates’ Village

Service

Act, 1894,
2.
The Government may, by notification, extend this
thereof to any estate within the Presidency of Madras, and to

the following classes
officers

may

(1)
(2)
(8)
and

may

of

village-officers, by

be locally known,

whatever

Act
or any portion
the offica
of any
of

designations

such

village-

in such estates:—

village acoountanis ;
heads of villages ;
village watchmen or police-officers ;

at any

time rescind, revoke, amend

or vary any

such notification.

In.cage of doubt whether a village-officer in any estate falls under any“of the
above classes, the Government shall have power to. decide whether
officer comes under any of the above classes, and, if so, under which

8.
Village

Upon the extension of this Act or of any

portion

such

village.

of them.

thereof to the office of

accountant in any estate, section 11 of Madras Regulation

XXV

of 1802 and

Madras Regulation -XXIX of 1802 (a Regulation for establishing the office of karnam, and defining the duties of the said office) shall cease to be in foree in such
estate.

4%.

In

this

Act,

unless

there

is

something

repugnant in the subject or

context,—

“estate” means—,
(a) any permanently-settled
mitta,
(6)

any

or palaiyam
portion

estate,

whether

a

zemindary,

estate

which

jaghir,

;

‘of such

permenantly-settled

separately registered in the

office of the Collector ;

(c) any unsettled palaiyam or jaghir ;
1.

See pp. 248-258,

has

been
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(8) any igam village of which
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the grants wee

fnade or ‘confirmed

by

the British Government;
(e) any portion consisting of one or more villazes,
of any of the
estates specified above in clauses (a), (0), and (c), which is held
on @ permanent under-tenure;
‘“‘proprietor.’? means
any person in whose name any estate is for the
time being registered in the office of the Collector of
the
district
wherein the
estate is situated and, in respect of an estate specified above in clause
(¢), the
holder thereof ;
where an estate is so registered in the names ot two or more persong
as
joint-owners thereof, tha proprietor shall, for the purposes of this Act, be the person
who is recognized by the other joint
owners asthe
manager of the
estate, or
who, in case of dispute, is recognized
by the Collector as senior joint-owner ;
If one or more villages or portions thereof
in any
estate be
grouped or
amalgamated with one or mote villages or portions thereof, in any other estate,
the Oollestor shall declare’ which of the -proprietots of. the said villages shall for
the purposes of the Act be the Proprietor of the new village.

“village” means any local area situated ‘in or constituting an estate to
which this Act or any portion thereof has ‘been extended, and which is now recognized as a village, or which may

hereafter

be declared by

Government

for the pur-

poses of this Act to be a village.
*" village-office’’ means, in respsct of any estate, an office in such estate
to which this Act or any portion thereof has been extended by notification under
seotion 2; and
office.

“village-officer’’ means
:

a person holding

CHAPTER
VILLAGE

ESTABLISHMENTS

APPOINTMENT

AND

or discharging the

duties of such

IT.
; THEIR

STRENGTH,

CONTROL.

Sis

5.
Every proprietor shall, within three months after requisition from the
District Collector, prepare a register containing particulars of all thevillage- officers
and village seryants employed in his estate, and of their emoluments
and duties,
in a form to be prescribe] by the Board of Revenue, and shall seubeatt it to tha
District Collector:
Provided that the said Collector may at his discretion extend the period
for the submission of the said register.
6.
(1) Whenever it appears to the District Collector that, as a matter of adMinistrative convenience, it is desirable that any portion of a village should be
registered as a separate Village, or that two or more villages or portions thereof
should be grouped or amalgamated, he shall, by notice in writing, require the Pro.
ptietor or proprietors concerned, and also the village offieseis (likely to be afiected
by the proposed change, fo show cause, within three months
after service of such
notice, why such portion of a village should ‘not beso registered, or such villages
or portions thereof be so grouped or amalgamated.
ல்

(2) IE the proprietors or

the

village-officers

cause, the said Collector shall submit the

aforesaid fail

to

show such

reeords of the proceedings‘to the Board of
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Revenue, and shall than, with the previous sanction of the said Board, declares by
notification in the District Gazette, such portion of a village or such
villages * or
portions thereof sp grouped or amalgamated to be a village for the purposes of this
Act, and shall cause such notification fo be published
in the said village, and a
copy thereof to be furnished to the proprietors.
Before according
such
sanetion

the Board of Revenue shall consider any representations which
it within three months of the Collestor’s submission
tors,

or by the village-officers aforesaid,

may

of the record by

bea

made to

the

proprie-

or by others affected.

7.
Inevery villages there shall be maintained so many
and
such
Village
officers as the District
Collector, subject to the orders of the Board of Revenue,

may direct.

i

8,
Hvery vecancy caused by the death or resignation
of a Village officer
shall, within thirty days after the oecurrense theraof, be reported by
the proprietor to the Revenue Officer in charge of the division of the
district
wherein
suoh

village is situated.
9.
When a vacancy has ocourred in a village-office, or the District Collector
directs that a village-officer shall be appointed to 2 newly-created
village-office,
the proprietor of the village shall, within six weeks, appoint
a person
to such
vacant or newly-created village-office, and
send
notice
of the
appointment
in
writing in such form as the Board of Revenue may, by rules made under section 82,
prescribe, to the Revenue Officer in charge of the division of the distriot in which

the village is situated.
40.
In making an appointment under section 9, the proprietor shall-observe
the rules contained in the following sub-sections ;—
(1) No

pergon shall be eligible for appointment

(a) is not of the male sex ;

to any village-office, who.—

i

>

(b) has not attained the age of majority ;
ச
fri

(c) is not physically
of the office ;

and mentally capable

of discharging the duties

(d) has not qualified according to the educational test preoribed for
the office in question by the Board of Revenue by rules made
under seetion 32 ;
(e)

has been convicted by a Criminal Court of any offence which, in
the opinion of the Revenue Officer in charge of the division, or
of the District Collector, disqualifies him’ 7for holding the office,

(2) The succession to all hereditary villages-offices shall devolve on a
single heir according to the general customand rule of primogeniture governing
succession, to impartible zemindaris

in Southern

India.

(3) Where the next heir to an hereditary villege-office is not qualified under
* sub-section (1), the proprietor shall appoint the person next in order of succession
- “who is go qualified, and, in the absenca of any such person in the line of succession,
may appoint any person duly qualified under sub-section (1).
44. (1) If the Revenue officer to whom noticed of appointment is sant under
section 9 considers the person appointed to be disqualified under sub-section (1) of
the preceding section,
he may, at any time Within threa months from the date of the
>
>

470
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by him of the said notice of appointment,

clauses (c) and (e) in sub-section (1)

of

section

SERVICE.

and,

ino cases

falling

under

notice

to the

giving

after

10,

parties concerned, and making enquiry, record his objections, an@;call
upon
the
proprietor to appoint another person, and the
proprietor| shall
thereupon
do
so
and send notice of such new appointment to the said
Revenua
officer
within six
weeks after such requisition:
Provided
that
the person
first appointed
discharge the duties of the office, and be entitled
to
until his appointment
is set aside, and another person

by
the proprietor
shall
the emoluments
thereof
ise@ppointed in his place.

(2) Lf the notice of appointment referred to in section 9, or the notice

of

the new appointment referred to in sub-section (1), is not
received
within the
Prescribed time, or if the person newly appointed under
sub-section
(1)
is also
considered by the said Revenue Officer, after giving notice and making enquiry as
aforesaid, to be disqualified as aforesaid, such officer may make the Bppom pret
himself by selecting a person duly qualified under section 10.

(8)

Whenever

an appointment

is disallowed

under

this section, an

shall lie to the District Collector within one month, or, if the

officer

appeal

disallowing

the appointment

is the District Collector, an appeal shall
lie to the Board
of
Revenue within three months,
12.
Where an hereditary village-office has become vacant by the dismissal
or suspension of the last holder, the authority by whom he was dismissed or susPended may direct that, until the death or return to duty of such last holder, the
duties of the office shall be performed by some person duly
qualified
under subsection (1) of section 10, who is not an undivided member of the
family
of the
dismissed or suspended officer, t0 ba appointad
by the proprietor
subject to the
approval of the Revenue Officer in charge of the division :
(
Provided that, when the officer who
has been dismissed dies; or if the
officer who has been suspended dies while
under suspension,
the
vacanoy caused
by such death shall be filled up in accordance with the
provision
of sub-sections
(2) and (3) of section 10,
ants
413.
(1) When the person who would otherwise be entitled to succeed to an
hereditary village-office is a minor, the proprietor shall submit
his name to the
Revenues Officer in charge of the division for registration as the heir oi the last holder,
and shall, at the time and
gubject tothe
approval
of the
said Revenue Officer,
appoint some other person qualified under sub-section (1) of section 10 to discharge
the duties of tke office until the person registered as heir, on attaining majority, or

within three years thereafter,

is qualified, under sub-section

(1) of

sestion

10, to

discharge the duties of the office himself, when he shall be appointed therato by
the
proprietor.

Ii the person registered ag heir under thie section dies, or if he remains
disqualified under sub-section 1 of
section
10 for three
years after attaining
majority, the vacancy shall be filled up in accordance with the
provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of section 10.
3
44%.
(1) If a vacancy is cauged
by the
resignation,
dismissal, removal, or
suspension of the holder of an hereditary village office, and.the authority by whom
he was dismissed or suspended does not give the direction referred
to
in gection
12, the vacancy shall be filled up in accordance
with the provisions of the Act as
if it had been caused hy the death of the said holder provided
tHat, upon the
6
6

க
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expiry of the period of’ sugpension of an officer who has been
or

dismissed, removed,

any reason, an officer, who has been

suspended,

or

suspended, is
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if,sfor
permit-

ted to resume the offiee from which he has been dismissed, removed, or suspended,
the person appointed, to fill the vacanoy caused by the said suspension, dismissal,
or removal shall cease to hold office,
ments

to appoint-

apply

(2) The provisions of section 11 shall mutatis mutandis
to be made under this section and sections 12 and 18.

(1) When two or more villages or portions thereof are grouped or amal48.
gamated under this’ Act to form a single new village, or any village is divided into
village so grouped,
villagesor
two or more villages, all the village offices ofthe
amalgamated, or divided shall cease to exist, and new offices, which shall be hereditary if any of the offices they replace were hereditary, shall be created for the new

village or villages. In choosing percons to all such new offices, the

shall

proprietor

the famiselect the persons whom he may consider the best qualified from among
lies of the last holders of the cffices which have been abolished, and shal] report his
Officer in charge of the

action to the Revenue

division,

(2) Ii in any village two or more village-cffices of any one olass exist, and
the District Collector, acting under section 7, considers that a reduction in the
number

of such offices is necessary, he shall give notice

to that effect

tothe

pro-«

prietor who shall thereupon dispense with the services of the officers no longer
required, shall retain those whom he may consider to be best qualified to discharge
the duties of the remaining offices,
Officer in charge of the division.
(௨)

If the propristor fails

and shall

report

his

action

to

the

Revenue

to submit

the report referred to in sub-sections

(1) and (2) within six weeks of the creation of the new Cffices, or of the issue of the
District Collestor’s notice, diresting a reduction in the number of Village-offices, the
powers vested in the proprietor

Revenue Officer in charge

. 46.

by sub-sections

(1) and

(2) may

be exercised

by the

oi the division.

(1) A proprietor empowered in this behalf by the Board of Revenue

may, after enquiry, fine any village-officer, to the extent of three rupees, for
, misconduct or neglect of duty as such village-officer, and shall record his reasons
for so doing in writing, and furnish a copy of the same to such village-officer and.
to the Revenue Officer in charge of the division.
An appealshall lie within one
month from the date of furnishing such copy against such fine to the said Revenue
Officer whose decision shall be final.
்

The powers

any proprietor

(2)
motion

may,

The Districh

or on complaint

Village officer, for
»

conferred under
at any

this sub-section by the Board of Revenue on

time, be withdrawn.

Collector or

and after

Revenue Officer aforesaid

enquiry, fine, suspend,

misconduct, or for neglect of duty

officer or for non-residence in the village, and
°in writing,
and furnish a copy of the
same

officer concerned.
ed in sub-section

(8)
aforesaid

may, of his own

dismiss, or

remove

any

or incapacity as such village-

shall record his reasons for so doing
to the proprietor and to the vyillage-

Hyery village-officer convicted of an offence of the kind mention(1) (2) of section 10 shall be dismissed.

Against every order passed by the District Collector or Revenue Officer

under sub-section

(2), an appeal shall lie to the Board of Revenue

three months, or to the District Collector within

within

one month, ag the case.may be,
3

ம்
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௦
The dacision on appeal of the Board of Revenue or the said Collector,
as
lie within
shall
the cage may be, shall be final: Provided that a second ‘appeal
three months to the Board of Revenue against the order of the District
Collector
confirming on appeal the crder of the Revenue
Officer in charge of the division
dismissing a village-officer.

i

CHAPTER

Iii.

THE VILLAGE SERVICE CESS ; ITS AMOUNT AND 4PPORTIONMENT
AND THE METHOD AND INCIDENTS OF ITs LEVY.
17.

If the remuneration

of a village-office consists in

whole

orin

part of

lands, or assignments of revenue payable in respect of lands, granted or continued
in respect of or annexed to such village-office by the State, the Government
may
enfranchise the said lands from

the condition of service, by tha imposition

rent under the rules for the tizne being in force in respect
of village-service inams in villages not permanently

of the

settled, or

of

quit-

enfranchisement
under

such

rules

as the Government may lay down iu this bebalf ; such enfranchisement shall take
effect from such date as the government may notify ;
Provided that the said enfranchisement shall be applicable to all lands or
assignments as aforesaid, even though, at the time this Act comes into force, they
may not be devoted to the purpose for which they were originally granted.
and provided, further, that any lands or emoluments
derived from
lands

which may haya been granted by the proprietor for
service, and which

are still so held or enjoyed, may

the
be

remumoration
resumed

by

of

village-

the grantor or -

his representative!

:

Every anfranchisement

purporting

fo

have been

made

under

section

17

between the 1st of April 1912 and the commencement of this Act shall be deemed
to have been validly made.
Sections 18 to 26 and 28 were repealed by sacticn 18 of Act TIT of 1914..
27.
On or after the date notified under the provisions of this Chapter
(1) if in any estate the cost of village establishments was provided for by
a reduction of the parmanent assessment on thse condition that the amount of
such reduction should be deyoted to paying the village establishments, it shall be
lawful for the Government to require the propriator to pay, along with the present
Permanent assessment, such sum, not exceoding the amount of such reduction,
a8 represents

the annual

remuneration

at the time of such

reduction

of the classes

of village-officers brought within the scope of this Act;
(2)

where the said cost of village

establishments

was provided

for

by

a

deduction from the assets of an estate before its permanent assessment was fixed,
it shall be lawful for the Government to require the proprietor to pay, along with
the present permanent assessment, a sum equal to that by which it would have
been increased had no such deduction been made on account of the remuneration
of the classas of village-officers brought within the scopes of this Act;
see

in either of the cases referred to in sub-sections

(1) and (2) the proprieter™

shall no longer be liable for the payment of such classes of village-officers;
(8) whore the cost of Maintaining any
office to which this Act has been
extended under section 2, and which is in existence in an estate
at the date upon
ite

See ந.
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which this Act is extended thereto, was included in the assets upon which the permanent assessment of the estate was fixed, the said permanent assessment shall be

reduced to the améunt at which it
the assets taken Place.

would have been fixed had no such inelusiou in

(4) if, in any case, the rent payable to a proprietor in respeet of any land
has been fixed under an agreements, subsisting on the date of this Act coming into
force, to the effect that any portion of the rentuneration of the village-officers shall
be borne by the tenant or the
proprietor as the case may be, it shall be lawiul for
the proprietor or tenant tO apply to the Collector for sanction to increase the said
rent, orto
demand
its raduction;
and the Collector shall, upon receipt of such
application, and upon
satisfactory proof of the justice of the claim, grant such
sanction, and increase or reduce the rent, to the amount at whichit
would have

been fixed had no such agreament been entered into.

CHAPTER
THE

VILLAGE

IV.

SERVICE FUND; ITS CONSTITUTION
OF SALARIES THEREFROM.

29.
Onorafter
the dats notified in
Chapter III, the village-officers -shall be paid
which they may be entitled according to such
be prescribed by the Board of Revenue by rules

AND

THE

PAYMENT

any estate under the provisions
of
the salariesand cther allowances to
scale, and in such
manner, as may
made under section 32.

30.
On or after the date
notified in any estate under the provisions
of
Chapter III, all fees, contributions,
and allowances collected or demandable
in
such estate for the
remuneration
of village-officers
shall
absolutely
cease and
determine.
Whoever, thoreafter, in such estate demands, collects,
fees, contributions, or allowances, shall, on conviction before

or receives such
a Magistrate, be

liabie to a fine not excecding fifty rupees.
CHAPTER

V.

GENERAL.

E:very proprietor who wilfully omits—

81.

(a) to furnish a register as required by section 5,
(0) to submit the name of a minor heir as required by section 13,
shall be liable to the imposition

by the District Collector of a penalty

ing Rs. 100 for every such omission: Provided that a proprietor

mot

exceed-

wilfully omitting

to furnish the register required by section 5 shall be liable to a further penalty
"not exceeding Rs. 25 for each day during which the omission continues after the
imposition of the first penalty.
A penalty imposed under this section shall be
recoverable

in the

manner

provided

in Madras

Act II of 1864 for the

atiears of land revenue.

(2) An appeal shall lie within three months
posed under this section to the Board of Revenue.

260

recovery

of

௫

against

every

penalty

im-
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ர.

The Board of Revenue

after previous publication, make
the following matters :—
i.

may,

with

rules not
i

the division, grouping,

the

approval of

Government

inconsistent with this Act

and amalgamation of villages

;

li.

the educational qualifications required of village-officers :

iii.

he

iv.

the salaries and other allowances

,

form of registar to be preparcd under section 5 and
of notice of appointment to be sent ulider section 9;
to be assigned

and

in regard to

tha

form

4%) village-officers

and the method of their payment ;
v,

vi.

vii.

Vili.

the duties of the saveral village-officars, and the descriptions and
forms of the accounts and registers fo be kept by them ;
the

procedurs
section 16;

to

he

followed

in

conducting

the custody, production, and transfer
records kept by village- officers ;

tha

datas

for payment

by

of the

instalmenrs

enquiries

under

accounts and

of

quit-rent

and

other

the

amoung of such instalments ;

xi

any

other matters
village-service.

ocaleulated

to

enhance

the efficiency. the

83.
No Civil Court shall have authority to take into consideration or decide
any question regarding the rates or amounts of quit-rents or payments
under

section 27 imposed or levied under this act.

38.

ie

If the officer to whom an appeal is presented

Capacity of Distriat Collector happens to be

the

officer

who

under this Act in “the
passed

the

decision

which is appealed against in the capacity of Revenue Officer in charge of a division,
he shall report the fact to the Board of Revenue, and the
of by the said Board, whose decision shall be final.

appeal

shall

be

disposed
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AGT: III OF 1895.

An act to repeal Madras Regulation
WHEREAS

OFFICES

VI of 1831, and for other purposes.

it is expedient to provide more precisely for the

succession

certain hereditary village offices in the Presidency of Madras ; for the

to

hearing and

disposal of claims to such offices or the emoluments
annexed
thereto ;for
the
appointment of persona tu ‘old such offices and the control of the holders thereof

and for certain other purposes : It is hereby enacted as follows :—
4.
(i) This Act may be called the Madras Hereditary Village
Offices Act,
1895 ; and it shall ௦0105 105௦ force from such date as may be notified by
Govern~ment.

(2) Section 5 applies to the whole of the Presidency of

Madras; the

rest of

the Act applies to the whole of the said Presidency except the scheduled districts as
defined in the Scheduled Districts Act, 1874.
_2,
(1) On and after the commencement of this Act, no portion of Madras
Regulation XXIX of 1802 shall continue to apply to any local area which is nota
Petmanently-settled proprietary estate.
(2) From the preamble of Act XXIV of 1859 (An Act for the better regulation of the Police within the territories subject to the Presidency of Fort St.

George), the words
omitted

‘‘ and improve

the

condition

of the

village

; and, for the definition of the word ‘‘Police’’ in section

Police’?
1 of the

shall
same

be
Act,

shall be substituted the following clause, namely :—
“The word ‘Police’ shall include all persons appointed under this Aot.”’
(8) In clause (c) of the definition of the word “estate” in seation 4 of the
Madras Proprietary Estates’ Village Service Act, 1894, after the word “‘palaiyam’’
shall be inserted the words “or jaghir”’ ;

and, in sub-section

same Act, between the words ‘‘among the" and the
shall be mserted the words ‘‘families of the last.”

words

(1) of section 15 of the

“holders of the offices,’”

“ 8.
This Act shall apply to the following classes of village offices, provided
that emoluments have been attached thereto ;
்
(1) hereditary village offices existing in ryotwari villages or inam villages

which for the purpose of village administration are grouped with ryotwari villages
and belonging to the following six classes, by whatever designation they may be
locally known, namely :—
(1) ‘village munsifs,

(2)
(8)
(4)
(5)
(6)
under

potels, monigars and peddakapus,
karnama,
nirgantis,
vettis, totis and tandualgars.
talayaris.

The Local Government
any of the above classes.

shall

have

5
power

to decide

what

officers come

(2) hereditary village offices to which the Madras Proprietary Hstates’ Village
Service Act, 1894, is extended ;
2
1.

Soe pp. 253 255, 267-260.
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other hereditary village offices in proprietary estates except
i. tha offises forming class (4) below and
ii.
in proprietary estates wherein Madras Regulation XXIX of 1802 remains in foree, the office of village aacountant ;
ie
:
(4) the hereditary offices of village artizans and village servants
such as
the following, namely :—
i,
the village carpenter,
ii.
the village blacksmith,
iii.
the village barber,
iv.
the village washerman,
y.
the village potter,
vi.
the village astrologer,
vii.
the village purohit or priest.
bs
த.
In this Act, unless there is something repugnant in the
subject or conஇ

(3)

faxt,—

;

_“ Emoluments ’’ means and includes—
i.
ii.

lands;
assignments

;
of revenue

payable

in

respect

of lands

ili,
iv,

fees in money or agricultural produce ;
money-salaries and all other kinds of remuneration
granted or continued in respect of, or annexed to,
by the State.
** proprietary estate ’’ and “‘ proprietor ர் ’? mean, respectively, an
proprietor as defined in the Madras Proprietary Estates’ Village Service
as amended by this Act.
“ village ’?? means any local area now recognized asa village or
_ declared by Government to be a village.
8.
The emoluments
of village-offices, whether such offices be

hereditary, and in the scheduled districts as defined in the Scheduled

:

;
any

office

estate and
Act, 1894,
hereafter
“or be

not

Districts Act,

1874, all such emoluments and other emoluments granted or continued in- remuneration for the performance of duties connected with the collection of the revenue or
the maintenance of order, shall not be liable to be transferred or encumbered in any
Manner whatsoever, and it shail not be lawful for any Court to attach or sell such
emoluments or any portion thereof.
6.
(1) {n any local area in which this Act is in force the Board of Revenue
iInay, subject to rules made in this behalf under section
20 group or amalgamate
any two ot more villages or portions thereof so as to form a single new village, or
divide any village into or more Villages and,
ihereupon, all hereditary village
Offices of the olasses:defined in section 3, clause (1), of this Act in the Villages
or portions of villages or village grouped, amalgamated or divided as aforesaid, shall
cease to exist, and new offices, which shall also be hereditary, shall be areated for
the new village or villages. In choosing persons to fill such new offices, the Collector
shall select the persons whom he may consider the best qualified from among the
families of the last holders of the officas which have been abolished.
2
(2) If two or more village offices exist in any ryotwari village or in any
inam village iwhich for the purpose of yillage administration is grouped with a
ryotwari village the Board of Revenue may, subject to the approval of Government,
direct that the number of such village-offices shall be reduced, ,and thereupon,
the Collector shall dispense with the services of the officers no longer required and

AGT
shall

retain

those

whom

he

may

111

OF

consider

1895,
to
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be best qualified to

discharge

duties of the remaining offices.

the

;

7.
(i) The Collector may, of hisown
motion or on complaint and
after
inquiry, fine, suspend, dismiss or remove the holder of any of the offices forming
class (1) in section 3, and suspend,
dismiss or temove
the holder
of any of the
offices forming class (3) in the said
section, for Misconduct or for noglect of duty
or incapacity ox for non-residence in the village or for any other sufficient cause,

and shajl make a record of his reasons for so
of the same to the village officer

doingin

writing

and furnish a copy

concerned.

Provided that, when a village munsiff who is also the head of the village is
suspended or removed. under the Madras Village
Courts Act, 1889, such suspension
or removal shall involye his suspension or removal from the
office of head of the
village.
(2) A Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar may, of his own motion
or on complaint and after enquiry, fine the holder of any of the offices forming
class (1) in
section $ for any of the causes specified in sub-seotion
(1)andin such
amount as
the Board of Revenue may, by general or special order, prescribe.
The provisions of
sub-section (1} in regard to the recording of reasons
and the
furnishing of copies

_ shall apply

to proceedings taken under this sub-section.

8.
A proprietor may, of his own motion or on complaint and after enquiry,
Suspend, dismiss or remove the holder of any of the
offices in his estate
forming
class (8) in gection 3, except the village-accountant, the head of the village and the
village watohman or police-officer, for misgonduet
orfor
neglest of duty or incapacity or for non-residence in the village
or for any other
sufficient
cause and
shall make a record of his reasons for so doing
the same to the village officer, concerned.

9.

in

writingand
.

furnish a

copy of

The powers conferred on a Collector by sub-section (1) of section 7 over

the holders of the village offices forming Class (8) in section 8, except the
offices
of village accountant, head of the village and village watchman or police-officer,
shall not be exercised, unless, for reasons to be recorded in writing, the
is satisfied that the proprietor concerned has neglected to exercise in an
manner the pawers conferred on him by seotion 8, _

Collector
adequate

ue
40. When a vacancy occurs in any of the village offices forming class
(1)
in section 8, the Collector shall fill up the vacancy in accordance with the provisions of the following sub sections :—
(1) No person shall be eligible for appointment who—
(a)

is not

of the

male

sex;

்

(b) ha® not attained the age of majority;
(c) is not physically
of the office ப

(d)

(ec)

(2)

and mentally

:capable

of discharging the duties

has not qualified according to the educational test prescribed for
the office-in question by the Board of Revenue.
by rules made
undez section 20 ;
has been convicted by Criminal Court of any offence which, in the
opinion of the Collector, disqualifies him for holding the office.

The succession shall devolve on a single heir according tothe

custom and rule of primogeniture governing succession to impartible
in Southern
a

India.

general

zemindaries
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the next heir is not qualified under sub-scction (1), the Collector

shall appoint the person next in order of succession who is so qualified, and in the
absense of any such person in the line of succession, may appoins any person duly
qualified under sub section (Gy:

(4) Where an office has become vacant by the
the last holder,

the Collector may

such last holder,

direct that, until the

the duties of the office

qualified under sub-section (1) who is!

ரங்கா

or

death

return to duty of

shall be ‘performed

not an

or
by

பர

ரா of

some person duly

undivided member

of the family of

the dismissed or suspended officer ; provided _that, when the
efficer who has been
dismissed dies, or if the officer who has been
suspended
dies while under
suspension, the vacancy caused by such death
shallbe
filled upin
accordance with the
provisions of sub-sections (2) and (3).
,
(5) When the person who would otherwise
be entitled to succeed to an
office is a minor, the Collector shall register the minor as the heir of the last holder

and appoint some other person qualified
duties of the office until the person

under

registered

sub-section (1)
as

within three years thereafter, is qualified under

heir,

on

to

discharge

attaining

sub-section

(1) to

the

majority or

dissharge

the

duties of the office himself. when he
shall be appointed thereto.
If the
registered as heir under this sub-section
dies, or if he remains
disqualified

person
under

sub-section (1) for three years after attaining
majority, the
the vacancy as provided in sub-sections (2) and (3).

fill up

(6)

Ifa vacancy

is caused

by

the

resignation,

Collector

shall

dismissal,

removal

.

or

suspension of the holder of an office and the Collector does not give the direction
refarred to in sub-section (4), he shall fill up the vacancy in accordance
with the provisions of this section as if it had been caused by the death of the said
holder, provided that, upon the expiry of the period of suspension of an officer who
has been suspended, orif, for sny reason,
an
officer who
has
been
dismissed,
removed or suspended is permitted to resume the offices from Which
he has been
dismissed, removed or suspended,

the person appointed’ to fill the

vacancy caused

by the said suspension, dismissal or removal shall cease to hold office.

i

=

44.
When a vacancy occurs in a proprietary estate in any
of the offices.
forming class (8) in gection 8, the proprietor shall fill up the vacancy in accordance -

with the provisions of the following sub-sections.—
(1) No person shall be eligible for appointment who—
(a) is not of the male sex ;
(b) has not attained the age of majority;
(c)

is not physically and mentally capable of
of the

(2) The

discharging

the

duties

office.

succession shall devolve in

accordance with the law

applicable to the office in question at the date on which

(3) Where the next heir is not:qualified

or

this Act comes

under sub-section

(1),

prietor shall appoint the person

next in order

of succession, who1s

and, in the absence of any such

person in the line of succession, may

so

custom
the

pro-

qualified;
appoint any”

person duly qualified under sub-section (1).
(4) When

the person who would otherwise be

entitled

>

into force.

to succeed to an

office is a minor, the proprietor shall register the minoras
the heir of the
last
holder and appoint some other person qualified under sub-section
(1) to perform

-

ACT Ill OF 1895.
the duties of the

office until

the person

ஆ

registered as

heir

is qualified

under

ப
suh-

saction (1) to discharge the duties of the office himself, when he shall be appointed »
thereto.
If the person registered. as heir under this, sub-section dies, or if, on
attaining majority, he proves to be disqualified under class (c) of sub-sections (1),
the proprietor shall fill up the vacancy as provided in sub-seotions (2) and (3).
12.

devolve in

The

succession

accordance

which this Act comes

to village offices

with tha law
into

or

forming

ciass

(4)

in

custom applicable thereto

section

3 shall

at the date on

force.

48.
(1)
Any person may sue before tha Golleator for any of the village
offices specified in section 3 or for resovery of the emoluments of any such office,
on the ground that heis entitled under sub-section (2) or (3) of saction 10 of the

Madras Proprietary Eistates’ Village Service Act, 1894, or under sub-section (2) or (3)
of section 10 or sub section (2) or (3) of sestion 11 or section 12 0f this AG, as the
casermay be, to hold such office and enjoy sush,emolumenis; or, being a minor may

sue before the Collector to be registered as hoir of the last holder of .any such office,
| Provigos .—
i.
ii.

No suit shall be entertainea for
When

one of the

a mere declaratory

decree.

facts in igsue in a suit is whether the

emolument

of the office consist of land or of an assignment of revenue
payable in respect of land, the Collector shall decide the claim
on tha assumption that only the said assignment constitutes
the emoluments;

but

such

decision shall

the claimant to institute a suif

bar

the right of

in a Civil Court for

not

1ecovery of

the land itself.
(2) If, at any time, before the completion of the trialofa suit preferred
under this section for any cffice or for the recovery of the emoluments of any office,

it appears to the Collector that the claimant isnot

eligible for appointment

under

sub-section (1) of section 10 of the Madras Froprietary Estates’ Village Service Act,
1894, or under sub-seotion (1) of section 10 or sub section (1) of section 11 of this
Act, as the case may be, he shall pass an Order rejecting the plaint.
4%.

(1)

No

suit preferred before a Collector under the

last preceding section

shall be entertained which is not preferred within three years from the date Of the
cause of action arising, whether such date be before or after tke commencement of
this Act.
Provided that, in the case of a person who, by reason of minority, was
disqualified for holding office, the right to sue for such office or for the reaovery of

the emoluments thereof shall accrue from the date of his attaining majority.
(2)

No application for the execution of a dearee or order passed under this

Act shall be entertained, if made
such decree or order.

(3)

after the

expiration

of ona year from

Decrees or orders passed under Madras Regulation

VI

the date of

of 18381 may be

executed under the provisions of this Act ; provided thai no application for the execution of such decree or order shall be entertained, if made either after the expiration
of three years from the date of such decree or order or after tha expiration of*® one

year from the commencement

of this Act.
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c

(4)
Im cases in which the decree or order sovgnt to be executed was
against, the periods of limitation prescribed in sub-seetions (2) and (3) shall

appealed

commence

from the termination of the appeal. —

415.

The

District Collector may

i

transfer to his

own file any

suit on the ‘file

of any Revenue officer in charge of a division of the district*or from the file of one
such officer to that of another, or to the file of an Assistant or Deputy Collector not
in charge of a division, for disposal.
46.
the Board

(1) The trial of suits under this Act shall be regulated by rules made
of Revenue under section 20 and by the following provisions :—

i.

ii.

by

A date shall be fixed for the hearing of the suit and the same shall
be notified to the parties who shall bea entitled tobe heard in
person or by ageut ;

The parties shall be entitled to

produce

witnesses

and to demand

that any person whose evidence they require shall be summoned
as a witness or that any person shall be summoned to produce
2 dosument, and the officer trying the suit shall comply with
such demand, unless for reasons to be recorded, he considers it
்
unnecessary to do s0:

lii.

The officer trying the
English, a

suit shall

memorandum

record,

his owm hand

and in
of

evidence, his decision

of the

material portions

the parties, the

in

containing the material averments

reasons therefor.

and the

(2)
Every person to whom
be legally bound to obey the same.

a summons

is issued under this section shall

Decrees and orders passed in suits under this Act may provide for pay17.
ment of costs according to such scale and subject to such rules as may be prescribed
by the Board of Ravenue under section 20 and shall be executed in accordance
with rules to be made by the Board of Revenue under the said section,

18.

(1)

If, before or during

the hearing of a

suit under

this Actor of an

appeal against a decree or order passed in a suit under this Act, or if, in the exvou tion of any such decree, any question of law or usage having the force of law, or of
the
and
able
tion

construction of-a document which construction.may affect the merits, arfses,
the officer trying the suit or appeal or executing ‘the decree entertains reasondoubt on such question, he may, either of his own motion or on the applicaof any of the parties, draw up a statement of the facts of the case and the

point on which doubt is entertained and
the Board of Revenue and
communicated to him.

refer

such

statement

shall stay further proceedings

(4) The Board of Revenue

until

shall, if any of the parties

for
the

the decision of
said

decision ig

so request, hear him

or his agent and shall decide the point referred and transmit a copy of its judgment
to the officer by whom
the reference was made, and the said officer shall, cn

receipt thereof

proceed to

dispose of

the casein

conformity with the

the said Board; and the correctnass of the decision of the said Board,
contested in any appeal made under this Act.
49.

All

suits brought

\na

1834 shall, after commencement
had

appeals

of this

been preferred under this Act.

made

Act, be

under

Madras

heard and

decision of :
shall not be

Regulation VI of

disposed

of as if they

ACT III OF 1895.
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20.
The Board of Revenue may, with the approval of Government and after.
Previous publication, make ruias not inconsistent with this Act or with the Madras
Proprietary

Hstateas’
i.

Village Service Act, 1894,

the division, grouping

ii,

in regard to the following matters :—

and amalgamation

of villages ;

the holding of enquiries under sections 6, 7 and 8 aud the
of appeals under section 22 ;

hearing
்

ரர்,

the educational qualifications required of the holders of the village
offices forming class (1) in section 8 ;

iv.

the

procedure to ba followed in disposing of suits and appeals
from decrees or orders passed in suits and the registers to be

msintained in connection therewith ;
v.

the execution of decreas and orders
tion of costs ;

vi.

the

salaries

and other allowances

of the village
offices forming
method of their payment ;
vii,

the duties

passed

ofthe

holdersof

to be
class

in suits and the taxa-

assigned
(1)

the village

in

offices

viii,

ix.

the

classes

forms of the

;

and (8) in section 3.

publication

of administration

Prietary Estates’
amy

x.

and

the custody, production and transfer
of the accounts
and other
records kept by the holders of the village offices forming classes

(1)

fa

to be kept by them

8 and the

forming

(1) and (8) in section 8, and the descriptions
accounts and repisters

to the holders

section

other

matters

Village

reports

under the

Service Act, 1894, and

calculated

to enhance

the

Madras

this

Act

efficiency

Pro-

;
of

the

village service.

24-

No Givil Court shall have authority to take into consideration

or decide

any olaim to succeed to any of the offices specified in caction 3 or any question as
of any such Gffics or excapi as provided in
to the rate or amount of the emolumenis
proviso (ii) to sub-section (1) of section 13, any claim to resover the emoluments of
any such office.
Provided that, if, in any suit instituted under this Aot, the defendant has
pleaded before the Collector that a Revenua Court has no jurisdiction to entertain
the suit, on the ground that no amoluments, ag defined in this Act, appertain to
the office in respect of which the suit it brought, and if on appeal preferred from
to such
the decrea in such suit, the appellate authoriiy -has decided adversely
plea, the defendant may, within six months from the date of the appellate decree
institute a suit ina Civil Court to set aside such appellate decrees on the gaid

ground and on that ground only.
Nothing herein contained shall

22.

Madras

Act

II

1864

of

or

the

provided in sub-section (1) of section 6
hereditary right to any village officer.
t

T

61

affect

the

provisions

of sastion

52

of

provisions of Madraa Aci 1V of 1866 or, except as
shall

be

deemed

to

oreatie

or

confer

an
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(1) From

every order

from every decree order pissed
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Collector under section 6 or 7, and
in a sult

preferred under section

13,

an appeal shall lie, within one month, to the District Collectoz, or, if the said order
or decree was passed by the District Collector, an appeal shall lie, within .three
months, to the Board of Revenue.
The decision on appeal, of the District Collector
or the Board of Revenue, as the case may be, shall be final.

Provided that, in respect

of the offices of head of the village and village

accountant, a second appea! shalllie, within three months, to the Board of Revenue

decision on

against the

appaal

of the

District Colleztor in

preferred under

suitg

section 13 and in cases of dismissal of a village officer under section 7.
(2) From every order passed by a Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar under
sub-section (2) of section 7, and from every order passed by a proprietor under

section 8, an appeal shall lie, within one
shall be final.
23-A.

Notwithstanding

the contrary,

no appeal shall

decrea or order passed in

any

anything

mouth

tothe

contained

in

Collector
any

lice after the commencement
suit

brought or appeal made

whose

Regulation

of

this

under

decision
or Act

to

Act from any

Madras

Regula.

tion VI of 1831 unless such appeal would lie under section 23 had the decree or
order sought to be appealed against been passed in a suit, appeal or proceeding
commenced under this Act.
24.
Tithe
officer to whom an appeal is presented under this Act in the
capacity of District Collector or Collector happens to ba the officer who passed the
decision which is appealed against in another capacity, he shall report the fact to
the Board of Revenue or to the District Collector, as the case may be, and the
appeal shall be disposed of by the said Board or District Collector, and the order
passed on appeal shall be final.

25.

The provisions of sections 5 and 12 of the Indian

so far as they relate to suits,
appeals
and
apply
to suits, appeals, or applications

Limitation Act, 1877,

applications, shall, mutatis mutandis,
for ths exeaution of deoreas of orders,

instituted, preferred or made under this Act.
26.

The

Government

may

declare

that

the

powers

of

punishing

Village

officers which are vested in the Collector by this Act and by the Madras Proprietary
Estates’ Village Service Act, 1894, shall ba exercised in any specified local area by
the District Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent of Police in respect of all,
or any of, the village watchmen or police-vfficers in that local area.
From every
order fining, suspending, dismissing or removing a village watchman
or policeofficer passed by a District Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent of Police by
virtue of a declaration made under ‘this section, an appeal shall lie, within ona
month, to the District Magistrate, whose decision shall be final.

THE

LIMITED

PROPRIETORS

ACT

IV OF

1911.

An Act to amend the Law relating to Froprietors

Village-offices Act,

1895, and

the Madras

of Estates.
are not proprietors as

persons who

it is expedient that certain

WHEREAS,

defined in the Madras Proprietary Village

ACT.

Serviee Act, 1894, the Madras Hereditary
Survey

and Boundaries

Act,

1897,

should

be enabled to exercise the powers and disoharge the duties of proprietors under the
said Acts ; and whereas it is also expedient to make provision for tha recovery of
arrears of revenue from such persons ; It is hereby enacted as follows
4.

This

Act

may

be called the Limited

Proprietors

2.
The proviso to the definition of proprietor
Proprietary Estates’
Village
Service Act, 1894, and
Survey and Boundaries Act; 1897, is hereby repealed.

3.

In this Act, unless there is

something

Act,

1911.

in section
in section

repugnant

:—

4 of the Madras
8 of the Madras

in the subject

text, “‘ Estate’ and ‘‘ Village’’ respectively mean an estate and
in the Madras Proprietary Estates’ Village Service Act, 1894.

or con-

a Village as defined

4%.
Where any person
is entitled
otherwise than as owner to collect
the
rents of the whole of an estate or any portion thereof consisting of ome or more villages by virtue of any transfer from an owner or of any deeres or order of a competent Gourt or of any rule of provisions of law and is not a proprietor as defined in

Section 1 of the Mardras Porprietary Histates’ Village

Service Act, 1894, he may ap-

pky to the Distriet Collector to be registered as proprietor in respect of such estate
or portion for all or any of the purposes of the Madras Proprietary Estates’ Village
Service Act, 1894, the Madras Bereditary Village-Offices Act, 1895, and the Madras

Survey and Boundaries Act, 1897.
5.

(1) The

District

registered proprietor
result

Collector

shall give

notice

and other persons .as appear

to

of the

him

application

of the application and, after giving them an opportunity

of being heard, and

making such inquiry as he thinks fit, may register the applicant as
all or any specified purposes of the said Acts or may reiuse registry.
Provided that where the applicant is entitled to collect the
of a@ decree or order of

a

competent

Court

to the

to be interested in the
proprietor for

rents by

or any rule or provision of law,

virtue
it shall

be open to the District Collector to register him as proprietor without giving notice
or holding any enquiry.
(2) Subject to the provisions

compgtent

Civil

Court,

such

of sections

registration

plicant is entitled to collect the rent.

7, 11 and

13 and to

any

deeres

shall remain in force so long as

of a

the ap-
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c
6

6.
Ifthe District Collector is satisfied that there ர
a substantial dispute regarding the applisant’s right to collect the rents, he shall require the apPlicant to establish his right in a Civil Court,
unless for other reasons he is of opinion that the application should not be granted.
2
:

7.

Any registration made

by the District Collestor

under section 5 may be

cancelled or varied by him at any time after notice to the persons concerned.

8.

During the time that any

registration under this

Act

remains in

foree

in respect of an
estate
the person so registered
shall
exercise the powers and
discharge the duties of a proprietor under the Madras Proprjetary Hstates’ Villageservice Act, 1894, the Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act, 1895,.and ths Madras
Survey and Boundaries Act, 1897, in such estate cr portion in respect of the purposes for which he is registered, and
no other person shall act or be treated as
proprietor in respect of those purposes in the said estate or portion.
9.
(i) Any person registered as proprietor under this Act by virtue of any
transfer made after the commencement
of this Act (hereinafter called the transferee) shall in relation to the Government ba deemed to be a landholder in respect
of the estate or portion of an estate concerned for the purposes of the Madras Re
venue Recovery Act, 1864, and shall be liable to be procesded against under that

Act for all sums which are

recovetable thereunder from

a lJandholder

and

which

at the time of the registration may be due on such estate or portion as the case may
be, or which may become due thereon at any time while such registration remains
in force.
(2)
If there is any valid agreement between the owner and the transferee
of a portion of an estate as to the amount recoverable in respect
of such portion, the said amount shall
be determined in accordance with such agreement,
except where the agreement appears to the District Collector to be unreasonable.

In cases where there is no such agreement, or where the

agreement appears

unreasonable, the District Collector shall fix the said amount
inthe
down in section 45 of the Madras Revenue Recovery Act, 1864.

to

manner

be
laid

(8) Nothing in this section shall relieve the transferor or his legal repregsentative from any liability under the Madras

Reyenue

Recovery

Act, 1864,

10.
Where in consequence of the default of the transferee or his legal representative registered as proprietor under this Act it becomes
necessary
for the
recovery of an arrear to proceed against the estate or portion of an estate in respect
of which he is registered as proprietor, the Collector or other officer empowered by
the Collector in that behalf shall cause a copy of the notice prescribed in section 86
of the Madras Revenue Recovery Act, 1864, to be served also upon the owner of the

estate not less than one month before the sale.
33,

Wherein

consequence of the default of the transferee or his legal repre-

sentative registered as proprietor under this Act the owner of the estate pays the
arrears due by the defaulter or
any part of the
estate is sold forthe
recovery of
the arrears, the registration of the

defaulter as

proprietor under

this Act may

be,

cancelled by the District Collector and the defaulter shall, from the date of the
cancellation and in cases where it has been appealed against from the date of the
appellate order confirming the

same,

cease

the duties of a proprietor and, cease to be a
Madras Revenue Recovery Act,

12.

to exercise

landholder

the

for

powers

and discharge

the purposes

of

the

1864.

From the date on which any registration under this Act ceases for

cause to be in force the proprietor then

registered

under

the

any

Madras Land Regis-

_
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tration Regulation, 180%, ot the Madras Land Revenue Assessment Act, 1876, shall
possess the powers and be subject fo the duties conferred and imposed upon the pro-

prietor by the Madras Proprietary Wistates’ Village-service Act, 1994, the Madras
Hereditary Village-Offices Act, 1895, and the Madras Survey and Boundaries Act,
5

i897.

43.
(1) The District Collector shall record his reasons in writing for every
order passed by him under this Act.
A copy of the order shall be despatched by registered

post to all parties affected thereby
°

(2) Against
within two months

whose

addresses can be ascertained,

B

an appeal shall lie to the
every such order
from the data of despatch.

Board of

Revenue

4%,
Wo suit or application shall lie for an injunction to restrain a District
Collector from proceeding under this Act, nor shall the Secretary of State for India
in Council or any officer of Government be made a party to any
suit or be liable
good faith
in respect of anything done or purporting to be done undor this Actin
45.
may make
the Act.

Subject to the approval of the Local Government
rules not inconsistent with this Act for

carrying

the Board
oul

of Revenue

the purposes

of

©
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An Act to consolidate the Laws for the recovery of Arrears of Revenue in the
Madras Presidency.
WHBREAS it is advisable that the laws relating to the collection of the
public revenue should be consolidated
and simplified;
Itis hereby
enacted
as
follows :—
4.
The tearm “ landholder” as used in this Act, shall be taken to comprise
the following persons :—
All persons holding under a sanad-i-milkiyat-i-istimrar, all other zemindars, shrotriyamdars, jaghirdars, inamdars, and all personsfarming the landrevenue under Government,
All holders of land under ryotwar settlements, or in
any way subject to the payment of revenue direct to Government !:
** Public revenue ’ due on land shall, for the purposes of this Act, be
taken to include cesses or other dues payable to Government on account of water
supplied for irrigation 2,
2.
The land, the buildings upon it, and its products, shall be அட்டம்
as
the security of the public revenue.
8.
Every landholder shall pay to the Collector, or other officer empowered
by him to receive it, the revenue due upon his land on or before the day on which

it falls due, according

to

the

kistbandi

(cular day is fixed, then within the time

or other engagement,
when

the payment

and where no

falls

due

parti-

according to

local usage : Provided that, except where property is held under a sanad-i-milkiyat iistimrar or other similar instrument, it shall be lawful for the Board of Revenue,
by notification
publirhed in the District Gazette, to alter
and
fix from. time to
time the amount of the several kists or instalments, and the dates at which they
shall respectively bacome
4,

When

payable.

the whole or a portion of a kist shall noj be so paid,

the

amount

of the kist or of its unpaid portion shall be deemed to be an arrear of revenue.
5.

Whenever

revenue may be in arrear, it shall be lawful

for

the

Collector

or other officer empowered by the Collector in that behalf, to proceed to recover the
arrear, together with interest and costs of process, by theasale of the defaulter’s
moveable and

immoveable

property,

or by

execution

against

the

person

of

the

defaulter in manner hereinafter provided 5.
6. If the defaulter hold under a sanad-i-milkiyat-i-istimrar or other similar
instrument, the mode of recovering the arrear shall be in accordance with the terms
of such

sanad.

In

the

case of other defaulters, tha

Collector, or

other

officer

empowered by the Collector in that behalf may, at his discretion, proceed to realive,
the arrear by the sale of either the moveable or immoveable property of the de
faulter, or of both 4,

1.
407
407

Applicability
;

of the

Act,

see

p.

Zemindar is iandholder,
see p.
Védyapurna
see
mulgar,
; also

Tirthaswant

vy. Uggannu, 34 Mad,

281.

.

2.

See pp. 407, 417—419.

3.
4.

Whois a defaulter, see p. 40:
See pp, 407—408.+°
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ல.

7.
annum.
8.

Arrears of veyenus shall bear interest at the rate of six percent. par
2
ல்
In the seizure and sale of moveable property ior arrears of revenua, the

following rules shall be observed: —!
First.—The Collector, or other officar empowered by the Collector in that
behalf, shall furnish to the person employed to distrain the property ofa defaulter
a demand in writing
and
signed with
his name,
specifying
the name of the
defaulter, the amount of the arrear for which the
distress may be issued, and the
date on which the arrear fell due.
Thea person employed to distrain shali produce
the writing which, ij the arrear together with the batta
due to him, under section
58, be not at once paid, shall be his authority for making the distress, and on the
day on which the property may be distrained, shall deliver a copy of such writing fo

the defaulter, endorsing thereon a list or inyentcry of the
the name

property

distrained, and

of the place where it may be lodged or kept.
Second.—The

writing shall further

set forth

that the distrained

will be immediately brought to public sale, unless the amount with
and all the expanses

of the distress, be previously

Third.—When

a defaultex may be

property

interesi, batta,

discharged.

absent,

a copy of the writing, with the

endorsement, shall be fixed or left at his usual place of residence, or on the premises
where the property may have been
distrained,
before the expiration of the third
day, calculating from the day of the distress,

8.

When

the amount due shall not have been paid

pursuant to the terms of

the demand, and no arrangement for seeuring the same
shall
have been entered
into to the satisfaction of the Collector or other officer empowered by the Colleotor
in that behalf, the distrainer shall transmit an inventory of the property distrained

to the nearest public officer empowered to sell distrained

property under Act VII of

1839 in order that it may be publicly sold for the disoharge
interest, batta and cost of distraint.

of the arrear due, with

40.
Where a defsulter may tender payment of the arrear demanded
after
his property may haye been distrained, and prior tothe day
fixed for sale, together
with payment of interest, batta, and all nesessary expenses attending distress, the

distrainer shall receive the amount immediately
and shall forthwith release the property.
்

upon the

same being

tendered,

44.
The distrainer attaching thecrops or ungathered products of the land
belonging to a defaulter, may cause them tobe sold when fit for reaping or gathering, or at his option may cattse them to be reaped or gathered in due season, and
stored in proper places until sold.
Inthe latter
case,the
expense of reaping or
gathering and storing such crops or products shall be defrayed
by the owner upon

his redeeming the property, or

from the proceeds

of the sale

in the event of

its

being sold.
When crops or products belonging to a tenant shall have been sold, it
shall be lawful for such tenant to deduct the value of the crops or products so sold
from any rent which may bedue by him, then or afte:wards, tothe
defaulter, in
respect of the land on which such crops or produsts have been grown. It shall algo
> ba lawful fora fenant whose crops are attached for an arrear of revenue to pay the
arrear and deduct the amount in the aforesaid manner from any rent due by him,
then or afterwards,
42.
The distrainer shall

not ‘work the bullocks or cattle, or make use of the

goods

shall provide

1.

or effects

Recovery

‘distrained ;he

by sale

of

moveable

tienecossary

food forthe

property, see pp. 408—411.

cattle
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or tive-stock, the expense attending which shall be defrayed by the owner
redleeming the property, or from the sale in the event of:its being sold.

upon his

43.
Where property
distrained may be stolen, or lost, or damaged by
reason of the necessary precautions forits due preservation not having been taken,
or from its having been improperly worked or made use of, tlie amount of such loss
or damage shall be resoverable by summary
process
by the Collector from the
officer whose neglect or act occasioned the loss or damage, and the
amount when
yecovered shall be paid to the person damnified.

4%,

Tho distress levied shall not be

excessive, that

isto say, the

distrained shall be as nearly 2s possible proportionate to the amount
45.
otherwise.

Distress

shall

be

made

after

sunrise

and before

of the

sunset,

property
arrears.
and

not

46.
When a defaulter may make a fraudulent conveyance of property to
prevent the distress of arrears, any Civil Court of competent jurisdiction, upon
proof thereof shall summarily causethe property to be delivered up to the distrainer.
The defaulter will further be liable to the penalties prescribed by section
424 of the Indian

Penal Code.

47.
Where
may claim a right
jing cause the same
Court of competent

any person, not being a defaulter
or responsiblefora
defaulter
to the property distrained, and the distrainer may notwithstundto be sold, such claimant, on proof of such
right in any Ciyil
jurisdiction, and in the event of the distrainer being unable to

Prove the responsibility for the arrear of revenue on account of which the

property

may have been sold, shall recover fromthe
disirainer the full value of such
property, with interest,
costsand
damages,
according tothe
circumstances of the
cage.
But claims to crops upon the ground, or fo gathered products of the ground
attached, in the possession of the defaulter, whether founded ‘upon a previous sale,
mortgage or otherwise, shall not bar the prior claim of revenue due from the ground
upon which euch crop of product may have been grown.
48.
Where it may be proved to the satisfaction of any Civil Court of competent jurisdiction that any person has forcibly or clandestinely taken away
property once distrained, the Court may
summarily cause such property to be
restored to the distrainer.
The offender will further be liable to the penalties presoribed by the Indian Penal Code.
்

-

49.
It shall be lawful for the distrainer to force open any stable, cowhouse,
granary, godown, out-house or other building, and he may also enter any dwelling.
house the outer door of which may be open, and may break open
the door of any
room in such dweliing-house forthe purpose
o£ attaching property belonging to a
dsiaulter and lodged therein ; provided always that it shall not be lawful for such
distrainer to break open or enter any apartment in such dwelling-hcuse appropriat_
ed for the zenana or residence of women, except as hereinafter provided.
20.
Where a distrainer may have reason to suppose thit the property of a
defaulter is lodged within a dwelling-house, the outer door of which -may be shut, *
or within
any apartments
appropriated
to women,
which, by-the usage of the ~
country, ate considered private, such distrainer shall represent the same to the
officer in charge of the nearest Polica-station. On such representation, tha officer
in charge of the said station ‘shall send a Police
Officer to the spot, in
the presence
of whom
the distrainer
may force open the outer door of such

dwelling-houge,

in

like manner

as ha

may break

open

the

door

‘of any

room
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within
of jhe

the

Police officer,

yenana,
(if they

house except the zenana.

and

afters

be women

The

after due notice given
furnishing

of rank, who,

meéans

for

according

distrainer

may

for

theremoval

their

removalin

to the customs

of

also in the

presence

of women

within a

a

suitable

the

manner

country,

cannot

appear in public), enter the zenana apartments for the purpose of distraining the
defaulter’s property
deposited
therein,
but sush property, if found,
shall
be
immediately removed from such apartmenis, after which they shall be left free to

the former occupants.
21.
Parsons entering the apartments of women, or forcing open the outer
door of dwelling-houses, contrary to the provisions of this Act,
shall, on conviction
before a Magistrate, be liabie to a fine not exceeding Rs, 500, or to imprisonment

of either description for any period not exceeding six months.
22.
The public officer empowered under Act VII 0f 1839 to sell distrained
property shall cause to be affixed to the outer door of the defaulter’s house, or on the
premises where the property may have been distrained, a list of the property to be
sold, with

a notice specifying

the place

where,

and

the day

and

hour

at which,

the

distrained property will be sold, and shall cause proclamation of the intended gale
to be made by beat of drum in the village to which the lands on which tha arrear has
accrued may belong, and in such place
or places as the Collector, or other
officer
empowered
bythe
Collector in that behalf, may consider necessary to give dua
publicity to the sale.
WNo sale shall take place until after the expiration of a period
. of fifteen days from the date on which the notice may beso affixed.
23.
At the appointed time, the property shall be put up in one or more lois,
as the said officer may consider advisable, and shall be disposed of to the highest
bidder.
Where tke property may
sell for more than the amount of the arrear,
the overplus, after deducting expenses of process and interes, shall be paid to the
defaulter.
2%.
The property shall be paid for in ready money at the time of sale, or as
soon after as the officer holding the sale shall appoint and the purchaser shall not
be parmitted to carry away any part of the property until he has paid for the same
in full.
Where the purchaser may fail in the payment of the purchaseemoney,
the
property shall be re-sold and the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for any loss
arising, ag well as the expenses incurred on the re-sale.
Where the property may, om the second sala, sell for a Higbee price that
at

the

first

sale, the difference

or increase

shall

be

the

property

of him

on

whose

account the said first sale was made.
95.
Before a Collector, or other offiser empowered by the Collector in that
behalf, proceeds
to attach the land of a defaulter, or buildings thereon, he shall
cause 2 written demand to be served upon the defaulter, specifying the amount
due, the estate or land in respect of which it is claimed, the name ofthe party
in
arrear,
the batta due to the person who shall serve the demand, and the time
allowed for tha payment, which shall be fixed with reference to the distance
from
the land on which the arrear is due to the place at which the money is to be paid 1.
Such demand shall be served by delivering a copy
to the defaulter, or to
some adult male member of his family at his usual place of abode, .or to his authorized agent, or by affixing a copy thereof on some conspicuous pariiof
his last
known: residence, or on some conspicuous part of the land about to be attached 7.
1.
Reoovery by sale of immoveable
property, see pp.
411—416 ;.every field
included in a ryotWari patta is liable for”

the whole amount due under the

T

62

patta,

See pp. 411—412.
2.
AS regards the mode
op. 412.

of Service, see
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26.

When

the amount due shall not have been paid pursuant to the

terms

of the demand, and no arrangement for securing the same shall have been entered
into to the satisfaction of the Collector, or other officer empowered by the Collector
in that behalf, he shall proesed to recover the arrear by the attachment and sala of

the defaulter’s land in the following manner.
27.

The attachment

shall be effected by

affixing a nofice

thereof

to

some

conspicuous part of the land.
The notice shall set forth that umless the arrear,
with interest and expenses, be paid within the date therein mentioned the land will

be brought to sale in dus course of law.

The attachment shall be notified by public

proclamation on the land, and by publication of the notice in the
28.
It shall be lawful for the Collector, when attaching

faulter, or abany time during such atiachment, to assumethe

District Gazette.
the land of a de-

management of the

property attached.

In such ease he shall appoint an agent with a proper establishment of officers
fo manage the property, and

shall give the agent 2 certificate

of appointment,

with

written instructions under his seal and signature, and the expenses of management
shall be defrayed out of the income of the property : provided always, that where the
property

may

bs

too

imconsiderable

of an agent, it shall be committed

tor

may select,

who shall

to admit of its being charged with the salary

to the care of such Revenue Officer as the

be subject to

all the

provisions herein

Collec-

contained in
:

reference to agents.
29.
Notice of the assumption

of management

shall

forthwith

be

served on

the defaulter in the manner described in section 25, and shall be notified by public
proclamation on ths
80.
It shal]
under section 28, to
estate, according to

land and by publication in the District Gazette.
be the duty of the agent during the continuance of management
collect the rents and profits due, or accruing
due,
upon the
the engagements
subsisting
between
the
defaulter
and the

parties holding under him, or according
engagements exist.
The agent shall keep accounts

submit the same, and pay over the
empowered

-by

the

Collector

in

to established
of

all

balance,
that

usage

where

reaeipts

and

the

Collestor,

to

behalf,

monthly,

no

disbursements,

or

or

other

whenever

It shall be lawful for the defaulter to proceed

by

and

officer

required,

and the defaulter shall be at liberty to inspect the accounts at all
times, and to take copies of the same at his own expense without fee.
31.

specific

reasonable
f

prosecution

or

suit

against the agent, in respect of any criminal, or illegal act done by him to the
injury of tha defaulter or his estate, and all tenants or other persons holding by
subordinate title shall have the sams

remedies

against him

as they would have had

against the defaulter if the act were done by the defaulter,
’ 32. All engagements entered into betwean the landholder and his tenants,
except such as ate hereinafter mentioned, shall be binding upon the Collector during attachment, but all such engagements

delay the effect of the attachment, and all

made collusively with a view to defeat

leases

of

land

at

the usual rates of assessment, and not made bona fide for the
factories ot buildings, or of bringing waste

land

into

a

rate

lower

purpose of

cultivation,

and

or

than

erecting

all engage-

ments made subsequently to attachment, shall be -null and void against the
Collector, if he shall’ so declare; subject, however, to the Tight of the parties to
such agreement to bring a suit agaiast the Collector in the

ordinary

tribunals

to

establish the same; and all charges or incumbrances upon such land shall be postponed to the payment of the public revenue,
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33.

2

All payment’ on account of rent or profits actually

to or on behalf
pubSie notice of assumption of management
against the
valid
be
shall
him,
*under
holding
any person
payments made after public. notice of such assumption, or
actually due, shall be null and void ageinss the Collector,
revover as arrears of rent the full amount from the parties
leaving them

to sue the defaulter in the ordinary Courts

due, made beforq

of any landholder by
Collector, and all such
mada before they were
who shall be entitled to
paid,
by whomitwas

of law.

All sums received from the property attached, after paying the expenses

த,

of attachment

discharge of
per annum

and

the

mansgenfent,

arrears

shall

due,and

be carried to

interest

; and as soon aa all arrears,

the credit of

thereon

at

interest, costs

the

of

the

defaulter

in

rate of six per cent.

attachment,

and

expense

of management shall have been liquidated, the attachment shall ba withdrawn,
and a full account rendered of all receipts and disbursements during its sontinuance.

35.
It shall be lawful for any person claiming an interest in land which
has been, or is about to be attached, to obtain its release by paying tha arrears, interest and costs incurred; and all such sums, if paid by a tenant, may be deducted

from any rent then or afterwards dus by him to the defaulier ; und if paid by a bona
fide mortgagee or other incumbrancer upon the estate, or by any person not being
_ in possession thereof, but bona fide claiming an interest therein adverse to the
defaulter shall be 2 charge upon the land, but shall only take priority over other
charges according to the date at which the payment was made.
Such sums when

paid by a bona fide mortgagee or
debt from the defaulier.
36.
shall be

In the
observed

other

incumbrancer, shall ‘further

constitute

a

:

sale of immoveable
:—

property under this Act, the
;

First.—'The sale shall be by public

auction to

the

following

rules

bidder.

The

highest

time and place of sale shall ke fixed by the Collector of the district in which the
property-is situated or other officer empowered by the Collector in that behalf.
The time may be either previous to or after the expiration of the Fasli year.
௩

Second.—Previoug

to the sale the Collector, or other officer

the Collector in that behalf,
language

shall

issue

of the district, specifying the
its different

of the

in English

defaulter

thereon ; the amount of

extent of land and of his buildings
the land or upon

a notice thereof

name

sections ; the

of

proportion

empowered

and

in the

; the position

revenus

the public

by

assessed

and

on

revenue due

during the remainder of the current Fasli ; and the time, place and conditions of
This notice shall be fixed up one month at least before the sale in the
the cale.
Collector’s Office and in the Taluk Cutcherry, in the nearest Police Station-house,
and

on some conspicueus

eae

park of the land.

Third.—A sum of money equal to fifteen per cent. of the'price of the

shell be deposited

by the

purchaser in

the

handsofthe

_ empowered by the Collector in that behalf, at the time

the remainder of the purchase-money

may

uot

money £0 deposited shall be liable to forfeiture 1.
i.

Collector not bound

to

forfeit

the

Collector,

of the

be paid

land

or other officer

purchase, and where

within

thirty

க
deposit, sea p, 414,

days,

the
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Fourth.—W here tha purchaser may refuse or_omit to deposit the said sum
of money, or to complete the payment of the remaining purchase-money, the. property shall be re-sold at the expense and hazard
of such purchaser, and the

amount of all loss or expense which

may

attend such refusal or omission shall be

recoverable from such purchagSer in the samme manner as arrears of public revenue,
Where the lands may, on the second sale, sell for a higher price than at the first
sale, the difference or increace shall be the property of him on whose account the
said first sale was made.

Hifth.—All persons bidding at 2 sala may

be required

to state

whether

they are bidding on their own behalf or as agents, and in the latter case to deposit a
written authority signed by .their principals.
If such requisition be not complied
with, their bids may be rejected.
87.
It shall be competent to the defaulter or to any person
behalf, or claiming an interest in the land, to tender the full amount

of revenue with the interest thereon,

and all charges

acting on his
of the arrears

which have been incurred in

demanding the arrears, or in attaching or managing the estate, or in taking the steps
neceseary for sale, and thereupon tha sale shall be stayed 1:
Providea always that such tender {must be made before sunset on the day
previous to that appointed for the sale, and
all sums paid under this or the next
succeeding section by any tenant, or bona fide mortgagee, or other incumbrancer,
or any person bona fide slaiming an inferes§
in the estate adverse to the defaulter

may be recovered in the Manner provided in section 85.

:

87-A.
(1)
Any pergon cwning or claiming an interest in immoveable property 8010 under this Act may at any time within thirty days from the date of sale
deposit in the treasury of the taluk in which the immoveable property is situated—
(a) A sum equal to five per centum of the purchase money,
(5) A sumequal to the arrears of revenue fer which the immoveable
property was sold together with interest thereon and the expenses
of attachment,
Management, and sale and cther costs also in
FYespect of such arrears.
and may.apply to the Collector to set aside the sale.
(2) lf such deposit and application are made within thirty dave from the
date of sale, the Collector. shall pass an order setting aside the sale and shall repay
to the purchaser the purchase money £0 far as it has been deposited together with
the five per cents deposited by the applicant :
Provided that if more persons than one have made
deposit and application under this section, the application of the first dapositor to the officer authorized to set aside the sale shall be accepted.
(8)

property,

he

Ifa parson applies under section 38 to sat aside tha sale of immoveabla

shall

not,

unless

he

withdraws

such

Seen eee

be

entitled

to

make an application under this seation.

88.

(1) At

any

time within

thirty days

from

the

date

of the

gale

of

immovyeable property, application may be made to the Collestor to set aside the
sale on the ground of some material irregularity or mistake, or fraud in publishing
ot conducting it ; but except as otherwise is hereinafter provided,no sale shall
be set aside on the ground of any such irregularity or mistake unless the applicant
proves to the satisfaction of ihe Collector that he has sustained substantial
injury

by reason thereof 3.

<

1, Defaulter is not bound to deposit
the arrear between dates of attachment
and sale, see p, 414,

2.
An agreement between intending
purchasers not to bid ai a sale is no
ground for setting it aside, see p. 414.
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(2) Ti the applieation be allowed, the Collector shall set aside the sale and
direct a fresh one.
.
:
.
(8) On the expiration of thirty days from the dats of the
sale, if no application to have the sale set aside is made under section 37-A or under
clause
(1) of
may

this section, or if such 2pplication has been made and rejected,

the Collestor shall

make an order confirming the sale: provided that, if he shall have
that the sale ousht to be set aside notwithstanding
thatnosuch

reason
to think
application has

been made or on grounds other than those alleged in any application which has
been made :and rejected, he may, after recording his reasons in writing, set aside
the sale.

=
o
(4) Whenever the sale of any land is not so confirmed or is set aside, the
deposit of the purchase-money, 2s the case
may
be, shall
be returned
to the
purchaser.
(5) After the confirmation of any such gale, the Collector shall register the
lands sold in the name of the person dealared to ba the purchaser, and shall execute
and grant a certificate of sale bearing his seal and signature to such purchaser 1,
Such certificate shall state the property sold and the name
of the pur-

chaser, and it shall ba conclusive evidence of the fact of the purchase in all Courts
and Tribunals, where it may be necessary to prove the same;
and no proof
Collector’s seal ox signature shall be necessary, unless the authority before
it is produced shall have reason to doubt its genuineness.

39.

When lands may ba purchased at public

sale

the

Collector,

or

of the
whom

other

offic6r empowered
which

by the Collector in that behalf, shall publish in the villages in
head
the land seld may be situated, in the Cutchery of the Taluk, in the

Gutchery of the district, and in the District Gazeite, the

name

of

the

purchaser

of
succession
and the date of purchase, together with a declaration of the lawful
said
the
in
landholder
former
the
of
property
and
rights
such purchaser to all the
lands.
:
Where, notwithstanding such publication, any lawful purchaser of land
40.
land,
may ba resisted and prevented from obtaining possession of his purchased
any Coufté of competent jurisdiction, on application and production of certificate
for
process to be issued
of sale provided for by seation 38, shall cause the proper
as if the
the purpose of putting such purchaser in possession, in the same manner

purchased lands had been decreed to the purchaser by a decision of the Court.
414.
All contracts entered into by the defaulter
payments to him by them, shall be binding upon the

with his tenants,
and
purchaser to the same

all
ex-

tent and under the same conditions as laid down in section 32 and 33 of this Act ?.
All lands brought to sale on account of arrears of revenue shall be sold
42,
after liquidating the
shall remain
free of all incumbrances, and if any balance
arrears with interest, and the expenses of attachment and sale, and other costs due
such
unless
to the defaulter,
paid over
in respect of such arrears, it shall be

payment be prohibited by the injunction of a Court of competent

jurisdiction 3.

the defaulter
Arrears of rent which on the day of sale may be dueto
43.
by him after
recoverable
ba
aale,
the
of
* from his under tenants shall, in the event
by him for
used
been
have
might
which
the sale by any process, except distraint,

that purpose before the said sale.

Gollector has no power of

review
the

what not; sea p. 416—417.

Effect of revenue sale, sea p.
38.
of other sales, see p. 417.

417;

and
ச்

1,

after confirmation, sea p. 416 ; nor
Board of Revenue, see p. 416,
What contracts are binding
2.
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4%,
Ttshall bo lawful for the Collector, or other officer empowered
by the
Gollector in that behalf, to sell the whole or any portion of the land of a defaulter
in discharge of arrear of reyenue: provided always that, sofar as may be practicable, no larger section in the Jand shall be sold {han may be sufficient to discharge

the arrears with interest, and expenses of attachment, mandgement, and sale.
45.
Where only a part of a landed estate held
under a sanad-i-milkiyati-istimrar, or otherwise subject to the payment of a lump assessment
may be sold,
the assessment upon such part shall be apportioned by the
Collector
previous to

sale in manner following:—

்

:

The amount of revenue to be assessed on each division shall bear the same
proportion to the actual value of such division as the total amount of the revenue
of the whole estate may bear to the total actual value of the entire estate previous
to such division.

To this end the Collector shall have power to

demand

from

landholders

and from the karnams of villages accounts of produce and ci the charges attending the management of lands to be divided; suoh landholders and karnams shall
furnish tho said accounts whon required for a period of notless than three years
or
refuse
may
the landhoider
year; where
next preceding the then current
unreasonably delay to comply with such demand, so as to prevent the assessment

Collector

being fixed on such divided portions ofland, the
the entire estate.

46.

to sell

proceed

shall

f

Repealed by Act VIII of 1914.

47.
When a defaulter tenders security, it shall be lawful for the Collector,
or other
officer empowered
by the Collector
in that behalf, to acceptit and
postpone the sale of the dafaulter’s property upon such conditions, and until such
time, as he may appoint; in the event of default being mide in thé performance
- of such conditions, the Colleotor or such officer may sell the property and proceed

against the defaulter, or against his security, or both.
48.
When
arrears of revenue, with interest
and the other charges
as
aforesaid cannot be liquidated by the sale of the property of the defaulter, or of his
surety, and the Collector shall have reason te belicvethat
the defaulter or his

surety is wilfully withholding

payment

ofthe

arrears,

or

has

been

guilty

of

fraudulent conduct in order to evade payment, it shall be lawful for him to cause
the arrest and imprisonment of the defaulter, or his surety, not being a female, as
hereinafter mentioned ; but no person shall be imprisoned on account of an arrear
of revenue for a longer period than two years, orfor
a longer period than
six

months if the arrear does

not exceed Rs, 500,

or fora

longer period than

three

months if the arrear does not exceed Rs. 50; provided that such imprisonment
shall not extinguish the debt due to Government by the defaulter or his surety 1.
49. The Collector shall issue his warrant for the arrest of the defaulter, or
his surety, or both, not being females, which shall specify his or their name, the

amount of revenue duc, and the date on which it became
shall be signed and sealed by the authority by whom

payable, and the

warrant

it was used. -

The officer charged with the execution of the warrant shall thereupon arrest
the defaulter, or his surety, or both, and convey

him or them

io the district

and deliver the warrant to the gaoler, which shall be a sufficient
to receive the prisoner or prisoners.
1.

See p. 417.

gaol,

authority to him

-

ACT II OF 1864.

a

A copy of such watrant shall be retained by tha gaoler, who
despatch the original to the Officer in charge of the gaol.

50.

shall

forthwith

All the temedies prescribed by this Act in case of the revenue defaulters

may be employed against their sureties, and it shall be lawful for the Collector or
other officer empowered by the Collector in that behalf, to enforce the same simultaneously with, or either previously or subsequently to, their enforoement against
the principal ; so, nevertheless, that no more than the total sum in arrears, and
interest with costs and charges, shal] ba realized from both

54.
When
land regenue is
Collestor, or other officer empowered

payable in kind, it shall be lawful
for the
by the Collectcr in that behalf, to prevent the

removal of the crop from the land until
which belongs to Government

has

a division has been made, and the portion

been set apart,

such, security as the Collector may

unless

the

landholder furnishos

deem satisfactory.

52.
All arrears of revenue other than land-revenue due to Government,
all
advances
made by Government for cultivation or other purposes connected with
the revenue, and all fees or other dues payable by any person to or on behali
of
the village servants employed in revenues or police duties, and all cesses lawfully
upon land, may

imposed

be recovered in the same

manner

under the provisions of this Act, unless the recovery
may

hereafter ba otherwise

specially provided for

as arrears of land-revenue

thereof

shall

have

been

or

2,

Persons employed in serving notices or in other processes under this Act
53.
shall be entitled to batita at such rates as may from time to time ba fixed by
the

of

Board

Revenue

with the sanction of Government, and published in the District

as interest, and
The batta mentioned in the foregoing section, as well
54,
shall be recoveiablo
all costs and charges incurred under the authority of this Act,
from the defaulter and his sureties in the same manner as arroars of revenue.
Where property having bean attached or distrained may be ordered to
55.
proprietor shall
countermanded, the
be
salemay
andthe
be put up forsale,
‘nevertheless be responsible for the expenses incurred in consequence of the atitachment or distraint, in the same manner as if the sale had taken place ; and in the
the amount, it shall be recoverable
event of such proprietor omitting to discharge
by the process under which the original demand would have been recoverable.

shall be entitled toa
Hivery pevson making a payment of revenue
56.
receipt for the same, signed by the Collector, or other officer empowered by the
Collector in that behalf ; such receipt shall state the name of the person making
the payment and the subject-matter in respect of which it is paid, and in the case
of land-revenue shall describe the land on which the assessmentis due, and the
names of persons entered in respect thereof in the setitlemant account.
Where a defaulter or his surety may reside or hold property out of the
57.
district wherein default shall have been made, the Collector of the district in which
such defaulter or surety resides or holds property shall, on the written application
proceed in all
been made,
district Such default has
in whose
of the Collector

surety, and

‘respects against the defaulter and his

same manner as if the default had been made

his or their

property, in

the

in his own distrigt.

Every such application shall be signed and sealed by the Collector making
in all
party in arrear,
it, and shall be conclusive as to the amount due, andthe

1.
2.

Seep. 417,
Applicability

of the sestion

to

arrears due to karnam and
pp. 406, 417—418,

totti,

gee

ப்ச்

Gazette.
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proceedings against the Collector acting Upon such application or any person acting
under his authority ; and no preof of the seal or signature or official character of
the Collector making the application shall be required, unless the Court shall see
reason to doubt its genuineness : provided always, that nothing herein
shall affect the right of any party to sue in his own district the Collector
the application.
A Collector may delegate all or any of his powers and duties
section to any subordinate revenue officer not below the rank of a Deputy

58,

contained
who made
ன்
under this
Tahsildar.

Wo Court of Civil Judicature shall have authority, to take into considera-

tion or decide any question as to rate of land revenue payable to Government, or as
to the amount of assessmant fixed, or to ba hereafter fixed, on
the portions of a

divided

estate.1
59.
Nothing contained in this Act shal] be held

themselves aggrieved by any
provided, from applying to
shall not take cognizance of
of action, unless such suit

which the cause
60.

No

to pravyent parties deeming

proceedings under this
Act,
except
as hereinbefore
the Civil Courts for redress : provided that Civil Courts
any suit instituted by such parties for any such cause
shall be institutsd within six months from the time at

of action arouse ?.

i

suit brought against any Collector by any

person

deeming

himself

agsrioved
by anything done or purporting to be done under this Act, shall abate
by reason of the departure from his district of the Collector
against
whom
such
suit shall have been brought ; but the suit shall be continued against the successor of such Collector in all respects as though it had been instituted against himself.
A suit may be brought
against
any
Collectorin his official capacity
on
account of anything done or purporking to have been done under this Act
by his
predecessor, subject to the limitation prescribed in the preceding seation : provided
that no Collector shall be personally liable for any official act
of his predecessor.
61.
Regulation V of 1822 shall not ba applicable to sales of property under
this Act.
62.
Regulation XXVIII of 1802, and Regulations I and II of 1808. shall be
inoperative as respects arrears of revenue recoverable under this Act.
63.
Wothing in this Act shall be held to bar the opsration of the provisions
of Regulation V of 1804, and
of Regulation X of
1831, in respect
to the sala of
lands of minors and other disqualified landholders.
64.
Nothing
in this Act shall apply
to the callection of land-reyenus
within the limits of tha Town of Madras, as defined by section 12, Regulation II of
1802 of the Madras Code.
65.
[Repealed by Act XIZ of 1873.]
66.
[Repealed by Act XII of 1873.)

1.
2.

See pp. 170—171.
For limitation under the Act,

see

pp. 418—420;
when
arises, sae p. 420.

aauss

of

action

ங்
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An act to make better provision for recovering
WHEREAS,

public demands

it is expedient

to make

ACT.

better

IN

COUNCIL.

certain public demands.

provision

for

recovering

certain

; It is hereby enacted as follows :—

4.

(1) This Act may

be called the Reyenne Recovery Act, 1890.

(2)

It extends to the whole of British India and British Baluchistan

and

(3) It shall come into force at once.
2.

n

this Act, unless there

is

something

repugnant

in

the

subject

or

context,—

(1)

‘* district” includes a presidency-town

(2) ‘‘ Collector’? means the
administration of a district ; and

chief

;

officer

in charge

of

the

land-revenue

ல

(3) *‘defaulter’’ means a person
from whom
an arrear of Jand-revenue, or a
sum tecoverable as an arrear of land-revenue, is due, and includes a person who is
responsible as surety for the payment of any such arrear or sum.
3.
(1) Where an arrear of land-revenue, or a sum recoverable as an arrear
of land-revenue, is payable to a Collector by a defaulter being or having property
:in a district other than that in which the arrear accrued or the sum is payable, the

Collector may send to the

CoJlector of that other

district

a certificate in the form

as Nearly as may be of tke schedule, stating—
_(a)

the

name

of the defaulter

and

such

other

particulars

necessary for his identification, and
(b)

the amount

payable by him and the account

(2) The certificate shall
otherwise povided by this Act,

be signed
shall be

as

may

be

on which

it is due.

by the Collector making it, and, save as
conclusive proof of the matters therein

statel.
(3) The Collector of the distriot shall, on receiving the certificate, proceed to
recover the amount stated therein a8 if it were an arrear of land-revenue which had
aecrued in his own district.
ட

%.
(1) When
the proceedings are taken against a person under the last
foregoing section for the recovery of an amount stated in a certificate, that person
may if he denies his liability to pay the amount or any part thereof and pays the

63
சச்.
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samo uuder

protest

his agent,
Paid.

institute a suit for the re-payment

ACT.

in writing at the time of payment

sud signed

of the amount

by

him

or

or the part thereof so

(2) A suit under sub section (1) must be instituted in a Civil

Court

jurisdiction
in the
local area in which the office of the Collector
certificate is situate, and the suit shall be determined in accordance

having

who made the
with the law

in foresee at the place where the arrear accrued or the liability for the payment of
the sum arose.
(8) In the suit the plaintiff may, notwithstanding anything in the last
foregoing section, but subject to the law in force at the place
evidence With respect to any matter stated in the certificate.

aforesaid, give

5.
Where any sum is recoverable as an
arrear
of land-revenue
by
any
public officer other than a Collector or by any local authouity, the Collector of the
distriat in which the office of that officer or authority is situate shall, on the request
of the officer or authority, procead to recover the sum as if it were
an arrear
of
land-reyenue which hed accrued in his own
district, and may send a certificate of

the amount to be recovered to the Collestor of another district under the

foregoing

provisions of this Act as if the sum were payable to himself.
6.
(1) When the Ccllector of a district receives a certificate under this Act,
he may issue a proclamation prohibiting the transfer or charging
of any immoyable property belonging to the defaulter in the district.
(2)

The

Collector

may

at

any

time,

proclamation, and it shall be deemed to be
stated

in

recovery

of

the

certificate

that

by

has been recovered

amount,

order in writing, withdraw

withdrawn

when

either

or the property has been

the

the

amount

sold for the

௦

(8) Any private alienation of the property or of any interest of the defaulter
therein, whether by sale, gift, mortgage or otherwise, made after the issue of the

proclamation

and

before

the

withdrawal

thereof

Government and any person who may purchase
recoyery of the amount stated in the certificate.
(4)

Subject to the foregoing

provisions of

shall

be

void as

the property at a sale
this section, when

against
held

the

for the

proceedings

are

taken against any immovable property under this Act for the recovery of an amount
stated in a certificate, the interests of the defaulter alone therein shall be so
proceeded against, and no incumbrances created, grants made or contracts entered

into by him in good faith shall be rendered

invalid

by reason

only of

proceedings

being taken against those interests.
(5)

A proclamation

under

other customary method and

this

by the

place in or near the property to which
7.

Wothing in the foregoing

section

posting

shall

bs

ofacopy

made

thereof

by

beat of drum

on a

or

conspicuous

it relates.

section shall be construed—

(a) to impair any security provided by, or affect the provisions of any,
other enactment for the time being in force tor the recovary of
land-revenue or
(6)

sums recoverable

as

arrears of land-revenue, or

to authorize the arrest of any person for the recovery of any tax
payable to ‘the corporation, commissioner, committee, board,
council or person having authority over a municipality under

any enactment for the time being in forge.

|
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7

When ‘this %ot has been applied to any local area which is under the
8.
administration of the GoVernor-General in Council, but which is not part of
British India, an arrear of land-revenue accruing in that local area, or a sum
recoverable ag an arrear of land-reventie and payable to Collector or other

public officer or to a ldcal authority in that

local area, may

be

recovered

under

this Act in British India.
THE

SCHEDULE.

CERTIFICATE.
[See section 3, svb-sectton (1)].
From
The

Collector

of

Collector

of

To
Dated

the

of

18

. The sum of Rs.
ig payable on account of
by
» who is believad .(to be)
, resident of
, Son of
ab
(to have property consisting of
at
)
in your district.
Subject to the provisions of the Revenue Recovery Act, 1890, the said sum
is recoverable by you as if it were an arroarof
land-revenue which had accrued
in your own district, and you are hereby desired so to recover it and to remit
to
my office at
A. B.;

Collector

of......

THE

MULGENI

RENT

ENHANCEMENT

ACT.

ACT XIII OF 1920
WHEREAS
certain mulgeni

it

is expedient to

provide for

theenhancement

of rent

on

tenures in the district of South Kanara,

ana to provide for the
comassessment at the settlement
apportionment of the difference batween the
meénced
in 1902 and that at the settlement of
1819; Itis hereby
enacted as
follows:—

1. This Act may be called the Mulgeni Rent Enhancement
shall be applicable to the whole of the distriot of South Kanara.

Act, 1920,

and

2.

The provisions of this Act shall apply to mulgeni tenures which were
created or acquired prior to a date to be fixed in this behalf by the Iocal Government in respect of each taluk or other local area, and in respect of which

there

no contract in writing between the mulgar and the mulgenidar providing

for

Payment

of enhanced

assessment.

No order or decree of a civil court passed before this
shall operate to prevent

3.

is

the

the application of the Act to any

In this Act, unless there is something

Act

comes

into

force

such tenure.

repugnant

in

the

subject

or

context,

(1)

* assessment

(2)

‘ old assessment’ and ‘ new

’ means the assessment

to land

revenue by

Government.

assessment,’ mean, respectively, the assess-

ment leviable before and after the revision of

assessments

which

was

commenced

in 1902.

(3)

‘mulgeni

tenure’ means a holding of land in perpetuity on a fixed rant,
or kind or both, and includes tenures of the description known
as “kayamgeni’, ‘nigdigeni’ and ‘sub-mulgeni’, but not ‘walawarg’.
whether

jn money

(4) ‘mulgar’ means the owner of land held under mulgeni tenure, his heirs,
representatives and assigns, and includes a mulgenidar who has granted a mulgeni
lease to a sub-mulgenidar or sub-tenant, his heirs, representatives and assigns.
(5)

‘ mulgenidar’

means

a

tenant of land

held

under

mulgeni

his heirs, representatives and assigns, and includes a mortgagee in
from such tenant or from his heirs, representatives or assigns.
4.

{t shall be competent

to the Local

the powers and to impose all or any of
collector by this Act upon any other
Official Gazette.

Government

to confer

the duties conferred
officer or person by

tenure,

possession

all or any

or imposed on
notificationin

of

the
the

5. Any mulgar may make an application in writing to the Collector to
make an order for the enhancement of the rent payable to him under a mulgeni
tenure,
6
6

்

ACT

XIII

OF

1920.
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Such applicatico. shail bein
such form
as the Tuocsl Government
may
prescribe and shall be accompanied by
such fees as may be fixed by the Local
Government.

6.

On receivyirg an application

under section 5, the

Collector shall

hold

an inquiry, and, if he is satisfied that the mulgeni tennre to which the application relates fulfils the conditions laid down in section 2, shall, in accordance
. with the provisions of the next following section, determine by an order in writing
what enhancement, if any, shall be madein
the rent payable in respect of the
tenure.
7.
(3)
Where the rent is payable in money,
it shall be enhanced
by an
amount not exceeding the whole of the excess of the new assessment over the old:
(2)
Where the rent is payable in kind, the increase in the assessment
shall be divided between the mulgar and mulgenidar in the proportion borne
by
the old assessment to the new assessment on the land and the rent
enhanced by

an amount equal to the mulgenidar’s share of the increase in the

assessment.

(3)
Where the rent is payable partly in money and partly in kind, the
proportion that the money rent bears to the total rent shall be ascertained
and
the money rent enhanced by an amount not exceeding the same proportion of the
increase in the assessment.
‘The remainder of the increase inthe assessment shall

be apportioned in accordance with the principle
mulgenidar’s share shall be added to the rent :
Provided

that, where good

8.

(2) and
(8) would
setilement.

be

The increase in rent determined under this seotion

Incases in which

known, Such
the block of
according to
pears to the

the old

(2) and

cause is shown for believing that an

ment of the rent under
sub-sections (1),
Collector may make a fair and equitable
(4)

stated in sub-section

assessment

on

a

the

enhance-

inequitable,

the

shall be in money.”

mulgeni

holding is

not

assessment shall be calculated by apportioning the old assessment on
which it forms a part among the areas of which the block is made up
the proportion which the settlement assessment
of each such
ares
settlLem@gnt of the whole of the block.

Provided that, where an apportionment between any such areas! has already
been made by the settlement officer, or by agreement befween the parties concerned, such apportionment shall be accepted by the Collector even though it does not
conform to the provisions of this section
Eaplanation—‘

Block

’ in this section means

@ separate assessment was leviable immediately
ments which was commeneed in 1902.

any unit of area upon

prior tothe

revision

of

which
assess-

9.
The enbancement in rent determined under section 6 shall remain
iu
“orce unless and until the assessment is varied when, on application made by the
mulgar or the mulgenidar, the Collector may direct such further
enhancement or
such reduction as may seem equitable haying
regard to the nature and extent of
the variation in assessment.
©
410.

Any

revision of renf Under this Aci shall take

effect

from

mencemoent of the reyenue year in which application is made for such

the

com-

revision.

(
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44.
From every decision under this 40% நர ஐ 0௦1715010௩ ௦0% மக்கா மிக
person empowered under section 4 an appeal shall lie to the district court.
The

decision

or

on appeal of the district court shall be-final.

42.
From and after
shall lie by any mulgenidar

the date on which this Acé comes into force, no suit
for the recovery of any sum
paid before the said date

in consequence of tha increase in assessment, and all such suits as are pending in |
the civil courts on the date above referred to, in so far as they relate to the recovery
of any such

sums,

shall be referred

disposal under this Act.
had

been

made

by the courts

concerned

to

the

Collector

for

The Collector shall thereupon ‘proceed as if an application

to him under

section

5

and shall treat

the

date

of

plaint

as the

date of application.
13.

The Local Government

may, after previous publication,

make

rules for

the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act.
In particular .and

without

provision, the Local Government

prejudice
may

make

to

the

generality

of

the

rules—

foregoing
;

(i) fixing the date specified in section 2;
(2) prescribing forms and the mode of service of notice under this Act ;
(8) fixing the fees, costs and
under this Act ;

charges

to

be paid

in respect

of

proceedings

(4) prescribing the area in which the Collector or other Officer of person
empowered under section 4 of this Act should exercise jurisdiction and the
procedure to be followed ty the Collector in the discharge of any duty imposed on
him

by or under this Aot ;
(5)

providing

and (8) of seation 7.

for commutation

and

apportionment

under

gub-sections

(2)

THE MADRAS IRRIGATION CESS ACT.
ACT VII OF

1865.

‘An Act to enable the Government to levy a separate cess
Supplied for irrigation purposes in certain cases.

for the use of water

WHEREAS,
in several
districts .of
the. Madras
Presidency,
large
expenditure ont of Government funds has been, and is still being, incurred in the
construction and improvement of works of irrigation and drainage,
to the
great
advantage of the country and of propristors
and tenants of land : and whereas it is
right and proper that a fit return should, in all cases alike, be made to Government
on account of the increased profits derivable from lands irrigated by such
works ;

It is enacted as follows :—
4.
any

(a) Whenever

river, stream,

ment,

from

water is supplied or used for purposes

channel, tank,

of

irrigation

from

or work belonging to, or constructed by Govern-

and, also,—
(b) whenever water by direct or indirect flow or by percolation or drainage
any such riyer, stream, channel, tank or work from or through adjoining

land irrigates any land under cultivation or flows into a reservoir and is theraafter used for irrigating any land under cultivation,
and, in the-opinion of
tha revenue officer empowered .to charge water-cess, subject to the control of the

Collector, the Board of Revenue

and the Government,

to, and sufficient for the requirements
it shall be lawful for the

such irrigation is beneficial

of the crop on such

Government

before the

Jand,—
endof

the revenue

year

succeeding that in which the irrigation :takes place to levy at pleasure on the land
80 irrigated a separate cess for stch water, and the Government may prescribe the
rules under which, and the rates at

which,

levied, and alter or amend the same

from time to time:

Provided that where a

zemindar

such

or

water-cess as

inamdar

or any

aforesaid

other

shall be

description

of

landholder not holding under ryotwari settlement is by yirtue of engagements
with the Government entitled to irrigation free of sepatute charge, no cess under
this Act shall be imposed for water supplied to the extent of this right and no

more:
Provided also that no cess shall be leviable under this Act in respect of any
land held under ryotwari sattlement which is classified and assessed as wet, unless
the same be irrigated by using without due authority water from any source hereinbefore mentioned and such source is difierent from or in addition to that.which has
been assigned by the revenue

authorities or

adjudged

by a

competent Civil Cour

as the source of irrigation of such land.1
1,
Construction of the Act, sea pp.
141—142;
river belonging to Govern-

seo pp. 148—144; liability to levy water,
cessin proprietary estates and
inams

ment, see

see p. 144,

pp.

142—143;

engagement,

By percolation,

seep.

144.
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1—A. (1) In the case of land included in an estata.‘che cess due under this
Act
shall, notwithstanding
anything contained in the Madras Revenue Recovery
Act, 1864, be leviable in accordance with such
rules
as the Government
may
after previous publication prescribe in that behalf-—
்
(a)

from the landholder

(5) from

or

the ryot or

(c) in shares from both.
(2) The amount payable by a landholder
first charge upon his interest in the land,

or

ryot under

this Act shall be a
.

(3) Subject to the law of limitation of suits and to any express
or implied
contract between the landholder and
the ryot, any sum collected from a landholder as water cess between the 17th January 1911 and the commencement of this
Act may be recovered by him from the ryot, who, at the date of the collection, was
holding the land in respect of which the cess was collected,
where such ryot would
have been liable to pay the cess if the rules to ba framed under this Act had been
in force at the date of the collection.
a
(4) Nothing contained in this section shall affeot the
rights and liabilities
the landholder and the ryot inter se under any contract, express or implied, in

of

regard

to the payment

of water-cess.

(5) Arrears of water cess payable under this Act shall
be realized
in the
same
Manner
as arrears
of land-revenue
are or may be realised by law in the
Madras Presidency 1,

ரூ

(6) No action or cther proceeding shall be had or taken, or be sustainable,
against any officer for anything done by him previous to the passing of this Act, in,
or relating to, the imposition or levying of any such water-rates heretofore
imposed or levied with the sanction of the Local Govyernment.?

1.
2.

Who is a landholder,see p 407. — pp. 144-145,

Jurisdiction

of

Civil

Courts,

see

THE MADRAS IRRIGATION
(AMENDING) ACT.
ACT
»

V

OF

CESS

1900.

ந

An Act to amend Madras Acé WII of 1865.
_
WHERGAS it is expedient fo amend
enacted as follows.:—
4.

Sections

1 and

4 of

the Madras

Madras

Act VII

Act VII

of 1865;

of 1865,

It is

hereinafter

hereby

referred

to as the said Act, shall be read and construed as if at the time of the passing of
the said Act, there were and had been
inserted in lieu of the said sections
the
following, v#s.:—

Vide
2.

Section 1 of Act VII of 1865, supra.
No water-cess which

been passed shall be hereafter
8.

Allrules that may

would not have

been

leviable if this Act

hereaiter be prescribed by Government

1 of the said Act and any alterations or amendments that may
in the rules made under that section which

previous publication.

T

64

had not

levied for any pericd prior to the 1st July 1899.

are now

in force

under section

hereafter ba made
shall be made

.

after

THE
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படட
ப அணை,

An Act to provide measures for checking unauthozised occupation of lands
which are the property of Government.
WHEREAS it has been the practice to
Jands which are the property of Government
prohibitory assessment or charge, and

check unauthorised
occupation of
by the imposition of penal or

whereas doubts have arisen

as to how

such practice is authorised by law and it is expedient to make statutory
for checking such occupation ; It is hereby enacted as follows :—

far

provision

1. This Act may be cited as the “‘ Madras Land Encroachment Act, 1905.”
Iti extends to the whole of the Presidency of Madras 1.
2.

(1) All public roads,

streets, lanes

and.paths,

the

bridges,

ditches,

dikes and fences, on or beside the same, the bed of the sea and of harbours
and
creeks below high water mark, and of rivers, streams, nalas, lakes and tanks, and
all canals and water-courses, and all standing and flowing water, and all lands,
wherever situated, save in so far as the same are the property—
(a)

ofany zemindar,
poligar, mitiadar, jagirdar, shrotriemdar or
inamdar or any person claiming through or holding under any
of them, or

(b) of any person paying shist, kattubadi,
to any of the aforesaid persons, or

jodi, poruppu

or quit-rent

(c) of any person holding under ryotwari tenure, including that
Janmi in Malabar, or of » wargdar in South Canara, or in
Way subject to the payment
ment, or

of land revenue

direct to

ofa
any

Govern-

(4) of any other registered holder of land in proprietary right, or
(e) of any other person holding

land under grant

from

Covernmers

otherwise than by way of license,
and, as to lands, save also in so faras
housesite or backyard,

they are

templesite

or

owned

as

are and are hereby declared to be the property of Government except as may

be otherwise provided by any law for the time being in force, subject always to all
tights of way

and other public

rights and tothe

naturaland

other landowners, and to all customary rights legally

easement tights

of

subsisting.2

(2) All public roads and streets vested in any local authority, shall, for the
purposes of this Act, be deemied to be the property of Government.
1.

See pp. 171-175.
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:
Eaplanation.—In this section “high water mark” means the
reached by ordinary

,

3.

spring tides at any season of the

Any person who shall unauthorisedly

property of Governmerft

highest

poknt

year.

occoupy any

shall be liable to pay by way

land

which

is

the

of assessment—

(1) if the land so occupied forms an assessed survey number or part thereof,
. the full assessment of such number for the
whole
period of his occupation or a
part thereof proportionate to the area occupied, as the case may be, provided that,
for special reasons, the Cojleotor or subject to his contro] the Tahsildar or Deputy
Tahsildar may impose the full assessment
of such
number
of any lesser sum

irrespective oi the area occupied.
(ii)

if the land so occupied be unassessed, an assessment

pied calculated for the same period at the rate imposed
quality in the neighbourhood,
the case may

be, or when

or at the highest

no such rates

on

dry or wet

rate

exist in such manner

in rules or orders under section 8.
;
Provided that payment of assessment under

on the area

lands

of

of

a

occu.

similar

the village as

as may be prescribed

this section

shall

not

confer

any tight of cccupancy.
Ezplanation.--For the purposes

of this section occupation

portion of a fasli may be deemed to be occupation for a whole

க,

The decision as to the

rate or amount

section 8 shall be recorded in writing and shall

not

for an incomplete

fasli.

payable

assessment

of
be

questioned

in

under

any

Civil

Court.

5.

Any person liable to pay assessment under section 3 shall also be

at the discretion of the Collector or subject to his control, the Tahsildar

’Tahsildar

to pay in addition by way
(i) if

~

the land be assessed land, 2 sum not excaeding five rupees or,
when ten times the assessment payable for one year under
section

:

of panalty—

liable

or Deputy

8 exceeds

five rupees, a sum

not

exceeding ten

times

such assessment, provided that no penalty shall ordinarily be
imposed in respect of the unauthorised ocoupation of such land
for any period not exceading one year

(ii) if dhe

land

be

unassessed, 2 sum

not

~

;.

exceeding

ten rupees, or

when twenty times the assessment payable for one year under
section 8 exceeds ten rupees, a sum
not exceeding twenty
times stich assessment.

6. (1) Any person unauthorisedly occupying any land for which he is liable
to pay assessment under section 8 may be summarily evicted by the Collector, and
amy crop or other product raised on the land shall be liable to forfeiture and any
building or other construction erected or anything deposited thereon shall also, if

not removed by him after such written notice as the Collector may desm reasonable, be liable to forfeiture. Forfeitures under this section shall be adjudged by the
Collector and any property so forfeited shall be disposed of as the Collector may
7
direct.
(2) An eviction under this section shall be made in the following manner,
namely :—By

serving a notice in the manner

reputed to be in ocoupation or his
Golleotor may

deem

agent

proyided in section

requiring

him within

reasonable after receipt of the said

notice to

7 on the person

such time as
vacate

and, if such notice is not obeyed, by remoying or deputing a subordinate

|

the

tha land,

to Femove,
3

6
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airy person who may refuse to vacate the same, and if &he ‘officer
remoying any
such person shall be resisted or obstructed: by any person, the Collector shall hold
a summary enquiry into the facts of the case, and jf satisfied that ther esistance or
obstruction was without any just cause and that such -resistance
or obstruction
on his
and
person
said
the
of
arrest
the
for
warrant
a
issue
still continues, may
appearance commit him to close custody in the office of the Collector
or
Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar for such period not exceeding 30 days
as
or resistance
necessary to prevent the continuance of such obstruction

of any
may
be™
or may

send him with a warrant in the form of the schedule for Imprisonment in the civil
jail in the district for the like period.
Provided

that no person so

committed

or

under

imprisoned

this

section

shall be liable to be prosecuted under sections 183, 186 and 188 of the Indian Penal
Code in respect of the same facts.
7.
Tahsildar

or
Before taking proceedings under section 5 or section 6 the Collector
on the
or Deputy Tahsildar as the case may be shall cause to be served

the

being

land

person reputed to be in unauthorised occupation of

property

of

to show
calling on him
not be proceeded against under section 5

Government a notice specifying the land so occupied

and

gause before a certain date why he should
or section 6.
Such notice shall be served in the manner prescribed in section
as
manner
or in such other
Madras Revenue Recovery Act, 1864,
Government by rules or orders under section 8 may direct.

8.

25 of the
the Tocal

The Tiocal Government may make rulers or orders either generally or in

any particular instance,—
(a) regulating the rates of assessment leviable under

section 5 ;

(6) regulating the imposition of penalties under section 5 ;
(c) declaring that any parficular land or class of lands which are
perty of Government

shall not be open to occupation

the pro-

;

(d) regulating the service of notices uuder this Act.
Such general rules or orders shall be made only after

previous publication.

The amount of assessment and penalty imposed under this Act on any
person unauthorisadly occupying any land shall be deemed to be land revenue and
may be recovered from him as afrears Oiland revenue under the « ‘provisions of the
9.

Madras Revenue Recovery Act, 1864, or the Madras City
ment) Act, of 1867, as the case may be.
40.

(1)

An appeal

shall lie (a} to the Collector

from

Land

Revenue

(Amend-

any

decision

or order

passed by a Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar under this Act, and (b) to the District
Collector irom any decision or order of a Collector passed otherwise than on appeal,

and (c) to the Board of Reyenue from any decision or order of a District Collector
passed otherwise thao on appeal.
There shall be no appeal against a decision or
order passed by

the Uollector or the District

Collector on appeal,

but

the

District

Collector may revise any decision or order passed by a Deputy Tahsildar, Tahsildar
or Collector under this Act, and the Board of Revenue or the Local Government
may revise any decision or order passed by any officer under this Act.
(2) Pending the disposal of any appeal or petition for revision
Act, the Collector, the District Colléctor, the Board of Revenue or the
ernment,

as

thecase

may

be, may

against or sought to be revised.
(:

suspend

the

execution of

ச

under this
Dooal Gov-

the.order appealed

°
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44.
No appeal sha!l be brought after the expiration of sixty days from the
date of the decision or order complained of, provided that in computing the period
of sixty days, the time required, to obtain a copy of the decision or order appealed
against shall be exclided,.but the appeal may be admitted after the period hereby

prescribed when the appellant satisfies the authority to whom

he

appeals

had sufficient cause for not preferring the appeal within the presotibed

42.

very petition of appeal

under this Act

shall be

that

he

period.

accompanied

by

the

decision or order appealed against or by an authenticated copy of the same.
13.
Nothing in this Act contained shall be construed as exempting any
person unauthorisedly
occupying
land
from liability to be proceeded against
under any law for the time being in force.

Provided that if any penalty bas been levied
5 of this Act, no similar penalty shall ba levied from
respect of such occupation.

from any person under section
him under any other law in

1%.
Nothing contained in this Act shall be held to prevent parsons deeming
themselves aggrieved by any proaeedings under this Act except as
hereinbefore
provided, from applying to the Civil Courts for redress:
Provided
that the Civil
Courts shall not take cognizance of any suit instituted by such persons for any
such cause of action unless such suit shall be instituted within six months from

the time at which the cause of action arose.
Huplanation—The

cause of action shall be deemed

to have

arisen,

(a) in respect of any assessment or penalty, on the date on which
assessment or penalty was levied;

(b) in repeoct of eviction
forfeiture.

*

or

forfeiture,

on

the date

of

pose

eviction

or

15.
காரு proceeding taken by a Collestor for the
recovery ofany
sum of
money by way of penal or prohibitory assessment
or charge
from
any person
who has unauthorisedly occupied any land hereby declared to be the -property
of
Government shall, if such sum has been recovered prior to the passing of this Act,

be deemed to have been lawfully taken, provided that this section

shall not

apply

to any suits pending when this Act comes into force in a Court of First Instance
or in a Court of Appeal or affect the validity and operation of amy decree or order
already passed by a court of competent jurisdiction.

16.
Nothing in this Act shallapply toany lands
escheat, resumption or reversion until such lands have been
sion by Government.

olaimed by right of
reduced into possesன்
இ
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SOHREDULE.
_ Form

of warrant

to be issued by the Colleetor under

section 6.

c

THE

OFFICER

IN CHARGE

OF THE

CIVIL

JAIL.

AT

WHEBHAS A. B. of
has resisted (or obstructed)
C. D. in removing BH. F. (or himself, that is, the said A. B.) from certain land in
the village of

in the

taluk, and whereas

it is necessary

in order

to prevent the continuance of such obstruction (or resistance) commit to the said
A. B, to close custody.
You are hereby required under the provisions of section 6
of the Madras
under

Land

Hnoroachment

Act, 1905, to receive

your charge and there to keep him

Dated this

day

in safe custody

the said A.B.

into the jail

for

of

(Signature of Collector.)

ee

days

THE

MADRAS
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INAMS ACT.

|

An Act to declare whet shall be proof of the enfranchisement of inams.
WHEREAS, under the inam
9th August 1859, the reversionary

inamdars,

rules sanotioned by Government, under date the
rights of Government are surrendered to the

in consideration of an equivalent annual quit-rent, and the inam lands

are thus enfranchised, and placed in the same position
landed property, in regard to thair future succession
hereby enacted as follows :—

4.

as other descriptions of
and
transmission ; It is

[Repealed by Act XI of 1901.]

2. The title-deed issued by the Inam Commissioner, or an authenticated
extract from the register of the Commissionar, or Collector, shall be deemed sufficient proof of the enfrachisement of land previously held on inam tenure 1.

2

1.

See pp. 3983—295.
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An Act to exempt

ACT

IV OF

1866.

enfranchised

Village

or other fSeryjce Inams, whether

Revenue or Police, from the operation
WHEREAS

in the Madras

Presidency

of Regulation VI of 1831.

certain inams attached

to

hereditary

village or other offices in the Revenue and Police Departments—the claim connected with which

are, under

the

provisions

of Regulation

VI

of

1831,

exclusively

adjudicable by the officers of Government in the Revenue Department—have

been,

and may yet be, under sanction of Government, enfranchised from the condition
of service and placed in the same position as other descriptions of landed property,

in regard to their future succession
follows :—
4.

All

hereditary

village or

and

transmission;

other

service

It

inams,

sively under the cognizance of the officers of Government

is

hereby

falling

in the

enacted

hitherto

Revenue

as

exolu-

Depart.

ment, under the provisions of Regulation VI of 1831, which have been or shall be
enfranchised from the condition of service by
the Inam
Commissioner,
or other
officer acting under the sanction of Government, shall be exempé from the operation
of the aforesaid Regulation.

2,

The title-deed issued by the Inam

Commissioner

authorized
or an
authenticated extract from the
other officer, shall be deemed sufficient proof of the

or

other

officer

enfranchisement

of

previously held on service tenure.

8.

duly

register of the Commissioner
the

or

land

5

Provided that nothing in this Act shall be construed

as

authorizing

any

Court of Civii Judicature to call into question dezisions affecting any service inams *
which may have been already passed by Revenue Officers acting under the Provisions
of Regulation VI of 1881, prior to the enfranchisement of such inams !.

1.

See pp. 293—295.
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An Act to prevent doubts as to the true intent and meaning of certain words
used in the Title-Deeds of Inams heretofore furnished to Inam -holders by
the

true

Inam

Commissioner

declare

to

and

Presidency,

of the Madras

the

of 1866.

intent and meaning of Madras Act IY of 1862 and IY

in the
WHEREAS, under the rules sanctioned by the Local Government
year 1859,and published in the Fort St.George Gasctie, dated the 4th October 1859,
for the adjudication and settlement of inam lands in the Madras Presidency, the

Inam Commissioner

oj the

with title-deeds in respect

said Presidency
inams,

of their

is required to
prepared

furnish
to

according

inam-holders
certain

forms

prescribed by the said Government; and whereas tbe terms of the title-deeds so
prepared appear in many cases to convey & more extensive right than was intended
to be given,

or than could be legally given;

the terms of the title-deeds

may

be

so

and

it is

whereas

construed

as

to

apprehended

affect

the

rights

that

and

interests which other persons may have in lands from which the inams are derived
or drawn, in oases where the inam-holders do not possess the proprietary right in
the soil, but only the right of receiving the rent or tax payable to Government
in
respect of the inam

lands as transferees

of the

Government,

and

itis

therefore

expedient to remove all doubts as to the true intent and meaning of the words
used in the said title-deeds; and whereas the words “land ” and ** lands ’’ are used
in Madvas Acts IV of 1862 and IV of 1866in connection with inams
not applicable to inams, and it is expedient to explain the true
Meaning of such
words in the said Act; It is enacted as follows :-—

in a sense
intent and

4.
Nothing contained
in any title-desd heretofora
issued to any
inamholder shall ba deemed to define, limit,
infringe or destroy the
rights of
any
description of holders or occupiers of the lands from which any inam is derived or
drawn, or to afiect the interest of any person other than
the inam-holder named in
the title-deed, and nothing contained in Madras Act IV of 1862, or in Madras Act
IV of 1866, shall ba deemed to confer on any inam-holder any right to land which

he would not otherwise possess,

1.

See p. 298.
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An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to pensions and
Government of money or land-revenue.

grants by

WHEREAS it is expedient to consolidate and amend
the law relating to
Pensions and grants by Government of money or land-reyvenue ; It is hereby enacted
as follows,:—
CHAPTER

I.

PRELIMINARY.

4.

This Act may

be called ‘* The Pension Act 1871,”

It extends to the whole
2.

The

enactments

of British India.
mentioned

in

the

schedule

hereto annexed

shall be

repealed to the extent specified in the third column of the said scheduie.
“ money

But all rules in regard to the award and
or land-reyenue,
and the identification

payment
of pensions
or grants of
of the persons
entitled to receive

them, made under any such enactment, shall be deemed to have been

made under

this Act so far as they are consistent therawith.
உ

5.
In this Act, the expression
‘‘ grant
anything payable on the part
of Government

of money
in

or land-revenue’”’ includes
respect of any right,
privilege.

perquisite or office.
¢

CHAPTER
RIGHT

4.

TO

Ti.

PENSIONS.

Except as hereinafter provided, no Civil Court’

shall entertain any

suit

relating to any pension or grant of money
or land-revenue conferred or
made by
the British or any former Government, whatever may have been the consideration
for any such pension or grant, and whatever may have been the nature of the payment,
claim
or right
for which
such
pension
or grant
may
have been

substituted.

1

5.
Any person having a claim relating to any
such pension or grant may
prefar such claim to the Collector of the District or Deputy Commissioner or other
officer authorized in this behalf by the Iiocal Government ; and
such
Collector,
Deputy Commissioner or other
officer shall dispose of such
claim in agcordance
with such rules as the Chief -Revenue Authority
may, subject
to
the general
control of the Local Government, from time to time prescribe in this behalf,
1.

See pp. 224—232,
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6. A Civil Cours otherwise competent to try the same, shall take cognizance
of any such claim upon receiving a certificate from such Collector, Deputy Commis _
sioner or other officer authorized in that behalf
that the case may be so tried, but
shall not make any order or decrea in any suit whatever by which the liability of
Government to pay any such pension or grant as aforesaid is affeoted
directly or

indireotly.
7.
(1)

்
Nothing in sections 4 and 6 applies to—
any inam of the class referred to in section 1 of

Madras

Act

Wo.

[V of

1862 ;
(2) pensions heretofore granted by Government in the territories respectively
subject to the Lieutenant-Governors of Bengal and the North-Western
Provinces,

either wholly or in part, as an indemnity for loss sustained by the

resumption by a

Native Government of lands held under sanads purporting
to confer
a right in
Perpetuity.
Such persons shall not be liable to resumption
on the
death of the
recipient, but every such pension shall be capable of alienation
and descent,
and
may

be sued for and recovered in the same manner

as any-other

property.

CHAPTER Iii.
MODE OF PAYMENT.
8. All pensions or grants by Government

of money

paid by the Collector or the Deputy Commissioner

or

other

or land-revenus
authorized

shall

be

officer, sub-

ject to such rules as may, from tims to tima, bs prescribed by the Chief Controlling
Revenue Authority.
9. Nothing in sections 4 and 8 shall affect the right
ofa
grantee
of landrevenue, whose claim to such grant is admitted by
Government, to recover such
revenue from the persons liable to pay the same
in force for the recovery of the rent of land.

under any law

for

the time

being

40.
The Local Government may, with the consent of the holder, érder the
whole or any part of his pension or grant of money or land-revenue to be commuted
for a lump sum on such terms a5 may seem fit.

ச

a
CHAPTER

Iy.

MISCELLANEOUS.
44.
No pensidn granted or continued by Government on political considergtions, or on acéount of past services or present infirmities or as a compassionate
allowance,

:

and no money dus or to begome due on account of such pension or allowance,
shall be liable to seizure, attachment
or sequestration
by
processof
any
Court in British India, at the instance of a creditor, ior any demand
against
the
Pensioner, or in satisfaction of a decree or order of any such Court.
42.
All assignments, agreements, orders, sales and seourities of every kind
made by the person entitled to any pension, pay or allowance mentioned in section

11, in respect of any money not payable at or before the making thereof on account
of any such pension, pay or allowance, or for giving or assigning any future interest
herein, are null and yoid.
13.
Whoever proves to the satisfaction of the Local Government that any
pension is fraudulently or unduly received by the parson enjoying the benefit thereof shall be entitled to a reward equivalent to the amount of such
pension for the

period of six months.

;

=
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<

“ia.

The Chief Conirolling

Revenue Authority

may, With the consent

of

the

Loval Government, from time to time make rules consistént with this Act respecting
all or any of the following matters :—
(1) the place and times at which, and the .persons ‘to whom, any pension

shall be paid ;

த்

:

(2) inquiries into the identity of claimants ;
(8) records to be kept on the subject of pensions ;

(4) transmission of such records ;
(5) correction of such records ;
(6) delivery of certificates to pensioners ;

©

e

(7) registers of such certificates ;
i
(8) reference to the Civil Court, under section 6, of persons claiming a right
of succession to, or participation in, pensions or grants of money
or land-reyenue
Payable by Government *;
and generally for the guidance of officers under this Act.
All such rules shall be published in the local
official
Gazetie,
and
shall
thereupon have the force of law.
SCHEDULE.

(See Secizon 2.)
I.—BENGAL

Number

XXIV

and year.

of 1798

REGULATIONS.

Title or Subject.

«--|A

—

Regulation for
re-enacting, with
difications,
the rules passed by
in Gouncil on
Governor-General
10th June 1791,
for determining
continuance of discontinuance of
pensions heretofore paid by the
farmers of land, but
prietors and

eluded

inthe

jama

or reyenue

Extent of Repeal.

mo-|The
the
the
the
the
proin-

whole.

pay-

decennial
atthe
able to Government
settlement
andalso
of the
pensions
heretofore paid from the sair abolished.

XXXIV

of 1795

...|A Regulation
for re-enacting, with mo-\The whole.
difications,
the
rules respecting
the
pensions payable from the Government
the Province of
in
Mulki Treasuries
Bena2res,

XXIV of 1803

...|A Regulation for trying the yelidity of/The whole.
titles of persons
receiving, claiming
& right to receive, Pensions under the
Denominations
of Salianah, Rozinah,|
or any other Description of Grant, in
the
Provinces
ceded by
the Nawab
Wazir to the Honourable the BHnglish
Hast India Company.

I of 1804
:

ஒவ

Regulation for the better managment|Section 28 to 26
of the Invalid Jagirdar Establishments,
clusive.
and of the Invalid Pension Hstablishments.

in-

ACT XX11I OF
3,
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1871.

SCHEDULE.—(Contd.)
(See Section 2.)

Number

and

XXII of 1806

year.

O

5

“Title or Subject.

Extent

--|A Regulation
modifying the rules‘ hitherto observed in the admission and payment of claims to pensions.

A’Regilation

II of 1811

for amending

The whole.

the existing

rules for the support of invalid native
Commissioned and
Non-Commissioned
Officers.
XI of 1818

of Repeal.

A Regulation
for modifying some of the
Rules before established respecting the
Payment of Pensions and
for prevent

The

whole.

The

whole.

The

whole.

ing the abuses committed in tha receipt

of Pensions.
Vi of 1817

|

A Regulation to explain the purport and
intent
of the provision contained in
Section 2, Regulation XXIV, 1803.
Il. MADRAS

I of 1803

TV of 1831

ate

A Regulation for defining the duties
of
the Board of Revenue, and for determining the extent of the powers vested in
the Board of Revenue

Section 48.

A Regulation for describing
and
determining the conduct to be observed by
Collector in certain oases.

Section

. A Regulation for better securing
to the
Grantees personal
or hereditary Grants
of money of Land
Revenue, conferred
by the Government in consideration of
services rendered to the State,
or in
lieu of resumed offices or privileges, or
> of Zemindaries
or Paliyams
forfeited
‘or held
under attachment of managemeat by the officers of Government, oF
a8 Yaumais or Pensions.
Iii-—BOMBAY

XXIX

of 1827

2

XXXI of 1836
XXIII of 1838
VI of 1849

A Regulation

30.

The whole.

REGULATION.

for bringing under

the

ope- Section 6,
and $,

ration of the Regulation the Bombay
Territories in the Dekkan and Khandesh.

clauses

2

1V.—ACTS.
.-|Government Grants.
The whole.
Exemption of Grants from attachment.
The whole.
|An
Act for
Securing
Military
and The whole.
Naval
Pensions
and Superannuation
Allowances.

we ww

IL of 1803

REGULATION.

©

THE INDIAN REGISTRATION ACT.
XVI

ACT

OF

1908.

An Act to consolidate the enactments

relating to the registration of

documents.

3.

(7) Lease includes a counterpart, kabuliyat, an

or occupy, and an agreement
*

undertaking to cultivate

to lease.

ஆ

=

=

*

சு

47.
(1) The following documents shall be registered, if the property to which
they relate is situate in a district in which, and if they have bean executed on or

after the date on which, Act No. XVI of 1864, or the Indian Registration Act,
1866,
or the Indian Registration Act, 1871, or the Indian Registration Act, 1877,
or this
Aci came or comes into force, namely i—
=

*

*

*

*

x

(d) leases of immoveable property from year to year, or for any term
exaeeding one Year, or reserving a yearly rent :
;
Provided that the Local Government may, by order published
in the local
official Gazette, exempt from the operation of this sub-section,
any leases exeouted in any district, or part of a district, the terms granted by which
do not excead

five years and the annual rents reserved by which
18. Any of the following documents may
namely ;—

do not exceed fifty rupees 1.
be

registered

under

this

(c) leases of immoveable property for any term not exceeding one year,
leases exempted under section 17.
ய
89.
No document required by section 17 tc be registered shall—
(a) affect any immoveable property comprised therein, or
2
(8) confer any power to adopt, or

(c) be received as evidence of any transaction affecting

ட

Aw

1.

See pp. 251-—256,

and
re

such property

or conferring such power, unless it has been registered.

௬

Act,

க

2

THE

?

TRANSFER

~
4.

The chapters

OF

PROPERTY

~AGL LV.OF

ACT:

1882:

and sections of this Act which

relate to contracts

shall

taken &s part of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 ; and sections 54, paragraphs
3, 59, 107 and 123 shell be read as supplemental

to

the

Indian

be

2 and

Registration Act,

1877.
CHAPTER
OF

4105.

LEASES

VY.

OF IMMOVEABLE

PROPERTY.

A lease of immoveable property is a transfer of a

right to enjoy such

property,
made for a certain time, express Or implied,
or in perpetuity, in
consideration of a price paid or promised, or of money, a share of crops, service or
any other thing of valua, to be randered periodically or on specified occasions to the
transferor by the transferee,

who accepts the transfer on such terms.

The transferor is called the le:sor, the

price is called the premium, and
rendered

the

transferee

is

called

the

lessee,

the

money, share, service or other thing to be so

is called the rent.

406.
In the absence or a contract of local law
or Usage to the contrary, a
lease of immoveable property for agriculiural or manufacturing purposes shall be
deemed to be a lease from year to year, terminable, on the part of either lessor or

lessee, by six months’ notice expiring with the end of a year of the
a lease of immoveable

lease

from

fifteen days’

month

property for any other

purpose

shall

be

tenancy ; and

deamed

to

be

a

to month, terminable, om the part of either lessor or lessee, by

notice expiring with the end of the month

of the tenancy.

Every notice under this section must be in writing, signed

by or on behal*

of the person giving it, and tendered or delivered either personally to the party
who is jntended to be bound by it, or to one of his family or servants at his resi-

derce, or (if such tender or delivery is not

practicable)

affixed

to

conspicuous

part of the property.
-

407.

Alease

of

immoveable property

from

year to

year,or

for

any term

exceeding one year, “or reserving a yearly rent, can be made only by a registered
instrument.
All other leases of immoveable properiy may be made either by a registered
instrument or by oral agreement accompanied by delivery of possession.
Provided that the Local Government may, with the previous sanction of the
Governor-General in Council, from time to time, by notification in the local official
Gazette, direct that leases of immoveable property, other than leases from year to

year, or reserving a yearly rent,

or any class

of such

leases, may be

made either

by unregistered instrument or by oral agreement without delivery of possession 2,
3
408.
In the absence of a contrast or local usage to the contrary, the lessor

and the lessee of immoveable property, as against one another, respectively, possess
1. For definition of lease, see p. 346;
non-payment of consideration no ground
for refusing to give possession, see p.
$46; when lease begins to operate, sea
pp.
8$5s—359, As
regard permanent
lease, See pp- 346—349 ; for a term, pp.

349-350; from year to year, pp.

350—

351; at will, pp. 350—851.
2.
Registration of leases, 251—254;
sonpeiaences of non-registration, 354—
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the rights and are subject to the liabilities mentioned if the rules
or stich of them as are applicable to the property leased :—
f

(A)

Righis ava’ Liabilities of the

next

following ,

Lesson.

(a) The lessor is bound to disclose to the 1௦886௦ any Material defect in theproperty, with reference to its intended use, of which the former is and the latter
is not aware, and which the latter could not with ordinary care discover. 1
;

(6) The lessor is bound on the lessee’s
the property.?
(c)
the lessor shall

pays the rent reserved
lessee, he may

hold

be deemed

by the lease
the property

request to put him in

to contract

and performs

during

the

possession

of

க
௫
with the lessee that, if the latter

the cuntracts

timelimited

by

binding on
the lease

the

without

interruption 3.
The benefit of such contract shall ba annexed
to and go with the lessee’s
interest as such, and may be enforced by every person
in whom that
interest is
for the whole or any part thereof

(B) Rights

from time to time vested.

and Liabilities of the Lessee.

(8)
If during the continuance of the lease
any accession
is made to the
property, such accession (subject to the law relating to alluvion for the time being
in force) shall be desmed to be comprised in the lease 4.
(௪)
if by fire, tempest or flood,
or violence
of an army
or ofa mob,
or
other irresistible force, any meterial part of the property
be wholly
destroyed or,
rendered substantially and permanently unfit for the purposes for which it was let,
the lease shall, at the option of the lessee, be void ; 5
Provided that, if the injury be occasioned by the
wrongful act or default of
the lessee, he shall not be entitled to avail himself of the benefit of this provision:
(
(f) if the lessor neglects to make, within a reasonable time after notice, any
repairs which he is bound to make to the property, the lessea may make
the
same
himself, and deducé the expense of such repairs with interest
from
the
rent,
or

otherwise recover it from the lessor

6:

x

(g) if the lessor neglects to take any psyment which heis
bound to make,
and which, if not made by him, is recoverable
from
the
lessee
or against the
property, the lessee may make such payment himself, and dedrat it with interest
from the rent, or otherwise recover it from the lessor : 7

(h) the lessee may remove, at any time during the continuance of the lease,
all things which he has attached to the earth, provided he leaves the property in
the state in which

he received

it; 5

(g) when a lease of uncertain duration determines by any means

excapt the

fault of the lessee, he or his legal representative is entitled to all the crops planted
or sown by the lessee, and growing Upon the property when the lease determines,
and to free ingress and egress to gather and carry them; 9
(j) the lessee may transfer absolutely, or by way of Mortgage or sub-lease
the whole or any part of his interest in the property, and any transferee of such
interest or part may again transfer it.
The lessee shall not, by reason only of such
transfer, cease to be subject to any of the liabilities attaching to the lease; 10
,

1.

See pp. 859—860.

3.

See pp. 862—365.

2.
ன்

Sea pp. 360—362.

Sea pp. 365—366.
See pp. 866-—367.

்

6.

See p. 868.

8.

Sea pp. 868—869,

7.
9.
10.

Sea p, 368.

Sea pp. 369—870.
See pp. 870—871.

°

ACT IV OF 1882.
Nothing

in this

o:ause

shall be

deemed

to

untransferable right of occupancy, the farmer of
default has been made in paying revenue; or tha
management

of a Court of Wards,

fo assign

—

p f , 921

authorize

a tenant

having an

an estate in respect of which
lessee of an estate under the

his interest 2s such

tenant,

farmer, or

lessee;
(i) the lessee is bound to disclose to the lessor any fact as to the nature or
extent of the interesi which the lessse is about to take, of which the lessee is, and
the lessor is not, aware, and which materially increases the value of such interest.; 1
(2)

the lessee is bound

to pay or tender,

at

the proper time and

place, the

premium or rent, to the lessor or his agent in this behalf ;
(m)
the lessea is bound to keap, and on the termination of the lease to
he was
in abthe time when
restore, the property in as good a condition as it was
put in possession, subject only to the changes caused by reasonable wear and tear
or irresistible force, and to allow the lessor and his agents, at all reasonable times
during the term, to enter upon the property, and inspsct the condition thereof, and
give or leave notice of any defect in such condition; and, when such defect
has
been o2used by any act or dafault on the part of the lessee, his servants, or agents,

he is bound to make it good withia three months after such

notice has been given

or left;

(n)

if the lessee becomes aware of any

proceeding to recover the property or

any part thereof, orof any encroachment made upon,
or any interference
with,
the lessor’s rights concstning such proparty, he is bound
to give, with reasonable
diligence, notice thereof to the lessor ;
(௦)
the lessee may use the property and. its products (if any) a8 a person of
ordinary prudence would use them if they were his own; but he must not use, or
permit another to use, the property for a purp3se other than that for whioh it was
or quarries not
leased, or fell timber, pull down or damage buildings, work mines
open when

the lease was granted, or commit
injurious thereto ;

any

other

act which

is

destructive

or

permanently

*

(p) he must not, without the lessor’s

consent,

erect

on

the

permanent structure, except for agricultura! purposes ;
(g) on tha determination of the lease, the lessee is bound

into

possession of the
409.

to

property any

put

the

lessor

property.

I£ the lessor transfers the proparty

leased

or any part thereof,

part of his interest therein, the transferee, in the absence

of

a

contract

or any

to the

transfer, and that, if the lessee, not having

reason to believe that such transfer has

been made, pays rent to the lessor, the lessee shall not be liable to
over again to the transferee.
The lessor, the transferees and the

the premium
transferred,

or rent
and, in

reserved

casethey
1,

T

66

by the
disagree,

Duties of

௪.

contrary, Shall possess 811 616 rights and, if the lessee so elects, be subject to all
the liabilities of the lessor, as fo the property or part transferred so long as he is the
owner of it; but the lessor shall not, by reason only of such transfer cease to be
subject to any of the liabilities imposed upon him by the lease, unless the lene
elects to treat the transferee as the person liable to him :
Provided that the transferee is not entitled to arrears of rent due before the

lessee

may

lease is
such

determine

payable

in

determination

lessee, see

pay

such

rent

what proportion

respect
may

of

of the

part so

be made

by any

pp. 371—372.

த

த
Court

[
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having jurisdiction

to entertain

a suit

for tha

poscession

of

tha

property

leased1
140.
Where the time limited by a lease of immoveable property is expressed as commencing from a particular day, in computing thas time such day shall
be excluded.
Wheren> day of commenc3ment
is named,
the time so limited
begins from the making of the lease.
Where the time so limited is a year or a number of years, inthe
absence of
an express agreement to the contrary, the lease shall last during tha whole anniversary of the day from

which

such

time commences.

௦

5

Whers the time so limited is expressed to be terminable bafore its expiration,
and the lease omits to mention at whose option it is so terminable, the lessee,
and not the lessor shall have such option.?
414.
A lease of immmoveable property determines—
(a)
by efflux of the time limited thereby :3
(b)
where such time is limited
conditionally on the happening of some

event—by the happening

of such event :

(c)
where the interest of the
power to dispose of the same extends
happening of such event :

lessor in the property
terminates on, or
only to, the happening of any event—by

his
the

(8)
in case the interests of the lessee and the
lessor inthe whole
of the
property become vested at the sams-time in one person in the same right :*
(e)
by express surrender; that
is to say,in
case the lesses yields up his
interest under the lease to the lessor, by mutual agreement between them :5

(சீ)
(ஏ)

by implied surrender :8
by forfeiture; that is to

say, (1)

incase

the

lessee breaks an

express

Condition which provides that, on breach
thereof, the lessor may re-enter,
or the
lease shall become yoid 7; or (2) in ease the lesses renounces his character as such
by setting upa title in a third person or by claiming
title in himseli8 ; and
in
either case the lessor or his transferee
does some
act showing
his intention
ta
determine the lease :
.
(h)
on the expiration of a notice to determine
the lease, or to quit, or of
intention to quit, the property leased, duly given by one party to the other.

Tliustration

to clause

(7).

A lessee accepts from his lessor a new lease of the property leased, to take
efiect during the continuance of the existing lease.
This isan
implied surrender
of the former lease, and such lease determines thereupon.
442.
A forfeiture under section
one
hundred
and eleven,
clause (9), is
Waived by acceptance of rent which has become due since
the forfeiture,or
by
distress for such rent, or by
any other acton
the part of the lessor showing
an

intention to treat the lease as subsisting :

1.

See pp. 370—371.

2.
8.
4.
5.

See
Ses
See
See

pp 358—359.
p. 878.
p. 878.
pp. 373—874,

ல்

OD~aID

’ Provided that the lessor is aware that the forfeiture has been incurred Provided also that, where rent is accepted after the institution of asuit to
eject the lessee on the ground of forfeiture, such acceptance is not a waiver 9.
:
1418.
A notice given under
sactionone
hundred and eleven, clause (h), is
waived, with the express or implied consent of the parson to whom itis given by
See
See
See
See

p. 874.
pp. 8375—876,
pp. 366—378.
pp.. 878—379,

=

ம

J

ACT IV OF 1882,

fn

ry

2525

=

any act on the part of fhe person giving it showing an
intention to treat the lease
as subsisting. ,
=
LIilustrations.
(a)
A, the கல்
gives B, the lessee, notice
to quit the property
leased.
Thé notice expires.
B tenders, and
A accepts, rent which
has become due in

respect of the property since the expiration of the notice.
The notice is waived,
(6) A, the lessor, gives B, the lessee, notice to quit the property leased.
The notice expires, and

notice to quit.

B remains in

possession.

A gives to Bas

lessea

a second

The fiyst notice is waived.

113.
Wherealease
of immoveable property has determined by
forfeiture
for non-payment of rent, and the le: <r sues to eject the lessee, if, at the hearing of
the suit, the lessee pays or tenders éo the lessor the rentin arrear, together
with
interest thereon and his full costs of the suit, or gives such Security as the Court
thinks sufficient for making such payment within fifteen days, the Court may, in
lieu of making a decree for
ejectment, pass an order relieving
the lessee against
the forfeiture ; and thereupon thelessee shall hold the Property leased as if the

forfeiture had not occurred.!

118.
The surrender, express or implied, of a lease of immoveable
property
does not prejudice an under-lease of the property or any
part thereof
previously

granted by the lessee, on terms and

conditions substantially

the same (except

as

regards the amount of rent) as those of the original lease ; but, unless the surrender
is made for the purpose of obtaining a new-lease, the rent payable
by, and the contracts binding on, the under-lesses shall be respectively payable to and enforceable
by the lessor.?
The forfeiture of such a lease annuls all such under-leages, except where such
forfeiture has been procured by the lessor in fraud
of the under-lessees, or relief

against the forfeiture is granted under section one hundered and fourteen.
146.
Tia lessee or under-lessee
of property remains in possession thereoi
after the determination of the lease granted to the lessee and
the lessor cr his legal
representative accepts rent from the lessea or under-lessee, or,otherwise assents to his
continuing i in possession, the lease is, in the absence.of.an agreement to the contrary,
Tenewed from year to year, or from month to month,acoording to the purpose
for which the property is leased, as specified in section one hundred
ன
Litustratéion.

and

six.

(a:
Aletsa house to Bfor five years.
Bunderlets the house toC at a
monthly rent of Rs. 100. The five years expire, but C continues in possession of
the house and pays the rent to A.
(6)

O’s lease is renewed from

A lets a farm to B for the life of C.

C dies,

month

to month.

but EB continues in

posses-

sion with Agassent,
B’s leaseis renewed from year to year.
447,
None of the provisions of this Chapter apply to leases for agricultural
purposes, except in so far as the Local Government, with the previous sanction of
the Governor-General in Council, may by notification published in the local official ©
Gazette deolare all or any such provisions to be applicable, in the case of all or any

*

* of such leases together

-

ime

with,

or subject to,

those

of the local

law, if any, for the

being in force.

Such notification shall not
the date of its publication®.

take effeat

until the expiry of six months

from

es
¢

.

1,
2,

Seo pp. 879.
See pp. 374—875.

மம்ம
ee

;

3. As regards
89௦ றற. 856-858,

agricultural

leases,
ல்
3

THE MADRAS

ESTATES LAND ACT.

ACT

I OF

1908.

An act to declare and amend the Law relating
Estates in the Presidency

WHEBEAS
holding
of
follows :—

to

the

it is expedient to amerd and declare

land

in estates

Holding

of

Land

in

to

the

of Madras.

im the Presidency
CHAPTER

the

of Madras;

law

relating

It is hereby enacted as

1,

PRELIMINARY.

4.

This Act may he called the Madras Estates Land Act, 1908

it shall come into force on the first day of July, 1908 ;
and it shall extend to the whole of the Presidency
of

1:

Madras

except

the

Presidency
Town,
the
district of Malabar and the portion of the Nilgiri district
known as the South-East Wyanad.
2.
Madras Acts VIII of 1665 and IT of 1871 and section 7 cf Madras Act III
of 1890 are hereby repealed.
3.
In this Act, unless there is something
repugnant
in the subject
or
context:—
(1) “ Agriculture * with its grammatical

?
expressions

variations and cognate

sha‘l include horticulture 2.
(2) “* Hstate ’’ 3 means
(a) any

(6) any

permanently

portion

of

settled estate or temporarily

such

permanently

settled zemindari which is separately
the Collector ;
(c) any unsettled palaiyam or jagir ;

settled

zamindari

;

settled estate oz temporarily
registered in the office of
ட்

(d) any village of which the land revenue alone has been granted in
inam to a person not owning the kudivaram thereof, provided
that the grant has been made,

confirmed

or

recognized

by

British Government, or any separated part of such village :

the

(e) any portion consisting of one or more yillages of any of the estates

specified above in clauses (a), (b) and (c) which

is

held

on

a

permanent under-tenure,

(8) “* Holding *’ means a parcel or parcels of land held under a single puttah
or engagement in a single village :
Provided that if the landholder and ryot so agree in writing

any

portion

a holding as above defined shall be treated.as a separate holding.

3. For the law before the Act, see
PP. 297—300. object of the Act, sea, pp.
800—301.

2.

Meaning of agriculture,

see Raja

of Venkaiagirt v. Ayyappa Reddy, 38
Mad. 738; Raja of Venkatagiri vy. Rami
௨1

Cc

ச

of

Reddy,31M.L.J.211; Seshayya v. Raja
of Pittapur, 31M. L.J.214;
Mallikar-

juna 1. Snbbiah, 89

pp. 339, 345.
S.
-

M.L.

526 றற. 840-845,

J.

ட்
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(4) ‘* Improvement’’ means‘ with “reference

to

a ryot’s

holding

any

work

which materially adés to the value of the holding, which is suitable to the holding
and consistent with the character fheracf, and which, if not executed on the
holding, is either executed
directly for its benefit or after execution is made
directly beneficial to it, and, subject to the foregoing provisions, includes—
(a)

the construction of tanks, wells, water channels, and other work
for the storage, supply, or distribution of water for agricultural

purposes

;

(b) the construction of works
protection of land from
damage

by

for the drainage of land, or for the
floods, or from erosion or from other

water ;

(c) the reclaiming, clearing, enclosing, levelling, or terracing
and the preparation of land for irrigation ;
(@)

the erection of buildings oa the holding or in its immediate
vicinity, elsewhere than on the village-site, required for the
convenient or profitable use or occupation of the holding ; and
the erection of dwelling houses for the ryot and his family and
servants

(e)

of land

;

the renewal or reconstruction of any of the foregoing works, or
alterations therein or additions thereto ; and

_ (f) the planting of fruit trees aud fruit gardens ;
but does not include, unless made
with the written
consent of the landholder, any work which prejudicially affects any other land of the landholder.

(5) “* Landhbolder ” means a person owning an estate or part thereof and
‘includes every person entitled to collect the rents of the whole or any portion of
the estate by virtue of any transfer

from the owner

orhis

predecessor-in-title or

of any order of a competent Court or of any provision of law.
“Where there is a dispute between two or more persons as to which of them
is the landholder for all or any of the purposes of this Act or between two or more
joint landholders as ta which of them is entitled to proceed and be dealt with as
suchlandbolder, the person who shajl be deemed to ba fhe landholder for such
Purposes shall bs the person whom the Gollecter, subject to any decree or order of
& competent Civil Court, may recoguize or nominate as such landholder in accordance with rules to ba framed by the Local Government in this behalf.
(6) * Occupancy ryot ’’ means Fyot having @ permanont right of occupancy

in his holding.
(7) “© Old waste’ means and includes any
being private land,?
பட

ன்

(1)

letting

has at the time of

possessed by him

by the

land in

an

landholder

estate which

not

owned

and

baen

predecessors-in-title for a

or his

ccntinuous

period of not less than ten years and has continuously remained
after
period being either
uncultivated during the time, such

1. See'pp. 348 —845 ; as to fhe
dura to be adopted when his title

proce.
is dis-

puted, seo pp. 420—421.
2.
See pp. 388—536.
8

a

Act, of

௮

of this
or partly before and partly after the passing
within twenty years before the passing of this Act, or

92
c
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(2) has at the time of any letting by thé landholder after the passing
of this Act, remained

without

therein at any time within

tan years immediately

any oscupancy rights being held

a continuous period of not less than

prior to sich Ildcting.

and inoludes ryoti land in respect of which before the passing of this Act the landholder has obtained a final decree of a competent Civil Court establishing that the
ryot has no occupancy right, and solong as no right of occup2ncy has been acquired

subsequent to the date of such

decree.

(8) “ஹு *’, ** payable ” and “‘payment”
“* deliver,” “‘ dcliverabie’’ and ‘* delivery.”

used with reference to rent include

(9) ‘‘ Prescribed *’ means prescribed from time to time by the Local Governmsnt by notification in the Official Gazette.
(10) ** Private land *? means the domain or homs-farm land of a landholder
by whatever designation known, such as kambattam, khas, sir or pannai.!
(11) ‘‘ Rent ’’ means whatever is lawfully payablein money or in kind or in
both to a landholder for the use or occupation of land in his estate for the purpose

of agriculture, and includes whatever is payable

on

account of

ment of water supplied or taken for cultivation of land,

the use and enjoy-

where the charge for

such

water has not been consolidated with the rent payable for the land.?
For the purposes of sections 59 to 72, 77 to 131, 148 to 148, 165, 210 and 211
and the Schedule, rent includes also.

(a) any local fax,

cess,

fee or

sum

payable

by

a

ryotas

such in

addition to the rent due in respect of land according to law or
usage haying the forse of law and also money
recoverable under
any enactment for the time being in force asif
it was rent ;
(6) sums payable by 2 ryot as
fishery rents ;

(c) Repealed by Section

such on aceount of pasturage

fees and

2 of Act IV of 1909.

(12) “* Revenue field ” means a survey field, or any field or parcel, of land,
on which a definite rent is payable, or which in case of dispute
may be declared

௮

by a Collector to be a revenue field.
ed by

{18) ‘‘Revenue officer” moans a Collector, and includes any person appointthe Local Government whether by name or in Virtue of his office to.exerciss

any of the functions of a Revenue officer under this Act.
(14) “* Revenue year ” means the year ending on the 30th

June.

(15) “ Ryot ” means a parson who holds for the purpose of agriculture ryott
land in an estate on condition of paying to the landholder the rent which is
legally due upon it?

(16) ‘* Ryoti land ’’ * means cultivable land

in an estate other than private

land, but does not include—
aah
(a) tank-beds,
௦
(5) ,threshing-floors, cattle-stands, village-sites, and other- lands
situated in any estate which are set apart forthe common use
of the villagers,

Ao

1. See pp. 836--338.
2. See pp. 316—3820.

ல

3. See pp. 301—302.
4. See pp. 302—803.
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(c) lands granted on sarvice tenure either free of rent or on

favourable.

rates of rent if granted before the passing of this Act
rent if granted after that date, so long:
subsists.
(17)

“ Signed

”' includes

stamped

with the name

as

the

or frea of

sarvicae

tenure

of tha person purporting

sign.

to

:
{18) ‘‘ Tahsildar ”’ includes a Deputy Tahsildar.
(16) ‘* Village ’’ means any losal area situated in or constituting

an

estate

which is designated as 2 vil’sge in the revenue accounts and for which the revenue
accounts are separately maintained by one or more
karnams
or whish
is now
recognized by the Tiocal Government or may thereafter ba declared
by
the Local
Government for the purposes of this Act to ua a villags, and includas
any *hamlet
ot hamlets

which

may

be atiached

there.
CHAPTER

GENERAL

II.

RIGHTS.

4.
Subject to the provisions of this Ast, alandholder ig
rent in respect of all ryoti land in the ocoupation of a ryot. 1

5.

entitled to

(1) The rent of ryoti land together with any interest which

may

be due

in respect thereof, shall be a first charge upon the holding and upon
the
. of the holding or any part thereof, provided that, if gathered, the produce

custody or possession of the ryot or deposited on the

holding

or

floor or place for treading out grain, or the like, whetber in the fields

on

collect

2

produce
is in the

threshing

or within

the

homestead. 2
(2)
Nothing in this jsection shall be deemed to affect any right of the
Government.
6. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, every ryot now in Possession or
who shall hereafter be admitted by a landholder to possession of ryoti land not
being old waste situated im the estate of such landholder shall have a permanent
righé of occupancy in his holding; but nothing contaimed in this sub-section
affeot, any permanent right of occupancy
that may have been acquired in

which was old waste before the commencement

shall
land

of this Act. 3

Egplanation.—For the purpose of this sub-section, the ‘expression *' every
ryot now in possession,” shall.include every person
who, having held land
asa

ryot, continues in possession of sush land at the commencement of this Aat,
(2) Whereland held
by a ryot with 2 permanent right of occupancy is
surrendered or abandoned or, save in the cases falling within
sub-section (4) of
section 8, and tha exception to section 8,comes into the possession of the landholder, and the landholder admiis any parson to possession of the same within the

Period of ten years from the date of the surrender, abandonment or coming into
possession, the person so admitted shall have a permanent right of occupancy
therein.
Eaplanatton .—livery landholder who shall have received or recovered any
section

within

i.
2.

45 from any

person

occupying

ryoti land

to have thereby admitted such person

two years from the date

of receipt

See pp. 320-—321, 322—323.
See pp. 308—30).

3.
Inrespect of ryoti land, sea pp.
303—304; under a landholder, 304—305;

or

recovery of

to

other

than old-

possession,

payment

unless

or the first

of

exception
to the acquisitionof ocoupanay
right, see pp. 305—806; ryoti land to
remain intact, sea pp. 306——308
ards a trespasser, see p. 323.

} &B reVee

payment under

Waste shall be deemed
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(

cuch payments if more than one heshall file a suit before
the Collector for
ejectment against such person.
(8) When a ryot is admitted to tha occupation of old waste it shall be lawful for the landholder to let it on such terms as may be agreed on between
thém ;
but such admission shall not in itself confer upon the ryot so admitted a permanent right of occupancy in thea land solet: Provided that this
sub-section
shall
not affect any special rights which by law or by custom the ryots may have in the
waste land of the estate.
(4) Admission to waste land under « contract forthe pasturage of cattle and
admission to land reserved bona fide by a landholder for forest
under
a contract
for the temporary cultivation thereof with the agricultural crops shall not by itself
confer upon the person so admitted a psarmanent right
of
ocoupancy,
or
entitle
him to the benefit of section 157 ; nor shall suoh land,
by reason
only
of such
letting and use for pasturage or temporary cultivation, besome ryoti land.

(5) When

a landholder has

reclaimed waste land by

Lis

hired labour he may by contract in writing ptevant any person
permanent right of occupancy in respect of the said land during
years from the date of the first cultivation after resolamation.
(6) A person holding land as an ijardar or farmer
while so holding, acquire otherwise than by
inheritance
occupancy in any land comprised in the ijara or farm.

Euplanation.—A

person having

own

servants

of the
rant
or
devise

a right of octupancy in land does

by subsequently becoming interested in the land as landholder

holding the land in ijara or farm.

or

from
acquiring a
a period
of thirty
shall
a

not,

right

of

not lose it

or by subsequently

]

7.
Nothing in this Act shall affect any
right of & landholder
to
reservation of mining rights on admitting any person to possession of ryoti

make a
land+

8.
(1) Whenever before or after the
commencement of this Act the entire
interests of the landholder and the oceupancy ryot in any land in the holding
have become united by transfer, succession or otherwise in the same person,
such

person shall have no right to hold it as a ryot, but shall hold
but nothing

in

this

sub-section

shali prejudiciaily

affect

person ? .
(2)

Whenever

bafore or after the

commencement

right in any land shall have been transferred
land as landholder, he shall
to his co-landholders
of the
payable to them, and if such
Pesron shall be deemed to ba

(8)

The merger of the

it as
the tight

a landholder 3
of any

of this Act the occupancy

to a person jointly interested

ba entitled to hold
shares of the rent
transferee leta the
an ceaupancy ryot

third

in the

the land subject to the payment
which may from time to time ba
land to a third person, such third
in respect of the land.

occupancy right under sub-sections (1) and (2) shall

not have the effect of converting

ryoti land into private land.

(4)
In cases where the interest of the ryot in the holding
the landboldar by transfer for yaluable consideration before the

has passed to
passing of this

Act otherwiss than at 2 sale for arrears of rent, or has passed by inheritanc
e, the
landholder shall bavye the right for a period of twelve years irom the
passing of
this Act of admitting any person to the possession of such land on
Such terms as
may be agreed upon between them, and the person so admitted shall
not be en titled during such period to the banefit of the provisions of section 46.

1.

See p. 309,

c

i

2.

See

p.

307.
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In cases Shere Sach interest passes to the landholder by inheritance adter
the passing of this Act, the landholder shall have the same right for a period of
twelve years from the date of succession.
:
Haception. —Notwithstanding anything contained
in
before or after the commencement of this Act, the kudivaram

comprised in an estate falling within clause
been

or is acquired by the inamdar,

(d) of

such land

this section where,
interest in any land

sub-section (2) of section 3 has

shallcease to ba part of the estate

4.

9. No landholder shall as such be entitled to eject a ryot from his holding
ot any part thereof otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of this Act 2
40.
(1) All rights of occupancy shall be heritable, and shall be transferable
sale, gift‘or

by

otherwise

3.

Ifa ryot dies intestate in respect of a right of occupancy

(2)

and

without

leaving any heirs except the Crown, his right of occupancy shall be extinguished,
but the land in respect of which he had such right of occtpancy shall not cease to

be ryoti land.
Aryot may use the landin
41.
materially impair the value of theland
cuted
every

his holding in any manner which does not
or render it unfit for agricultural purposes 4-

Subject to any rights which by custom or by contract in writing exe412.
by the ryot before the passing of this Act are reseryed to the landholder,
occupancy ryot shall have the right to use, enjoy and cut down all trees now

after the

in ‘his holding, and in the case of trees which

passing of this Aot may be

planted by the ryot or which may naturally grow upon the holding, he shall have
the right to use, enjoy and cut them down, notwithstanding any contract or custom
to the contrary 5,

(1)

43.

Where a ryot has a permanent right of occupancy in

his

holding,

neither the ryot nor the landholder shall as such bs entitled to provent the
other from making an improvement in respect of the holding except on the ground
2
that he is willing to make it himself.

{2)

If both the ryot and the

landholder wish to make

the

same

improve-

ment, the ryot shall have the prior right to make it, unless it affects the holding of
another ryot under the same landholder, in which case the landholder shall have

the prior right.
i
(8)
Notwithstanding any usage or contract to the contrary, a ryot shall not,
by reason of making an improvement at his sole expense, become liable to pay a
higher rate of rent on account of any increase of production or of any change in the
nature of the crop raised as a consequence of such improvement,

44,

A non-occupancy ryot shall be entitled in

Yeclaim, clear, enclose, level,
struct, maintain and repair a

due course

of

husbandry

to

tsrrace or remove silt from his holding, and to conwell
for thoirrigation of the
holding with all

works incidental thereto, but shail not be entitled to make any
in respect of his holding without

the landholder’s

other improvement

permission.

45.
£2 question arises between a ryot and the landholder, (a) as to the
*right to make an improvement, or (b) as to whether a particular work is or will be
sn improvement, the Collector may, on the application of either party, decide the
- question.
1.
2.

See pp. 342—848.
See p. 810; grounds

pee-pp. 328-824.
8.
See pp. 310—811,

T

67

of ejectment,

4.
5.

Seg p. 312.
See pp. 812,

6.

See pp. 812—814,
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5.
(1) Alandholder may
apply %௦ suoh Revenue officer as the Toeas
Government may appoint, to register any improvement which he has lawfully made
ot which has been Jawfully made
at his expense or which he has assisted a ryot in
making

:

1.

(2)
The application shall ba in such form, shall contain such
and shall be verified in such manner, by local:inquiry or otherwise,
Government may by rule direct.

information,
as the Local

(8) The officer receiving the application may reject it if it has not been made
within twelye months from the date of the completion ef the work.
17. (1) Tf any landhkolder or ryot of a holding desires that evidence relating
to any improvement made after the passing of this Act in respect of a holding shall

be recorded, he may apply to the Collector, who shall thereupon, at atime and
place of which notice shall be given to both parties, record the evidence, unless for.
reasons to be recorded he considers that there are no grounds for the applioation.
(2)
When any matter has been recorded under this section, the record shall
be admissible in evidence in every subsequent proceeding between the landholder
any ryot or any persons claiming under them.
18.
Notwithstanding anything contained in sections 18, 14 and 15, the ryot
shall be entitied to make temporary wells, water channels, embankments, levellings, enclosures or other works or patty alterations or repairs to such works as are

made in the ordinary course of cultivation, and
not apply to such works
193.

Except

or

20.

provisions of

landholder

and a tenant of

of any other owners of land, are not regulated

Threshing floors, cattle stands, village sites,

in any estate which

section

17 shall

as otherwise specially provided in this Act, the relations between

a ryot and his tenants, or bebween a
and the rights
this Act.

the

repairs.

are sei apart for the common

and

written

Collector subject to such rules as the Local Government
has

other

lands

land,

situated

use of the villagers shall

assigned or used for any other purpose without the
Hieplanation.—-Any land which

his private

by the provisions of

not be

order

of

the. District

make

in

this

may

behalf.

been so set apart by the landholder

Sequent to the permanent settlement shall revert to the

landholder

when,

sub-

in

the

opinion of the Collector, it is no longer
required for any communal purposes.
Nothing in this section shall apply to tank-beds in any estate or affect

the

rights of the Iandholder over them.?
24.

Any person occupying any of the lands mentioned in section 20 for

purpose other than that for which the
framed by the Local Government may
commencement of such occupation be
manner provided by the Madras Land
product, construction or thing raised,
be applied to such communal purposes
22.

The provisions of sections-10 to 14 of the Madras

Act, 1905, shall apply, as far may be, to orders under
Act.

1.

:

See p. 809.

any

land is so set apart or contrary to the rules
at any time within thirty years from the
summarily evicted by the Collector in the
Encroachment Act,
1905,
and
any crop,
erected or deposited on or upon the lands shall
as the District Collector may adjudge.
௦
Land

sections

20

ம்

2,

826 றற, 988-899.

Eneroachment

and

21

of

this

-

ACT I OF 1908.
23.

When in any

whether any land

suit or

proceeding

531

it

becomes necessary

is old wasie or ryoti land other than

old waste, it

to determine
shall

be

pre-

sumed to be ryoti land other than old waste, until the contrary is proved.
—_—— ——

CHAPTER
GENERAL

PROVISIONS

RELATING
BY

24.

TO

Iii.
THE

RATES

OF

RENT

PAYABLE

Ryovs.

The rent of a ryot shall not be enhanced

except as provided by this Act.

25.
Every ryot admitted by the landholder
after the commencement of
this Act to possession of ryoti land other ‘than old waste shall be bound
to pay

rent at a rate not
agvantages

exceeding the rate

in the neighbourhood,

such rate as the
Nothing
premium when

or,

prevailing
in case

for

similar

such rate

lands with

cannot bs

similar

ascertained,

at

Collector may on application decide to be fair and equitable.
in this
section precludes the landholder from receiving
any
the ryoi is admitted into possession» but a ryot so admitted shall

under no’circumstances become

liable to

make

any

payment

to

the

landholder

after his admission by way of premium or other consideration for such admission ;
nor shall any holding of the ryot be subjected to any charge in respect of any
such premium or consideration or part thereof. +
26.
(1) Where for the purpose of clearing and bringing waste land in the
estate into cultivation or for the purpose of making any permanent improvement or
for planting trees on the holding or where under a contract made prior to the
commencement of this Act for any premium, loan or other valuable consideration,
a tyot has accepted

Jandholder at

a puttah

from, or has entered

into an

engagement

with,

2 rate of rent lower than the lawful rate previously payable

jand or than the rate lawfully payable

upon land

similar advantages in the neighbourhood,
mert during the period for which

of similar

euch rent shall

description snd

not be liable to

such lower rate is payable

by contract or

so long as the ryot shall substantially fulfil the terms upon which and the
for which such lower rate was allowed.

(2)

After the expiry of the period for which

able or if the terms upon

which and the

which such

allowed have not been substantially fulfilled, the landholder
full rate,

with

enhancecustom,

purposes

such lower rate of rent

purposesfor

bis

upon the

is pay-

lower rate

was

shall be entitled to the

(8) Except as provided by sub-section (1) no rate of rent at which land may
have been granted by a landholder shall be binding upon the person entitled to the
rent after

the lifetime of the

landholder

if such rate

is lower than the lawful

rate

vayable by the ryot before the date of the grant upon the land or upon land of similar
description

27.

and with similar advantages in the neighbourhood.?

lia question arises as to the amount

of rent payable by

conditions under which he holds in any revenue year, he shall

be

aryotor

presumed,

the
until

the conttary is shown, to hald at the same rate and under thessme conditions as in
the last prededing revenue year.>
1. See p. 809.
2.

See pp.*321—322.

8.

See pp. 321.
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28.

In all proceedings under

this Act the rent or rate ofrent

being lawfully payable by ‘a ryot shall be presumed to be fair
the contrary

29.

is proved

time

ர

until

:

Where for any land in his holding an ocsupaucy ryot pays rené accord-

ing to the ‘“‘Waram'’ (that is, the established

crop between the
or

for the

and equitable

rateof

the

village for dividing

landholder and the ryot) with or without an addition

the

in money,

otherwise in kind or on the estimated value of a portion of the crop, or at rates
with the crop or partly
in one
of these ways and
partly in another
or

varying

others, such rent shall not be liable to enhancement.

௦

t

80.
Where for any land in his holding-a ryot pays a money rent the landhelder may institute a suit before the Collector
to enhance the rent on
one or

more of the following grounds and no others—!
(1)
that during the currency of the existing rent there has beena
rise in
the average local prices of staple food-cropsin the taluk or zemindari division:

(a)

Provided that if the rent be permanently payable ata fixed rate
or rates it shall not be liable to bs enhanced under fhis clause
on the ground of arise in prices.
(6) Provided also that no enhancement under this clause shall raise

the rent by more than two annas in the rupee of the rent previously payable for the land.
(2) that during the currency of the existing rent the productive
powers of
the land held by tha ryot have been incraased by an improvement effected
by, or
at the expense of, the landholder :

(3)

that a work of irrigation or other improyement has been executed

expense of Government,

and the landholder has

been

respect of the holding an additional revenue or rate to

lawfully required

Government in

at the

to pay

in

consequence

thereof;

(4)

that the productive

powers

of the

land held

by

the

nyo

have

been

increased by fluvial action.

Hauplanation.—* Fluvial action” includes a change in the course of a river
tendering irrigation from the river practicable where it was not previously practicable.

31.

Where an enhancement is claimed under section 80, clause (i)—
(a) the Collector shall compare the average prices during the ten years
immediately preceding
the
institution ofthe
suit with
the
average prices
during
the
ten years
ending twenty
years
Immediately before the institution of the suit;
(b)

if in the opinion

of the Collector it is not

decennial periods mentioned
in his

(c)

in clause

practicable to take

the

(a), the Collector may

disoretion, substitute any shorter periods therefor ;

the average prices by which the Collector shall be guided shall be
those published under the authority of the Local

Government,

ani the Collector shall presume

shown in the

that

the prices

lists prepared for any year subsequent to the passing of this Act
are correct and may presume that the prices shown in the lists
prepared for any year prior to the passing of this Act are correct
unless and unfil it is proved that they are incorrect 5
1.

இ

றற,

828-996,

6
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(8)
fs

ச

the dedennial periods taken for the comparison of average Aas
shall be periods of ten years excluding all years which the
* Local Government may notify to be, or to have been,
famine

yegrs in. respéct of any*looal area ;
(e) the enhanced rent shall bear to the

previous

rent

.the

same

proportion as the average prices during the last decennial period
bear to average prices during the previous ten
years taken for

purposes of comparison: Provided
proportion, the average prices during
be

reduced

by

that, in caloulating this
the later period shall

one-half of their excess over the average prices

during the earlier period,
82.

த

(1) Where an enhancement is claimed under section
(a)

the Collector shall not grant an enhancement unless the improveregistered .in accordance With this Act or has
has been
ment
of this Act ;

in determining the amount
have regard to—

of

enhancement

i. the increase in the productive
ot likely

the Colloctor

powers

of

the

land

to be caused by the improvement

li. the cost of the improvement

iii.

commence-

the

preseding

years

fifteen

been executed within
ment
(6)

80, clause (ii)—

utilizing the improvement

and

the

caused

;

;

the cost of the preparation and

iy. the existing rent

shall

cultivation

required

for

; and

ability of the

land

to beara

higher rent.
(2)

An enhancement decresd

under this section

the ryot or his successor-in-interest, be subject
event of the improvement

to

shall, on

revision by

the application of

the Collector

not producing or ceasing to produce the estimated

in the
effect.

த்
88.
Where an enhancement is claimed under sechion 80, clause (iii), the
rent may be enhanced by the sum or proportionate part of the sum which the
landholder has lawiully to pay to Government on‘account of the improvement
made by them.
34.

Where an enhancement is claimed under section 30, clause (iv)—
(a) the Collector

shall not take into

merely temporary
(b)

the Collector may

account

any

increase whick is

or casual,

enhance

the rent to such

deem fair and equitable but

not so

more than one-half

value

of

the

as to
of

an amount

as he may

give the

landholder

the net

imcrease

in the

produce of the land.
35.

Notwithstanding anything contained in sections 31 to 34, the Collector

shall not in any case decree any enhancement which is under the circumstances
of the oase unfair or inequitable, or which would operate’ so as to raise the rent
_ beyond the value of the established waram

situated, commuted in accordance

of

the village

in which

with the provisions of section 40.

the holding is
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86.

If the Collector passing

a

decree for

enhancement

under

clauses

(i)

(ii) and (iv) of section 80 considers that the immediate enforcement of the
decree to its full extent will be attended with hardship to the syot, he may direct
that the enhancement shall be gradual;that is so to say, that tho rent shall increasee
yearly by, degrees for any number of years, not exceeding five, until the limit of the

enhancement decreed has been reached.

;

37.
(1) A suit for enhancement on the ground of 4 rise in prices shall not:
be entertained, if within the twenty years next preceding its institution, the rent

has whether before or after the passing of
or a suit for enhancement

this

Act

bean

cemmuted

or enhanced

has been dismissed on the merits,

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the provisions of seation
Code of Civil Procedure.
Reduction of Rent.
38.

(1)

money rent,

Where for any

he

may

rent on one oF more
(a)

landin

institute

his

holding

an

occupancy

873

of

ryot

pays

of the following grounds

and on no others—

1.

that the soil of the holding has, without the
fault of
the
ryot,
become
permanently
deteriorated
by deposit of sand or by
other specific cause, sudden or gradual ; of

failure of supply
dependent

(c) that

during

from

the

there

irrigation

has

been

work

a

on

permanent

which

; or

it

the

currency

of the existing rent there has been a

(2) Inany suit instituted under this section, the Collector
reduction of the rent as he thinks

is

3

fall not due to a temporary cause in the
average
local
of staple food-crops in the taluk or zemindari division.

prices

may direct such

fair and equitable and, in settling the amount

reduction under clause (c) of sub-section

(1), shall

of

have regard to the considerations

specified in clauses (a), (b), (c) and (d) of sestion 81.
When

a

a suit before the Collector for the reduction of his

(b) that, in the case of irrigated land,

39.

the

©

in a suit instituted under section 38, sub-section

(1) (c), 2°decree

has been passed reducing the rent or dismissing the suit onits
merits no fresh
suit shall be entertained under the same sub-section if instituted within
twenty
years from the date of such decree, provided that nothing‘in this section shall

affect the provisions of section 878 of the Code of Ciyil Procedure.
Commutation of Rent.
40. (1) Where for any land in his holding an.ocoupancy ryot pays rent in
kind or on the estimated value of a portion of the crop, or at rates varying with
the crop, or partly in one of these ways and partly in another, or partly in one or
mors of these ways and partly in cash, either the

ryot

or the landholder

may

sue

before the Collector to have such rent commuted to a definite money rent.?
(2) In such suit the Collector

shall decide

whether

commutation

shall

allowed, and if he allows commutation shali pass a decree deolaring thesum
paid as money rent in lieu of rent in kind or otherwise and the time from
the commutation is to take effect.
(8) in

making

the

determination,

the Collestor, shall have dua

each of the following considerations :-—

1.

Seep. 326.

—

2.

See pp. 826—328."

be

to be*
which

regard to

ACT
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the Average value of the rent actually accrued
2

due to

the

land-

holder during the preceding ten
years other than the year
which the Local Government may notify to bs or to have been
femine
years in respect
of any local area or, if the value for
such period cannot be ascertained, during any shorter period for
which evidence msy be available excluding famine years ;

44.

(b)

the money rent payable by occupancy ryots for land of a similar
description and with similar advantages in the same village or
neighbouring villages ; and

(c)

improvements effected by the landholder or the ryot in respect Of
the holding, and the rules laid down in section 32.

(1)

Where the rent of a holding has

been commuted

under section 40°

it shall not, except on the grounds specified in clauses (ii) and (iii) of section 30
on the ground of a subsequent
twenty

years,

nor

shall

it be

alteration
reduced

for twenty

tion in the area oi the holding or on the ground
sub-section (1) of section 38.

(இ)
which

years

save

on

the

ground

specified in clausee (a)

The said period of twenty years shall ba

the commutation

or

of the area of the holding, be enhanced fot

counted

from

of alter-

and

the

(5)

date

of

on

takes effect.

Alteration of Rent with Area.
42.

(1)
(a)

Every ryot shall—
be liable to pay additional rent for all land proved to be in excess
of the area for which rent has been
previousfy
paid
by him,

unless it is proved that the excess is due to the addition to
holding of land which having previously belonged to
holding was lost by diluvion or otherwise

without

any

the
the

reduc-

tion of the rent being made, and
(b) be entitled to a reduction
>
:

ofrent

in respect

of

any

deficiency

proved fo exist in the area
of his holding
as compared
with
the area for which rent has been previously paid
by him unless it is proved that the deficiency is due tothe
loss
of land

. which was added to the area of the holding by alluvion or
otherwise, and that an addition has not been made to the rent
in respact of the addition to such
(2) Provided that, in cases of dispute, no

under this section shall be allowed except under
application

made to him

for that

area.

alteration of

the

the

order of the

purpose by the landholder

amouni

or the ryot

(1) Upon an application under sub-section (2) of

section

upon

concerned.

43.
“Exvery landholder may, by himself or by any person authorized
in this behalf, at any time enter
on and
measure
any land comprised
estate, for the purposes of the last preceding section.

4%,

of rent

Collactor

by him
in his

42 and upon-

notice to the opposite party, the Collector shall, after causing
such measurements
to be made as he thinks fit, and after hearing such evidence asthe
parties
may
adduce, determine the area for which rent has previously been paid andthe amount,
if any, to be added to or deducted from the rent. ~
்

paid,

the
—

(2) In determining the area for which rent has been previously
Gollector shall have regard to each of the following considerations :—

ச
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instance,

whether the rent was a consolidated rent for the entire holding;
any reason which may

(5)

(c)

the

have led

permit

to

landholder

the

ryot to hold the additional land whether in consideration of an
addition to his total rent or otherwise;
any reason which may have led the ryot

hold a

to

consent

to

reduced area without a corresponding reduction In his rent;
the landholder has permitted th®
whether
determining
Explanation.—In
ryo$ to hold the additional land, or whether the ryot has consented to hold the re
may take into
duced area without a corresponding reduction in rent, the Collector
without
lasted
has
consideration the length of time during which the occupancy
use at the

dispute

and

(8)

(8)

as

to rent

or

area

;

1.

the length of the measure used or in local use at the

time of the

origin of the occupancy as compared with that used or in local
time of the application.
In determining the amount to be added to the rent, the Collector shall

have regard to the rates payable by ryots for lands of a similar description and
with similar advantages in the village
or neighbouring villages, and shall not in
any case fix any rent which in the circumstznces of the case
is unfair
or inequitable.

(4)

When the landholder

or ryot is unable to indicate any

as held in excess, the rent to be added on account

culated at the average rate of rent paid

on all the

of the

excess

lands

of

particular
area

maybe

the holding

land
cal-

exclusive

of such excess area.
(5) In case of abatement the deduction from the rent shall ba
proportionate
to the diminution in the total yearly producs of the holding or, in default of satisfactory proof theraof, the deduction shall ba
proportionate
to the diminution
in
the area of the holding.
(6) An addition to or abatement of renf
under this
section
shall
not
deemed an enhansement or reduction of reat within the meaning of this Act.

45.

A person who, without

the

consent of the

landholder,

occupies

be

for

agricultural purposes ryoti land which he has not acquired
by inheritance or legal
transfer shall be liable to pay for each revenue
year or portion “thereof
the rent
may on
Collector
asthe
sum
such
fixed,
been
has
rené
no
if
or,
fixed for that land
application determine to be fair and equitable, together with such sum not exceeding the rent fixed or determined as the Collector may awardas
damages for such

unauthorized occupation
remedies provided

and the

landholder

Non—occupancy
௧6.

shall

have

againsé

by this Act for the recovery of the rent due

him

all

the

thereon.

Ryots.

(1) Except in the cases falling under sub-sections (4) and (5) of section

6, and sub-section (4) of section 8, the landholder, notwithstanding any.contract to
the contrary or the existence of any lease,
shall,
om
the
application
of a non~

occupancy ryot and on the tender by him of asum
the annual rant payable in respect of theland

egual to

together

two and a half times

with the cost of preparing

any instrument required for the purpose, confer upon the ryot a
of occupancy in respect of such fand.?

1.

See p. 823.

2.

permanent right

See pp. 831—832.
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58,
(1) If, when the application is made under sup-section (2) of the last
foregoing section, the ryot appears and agrees to pay the enhanced rent demanded,
his agreement shall thereupon be recorded and he shal} not be’ ejected but shall be
liable to pay the rent from the commencement of the revenue year
next following

the date of the

landholder’s

application under the said sub-section.

(2) If the ryot fails to appear, or if on appearing he does not agree ‘to pay
the enhanced rent demanded, the Collector shall determine what enhancement, if

any, is fair and equitable for the land. Provided that in determining whether
and what enhancement shall be allowed, the Collector shall be guided by

any
the

Provisions of sections 30 to 37 of this Act.

(8) If the ryot agrees to pay the rent so determined, he shall be
remain

in occupation

of the land at that

revenue year next following the date of
48, sub-section (2.)
(4)

If the ryot does not

rent

from

the

entitled to

commencement

of the

the landholder’s application under

agree to pay the rent so determined

டவ

under

tion (2), the Collector may make an order for his ejectment subject

to

sub-sec-

the

provi-

sions of sections 155 and 156 and subject to the deposit by the
landholder, within
a month from the date of the order, of the
amount
of
comparsation.
(ii any)
determined
.as due to the ryot
under
seotion
154.
If gush
amount
is not so
deposited, the order for ejectment shall become void.

CHAPTER
PUTTAHS

50.

AND

IV.

MUCHALKEAS.

(1) The provisions of this Chapter

shall

apply

to

permanent right of occupancy and also go iar as may bs to ryots
under a Jandholder otherwise than under a lease in writing,
puttah

all

ryots

holding

with
old

a

waste

(2) Hvery ryot shall be entitled to call upon his landholder’ to grant him a
for any current revenua year and every landholder
shall be entitled tc call

upon his ryot to give him a muchalka for any

current

revenue

year

in

exchange

for a puttah 1,
51.

(1)

The puttah shall contain the

names of

the parties;

the local de_

scription and extent of the land ; the rate or amount and nature of the rent payable
thereon, according asit may
be payable in money,in kind or by a share of the
produce ; any local tax, cass or fee or charge payable with the rent according to law
or usage having the force of law ; the period or periods at cyhich such rent, locay
tax, ‘cass, fee or charge is to be paid ; the date of the puttah and all special terms
by which it is intended that the parties shail be bound and shall be signed by the
landholder,
The muchalka may, at the option of the landholder, be 2 counterpart
of the puttah or a simple engagement to hold according to its terms and shall be

signed by the ryot.
(2) Any stipulation in restraint of oultivation or of harvesting by
for the giving up of possession of his land by an occupancy ryot at any
time shall be void and of no efiaat.
52. (1) Puttahs and muchalkas may be exchanged for periods of one
revenue years, but no landholder shall be bound to tender, and no ryot to

a ryot or
specified
or more
accept 3 a

puttah for a period of more than ons revenue year.
(2)

Subject

to the

provisions of

sub-section

(3),

the tender of a

puttah or

muchalka and the demand for a muchalka or puttah shall be made within twelve
‘montha of the commencemént of the pariod to which the puttah or muchalka
relates.
1.-_ Bes pp. 828—-330

:
; tender how

made,

z
330—331.
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(8)

Puttahs and muchalkas

accepted,

:

39

exchanged

or decreed for

any

reve.

nue year shall remain in force until the commencement of the revenue year for
which fresh puttahs and souchalkas are accepted, exchanged or decreed ; provided
that where a puttah or uchalka has continued in force for more revenue years
than one, no fresh puttah or muchalka for the same holding shall take effect until
the commencement of the revenue year next succseding that in which it is tendered, accepted, exchanged

53.

(1) No

or decreed.

landholder shall haye power to proceed

against a ryot for the

recovery of rent by
distraint and sale of his moveable property or by sale of his
holding under Chapter VI unless he shall haye exchanged a puttah and muchalka
with such ryot or tendered him such a puttah as he was bound
a valid puttah or muchalka continues in force.

(2)
Collector

A puttah

tendered

by

a -landholder

which

in

to accept

the

is partially but not entirely correct, shall nevertheless

the extent to which

54.

it is found

to be

or unless

opinion
be

of the

enforceable to

correct.

(1) The tender of a puttah may

be made

to

the

ryotin

the

provided for the service of notice under sub-section (2) of section 78, or
lector on the application of the landholder shall so permit, in respect of
* or any portion of estate, by filing it in the -office of the Collector or
officer as the Liccal Government may by general or special order
direct

filed, tha Collector or such officer shall cause the puttah to be served
in the aforesaid manner at the cost of the landholder.

manner

if the Colany estate
such other
; and if so

on

the

(2)
The application shall be signed and verified as a plaint
and
accompanied by such payment on account of costs of seryice as tha Local
ment may by rule prescribe.

ryot

shall be
Govern-

65.
When a landholder, for threa months after demand,
failsto
granta
putiah in such terms as the ryot is entitled to receive,’ it shall be lawful for the
ryot to sue far such a puttah before the Collector.
56.

When

a nyot for one

month

after

tender fails to

tendered to him and te giyes
muchalka in exchange,
before the Collector to enforce acceptance of such puttah.

57.

the

Inadjudicating suita under sections 55 and 56, the

accept

the

landholder

puttah
may

sue

Colleotor shall first

inquire whether the party sued isbound
fo grant or accept a puttah, and,
unless
this be proved, the suit shall be dismissed.
Ii the plaintiff establishes that the
party sued is bound to grant or accept » puttah, the Collector shall inquire whether
‘the puttah demanded or tenderedis
a proper one,
Tfiit is found to be so, the
directing the defendant to grant the puttahin exCollector shall passa decree
*ohange

for a muchalka

or accept the putitah

4£ the Collector is of opinion that the

and

give

a muchalka

in

exchange.

puttah demanded or tendered is not a proper

one, he shall decide what the terms of the puttah should be, and shall embody such
terms in his decree which shall be of the same forca and effect as if a puttah and
5
muchalka had been exchanged.
58.

The

Karnam

regularly sign and

ofthe

villagein

which the

register puttahs and muchalkas

holdingis

situated

shall

in respect of the holding.
ச
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PAYMENT

59.

AND

Rent shall be payable

in

«

ARREARS

OF

RENT.

instalments clipe:

to agreement

or in the

absence of agreement according to established usage1
60.
An instalment of rent not paid on tha
becomes on the following day an arrear of rent.
63.

day,

on

An arrear shall bear simple interest at the rate of

which

it falls

one-half

per

ae:

centum

Per Mensem from the date on which the arrear fell dwe until it is liquidated.
62. Every ryot who makes a payment on account of rent to a landholder
shall be entitled to obtain

forthwith

a written receipt for the amount

paid by

him

signed by the landholder or by the landholder’s authorized agent.

(2) The landholder

or his agent shall prepare and retain a

receipt.
68.

(1)

The receipt shall specify such

of the

following

counterfoil of the
particulars

as can

be specified by the landholder at the time of payment, namely:—
(a) the names of the payer and payee;
(6) the name of the village in which the holding is situated;
(c) the amount paid;

of

(d) a description of the holding on account
been paid ;

the rent has

which

(e) the year and instalment to which the payment has been credited ;
(f) whether the payment has been accepted as a payment in full, or
only on account

; and

்

(g) the date on which the rent is paid.
prescribe irom

Government may

Provided that the Local

modified form either generally or for any particular

(2)

Ifa receipt does not contain

this section, it may

be presumed

time a

timeto

local area or class of cases.

substantially the

to be an acquittance

particulars

required by

in full of all arrears of

rent

up to the date on which the receipt was given.
64.(1)
When a ryot makes a payment on account of rent, he may
declare
the year and the instalment to which he wishes the payment.
to be credited, and
the payment shall be credited accordingly.
(2)
If he does not make any such
option of the landholder be credited on
limition.

65.

lialandholder,

& Feceipt in accordance

declaration,
acocountof

the payment
may at
anyarrear
not barred

without reasonable cause, refuses to deliver

with the provisions

the
by

to a ryot

of sections 62 and 68 for any

rent

paid

by him, or to credit the rent paid to the year and instalment to which the ryot has

requested the payment to be credited, the ryot
him by a suié before the Collector
or value of the rent paid.

shall be entitled

to

recover

compensation not exceeding double

the

from

amount
=

66,
The payment shall, except in cases where a ryotis allowed under this
Act to deposit his rent, be made at the landholder’s village office, or at such other

convenient place within five miles of the village in which
aS may be appointed in that behalf by the landnolder.
1. Seo pp. 316—823.

the

holding

isJ

situated
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Provided that the rycts may pay their
money

orders under

Provided also that when rent is
landholder’s

rent

to

the

rules which the Tiocal Government

granary

in the

Jandholder

by

postal

may prescribe.

payable in kind it shall be delivered at the

village in which

the holding

is situated

or at

such

other granary within ten miles of the village as may be provided in that behalf by
the landholder.
67.
Where rent is due to a landholder, the receipt for any payment on that
account of the person recognized or nominated under sub-section (5) of section 3
as landholder
for the purpose of receiving rent shall bea sufficient discharge for
the rent, and the person liable for the rent shall not ba entitled to plead in defence
to a claim by a persen so recognized or nominated that the rent is due to a third
person.
But nothing in this section shall affect any remedy which any such third
Person may have against the landholder so recognized or nominated.
Deposit of Rent.

money,

68.
(1) In any cf the following oases in which
namely :—
‘
(a)

(5)

rent is due and is payable in

when a ryot tenders money on account of rent due from him, and
the landholder refuses to receive it or refuses to grant a receipt
for lé or ;

when the rent is payable to two or more persons

jointly, and the

ryot is unable to obtain the joint receipt of the said persons
for the money, and no person has been empowered
to receive
the rent on their behalf ; or

(c) when two or more persons severally claim the right to collect the
rent or when the ryot entertains a bona fide doubt as to who
is entitled to receive the rent which has become

due

;

the ryot may present to the Collector, or such other officer as the
‘Local
Govsrnment
may appoint, an application in writing for permission to deposit in
the office of the said Collector or other officer the full amount of rent then due.
is made

(2)
;

The applicgtion shall contain ஐ statement of the grounds on
which
it
and shall state the item or items te which the payment is to be credited

and also— ~
in case (a), the name
be entered ;

of the person to whose Gredit the

in case (b), the names of the persons to whom
many

of them

as the ryot may

deposit

is

the rent is due, or of go

be able to specify; and

in case (c), the name of the person or persons to whom the
rent
last paid and of the person or persons now claiming it.

*

(8) The application shall be signed and verified asa

accompanied

by

by rule prescribe.
69.
tion

such payment on account of costs

plaint; and

shall

as the Local Government

was

be
may

:

(1) Ifit appears to the Collector, or other officer to whom

is made

to

under the last foregoing section, that the applicant

an

applica-

is entitled under

that section to deposit the rent, he shall receive the amount and shall give # receipt
for it.

ய்
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(2) A receipt given under this section shall operate as an acquittance for the

amount of the

reni

deposited as

aforesaid,

in the same

manner

and to the

same

extent as if that amount of rent has been received—
in case (a) of the last foregoing section,
application as the person
entered ;

70.

by the“person

to whose

specified in the

credit the deposit was to be

in case (4) of that section, by the persons to whom the rent is due } and.
in cage (c) of that section, by the person entitled to receive the rent.
(i) The Collector or other officer receiving the deposit shal! forthwith

cause to be affixed

in a conspicuous placa at his offise and in the vernacular
Janguage of the district, a notification of the receipt of such deposit containing a

Statement of all material particulars.
(2) If the amount of the dsposit is not paid away under the next following
section, within the period of fifteen days next following the date on which the
notification is so affixed, the Collector or other officer shall forthwith—

in case (a) of section 68, cause a notice of the

receipt of

the

to ba served on the person specified in the application
person to whose oredit the deposit was to be entered ;

deposit
as

the

in case (4) ofthat section, cause a notice of the receipt of the deposit
to be posted at the landholder’s village office or residence and
in some conspicuous place in the village in which the holding is
situated ; and
in case (c) of that section, cause a like notice to be seryed
on avery
person who, the Collector or other officer has reason to believe,
claims or is entitled to the deposit.
71.
(1) The Collector or other officer may
pay the amount of the deposit
to any person appearing to him to be entitled to the same, or may, if he thinks fit,
and shall, if deposit has been made under clause (c) of sub-section
(1) of seotion
68, and there has been no joint application for payment by the disputing parities,
retain the amount pending the desision of the Civil Court
as
6௦ tha parson
so
entitled.
௦
(2) The payment

less the money-order commission

money-order under such rules as the Local Government

may

may

be made

by

postal

prescribe.

(8) If no payment is made under this section before the expiration of three
years from the date on which a deposit is made, the amount deposited may,
in the
absence of any order of a competent Court to the contrary, be repaid to the depositor upon his application and on his returning the receipt given by the Collector or
other officer with
whom
the rent was deposited or on his producing such other
evidence of his having made the deposit as the Collector may consider sufficient.

Nothing in this section shall

prevent

any

person

entitled

tc

receive

the

amount of any such deposit from recovering the same by suit in a Civil Court from
@ person to whom it has been paid under this section.
72.
Wo suit or other proceeding shall be instituted against the Secretary
of State for India in Council or against any officer of the -Government,in respect
of anything done by a Golleotor or other officer regarding a'deposit under sections

68 to 73.
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Abprgisement and Division of Produce.

2

73.
(1)
Where rent is taken by appraisement of the standing
crop
the
rydt shall be entitled to the exclusive possession of the crop.
்
(இ)
Where renPis taken by division of the produce, the ryot shall be enti”

fled to the exclusive possession of the whole produce untiliit is divided, but shall
not be entitled fo remove any portion of the produce from the threshing floor at
such க time or in such a manner

as to prevent

the

due

division

thereof

at

the

proper time.

3

(3)
In either couse, Ahe ryot shall be entitled to cut and harvest the produce
in dus course of husbandry without any interference on the part of the landholder
But before commencing to cut or gather the crop the ryot shall give reasonable

intimation to the
{4)

landholder or his authorized agent of his intention to do so. 1

If the ryot cuts or rsmoves any Portion of the crop

or the

produce

at

such a time or in such 3 mManneras to prevent the due
appraisement
ocr division
thereof, the produce may ba deamed to have been as full as the fullest crop of
the same description in the neighbourhood on
similar Jand for that harvest,
74:
produce—

(a)

Where rent is taken

by appraisement

crop

or

if either the landholder or the ryot fails to attend,

or by agent, at the proper time for making

(5)

of the

the appraisoment

division

either

the

personally

or the division ; or

if there is a dispute ag to the quantity and value of the crop

what is a full Bron under sub-section (4) of section
produce,

of

or

as

78, or-as ட் the division of

to
the

an application may be presented by either party tothe Collector requesting
¢hat an officer be deputed to make the division or appraisement or determination,
With the application the applicant shall deposit such iee as
ed by the Local Government in rules made in this behalf.

may

be prescrib-

75.
(1) On receiving such application, the Collector shall issue a notice in
writing to the opposite party to attend onthe date and at thetime and place
specified in the

notice, and

shall depute

an officer by

whom

such

division,

or

appraisement or determination shall be made.
Sah
(2) Ifthe opposite party objects that the rent is not taken by division, or
appraisement, or that no rent is payable, the officer deputed shall record the
objection, but shall proceed as hereinafter provided,
(8)

If, on or before the date appointed, the dispute has not been adjusted, he

shall call on exch of the parties to appoint within a time specified a resident of the
neighbourhood as an assessor to assist in the division of the produce, or appraisement or determination of the crop.

(4) If either party fails to attend or to appoint an assessor, the officer deputed
shall nominate an assessor on his behali.
(5) The officer deputed shall record, and in making his award shall
"regard to, the opinions of the assessors but shall not be bound thereby.
(6)

have

In the case of a division of the produce, if the parties agree to the award,

the division shail be made accordingly.
If the parties do not agree to such divi.
sion, and in all cases in which the rent is payable by appraisement of the standing
crop, or where the yalue of a full crop has to be determinad, the officer deputed
௪.

1.

Seep.

315,

|

1
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cake
suiall make an estimate of the produce or crop and determine the rent payable. He
shall then deliver his award after notice to tha parties and submit it with a report
of his proceedings to the Collector.
(7)
Except where the assessors agree with the Revenne officer in which dase
the award shall be final, the parties shall’ be at liberty to file objections to the
award within one wesk after the day on which the award was delivered ; and the
Collector shall hear such objections, and

pass orders

thereon,

after such

futher in-

quiry (if any) as may appeat to be necessary.
If an objection is filed that the rent is not payakle by division, or appraisement, or that no rent is payable, and Collector upholds the objection, he shall set
aside the award.

If any other objection is filed or if

no objection

is filed, the Collector

may

confirm the award or may, after giving an opportunity to the parties to be heard,
modify the award as he thinks fif, and shall pass an order for the payment of the
rent and costs (if any), and such order shall be final and have the effect of a decree
for arrears of rent,

(8) In any proceedings

under

prohibit the removal of the produce
efiected.

this

section

until

the

Collector

appraisement

or

may

by

order

division

has

been

76.
For the purpose of making the division and
appraisement,
the
officer
deputed, with his assessors, may enter upon any land on which or into any build-

ing in which the preduce is.

CHAPTER
RECOVERY

OF RENT

BY SUIT

OR BY

PROPERTY
77.

(1)

Atany

the

DISTRAINT
OF THE

may

institute

a

suit

AND

SALE

OF MOVEABLE

HOLDING.

time after an arrear of rent has

landholder

recovery of the arrear,
entitled

OR

VI.

become

before

due—

the

Collector for

the

and

{2)
the landholder may, in addition to any other remedy
+o which ms
is
by this Act, in respect of any arrear of rent which has accured due within

the next preceding twelve months, distrain

upon his own

responsibility the

move.

able property of the defaulting ryot or the growing crops, or the produce of the land
or trees in the defaulter’s holding :
Provided that the following articles shall not be distrained

(a)

the necessary

wearing

apparel,

cooking

for

vessels, beds

arrears

and

:-—

bead-

ding of the defaulter, his wife and children, and such personal
ornaments

as in

accordance

with religious

parted with by a woman ;
(>) his plough and implements of husbandry,
manure

stocked

usage

ploughing

by the ryot or cultivator and

as may be necessary for the due cultivation of
the ensuing year.
1. Who is a defaulter, seae pp. 811,
420 ; what arrear includes, sea p.420;

procedure

when the title

of

landholder

is disputed, see pp. 420—421; as regards

cannot

be

cattle and

such seed-grain

the holding in

rights of co-sharers, see p. 421; limitation in suits for rent, see ற. 422: when
a plaint is validly Presented,

see p, 422.

ACT

I OF

1908.
a distraint is made
authorized agent,

(60 Before or até the time when
18
may be either the landholder or his duly

specifying the amount of the

defaulter a writtei demand
am account exhibiting,the

(2)

545

grounds on

The demand and

which

the demand

account shall be dated

and signed

the amount

(a)

(1)

79.

Unless the

demand

by the distrainer,

became due be served
adult male member of
the neighbourhood of
agent, or, when such
on some conspicuous

with interest, if any ;

the period in respect of which

distrain property to the

3

The demand shall set forth—

of the arrear due,

(b) the holding in respect of which
(c)

with

together

arrear,

is mada.

and shall within one year from the date on which the arrear
- upon the defaulter by delivering a copy to him or tosome
his family at his usual place of abode, provided that it is in
the land to which
the distress
refers, or to his
authorized
service cannot be
efiected, by
affixing a copy of the notice

part of the land to which it refers? .

the distrainer, who
shall serye on the

it is due ;
it is due.
may

is immediately satisfied, the distrainer

amount ofthe

arrear and the costs of the

distress,

and

shall forthwith
prepare a list or description of the said property, date and
sign
the same, and without delay serve iton the
defaulter in the manner provided in
the preceding saction for the service of a written
demand, and a copy of such list
or description, together
with a copy oi the written demand. and account, shall be
sent by the distrainer within ten days of the service of the demand on the defaulter
to the public officer hereinafter called the sale officer empowered under Madras
Act VII of 1839 to seil property distrained for arrears.
(2) If the distrainer has notice that the cultivator is some person other than
the defaulter, a copy of the demand and of the list or description of the property
shall in like manner be served on or delivered to the cultivator.
80.
A person authorized to distrain may apply to the nearest police station
for such assistance a8 May be necessary to prevent any breach of the peace, and
the authority to whom such application is made shall depute one or more police
officers to be present at the time of such distress for such purpose.
84.
The distress shall not be excessive; that isto say,
the value
property distrained
shall be, as nearly as possible, equal tothe amount
arrears due and costs of distress.
82.
83.

the

of
of

the
the

Distress shall be made after sunrise and before sunseé and not otherwise.
(1) Standing crops and other ungathered produce may, notwithstanding

distraint,

be

tended,

and

after

notice

to

ths

distrainer

gathered by the owner of the crop.
(2) li the owner of the orop neglects to tend, reap or gather
produce, the distrainer may do so at the expense of the owner.

(8) The

distrained

property shall

be

placed

be
the

reaped

and

said crop or

in the charge of some

person

appointed by the distrainer for the purpose ; the person so appointed shall store the
Same in some convenient place in the neighbourhood at the expense of the owner.
84.
It shall be lawful for the distrainer to force open any siable, cow-house,
granary, godown, out-house or other building, and he may also enter any dwellinghouse, the outer door of which may be open and may break open the door of any

1.

Recovery of rent by

distress, see

றற. 499-496: distress is not 2 continu-

ing wrong, see ற. 425.

T

69

2.

As

regards

நற, 880-851; 495.

mode

of

service,

see

546:
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room in such dwelling-housa for the purpose of distraining ‘property belonging to a
defaulter and kept therein ; provided
always that it shall not be lawful for such

distrainer to break open or enter any apartment in stich dwelling-house appropriwted for the zenana or residenée of women, except as hereinafter provided.
?

85.
When a distrainer may have reason to suppose that the property of a
defaulter is lodged within a dwelling-house, the outer door of which may be shut, or within any
apartments
appropriated to women,
which,
by the usage
of the
country, are considered
private, such distrainer shall report ethe fact to the officer
in charge of the nearest police
station.
Thereupon the
officerin charge of the
station shall
send a police officer to the
spot in the
presence of whom the distrainer may break
open the outer
door of such dwelling-house, and also the door
of any room within the house except the zenana.
The distrainer may also, in the
presence of the police officer, after due
notice given forthe removal of women
within the
zenana, and
after furnishing
means for their removal in a suitable
manner (if they be women of rank, who,
according to the custom of the country,

cannot appear in public) enter the

zenana apartments for

the purpose of distrain-

ing the defaulter’s
property, if any, kept thersin.
If any such property be found,
it shall immediately be removed from such apartments in order
that they may be
left free for the return of the former occupants.

86.

The distrainer

shall not work the bullocks or cattle or make

use of the

property distrained.
He shall provide necessary food for cattle er other live-stock,
and the cost
thereof shall be a charge
against the defaulting ryot and shall be
recoverable as a cost of the distress,

87.

(1) After a distress has been made under this Chapter and at any
time

before the date appointed for sale, the defaulter, the cultivato
r or the owner of the
bropetty may tender or pay the amount specified
in the written demand under
section 78 with subsequent interest and costs to the distraine
r, or may furnish
security to the satisfaction of the distrainer, whereupon
the distrainer shall give a
written acknowledgment of the tender, payment or security,
and shall withdraw

the distress forthwith.

ட்

(2) If at any time before the sale of the
or Cultivator or owner of

the

Property

distrained

distrained

pays,

Property,
to

the

the

sale

defaulte:
officer,

amount specified in the written demand under saction 78 with
subsequent
and costs, the sale officer shall grant a receipt for the
same
distress forthwith,

88.

while

When

property distrained may

in the keeping

of the

be stolen,

distrainer,

by

reason

lost,

of

reasonable precautions for its preservation, the owner may

and shall withdraw

damaged

hia

not

sue

A third parson claiming a right

or

interest in

the

any

or

of

the

destroyed

having

damages before the Collector.
89.

the

interest

taken

distrainer
the

for

moveable

property under distraint may before the date of sale make an applicati
on to the:
Collector or sale officer, and the Collector shall thereupon hold or cause
tu
be held an immediate enquiry, and if he sees sufficient cause for doing
so, may

postpone the sale of such property.
claim as he shall deem fit.
«

30.

The

Collector shal] pass such
;

order

When after an application made by the distrainer
it ig proved

satisfaction of the Collector that,

upon

to

tbe

the

ACT 1 OF 1908.
:

(1) a detaulter ‘vas made a fraudulent
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conveyanceof

moveable proparty “to

prevent distress for urrears,
:
(2) any pergon Bea forcibly or clandestinely taken away moveable property
onge distrained,
seas
the Collector shall Pass an order directing that the property be restored or

that its value be paid to the distrainer.
94.
Any
person aggrieved by an order under section
89 or section 90
‘ directing any property to be delivered up or restored or its value to be paid to the
distrainer, may institute a suit before the Civil Court against the distrainer for
compensation.
ள்
92.
(1) The distrainer shall within fifteen days from.the date of the distraint apply to the sale officer for the sale of the property specified in the list or
description mentioned in section 79.

(2) If no such application is made, the distraint on the property shall:ceasa
to be in force at the expiration of the said period of fifteen days.
93.
The application shall be in writing and shall specify the following
particulars, namely:—
(a) the name and residence of the defaulter and in the case provided
for in sub-section (2) of section 79, of the cultivator ட ;

(b) the amount

‘

(6)

the date of the distraint; and

(d) the place in which the distrained property is.
Together with the application, the distrainer shall

94.

officer the fee preseribed
95.

due;

(1)

deliver to

the

sale

for the service of 04105,

Immediately

on receipt

of such application

and

fee the sale officer

shall send a copy of the application and of thelist
or description mentioned
ir,
section 79 to the Collector and
shall serve a notice on the defaulter requiring him
either to pay the amount demanded, or to institute a suit before the Collector to
contest the distraint within
fiftean days from the date of the service of the notice,
'(2) In the oase provided for in sub-section (2) of section
79 similar notice

shall ke served on the cultivator,
(8) The sale officer shall by order fix a date for the sale which “shall not be
less than fifteen days from the date of service of the notice under sub-section (1)
or sub-section (2), as the case may be, and shall cause it to be proclaimed by beat
of

in

drum

the village where the distrained property is; he shall also post a copy

of his order in some conspicuous place in the village.
In fixing the date of sale, not less than seven days shall be allowed

from the

date of the aforesaid proclamation.
(4) The notice and proclamation shall specify—
(a) the property to be sold ;
(t) the amount mentioned in thejapplication under section.98 ; and

aa

(c) the time and place at which the sale is to be held.
96.
from

lf the defaulting ryot or cultivator aforesaid does not, within fifteen
the ‘date of the service of the notice refecred to in section 95,£file:a suit

before the Collector to set aside the distress,

decided

or

if

such

a

suit

is

filed

and

ig

against ‘him by the Collector, and if the sale has not bean countermanded
oe

_days

548 :
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C

or‘postponed

under section

the said demand,

with

discharged in full,

shall

89, rection

such expenses

108,

or section 104; the sale

of the distraint

as are

officer, unless

allowed

by him, is

proceed

in the manner hereinafter described to sell the
property or such part of itas may be necessary to satisfy. the demand with the
expenses of the distraint and the costs of the sale.
97.

The

sale shall ordinarily

bo held in the village where the property

was

distrained or ig stored or at the nearest place of public resort if the sale officer is of opinion that the property is likely to sell to better advantage there.
In any case»
the distrainer shall be bound-to produce the property atthe time and place of sale,
and the cost of the transport thereof shall be considered paré of the cost of distress.
98.
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Chapter, crops or products
which are in their nature speedily perishable shall be sold as early as possible by
the distrainer, and the sale-procesds shall be"deposited with the sale officer.
99.
(1) Crops or products which from their
shall not be sold before they are reaped or gathered
(2)

Crops

or products

which

from their

nature admit of being stored
and are ready for storing.

nature do not admit

of being stored

may be sold before they are reaped or gathered, and the purchaser shall be entitled
to enter on the land by himself or by any person appointed by himin this behali
and do all that is necessary for the purpose of tending and reaping or gathering
them.

400.
The property shall besold by public auction, in
the sale officer may think advisable, and ifthe demand with

one or more lots as
the costs of distress

and sale is satisfied by the sale of a portion of the property che
immediately withdrawn with respect to the remainder,

distress

404.
If, on the property being put up for sale, a fair price in the
‘of the sale officer is not offered for it, and

shall

be

estimation

(a) if the defaulter, cultivator or owner of the property, or a person
authorized to act in his behalf, or the distrainmer applies to have
the sale postponed until the next day, or
(b)

;

if a market is held at or near the place of sale,

the sale shall bs postponed until the next day or until the next market day
as the case may be, and shall then be completed, whatever price may be offered for
the property.
soon
of sale, or “as
The price of every lot shall be paid at the time
402.
thereafter as the officer holding the sale directs, and in deiault of such payment
the property shall be put up again and sold, and any deficiency
in price, whish
may
happen
on
such
second sale, and all expenses attending such second sale

shall be certified to the Collector by the sale officer and shall, at
of the distrainer, the defaulter, or the

cultivator,

without

remedy which he may haye, be recoverable in a suit before

the instance either

prejudice

to any

the Collector

other

from «the

defaulting purchaser.
Any sum recovered under this section from the defaulting
be dealt with under section 106 as if it were proceeds of the sale.

purchaser

shall

403.
The sale officer shall bring to the notice of the Collector any material
irregularity committed by the distrainer under colour of this
Act, and
may
in
such case postpone the sale pending the Collector’s order.
்
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(1)
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If it shaJl come to the knowledge of the Collector

that

tne

@is-

trainer has not served on the ryot a written demand as required by section 78, or
bas failed to serve*the list or description mentioned in section 79, or has failed to

apply to the sale officer for an order under section 92, or that the distress was
excessive, the Collector may either order the sale to proceed, or direct the issue of
another notice or proclamation

of sale, in which

case he

shall

order that

costs

of

. the resale be borne by*the distrainer.

(2)

If the Collector finds that the distraint is vexatious

or groundless,

he

may order the restoration of the distrained property.
305.
When the purchase-money has been paid in full, the sale officer shall
deliver the property to the purchaser and shall give him a certificate signed by
himself, describing the property purchased and the price paid.
306.
(1) From the proceeds of every sale of distrained property under this
Act, the sale officer shall make a deduction at arate not exceeding one anna in
fhe rupee on account of the costs of

the

sale

and

shall

remit

the

amount

so

deducted to the Tahsildar.
(2) Heshall then pay to the distrainer the expenses incurred by the
distrainer on account of the distraint, and of the issue of the notice and proclamation of sale mentioned in section 95 to such amount as, after examining
ment of expenses furnished by the distrainer, he thinks proper to allow.
(3!

the state

The remainder shall bs applied to the discharge of the arrear for

which

the distraint was made.
(4) The surplus (if any) shall be delivered to the person whose property has
been sold, and he shall receive from the sale officer a receipi for any arrear
discharged from the proceeds of sale.

(5) I£ either the distrainer, or the owner of the distrained property, shall
be dissatisfied with the sale officer’s decision, the Collector shall, on an application being made to him
by either party, determine
distraining the property and bringing it to sale.

~

* 407.

the

No officer holding a sale of property undor

expenses

incurred

this Act and

employed by or subordinate to such officer, shall either directly

or

no

in

person

indirectly bid

for or acquire any interest in any property sold at such sale.

408.
Proceedings

(1) When an arrear of rené is realized from a tenant or cultivator by
in distraint

by any person

other than his

immediate

tenant or cultivator shall be entitled to deduct the amount

so

landlord,

the

realized from

any

reut payable by him to such landlord, and such landlord, if heis not the defaulter,
shall in like manner be entitled to deduct the same amount from any
rent payable by him to his landlord, and so on, until the defaulter is reached.
(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the right of any tenant or

cultivator

making a payment under section 87 to institute a suit ina Civil Court for the
_ recovery from the defaulter of any portion of the amount paid which he has not
409.

When any conflict arises between the right of

ing produce over which'he

has a

first charge under

a lJandholder

sub-section

(1)

distrain-

of section 5

and the right of a person claiming underan attachment
by a Civil Court, the
right of the landholder shall prevail; buéif the property issold bya Collector
in consequence:of such landholder’s distress the surplus proceeds of the sale

்
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_ sha/l not be paid under section 106 to the person whose property has been sold, but
shall be deposited in the Court from which the order of attachment issued.
410.
A tender of the amount of the arrears of rent claimed by the land-

holder

shall

be deemed

valid

though

made

un@er

protest. and

on such

tender

being made the distrainer shall be bound to refrain from distraining or selling the
property, and if a distraint has been made to release the property distrained provided that when the amount so tendered is received, the fact
that the payment was
made under protest shall be stated in the receipt given to the
person making
the
‘payment.
+
2

Sale of Ryot’s Holding.

444.

Whenan

arrear

is not

paid

acctued due, it shall be lawful for the

within

the

revenue year in

landholder to sell the holding

thereoi, in the manner hereinafter provided, in satisfaction
interest thereon and of costs, if any, of the sale.

412.

When

the

landholder to whom an -arrear

is

of

the

due

arrear, interesi and costs, if any, the period for which and the
him that if he does

any

arrear

intends

himself of the powers given by the last preceding section, he
shall
defaulter through
the Collector
a written
notice
stating the
of which it is due, and informing

which

or

and

to

it

part
of

avail

serye
on the
amount due for

holding

in respact

not pay the amount

or

file a

suit before the Collector contesting the right of sale within
thirty days from
date of service of the notice, the said holding orany part thereof specified ix
said notice will be sold.
Such notics shall be sent to the Collector within

the
the
ona

year from the end of the revenue year for which the arrear is due. 2
Four copies of ths notice, together with the

sent to the

fee

for

service thereof,

shall

Collector who shall cause service to be effected by delivering

ba

a copy to

the defaulter or to his authorized
agent, or to some adult
male member of his
family at his usual place of abode, or, if such sarvice cannot ba effected, by affixing
a copy thereof on some conspicuous part of hislast known
residence,
if -he has
any Within ten miles of the holding, or on some conspicuous part of the holding.

Copies of the notice shall in every

case be posted at conspicuous

planes

on

the land to which it relates and in the village where the land is situated,
443.
Intimation of the date of
holder by post.

service shall forthwith be given

to the land-

444.
If the amount of the arrear is not paid and if no suit contesting the
tight of sale is instituted before the Collector within thirty days fromthe date of

service of the said notice, or if such suit has been decided against the defaulter, the
landholder may

apply to the Collector for sale.%

415.
(1) If no suit has
been instituted
such application
shall be made
within forty-five days of the posting by the Collector of intimation of service under
section 113.
:

(2)

Ifa suit has beeninstituted and it has

defaulter or withdrawn,

been

such application shall be made

disposed

of

against

within thirty days

of

the
tha

date of the disposal or withdzawal.
446.

Immediately

on receipt of such றன

the Collector shall

டட

an officer to conduct the gale.
1.

Recovery

ofrent

by sale of

bolding, see pp. 426—428.
2.
Publication of proclamation

than 30 days before the date of

டர

sale

the
less

not

imvalid, see p. 426.
8.
suit,

Only the defaulter can bring the
seep.
426;in
the suit specific

want oi service to be found, see p. 427.

.
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117.

(1)

சி

The selding officer shall, by order,

fix

a

date

for

the

sale

‘and

causa it to be proclaimed by beat of drum in the village in which the holding is
“situated; he shall algo post a copy of his order in some conspicuous place in the
Village.

a

:

;

In fixing the date of sale, not less than thirty days
the date on which the aforesaid proclamation is made.

(2)

shall

be

allowed

from

The order and proclamation shall specify—
(a)

the holding or part of the holding to be sold ;

(b)

the amount

mentioned in the written

noticg

under

section

together with costs and subsequent interest, if any
(c)

any encumbranee
and

(d)

the time and place at which the sale is to be held,

subject to which proparty is liable

112

;
to be

sold:

418.
If the said amount is not discharged in full, the selling officer shall
procead in the manner hereinafter described to sell the property or such
part of
it ag may be necessary to satisfy the demand with the expenses
and the costs of
the sale.
449.

. The sale shall ordinarily be held in

the

village

situated or at the nearest place of public resort if the selling
that tha property is likely to sell to better advantage there,

where

the

officer

is

holding is
of

opinion

120.
Tha property shall ba sold by public auction in one or more
lots
as
the selling officer may think advisable, but no such
lot shall, except with the
consent of the landholder, be less than a revenue field ; and if the demand with

the costs of distress and sale is satisfied by the sale of a portion of the property,
sale shall be immediately
421.

the

stopped with respect to the remainder,

If, on the property being put up for sale, a fair pricein

the

estimatiqn

of the selling officer is not offered for it, and if the defaulter or a person authorized
to acé in his behalf, or the landholder applies to have the sale postponed until the
next, day,
the sale shall be postponed until that day and shall then be completed,
whatever price may be offered for the property.
122.

application

Hyery

such sale shall be stopped,

for sale or if before the lot is

if

the

landholder

withdraws

his

knocked down, the amount mentioned in

the proclamation, and costs of the sale are tendered to the selling officer, or proof is
given to his satisfaction that such amount has been paid to the Collector.
123.
The price of every lot shall be paid at the time of sale, or as soon
thereafter as the selling officer directs, and in default of such payment the property
shall be put up again and sold, and any deficiency
in price, which may happen on

such second sale and all expenses attonding such second sale shall be certified to
the Collector by the selling officer and shall, at the instance either of the landholder or of the defaulter, without prejudice to any

other

remedy

which he

may

have, be recoverabJe in a suit before the Collector from the defaulting purchager.
Any 8um recovered under this section from the defaulting purchaser shall be
dealt with under sectioa 127, as if if were proceeds of the sala.

42%.

(1) All purchase-money received by the

be transmitted to the Collector.

' (2) On payment of the purchase-money in full
thirty days

from

selling officer shall forthwith

ம்

and on

the

expiration

of

the date of sale, the Collector shall, if no application has been

2

rae

it
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come
figs
male fo set aside the sale under section 181, orif such application has been made
and rejected, grant a certificate of sale to the purchaser stating the property sold,
the name of the purchaser, the date of the sale and the sum paid; and shall place

him in possession of the property sold.

ந

a

425.
When a holding or part of a holding is sold for arraars due in respect
thereof, the purchaser shall take, subject to any rightor interest which the ryot
has created therein with the landholder’s
permission
in writing registered and
subject also to any encumbrances created before the passing of this Act.!
426.
The portion of the holding brought to sale by the landholder shall
as nearly as possible, equal in value to the amount of arrears due and costs.
127.
in disposing of the proceeds of a sale of a holding under
the following rules shall be observed, that is to say :—
(a)

there shall first be paid to the landholder

in bringing the holding to sale ;

the

cost’

this

bea,

Chapter,

incurred

by

him

;

(b)
there shall, in the next place, be paid to the
due to him for arrears and interest up to date of payment

landholder
;

the

amount
i

(c) if there remainsa balance after these sums have been paid, there
shall
be paid to the landholder there from any rent which may have fallen due to him
in respect of the holding between the date of application or suit, and the date
of

the sale and the defaulter shall receive from the

selling

officer a receipt for

the

amount so paid ; if the defaulter disputes the landholder’s
right to receive
sum under this clause, the Collector shall register the dispute as a suit and
proceed to determine it ;

any
shall

Provided that no payment

shall be made to the

landholder

under

clauses

(a), (b) and (c) of this section until after the expiration of thirty days from the date
c£ sale.
tioned

be

(d) the balance (if any) remaining after the payment of the amount
menin clause;(c) shall, subject to the order of any Civil Court to the contrary,

paid

to

the

defaulter on his application, after ihe expiration of three months

from the date of the sale.

428.

்

(1) When a proclamation has been made for the sale of

a

holding

or

person having an interest therein which would be
any
and
part of a holding
affected by the sale, pays to the Collector or the selling officer the amount requisite.
under section 122 to prevent sale,—
(a) the amount go paid by him shall be deemed to be a debt bearing
interest at six per centum per annum and charged upon the
holding ; and

(b) such charge shall take
holding,

other

than

priority

of

a charge

charge under this section.

every
for arrear

other

charge

of rent

and

on
any

the
prior

:

(2) Nothing in this section shall affact any other
remedy to which any such
person would be entitled.
429.
Where a proclamation has bean made for the sale of a holding or part
of a holding of a defaulting ryot, and any tenant or sub-tenant
thereof,
whose
interest would be afieated by the sale pays to the Collector or to tha selling officer
௫.

1,

Effect of rent sale, see pp.
eo

©

308, 428.
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the amount requisite ander section 122 to prevent the Sale, he may, in ad@lition
to any other remedy provided for him by law, doduct the whole or any portion ot
the amount so paid.from any rent payable by «him to:his immediate landlord; and
that landlord may in like manner -deduct the amount so deducted from any rent
payable by him
to his immediate landlord and so on, until
the
defaulter
is
reached.
130.
A landholder who has brought to sale a ryot’s holding or part thereof
for an arrear may bid for or purchase the holding or a part thereof,
434.
(1)
Whena ryot’s holding or part thereof is sold for an arrear due
thereof, the defaulting ryot, or any person having a right or interest therein affected
by the sale, may, at any time within thir ty days trom
the date of sale, apply to
the Collector to have the sale set aside on his depositing with that officer,
for payment to the landholder, the amount specified in

clamation

of sale as that

for the

recovery of which

the pro-

the

sale

was ordered, together
with subsequent costs, if any, incurred
by the landholder in bringing
the holding
to sale, less any
amount which may, since the date of the proclamation of sale,
have been received by the landholder, and
for payment to the purchaser, 2 sum equal to five per centum of
the purchase-money.
(2)
If such deposit is made within the thirty TATE: the Collector shall pass
an order setting aside the sale, and the provisions
of section 315 of the Code
of
Civil Procedure shall apply in the case of a sale so sei aside.t
132.
The provisions of this Chapter shall be applicable, as far as may he,
to the execution by a Revenue Court of any decree ior arrears of rent.
483.
The Collector, (a) in executing a decree for arreats in a suit under this
Act, or (5) on the application of the defaulter whose holding is to be sold under the
provisions of this Chapter, may, befors issuing an order for the sale of the holding,
or part thereof and on the defaulter’s
giving
security
for the amount
of the
debt with costs and interest to the satisfaction of the Collector, allow the defaulter
time ia which to pay the amount due, provided
that any period
or the
aggregate of any periods so allowed shall
not excead two months. unless
the
Local
Government by general or special order allow a longer period.
434.
The provisions contained in this
Chapterior
the
recovery
of rent
from a ryot by distraint and sale of moveable property
shall apply,
as
far as
may be, to—

(1)

the recovery of rent by a landholder from

a tenant

of private land in

the estate, provided puttahs and muchalkas have been exchanged
between them 5
and
(2) the recovery of rent by a landowner under ryotwani settlement with the
Goverument or in any way subject to the payment of land revenue direct to Govern-

ment or any other ragistered holder of land in proprietary right from a tenant
from whom he has taken a written agreement specifying the rent to be paid. 2
CHAPTER VII.
REPAIR OF IRRIGATION WORKS.
435. Any ryot or ryots holding irrigated land under a landholder and paying not less than one-fourth of the rent of the, ayakat under an irrigation
1.
The landholder cannot
set aside a sale, see p. 428.

T 70

apply

to

2.

See p. 428.
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werk 6c holding not ies than one-fourth of the

extent of thyayakat, may apply

to

the District Collector stating that

the irrigation work whereby the land held by
the applicant or applicants is served is out of repair,and thet the landholder
upon his or their application
has
refused or neglected bo execute necessary
repairs, and that he or they are unable in conséquence’ to raise an irrigated crop,
and praying
for the issue of an order under section
187 for the repair of

the said work.

The application

repairs deemed

shall siate in

rent derivable from it.

the nature

of

the,
the

The Districé Collector shall then by himself or by an officer

sabordinate to him, not below the rank
depute the inquiry, cause to be served
tion and a notice to show cause, on the
order prayed for should not issue.
The
or villages wherein the Iand irrigated is

186.

sufficient dotail

necessary, and the extent of the land irrigated by the work and

ofa Deputy Tahsildar,
to whom
he may
onthe landholder a copy of the applicadate to be stated in the notice, why the
notica shall’also be postedin the village
situated.

On the day fixed in the notice,

oron

any

inquiry may be adjourned, the District Collector or

other

date

to

which the

officer as aforesaid shall

hear

the applicant or applicants, the landholder and
any ryots of land
irrigated by
the work who may attend, and may take any evidence that
he may think fit.
I
the inquiry is made by an officer other than the District Collector
he shall make
a report thereon to the District Collector.
187.
If the District Collector is satisfied
thatthe
rent payable to the

land-holder in the respect of the land

irrigated

bythe

workis

higher

than

it

would be if the
in such a state

Jand
were not so irrigated,
and that
the
irrigation
work
is
of disrepair
as materially to prejudice the irrigation of the
lands
dependent
upon
it and that the state
of disrepair is not
due
to
repairs as the
the wrongful acts of the ryots or to omission to make such minor
Fyots are bound to carry out under the provisions
of Madras Act 1 of 1858, he
may pass an order stating which of the works
mentioned
in the epPplication or
shown af the enquiry
are necessary for the restoration
of the irrigation work

to efficiency, and the estimated cost of the same, and
exectite the said works within a specified time.

The

requiring the

in the order daolare that, if the land holder refuses or within the
. Buch further time as the District Collector may allow
the applicant alone or with any
other
ryots willing

works shall be works of repair only and shall not

may -, ௨180

time specified or

fails to execute the works,
to join ‘with
him
may
be

authorized on application made to the Collector, to execute any
works within a reasonable time to be fixed by the

landholder to

District Collector

Collector:

include

orall

of

Provided

additions

the said

that

or

such

improve-

ments unless with the consent of the landholder; nor
shall they
include
any
Petty works, such as the yearly clearance of supply and
distribution
channels,
which by the custom of the country should be carried out by the ryots.
The District Collector shall not pass
landholder establishes that the obligation to

an order under this sectionif
the
maintain the irrigation work is imPosed upon an inamdar holding a dasabandam inam granted prior to the permanent
settlement and confirmed but not enfranchised by the British Government or
has been otherwise transferred from such landholder, or ualess he is satisfied that

it is to the advantage of both thalandholder
be repaired,
398, (1)

If

the

si
irrigation

Government land, the repair

work

as aforesaid

and the ryots that

serves

partly

shall

inyariably

an

be

the

work should

estate

and partly

executed

by

the

-
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District Collector, and afte. notice to the Jandholder
giving him
fo examine the stated cost of the repair and urge
his objection
tle charges

incurred shall be

holder in proportion tc the

divided

between

extent of

land

registered as entitled to irtigation from the
ing to the landholder

‘from the work,

for which

the

Government

belonging

the

and the

Government

work and the

he is entitled free of

The portion due by

to

extent

of

shall

be

land-

which

is

land belong-

separate chargeto

1௧௦௦1௦1027

2

an
opportunity
thereto, if any,

irrigation

recoverable

as an

arrear of Jand revenue.
(2)
Nothing in sub.cection 1 shell apply to irrigation
works belonging to
the Government, which the Government are bound to maintain, and from which
the landholder. is not entitled to 2 supply of water free of charge.
(8)
A landholder who is dissatisfied with an order of the District Collector
under this section may sue in a Civil Court
to have
it set aside or modified on

either of the following grounds :—
(a) that he is under

no

obligation to

repair the

irrigation work

concerned,

(5)

that

the portion of the charge which he

sub-section

1 has been wrongly

If the order is set aside or modified,
any amount
1389.

the

is liable to pay under

calculated.

Court shall

found to have been improperly levied.
Ifthe Collector
has
ordered
under

direct

section 137

the

refumd of

that the ryots may

execute any work,
the parties
authorized
to
executeis
may
after such work
has been
completed,
apply
to District Collector for an order for the racovery
of the cost, The Disirieté Collector shall then give the landhoider an opportunity of
stating objection to the application, and shal] take such steps as he may
deem

necessary

to

satisfy

himself

that

the

works

have been exeeuted properly

within the time fixed, and that the cost claimed is not excessive.
He
satisfied, pass an order specifying such amount as he may
find to be

due on account of the works executed, and in such order

and

shall, if so

reasonably

may include the

cost

of

estimates and inspection,
He shall then, in the first instanoe, call upon the landholder’to pay the amount specified in the order; if the
landholder declines to

pay the amount, the District Collector shall then pass

an

order

for

the

recovery

of the amount from the
ryoti holding
land
under the irrigation works.
The
order shall set out the amount payable by
each
ryvt in proportion to the rent of
the land so held by him.
Any amount payable by the ryotsor agreed to be paid

by the landbolder
annum

under this section together with interest at six

from the date of the order

shall

be

recoverable

as

an

per

centum per

arrear

of

land

revenue.

120.

The amount recovered, less

works executed
section 137.

444.

shall be paid tothe

Every ryot from

provisions of section

whom

any

189 in respect of any

deduct from the rent payable by

the

cost,

parties authorized

him to

sum

if

any,
to

of

inspection

execute

the

has

been

recovered

irrigation

work

shall

the

landholder

a

sum

be

of the

same

under

under
entitled

equal

to

the
to

the

difference between the irrigated and unirrigated rate for the land held
by him
under the said work.
Where the unirrigated rate is not known, the Collector shall

on application made determine the same with referehce to the rates for dry lands
of similar description and with similar advantages in the village or neighbouring
villages.

Where the ryot holds both irrigated and unirrigated

land in

his holding

556
under
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a consolidated rent ‘snd the irrigated

rate is rot Enown,

on application made detérmine the same.
Provided that such deductions shall

amount which has been recovered

under

cease and

section

interest at six per centum per annum,

the Collector

determine

189. has® been

shall

;
as the

as soon

recouped

with

142.

No Civil Court shall
issue an injunction
or, save
as provided in
section 138, entertain a suit regarding a Districts Collector's
proceedings under
this Chapter, but from any order issued by a District Collector under this Chapter
other than an order under section 138, an appeal shallCunless otherwise
provided

forin part Bot the Schedule
decision shall be final.

143.

Landholders

to

this

Actlie to

the

Board of Revenue,

CHAPTER VIII.
ILLEGAL CESSES.
shall not exact from their ryots

under

any

under any pretence anything in addition to the rent lawfully payable.
tions and reservations for such additional payment shall be void.

144.

Every ryot from whom, except under any Special

whose

name or

Alt stipula-

enactment

for

the

time being in force, any sum of money or any portion
of the produce
of the land
has been exacted by the landholder in excess of the rent lawfully payable, shall
be entitled to recover by a suit before the Collector, in addition to the amount or
value of what has been so exacted, such sum by
way of penalty as the Collector
thinks fit, not exceeding one hundred
rupees or, when
double such amount or
value exceeds one hundred rupees not exceeding double that amount or Value,
CHAPTER
SUB-DIVISION

AND

TRANSFER

Ix,

OF HOLDINGS

AND ESTATES.

445.
(1) Where a ryot transiers a portion of his holding or where a holding
is divided amongst co-sharers, it shall not be competent {fo tha landholder
to

object to the sub-division

of

the

holding;

Provided

that the distribution of the

rent between the divisions shall be made by the landholder or
with his consent 1.
Provided also that no landholder shall be bound to recognize the sub-division of a revenue field or part thereof, unless each sub-division is
not less than five
acres in extent, if the field ba classed as Unirrigated and

field

be classed aa irrigated or garden,
(2)

extent,

if the

In case such distribution be unfair or delayed for an
unreasonable time,

the Collector stall on application by the ryot make
shall

one acre in

be binding on the persons interested.

a

fair

apportionment

which

146.
(1) Whenever a holding or any portion thereof ia
transferred by fhe
act of a ryot, or in execution of a decrea or order of a Civil Court
passed against
him, or by a sale for arrears of Government reyenue or for
any demand recover.
able as such arrears, such transfer shall, subject to
the Provisicns of section 145,
be recognized by the landholder if notice in writing be commui
cated to him by the
transferor and transferee or a certified copy of a deoree
order of a Civil Couré
establishing a transfer is produced, or in cases in
which & transfer is effected by sale

under the order of any Court er public

thereof is produced.

1.

officer the sale certificate or certified copy

See pp. 810—319.
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(2) On notice in writing given by the transferor and transferee or by the
co-sharers,
as the case may bo, the landholder shall enter into separate engagements with the holders, of the sub-divisions from the revenue year next succeeding

that in which the noice has bean given.
447.
(1) All acts and proceedings commenced or had under this Act againat
the transferor or the co-sharers prior to the giving of the nofice under section 146
‘or prior to the production of such
copy of the decree or ordar or certificate of sale
under section 146 in so far as such acts and proceedings affect or purport to afiest
the land on which the arréar is due, the crops growing thereon and the products
gathered therefrom, shall as against the transferee or co-sharer
be as valid and
effectual as if such acts and proceedings had been commenced or had against the
transferee or co-sharer himself and he had been the defaulter.
(2)

The notice required under section 146 shall be

served in the manner pro-

vided by sub-Section (2) of sestion 78.
{8) The transferor or co-sharer shall not, until notice is given in writing
as
aforsesaid,
by
reason
only
of the transfer or division, cease to be subject to any

of the liabilities attaching to him as a ryot.
* 148.
When any landholder transfers the whole or 2 portion of his estate or
land, or when any estate or land is partitioned among
co-sharers, the landholder
and tha
transferee or the co-sharer, a8 the case may be, shall giye notice of such
transfer or Partition, by publication in the District
Gazette
and
in such
other
mammmner as the local Government may by rule direct, to the ryots as the case may
be in occupation of the land transferred or partitioned, and, unless and until such
notice is given, no ryot shall be liable to the transferee or co-sharer for any rent
which became due aiter the transfer or partition and was paid to the
landholder
before notice of such transfer ot partition was given to the ryot, and all proceedings
against the landholder taken by any of the ryots to whom no such
notice was
given shall be as effectual and binding on the transferee
or co-sharer as if they
had been taken in the first instance against the transferee
or co-sharer himself.

e

CHAPTER
RELINQUISHMENT

X.

AND EJECTMENT.

449.
(i) Every ryot other than a ryot of old waste bound by lease or other
written agreement for a fixed period may, with efiect from the end of any revenue
year, relinquish his holding or any part thereof, not being less than a revenue field,

Provided that the portion relinquished is accessible,

*

and provided

that

the appor-

tionment of the rent on the part retained shall be made by the landholder subject
to revision by the Collector on application
by
the ryot.
The
portion retained
shall be treated as 2 new holding and a fresh puttah and
muchalika
shall be exthanged in respect of the sams for the revenue year next succeeding Se in which

~ notice of relinquishment is given.

(3)

A-ryot who so relinquishes his holding or

part of his

liable at the suit of the landholder bafore the Collector to

holding shall be

indemnify

him

againsé

any loss of rent on the holding
or the part thereof
for the revenue
year next
following the date of the relinquishment, unless the ryot gives to the landholder

on or before the first day of April notice of his intention

to relinquish,

?

C
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450.

(1) If the landholder refuses to receive any motice

under

sub-section

{2) of section 149, the ryot may, not later than the filteanth day of April, make an
application to a Revenue officer, who shall thereupon
cause the notice to be served
on stch landholder, the ryot paying the costs of, service.
©
;
(2) Every such notice shall be deemed to have been received at the time it
was firsh tendered.
454.
(1) A landholder may institute a suit before the Collector to eject an oceupaney ryot
from his holding only on the ground that the ryot has materially
impaired the value of the holding for agricultural purpowes asd
rendered
it substantially unfit for such purposes

!.

may

landholder

(2) Notwithstanding anything vontained in this section a

sue before the Collector for compensation in addition ito, or in lieu of, ejectment :
or for an injunotion, oz for the repair of the damage or waste,
with
or without

compensation.

j

452.
If in any suii under the preceding section an occupancy ryot is found
liable to ejectment, but it appears that the damage to the holding admits of being

repaired, or that pecuniary compensation would afford
shall provide

that, if within one month

adequate relief,

from tha date thereof or such

as the Collector for reasons to bs zecorded may allow,

decree

ihe
further

time

the ryot does ‘not repair the

be fixed by the Collector and
shail
which
damage or pay a8 compensation asum
specified in the decree, he shall be ejected.
452.
A non-occupancy ryot shall, subject to the provisions of this
Act,
be
liable to ejactment by suié before the Collector on one or more of the folowing
:
grounds, and not otherwise, namely? :-~
(a)

on the ground
that he has used the land ina
manner
renders it unfit for the purpeses of the tenancy ;

(5)

on the ground that a decree for

arrears cf rent

in

which

respect of the

holding passed against him or any person whose legal represent-

(c)
(@)

(e)

ative he is remains

unsatisfied

year following the

ome in which

atthe

expiry

the decree

was

of the

revenue

passed 5

on

the ground that he has refused to agree to pay a.fair dnd
equitable rent determined under section 49 ;
on the ground that without the permission _ of the landholder’

the ryot has mined or quarried or excavated gravel
or 3
for
profit within his holding; and
where be has been admitted to occupation of the land
under a
registered lease for a term
exceeding five years,
on the ground

that the term of the iease has expired. .
Nothing in this sestion shall! affect the liability of any person who is a nonocoupansy ryot acecrding to tha provisions of this Act io be ejected on the ground

of expiry of the term of

a lease granted before the commencement of this Act.

454%.
(1) If a ryot of old waste or his predecessor in interesf
has made an
improvement in respect of his
holding in acsordance
with this Act or with the
landholder’s

consent,

he shall

not be ejected

until

he has received

compensation

for the improvement if compensation has not already been paid therefor unless the
improvement was begun by him piter
the institution
of the proceadings which
resulted in the decreas or order for his ojectment.

1;

896 றற, 898-994.
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(2) Tke யைச் Coyrt making @ decree or order
for the ejectmant ‘of the
ryot shall determine the amount of compensation, ifany, dueto
him under this

section and shall stay execution until the landholder deposits the amount
arrears of rent or costg fhat have

been

ascertained

by the

less any

proceedings

for

such

ejestment to be due to him from the ryot.
(3) No compensation shall be claimed under this section
for improvement
. where the ryot has made the improvement in pursuance of @ contract binding him

in consideration of some substantial advantaga to him

to make .the improvement

without compensation, ang he has obtained the advantage.
(4) The Liccal Government may make rules requiring the Revenues Court to
associate with itself, for the purpose of estimating the compensation to be award-

ed for improvements, such number of assessors as the Local Government think fit,
and determining the qualifications of those assessors and the mode of selecting
them.
shall

(5) In estimating the compensation to be awarded for improvements
be had—
(a)

(b)

to the amount by which the letting value,
holding or the value of that produce,
improvement;

or the produce of the
is increased
by the

to the condition of the improvement,
of its effects ; and

the probable

(6) to any reduction or

remission of

given by the landholder to the
improvement.
455.

The

regard

following

rules shall be

and

rentor
ryot

any

other

duration

advantage

in consideration

applicable inthe

case

of

ofevery

the
ryot

ejected from a holding 1 :—
(1)
When the ryot has,
crops in any land comprised in
the landholder, either to retain
pose of fending and gathering

before the date of his ejactment, sown or planted
the holding, he shall be entitled, at the option of
of that land and to use it for the purpossession
in the crops, or to receive from the landholder the

estimated value of the labour and capital expended by the ryot in preparing the
land and sowing, planting and tending the crops, together with reasonable interest
thereon.
(2)

When

the ryot has, before the date

of his ajectment,

prepared

for sow-

ing any land comprised in his holding, but has not sown or planted crops on

that

value of
land, he shall be entitled to receive from the landholder the estimated
with
together
land,
the labour and oapital expended by himin so preparing the
reasonable interest thereon :
Provided that a ryot shall not be entitled to retain possession of any land
this section when, after the comunder
in respects thereof
or receive any sum

mencement of proceedings by the landholder for
or prepared the land contrary to local usage :
Provided also that the rent, if any, payable
beset off against
time of ejoctment may
the
syat

his ejectment, he has

cultivated

to the landholder by tha: ryot
any sums payable-to the ryot

undar this section.
foregoing
clause (1) of the last
elects, under
landholder
Whena
456.
land for the purpose specified
section, to allow a ryot to retain possession of any
in that clause, the ryot shall pay to the landholder, for .the use and occupation of
1.

Sea

pp. 385—826.
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the aah during the period for which he is allowed to retain possession of the same,
rent at the rate at which the ryot was holding.
457.
Notwithstanding any contract to the contrary, a tenant
of old wasta
shall not be ejected by the iandholder as such except on the ground
mentioned in
section 153, or in accordance with and subject to the provisions of sections 48, 49°
Act.

155 of this

154 and

Eviction

of Tenants.

4158.
When any tenant of private land in an estate shall be in arrear at the
end of @ revenue year, aud when there is no sufficient distress upon -the premises
to the
apply
may
to satisfy the arrear, the landholder or his authorized agent
Collector for a warrant, authorizing him to enter upon and take possession of the
of a written
the production
Such warrant shall be granted upon
Premises.
statement of the person applying for the warrant, which statement shall contain

the name of the defaulter,
for arrears,

due

amount

and

description

the

and

intarest

costs

extent

distraint

of

of the

premises,
date

the

and

ifany,

the
at

no sufficient dis_ which the arrear fell due, and also a declaration that thereis
which
Such statement shall be filed in the office from
tress upon the premises.

;

:

:

the warrant issues.

The warrant shall state the defaulter’s name, the whole amount due
459.
unless
and the description and extent of the premises, and shall set forth that,
out of possespayment is mads within fifteen days, the defaulter will be turned
sion. The Collector may, for special reasons, extend the period of fifteen days mentioned in this section.
The warrant shall be entrusted to an officer of.polica who shall serva it
160.
If within fifteen days
after the manner laid down in sub-section (2) of section 78.
after service, or within the period extended by the Collector under-the last foregoing
seotion, the amount named in the warrant is not discharged, and if no suit has
been filed by the defaultier before the Collector to set aside the warrant, or if such
suif has been desided against the defaulter, the police officer shall place the landholder in possession.
161.

Where

possession has baen delivered

under the lass preceding section,

the defaulter may file a suit in a Civil Court within three months

from the date

Of delivery for an order to set aside the
proceedings and to restore him to Possession, and subject
tothe result of such
suit, if any, the
defaulter’s right and
interest in tha premises shall csase and determine.
162.
Nothing in sections 158 and 161 shall apply to any land in which
the tenant has a saleable interest.
Any person who otherwise than by inheritance or legal transfer
(1)
463.
ocoupies ryoti land in an estate and has noi been admitted
asa ryot by the !landholder shall be liable to ejectment as a trespasser by suitin a Civil Court.

(2)

In any suit for ejectment under this section, the landholder

be entitled to recover any sum

CHAPTER
SURVEY,

164.

(1)

RECORD- OF-RIGHTS,

The

Local

XI.

AND

Givernment may

SETTLEMENT

OF

make an order,

RENTS.

directing

survey be made and record-of-rights be prepared by = Revenue officer
an estate or portion of an estate in the following cases, namely :—
$
a

i

shall also

payable to him under section 45,

that a

in respect-of

—
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ச

(a)

whéte—
i.

ட்

+ ti.
ட்

Siete

the Isndholder or ryots, or

not less than one-half of the total number of landholders, or

iii. , » landholder

or

a proportion

of the landholders

whose in-

térest, or the aggregate of whose interests,
respectively,
In the estate or portion thereofis not less in value than
one-hali of the total shares of all the Jandho !ders
therein, or

IV... not less than one-fourth of the total number of ryots—
applies, or apply for such an order, depositing or giving
security for such amount for the payment
as the Local Government direct ;

(6) where, in the opinion

of the Lecal

of

Government the

expenses

prepatation

of such a record is required to secure either the ryots generally
or the landholder of an estate or portion of an estate in the
enjoyment as such of their or his legal rights or is calculated
to settle or avert a serious dispute existing or likely to arise
between

th: ryots generally

and

their

landholder

; or

(c) where the estate is an estate managed by the Government
under the superintendence of the Court of Wards.
A notification in the Official Gazette of an order under this section
conclusive evidence thai the order has been duly made.
(8)
Act, 1897,
prescribed
include a
Spect of—

or

is

shall be

The survey shall be made
under the Madras
Survey and Boundaries
and the record-of-rights shall be prepared in accordance with the rules
by the Local Government and may, if the Local -Government so direct,
record ofall
rights and obligations of each ryot and landholder in re(a) the use by the ryots of water for agricultural purPoses whethur
obtained from a tank, well, or any other source of supply;

3

(b) the repair and

beet

maintenance

of

works

for

securing a

supply of

water for the cultivation of the land held by each ryot whether
or not such works
land.

:

be situated within the

boundaries

of

such

465.
When %n order is made under the last foregoing section, the Particulars to be recorded shall te specified in the order, and shall include, either without
or in addition to other particulars, some or all of the following, namely :—

(a) the name of each ryot’s landholder
estate or portion
(6)

the name

of the

ryot,

and

whether

non-occupaney ryot, or where
the cecupant ;

(c) the situation,
Isnd held

and of each landholder in the

thereof:
the ryot

thsrais

is an occupancy

no ryot, the

ora

name

of

extent and one or more ofthe boundaries of the
by the ryot,as shown in the survey map of the

village;

(d) whether the land

is irrigated,

unirrigated, or garden land and, if

irrigated, whether double or single crop;
(e) the rent lawfully payable at the tame the record is being prepared,

*

பிடி |

and whether the ryot is entitled to the benefit of proviso
glauge (2) of section 30;

(a) to

6
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the rent has been fixed, whether
sions of this Act or otherwise ;

(g) any rights lawfully

(gz) if the land is claimed to ba held

(1)

When

rent,

free

under

the provi-

;
16 times at which

of

rent,

whether

and

rent

is

paid or not ; and when -ent is not paid,
whether
the
is entitled to hold theland
without such
payment
entitled, on what .authority; atid the ‘rent payable,
‘if
were liable to rent ;

(j) the record of irrigation
section 164,
466.

by 060766 or

incident to the holding

(h) if the rent is a gradually increasing
steps by which it increases ;
actually
occupant
and if go
the land

ACT.

rights

the officer preparing the

suc-section

under
i

ordered

after making

has,

record-of-rights

of

(3)

such inquiry as he sees fit, completsd a preliminary record for the estate or paré of
the estate, he shall publish a drait thereof in the prescribed manner and for the
prescribed period, and shall receive and consider any objaction to any entry therein
or to any omission therefrom, which may be made during the period of publication.

according
When such objections have been considered and disposed of
(2)
aforesaid shall
to such rules as the Local Government shall prescribe, the officer
in the prefinally frame the record, and shall cause it to be locally published
scribed manner, and the publication shall ba conclusive evidence that tha record

has been duly made under
(3)

this Chapter.
may

Separate draft or final records

be published

under

this section

for

different portions of the estate.
proceeding in which
(1) Im any suit or other
467.
-pared and published under this Chapter or a duly certified

prea record-of-rights
copy thereof or extract

been finally
therafrom is produced, such record-of-rights shafl be ‘presumed to have

published, unless this is expressly denied, and a certificate signed by the Revenue
thereof to
Officer or by the Collector of any district in which the estate or part
a recordthat
stating
situate,
partly
or
wholly
is
which the reeord-of-rights relates

of-rights has been finally published under this Chapter, be conclusive
such publication.
is

evidence

of

(2) The Local Government may, by notification, daclare with regard to any
for
estate or portion of an astate that a vecord-of-rights has been finally published
e
evidence
conclusiv
be
every Village included therein, and such notification shall
of such publication.

(8)

Every entry

in record-of-rights

matter referred to in such entry,
trary is proved.

468.

so

published

and shall be presumed

the date

(1) If within two months from

shall be

evidence of the

to be correct until

the con-

publication

of the

of final

record-of-rights under sub-section (2) of section 166, eithe: the
ryots apply for a settlement of the rent, provided
that inthe

landholder or the
case of ryots the

application is made by holders of noé less than one-fourth of the total extent of the
holdings in the village, the Revenue Officer
shall, ifthe
Local
direct, settle a fair and equitahle rent in reepect of the land.
Explanation.—A landholder

may

apply

standing that his estats or part thereof has been
₹

{

‘

Government

ior a settlement of rent
temporarily leased.

8௦

notwith-
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(2)
In settling rerts under this section, the \officer shall presume untiP’the
contrary is proved that the existing rent or rate of rent iafair and equitable and
shall have regar@ to the provisions of this Act for determining the rates of rent
‘payable by aryot.

௦ ்

airs

(8)
The Revenue Officer may in any case under this section propose to the
parties such rent or rate of rent as he considers fair and equitable ; and the rent so
+ proposed, if accepted orally or in writing by the parties, may be recorded as the fair

and equitable rent and shall be deemed to have been duly settled under

this Aot.

(4)
Where
the pa®ties agree among themselves,
by compromise or otherWise, as to the amount of the rent, the Revenue Officer shall satisfy himself that
the amount agreed upon is fair and equitable, and if so satisfied, but not otherwise?
he shall

record

the amount

80 satisfied, he shall himself

se agreed upon as the fair and
setile

a

fair and

equitable rent.

equitable

rent as

If not

provided in sub-

sections (2) and (3).
469. (1)
Whena
settlement has
been completed
under section 166,
Revenue Officer shall cause a record
theroof to be made,
showing the name of
landhbolder and the ryot, the extent of the holding and such other particulars as
Local Government may direct and
the amount
of the rent sattled therefor,

the
the
the
and _

shall cause
2 copy thereof
to be published
in the prescribed manner
and for the
prescribed period, and shal] receive and consider any
objections made to any entry
in such record or omission
therefrom,
during the period
dispose of such objections according to such rules as the
prescribe.

of publiéation, and shall
Tiocal Government may

(2) The Revenue Officer may, of his own motion or on the application of
any party aggrieved, at any time before the settlement record is submitted to the
confirming authority under section 170, revise any rent entered therein.
Provided

that no such entry shall be revised

until

reasonable

notice

has

been given to the parties concerned to appear and be heard in the matter.
470.

(1)

When

all

objections

have been disposed of under section 169, the

Revenue Officer shall submit the settlement

record

to

the

confirming

authority

appointed by the Local
Government
with a full statement of the grounds
‘proposals and a summary of the objections (if any) which he has received.

(2) The confirming authority may sanction
amendment, or may return it for revision :

of his

the settlement with or without

Provided that no entry shall be amended, or omission supplied until reasonable notice has been given to the parties concerned
to appear and be heard in the

matter,
(3)

After it has been sanctioned

by the confirming authority, the settlement

record shall be incorporated in the record-of-righis published under sub-section (2)
of section 166, and the record
of- rights as so amended sball be finally re-published

in the prescribed manner, and such publication
the record has been duly made.

shall

be

conclusive evidence that

171.
An appeal, if presented within two months
from the date of the order
appealed against, shall lie irom every crder passed bya
Revenue Officer
on
any
objection
made
under
section
169;
and
such appeal shall lie to such superior
Revenue authority as the Local Government may by rule presoribe or to an officer
specially empowered by the Local Government in this bebalf.

j

¢
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172.
The Board of Revenue may,
inany case on-application or of its own
direct the revision of any resord-of-rights,
or amy portion of a record-of-

tights, ai any tims within two years
from the date
of the final publication under
sub-section (2) of section 166, or if there has beena settlement
of rent under section
~68, two years from the date of re-publication under
sub-section (3) of section 170°
but not so as to affeci any order passed by a Civil Court under section 173.
Provided that no such direction
has been given to the parties concerned

shall be made until roasonable opportunity
to appear and be heard in the matter.

472.
(1) Any pergon aggrieved by an entry in a séstlemens record prepared
under sections 168 to 17i and
incorporated ina record-of-rights finally published
under sub section (3) of section 170 or by an omission to settle a rent, may institute
a suit in the Civil Court wkich
would
have jurisdiction to entertain 2 sut for the
Possession of the land to which the entry relates or in respect of which the omission
was made,

(2)

Such suit must

be instituted within

six months

from the

date of the

fnal publication of the record.of rights under sub-section (3) of section 170 or, if
an appeal has been presented to a Revenue authority under section 171, then withja six months from the date of the disposal of such appeal.

(3)
Such suit may
others, namely :—

be instituted on any of the foliowing

grounds, and on no

(a)

that the relation of landholder and ryot does or does not exist ச

(6)

that the land is not liable to the payment

(c)

that the

land, although

held rent-free, is liable

of rent ;

entered in

the reoord-oiwzightis

to Payment

of rent

(d) that any entry made under clauses (8), (௪)
is incotrect :

as being

:

and (j) of

section 165

(e)

that special conditions in respect of holding at
have bsen wrongly recorded or omitted ;

(f)

that the Revenue Officer has wrongly fixed thea date
trom which
_ the operation of the settled rent under the Provisions
of section
177 should take effect.
c

The Secretary of State for India in Council shall
in aby such suit.

favourable

not be made

(4) If the Court finds that the entry relating to rent

in cases (a4) and (6) mentioned
direct that the Collector shall
declare that the land is liable
entry shall be and in case (f)
is to take effect.

2

is

a

incorrect

rate

defendant

it

shall,

in sub-section (8), deciare that no rént is payable, or
ixa
fair and
equitable rent,
in case (c) it shall
to rent, in cages (d) and {e) ib shall decide
what the
it shall declare the date from which the rent settled

(5) When a Civil Court has passed final orders or
a decree under
it shall notify the same to the Collector of the district.

this section,

174%,
A note of all decisions on appeal under section 171
and of all orderg
or decree of a Civil Court notified to the Collector
under sub-section (5) of seotion
173 shall be made in the record-of-vights with
whick the settlement record has been
டரா

மா

record,

C

under section 170,

and such note shal be considered

45 part

of

the
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475.
ment

(1) Any Reverus officer especially

in this behalf

may, on

months from the @ate

of

application

any

empowered

or of

order or decision

his

by

own

the Tiocal

(overn-

motion, within

under seation

twelve

168 or section 169,

correct any bona fide mistake, whether
it was madeby
himself or-by any other
Revenue officer, not superior in grade to himself, but not so as to afiect any order
passed or Gecree made under section 171 or section 173:
Provided that no such order or decision shall baso corrected if an appeal
from it is pending or hag been decided under sections 171,173 or 179 or until
reasonable opportunity hasgbean given tothe parties concerned to appear and be
heard in the matter.
(2) Any Revenue officar specially empowered by the Local Government
in
this behalf may, on application or of his own motion, within twelve months
from
the date of the certificate, of the final publication of the record-of-rights under sub-

section (2) of section 166,

gorrect

ig satisfied has been made

owing

any

entry

insuch

to a bona fide mistake

record-of-rights

which

he

:

Provided that no such correction shall be made ifan appeal affecting such
entry is pendingor has been decided
under
sections
171, 173 or 179, or until
reasonable opportunity has been given to the parties concerned to appear and be
heard in the matter.”

_ 476.
Subject to the previsions of sestion 173, all rents settled under sections
168 to 170 and entered in a resord-of-rights finally published unde» section 166, or
settled under section 171 shall be deemed to have
been correctly -settled
and to

be fair and equitable rent within the meaning of this Act.
477.
When any rent is settled under this Chapter
the settlement
shall
take effect from the beginning of the reventie yearnext after the date of the final
order or decision fixing the the reni, and shall not thereafter be enhanced
for a

period of twenty years except on the grounds

spesified

in clauses

(ii) and

(iii) c;

section 30 or of a subsequent alteration in the avez of tke holding
nor
reduced
Within the said period saye on the ground of alteration in the area of the holding
or on the ground specified in clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section (1) of section 38.

478.

(1)

Whenan

application has baen made under section

168

no

proceeding shall be commenced or continued in any Civil or Revenue Cours
sections 80, 38 and 20 until after the final publication of the record-of- rights

sub-section (3) of section
(2)

suit

or

under
under

170.

When an order has been made under section 164,

directing

the

prepa-

ration of a record-of-rights, no Civil or Revenue Court shall enteratain or
proceed
with any suit or applioation for the alteration of the rent in ‘the area to which the
record-of-rights applies until after the final publication of such reoord-of-rights.
479.

Wo suit shall be brought in any Civil Court in

directing the preparation of a record.of rights

respect

under this Chapter,

of

any

o

in

order

respect

of the framing, publication, signing or attestaion of such a record or of any part of
it, or, Save a8 provided in secbion 178, for the alteration
of any entry
in such &
record of a rent settled under sections 168 to 172.

‘Provided that

any

person

who

is

‘dissatisfied

with

any

entry

in,

or

Omission from, a record-of-rights framed in pursuance of an order made under subsection (1) of section 164, which concerns a right of which he is in possession, may
institute a suit for declaration of his righé ees Chapter Vi of the Spscific Relief
Act, 1877.
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preparation of a record-of-righis

under the Chapter

has

been directed or undertaken, the expenses incurred by the Government in carrying
out the provisions of this chapter in an estate or part thereof, oz auch portion of
those expenses as the Local
Government may
direct,
shall bedefrayed
by the
landholder and ryots in the estate or part thereofand
the holder of any land held
on favourable terms Within such estate if such land is included in the record-of
rights in such proportions as the Local
Government,
having
regard
toail
the
circumstances, may
determine; ang the proportion of those
expenses
so to be
defrayed

by any person shall be deemed

as arrears

of land

revenue

under

the

to be land revenue

provisions

of

the

and

Madras

Act, 1864, or the Madras City Land Revenue (Amendment)
may

be.
(2)

for distribution

deemed to be part of the expenses
Chapter.

to

incurred

and

landholders

in carrying out
1௯

CHAPTER
LANDHOLDER’S

be recovered

Revenue

Recovery

Act, 1867, as the

The cost of the preparation of copies of survey maps

prepared under this Chapter

may

ryots

shall

XII.

PRIVATE

Provided that nothing contained in this
482.

LAND.

Government

survey

seotion

may

and record

make an

ofall

order

(1) In

the case of any

land in a

for expenses,

questioned any Civil or Revenue Court.

land alleged to bea

on the application of the landholder or
required amount

a Revenue

private

:

No order under this section shall be
188.

landholdey

directing

thelandholder’s

specified local area.
(

shall prevent a

right

into ryoti land.

private land

The Local

officer to make a

be

provisions of this

181.
Nothing in sections 6, 8, 10, 11, 12,19 and 46 shall
confer
a
of occupancy in, or shall apply in any way to, a landholder's private land 1,
from converting his

case

record-of-rights

and
the

.

2 Revenue

landholder’s

of any occupant
officer may,

behalf by the Local Government, ascertain
not a landholder’s private land.

and

private

land,

and on his depositing the

subject to rules made-in

record

this

whether the fand is of. ig

(9)
Notwithstanding anythine contained in any agreement
or compromise
or in any decree which is proved to his satisfaction to have
beet obtained by collusion or fraud, a Revenue officer shall noé record any land as a Jandholder’s private

land, unless it is proved to be such by satisfactory evidence of the nature
in section 185,
18%.

When

a Revenue officer

proceeds under either

183, the provisions of sections 166, 167, 179 and
483.

When

in any suit or proceeding it

whether any land is the landholder’s private

section 182

described
or

section

180 shall, so far as may be, apply.
becomes

land,

regard

mecessary

shall

to

be

determine

had to

local

custom and to the.question whether the land was before the frst day
July, 1898
specifically let as private land and to any other evidence that may be produced,

but the land shall be presumed not to ba private

Provided that all land which is proved to have

land until the contrary

been

is shown:

oultivated as private land by

the landholder himself, by his
own
servants
or by hired labour with his
own
before the commencement of this
or hired stock for twelve years immediately
Aat,
shall be deemed to be the landholder’s privats land.

1.

See pp. 886—338,

-

©
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XIII.

BY LANDHOLDER OF LAND
AND OTHER PURPOSES.

FOR

2

BUILDING

ந
486.
(1) A principal Civil Court of original jurisdiction may on
the
application of a landhoider,
’
and on being satisfied that he is desirous of acquiring the whole
or part of
a holding in his estate for some sufficient purpose, having relation to the
good of
the holding or of the estate, including the use of the ground as building ground or
for any religious, educational oz charitable purpose or for the opening
and working
of mines,
and on being satisfied on:the certificate of the Collector that the purpose
is

reasonable and sufficient, authorise the acquisition thereof by the

landholder upon

such conditions as the Court may think
fit, and
require the
ryot to
sell
his
interest in the whole or such part of the holding
tothe
landholder, upon
such
terms as may be approved by the Court, including full compensation to the ryot.

(2) In determining the amount of

compensation, the Courf shall be guided,

so far as may bo practicable, by the provisions of sections
23 and
Acquisition Act I of 1894, and shall add fifteen per centum to the
land and improvements made
by the ryot as compensation for
acquisition,
Provided that, if the land has been acquired for the opening
mines, the Court shall, if the ryot has any right
in the minerals,
sation for such right.

24o0f the
Land '
full value of the
the
compulsory
and working of
award
compen-

CHAPTER XIy.
CONTRACT.
487.

(1) Nothing in any contract be’ween a landholder

and

aryot

made

before or after the passing of this Act—
ல்

(a)

BAe
(b)

shall take away or limit the right of tha ryot
to make
ments in accordance with the provisions of this Act
shall take away or limit the right of an occupancy
e the land as provided by section 11 ;

improve;

ryot

to

use

(c) shall take away the right of an occupancy ryot to sue or apply for
a reduction of rent on the grounds stated in clauses (a) and (b)
of sub-section (1) of section 38 or sub-section (2) of section 32,
or except in the case of any subsisting lease fora
fixed period
made before the first day of January 1908 on the ground stated
in clause (c\ of sub-section (1) of section 38 ;
(d)

shall take away the right of an occupancy ryot to apply
alteration of rent under the provisions of section 42 ;

(௪)

shall take away the right of a landholder or an
occupancy
fo sue for a commutation of rent under section 40;

ம)

shall take away the right of an occupancy ryot
holding in accordance with section 149 ; or

(9) shall entitle a landholder to
accordance

ejact

a

ryot

to

for an

ryst

surrender his

otherwise

than

in

with the provisions of this Act.
5
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(2)

alandholder

Nothing in any contract between

made after ”

snd aryot

of section 61 relating to interest
the passing of this Act shall afiect the provisiors
payable on arrears of rent so as to increase the amount of interest payable.

188.
waste made

Nothing in any contract between
before or after the passing of this

and
any landholder
take away
Act shall

aryot of
or limit

old
the

right of the ryot to acquire the status of occupancy ryof in respect of such land.
CHAPTER
JURISDICTION

AND

XV.
6

PROCEDURE.

489.
(1) ACollector or other
Revenue officer specially authorised
under
this Act shall hear and determine as 2 Revenue Court all suits and applications of
the pature specified in Parts A and Bof the Schedule and no Civil Courtin the
exercice of its original jurisdiction shall take cognizance of any dipute or matter in
respect of which such suit or application might be brought or made.
(2)
Decrees and orders passed under sub-section
(1) shall
be subject
to

appeals as provided in the sixth column of Parts A and B of the schedule.
(8) The decision of a Revenue Court or of an appellate or revisional authority
in any suit or proceeding under this Ac&on a mutter
falling within the exolusive
jurisdiction of the Revenue Court shall be binding on the parties
thereto and persons claiming under them, in any suit or proceeding in a Civil Court in which such
Matter may be in issue between them.

180.
(1} Asecond appeal shall lie to the Board of
orders passed on appeal by a District Collector in the case of
section 15 or a suit under section

Revenue against the
an application under

40.

(2) Notice of the hearing of the second appeal shall be given to the parties
and they shall be entitled te be heard eithar
in
person
or by their
respective
pleaders or duly authorized agenis.

194.

Tha period of limitation for an appeal

under

sections

189

and

190

shall run from the data of the order or decree appealed against excluding the time
occupied in obtaining a copy of such order or decree and shall be as follows’; that
is to say :—
ia) When the appeal lies to the District Court or District Collector—

thirty days ;
(6)

when

g

the appeal lies te the Board of Revenue—sixty

days.

182.
Subject to the other provisions of this Act and
subject to the
following modifications and additions, the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure
shall apply to all suits, appeals and other proceedings under
this Ac& so far as
they

are not inconsistent therewith

:—

(a) Sections 121 to 127, both inclusive, 129, 805, 810-A_and 318, sections 320
to 226 (both inclusive), and Chapters XX, XXVI, XXXIiI, XXXIX,
XL, XLII
and XLIV, of the Code of Civil Procedure, shall not apply to any such anit,
@ppeal or other proceeding

;

ப

and section 25 of the said Code shall

apply only to the transfer

த்

of

appeals,

under this Act from the Court of one : District Judge to the Court
of another
District Judge.
.
(b) Applications under sections 68, 71 and 74 may be disposed of without the

issue of notice to the:other party.
1.

See pp. 338—845,
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In clauses (a) and (c) of section 87 of the said Code, for the words © not

resident” shall be substituted the words “ whether
-

"569

zi}

(a)

resident or not.”’

(i) The plaint shall, specify, in addition

to the particulars

mentioned

in section 50 of the said Code, the name of the village in which the land to which
the suit relates is situated, the designation, if any, of the land anda
description
of the land sufficient for its identification ;
(ii)

where the suit is for the racovery of rent dueon land
situated
within anareain
whichs
record-of-rights
has
been prepared
and published, the plaint shail further containa
statement of
the rent of the holding according to the record-of-rights.

Provided that, if the Court sees fit at any time
to require
it, a copy
Of, or extract from, the
record of-rights
relating
to the holding shall bs produced by the plaintiff, or shall, if necessary,
on the requisition of the Court, be supplied by the
Collector on
payment by the plaintifior the defendant asthe Court
may
direct of such 1766௨8 the Local Government may
by rule under
this Act prescribe ;
(iii)

if the suit is for arrears of rent the plaint shall contain a statement of account showing the instalments payable for the period

to which the suit relates, the amount,
amount claimed to be due.
(௪)

if

any,

received, and the
>

No set-off whether legal or equitable shall be pleaded by way

of defence

to any suit under this Act.1
(f) When any rent roll or collection or measurement papers have been produced

by a landholder

in any Court in a suit pending

therein copies of, or extracts

from, such documents which have been certified by a duly authorised officer of
such Court fo be true copies or extracts, may be admitted in evidence in proof of te
originals in any other suit instituted in the same or another Court unless the
Court in which such copies or extracts are produced.sees fit to require the production
oi the originals.
(ஏ)
The Court when passing the deeree ina suit for the recovery of rent

may, on the
thereof.
(hk)

orsl application
ந
To the particulars

of

the

desrecholder,

order

immediate

execution
eile

not liable to attachment

or sale under

section

of the said Code shall be added “‘ manure
stocked by an agriculturist.”
(¢) Standing timber, growing crops, or other products of the earth

266

may be

attached and sold in execution of a decraain the same manner as moveable property, and if the property attached is growing crops or other products of the earth,

the judgment-debtor and the decree holder shall have
the tending, gathering and

storing thereof

asthe

the same rights in respect of

cultivator

and

the

distrainer,

respectively, would have had under sectioa 88 if such crops or products ‘had been
distrained for an arrear of rent.
193.
(1) A suit for enhancement or reduction of rent may be instituted
against or by any number

of ryots collectively :

Provided that all such ryots are ryois of the same

landholder, and

the holdings in respect of which the suit is instituted are situated inthe
village and that the ‘Srounds of enhancement or reduction are the same,
1.

T 72

See p. 422.

that all

same
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(8)

No deorae shall bo passed in any such suit affecting the interests of any

person unless the Collector is satisfied that the person
appearing and being heard.
(8)

The

decree shall

specify

the

extent

has had an

to

cH

opportunity

of

the ryots

is

@ach of

affected thereby.

39௧,

(1) In any

suit or in any proceeding

under this Act to recover rent if

aryot admits
that rentis due from
him but pleads
that itis due not to the
plaintiff or applicant but to a third person, or pleads that the provisions
of this
Act have not been complied with, the Collector shall, except for special reasons to
be recorded in writing, refuse to take cognizance of the plea unless the ryot pays
into his Court the amount so admitted to be due.
(2)
Where such a payment is made and the plea is that the rent is not due
to the plaintiff or applicant but to a third person, the
Collector shall forthwith
cause notice of the payment to be served on the third person.

(3)
notice,

Unless

the third person, within three months

institutes a suit before the Civil

Court against

the

from

the receipt of the

plaintiff

or

applicant

and therein obtains an order restraining payment, the rent shall be paid out to the
plaintifi

or applicant on his

application.
Nothing in this section shall affect the right of oer Person to recover
by suit in a Civil Court from the plaintiff or applicant any payment made to him
under sub section (3).
if a ryot
to recover rent
Act
this
under
In any or proceeding
495.
(4)

admits

that rent is due from him to the plaintiff

or applicant but pleads that the

amount claimed is in excess of the amount due, the Collector shall, except for
refuse to take cognizance of the plea
special reasons to be recorded in writing,
unless the ryot pays into his Court the amount so admitted to be dua.

496.

for

a ryot is liable to makea payment

When

into the Court of the Collec-

under section 194 or section 195 if the Collector thinks that there are sufficient

reasons for so doing, he may take cognizance of the ryot’s plea
reasonable portion of the amount as the Collector directs.

on his paying such

497.
When a ryot makes a payment under section 194 or section 195, the
Collector shall give the ryot a recaipt, and the receipt so given shall operate as an
acquittance iin the same manner and to the same extent as if it had been given by
the person lawiully entitled to the rent.

498.

If it appears to the Collector before whom

a suit for

reduction of rent has been instituted against or by a number of
that the suit cannot be conveniently tried or disposed ofas one
may, at any time before the iirst hearing, of his own motion or
of any of the parties, ov if the parties agree, af any subsequent
order separate trials of the suits had against or by
each ryot or
order as may be necessary or expadient for the separate disposal

enhancement

on the application
stage of the suit,
make such other
thereof.

499.
(1) The provisions of section 375 of the Code of Civil Procedure
not apply to any suit or application between landholder and ryot as such.

(2)

Ifany suit or application

between

landholder

or

ryots collectively
suit, such officer

and ryot as such

shall

is ad-

justed wholly or in part by any lawful agreement or compromise, or.if the defendant
satisfies the plaintifi in respect to the whole orany part of the matter of the suit
accordance
or application the Court or the Collector may pass a decree or orderin
c

ச்

a

-

>

=

ACT 1 0F 1908.
| * with such agreement, Compromise
application ;:

.

or satisfaction, so far as

ié

தீரர்

relates to the eure or

2
but may refuse to do so if, for reasons to be recorded, the
Court
or
the
Collector, as the case may be, considers such agreement, compromise or satisfaction
to be unfair and inequitable.
(8) A decree or order passed
in accordance
with any
lawiul
agreement,
*sompromise
or satisfaction
shall
be final so far as it relates to so much of the
subject-matter of the suit or application as is dealt with by such BEreoret'
compromise or satisfaction.

2

200.
(1) A suit for enhancement,
reduction
or commutation of rent or an
application for alteration of rent with reference to;area shall be instituted or made
only by or against the பபப. in possession of the estate or the part concerned
as the case may be:

Provided that—

;

ti) where it appears that auch பரவப் is not the owner of the estate
ot the part concerned, notice of the suit or application shall, at
the expense of the plaintiff or applicant,
be given by the Court
to the owner who shall.be made

(ii) where such landholder is not the

a party to the suit or application;

owner of

the estate or the part

concerned and is unwilling te institute a suit
for enhancement
or commutation
of rent or to make an application for
alteration of rent, the owner may institute such suit
or make

such application making the landholder in possession a party
thereto ; but any rent which may be fixed by the Courtiu such
suit or application shall be payable only.to the landholder
titled to possession of the estate or the part concerned.

en-

(2) Proceedings under Chapter VII shall be taken against the landholder m
Possession, but if such landholder is not also the owner, ene latter shall be made a
டம் to the proceedings.

(3) Hither the owner or the landholder, where the landholder entitled to the
_Present possession of the estate is not the owner thereof, may as landholder make
“an application under sections 164, 168 or 186, but notice of the ரப
shall be
é
given to the other.
904.
A decree or order for payment of money passed by a Revenue Court or
any appellate or revisional authority may be transferred only
fo a Civil Court for
execution.

202.
The High Court may, with the approval. of the Local »Government,
make rules consistent with this Act, declaring that any portions of thes Code of
Givil Procedure shall not apply to suits between landholder

and ryot as such or to

any specified classes of such suits, or shall apply to them subject
க் specified

to modifications

in the rules.

203.
(1)
finally published
170, in all suits
the plaint or, if

Where for any local area
under sub-section (2) of
between landholder and
for any cause which the

a record-of-rights has been prepared and
section 166 or sub section (3) of section
ryot as such, the plaintifi shall annex to
Court deems sufficient he fails to do so,

shall produce within a reasonable time to be fixed by the Court,

a

certified

copy
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of eny tatry in the record of-rights relating tc the land in
suit is brought.

respect

of:

which

the

(2) In deciding such suits the Court shall have regard | to the entries தகாது
under sub-section (1), unless such entries have beén* proved “to be incorrect,
and

when

the

Court

passes

2

decree at variance with such entries it shall record its

yeasons for s0 doing.
(8)

No fees shall be charged

forthe

grant

of

certified copies of entriesi in a

record-of-rights required for the purposes specified in sub-section (1).
(4)

In the case of such suits,

the

following

clause

shall be deemed

to be

added to sestion 54 of the Code of Civil Procedure
as clause (c), namely :
{e) In any suit to which section 208 of the Madras

Estates Land Act,

1908,

applies, if the certified copy

therein mentioned
is not annexed to the plaint, and
the plaintiff, on being required by the Court to produce it, fails to do go within the
time allowed by the Court-

204.

(1) The District Collector may, by written order,

manner as appears fit, any business

cognizable

under

distribute,

in

such

this Act by any Collector or

other Revenue officer in the district and by like order he may

withdraw

any

case

pending before such Collector or other Revenue officer, and either dispose of it himself, or by written order refer it for disposal
to any
other Collector
or Revenue

officer in the district.
(2) The Board of Revenue shall have the like powers

of

distribution,

with-

drawal and reference in respect of all District Collectors and, notwithstanding any
order of the District Cellector passed under sub-section (1), in respect
of Revenue
officers subordinate to him.

205,

The Board of Revenue

or the District Collector may

call for the record

of any proceeding before a Revenue officer from whose decision no appeal lies, if
such officer appears to have exercised a jurisdiction not vested in him by law, orto

have failed to exercise a jurisdiction so vested, or while

acting in

the exercise of

his jurisdiction to have contravened some express
provision of law
afiecting the
decision on the merits, where such contravention has produced
a serious
wmuiscarriage of justice ; and the Board of Revenue
or the District
Collector,
as the
case may be, may, after een
the parties if they attend, pass such order as
“
seems fit,

206.

The Local Government may invest any

Revenue

or Judicial

officer

with all or any of the powers of a Collector, for any local area, in respect of all or
any classes of original suits or proceedings instituted under this Act,
and
may
withdraw such powers,
and the decisions
passed by such
Revenue or Judicial
officer shall be subject to appeal as if they were
the decisions
of the Collector
who would have taken cognizance of the suits or proceedings if the
Revenue or
Judicial officer had not been so invested.
;
207.
The Local Government may
appointan
officerin
addition to the
District Collector, to exercise all or any of the powers of a District Collector under

this Act.
208.
In the scheduled districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam the Agent to
the Governor, and in the scheduled districts of Godavari the Government Agent
shall forthe purposes of this Act be the District Collector, and the Assistant
Agents in these districts shall for the same purposes be Collectors. -

ACT 1 OF 1908.
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2

(1) All suits 9r

proceedings

brought or taken under this Act shall be

brought or faken in the reyenue division in which
the holding in cornection with which
the sui is
taken is situated.
5
i

the holding
brought or

or major portion of
the proceedings are

(2) Subject to the orders of a | District Collector, a Collector or other Revenue
officer may sit for the disposal of suits and proceedings under this Act in any place
- within the district.
-

CHAPTER

XVI.

-LIMITATION.
240.
(1) Subject to the provisions of the next following section, every suit
instituted, appeal presented, and application made
after the
period of limitation
specified therefor in the schedule hereto annexed or in section 191, shall be dismissed, althicugh limitation has not

been

set up 4s a defence.

(2) Nothing in this section shall revive theright
to
institute
any suit,
present any appeal or to make any
application which would haye
been barred by

limitation if it has bean
commencement
244.

(1)

of

instituted,

presented

or

made immediatly

before

the

this Act.

Sections

7, 8,9,19 and 20

of

the

Indian

Timitation

Act, 1877,

shall not apply to the suits and applications mentioned in the last f@regoing section.
(2) Sabject to the provisions of this Chapter, the provisions of the Indian
Limitation

Act, 1877, shall apply to

all suits, appeals

and applications mentioned

in the last foregoing section.

CHAPTER XVII.
SUPPLEMETAL.

es
aes 942.

(1) Ifany
(a)

5

.

person—

under colour of this Act

dishonestly

distrains, sells,

be sold, any property, or

or causes to

shee

(b) resiats a distraint duly made under this Act, or forcibly or clandéstinely removes any produce duly distrained under this Act or
makes a fraudulent conveyance of property to Prevent distress
for arreats ; or

(c) except with the authority
or consent
of the
prevents of attempts to prevent the reaping,
wise dealing with any produce of a holding;

si

(d) having

been ejected under section

ryot
unlawfully
storing or otheror

163

amy

estate occupies the same

or

without the landholder’s

consent;

from
ryotilandin
portion of the same

any
land

உ

he shall be liable on conviction before a magistrate no& below the rank of 2
magistrate of the second class to a fine which may extend to fiya-hundred rupees.
(2)

Any

person who abets the doing of any act

(1) shall be deemed to have abetted an
Penal

Cede.

ee

mentioned

Within the meaning

in

sub-section

of the
ழ்

Indian
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்
:
(8) Persons entering the apartments of women ¢r forcing open ‘the outer
doors of dwelling-houses contrary to the provisions of this Act shall be deemed to
have committed house-trespass within

the meaning of the Indiam Penal Code.

General Right of Suit.

243.

(1) Any person during himself aggrieved, (a) by any proceedings taken

under colour of this Act, or (b) by neglect or breach

of any

of its provisions, shall

be at liberty to seek redress by filing a suit for damages before the Collector.
(2) This section shall not be deemed to bar any right of action
Court in any case not taken out of its jurisdiction by this Act.

in

a Civil

(3) Provided always that any person who files a suit for damages under
sub-section (1) shall not be entitled to file a suit in respect of the same cause of
action before a Civil Court.
Agent of Landholders.
244,

(1)

Any

act, appearance,

which is required or authorized
may

be made ordone

also

or application before any Collector or

by this Act to

officer,

be made or done by a landholder,

by an agent empowered

in

this

behalf

by

written

authority under the hand of such landholder.
to
on or given
to be served
(2) Every notice required by this Act
as aforesaid to
empowered
holder shall, if seived on oF given to an agent
be as efiectual
service of or receive the same on behalf of thelandholder,
landholder in
the
to
purposes of this Act as ifit had been served on or given
(3) Every

document

required by this Act

Jandboldar, may be signed or certified by an
in writing in that behalf.

to

be

agent of

signed

the

or

a landaccept
for the
person.

certified

landholder

bya

authorized

Rules under Act.
245.

The Gocal Government

may,

after previous publication, make

consistent with this Act—

rules

%

(1) to xegulgte the procedure to be followed by Collectors and Revenue
officers in the discharge of any duty imposed upon them by or under this Act, and
may by such rules confer upon any

such officar—

(a) any power exercised by a Civil Court in the trial of suits ;
'

(b) power to enter upon any land, and to survey, demarcate and make

@ map of the same, and any power exerciseable by any ‘officer
under the Madras Survey and Boundaries

Act, 1897

; and

(c) power to cut and thresh the cropon any
land
and
weigh
or
measure the produce, with a view to estimating the capabilities of the soil :

(2) preseribing forms and the mode of service of
where no form or mode is prescribed by this or any

notices under this

Act

other Aat ;

(3) as to the procedure to be followed in applications under this Act :

(4)

as to the fees, costs and charges to be’paid for the purposes of.this Act ;

(5) for the use of threshing floors, oattleestands,
lands set apart‘for communal purposes:

village

sites

and

other

.
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Absolute Freehold

9, 33°
9, 33
225°

Abu Huneefa, on property in waste
Abu

Yusoof, on property in waste

Adaiyoli manyam
Adhinakarer

vee

or Adhinakurthar,

oe.

See MIRASIDAR

Adhinam, See KANIATOHI

218
895
395— 896
101

Adhyayanam
Adima
Adimayayvana

Adondai‘Chackravarti
Adverse possession

—under Hindu Law

39

—in

82.

natiam

——in service grants

284
71 note 2
918-914
96

Agvaharam °
Agraharam Grant
_ Agrahara Vadiky
Agricultural lease

.

———application of the Transfer of Property Act to,
—what is,
—instances of,
— coyenant for quiet enjoyment in ...
aow~ trans fer‘of
——procedure in ejectment in
Akbar
—division
——fevenue

—
‘——
Alotti

,,
4,

of the®empire in the
system

356
356—358
358
362
371
378

time of,

of,

ihe

introduction into the south, ~~
~=ipprinciple of Moghul taxation-~
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Altamghasinam
Amani System
——difference between, and ryotwari
‘Amaniya...
&marakam.:

‘Amayram grant
' Ambikar... --:
Amildav...--.
Anadi Karambu
Anal
‘Anaikkaran.
—

_ An Sanhrotriyam

system
aoe
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164—166
160-107
166
2485
216
146
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261
147,161
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Antahpala
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Anubhavam
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Anyakudi, See PARAKUDI
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Apastamba
—tight of the king to receive taxes
Appanam System
Arasinage inam
கஜா...
Ardhamanyam

Ardhamulgeni
Arei Katlai
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.
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Arei Katlai Village land
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261
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Ari jenm
Arudikarai, See PALABHOGAM.
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Aryang, The
—— settlement of, in the north
ண்
Af
in the south
அவை
an
how brought about
——an agricultural race
—— system of agriculture among,
——agriculture‘held in high esteem
—right of first ocoupant among,
Arz Rokhas

aes
ie
ane
eae
by,
ee
Ds.

ச

Asal grama purakudi, See PARAKUDI.
Asal Minaha garden
aes
Asara,
aoe
sea
Assessment, See also REVENUE.
-——among the Dravidians
Ses
——rate of, according to Hindu writers
——inorease of, in mulgeni
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the case of wet land
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dry land
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aoe
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ப் 61—62

80,84,160—169
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——in the case of permanently setiled estates, known as peishlwish ...
——according to the Tamil classios
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——how fixed, dry land
ae
a

125
5,158
159-160

ணத

160—163
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wet land

—-compared to the metayer

——inorease of

system

——additional imposts
——in Mahomedan countries
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164—166
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167—169
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——Moghul taxation
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—nature of,
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— jurisdiction of Civil Court °
——pPenal,
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—limitation for levy of,
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Atukubadi
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288
404
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.--109, 164, 166

Tse

vee

we

Aurangzebe
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- Ayakat Manyam
Ayakat Well

204
67
111, 121,
87, 88, 101, 102

eee

Ayan or ain land
Baden Powell, Mr.
Bagh mari
Bandela ...

223
243
17
223
238
281

as
ae

Barabooloty
Baruj
Barut gola
Batraju
Baudhayana

ee
oa

—rate and nature of assessment
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Benefice
——resamblance of Indian institutions to,
——fo
jagir
ED
Beneficial Tenures, See ALSO GRANTS, INAM
—existence of, traceable to remote antiquity
—grant of, by king and his minister
—application of, to troops
vse
—- practice of Mahomedan Government with regard to,

—

,,

of the British Government...

——now known as inams
—known before as manyams
— construction of,
Bentiek, Lord William
— check of permanent settlement
Beriz deductions

Bhale log

=

Bharati
Bharti Warg
Bhattavritti
Bilmakta
Bilmakta inam
Bisi
Bissoy
Bissoyee lands
. Blackstone

—

119-120
261 —262
224
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Board Sipharas WarZ
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Boundary

ee
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—burden of proof in disputes regarding,
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198
193
193—194
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o—right of first oectpaut by virtue of natural law

—conflict batween, and extent
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——on adverse possession
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Bullock’s share
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த
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suits in ejectment’
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regards jungle and waste lands ...
boundary disputes,
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——of occupancy, against owner of the soil,
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——against ryotwari pattadar
—in the oase of inam
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——as regards inams in permanently settled estates
Burnel, Dr.
——Sovereign'
hes no right to the soil,
Caldwell, Rey Dr.
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Cantonment or military tenure
Cattle Trespass Act
—zemindar’s nosition Under,
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Chandragupta
—revenue administration in the time of,

Chaturbhagam
Chautayi |
Checkbandi Inam
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Rog

Choondi panayam
Chuckla
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Communal

land
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Contemporanea exposito

Bae

Coodirumpad
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Cowle Tenure
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——difference between, and ryotwari tenure
Crole, Mr.
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Cultivation
—right of occupancy in direct,
—rmodes of,
direct,

——(2) with farm servants,
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—(8) with temporary tenants,
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with permanent tenants,
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spring channels,
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Dandakaranium
Dandput
Danduga
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Darkhast grants
Darzi
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242
249
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242
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—purposes
—two
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manyam

for which granted

classes of,

——khandam and shamilat
ட
ப்
rights under
Daya Bhaga
on conception of property
De Grey and Ripon, Earl
Defaulter
—who is a,
—

,,

under the Revenus

——

,,

under the Estates Land Act

eee

949-948

ces

37—38
155

Recovery

Dega
Dehaut
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Desakulkarni

tes

Desam
Desayi
;
Deshinook
Despondi
Desway
Devadayam
. Dharmadayam
Dharmasanam
>
Dittam
Dittum, known also
—as amarakam, atukubadi, vilu

407
420, 426
238
203
74
74, 75
73
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74, 75
260—261
262
214
207
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Doratnam
Doruyu wells
Drayvidians The
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——practice of settled agriculture,
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—different views regarding,
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Dry land ...
—includes punja
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——known
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——money
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வரத
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